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FOREWORD
We brought out two volumes, one in honour of Dr. F. YY

.

Thomas and the other in honour of Sir E. Denison Ross in 1939

with the willing co-operation of the Karnatak Publishing House,

Bombay. Dr. N. G. Sardesai, the enterprising Proprietor of the

Oriental Book Agency, Poona, during his journey to Tirupati to

attend the All-India Oriental Conference held there towards the

end of March 1940, expressed his willingness to publish a volume oi

Studies in Indology in honour of Prof. P. V. Kane, m.a,
?
ll.m. who

also attended the above Conference along with other delegates Irom

Bombay and Poona. It was then revealed in the course of a conver-

sation with Prof. Kane that he was to complete his 00th year on

7th May 1910 . Dr. Sardesai suggested that it would be in the

fitness of things if a volume of Studies could bo brought out within

a year or so and presented to Prof. Kane on 7th May 1941 when he

would be completing his 61st year. The above suggestion was

later discussed by us on the Ramanavami day (16th April 1940) with

Dr. Sardesai and a Committee of representative scholars with

Dr. V. S. Sukthankar, M.A., rii. r>. as Chairman was organized with

a view to carry out the suggestion. Circular letters inviting contri-

butions to the volume were despatched by us immediately, the

last date for receiving papers being 1st November 1910. The
response to these letters was very encouraging ; and the volume ol

more than 550 pages now brought out bears witness to the enthu-

siasm of contributors, the courage of Dr. Sardesai in carrying ouj

the publication of this costly volume inspite of the enhanced prices

of paper and print and last but not least the efficiency and carefulness

of Mr. S. R. Sardesai, h.a., i.n.li., the Manager of the Samartha

Bharat Press, Poona, but for whose personal interest in this work it

would have been impossible to get the Volume published within a

period of five months. We tender our most grateful thanks to our

colleagues on the Festschrift Committee, the Publishers and

Printers, and all lire contributors to the present Volume including

those friends whose papers were received rather late for being

included in the Volume as also those who have given us their

blessings and subscriptions lor the successtul conduct of our

undertaking.

Poona +

7th May 1941

S. M. Katiu:.

P. K. Coin;.





Dear Professor Kane,

You more than any scholar of our age in the West of India have

upheld the gree t tradition represented by Kashinath Trimbak Telang
,

Shankar Pandurang Pandit and Sir Ramakrishna Copal Rhandarkar .

Their mantle has fallen on your shoulders . To-day on this sixty-first

anniversary of your birth it is our proud privilege to unite with your

fellow-workers in the diverse fields , tchich you have enriched with

your researches and which you were often the first to open out
,

in

offering you their grateful and admiring homage in the shape of this

Festschrift . The long list of your publications
,
covering a period of

thirty-five years of selfless, disinterested and arduous labour
„
bears

witness to the untiring energy and boundless enthusiasm which yon have

brought to bear upon a branch of study » for long considered in India as

remote and unconnected with University Education
,
and to your staunch

^spirit which
,
having once decided upon the path of research in Itulohgy

t

and notwithstanding the many difficulties of circumstances which led

you from the teacher s profession to that of the lawyer has triumphed

over every material obstacle. ATeither sickness nor the perversity of

Nature or Destiny has dimmed that spirit which carried you forward to

your appointed goal nor diminished the output of your research, hi your

twenty•sixth year ,
already a promising teacher and inspired scholar

,

yvu distinguished yourself by completing an essay on the History o}

Alamkdra Literature
,
published later as History oj Sanskrit Poetics

appended to your edition of the Sahityadarpana ; and a year later you

laid the foundations for your masterpiece, the History of Dharmasastra
,

by winning the l\ N. Mandlik Prize with an essay on Aryan Manners

and Morals as depicted in the Epics. In your thirty-third year you

delivered the Wilson Philological Lectures at the University oj Rumba y }

the youngest scholar to he invited by the University to deliver these

lectures. In your fiftieth year you published the first volume of your

great History of Dharmasastra , the crowning achievement of your

wonderfully versatile life ,
the second volume oj which is being published

to-day . Your pioneer work in this particular field and in Sanskrit

Poetics
,
beyond that of any other scholar , has stimulated Oriental

scholarship to accord recognition to Indian genius and has engendered

in Indian Scholars a pride in their ancient culture . A new school oj
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workers is still tilling the fields and reaping a rich harvest where you

were the first to turn the soil. Your editions of Sanskrit classics
,
your

learned publications i?i various Oriented Journals and your many-sided

and illuminating contributions , in English and Marathi*, to social and

legal problems have led to a just appreciation of Indo-Aryan Culture

and Sanskrit Scholarship . Your keenness in Sanskrit and Marathi

studies has been neither damped by physical disabilities nor hampered

by lack of opportunities
,
and beyond all others you have demonstrated

in your life that man is the maker of his own opportunities and architect

of his own future. (Contributors to this Festschrift hail from nearly

every province of India
, a Jew even from war-befogged Europe; yet

they are a very small part of the willing contributions which have been

pouring in front the many who admire your great achievement
,
your

colossal industry and boundless patience
,
your critical scholarship and

unfaltering devotion to Sanskrit learning
,
and from those •who draw

inspiration from your fine example and encouragement from the privilege

of your inestimable friendship. He to whom was given the grateful task

of organizing this little work and editing this small Festschrift
,
join

with your admirers
,
friends and the many contributors whose spontaneous

co-operation alone has made this graceful tribute possible
,
in addressing

you the words made immortal by the ancient Rsis of India : *May you

live the full life of a hundred years !

-;k'»

!

S. 3YT. Katke

J\ K. Code
N. G. Sardesa i

Sunit i Kumar Chattlrji

V. V. Mirash j

P. C. Divanji

A. N. Upadhvk

A. B. GajiiNdragadkar

A. S. Alterar

H. D. Sharma

Rachu Vira

V. S. SUKTHANKAK

]). R. Bhandarkar

K. N. Diksiiit

R. 1). Ranade

H. R. Divekar

R. N. Dandekak

P. L. Vaidya

11. D. Velankar

V. R. R. Dikshitak

S. K. De
R. G. Harsh v.

K. V. VlRARAGHAVACHARYA

7lh May 1941



Professor P. V. Kane,
liy

1\ K. Coin-

The Ratnagiri District o| the Bombay Province, though one

of the poorest regions ol Maharastra, has produced men of

eminence and ability like Tilak and Gokhalc, who have made history

not only for Maharastra hut lor tin* whole of India. They have

put a permanent stamp on Indian life and thought by their

exemplary lives, characterized by self-sacrifice and patriotism.

Lokamanya Tilak, inspitc of bis life-long struggle in the cause of

Indian politics, was a born Sanskrit scholar and utilized all his

leisure in the pursuit of Sanskrit studies. Prof. P. V. Kane, though

destined to be neither a politician nor a Professor of Sanskrit, has

given the best account ol his scholarly abilities by his unbroken

'pursuit of Sanskrit studies. In this work he has* in my opinion,

followed the best traditions of the late Kokarnanya Tilak, who main-

tained his vigorous scholarly activity inspite of the hardships

occasioned hv his stern and rigorous life of a patriot-politician.

The native place of the Kane family was Dapoli in the Ratnagiri

District. Mr. Vumanrao Kane, the father of Prof. Pandurangrao

Kane, passed his Matriculation examination in 1874 and after

passing the District Pleader’s examination in 1877 began his

practice as a Pleader in 1R7S.

Prof. Pandurangrao was born at Parsharam near Chiplim in the

Ratnagiri District at the house of his maternal grandfather surnamed

Chitale on 7th May f$$0. lie passed his Matriculation examination

from the S. P. G. Mission High School at Dapoli and stood 30th

in the list of successful candidates. For his collegiate studies he

joined the Wilson College, Bombay and passed his B, A. examina-

tion from this College in 1001, winning the Bhau Daji Prize for

Sanskrit. Before his graduation he had secured several scholarships

in Sanskrit at the Previous and Intermediate examinations of the

University of Bombay. After graduation Prof, Pandurangrao was

a Daksina Fellow for two years at tne Wilson College. In 1902

he passed the First IT. R. examination in the First Class. In 1903

he passed the M. A. examination in English, and Sanskrit and was

awarded the Zala Vedanta Prize. Tn August 1904 he joined the

Government: High School at: Ratnagiri as a teacher and in 1905 lie

passed the S. T. C. (Secondary Teacher’s Certificate) examination

and stood first in the whole of the Presidency. Tn 1906 he passed
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the departmental examination for Honours in Teaching. In ^ 1906
he was awarded the V. N. Mandlik Gold Medal for an Essay on
the History of Alamkdra Literature. In April 1907 he was trans-

ferred to the Elphinstone High School as a Teacher a$id was made
Head Teacher of Sanskrit. In this very year lie was awarded the

V. N. Mandlik Prize of Rs. 150 for an Essay on Aryan Manners

and Morals as depicted in the Epics .

In 1008 Prof. Kane passed the LL. B. examination. In 1909

he acted as Professor of Sanskrit for the first term at the Elphinstone

College in place of Prof. S. R. Bhandarkar, who had been sent: on

deputation. In June 1911 he resigned Government service and

became a High Court: Vakil owing to supercession in the Educa-

tional Department by less qualified men. In 1912 he passed the

LL. ]Y1. examintion in Hindu and Mahomedan Law. In 1913 he

delivered six lectures as Wilson Philological Lecturer on Sanskrit

and allied languages. For two years (1915-1916) he was awarded

the Springer Research Scholarship of Rs. 100 per month by th ;3

University of Bombay for work on the Ancient Geography of

Maharastra. In 1916 he worked as Honorary Professor of Sanskrir

for one term in the Wilson College when Prof. S. R. Bhandarkar
fell ill ami a successor could not be found ar once. For six years

(1917 to 1923) he was Professor of Law in the Government Law
College, Bombay.

* From 1910 to 1923 Prof. Kane was an examiner in Sanskrit >at

the several examinations in Arts of t lie University ol Bombay from
the Previous examination to the i\I. A. For some years he was an

examiner at the LL. B. and LL. M. examinations of this University,

lie has been an examiner at tlsc LL. B. examination of the Madras
University twice and an examiner in Sanskrit at the B. A., M. A.,

Ph. D,, and D. Litt. examinations of several Indian Universities,

such as Benares, Nagpur, Dacca. For nine years (1919-1928) he
was an elected fellow of the University of Bombay and a membet
of the Faculty of Arts and Law of the same University for about

fifteen years.

During the last thirty years Prof. Kane has been connected with

numerous institutions, the principal ones among these institutions

and the offices he holds therein at persent are indicated below :

—

0) Bombay Branch
,
Royal Asiatic Society—Fellow and Vice-

President for many years.

(2) Dahsim Brdhmana Sahhd
,
Bombay -Member of the Mana-

ging Committee for over 25 years, Chairman of the
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Managing Committee for 10 years and one of the three

Trustees of this body.

(3) Marathi Grantha Sangrahfdaya , Bombay—Vice -Pre side nt

of thfc Niyamak Mandal for many years.

(4) Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute , Poona- -Member of

the Regulating Council and member of the Mahabharata

Editorial Board.

(5) Dapoli Education Society—President.

(6) Maharashtra Sahitya Parishad—One of the Vice-presidents

arid Member of the Managing Committee for many years.

It. will be seen from the above brief sketch of Prof. Kane's life

that he has not taken any active part in politics but has confined

his activities mainly to the academic and social life of the pro-

vince inspite of the busy life of a lawyer. His absence from politics

was mainly due to his being a Government servant till 1911 and

,

also to his being a Government Professor of Law from 1917 to 1923.

Even when he was a Government servant he attended the Congress

Session of 1904 at Bombay and of 1907 at Surat. Subsequently he

attended about half a dozen sessions of this premier political body
in India, the last session he attended being the Faizpur Session.

From 1921 onwards Prof. Kane attended all the Marathi Sahitya

Sammelans except those held at Jalgaon and Ratnagiri, He also

attended six out of nine All-India Oriental Conferences held so far

in different parts of India. His interest in Marathi language and

literature is as keen and active as that noticeable in his Sanskritic

studies as will be seen from the list of his Marathi writings publish-

ed in this volume. He, however, makes Marathi a vehicle of his

Sanskrit studies with a view to carry their message to the Marathi

reading public. Prof. Kane is loved and respected by all eminent

scholars in India and outside and when the organizers of the present

volume announced their intention to do honour to him in such a

fitting manner they received innumerable letters from these scholars

expressing their great esteem and regard for the services of Proi.

Kane to the cause of Sanskrit learning. Besides these tributes to

the learning and scholarship of Pro£ Kane enshrined in a perma-

nent form in the present volume 1 may note here tor information of

outside scholars that last year he was honoured publicly at Bombay
and Poona on the occasion of his completing the 60th year, when
speeches were made by representative scholars, admiring the schol-

arly work of Prof. Kane and in particular his encyclopaedic work
on the History of Dharmasdstra in 2 vols., comprising no less than
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2200 pages. This work has been published by the Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute and bears witness to Prof. Kane’s industry,

patience, critical scholarship and devotion to Sanskrit learning.

The family of Prof. Kane consisted of six brothers and three

sisters, out of whom, five are now left, two sisters and three

brothers. One of these brothers is a Pleader at Dapoli and the

other, the youngest, is a Medical Practitioner ( L. c. r. S. ) at

this place.

Prof. Kane has five children, two sons and three daughters.

His eldest son studied at the Bangalore Science Institute for three

years. After this training lie took the M. Sc. degree ot the

University of Bombay and later went to England, where he secured

the Ph. I). degree of the University of London in Gas and .Fuel

Technology. He has also done work for the 1). Sc. degree. At

present lie is Reader in Chemical Engineering in the University

College of Technology (Bombay). Prof. Kane’s youngest son of

eleven years is studying in the 3rd Standard (English). His eldest

daughter is married to Prof. S. G. Patvardhnn, K.A., ii.se., LL.M.,

who is an Advocate in the Bombay High Couit and Prolessor of Law
in the Government Law College. Such in brief is the outline of

the lile of Prof. Kane, a successful Sanskrit Scholar and a lawyer.

'The literary biography of a scholar consists of his writings.

The books and papers published by Prof. Kane arc, therefore,

recorded in a separate list appended to this sketch ol his personal

history. None is more conscious than myself ot the inadequacy

ol the present sketch dealing only with the salient features ot

the life of a self-made man and a scholar like Prof. Kane but lor

want of space in this bulky volume 1 must close it with my best

wishes for Prof. Kane’s long life and increasing prosperity in the

years to come. .1 take this opportunity of thanking Prof. Kane most
cordially for the materials supplied by him for this sketch, including

the list ot his books and papers,
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Some Poets of the Hindi rn a Family

Hy

A. N. Krishna Aiyangak, Mad ms

Mediaeval South Indian Sanskrit literature has been consi-

derably enriched by the writers ot the period and can very well

compare favourably with productions of the age of the classics.

The period witnessed the writing of the standard commentaries

on the five Mahakdvyus . To cite a few examples : Mallinfitha and

his son Kumarasvami and Katama Kcddi of the Kcddi dynasty

belong to this period. Music, Alarikarn, Medicine, Dharmasastras,

Philosophy, historical kavyas, works on domestic and srnuta

ritual, and in fact, every branch of Sanskrit literature had itsell

amply represented in the original treatises as well as compilations

made during the mediaeval period.

2. One striking feature of Indian learning and scholarship

is the presence of large groups of poets in particular localities

and families. The torch of learning is handed down from father

to son, from teacher to pupil, generation by generation. finch

teacher gathers round himself'a group of disciples with an ever-

widening circle as each, pupil becomes a teacher, in his times.

Learned men are encouraged and appreciated by the sovereigns

ol the country with grants and gifts. Kver\ court oi importance

has. a court Pandit who has a part to play in the day to day life

of the sovereign. Literary contests ordinarily hml a place in the

life of each great, literary personage and is followed by royal

recognition of the merits ol the contesting parties. Great festivals

such as the Mahanavaml usually congregates large assemblages

of pandits in royal courts for literary disputes and prizes.

.L The famous family of the Dindima Bhaitas represents

a mediaeval type of South Indian scholarship. It produced an

uninterrupted line of great scholars and brilliant writers whoso

fame and influence was unparalleled in the annals of literal)

history. A study of the life ot the Dindima tarnily is «. loseh

connected with the royal houses of* the period, by the intimate

contact which the members of the larnily en joyed at the hands o!

their royal, patrons.

4. fn the following pages an attempt is made to reconstruct

the history of the Dindima family of poets as gathered from the

internal evidence of the works composed by the members of

the family.
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X The Somtrt'filltyogaiiandaprahasana a work composed by
Arunagirinatha Dindima .Sarvabhauma contains some details about
the ancestry of the author. According to this work 1 the author

was the grandson of one Kaviprabhu, a gem of Pa rend rag rah a ra,

and belonged to the Sarnaveda. He defeated the great Naganna
the court poet of Ballalaraya. He is credited with the full mastery
ot eight hhasas . Kaviprabhu’.s son was Rajanatha Desika who had

married Abhiramanavika the daughter of Dindirnaprabhu. From
this union was born the great Arunagirinatha surnamed DINDIMA-
K AY (SARVABH AUM A. The maternal uncle of Arunagirinatha

was called Sabhapati Bhaltaraka .

3 This yields the following table :

Kav iprabbu—A stabhasasamra j yabb i sikta

—

Dindirna Prabhu a lion to the elephant Naganna Kavi of

|
the court of Bullalarava

I
!

t J .
!

Sabhapati Abhiramanavika marrried-Rajanatha Desika

Bhattaraka
!

*

Arunagirinatha

author of the Prahasana SomazaUlyoi’dnand

a

Dindima Kavi Sarvabhauma.

f). The details furnished in this work are remarkably corro-

borated by another work the Vlrahhadravijaya

*

a drama of the

Dima type and composed by Kumara Dindima Arunagirinatha,

a later writer of the same family, and contains a little more than

what is found in the prahasana . 'The colophon to the Vlrahhadra-

i ijaya says :

Ahurkvia noNs

7\ C. nYnnial C;it.t loiiuc of Sanskrit MSS. ( Jovt. Oriental MSS. Library,

M,i<) r;i ^

.

D. Dcm'i- iptive < 'atalojMK- of Sanskrit MSS.Ciovi. Oriental I\'ISS. Library,

Ala d IMSr.

1. Set; 7’. C. II, Part I (\ K. No. lid 1(b). Also—Tuinort-r Library, PUS.
Sastrs.. Vol, A,

r
1 1 1 ,

Nos. and 4M8 for cxrroctb from tbc work.

rlm:, rp:
wiTTjnrr^fspB^'jr •'AT-t.'-wq-

*rsrantrwfitsN: spans’*

-

. V. C. It, I’.irt I O. K. No, I (> 1 1 (h )

.

:i. T, C. lit. A, R. No. 2090 (<!).
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The author Kum-Jra ipindmiii Arunagir in;*.lh;i \s;is llu ;-*m of RMian.ithaearya

of the Gautamagotra and Durpadcvi whose .mce^to: s had come from the hanks
of the Ganges. His father R.ljanatlu had the ".oniV i ful capacity of eoinpo^imr
citra and ynmuku types of kuryits -two roost difficult types of composition
and of producing^inimitahlc dramas. ihiy.malha w.is > yre.d devotee <>1 Siva.

His grandfather Ariiriugirinatba was known by his title* of l.h’ndima Kavi-
sarvabhauina and had the biruda of the Hindim i:*idy,i struck h. tore him
as a mark of his excellence over the rest. The grandfather of Hindirna Kavi-
sarvahhautna had the biruda of Kuvi attached to him.'

Such is the distinguished lineage of the author.

7. The pyasthdvana ol the Vnabfmdnriijava corroborates the

details found in the prahasa.ua by tracing the family ol the author
to five generations above. 'The result of a close study of the

two prasthdvanas and the colophon of the Vlrabhadnivijaya yields

the following results :

n
V rt tarsij a who defeated Xaganna and was known as Kaviprabhu

i

R a
j an a 1 1 ia - Pa ranm inahe 3v a ra etc.

!

niudiuui Kavisarvahhauma alias Aruuagiriu;U'h:-i , Autlmr
o t the Sotnara/lJytjgdnandaprahasaHa

Rajanatha I> indium— 1 )asarupanarayana, married DurgildevT

Kuinara D indium Kavi Aruiyagirinatha, Author of the 17rahhadm-
rij n va *Sadbhasasii rvabhau m;i

S. A comparison ol the two tables easily shows that t he second
is a logical continuation of the first table and the two til into each

other. This may he taken as the starting point tor iurther investi-

gation into the subject.

Dali

d. Any definiteness regarding dates ha> not I ecu possible till

now, to assign our authors to their proper periods. Put the

accumulated material can be used with some advantage and
precision at the present moment. 'The !'!iavatn<:akxa of the Soma-
valliyoganandapruhasana mentions the name of a Devaraya :

Dirghdy u r Devaraj o pyarahi < asmnati( akramdra ftdratdram .

'

* • iWfM u fi -

:

] T-hWSW «WT IT Vi,n -

rc^vr, fa < -f *?.***

TRrej Tj%<n rffawn

7

-4piwiipi r:-a u4\fenw

r

'Ftrcfefr 2 ht, fa-rt inf vyrrv-r rpj?h

?

TH>r3;fajf4'T uTJ-T. T. < - HI. A, R . No. 2090 M).

T. C„ 1 C , R. No. ir,11 (h), p. 227S.

0 . Ibid., p. Ibid.
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10. The Sdluvdhhyudaya7 of Rajanatha Hindima is interesting

in that it mentions the several titles of the author of that work as

also that of his father in the colophons to the cantos along with the

titles of King Narasiruha Saluva, the subject-matter«,of the poem.
It is clear that the author Rajanatha belongs to this group of poets.

The same titles given to Kaviprabhu and Oindima Kavisarva-

bhauma are repeated verbatim when mentioning them. 8 The name
Hi'mifulakakari is applied to his great-grandIather Nrttaraja in the

colophons to cantos 1, (see table I I), and 4 of the Sdluvdbhyndaya

'll. Speaking about his own titles, the author of the Sdlu-

vdbhyudaya mentions Dasardpanardyana as a title applied to

him. 10 'The V/rahhadravijaya applies the same title to the father

of the author of that work.

Xati : —Jam Dasruva AgganavaranCima anam hhanati / Tadod 1

1 fence the author of the Sdlurdbhyitdaya and the father of the

author of the Virahhadravijaya are identical. The mention of

Oevaraya in the Somava /liyogananda is therefore quite appropriate

and must refer to Devaraya 11 of V i jayan:jgar whose date comes to

1446 A.n. The author of the Sdlurdhliyadava must have been
patronised by King N a rasing*! fialuva whose date may be pushed
upto 1490 A. i.) .. The author of the VUtihhadrarijaya must have been
a contemporary of Krisnadcvarfvya and Ins immediate predecessors,

the latest date being 1510 \. n. approximately.

12. This dating can be held to be correct from another point

of view. The Aeyittardydbhyi/dayam and the f>hdgavatacanipu are

two works written by a Rajanatha Hindima. The former though
clothing the life and achievements ol Aeyutarfiya in poetic garb, is

not only genuine but the only contemporary document the value of

which cannot be overestimated. It has been pointed out that the

account of the campaigns and the events of the reign of Acyuta have
been singularly corroborated by independent io reign. evidence
which is one of the tests for historical accuracy. 13 The Bhdgavala-

7, jD. C. XX, No. 11S1S, pp. 7S97-7,J03.

S ;tnd a . Thr follow in# colophon* arc tonmi at the end of the Ciintos in

the &ttUn\ihhyudaya : XX, p .
"901 :

4’ -1 TTcITJTfrT§ i I

I

_

10. J bid., p. Ibid.

11. T. C. III. A, I'art 1. f„ p. 2833, It. No. 2090 (.1).

12. Dr. N. Vi-Niv \tmj.\m.\n »yv.\, Studies in the Third Dynasty oj I ’ijayu -

Miftnni, p. 45. Set- also pp. 4K and following for a comparison of the accounts
of foreign travellers with the account of Rajanatha and conclusion.

4
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cattipu was written at the command of Acyuta himself. Tins Raja-

natha was therefore a contemporary of Acyutaraya whose latest date

can he put at 1542. 11 He is therefore different from the author of

the Salmabhyudaya a work which deals with life of a kmc of the

previous dynasty, by over fifty years.

13. A second test is now applied from two literary composi-
tions of the time of Devaraya H of Vijavanagar : T he Mahdndtaka-

sudhdnidhV 4
is a campil kdvya attributed to Devarava II. T here arc

a few manuscripts of the work in the Advar Library which are being

examined. Another work is the Rdmdhhyudaya^ which is attributed

to Saluva Narasinga son ot CfUiuja. The fifth canto of this work
contains a verse in the colophon which states that the work was
composed by Sonadrinatha Kavlndra having the title of Dindimasar-

vabhauma and the son of Rajanatha and Abhirama. It is further

stated that: the Rdmdhhyudaya was composed earlier than the Malta-
ndiaka} T he MahdndUika referred to is evidently the Mt/hdndfa

kasudhdnidhi attributed to Devarava 1 1 . The reierenee to Devarava

Jn the Rharatardkya ot the prahasana »s evidently to Devarava IT.

T his also li ves the Dindinia Kavisarvabhaumi Arunagirinatha, the

author ol the SnniavaUTyoqanandaprnhastuw as a contemporary ot

Devaraya II. lie is the central figure in the family and must be

considered as the person who lent a certain amount oi charm,
grandeur and brilliance to the entire family.

14. An attempt lias been made to identify the Arunagiri of

'/'irupyyal lame with Arunagiri ! )iiulimakavisarvabhauma. n This is

based on the general idea that the author oi the Tiruptigaf was
a contemporary of Devaraya II and that ot all the members of the

Dindinia family, the capacity and devotion to Siva of the Kavi-

sarvabhaurna alone could easily account for his T amil compositions
in the form of TirupngaL

15. Says Vcnkataramanayya
“The Saivite author Arunagirinatha was one of the principal

men of letters of his (Devaraya
1

s) court. Mr. C. V. Naravan i

13. lleras- The A raridon Dynasty
, p. 2.

14. S K. Aiya\j»au, Sources of Vijayuntrgar History

,

p. 60.

15. S. 1C. Aivangaii, Sources, p. S3-5.

16. Ibid., p. 85. ^
vivmfFi wm.'ir&jv’ZM JTtT+mj

UT^TWUffTOJn I

Wcif JTUT wwh- sj4i a4 -spirt u
17. Krishnasicami Aiyanqar Commemoration Volume , pp. 176-1 S3.

f
I
t
>ir»clinm

Poets and Arunagirinatha of Tirupupal, by Mr. C. V. Nahayana Aivaw.
18. Studies in the History of the Third Dynasty nf Vijayatia^at

a

(1**35), p. 423.
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Aiyar discussing the question of the identity of the author of the
Tirupugal with the members of the Dindima family concluded

1 his scheme is very favourable to the fixing of the identity of Arunagiri-
natha of Tirupugal or Arunagiri Dindima, father of Rajanatha the author of the
Stilurabhyud. /yam ; tor we know that the L 'ivupugal poet was a ^jontemporary of
Devaraya II (1422-1446 a. i».). If the poet was born between 1400 and 1405 a. d.
he could very well have come to tin* notice of Devaraya IT about the year 143.5 a.d.
when he was thirty or thirty-five years olcl.* JJy

16. So iar there is agreement. But Mr. Narayana Aiyar also
holds Dindima Sarvabhauma, the author of Tirupugal as the grand-
son of Arunagiri the author of Somava lllyogdnandapraliasana. This
is against the chronology adopted in this paper, for the Sarva-
bhaumakavi is the author of the Vogdnandaprahasana and also of the

'Tirupugal .

17. The arguments adduced so far tend to show that the five

members of the Dindima family who have been considered must
have flourished in the fifteenth and the early part of the sixteenth
century. On a stricter calculation, and basing 1440 a.l>. as the

central year, the period of activity of all the five poets must have
been 1380 and 1500 A.D., allowing at the rate of 24 years for

a generation.

18. This paper does not exhaust all the questions to be
considered. 1 have only pointed out the material that was available

in the two works of the Yogdnandaprahasana and the Vlrabhadravi-

jaya. The several other problems connected with the Dindima
family will be dealt with at length in a separate article.

20

19. Krishnaswanti Aiyangar Commemoration Volume , p. 181.

20. A paper treating about all the memberb of the pi^imn family and
related poets is under preparation.

0



Additional Verses of Katyayana on Vyavahara
" By

K. V. Rangaswamt Aiyangar, Madras

In editing, with my colleague and former pupil Mr. A. N.

Krishna Aiyangah, M. A., L.T., of the Adyar Library, the famous

South Indian Digest on Vyavahara prepared bv Varadaraja, who is

undoubtedly older than Madhava. and is perhaps anterior even to

the author of the Smrticandrikd , l have come across a number of

£lokason Vyavahara, which are not found in Mr. Kane's splendid

and laborious reconstruction of the lost smrti of Katyayana.

Mr. Kane had laid under contribution 21 nibandhas and collected

from them 973 verses bearing on the eighteen titles of Vyavahara.

One-hundrcd-and-twenty-one verses not found in the Katyayana-

smrtisaroddhara are now offered from Varadaraja's digest, which,

being in manuscripts written in Cirantha characters, was not

available to Mr. Kane, when he made his collection. 1 cannot

think of a fitter form in which my tribute to his magnificent services

to Dharmasastra can be offered to Mr. Kane. It will be noticed

that verse 57 in this collection is ascribed by Varadaraja to both

Brhaspati and Katyayana.

In verse 101 Katyayana mentions a Saunaka. Not improbably

this ancient srnrtikara is identical with the Saunaka whose name
occurs in a famous verse of Mamtsmrti (III, 16.) :

-

9TH5CT grTUTW I

A more interesting feature is the identity of some of the slokas

presented below with verses in Manmmrti (c.g. verses <S5, 94, 96,

97, 98, 99, 118, 119 and 120). As the verses are ascribed to Katya-

yana in all the manuscripts of Varadaraja’ s Vyava/idranirnaya, and

as familiarity with the text of Manusmrti may be validly presumed

in both Varadaraja and the scholarly copyists whose transcripts have

been used by us in preparing our edition of his work, the citation

may be taken as evidence of the South Indian belief in their being

common to both smrtis. The palnvlcaf manuscript serves like

a card-index, and citations, which are made obviously from such

manuscripts, cannot be summarily .dismissed as containing errors

due to bad memory.

A verse in Mr. Kane’s collection (verse 265) presupposes

a definition of a jayapatra by Katyayana himself, which, however,

was not available to Mr. Kane. Verses 22 and 23 below supply the

missing definition.
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Varadaraja knows of a Vrddha-Katyayana, for, verse 701 in

Mr. Rank’s collection, which he has taken from Sarasvativilasa ,

p. 320, (ed. Mysore) is ascribed by Varadaraja to Vrddha-Katyayana.

The page references below refer to our edition of Varadaraja’

s

Vyavaharanirnaya , which will soon be released, and the headings

under which the new citations should come arc indicated seriatim.

«*

I*.

l\

l\

4.

^ »I,fTT5TrflfkfT =5
|

ii 1

13.

*r*jsr: '$$ i

X ~ v v

^frr^=wm n 2

qnsrfoTOoirri^r 1

g^t ?rr-ar: ii 3

16 .

sr-nfar fsr*m w rarnfttfcr h ^rasitrir 11 5
20 .

-flfirftsra % $g: 1

ar^Trt % H’rr %*£ asps'll 11 6

sn%^5i5Ei«i-

l ' 26
‘ ft** sft** * ftitft*i 1

WSpfoRSj;W £ 78* f??T*?73lrr II 7
I*. 27.

s* %S*ftE^ 7*7 Kfisafe^: ^*57: I

•sr?7ro«Jro*fta* ft*rsri*i: sraftftH: u 8

immTOsmTrmf ftnft; ^ft *sj7: i

7>r«Tfaparft*to*3 ftifTt h 9
•flfjvrrsTmftr* h?t 78Wiffftift«r: i

7$t 7T3ftm%S«l *T5Tft II

3* mil ftftvi: *7r?r ftw: JTtsfavfaft it 10
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P. 29.

a^T%?r nil

, ^crerrm^T^FTii^
P. 49.

f^^rr»?Jifrr<T^T m ar 1

r ^Ts’sjri? 11 1

2

I*. 50.

n»*( ?t«t ag^i?r fjT'-^rftr^r =7 &«t%cr 1

tfivh 45r*nft^i 3Tf-MTi% 7 si4 wr 11 1

3

1*. 59.

fam: 1

irsvsvnr^r ^fmsrr fireterreg 11 14
P. 60.

*3rMPTi%fa?r 7i^% arcssr 1

?ft ERUcr rj7*iT5*r 3 pia7 11 15
P. 63.

g feforr a^r^ 1

W.4!•• ^r-FWai: »?f^: ^Tr7^:^o^?ftfV^ II 16

mfsRT^rf^j^rw *r%erai*r*mf'T 1

fii?snrot% 45T^f =g Ff=ar *rf»4: aasra 11 1

7

smroiwraT aa ii?: sirersiftspn: 1

?ra ?niT5ini 5i*a?i 11 1

8

P. 77.

a?r jqriMi -r firem fasrig ^7?tr g^m; 1

77r fg«r: afi^tri smiaj vpzfctk 11 * 9

sfwif ^fterfvpfin =7 ^aiTTP^miTfa 1

ggf%*n fefare: trarofai&g ^ 11 20

%^qrr;% ai^i ?r ar agi^g 11 2

1

mg^srmar^piir
P. 85.

Verses 259 to 264 in the Katydyunasnirtisdroddhdra define the

content of a pascatkarci. Verse 2£5 defining a jayapatra says :

vr?q:^mrfg p\%wi: s[^af a-fteft 1

This evidently presupposes a previous definition of the jayapa-

tra by saying ‘this is also a jayapatra’. The present verses supply

the definition not included in the Katyayanasmrtisaroddhara by

Mr. Kane and fits in between verses 264 and 265.
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^mi'T*!«T*a?Tn;«TrsS?fg% i

*Tnr-wn% %a gfi??T n 22
=3 3rr{gsr??rf*m*pm. i

i«?firanpff^w*?rr?; sTOT^r^rfipiarpr n 23

P. S5 6.

^Tr9T?An?sr sq^rfa?a^srmg i

rRirmoi &inmfir?3fn*BTr8jr?:g n 24XXX
wM a *rf?v;i&^ aa*a?l ii 25- '•* o
X < X

s^trarcftafaga ?p*%*atfasp T^r^nj; i

*r»rncrrprrfj?sfi5f g smm airirsga: ii 26

P. 91

.

^isrr^rmfeftr^rar ^aar^ar: i

#IJ??T W^T 5Ta g5RaTSSJT*nfafa: ii 27
P. 92 .

w*aaF3n<rer<3ri|: ?;a 33?a a ftr^afa II 23
P. 93.

*mmmTf^w a aaTraRfafifa a i

fafgssfiiT^in =31 3jiF?fia =5 3£cafa n 29

P. 104.

IJiwfomoircfwt atsa fir-fra?! i

Riasg fewrif^TsJ %a: ^rst^g Rr%<nrg u 30
aa ^rrspr fr^r aefl fafatfia: n

aa arsa n aa f^s^a fatfa: ii 3

1

P. 111.

sr^% HTfasnn: arif arraalstfor arrfairaTg 1 32
P. 113.

sRafaaisf*Rl arsfa ?TT%^njnTrvi% i

jRgarofaaiita saasreRa* a a ii 33
farar r faaa 3[ra: snsasta ^au i

afg qr<t farrestfST: fri.><s%a «aaft*ra: ii 34
P. 116.

fa*ral<na§aifH ^fV°t qrfoig^g i

fiR^anl^Vagafa ararss»a »m a^a ii 35

P. 125.

arfar& Rtf^ar^ g af*ataaarn% i

arfiraln^ fgsarafla; iRafafa ’a ?*aft ii 36
4
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gsr: i

sRqfSnreg rifsf^ srisSrStsr feforo.* h 37
P. 12<s.

sre*r*mt g fag-t-qi i

^rf.-qr irmoi wrg. jgf^Rrnsmr?! n 38
l\ 135.

<rqrfoi g^ftr-g^r qqfts i

?Tf?T fTTmE^T ?U=3T etp 7 fapg/lft II 39
P. 137.

*grg-s3T tIrjtir 5 Fre^wfi ?t fofivjgq i

fsrftRfararT qhrfcr 53 377 ?rar%?T. n 40
P. 13S.

q^I^r^T^T g7rD fiprftT *fi 5T I

^ITrfT *T?irfq «T *T HT VZ'-TR&fa II 4

1

fgjsJTJTTnarffinT^^T^

P. 204.

IflH g R7I% TT^T <l^ft I

sirofawi^is* g gsrt n 42

?r»f«r a?q frfmr^: t

5l|mT^TSTSRr»«

P. 235.

n^reiifajjan 5f«rfg sRsn^fig wnw «r: i

?<rs *r f^grfi 7<7r <jJT*pMr^gr *r3R ii 4 3

P. 237.
-qtalfaw5* =3 *rt»«rr^: sri4 =a =* i

&<-q g mq-fU^qilrsr g ii 44

P. 238.
^ftrTETK'T^r a*ir Rsrr I

arrfviTSRtsfvra;^^ ^*r gr vjq^ n 45
1». 244.

ffqsrjmf’rwrqr -iirfviar^oi srrfam: i

f%Hrensj *T3rE?sartSi>4r^Ttw*TT il 46
P. 246. •

q^inr<n«»rs!F*far. §g°v wiji i

ij3*Tft3r -Ecrtt sfCTTg «r ?f% grg«£far i

fargft 3jrfa%s3f g jjs^r ?i?%got *t%g it 47
P. 256.

15 5*r fir«5r \v( ettt: q?^ i

q«rl5 JTsrrsswrtafa# 7*Pi<n gn: ii 48
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P. 268.

3^^roTTff?jvn5'r firsrralr i

<t?h=H ^rqr. sr ^sri^t^rHSrrm n 49
^sET^fa^srsT nf?t^ *p>4t s=r«rr i

snfarm stsjtTrt 5 ii 50
P. 270.

** w& T%^?riig- ^ i

^ %s5n?r gr4% i^sfe 3i?n^ II 5

1

P. 272.

*ft wfknifxfwq »r ^RsrfiTsnfaw: I

*r r^?r ^rwr^r^T ^isaar s* ^rfir m n 52
5STP-4 4 T%5|TTPTg% ?I*TT I

=315^^1 f%?r^ ^r^yanui «irr ii 53
fiprajPTTrm'q T^ifr ftwrRt^ ftnyn *1%^ i

*r»4 gpsf firkin ii 54

P.

^TT5BirjTfwrr?Tr g fjr^rnft ^Hipr i

$N spsT??! ?«7r?5T3T;: gfesmT^sr il 55

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

286

.

f3T5T44: 43%?T<55T: srrar^rafrf mfcqR: I

n^f^fir^tg^trnTH; gp-ftsTT^ ii 56
288.

SRTTsm fqrs4 ^rTITTF fT'4T I

gepfm’7^^4 st T4U5Tgan!Tr ii 57
289.

ST 3%3 ST «T =4 I

51^1% g^i: R«f%OTl^: II 58
295.

^epi^tftrsfi smfs^ ^*ro^r?T
v I

TTf^pji fawr Trsrr fesrrg; flRra^* ii 59
301.

‘fqTsrosrro^e sr srssgr^sf Tfr^tst i

«rwT3rrTftm«Tr: ?4r?r gp-T^rr =et srtsfffr ii 6o

1. This verse is cited under both Katyayana and Brhaspati
( ^T^T^T^T-

f^PTcfr ).

o
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.
P. 302.

^fw^ajrgwT^wfis&wrcft fow3?» 11 61

I*. 327*.

*iif*ri«rwrfijra wr*w wi w?: afrrwrw?! i

faw+ww grafor wrwfar w fgwh;??: 11 62
ff?j: sprwr wrgft i

®T s^^gwtsft w fvreirrii ti 63

P. 328.

wtw?*t*w mwtw w wlfirwr i

wens* ntfn^ gw wr?4 wkpww g ii

^nmwfwnwr wr ^wrfaspTspnifiRrg ||
64

P. 331.

nwr fsm^fir mwR; ^rf^r'af run??r: i

srafancw w^wrm Fifn: ^wrfirir^wi: ii 65
P. 335.

?TOF*JF!TJlf%?TI qc5«?r I

ir^rg^jpi gr^wl w?i*Tt srrT^wwg H 66
arrwrmg fJrrsprwfg i

*T?r^rjTW^fb g3ifw«rT ws+wfa: i

rm\ ssftw wf%f%r wwwrirw w<*rog. ii 67
• P. 3+4.

wsiewr wrgsrw f.wrg gr(oj^qo«if^g^roj: i

?i=r gss; w wnttw: qiWTwi w*w wr^g ii 68
'rft&iw *ww g’RTtr^'ir ^ ng#fg t

'rn%fT wfim ggwwr w gw*?w3l?T ii 69
P. 346.

W FIW? JJF.?T fsiw*wir I

ggrr^ffT ws&rir fw*;wT «n? tfwgg ii 70
P. 348.’

araHvi% sew: fq^+r-r zzriz'ri =ewi wwg i

aTigsrTgrferwfw: *wm 3Ew»*fww;w gw w n 71

*rf*iw«r gfrgfwa fwvrnra *nft wfg I

3rrg5TTgrfww?WT: ww*^ wwwfmrw || 72

2. Varadaraja cites the following verse* under Vrddha-Katyayana :

Wf?W*J ifvjfazi TWWWT WT fcWPRil: I

fww;W*fffrf fawssfi: gfatfTTWWT: II

But Mr. Kane has included it under Katyayana as Verse 70! ( Kdiydyatuisvirti

-

saroddhdra
, p. 86 ), on the authority of Sarasvutiviliiso , p- 320.
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P. 350.

jr^rs^r^wramisfq- ftr^piffr 11 73
P. 351.

afi=r?rjr t^nrorrar «j^r i

ar^tt *r*i grr u

vifsT^r n?T vrftr3rf?r ii 74
P. 355.

sjjffsi^wT nrsrar a f«r=r#ft i

<rarep^sig\sl a Rrcfm nfi=r?,nf?r ii 75
P. 360.

f

t

qrftipTT ?wrm II 76
P. 370.

m TT^rr sEiviwmsT srr sht i

sr^rsp^resr ggsr * *rr f*r%nqrjmrqr h 77
^Rr ^stht ?u scm i

^tnrf^re ^rr ^ru m h fir=gr^5|i?r 11 78
P. 373.

sH >j^Usrr *r. ^fanr h ^srfa =er i

^rfir% *r ?!% =3 ii 79
fa?rqr*r% ??m f^mrot FP-rrserrn; i

3 it 4«rr3 Tfir^^r *r*nR*rf?r: ii 80
P. 387.

*T =3 ^awiSTtrfPr: TUTfT: #13 33 3T I

ftr^irw *rnlvfi m cfmrfmm^sfT m ii 81

P. 388.
#i3is!=3i 37 vim Raser'i^sirctft: i

*?rs?3w)- ^mfwnw^ar ii 82
355^5 jt^st: ^s^rror: ?mr i

virqT *n ?cS3r5 3 ^nsswr favtrsra: ii 83
vm n?fi&n *rm33^ i

BTsr 3;«r a?m»?ir ^^rs^sr 3 SR33T it 84
35*31 %T 5f3Tf3?3r5 *3,73*37 3*3 SI#I3?I I

3 qfcfe^rsrsrtopj: il 85

3. AfatitJ. Vlir, 204 presents the same idea :~ -

r,-wi i

?f wf^atfpirg: ii

The textual variations betvveeti Manu and Katyayana are slight. The
fourth piida of the verse rf

£

f^r^f -HT^ ,s reproduced in both Katyayana and

Manu.

S
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»jjrf«pqrss«rqi qlqrq fq?q% qwqq>i qfg i

qRq q^qm: *qiq. q>»qr qrfq fqq?$?l II 86
P. 394.

•ftrerc qqr q qliqi qft snfalt sqft i

3% HTelfa^sfq' qr II 87

P. 395.

qwfi q§ srqqqqf q^qm^qq q*gfq: i

qqrrltq sngqnsri q;q qqrn?t qqq it 88
qfq^itq *rrqf qr qrq?qrqfq qtfq: i

‘srfqorq%q qiq; gqrq qgqr 3 sfifqq: n 89
qqsqrqfqq* qq gqgTqq Rqiffcr i

=TT^fi *qqft q%=qq ^rql ire fqmfq: it 90

^T?rranfrTTi^ri#

P. +26.

fjqq qfqqgjq 3 7537 5t*i fqqiq^q I

qrggqrq qqnzr csrrqq q qsgq: ii 91

P. 427.

siqRrqrrrTqtqr fqvrrit qgqftqi* i

3%iRq qf$ml vrm: qq'Wt qr qqr qqq u 92

P. 434.

qqRT qqqjrq?^ ijf* qftqwfq *qqq. i

?*qr qq qf<r»qr?q 3rfe^ frqqqmqrq n 93
** o

'q?Rfiqrqqqq?qrq nmrfqqiqmf^qqjm i

q qJtqq: gqqRq qq^flsqrRflsfq q( II 94

‘wrarfqgfqs'iqi q: fqqTi qr *qrqq>Rimq |

qpqrq Tqq^SRq *qq qq^g q Rjq: II 95

P. 435.

"qqqi g q^qra goiqiqfqqsfRiqt. i

gq gqgqgqi q fqgq^g ^fqq: II 96
Tfq^ g% q*q q q Sir^q ap^qfqq |

*qjj? Tfj% q?qq: q*q ?qra?q qsqq: i| 97
qrqrfqgvqtg?R5 qqtRqqVq qt I

q gq qnt-g^iqiqqfqq
-

: q q^q^f u 98

4. Manu - IX, 47 to 52.

5. This verse* is identical with Manu. IX, 174.

6. 'This is identical with Manu. IX, 177.

7. These four verses arc identical with Manu. IX, Ui^-172 except for a

slight variation in the third pad a of v. 172 ^vUJ^TT tor rl^l^T.

<)
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faqtswfr 4»*TT 3 4 3?! 31^3^: |

4 *pr*ft4 fejgsnw 4tg: 3;«Tr?rg5nrq M 99

P. 441.

41^?T3 i

4^rf1^^%sr : inftrT^^r 3 11 100

35mf5T T3UT m 1

*rff5pnF*I 73JT3.
II 101

3Tg^fa3*l4N*T *r44%f% STTO^: I

s

3t*41 ^f»3 3?uf^3«n«3r a^rra; 1

ifm?4 5T?T mss?T3 3%oirn 11 1 02

P. 447.

4g?'rerns*u3'2i ?r?*jf i

i?r?mnjJTrf41> wnt; ^ irawrrT: 11 103

I*. 46X.

Tsfmt WyfWt^’-j fag: 3p5r?r rr^
I

qjpij st f&r-#TT3sr WTT3 4151% =q sr 4>h4?t II 104

r. 494.

vgzm uwifcft r-irsfem: 1

JTOSTSITJt q-qj »7 J^T^T: 11 105

P. 495.

JT^rfft =3 *r4nr «t*n% ?Fr4^*rq 1

3rr?»^: xfKmm ’jivmmavfct: 11 1 06

[\ 497.

%a Tft?srfN>f£^4 *t%3 i

irmqfg wsc^ro rflTsrci^TTmfeg 11 107
Hj^mf "rsjrTT =5 3*T*n ?*r: t

Tarem fj*tg qJFTfsrg || 1 08
n^TsirfegprsTr 3 ?n^: ^rprsmt^: 1

*rr**??g ^rq^fir'rmsi 11 1 09

8. Saiinaka is one of the Smrtiktirlis cited by Manu. Ill, 1 tf>. Sec Kane,
History of Dhurmasdstra

,

p. 132.

0. Three manuscripts of Vyai nhurtniiniaya attribute this verse to Kfityayana
as also thr following :

-

f?5 nimr m^s-^r i

ii^TT 9TH 5 rf^.^TM: •

The latter is included in Ktiiyiiynmismrtisnroddhdra as v. 874, while the

former is not found.

10
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P. 512.

33r 3531335501 3353: i

3353?3ots,^3T 3 ?r3ir 11 1 1

0

?5^p>2^qrfq-e 53335 5 th%t: i

3333133*31^ %^g533: §j|: || 111

p. 522.

3t*rfs5i35*3r3T srtm'tamr fei3T f33i 1

f3a>3Tf3ir?r3 3 ?53 3?r n 112

^fe3T*3S(3roirf3 ^wrwrrf^rqf? 1

fa3t33l *j5$ra3[T3T333f3fi!53r : 11 113
331*^3 srrrrwirfsr 33? 3333*3% 1

53: q?g?wt 31 ¥TT3T 31 3f3333D II 114

sr3fm^

P. 528.

3D3^ 333 f53T3 P'P3,»3 333*35**. I

3313 333^ g 3331333: 373; II 1 1 5

333ifqr 33r ^3313 fspj^tg 3 515313 1

335 *T#5RP^33: H3¥ft3 33533; II 1 1 6

P. 528.

^3TT335fftjf3*3r3: f3515*1313. 33?33; I

f35t3%3 3*%3 f3I333 333 3 II 117

P. 529.

3 rr'Trftn 513313 f3%333 1

5:f»33T 33 353*3 f3f53T: 3PT3;tf?3: II 1 18
n
3?i^3r3rf3 313*3 wg* *3WgsnS33l3 |

fog 335 3rfo 5355531 ar^oil snfo 11 1 19

3353333 fofjr 3*3 r 3t3t 3 3333.

1

3g3T3i 3 spnr 3 33 3^*333 3 11 120

P. 532.

3031^1*3313331 ^ft^roir i fifoon** I

f5TKlf31??I5333m: f33^3T3fff3333; II 121

10. This is identical with Manu. IX, 288.

11. This and the following three lines are identical with Mann. VIII,

124-125.

K. V. 2 li



The Position of Smrtis as a Source of Dharma
By

A. S. Alterar, Benares

Smrtis are one of the most important sources of Hindu Dharma
in its social and socio-religious aspects. They have played a great

part in determining the features of many a social and socio-religious

institution and custom and in moulding the development of modern

Hinduism. To study the attitude of Hindu society towards them
as a source Dharma is instructive in more ways than one. It is

proposed to do this in the present paper, it would not he an

unsuitable subject for the commemorative volume intended to be

presented to one of the mosl eminent students of the Dharma-

sastra literature.

At present we regard the term Smrti as being a synonym of

Dharma-sastra literature : jYJanu also says the same :

Dharma-sastram tu vai smrtih . (II. 10)

In the earliest period of its use, however, the term Smrti did

not denote the Dharma-sastra literature. The word has been used

by Baudhayana, Gautama and Apastamha, who were pioneers of the

Dharma-sastra literature, and in whose days that literature was just

coming into existence, It is no wonder if they did not use the

word to denote a literature that was yet to come into a definite

shape and form in their days.

An examination of the relevant passages shows that early

writers used the term Smrti to denote a set of rules which were not

included in the Sruti literature,—which had then assumed a definite

and unalterable form,— but were existing mainly in the smrti or

memory of wise and virtuous persons, and could be learnt from
their mouth and inferred from their conduct and character. The
sanction for these rules was not the divine word of the Sruti, but

human conventions as accepted by the leaders of society. This
becomes quite clear if we compare the statements about the source

of Dharma as given by Gautama, Mann and Apastamba. Gautama
says :— *

Vedo dharma-mulam . Tad-viddm ca smrtisite . I. 1. 1-2.

This is in entire agreement with the view of Manu as expressed in

the following line :

—

Vedo ' khilo dharma-tnulam smrti-siIc ca tadviddm . II. 6.

Now let us compare these statements with that of Apastamba

in connection with the same topic. We have to remember in this
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connection that Manu, Gautama, and Apastamba are not tar removed
in time from one another. Apastamba says :

—
Dharmajna-samayah pramdnam

, veddsca. 1. 1. 2- 3.

All the three authorities mention two main sources of Dharma, and
of these the Veda is oi: course one. A perusal and comparison of
the passages makes it quite clear that dharmajita-samayah

,
or social

customs and conventions accepted by the learned leaders of society

are identical with the Smrti-stle ca tadvidam , the smrti and sila of
dharmajnas or vedajnas. The term Smrti here does not denote
the Dharma-sastra literature ; it was vet to come into existence
in the days of Gautama and Apastamba. In this connection
wc have further to note that Apastamba describes in the opening
aphorism the rules in his book as sdmaydedrika , i. e. based upon
samaya or pauruseyi vyavasthd, i. e. human or social traditions and
conventions.

Veda-viddm smrti-stle therefore are identical with the customs
and conventions that were approved of and recommended by the

learned leaders of society. For a long time these rules existed
only in the memory of the custodians of tradition, and so bv

laksand , they began to be called Smrtis. Later on the name was also

transferred to the literature, which committed to writing most of

these rules. That is how Dharma-sastra has conic to be designated
as Smrti literature. In the beginning, Smrtis were identical in

nature and contents with saddedra and were based upon it. When
Smrtis came into existence, the scope of saddedra became naturally

reduced, as much of it was codified by Smrtis. It began to denote
those old practices which happened no! to be codified in Smrtis, or

those new ones, which had aquired social approval at a period

subsequent to the codification of the early 1 )h;mnasutras or Smrtis.

Such being the origin of Smrtis, it is but natural that they

should not have wielded, at least theoretically, the same authority

which was conceded to the Srutis. At the time when the Smrti

literature was coming into existence, the Srutis were universally

regarded as divine in origin. They were the direct words of God,
and so their authority was naturally supreme. On the other hand

we notice that the early Dharma-sastra writers like Gautama,
Apastamba and Baudhayana do not ckym for themselves even the

status of a Rsi as was later done by Manu and Yajnavalkva. Nay,

Apastamba goes to the extent of declaring that in his days no Rsis

were existing in society. 1 Naturally therefore the authors of the

Purva-mlmansa school, who were at about this very time busy in

1. cIOTTWrlS^J ^ I

?

4-i.

.
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formulating the rules about the relative authorities of Srutis and
Smrtis laid down that the views of Smrtis should be summarily
rejected if they were opposed to the dicta of the Srutis.

2

As however centuries rolled on, the authoritativeness of the
Smrtis began to be accepted more and more implicitly. Their
authors began to be translated into Rsis owing to the great lapse of

time. The over-riding authority of the Srutis was of course never
formally repudiated ; but it really caused no inconvenience in

practice, for the Vedas, generally speaking, are silent about most
of the topics dealt with by the Smrtis. Their meaning also was
becoming more and more unintelligible, as the classical Sanskrit

began to diverge more and more from the Vedic idiom. Leaders of

society however felt that in actual practice, if not in theory, the

voice of Smrtis should be regarded as final on the topics dealt

with by them, because they being relatively recent compositions,

were more in conformity with the theory and practice of society.

It is very interesting and instructive to examine the various

steps adopted in order to render the authority of Smrtis practically

supreme in their own sphere. The theory of the lost Sakhas of the

Vedas helped the cause of the Smrtis considerably. This theory of

course was not a fiction, for we know it as a matter of fact that at

least some portions of the Sruti literature have been lost in course

of time. The Purva-mimansa lays it down that if there is a conflict

between two texts of Sruti, then we are to assume an option, as no
text of the Sruti could be presumed to be inoperative. It now
began to be claimed on behalf of the Smrtis that their views cannot
be set aside even when they are in direct conflict: with Srutis ; for

they may quite possibly have been based upon a lost text of the

Sruti, and so the conflict that we see is not a conflict between
a text of Sruti and that of a Smrti. It is rather a conflict between
an existing and a lost text of Sruti, the existence of the latter

being inferred from its having been once utilised by the Smrti in

question, when it laid down the rule that is in conflict with the

existing text of the Sruti. While commenting upon Purva-
miniansa- Sutra, //etu-darsanacca , 1. 3. 4, Kumarila thus rftaintains

that it is not a conflict between a Sruti and Smrti text, but
between a atyaksa-sruti aril a smrtdrlfia-sruti .

:t The latter, there

-

2. ^TT^TcT I
Pitrvamlmdnsa Sutras

„
1.3.3.

3 - tfr TTErre I *T II

W4 3JRT: I qf£cTTW: 4P:4%II

mvi rT4J rrq ft I)

pp. 106-7. (Benares Edition).
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fore, ought not to be over-ruled by the former
; we must presume

an option, as it is in reality a conflict between two Srutis. 'This

theory made Smrtis as authoritative as Srutis and left it to the
option of society as to which of them should he followed.

The advocates of Smrtis took other steps also to assert their

authority , though in an indirect manner. It began to be argued
that brahmanyam arises only as a result of a joint study of the Vedas
and Dharmasastras; if a person studies the Vedas only, but holds in

contempt the Smrti literature, he would immediately be condemned
to be born as a beast for 21 generations.4 Which sane person would
under these circumstances proceed to decry the authority of Smrtis
and declare that their rules were not to be followed because they

happened to be in conflict with those of the Srutis ? Brhaspati

asserts the authority of the Smrtis in a more graceful way. Me
points out that the Srutis and Smrtis are the two eyes of a

Brahmana : if he is void of one of them, he becomes a one-eyed
person. He then observes that the scholarship of a man who has

studied all the Yedic literature but is ignorant altogether of the

Smrtis, does not appear resplendent like a night without the moon.5

It is interesting to note that on the strength of the above
theories and their application, the Smrtis have actually overruled

some of the specific dicta of Srutis that were not in consonance
with the spirit of the age, or were coming into direct conflict with it.

The Yedic practice was to perforin daiva karma in the morning and
the pitr karma in the afternoon. In later times the modern pitr-

tarpana came into vogue and it began to be offered in the morning,
as the morning bath became the order of the day. Now this

procedure is in direct conflict with the Vedic practice prescribed

in the above mentioned rule. Devanabliatta, the author of the

Snirticandrika

,

however says that there is nothing wrong in this ;

the Sruti rule must be presumed to be referring to pitr harmatl

other than tarpana/ The Sruti literature shows that Visviimitra

4 . m i *r*r«r: qrm fah n

• Atrismrti, v. 7 and v. 134.

5. sjfctwft f« fam'Jlt TW I 5jstfn?to:il

^frtSfFIT ^ sfrtVFfT ZWtl II

Quoted in Smrticartdrika, Sarhskiirakamhi, p. 10.

6- tt^ ^ ‘ ^TRT ' ^frT q RTPT I H

t

*

3 ?rc%T?T3^rrTT: 1 rwi riwFffcrf-

2T?ror: I ’ ^fcT I --gfagTT cfioT5^frTTt^f%TJfWM I

Snirticandrika, Sariiskarakaiula, p. 29S.
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adopted Sunassepa, though he had a hundred sons living ; this

would thus permit a person to adopt a son even when he had a

number of his own sons living. But MitramiSra says that such a

deduction would be wrong ; we shall have to assump that the Smrti
practice is also based upon a Sruti text, which is not now available

but ihc existence of which will hav e to be assumed/4

The Vedic passage,

na sesn ’gne' nyajdtamasti

certainly disapproves of the practice of the adoption of a son,

which is clearly recommended in later times by the Smrti literature.

This is a clear example of a Sruti being thrown overboard by a

Smrti. But Mitramisra says that there is nothing wrong about
the procedure. The Sruti passage is a mere arthavdda

; it does not
lay down any injunction. The Smrtis on the other hand prescribe
adoption, so that homan etc., should be properly performed. Artha-
vdda-sruti. is thus being fittingly over-ruled by a Smrti text, which
has a ridhi for its purport/

The custom of the Sat! of the later age is in direct conflict, with
the Vedic injunction prohibiting suicide. Apararka, however,
argues that the conflict with Sruti should not invalidate the

custom. For the Sruti passage lays down a general principle

disapproving suicide, while the Smrtis lay down a special exception
in the case of a widow. '

Whether the customs of the Sati and adoption are good or not

is a different question. Somehow or other society had come to

approve of them. Smrtis gave a canonical sanction to them and
sought to defend them even against the authority of the Vedas.
It was because Smrtis were more in consonance with the spirit

of the age and were often embodying the latest varieties of saddedra,

that leaders of society had a soft corner for them in their heart,

and saw to it that they held the field even when they were opposed
to some of the specific injunctions of the Srutis. They did not
openly rebel against the Srutis ; nevertheless they accomplished
their purpose by some more ingeneous methods referred to above.

7
* ^ T firfa: 5f qfpqqj I dt^cfT-

Viratnitredaya S. P. p. 206.

wi (*w) ‘:t fRinrar

‘ sftftiHT 3
5

) I p. 27.

9* «fcr: #S03TT faWrf I

I On Yijnavalkya, I. 86.
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The recognition of the authority of Smrtis as supreme in the
realm of social and socio-religious matters however did not solve
the whole problem. Contradictory passages in the Sruti literature

are relatively few, but such is not the case with the Smrti literature.

The number o\ Smrtis was also very large, and it was constantly on
the increase down to the 10th and the 11th century a.i>. Not all

these Smrtis have been preserved to the modern time, but the idea

of their number may be obtained when we note that Mitramisra
refers to 57 Smrits, Nilakantha to 97 and Kamalakara to 131.

Mr. Kane in bis History of Dharmasastra Literature had to devote
not less than one hundred and sixty pages to give the list of the

works on Dharmasastra 1 Granted that the Smrtis were in practice to

be regarded as even more authoritative than Srutis ; but which of

them were to be given this privilege ? Ail could not be given this

honour, because their views were often conflicting with one
another.

Several theories were proposed in this connection for the

» acceptance of society. One view was that the Manustnrti should in-

regarded as the most authoritative one. 1" There was another view,

which maintained that different Smrtis were authoritative for

different ages ; Manu for the Krta age, Gautama for the Tretii,

Sarikha-Likhita for Dvapara and Pa rasara for the Kali, J1 This view of

course was more historical, but how could all those who were not

admirers and followers of Parasara, be expected to follow it ? And
what about the Smrtis which were later than those of Parasara ? They
were of course modern and so in a way less authoritative. But they

were often for that very reason more in conlormitv with the spirit

of the age and therefore more liked and respected by society.

We find that eventually the leaders of society evolved some

principles, which made ample provision for the needs of the new

age, which often found some of the rules of old Smrtis unsuitable.

It was agreed that heterodox works like those ot Carvaka, Buddha

and Arhat should be brushed aside. As far as the remaining Srnrtis

were concerned, Gobhila held that when there was a conflict ol

opinion, the view supported by the majority should he lol lowed. M

#

10. 3 m m * 5^ I
Brha.pati. quoti-rf by Vira-

mitrodaya , P„ p. 27.
.

n
. 3 TjmT ntfw:w- I JW *9?T:ii

Partisurasmrti, T. 23.

1 2 . =* \ tSH »

Caturvimsatimatarn in Smrticaudrika, Sam. p. 206.

1 3
. WTHt XT TO l ^ ^ XT^TfffcT : I

III. 149.
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Vyasa suggested a modification ; majority view of course deserves
consideration, hut we should also find out what is reasonable in the
matter .’ 4 Devanabhatta was in favour of a still more reasonable
proposition

;
he maintained that if two Smrtis dilfered from one

another, we should not reject one in favour of the other; we
should rather assume that an option is permitted to us, for the case
of the conflict between two Smrtis is exactly on a par with the
conflict between two Srutis. 1

' If we permit an option in the case
of the latter, how could we deny it in the case of the former ?

There were very good reasons for later writers to plead for an
option in case there was a conflict of views between two Smrtis.
r
I he large number of Smrtis that were written in ancient India owed
their existence not to any literary ambition, but to the desire of
society to have new authoritative manuals, that would he more in

conformity with the practice of the age. Sometimes the earlier

books were in need of elucidation and amplification, and so new
ones were composed. Such, for instance, was the case of the Kdtyd-
yanu-smrti included in the Smrtlnam Samuccayah of the Ananda- ,

srama edition. 1
’ Sometimes a Smrti itself is seen recommending

consultation of other books for further light on the subject, a? does,
for instance, Laghuvisnu in connection with the rules about the

Asramas. r
‘ Sometimes new situation would call for drastic remedies

and these were naturally discussed in Smrtis composed in later

times after the particular need was felt. This, for instance, is the

case with Devala-smrti, which lays down detailed rules about re-

conversion of persons converted by force or fraud. Society in those
days felt the urgent need of reconversion. The problem could
not be solved by a reference to Manu, who was regarded as most
venerable or a consultation with Parasara, who was regarded
as particularly authoritative for the present age. For, neither
of them had dealt with the problem. Nor could the problem be
shelved on the ground that some statements in some of the earlier

Smrtis opposed by implication the practice of reconversion. For
the society was at that time convinced that new rules, not hitherto

14
- dwn&il’* i

||
Vyasa in Snirticandrikd, S. p. 17.

15 '
*^1*4 3 ^

\
Smrticandrikd

,

S. p. 16.

lfi - 3f«iraT i
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v. l.
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included in old Smrtis, ought to be sanctioned and followed. This
could be done only by proceeding to promulgate another Smrti
and asserting for it an authority as great as that for any earlier text.
For this purpose it was essential to maintain, as Vvasa has done,
that what is reasonable in Smrtis should be accepted or that in

case of the conflict of Smrtis, an option should be presumed,
as Devanabhatta pleads.

The above discussion will show that though in theory Smrtis
were regarded as less authoritative than Srutis, still in actual

practice they were regarded as supreme in their own sphere. As
lar as Smrtis themselves were concerned, there was a tendency in

earlier times to regard only some of them as authoritative. But
very soon it was realised that later Smrtis were also equally, if not

more useful than the earlier ones, for the rules contained in them
were often more in conformity with the spirit and practice of late

times. An effort was therefore made to see to it that they were
also given due scope. With this end in view it was laid down that

when Smrtis differed, the majority view should be followed, or

that opinion accepted which is most reasonable. To make matters
most explicit, Devanabhatta pleaded that when there was a conflict

of views between two Smrti texts, an option should be assumed.
Commentators like Medhatithi were unwilling to lay down a final

list of authoritative Smrtis, for they realised that new Smrtis could

still be composed which would be authoritative for a later age. 1
"

All this shows very clearly that society was very anxious that there

should be full scope given for the enunciation in new Smrtis of

such new principles or practices as may be necessary for the new
age, and that they should be accepted by society, though they may
be representing a new or a minority view for the time being. New
Smrtis that were being composed in different provinces and in

different centuries thus provided for an authoritative recognition of

new practices or variations in old ones. That is why the Smrtis

continued to have a long hold over the Hindu mind.

T

^fa?Tr^ H Wffik \ °n Mamumrii, II. 6.
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Rgveda Citations in the Mahabharata
ny

V. M. Apte, Poona

It is now generally accepted that “the Mahabharata and the

Ramdyana are not the old heroic songs as those court-singers and
travelling minstrels of ancient India sang them
but accumulations of very diverse poems of unequal value which
have arisen in the course of centuries owing to continual interpola-

tions and alterations Indeed, in a certain sense,

the Mahabharata is not one poetic production at all, but rather a

whole literature”. 1 Strangely enough, in a sense, this is as it should

be ! “When Isay that the Mahabharata manuscripts contain quanti-

ties of spurious additions, I intend no disparagement or condemna-
tion of the text or of the Manuscripts. The process is normal,

inevitable and in a wide sense wholly right, ft the epic is to

continue to be a vital force in the life of any progressive people,

it must be a slow-changing book ! The fact of expurgation and
elaboration is only an outward indication of its being a book of

inspiration and guidance in life, and not merely a book lying unused

and forgotton on a dusty book-shelf. Those are probably just the

touches that have saved the Mahabharata from the fate of being

consigned to the limbo of oblivion, which has befallen its sister

epics like the Gilgamesh The Mahabharata is an Itihdsa, Kdvya
and (dharma— , artha— , kdma— ,) sdstra rolled into one ! Nay,
further, the work itself claims with a certain amount of justifiable

pride :

—

“With respect to Dharma , Artha, Kdtna> and Moksa (the four aims

of human life), O best of the Bharatas, what is here [may be found)

elsewhere but what is not here (w ill) not (be found) anywhere else.

It is hardly surprising them, that we should find a vast amount
of pre-epical literature absorbed in the Mahabharata , through

allusions , citations
,

summaries , amplifications , adaptations , imita-

tions and parodies of relevant passages in that literature ! Invaluable

1. Winternitz : A History of Indian Literature, English Translation,
University of Calcutta, 1927, pp. 315-316.

2. Prolegomena Cl, the Adiparvan, critically edited by Dr. V. S. Svkthan-
KAR, B. O. R. Institute, Poona, 1933.

3. I. 56. 33 ( Critics! edition of the Mahabharata ).

1



RGVEDA CITATIONS IN THE MAHABHARATA 27

work in the matter of tracing these allusions etc. to their sources
has been done by Holtzmann,4 Hopkins5 and others. Much
remains to be done, however, especially with regard to Vedic
literature . The problem, besides, assumes a new significance in vieiv of
the work ofpreparing a critical edition of the Mbh. that is going on at
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute

, the material collected and
the manuscripts collated there/ What 1 mean, will be made clear by
the Rgveda citations discussed below, but 1 may only add here,
that in view of the fact that the work for the critical edition, for the
first time renders it possible for a research worker to have before
him the entire significant manuscript evidence for each passage in
the form of all divergent readings of any importance given in the
critical notes in the published parvans and in the form of manuscript
collations in the case of the unpublished parvans, it becomes
possible only now , to undertake the task of tracing citations from,
allusions to or adaptations of passages in earlier literature more
thoroughly. What, formerly, with only one edition before us,

looked like a remote resemblance, a faint echo, a mere summary or
at best an adaptation, may turn out now, in the light of the entire
manuscript evidence, to be either an attempt at citation not materi-
alizing through failure of memory or lack of care or a deliberate
modification--an itha of a Vedic passage ! In ancient times passages
were often quoted from memory and the quotation was never
compared with the original. 7 Further, a modification or iiha of an
early Vedic passage, to suit the contemporary phase of grammar
and the new context was a favourite literary device, found not only
in the Mbh., but traced to all Vedic works also, from the Samhitds
other than the Rgveda, to the ritual Sutras, the utmost liberty being
taken with the text of the original to this end. So when we meet
with phrases like :

—

srfcrarrvf 3*r srsmr w^FiTfa^ i"

f'

vmfir i

l ‘ l

\

n

4. Das Mahdbhdrata and seine 1'eile in four volumes, Kiel 1892-95.

5. The Great Epic of India.

6. I must gratefully acknowledge 4*here that Dr. V. S. Sikthankak, the

genera] editor of the Mnhdbharata , who expressed himself very much interested

in the theme of this paper, kindly placed nt my disposal, all this material
including his valuable bibliography on the Mbh.

7. Compare Prolegomena XXIX, Critical Edition of the Adiparran

.

8. V. 12. 28 (Critical edition).

9. XII. 343. 2 (Bombay edition published by Gan pat KkishnaJi, 1877 ).

10. Ibid. XII. 343. 11.

11. Ibid. XIII. 76. 6.

O
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^fqr «rfcr: H
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we are not sure always, whether these arc preceded or followed

by citations from, or summaries or modifications of passages in

Vedic texts !

The question, whether a passage from an early Vedic text is a

citation with or without modifications is further complicated , except
in the parvans critically edited by the Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute, by the peculiar, though interesting, circumstance that

some manuscript variants, as will be seen below, actually restore

the citations to their pristine purity ! In the Adi, Virata and
Udyoga parvans already critically edited, we know exactly what
reading of the suspected citation is favoured by the manuscript
evidence and thus are in a position to decide at once whether we
have to deal with a citation or an ftha. But in the case ol the other

parvans not so edited yet, this is by no means certain unless one
examines the manuscript collations for that parvan . The Tact,

nevertheless, that some manuscripts give a version identical with
the source-passage in its original form throws an interesting

sidelight on the tendencies at work responsible for the differentiae

in some manuscripts.

A thorough-going attempt to trace all possible citations,

adaptations etc., of passages in earlier Vedic and post-Vedic

literature in a parvan may be of some help to the editor of that

parvan , if not in selecting the best reading of a Mahdbhdrata

passage for which manuscript evidence must be his principal guide,

at least in making his notes on the nature of the manuscript

material. It is in this hope also, that the following investigation

has been undertaken, though its principal (and strictly circumscribed)

aim is to trace all possible citations in the Mbh., from the Rgveda

only with or without modifications.^ There will be no attempt in

this paper to trace allusions to the Rgveda of a general character

12. Ibid. III. 208. 11 ; also VIII. 32. 43.

13. Ibid. XIV. 51. 26.

14. Ibid. XII, 312. 5.

15. Ibid. XII. 72. 2.

16. V. 16. 1-8 ( critical edition ).

17. XIX (Harivavisa), v. 1398, Calcutta edition, 1836.

3
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common in every part oi the Mbh., 18 nor to track imitations oi
RV.—hymns and passages as has been so ably done for example, in
connection with the hymn to Asvins in the Adiparvan by Louis
Renou.w

Mbh.*’
XII. 3+3. 10

fw. h n

«?fHT ftfTT

HT-JW WT
II 9 o II

There also occurs a declara-

tion to the same effect in the

Mantras of S'rutis . Thou, O
Agni, art the Jfotr in sacrifices

and the benefactor of the dei-

ties, of men and of all the

worlds.

Context in the Mbit.:—In answer to Arjuna s question, the

Holy One explains how Brahman desiring to create creatures,

caused Agni and Soma to spring from his own eyes. Having then

created and established all creatures, he upholds the three worlds,

in supported this statement follows our quotation from the RV.,

introduced by the words ‘ Mantravdda

Notes :

—

Hopkins” unable to trace RV. VI. 16.1, as the

source of the Mbh. verse compares RV. f. 13.4 : as/ hold manurhitah

which has very little in common with the Mbh. passage. The first

hemistich of RV. VI. 16.1. which is the real source is repeated

without any change. As regards pad a C, 1 find on consulting the

manuscript collations for this parvan that manuscript A reads:

—

RV.
VI. 16. 1

csrS ctaT f|?T: 1

^ II— — VJ—

Trans.*1
:—Thou, O Agni

,

hast been -placed as the Hotr
of all sacrifices among human
folk by the Gods.

18. See Hopkins : The Great Epic of India, p. 2 0.

19. “ L’Hymne Aux Asvin de L’Adiparvan **. pp. 177-T7X, in A Volume of

Eastern and Indian Studies in honour of Professor 1'. W. Thomas, 1939.

20. The verses are taken from the Bombay edition of (Janpat Krishnaji
except where it is otherwise specified. #

21. The translation of the RV. versus is mine ; that of the Mbh. passages is

( unless otherwise specified ) the one in the complete translation of the Mbh*
published by Photap Chandra Roy ( Calcutta, 1884—96 ). This has been done
deliberately and for two passages only to show how though the words may he

identical (as here in the first hemistich) the translation reflects the wide gulf

between the ages of the Mbh. and the RV ! Sec, for example, the different con-

struction and the interpretation of * hitah *
( = placed ) in the RV. and ( = bene-

factor ) in the Mbh.
22. The Great Epic oj India, p. 24.

4
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deveti (bhih ? ) ntanuse jane , which is a very close approximation to,

if not complete restoration of the RV. pada, as it would be, if the
ti in the manuscript is a scribe’s error for bhih

, as is not unlikely.

This shows a tendency on the part of manuscript A—a tendency
shared by a number of other manuscripts as will be seefi below—to

restore completely the reading of the source of the Mbh. passage.

The Editor of the parvan alone, can decide whether the manuscript
evidence authenticates the reading as we have it in the Bombay
edition, or the restoration attempted by manuscript A ! It may be

noted that the RV,—-instrumental devebhih appears in the later

form devaih in the immediately follow ing Mbh. passage which is

similar in purport and which reads :

—

fsi^IST VP?frt I 2T3TTSTT | f# ffrft

fffrf II 11 II

[ have a suspicion that this verse also is a quotation from some
other Samhitd or Brdhmana but 1 have been unable to trace it so

far. For the theme of this paper, besides, 1 have confined myself
to the Rgveda.

Finally the reproduction of the peculiar metre of the RV .

verse (Vdrdhamand according to the Anukramanikd , is a species of

Gdyatri : 6-4-7 + 8 = 21 syllables) has presented no difficulties, as

these chapters have alternate prose

duced with or without warning !

RV.
X. 95, \<*

pq nr?r fas mV

fa«TT * i— o

Come, come ! Wife, fierce-

minded ! let us exchange (a

.few) words, now !

[ haye is an exclamation used
I

before the vocative, exhorta-
j

tively.]
j

and slokasy either being intro-

Mbh.
XIX. / far

i

‘cams (is v. 1398.

ms w l

(Calcutta edition, 1839)

“Ho, there, my consort, stay,

fierce in mind (as thou art),

stay at my bidding (lit. word),”
such—like Suktas , they addres-

sed each other.

[ This translation is mine. ]

Context :—The RV. hymn is the famous Samvdda hymn,
consisting of a dialogue between Pururavas and Urvasi . The story

has been repeated often in later literature, in the Satapatha

Brdhmana , Baudhayana Srautasutra , Brhaddevoid , in the Hari-

vamsa (our passage)—an appendix to the Mahdbhdrata , in the Visnu
Purana, in Kalidasa’s famous play and in the Kathdsaritsdgara .
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Notes :—The Tristubh metre of the RV. has been changed to
Anustubh in the Mbh., with the consequent adjustments, which
reflect at the same time, the later phase of language. For example,
the exclamation haye has gone out of use, and has been replaced by
the particles'^ and ha appearing separated in the first hemistich.
As no manuscript collations have yet been made for the Harivamia,
I can only compare the reading in the Chitrashaia (Poona) edition

(1936), which has ha for the Calcutta ho and restores the RV. manasa
for tnanast. It may be noted that our passage definitely refers to

tire citation as from the RV., by the word siiktani

.

RV.
1. 10. 1

rrrcfcr c-ir tTrqfaufr

framer sTcrag

ii

The singers sing of thee, the

hymners recite a hymn (to thee).

The brahmans , O Satakratu
have raised thee, like a beam
(or pole).

Mbh.
XII. 285. 78

RRfrT TTrqfSToft

mm f^T 31^3^

1

1

The utterers of the Gdyatrl

sing of thy praises in uttering

the Gayatrl and the worshippers
of the Sun,— the Rsis - regard

thee as Brahman , as Indra and

as the (illimitable) firmament

above.

Context -In the RV the verse is addressed to Indra,

referred to as Satakratu.

Mbh.:—The story of Daksa'

s

sacrifice is being narrated by

Bhisma to Yudhisthira. Our verse is part of a Stotra with which

Daksa y who having offended Mahesvara , in not inviting him to his

sacrifice, was punished by the latter, finally appeases him.

Notes :—The first hemistich of the RV. reappears without any

change. In the second, Satakratu and Brahman (in the later sense,

of course, of god Brahman ) , have become epithets of Mahesvara and

naturally as the verse is addressed to that god. But an interesting

modification is seen in the last patfa, the Rgveda counterpart of

which does not breathe that spirit 6*f reverential awe which charac-

terized the attitude of a devotee towards his deity in later times I

Now, on consulting the manuscript collations for this parvan, I find

that MSS. A, E, H and D read brahmdriastvd [tvdm , D a] and A. E.

and H read satakrato . Thus A, E and H restore the RV. reading

of pad

a

(c) completely. As regards the last pada, B reads Udvathsa-

meva yemire and C reads udvathsamiva Yamiror re ? ). For menire ,

6
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G has yentire and 11 3 has Yeniimi ? )re. It is quite clear thus that

these manuscripts have definitely attempted to restore the original RV.
reading , having spotted the verse as an RV. citation.

The metre is the same, Anustubh in both the places.

RV.
X. 117. 6

g?q sRrfff tf'i ?rc4 |

:TtWt 3'4fg Wf
4s4?*T4t *rqf?r u

In vain does the senseless

one win (his) food. That
(food), indeed,—I speak but

the truth—(shall become) his

ruin; no comrade, no friend he

feeds ; he who eats alone has

only sin for his companion.

Mbh.
V. 12. 20 (Critical edition)

;
faster =efTstr%crr:

;
tftrT 5FF5T IT^TfcT 4t %

^ fsq qfipzisfrT n
!

j
In vain does that senseless

one win food ; he falls from
the heavenly world, his activity

|
(all) paralysed—(the senseless

one) who gives up a person
approaching him in fear. The
gods do not accept his olfer-

i

ing.

[
This translation is mine.’!

Context :—The RV. verse being part of a hymn in praise of

liberality, condemns the man who does not share his food with any

one, but the Mbh. verse which adopts the first pada of the RV.
verse with a few changes has a different context viz. a condemnation
of the man who refuses to grant protection to a person in distress

throwing himself on Ins mercy. Sofya, who is in the Pdndava
camp consoles them by narrating to them the story ol Indra , who
with his wife once, had to suffer great sorrow. An incident in the

story is the appeal o{ Indrdim to Brhaspati, to save herself and her

husband, to which the latter responds w ith the words in our verse.

Notes :—The footnotes in the critically edited Udyogaparvan
show that manuscripts K 3 , Do, D 10 ,

T;, and G A read vindate and that

K3 , D.j, Dio, T j , and G read apracetah which means that manuscripts
K 2 , Dj, and Dio fully restore tfic RV. version of the first pada ! Wc
have the assurance in this case tliat the editor of this parvan was
satisfied that the manuscript evidence on the whole favoured the

'modified version of the first pada of the RV. verse that he has given
us. In support of his choice, it may be added that the modifications

of the RV. verse are just those that wc expect in all subsequent
reproductions of RV. verses removed in time from the age of the

RV. For example, the hiatus vindate + apracetah between the two
w'ords has been avoided by introducing ca and the Parasmaipada is

7
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substituted for the Atmanepadu . This is in keeping with the

later stage of grammar. Even the Atharva-Veda XIV. 1. SO for

example changes the grhhndmi in RY. X. SS. 36" :

to grhndmi which was more in keeping with the grammar of the

Atharva-Veda days ! No wonder, the Mbh. introduced a similar

change

.

It is interesting to observe therefore, the tendency noted above

on the part of some manuscripts to restore completely the original

version. The metre is the same in both places : Tristuhh. Finally

it may be noted that the RV. citation is heralded with the unusual

introduction : V. 12. 18^ (Critical edition).

which means :—With respect to this matter, the following sung by

Brahman ,
in former times may, please, be listened to.

* RV Mbh.
X. 14. W XIII. 102. 16

Gautama speaks to Vasava :

^TFTT

qq rfsprt 1 1

wqh I

m qrafa*qr 1

1

To the king, the son The region ol (Varna), the

of Vh:asval, the gatherer of son <>f Virasvat, is such that

men, pay homage with obla- men are there controlled . No
tion(s). untruth can be told there : only

truth prevails in that place.

There, the weak force the

strong to labour for them.

There 1 shall make you sur-

render (my) elephant

.

9 ”
.

Context

:

—In the RY., the verse jji part of a hymn which is a

funeral address to Yama and the soul ol the departed, in the Albh.,

in answer to the question of Yudhisthira ,
as to whether all righteous

men attain to the same region after death or whether there is anv

difference of status among them, Bhisma cites the narrative of

Gautama and Vdsara who (i.e. the hitter) in the form oi King

Dhrtardslra has seized an elephant belonging to the former. Our

verse is addressed by Gautama to Dhrtardstra

.

8K. V. 3
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Notes :—Manuscripts B, C, D, G s and G3 have the accusatives

Vaivasvatlm and Samyamanim
>
instead of the nominatives—a change

which brings the reading nearer to that in the RV., though it may
be difficult to construe it in its Mbh. context. T^he manuscript

Ti even restores Vaivasvatam and Samgamanam which is the same
as the RV. reading except that we have Samyamanam

t
instead of

the RV. Samgamanam . This approximation is hardly in the spirit

of the Mbh. context, because further on, in the same chapter, we
come across mandakirii (feminine), the region of King Vaisravana
similar to Vaivasvatl (the region of Yatna) in our passage—which
latter is, therefore a more appropriate reading. The metre is

Tristubh in both the places.

Before I go on next, to point out a few adaptations (uhas), para-

phrases or summaries of RV. passages or phrases in the Mbh., I

proceed to discuss a citation from the Vdjasaneyi Samhitd
,
although

it lies outside the limited scope of this paper, just to show how
very fruitful and interesting the work ol tracing all such Mbh.
passages to their sources scattered over the whole field of Vedic
literature will become, in the light of the manuscript evidence made
available to scholars by the work of the Critical edition at the

Bliandarkar Oriental Research Institute.

Vdjasaneyi Samhitd
XXIII. 45 & 46

=fi: ^RfcT

3R S ftsRjfiqrr q?r: |—— o

T'fi 4^
r% whr ii v ,j

\ n

qJT:
i

I Mbh.
III. 313. 67 & 68

qq: iS3

trq--q

1
-3Tiq% q^r: i

j

so 1

qftRrqqq wcr ii v s, ii !
qfa?:rqq?r q?cr ii

t

The verses occur also in {he Taittirlya (7. 4. 18. 1) and Maitrd-

yanl (3. 12. 19) Sathhitds , in the Satapatha (13. 2, 6, 10 & 12) and

Taittirlya (3. 9. 4. 4 ) Brdhmanas and in the Srauta-sutras of Asva-

layana ( 10. 9. 2 ) and Samkhayana ( 16. 5. 3 and 4 ).

Trans. :—(45) Who journeys alone ? Who verily is born again

(and again) ? What is the treatment for cold ? What is the great

corn-vessel ? (46) : The Sun journeys alone ; the moon is born

again (and again) ; fire is the treatment for cold ; the earth is

9
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the great corn-vessel. (As the Mbh. passage is almost identical,

the variations being so slight as not to alter the sense, a separate
translation of that passage is not necessary.)

Context >ln the Idj

.

Samh., the verses are of the nature of

riddles with which the priests amuse themselves at a horse-sacrifice.

In the Mbh., the verses are part of the famous dialogue between
Yaksa and Yudhisthira consisting of a most interesting play of

questions and answers, in which there are a few riddles quoted in

the style of the Vedic brahmodyas
,

(in the Vdj. Sarith., for

example).

Notes** :—Manuscripts C, K, M and D4 have Kali slid for Kim
svid ; now although the former appears to be better as agreeing

with eko (masculine), it may be noted that the combination kahsvid

is not found even once among this series of yaksa questions, where
the anticipated answer is expressible in the masculine as here ! Thu
phrases used elsewhere are kaica which is actually the variant here

for kirhsvid in Iv4 and Dc or merely kail (as in (>l h ) ; we have, be-
* sides, kirhsvid dtmd and kirhsvid daivakrtah sakhd in y. 50 (Critical

Edition) where kirhsvid goes with words of the masculine gender.

Manuscripts B, D 4 , J> 3 and D* as well as I)*;, 1. and S have vicarati for

vicarate. It is interesting to find that this reading has been adopted
in the Critical edition. In fact, how the dtmanvpada form carafe

came in, is a mystery, as none of the earlier passages enumerated
above have it ! For eko vicarate . S( M and S (

>

A have ekaki carat

i

which agrees with the reading of the original, but which on account
of inadequate manuscript evidence has not been adopted in the

Critical edition. For our 67' ( = 46* in the Critical edition), TG l?

TGj and TG4 have himasya bhesajam kim svid ! 'The reason why,
these manuscripts in the attempt to restore the Vedic original bhesa-

jam for bhaisajyam have changed the order of words is that the d ia-

mbic close w

w

—for a pada is not permitted in the epic and this

would have been the case, if the verse had read him svid himasya

bhesajam , as the manuscript Ti does read 1 The same remark can be
made about v. 68* (47* in the Critical edition), where T a , G,, G 2 and
G4 read bhesajam and give a diambic close for the pad a but where
Ti has cleverly avoided the d iambic cVose by reading hhisajam which

is nearer the original bhesajam and* yet at the same time gives

the scheme w w for the close of the pada which is tolerated in

the epic 1

23. In writing my notes on these two verses, I had the hcnelit of an

informing discussion with Dr. Si'KTHANKAK who kindly gave me the proof * of

the relev*ant portions of the Critical edition of the Vanaport in which he js

editing and which is now in the press and to the numbering of which I refer

above as the numbering in the Critical edition .

10
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I turn now to a few important paraphrases, adaptations, echoes
etc. of RV. phrases in the Mbh., by way of illustration only , as

this is a formidable task lying outside the scope of this paper. The
following passages in the RV. :— ,

x i2<j. i* : g^^arTJfr....i

„ „ l'*: 3w: gtfrc II

„ „ 2*: * 3f^ 3TrfffcET%rT:....

„ „ 3«s rf4 anrcftrnfcrr jt®c*$....i— CV

appear paraplirased or reproduced with modifications in Mbh.
XII. 343. 2ff

^ ?raf?T«nftT stmi qro^rsmT *r=igft

wjfJi i ?TJTf*T u 3 ii srrcr fre3n*

w3r>jjm=j^sfipfT% qfafijiT ii v ii...*t % h ?rfh h
ST smrf**I?T I|...fmtffafflfqr ?T3 srarfa II ® II STT^fT^^T ?T Tlf^T-

TTOTST ^T^m^PFTTrm **& ^^m^WrTl^mPTJT I

Again, Mbh. X 11. 95. 21 :—

TflTT^Frf^T^mcT: I rT?l: *njwt fsr*m srfl^mf^sr

JW: II 551 II

preceded as it is by

is certainly a reminiscence of RV. VII. 89. 2 :

q%f4 •--hi^rf arfsrq:
|

i?55t A'm floz:^ II
i2 — — — 4 ^ i

addressed as the latter verse is to \ aruna. Mbh. III. 207. 47 also

has the pada mahddrtirivadhmdtah as pointed out by Hopkins. 44

Next, I believe that the first half-verse of Mbh. XIII. 76. 7 :
—

mm, fam it, sw rnicft ir stt%st I sqlra

ntg gmr!oftg?T#^ nta^rir 11 » u

preceded as it is by the v erse, :

—

=z srgssftfT *w?t ==r i afm*r v nwt *r^fimr ^f?T-

II % II

is a clever modification (uha) of RV. 1. 164. 33«& -

fqm mfSfffT *ttctt qfaqt 55ft 1

for the following reasons -

24. The Great Fpic of India
, p. 24.

11
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(1) There are several verses in this RV. hymn in praise of

i>auh e.g. the 28th begins with —
i i

v£> — — - \

(2) The 26th verse beginning with

|3^cTt. .

.

has great affinity to the dhvdnam (invitation) of the Mbh. XIII. 10. 0.

(3) thirdly AY. IV . 39. 6 has the equation : Dyavnlhenuh etc.

Further Mbh. III. 208. 11«»

anfpft JTT*i^rirm «tf?r: i

is, in my opinion, a paraphrase of RV. X. 19. 9"

affOT^rH

Hopkins 35
* has already compared Mbh. V. 16. 2 clf}

(Critical edition) :

and 1. 223. 13 (Critical edition) :

—

( v. 1. snqfirT ) 3§VJT WAiq- =q |

with RV. I. 194. 46^ :

<7^ flfejTT 5rr-7T R^qfjT RR RTRfWRRT?: ||

and RV. X. 114. 5 “*>

RfRof f%5TT : RRT 4,-RRf'R |* - — — — Jk

What he, however, points out 26
in Mbh. XV. 34. 11

Shspn^rr ftr wire! ?T5T^> i

as an allusion to RV. X. 18. 1, is not likely. The two paths

devayana and pitrydna have been often mentioned in the Upantsads
which, therefore, are more likely to have been alluded to.

With regard to XII. 312. 5ab :

—

lrorrsfirwftffc^ i
;

Hopkins 35
’ only notes that the citation of a Vedic phrase is

acknowledged but does not trace the phrase in question. In my
opinion, the Vedic phrase referred to may be any one of the three*

1

25. Ibid. p. 25. The reference to the Critical edition is, of course, mine.

26. Ibid. p. 25.

27. The references are to the edition of Llotold von Siiroi!Di:k, Leipzig,

1900.
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passages beginning with :—dydvdprthivyoh , in Kdthaka Samhitd :

XX. 7, XXT11. 3 or XXXV1T. 15.

Finally, as regards the Purusa-Sukta (RV. X. 90. 14) account of

the creation of the four castes, the passages in the. Mbit, dealing
with the same theme viz. VIII. 32. 43 ; XII. 72. 4 ; 296. 5tf ; 318.90

etc., need not be taken as referring to the account in the Rgveda ,
as

there are several post-Rgveda and pre-epic versions oj that creation

in \ edic literature with which the Mbh . account agrees more closely. 3*

A List of Passages in the Mahdbhdrata with the corresponding
ones in the Rgveda

, discussed or referred to in this Paper.

Mbh. (Bombay edition except
hen otherwise specified).

1. 223. 13 (('riliral edition)

111. 207. 47
III. 20S. 11

III. 313. 67 & 6.S

V. 12. 20 (Critical edition)

V. 16.2-

VIII. 32. 43

XII. 72. 4

Xll. 05. 21

XII. 285. 7S

XII. 207. 6

XII. 312. 5

Xll. 318. 00

XII. 320. 30

XII. 343. 10
Xll. 343. 10

XIII. 76. 7

XIII. 102. 16

XV. 34. 11

XIX. (Harivamsa) 1398 *'

(Calcutta edition)
k '

RV. (All references below are to

the RV. except when other-

wise specified.)

1. 164. 46'd and X. 114. 5 "*

VII. 89. 2h

X. 16. 9"

I djasanevi Samhitd XX 1 II . 45

& 46.

X. 117. ft"

I. 164. 46^ and X. 114. 5«*

X. 90. 12

X. 90. 12

VII. S9. 2b

I. 10. 1

X. 90. 12

Kdthaka Samhitd 20, 7 : 23. 3

and 37. 15

X. 90. 12

X. 18. 1 and the l panisads

X. 129. 1 3

VI. 16. 1

1. 164. 33"*

X. 14. 1*

X. 18. 1 and the Upanisads.

X. 95. 1

28 . A student doing research under my guidance at the Deccan College

Postgraduate and Research Institute, (Poona), is at present engaged in doing

for the Mahdbhdrata in its relation to the whole of earlier Vedic literature, the

same type of work which I have attempted in this paper, with respect to the

IfLgt eda alone.
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Kalandika-Praka^a of Somanatha Vyasa
By

N. V. Athaley, Ujjain

Like various* scholars of bygone days that attached them-
selves to the ancient lore and produced works on several branches
of learning, many modern pandits too, devoted their valuable time
composing works on different sections of Sastras of which the

present work is itself a proof. The writer of this work is one
Pandita Somanatha Sastri Vyasa, a Nagara Brahmin of Siijapur,

Gwalior State, who prepared it for the use of all who lack in the

w ide knowledge of the various branches of learning, old and modern.
Beginning from the Vedas, the author has described in short all the

14 Vidyas, the 64 Kalas, the principal doctrines of all the religions

in India and outside and has tried to make it very useful by ex-

plaining in his own Budhdnandinl commentary on this work,
modern subjects like History, Geography, Mathematics, Physics,

Chemistry etc. as they were known in his days. He has thus made
it an epitome of all knowledge-ancient as well as modern-written in

simple lucid Sanskrit. Besides this Budhdnandinl the work has two
more commentaries, Laghuvrtti—and Mitdksard— the first by his

disciple Niirayana Mulikara and the other by himself.

The present manuscript is legibly written by the author in bold
type, on straw paper in 100 folios, leaving 1 1 inch margin on all the

lour sides. It measures 124 * 5£ inches in size and the borders of

the MS are unruled. Red-pigment is used for marking Slokus etc.

and yellowT for wiping out errors. Marginal notes also appear
occasionally. The completion dates of the text and commentary,
given respectively at the end, are ( i. 3Tr*Ui5 ?g|| tflfifoTT

ii. 51^ JTrfafr! *nx > the 27th of July , 1847 and
December , IS li) A.D.

There are altogether 125 verses of different metres, divided
into 4 complete chapters with folios as under :

—

I Verses 27 / ... Fol. 1— 5

II „ 36 ... ,, 5— 21
III ,, 35 ... ,, 21— 44
IV ,, 37 ... „ 44—100a

The following is a sectionwise list of subjects as they appear in
this enormous commentary :

—

1
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^gspExsf:— surtax i

q&HW&nfa fawXS^t^T^fSre^flj^fH’^qTfsX |

^rinsrex^r:—g?njn«T3?roiTfsT, '-tosixj#, <5t*fmrax, ^^jfmrerx (*x«*-

Tixrxg^-xxgvr-f^ii-^Tx^xsiiftrgfaxfa ) •sn^ffgvtfft-^rg,

*xi**x, *nn, §iw^iREt*»T^^3fisiTfst i ^iimfr-fi5rrg*rm-

^r7rfe^-^Sfe&-^ma-3Tr^ Jti^si^isTi-Jtrfufsr i

jT*fif?g?rvfrT5i-qi?*fi5Br: ?m na^ow itgxrfsfT i

^q^gnssref:—axrejii'g: srefamfexi:, nx^rt^g: I 3l*hn#-xrT5XTCTX#-

f3fTS9^r«-xxxrg?nxt?^gq;r^-ri*;7iTtf-$mw5*-?ixsf:sifa>3srx-xj;g-

3XX«3-?nffTSTT#-XTXfsx*X5IH#- 5 '4 qKSTr-^XXTsreU^-SIirq^'s^VIWX:

v?n roii vto!:-qrg\=wrfiretr-v.qfsTfimxg#ir5*ireT«T-

To distinguish front the common word Vidyii, the author has
chosen an uncommon word ’P<,jl%3;x with for its title. The
word is formed from ( ^rpf I ^rr^l xsrtqrxsxq;) and
means *TafasTl (Aptf.’s Die. p. 34!). The clear meaning of the com-*
pound word is “A light to all branches of old and modern know-
ledge”. T he same meaning has also been given by the author in

commenting on the word ^*$f^»X3RPT5T i. Fol. 3, line 4, ?T^

ftr®r53jfw5tTf?TJTT%5T ^qfixexRrtm^'xT firwx n^roajqr I i. Fol. 99,

line 17, u^x-tf ^firsrxsxx ^fVspx T^x-^xxsxxftr^x^xfR.' i

It begins with the following two auspicious verses :

—

H *I*X: II

fsmnf^sfnfriixw: h^xst ggg =ggg*T«ftssnrgrfir*Tx: i

'aT^m^x^: ^txfw'joif fg^xgqfxx^gn^suTxgig ll ? ll

xxfsM^mxqT arrt’gjg^g^fr sxspfexrxoitjtTX ^r^^Elz^Tt i

g^*xftr fufx«si xx *q5izgrr«i asxt&sfa^ n ^ ll

which show the ability of the author in Vedanta, Sahitya, Vyakarana
and Nyaya Sastras. The first belongs to the blameless 14 Vidyas
from which the real light is begged for securing the final emancipa-
tion. The second is a salutary one, in which the three deities

*i**X5X, 5xx?gx, including his' preceptor are praised as is always

done by authors, in the third he says that it is better to introduce

first with time, place, person and motive of preparing the so

that no one may doubt about it and writes in the further 11 verses

the names of three Political Agents and the principal teachers of

the school of Sehorc including himself. They are very interesting

and throw a flash of light on the merits and work of these gentle-

men. These verses run thus :

—

2
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sfarcsfcfafsr gvft:

WR[ sitaPR k f%g<£ fsrnfir j^^rtr^nTr^r: h

?ftf* *mk fVfsrf^?n??rrfgr?fT55!!i

3fi*mSV3m^WT*wf?T<T?: sr*«n?rflf$: fam l| V II

srsRpteftrfk u

JBtrrq; sftspR *rrfe^: war ii h

sna faftsspn;

f%?rojT iprawfisrof^? %ftp?TfsRcsr2»Trf?«j: n

fgfr-^R^g'TRTojrqt »S<nfsffa:*rts*l3rJT: *WM
jftsn; spsfmnr Jrg^oir%qP5iT^if;R: u s n

nopt^ sigfHregffospRPtT qr^^^rsr
firewr^ ^ aot ^=rrfir fsuni u ® u

5U*j fasuiRg^refifer t^Jra

%?r f*«r f*a^ fa?r ftrsTTsi n

3n?WTTfilspjrom*ft A: *THT33: %a^:
^WJT: *f srrfa ^cft II <s II

•an^^rfiwnsrft fg^qTRRiR^^r^pnrTt s*rfm:

V$W. *TTJTTI?cRVxrJTI 3r=3?Wi[A3AAA?5IA : II
v
. II

rap? JT?rRrnnfii^qoia rar irfrw

jfiRYrrr'Vra'rfivr: aorafRsrRT^mft^rir il

TRriTrfoTm^a^a' g^f^RraT^T -

fiwt =#rro*T»!j**rf?WT«i: u ^ 11

girsq^jmnr sirrsr

firerR^rfMnV *rffTHrrmffiaTsoft: u

’eTsr#Tf>ftreaT fRfa^^gye^rrTrRa

R^r?¥T3?% ?m siaffT jfrasftersjra: im u

nf^aiTOT Knfrcmgtor xrTpmAmAA g *T5rt a: i

tHgRreft *rf|[5i%5i sri«r: srgs/fw* aaa * gvfwnr im ^ u

At n

3n=fft jptgfa fsrsHTft^Twmn^ a *t

arc* *n35*r*t3ifa?rsra;tf fatforara: 11 ? 3, 11

Captain J. S. Cunningham whose name appears thrice in these

verses, was one of the enlightened and famous Political Agents of

his day. He seems to have devoted much of his energy towards
the cause of learning and brought the school of Sehore to a status

3
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by adding the Sanskrit and Persian Sections in 1849. 1 The author’s
grandson—Pandita Ramavallabha Vaidya produced a Hindi, undated
and cloth-pasted letter, sealed in Persian and signed by the Captain,
issued to Pt. Somanatha, in reply to his two letters dated 13- 2-1850
and 25-4-1850 in which the name of his^mrdra was recorded. This
work reached him in time and it was shown to the Sikandar Begum
of Bhopal who expressed her satisfaction. Nothing is known for
the present, about this work of Somanatha as no copy of the same
is available. Besides the six teachers mentioned in the above-noted
verses, there were some more for Hindi and Persian. A Yogva-
ti-patra, awarded to Pandita Bhagiratha— the author’s son, on the
/ Ith of April 1857 and signed by the Superintendent, Mr. II.

Vanghan Ingels, contains the name of one Mahatabrao the 2nd
teacher for Hindi. This letter of fitness bears the witnesses of
Camparam, Somanatha Ratncsvaraguru, Mahatabrao and three other
Persian teachers and is also countersigned by the P. A. on the top.
Scvaram who is addressed as a Siddhanti, was a learned Astrono-
mer attached to the school. He taught Rekhaganita etc. to Nara-
sirhha alias Bapoodeo Sastri of Benares who was intentionally brought
to Sehore by the P. A., Launcelot Wilkinson in Saka 1760 (1838
A.n.) for learning (*H. ^rr^., p. 300-1). The work as such begins
from the 14th verse, thus :

—

sjoikt strwT^rsai ii

IM v II

X X x

fgftrar i

asarfa a im -c ii

a^fa *rafa f^rerreg i

^r: 'jawrwam *mr ft n 3^ n

mh&ft natfa aa i

vrafif^tar ffa % faanf gtjtruftsjT ii u

Knd of the text :

—

asawaaaTfreiT^rfaaf: «fiTT»rT^%ara;

wlstaia f>7rg^.3ga^?i?ala: sr^na ii 3 h ii

filft fifTfT'raa

$ft% q'fita:

ga ?ftaar«rfaf55a:

*m*a ^rfg[%avf;si^r5T^5 fu=g% n ^
1. Dates recorded on the Chronology Board of the School of Sehore.

Obtained from Mr. N. G. Devabhakta, Head Master, Sehore High School.

4
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*r^g<m$ ante JETtTi i

terra ft ^Irnrfttote *ftiftsfor g?r ii ii

Colophon:—^fft sftraral'rartre; srte5rr*i$?ft ^fe^re^rft

^T%^n^r5T: ii v ii ramara *w ii

The genealogical table secured from Ramavallabha tallies with

that of the one given in the 35th verse. It runs thus :

—

ram 3^r3f)r

I

5irg?w

I

•after*

I

f I

twrara ftterara

I

*n*fta*r

?nrac5*r

The Rudhanandini mentions <3 interesting and important verses

in the end. These contain the names of ruling chiefs of Rajgarh,

Narsingarh, Khilachipur etc. including the Regum of Bhopal, tin-

completion date and two other works which the author prepared
during the interim of two years (1347 49) that required him to

expand the firaTStTr tika composed bv him in 1347. Some of these

verses are given below -

rairfra: *f>ra gfrrafafftmft fagt i

firenwft gqrfft n&Sfeftft irate fassi ii

ggrasg*Pr5fi<ratrsn ang, ^wr srraju

*m *rrate tetefftp sgwfminteraT gtrzr i

ftter siite^ gqtesiranra g?rfWr

ggtet teas ft irate $te*it te«ntegte;fsraT: ii

ft^rrwtetetefa (v-sa°.) fftft ste

ranrar irarerf* tsg: n

teft’*te3n*j3raf<re>rfMf *

gramftft tefrararnsrar ii

g?jyTCterte'**tetefft (t *®t) rftft fte

*r**rr»fstetefft g^vreraraft: ii

ftft
v»

I)
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«*ft TO»ra:

srr awrr^rs'jrfhfg'^mT^t *i%?g>f^ite*ifswT n

%qyiT ^hmr^^zfcr yr^q? ir^rffr 11

•> s-.

nSPfta =3 WTrfegfrfoRSITfefa: It

*f-^ sjf^fsr^rftrf vr^st 5jrrfu^ vtt^

nVt5fa**r?rftsj*5?rr >i\qt^q%^i u
o

The corresponding years 1847 and 1849 indicate the period of

Lord Harding and Dalhousie, the Governor-Generals of British

India. Like other places a vernacular Institution was founded by
Launcelot Wilkinson—the P. A. in 1835 and was transformed in-

to a High School in 1839 (Imp. Gazetteer p. 272). It was reorganised

in 1849 by Captain J. D. Cunningham who added the Sanskrit and
Persian Sections to the Institution. The Chronology board of the

Sehorc High School omits Major Hinuley who is mentioned in the

verses at the beginning as the founder ( T%T?^s^TrT ) of the school
and accepts .Launcelot in his place which creates confusion about the

real founder and we are unable to justify it for want of further proof.

The author was employed in the Institution one year earlier before

it was made a High School (
“ 3rr<T% 3Fft TESSTTwr if ^

srte* *?5T & OTITfire i. FRI5 *T STE^fl ^ o ^
arsgfi

99—testimonial awarded to Pt. Somanatha on 15th Nov.

1858 A. C.)

In the above verses the author praises the Princes and
Chiefs of the Agency who donated to and supported on a large scale

the School of Sehore. They were the Sher Singii of Khilchipur,

Hanmat Singh of Narasingarh and Mott Singh of Rajgarh. The
other two names and f^T (HSSTRW ) are untraceable.

Begum Shah Jahan whose name appears in the 1st line of the third

verse, succeeded her father—Nawab Jahangir in orphanage, in 1844,

the real ruler being her mother

—

Sikandar Begum who was appoint-
ed as Regent of the State and remained Regent till 1868 (Imp. Gaze,

p. 245-46). The sixth verse mentf.ms two minor works viz. Sadbhakti-

Kumuddkara and Chandah-Praft&sa which the author composed
during the interim of 1847-49. Further, in the seventh verse, the

author begs for pardon for the errors committed and portions left

undealt with by him through sPRTcr and *rfcrr^rWL He also requests

for the rectification of his work. The concluding stanza is only
a beautiful production of the

6
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A reference to Capt. Cunningham and the Assistant Maulavi

—

Saiduddin occurs on folio 42 where writing on the *Rftfi;7g3[r and

gfRWTfl religions he says :— treRT|fft frefift fisi

—

srrfter surrey ftTitter arif^ fefeiri I

Hlgrrwftft I This clarifies the fact that the author’s information regard-

ing these religions is chiefly based on the help rendered and informa-

tion furnished by these two authorities.

The Commentary begins thus :

—

it sfaiotsim sm: ii urn*7 JsftnoirvJWr trnfRii gwftssi

7>^ft75T77>RR7 trfisjT nnmfn 11 i n

aRRRgrsramm 77 fimrsRr

firassft II
s

||

farfifsrtiryrm jutk fknm fwnmnrn n«rrm ii fftrorl

77 ftswfat: 7̂*7*7 n«r: ft*ijR>7Tsjg^?n?7!?7T stst^sn hi ftmrai at

strwwt htsrt mi nnn, ii Aft fw.nzninjSitws’tI 3ur.-

*77 m TSRngrftt* -ntufift #fu || wjh 75T7t7*7rc7uj7 Rfo& i

-=1171677 7 jftst 7 7r7«R7ft 7771ftfa frftsft ii srfa& ft oTiffft, ftift-

iar^i^jwrgiftsfifT: it * n

lind:—grftftfrmf^r ii twVRftR«rr& n uft ii x x x x ^TfiTt

^t7¥fHT75fir=sTft rur17 nr-iftfa Ratfa ii Rtsftift nftrg; 73ri«7

RmrTftyfftyriTt sHr ^re 3,« x x x

Colophon:—gft ^tS7Rri77T77»»7 7Rm7ryf?f^*R7f«R77^7 R177P.R7

?rft t^^Hspfwftspni^rJiie^Tiwrr^r Rrm7t7tg7^7-

37771 : ii v ii 73mr77 gvjftfesft zm*m ii Am* i «. - A ii

sftrmwforcreg ii

'The following are the works which the author wrote on dillerent

subjects. 1 have seen all these except the *57 :37371 , fimraiW of

7^677337751
,
g^iftrg, »?mm, f^rgftTo and 37167737351 ( hoi. 14,

RftaRR?*fti73ff;3:i7iffT737;r5r ?3S3: ) which were not shown to me
by the author’s grand-son on 24 7- 40 :

-

1. 3RTit7RT3. Pol. 3., a stotra p\\ the 77T773 deities.

2. SRRfos^g^TTR. Fol. 13. In 5 chapters. 5I3> 3»®° 773at -a

333R. (Scribed in Saiiivat ^ Q.«u- HT-r. grr 1«* jj*3R.) On RfW..

3. Hnw=?n%!pfcr3rfti r^pe. Fol. 14. Ann 7T7 33't i rpr foftRri.

4. 3=33
'

375 3I%rl?ff775I S7R3RT5-. Fol. 43.

5. THT^nft in verses. Fol. 53. In 4 chapters.

6. 5I*3R3S3rf33»r s*^i%RK\ Fol. 66. On Grammar.
7. *ft3r*fcR7%3T3. Fol. 12. Tn 5 Ullasas.

7
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8. on by Narayana MuralTkara. Fol. 30.

sfag %. grr i° ( spr% 1**1 . stsstot ).

9. Bflfrursnir*qr. Fol. 18.

10. ^WJtgrranrR. In 49 tarangas.

11. fn^myorspm ^ <£3TT. Fol 7. In 4 adhvayas. <Ersgw

srrr ^

1 2 . On G raramar

.

13. f. Fol. 130. *hr?r iw n ifkmm
Sl^rrTT^^: |

14. g^Tv^g^?. Fol. 17. Svsvs* %.

13. Trasrrf^^*T3>T5*T in seven Sargas.

16 . .

Biographical Sketch of the author

Somanatha’s great-great-grandfather, Uddhava came from Bis-

nagar (Gujaratli) early in the middle of the 18th Century and made
his place of abode at Shajapur (Gwalior). Niagaras from this place

are known as Bisnagara Brahmins and are counted among the <T3L

srrnr^s. The author belongs to this caste which is one of the six

sections of the Niagaras and was bom in Shajapur on Monday , the

/3th Chaitra ,
bright fortnight ,

Samvat /SOI

.

He received his educa-

tion from his father Orhkara and was employed as a Sanskrit teacher

in Scliore School on a sum of Rs. 60 p. m. in 1838 A.n. where he
served for 20 years. Being placed in odd circumstances he resigned

his post in 1857 and went home. He received as Dharmadaya a

Tamrapatra Sanad on the 3rd of Vaisdhha Suddha , Samvat tS02

from Motisingh of Rajgarh Estate containing 151 highas of land

for his maintenance. In addition to this the Chief conferred upon
him a document ot Rs. 100 in cash as a yearly grant with one
<TO?r for his provision in case he resided in Rajgarh proper. He
also received a Sanad from the Gwalior Darbar on the 22nd of April

,

1S02 containing therein a yearly grant of Rs. 24, Chandwada Sikka,

as Dearmada out of the revenue and customs dues of the Shajapur
Paragana. He was loved and Vespected by both the public and
higher authorities and had many** friends among the European and
State officials of the Agency. Owing to the loss of his wife in his

old age he was dejected at heart and to relieve himself of all the

ties of worldly worries, he took Sarhnyasa from Svvami Nityananda
in 1867 a.d. and wrote many works till he passed away to enjoy
the eternal peace on the 13th of Asadha Krsna

, Samvat 194/ i. e. at

the age of 78 in Shajapur. The 23 major and minor works as are

mentioned in the article, are the fruit of Somanatha’s untiring labour

8
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of 25 years (Samvats 1904 to 1929) and shall be very useful to all

Sanskrit-loving people when published.*

List of works and authors cited in the commentary of the Mss.-

(«) flf^sft, swnqslsr, qn-sqqqjRT, tws?r, g*nfq?i*nqsm?T,

qrfq^*r<T, qtfcrfe, qrforf*m<T, arfirarstiiRTT-

trforj, tnfatfta sp^rq, qftg^r, strjtrsifr,

jtort, ^?r??7f%fTT, gfaHt^f^rrrJTfot, wwot,
*roqfa, f&wrsR** t, q*fcw3T5if.;i,

jppm, g^fra, ?n55fqrrrafar,

RRtqfe, siraqjrvrcin, spTstsrraq;,

^nrf^nniw, *wmR, Jrariwiar, Rfq?sra;nn,

5tT?nrow^l, wt?p*5% srainqrftsrra, qqur?qwt, sr?tlm?ar,

wsf^, axmR, J^nife^r,

qgm^5TiRRP5T, ^rtTrgJT-jjirHm- ‘Rrcrrfnvrf%*q-

aia*nmq^r^ran%qn^qOT%qfV-mHrrR^qro^fen*rTnq?rqTgq;T?'ft»s-

frorr^r, R^^R^rtfRfr^fVfoqvj^f^rRqrosT wKTsPTsrsrfeq'^oisprest

^tftte-^rf?TBf^»mi?«TOT5ffrRtW5r?JiTfi'g-vn*
i

NrK?rT?rrftT, *gnw*m,
Rjft=?rf^qsr, sqarsrtrRq, fqqr^Pqrtmfoi, Trqvrm, vmnm,

cr=^wfwp?r, ^fRftrqi^q, t^rag^rafe, tJjbt^f^pi,

srr^rTRr^T, ftronr^r, sraqvr vrrt^?, ?mf^, 3^^i^rg?rmfoi,

sfifqqiT, fsTOpTTJJH, WW'f, fftfit-

fspfar, str^wst, »TKRra?T, amRq^fbiT, txqqq, agromw, ^aw5t,
mRiftasrcqrqqVfeqijRRif?? narfot, ^sspna:, qtRRq*i?T, ana^fiat-

w«mfs?rr, 3q%5TR]?Rt, %^R?iqftwqr,

^rag^mfe!, arfaq^omrar, q^tfiftr^ra^Fi, g>w?qir%p, amaiftre,

'hRsemfi, ftrfmfbi, n^n-uft, aatmpft, arn^isfi, g^piasA, (Vq^t-

rttf&PtsTT, RiKa^BigCT, qr^rqoroi’at, a»tmp:afaai<n, siR^gx^
?^u?ifq^r, aiafa?Tiarort, ^rqiTs^aftfjT, qj'-qgtt, anafflgsr, farrg,

SRrnfR, ararr^q:, rfftcr ( q=qip>/t ), ?tptjt Ttrsp-fi^ter, qwspjfa

( arrfepwt^isat ), jjfatmtqptqT, atr-aYira ( ifrar-

firftRr, faaar ), ^ttgq>s5rg?5r, f^??raqqnT, srrg^Rfsm, qujfaf-

q^fa, snsrrisr. ^<ttq?q5TiR, sufaslq, qf^rsi-

qrfxstiir, arp^qntga, Rrfswsqor, qsrsqinfiq, RwnTVR, ^sn^q^,

RT%qgawtgtr etc.

2. The above sketch is framed on the basis of the papers secured and
information furnished by the author’s grandson, Pandita Ramavallabha Vaiciya

of Shajapur (Gwalior State).
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(.b) sraumftfaiRr, wfsf*, *trfw,

snfqsifo, sirezrarc, am Irsfcamft, ^rf%, srrgfe s^pjvt,

are*, firna, v???r, «wm, mr, arcar,

qwn?, f^TTi^r, arqas, qtemr fwa, arfaB, farrow 5* sararf*

qsjpnrga'm <mmn?*rr:,

asnjfr, vfm. wra^, aiqrfa, *rert^-

3nram, ^rmrar, arassrmt, afearimr, «flvnaw, artanaa, am£a,
sstarrmr, %T*wzr<n, ha

,
j^rara, mriga,

f^tf^, sfmrsmr, armr?, arrmqf?r, afaa, Tqfa^rgfr,

jargon, arrmqfHfim, qaafe, *msfr, ^paft?, ^it, arm;., firft, 3^,
WTrft, irarqfa, afa, sr*, aag5ar?, mmaf*, gaa, =arr^, afa,

a^aq, fq^sr, aigfa, aaqrfa, arnr?, %?, aa&a, aroa, ar#m,
arewraa, a^amas, ^atfafia, faarfaa, aa^, qamfaa, anra,

#7, iww, ara^fo, aar aft^orr lrenrra etc.
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Vallabhacarya’s View of the Universe
ny

N. K. Bambiiania, Ahmedabad

Let us start with a concrete instance. 'l ake three halls

A, 13, C. Let A he bigger than 13 and 13 bigger than C. Then
obviously 13 is bigger than C and smaller than A. in other words,
it; is possible lor 13 to become both big and small, of course, in

relation to two different things. We say that this bigness and
smallness arc relative. 13 is big in relation to C, and is small in

relation to A. But one can here very well ask :

4

What: is B by
itsell ? Is it big or small ? ’ What should be our answer to such a

question i Sankaracarya' s plain answer is : ‘B is neither big nor
small/ The meaning ol Sankaracarya’ s plain answer is this: Big-

ness and smallness have got no objective existence whatsoever.
When two things meet our eyes, we relate them in our mind (tor

relation, too, according to Sankaracarya, has got no objective
existence). And it is this fact of relating which gives rise to the

notion ol bigness or smallness In other words, these bigness and
smallness—have got only ideal or subjective existence and not any
real or objective existence. According to Sankaracarya, even B has

got subjective existence only. But, for argument's sake, even if

B is taken to have objective existence, it is now entirely free from
the two qualities bigness and smallness. This is a very intelligent

way of removing the conflict between bigness and smallness, which
ordinarily cannot reside together, but which we would have been
forced to accept as residing together if we had taken them as the

objective qualities of B. And, further, for such an acceptance
there would have been no justification whatsoever ; for, in relation

to A, B is ever small and never big. Had both the bigness and the

smallness been the objective qualities of B, like, say for instance,

the roundness and the colour, they would have appeared at the

same time, which, however, is never the case.

Now, let us examine the nature of these two qualities, bigness
and smallness as they reside in the sublet. In the first place, we
cannot help admitting that these two objectively conflicting qualities

have got no subjective conflict whatsoever ; for, we find that the

two ideas do exist in our mind, and, further, when all the three

balls are simultaneously before our eyes, B appears as both big and
small. Next, it has been said above that these qualities are rela-

tive, i. e., the process of relating has given rise to them. Now, in

K. V. 4 1
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this connection, one question is very pertinent : Where were these
two qualities before the particular relation gave rise to them ? And
this question brings us to the field of Satkdryavdda and Asatkdrya-

vdda . [ The theory that the effect is present in the cause is called

Satkdryavdda
; and the theory that the effect is absent in the cause

is called Asatkdryavdda.] The Vedantic systems of philosophy and
the Sdnkhya system favour Satkdryavdda . The modern scientific

theory also favours Satkdryavdda . And, after well considering the

pros and cons of both these theories, if we were to say that in a

particular cause there does reside some potentiality which gives rise

to one particular effect, we would not be committing any obvious

error. Of course, Gaudapada’s Ajdtivdda would at once put an end
to this controversy. [ The theory that there is no creation whatso-

ever is called Ajdtivdda .] Nevertheless, let us be clear that while

considering this problem we are not committed to any one theory,

and we arc discussing the worldly phenomenon as it appears to us

with as little assumption as possible. Well, if there is some
potentiality in the cause which is responsible for giving rise to a

particular effect, the relation which lias given rise to the idea of

bigness or smallness ought to have some potentiality in it which is

responsible for giving rise to this idea.

Now, let us examine the nature of this relation itself. Is it

absolute or relative ? In other words, does it exist independent of

the things related ? or is its existence dependent on these related

things ? We must admit that the existence of the relation is

dependent on the things related ; for if there do not exist any such

things, what are we going to relate ? Further, is there only one
relation ? or are there as many relations independent of each other

as there are things related ? To such a question an obvious answer
would be that there is ideally only one process of relating ; for had

there been many relations, we would have different words for them.
To take a similar instance, the ideal cutting is only one although

there are so many things cut. Now, if the potentiality which has

given rise to the idea of bigness or smallness resides in this ideally

one relation, why should it give rise to this idea at no other time

but just at the time when, f<Vr instance, A and B are related ? Are
we not then justified in believing that the objective relation between
A and B is also responsible for the idea of bigness and smallness ?

Here, one objection can be raised, namely, that there is no proof

for the objective relation existing between A and B. As against

this we can very well say that there is no proof to the contrary. Let
us examine the pros and cons of the matter. If such an objective
relation exists, the subjective relation becomes merely its mental

2
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counterpart and serves to make the objective relation an object of

our consciousness. And this objective relation is nothing but the

bigness or smallness inherent in a thing. If such an objective

relation does not exist, then it will be difficult for us to explain

why the idea of bigness or smallness is given rise to at no other

time but just at the time when, say for instance, A and B are

related.

Of course, Sankaracarya can very well remove these difficulties

by saying that A, B, C, their mutual relations, their bigness and
smallness—all these are subjective. But can lie prove that they are

in no way objective ? For just as one who says that these things are

objective has no proof for one’s proposition, so one who says that

these things are not objective has also no proof for one’s proposi-

tion. This is a very good instance of the elusive nature of the

universe. Unless we take our stand on some point, the reality

always eludes us. You can doubt everything but you cannot doubt

the doubter. The doubter and the fact of doubting have to be

assumed as valid without questioning. Somewhere you have to

take your stand ; otherwise you are nowhere. And the Hhagavad-

gitd 17. 3 categorically says * g?^ ; i. e., faith constitutes

the nature of the soul. Accordingly, Yallabhacarya takes his stand

on the reality of the objective relation in particular and of the

objective universe in general. But, if we say that the objective

relation is real and the bigness and smallness are inherent in B, there

is this difficulty, namely, how is it possible for two conflicting quali-

ties to reside in one ? To such an objection Yallabhacarya' s answer
is that in reality there is no conflict between bigness and smallness,

they do reside together in B ; and if we fail to grasp them at the

same time, that is so because of the limitation of our mind which

can grasp only one thing at a time, and secondly, because one

particular relation serves to reveal only one particular quality.

The choice lies between the following two alternatives : B
cannot be both big and small. For, ii bigness and smallness arc

inherent in B, they must appear at the same time, which is never the

case. So, the bigness and smallness have got no objective existence

in particular and the universe has goj no objective existence in

general. So to remove the conflict the bigness and smallness

inherent in B, we must be prepared to remove the whole universe

out of objective existence. Or, believe that there is no conflict

between the objective bigness and smallness, they do reside to-

gether in B, and you can retain the objective existence ot the whole

universe. Why only one quality appears at one time has been

explained above.. It has pleased Sankaracarya to choose the first

3
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alternative, and Vallabhacarya the second. Why ? Because tastes

differ. I Now, let us look at the relative advantages.

Sankariicarva makes us hold, asks us not to pay heed to what is

passing on, for it is all f*TK57T. As to this Vallabhacarya says that in

removing bad, Sankarucarya has removed good too. Is this life all

had and in no way good ? There is wonderful beauty to he found in

all the variety of life. Above all there is Love, the Selfless Love
to which even pain is more pleasant than pleasure. Can these

things grand and noble in themselves be ? If the cold intellect

says ‘yes’, the warm emotion says even with greater emphasis ‘no’.

Whose voice are wc to hear ? Intellect and emotion are both part

and parcel of our nature. If wc hear the voice of the intellect, we
lose all joy which we can derive directly from the objective

universe, all our activities become meaningless in themselves. Tf,

however, we hear the voice of the emotion, we have the joy wc can
directly derive from the objective reality without as well as the joy
we can derive from within, and all our activities have now a direct

meaning in themselves. Kvery activity of ours, now, becomes a

fulfilment of our nature which delights in loving nature, humanity,
and God, the father of them all. We have heard of great men as

having dedicated their lives to nature, humanity, and God. We
have seen such persons. Nay, wc see them even to-dav. Is all

their activity TCT^T ? The heart is convulsed at the very idea, firin’ it

can be never. Vallabhacarya has relied on the voice of the emotion.

He says that everything potentially exists everywhere. Take for

instance a seed. In it arc contained potentially all the trees and
seeds that are to come forth from it in course of time. What
should become patent and what should remain latent rests with

God. This universe is the real manifestation of the real God. He
too is All Love. It is only because we fail to grasp this fact that

we are unhappy. The fault lies not with the world without but

with the soul within. Purify it and the world will appear in its

native grandeur. There is no necessity of rejecting the world. The
world, as it is, is the divine manifestation. You have to see it in

its native form. Sankaracarya rejects the world. Vallabhacarya

retains it and helps the souls /o realise its native beauty.
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Text of Sulapani’s Dolayatraviveka
By

Surfsii Chandra Banerji, Dacca

Among Bengal Smartas, or writers of Smrti, Sfdapani ranks, in

importance, next perhaps only to Jlmutavabana, and, in conse-

quence, a fairly large number of Mss of his works is available.

But, unfortunately, the works of Sulapani liave not yet drawn
sufficient attention of modern Sanskrit scholars. Our knowledge
about him is, therefore, very limited. In an article in the Journal

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal ( Vol. X I - 1915 ) Manomoiian
CiiakravartI attempted to throw some light on this great figure in

the history of Bengal Smrti, but the information is meagre.

The dates assigned to Sulapani by various scholars differ not by

decades but by centuries, because their conclusions are based on no
more solid grounds than mere conjecture. Ilis age is conjectured
to range between 1150 a.d. and 1450 a.d.

Besides being a commentator, Sulapani was also the author of

some fourteen original treatises on various topics of Dharmasastra.

Tl-.c names of his works end with the word “ Viveka ’
’ just as those

of Raghunandana have the usual ending “Tattva"

.

Sulapani’s

Uipakalika , a commentary on the Ydjtiazalkya-smrti

,

is nearly as

important as the two most famous commentaries on the same smrti

by Vijnanesvara and Visvarupa. Raghunandana’ s Suddhitattva

ascribes also a Parisista dlpakalikd to Sulapani.

The Dolayalrd-viveka
,
a hitherto unpublished original work of

Sulapani, seems to be one of the earliest works of the author

inasmuch as it contains no reference whatsoever to any one of his

thirteen other Vivekas contrary to his usual practice in the other

works. It is a very small book of only five or six pages purporting
to be a manual for the guidance of priests in the performance of

the great Spring Festival, called Dolayatra (lit. the festival of

swinging). The major part of the vv(jrk is taken up by a few
quotations, often lengthy, from the Sjtandapurana, Brahmapurana
and the Devipurdna relating to the construction and decoration of

the platform and the altar ( ), the procedure to be adopted in

performing the festival, e. g., the taking of God’s image to the

altar, the time ot
: the festival, the religious efficacy of participating

in it, and so on. The real merit and importance of the work lie in the

fact that after discussing the various conflicting opinions as to the

precise time of holding the festival, Sulapani, within a very narrow

1
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space and in a popular style, clearly sets forth his own independent
views regarding this particular aspect of the festival.

Nothing practically is known about the personal history of

Sfilapani beyond the fact that in the colophons to his works he is

often styled as Sahadiyan (or Sahudiyan) and Mahamahopadhyaya.
The Sahadiyan, as M. Chakravarti points out, was a degraded
section of the Kadhiya Brahmins of Bengal. This, along with the

fact that Rudradhara reiers to him as a Gaudiya, goes to show' that

Sfilapani was a Bengal Brahmin.

The present edition of the text has utilised the following

seven Mss, belonging to the Dacca University Mss Library :

A Dacca University Paper Ms. No. 3349.

Size : Yi\” * 3". Complete in 4 folios. Six lines on a page

except fols. 4 (a) and 4 (b) which contain 5 and 4 lines respec-

tively. Bengali characters. Neatly written. Fairly correct

with rare marginal corrections. Yellow Indian paper. Begins

with & *nff jpimpsr. Colophon :

*mr$r : No name of the scribe.

B — D, U. Paper Ms. No. 3746.

Size: 14" *3}". Complete in 8 folios. Five lines on a

page excepting fols. 4 (a) and 5 (b) which contain 4 and 6 lines

respectively. Bengali characters. Frequent marginal gloss.

Indian paper soiled by damp and frayed at the edges, blit text

intact. Begins with Colophon : HTTjfemr

I Scribe :

C — D. U. Paper Ms. No. 2044 D.
Size: 18:}" x 22". Complete. Appended to a Ms., in the

same handwriting, of the Dolayatratattva of Raghunandana.

Folios 5 (b)—9 (a) contain the Dolaydtraviveka of Sulapani. Six

lines to a page except the last containing 4 lines. Fol. 6 (b)

left blank with the words (!) on the left-hand corner

and U 5 II on the right. Very bold fine Bengali

characters. Light yellow Indian paper. Begins with ^ 5Wt

mTTOOTTSL Colophon : Same as in A with instead of

D — D. U. Paper Ms. No. 2043 E.

Size: 182" x 3}". Folios 1-3. Complete. Seven lines to

a page except 1 (a) and 3 (b) containing 6 and 5 lines respective-

ly. Folios numbered 1, 2, 3 etc. on the left margin but 150,

151, 152 etc. on the right. Perhaps it formed part of a bundle

of other Mss. Bengali characters. Very close lines. Innu-

?
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merable marginal corrections. Indian paper—faded yellow.
Begins with & W Colophon :

I Scribe's name : .

E — D. U. Paper Ms. No. 1271.

Size : 14£" x 2&". Folios 1-8 (a). Complete. Four lines

to a page except the last having 3 lines: Folios numbered as

1, 2 etc. on the right side and as 38, 39 etc. on the left indica-

ting probably that it formed part of a continuous bundle of

Mss. On fol. 8 (b) there is evidently a portion of a different

work. Attached to the Ms. is found a piece of paper,

apparently by the same hand, which is something like an index

of the palm-leaf and paper Mss in the possession of the scribe.

At the top of the sheet, on both sides, the year 1233 B. S.

(1826 a. d.) is given, apparently the date of the Ms also.

Bengali characters with occasional marginal corrections.

Abounds in spelling mistakes. Begins with *** Wf noftTTO.

Colophon : Same as in B. No name of scribe.

F.—D. U. Paper Ms. No. 177c.

Size: 18" * 4". Folios 1-5. Complete. Six lines to a page

except fol. I (b) and 6 (b) containing 8 and 7 lines respectively.

Fol. 1 (a) does not contain the text but a fairly lengthy gloss.

Bengali characters. Numerous careless mistakes. Discoloured

Indian paper. Slightly frayed at the ends. Begins with
& sfr^oTFI. Colophon: As in E. Scribe: sfreCTfOTi-

. Dated Saka 1710 ( = 1788 a. d.)

G.—D. U. Paper Ms. No. 552 C.

Size :
16" x 3". Complete. Seven lines to a page. Folios

1(b)—2 (b) contain citations from various texts regarding the

time and procedure of the ceremony of Dolaydtra. Fols. 2 (b)-

6 (a) contain the Dolaydtra . The rest of the lol. 6 (a) is devoted
to a few verses quoted from the Visnupurdna and the lihdgavata.

Bengali characters. Very close lines. Occasional marginal

corrections. Brown Indian paper. Frayed at edges. Begins

with &# Colophon : As in B. No name of

scribe

.

VV—Vangavasi Ed. of the Skandapurdiia (in Bengali characters).

Calcutta 1318 B. S. Vol. II. Purusottama-mdhdtmya, ch. 42.

It is interesting that the readings of the Skandapurdna citation

differ in our Mss.

3



56 S. C. BANERJI

] srwi sn^nqni %%\ ’-ro^ir^ =g ^hnrnj; i

fk%spT gl^wrramr: #5f=!t% ^qTfoisrr it i u

Irfirfsi^T

5

? i

i;T<-g% mm f.tffa gisrcteoHpnrg I

5 «ra atfreffr jrsrfcP7srf%*?rc: 11 = u

nwrar nifapgrcsri g ^rSpt t

srrmg 3T?r: n ^ ||

^gfT* Wr5’T %fg35TfNfTH. I

^rp^^ra'i u » u

10 *T37»7% WIToffspreM^^ i

jjf4fa Tarerfsr ssr^tfar m ii a ii

'nrsg^r: ferjusrg^*rr fsr5ug% i

n\f%?gtggsm g ^rar# ii ^ n

1 5 arremercui srrt fsm^srWm^g i

?ri5 sBRfae^r g ht% ftrfsrfs^g » » H

isifaNr f^jT^r f^wr^fafasiTf^g i

nlfa-t g^fat^r g *rr*wwmr fegg u -c ii

5S5T ng-^H i

2( 1 ^fsTTri Tstsr^r^ msremrt wrr^ra ii <*, n

srpn^iH =gg^r nifsFgjff?mt gwg i

g^rg^TlTTUg i

ursrgfjrfr im ° ii

5. C FHT for VV <‘?mg*l^T2r % for ^fa^fa’RTl': 6. A, G
for wW^FT for ^Tg^Fq. A, G 3 for “^T <T.

7. C for '^:. Wl^FT.for fWfT. 10. VV *tST?TC, tfm'faigfSrfifag

.

11. C, E ^ for -IT. 12. A, G g^T for r*£fr ;
°«*g*J(ftfa5tTT‘' for

T33II°. 12 13. F ad^s a lengthy gloss on these lines at

fol. 1 (b)
; see below. 14. C s^fa for g^tmff. 15. G

15-16. Between these two lines VV inserts gw *W&1 fafa^KTftt
18. Some Mss read flHri or simply flK for ?favlT. 21. A

HFnqTif for qPWW. 23. VV ^T^RT^I^g. VV for ^TRFf -

24. A, C, D rf<?T rT «ER etc., B, F corrupt for <f*R. E - -lower

margin cFT: ’TR/lE^f, contrary to metre, obviously a gloss.

4
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aaUsrciR jxtwt =ar fgawror: i

25 aarsaif^r nafcu;# qi afifirfawasR; I

?ra: ?rr srf?mt msfrcaralt g^airm: in t 11

fix a st^rtftox jprsrg i

amrgjrfsRrta 5i^afag?:*mx; im * n

aasxsTOPn *4ia: gwrgfefwR a i

fmsRftoag. ii n H

arr^gfR fT?T gar: faririnrgfmJTr: i

33 ^fWr: *rr4 rnfir^a tx^wrag in v n

a^ransfaarPR gaaagaTxl;: i

35 wremror fgfaat to aa it va ii

ganger *xgfsr ar i

n^g^ar gw wqfgwiiatnj; ii i \ it

iq'P'q ggaga gsrrsgwrnRss: i

jfmafaRT tor qf?%s%; ii i»ii

40 XTXTf.^Mxxf bk giwmnatWRag i

gRXfRRT VW* i TRI^ITOUlfgfa: II
rt< II

3X'=fig^t Rsawg arn^rr. g^awg i

*v4%4t ga: xwrrrsit a *m lr i

arara^R a ga: ^rro^^sfasiffig ii t*. n

45 ?4 pfiwr *ptr: fqHm^g%f4riT i

Traf^^^r 3>if4m ggrta (xiimi
K^g'Gfla-HWJ Strfafa: TR%fef* |

g^raaifri^ ?*% xxTrxwreaTftfoi im n

?6ife?5nsmig\ aRTg^^TOt^rt |

50 aRt7?fwr?f%% ^T^Tg’jgg-fifa im* ii

25. A fTOTCffUor wig. E'iyFPr. B has marginal note MPWFIT
oiMiaW. 26. C^TWU?) for aPR. 27. B, E, F for

-<R4rf«^gT. 3o. E, f, cj vv for *rx. 31. B, E, F gg4rp for <rfM^ifa:

VV PRrdi for tpggtff:. 3 ;?. a, C, D I Bfafa: for <m'fl:. 4-5. Omitted
byC. 34

;
D fav-IPN for ar-PITPR. 3i. VV ^wf for <R. 37. VV reads

•mW-RPR for this fine. 38. VV for My*
and^ for JR. 42. C for RFfRR. VV modifies the line

thus: TI'^T 4 OfP4T tfPPPf 'R:. 43. F drops PRH [E corrupt].

44. VV cWT for ga : . 47. VV 9i3gvmpR?l: A, E sii'Rlfa: for siTF'lf-H;.

VV W/O'-’R for 'tf^farf. 48. A gRPFFrfVvR. q, VV URtWOlflfa
for

1
-XTHT^I . 49. G, VV HWXlVwf^ for '''{''(jpUfM.

5



58 S. C. BANERJl

fprg^ =sirc?ft?5t i

jrre«r^RTHMTwl^ftf^% u sv it

55 T»5W^T?\f^pr®rf i

fiTMg^z m ii

«r«rrww trarmlii «nsn^«n^Rn{ n * * 11

feapgr?f;jm«re5tj fipavrrsqr fwqr ^fih; i

6< l ^jf^gfn^TTiraTfcn apwrfe^m. I

qsrmfg^ g«nfR^e?:«n?h?c»T^ 11 »« u

gfi s*rl»rft»m^tn«n,asT^5B!!«res i

swis^gsnft^: u =>c u

ns^fr^firw fowt: i

65 irryrf^spjfptfvr; tirzti ^qnrq^: || u

w^f^^rr ^rrf^rfif^rfirAr: i

pww g^rfNn^ ii 3» n

*TtOr«? q^^qxir^: II II

70 qgRft^WWrei SB^rT^JJ^SnU I

iresrn^fqsrsreg qsfisrft II u

*iW\fi*«hr ntqT^sfet^feri’TTspn?. I

r^rrfipqT 3mWT«i II ^3. II

fT^qr SSfH^g I

75 f^dfcq^rw *rreqw f^sqrMh g^fq%: u 11

53. VV d^TWFfl^fefT for °*T<^5T. 54. VV BT^tFFt for
0
3TCWT:.

C srfH.qTfir: for *TT5qq?l%:. 55. B, E, F, G, VV *^?^F*TT?*$FTi.

56. A *nssrg*p2t; ( corrupt ). VV, G rTR^RSTYfacT”.

57. E 3T*i^T for epM. 58. A *T«TT«n=T for VV f^qra^T^SR
for B adds marginal gloss—^PWWlT faw^TSW BRFr-

Tljq: I qf^HTiTqr ^^1 ftET: II. 61. VV B, E, F, G read the

line thus [E omits ^J. 62. VV g^TSTH

for g^tsqBT. 63. VV ^ST^MgrT. 65. VV f^oqtTTqft;. 66. B, C
for ^RP^T. 67. VV g^TF^cf:. 68. VV .^:. .69. VV

39^«fT«T *Tlf^q. E, F omit this line. 70. C °JT^*T for °*f??n. 71. VV
dR?TW for fT^TRT. 72. A, D 55't«Fffl?5?T*IH^:. C ^9FRF%facrgBFltr:.

73. B for =^%:. 74. VV *T*Fcm: for#4. 75. VV reads thus

6
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sreCtes^iifapirpi 11 A'*, n

fWT qj^f?fT k W'^ «T #t: i

sgp&nrrfgTT'rrsr} aarer R&rat vr^?r n 3* 11

80 firehr Cre^rea RfgpnqgigtRi, 1

vr^Ergms^ SRt vrfag^Eda^Rartp n 3* h

9JIWrf%%fgfT *Ra f*ftre RSSf rT*17 I

^sraafraas* f^Tfawrfgtmgii; 11 \< 11

T3aa %rO«T S?f?t nl5?aratl<TrFia»H I

85 fsmuaatwarfg g?fi%5TRC fro**: 11 3 ®, 11

rcar Creifaa ga rCtr; signal* 1

w«rrf^%pf*or$Trfvi$t: ggta% 11 v o 11

5£*rf arrar a:Rfa?ar =a^a?ft *t%*r: 1

gr§mfg ^gtrefi straarg; strait wag, 11 >n 11

90 «ra Cteararrar imroRTt? snagTring;

—

g^t g Tirrepgrgggsf faptflrig 1

atfas’C $*^**3 *r tgrag* sntcf 11 w ^ 11

C^Rtara ntflRC to *rpf?5ni. 1

*a*a area pjt ga^rr a f=m?t 11 «i 11

<Kg»;Rta srpffg q^jnrrf% sgsrfit at 11 vv 11

aar 9;T5gqqVTJTr^i Ct^aiarar? awfaRTTOoft a?tg?i<»ig[

—

airt Ctetfaa aifa^C grClaag^ 1

-Errepar Raai aarr alfa^a^ g? aita 11 v*a 11

100 ^E^g^rouagETiTrimnrm^ 3;ara5m:ara

—

76. for agfria VV. »TB1%T. SO. VV fata for faU*j

wmmrar^ for “ai^a. SI . E, V gf^gaga.^TPifor aN. u
. 82, VV ?l«r

for apt. S3. C a*aTTg?TT\ W reads the line thus <st?re. [ A, E 38 *1

;

D asat ] aVaaC gaTf*gifaareiq>a. 86. vv CteTftatt for Craifta. 87. vv
fag^a forag^a. 88. VV 39: for a*!:. 89. After this line VV adds

tppg ^T^WTg^s: g-%a areata.. 90. A Cream w<; E ‘amar.
EWful°; D aiaitrere

0
. 91-96. Cannot Ije traced in the printed text of

the Brahmapurana. 95. F, G for ajp. 97. A, C, D, omit 3TglareTB''TT.

98-99. This ’verse occurs in the VahgavasI Ed. (63. 18', Calcutta,

1316 B. S. with Crerert for ^reifaa and sPTdl for aaaT. 100. A
Cafa^Tv-aTa. G snagARtta for ^agTP'iTa. The readings adopted ill

the text agree with Skandapurana, Ed. Vahgavasi, Calcutta, 1318 B. S.

Vol. II. ( Purusottamamahatmya, Ch. 29, verse 47 ). The lines

101-102 are found hut not the rest of the quotations.

7



S. C. BANEU)

I

sTfsa giaf^terar a % afaa: I

X\atgTa7>5gsamaTafft ?5T^: 515*: II H%. II

«RT5ga >K5gsft 5R?j eflofnr^T a^r VJ%T^ |

alfaa? gte&aa fasnal fgrsraaar: u v» u

frfasurar «ratcarg sasrai aia gat l

alrr^Sgsat ^FTrTfgTWVm; || »* ||

ureasgrt: grat fgarsrggsat finarg^i 1

amgtara naffer gterawgg'jag: ti «*. 11

gfgs saaTW»aaagN«naagar airtTprawrarcaT *tfaataata-

ggraTga^t^g'RSTagaJTaf ^gf=aat ar aiwaiar 1 afsa "a

ara aggwra fata 1 agg^assrw HtaJra wig 1 a a aggsai

115 fasug^i gfa aaaT^aggsaf faaa ?fn awaa. 1 aria ^gifasag-

a^a^rit aCT^iaiaa: 1 a %erafa: 1

g'i ^ g attsgsaTaagsif srta agfefaaaaafimqrg 1

smaggsat gaaiesfgfa: 1 atawa faaa, gsatsafnamg 1 agr

*ttat§ agg^ft, at<nat?ft asaagaa siwa ggr aaa
1 20 ^taam gtearar gg?faasar 1 agr g ara aggsft, staam

%a*3gV'f*trat, a?fg% staam atoTaT^argaT'ssjpnarTwagr atfga

«*a g^rg’gja^ag a^a^aia 1

agttr galg^Tot—

fafag^raataffir sraftargararag; 1

125 ainwta fafasrur g^ar.- aaaagff'n 11 **.0 u

a a g^ar ?fa attgaiaarama fafafaaa srfa ar--ag. | o^a
fgoffa: airerraf ama faar a:=agn2jgg.gg ^fa *arata 1

101. VV, D *rn for a fig. C m afaa. 103. C omits. 104. C '*>4

for af/.i. 105. ffjaaaa:, Cf. p. 8, 6, 10, above. 1 10. D, F, G «paf for

fCTt. G 'fi-JpaT: for Til^PaT:. 112. A, C, D dfaimva aatat for
°aTaaaTat f E corrupt]. 113, omits '•iaa. in ^rRTi^.pfT. 114. C, D
aggiaT «T'5r for ag^^aaT^. H orbits farw. e, F, g omit a. 115. E,
F, G agggaT for agg^gf. 116. n ag^’-w% for aggpjgw. 11 8. e
faf«r<i for faaa. c, e cre*r °af*far<ra: for g^a^af*". 119 . d aa for ag..

B inserts H in between ^rf^aj'^Ur and wsTrf. 121 -1 22. C words between
cf^T and corrupt. 123. A, C for "g*T*r. 124-125.
'I bis verse does not occur in the Varigavasi Ed. of the Devipurana.
127. D omits B, C read and respectively.

8
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atFsrfsrroregsqxqra I f% %
fTgfswlw^viT^^g qqrqfir t

1 30 *rafer?rT qfo *res.fq& i

w»phr f?rf»-T»fjtq s^iq: ur|^fi^T^q: ii n

SrfrT i

“ flfaqiTqi v^gfttqisi^”

^qffeq'SFTra I

135 qrSrm rrf?fq?»7
;

'fl fqwrlqmrfqqtqfT : i

?T4'TI ;fT»'Kf3j;^t ^ 15n«Pn?5TH II '*.? II

I q^qFqq«rH??%5T Jrqisig5m5!r?qfqtqi~

^ggjqwritsfq *rra ftfor mr, ?r g qqf<^ I st^tsti

\%JTT qvrr*fgsTq^sq^Tgf*m*TI*I^ rt q1*HTF£tfg*T ^qfinfta: |

1 4ft ?ig

3T??iqm =qg^3qr nifqsgafrUTt 3j*rm •

qrafqtqi qr^g^qiTm^ n *•.3 u

gisrarar *qra qiomTF*TTfirf?r, ri?r i

qgf^qrfgq; f.tqi rifor gq 5twir

145 qgqsqr rfifq^gwr tqrqqqrfVq; fqvnq

Frf«T%q ?mi^ iri'wr*fraoi qi^qnir i sr qgq^qf qnxt^t:

jFIT^rwa: I quJTJTRqf qiqiqiqqraqiqqqftmqr^ I fife q,

qqfqii qqiqsfr spfaqqqqFtsqtfqsft, atq* qgqsfr, q?fgsr »rfq-

q?r??iqsqrfqjft qgqqrt, qgx ^iq-nix sqm qgqjq^rii

15ft q^-q?*iqivfiqm?fg% *xxq qg?3qr q^qsprqfixqm^qqxit

128. C 3?T't4MTqTT?TT^Tg^; D WCtferTrcnq. 129. C frgfif’-JT-

130 . d, b, k for £qra. a gqig. c. wqn for

XJ3'*qd. 132. The JjqqsrdTB is an astrological work ascribed to

Bhojaraja of Dharii [For details see Kane’s History of Dharma'siistra,

Poona, 1930 p. 278 79 ]. 135-136. Not found in the Vaiigavasi Ed. of

Skandapurana. 1 37. B for rq^rmPT^pj [C, E ^pipnq].
C drops. qR after '-C'TRq^T

| Ii corrupt > 138. B, D drop *Tg. C omits

q g gqfgq. G drops g. A qr4 for 139. C stops after sr-THFR-

E ffifrTftKW :. F, G sfa * f43>*. 140. C '* 4- 142. C
drops T^g. 143. II qg for ?ra. C drops gq. 145. C fafaq. for foqq

.

B FqR for ETR. 146. F drops «I. C omits the words qRqrqT and H.

148. E drops TTT%. 151. A q^TIRTg for quSqRTq [ D ad^'m^l;,

E : corrupt ].

9
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?f?r trowpaTrst srri* i % 5 <ra*^s?r ga =qg$tfqr ?f?t qre: 1 w
^ ^g??^T: «ri qrar 1 * =ggf^mi; 1

155 TiRRp^t: 3THf f%nr?ff5tf?Ti fsrarg^

^?«tr <ra«ri rrarstir^Rra =qggVtfefag^rfq %f?r nyfor: 1

tram =a q#f^Ftftire$roir qtrf^FrFrasrnr =g *ra?fiHTg5prmRTg 1

miTIrT <ftfojRRRlfr«Pt filfa: I ^RTTSrf?r|f*iv:H?mt firfa: I

tvtsrt 5TaiRRftn: 'Kmfasmra: 1 ^^g?T<n^5fTg?Tin^frgTm-

160 -*pm?*-4R6 (gap 1

fff?r mfff3qrramRStqr>mm/t3j<^[fafq?rarfi gi^qnrrfar%q>: *mtR: i

The following passage, apparently a gloss, is added by the
Ms F (tol. la) on verse 6 at p. 56 (above).

sni 'firaj-m: toft ^rrnfRrm *tra trsgwq:

JTcft^i 3n=*r*ir R5r5»j*qr: 14ft ^6^rafag^,?gqm'TTgr?f-

«n?r 1 1 amt

165 =9 *tpt fr^r 1 ^g^rff T.m-

fFraqr^fr gf%Ftg 1 * ^ ggrqggq&sror f«qr fasTTg^r^Tfftq

qg^frrfR ?nrr fsRttf% ^gdrrq^rit p*TRihm%: 1

qmf =atg?5^ri 0rarg% 1

=arg^tr sraitsfa *rr*rarc*R qsR^?r ll

170 «rm w*t snsmlf^gtaBTH, 1

srmitsrTfasrm: smfawsrT^g grftqiqr 11

fafiwireRflft g q^trfftfr^T *jirfV?*fTg%;«rf?T wmr: 1 7rtrg§z-

R»i?T*r?g q^rnfarg^ fkfa: 1 ^irfiT.r’STft-

smrq qtfitiwq^atm qtft grforctmmT 1 gg^istfsftfWt g
175 «ki5»p*tt: gjfo w^jrts1

: 1 ir?iq*Tmt

qjR wlqrrfTtw 1 Rrarg^Rq gores^ rsirt nffr^ft 1

fm&rgRRra s^lq^TS5^^ I fjm =g *m R^iqs^fifsfT

q?f%% natRrwsqTfq-sqsmftRT m =qg^5ft awfq mf^t gq *rnr

179 wsgsTtr: q>ro ?f?r ;pfggf 11 o 11

153. B, C, E omit 'f. A, d'{R‘. f°r
r
T*. F adds ^T?5 before 4Tm.

154. D inserts § after •f. 155. C, F ^it for 3WT. C, D =4g^RTT for

^3&*rr. 156. B, E, F insert =4 after ?*T?T. D ’TZ^rUm for 7^«ft FT4T;

B, K 7S1KTTRT4T: F omits q*R4t. 157. D, E, F g for =4. D ’TqtgfaST'RT

and E qqf^gJTln
6

and 9*fgg4FI°. 159. C ^^TSrsrqmig.

for JTCrHFftn:. E^g’JKT^ ^raqwfm:. [For colophons

of different Mss see Description of Mss above. ]
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A Letter of Jahangir to Khurram
and its Reply

By

K. K. Bash, Bhagalpur

The following pages give a summary of the letter of Emperor

Jahangir to Prince Khurram and of the latter’s reply to the royal

firman. These two epistles, which are undated, have been incor-

porated in. Guldastah ,

l
a Persian manuscript containing a few royal

billets, such as, Shah Abbas Il’s (King of Persia) letter to ‘Abdullah

Qutb Shah of Goleonda. Shahjahan, Aurangzeb, Sultan Muhammad
and Dara’s letters to ‘Abdullah Qutb, ‘Adil Shah’s (ol Bijapur)

letter to Shahjahan, Aurangzeb’s letter to Muh. ‘Adil Shah

(of Bijapur) and others.

In his letter Emperor Jahangir charges Prince Khurram with

disloyalty, and the latter writes in reply that he had been wrongly

blamed for murdering Khusrau and that, the Emperor had been

unfair in conferring distinction on Parwez, who, in the opinion of

the writer, had a hand in the murder of Khusrau. Prince Khurram,

further, calls over with pride the brilliant services that he rendered

to the cause of the empire emphasising on his own merits as a

warrior and a statesman. Lastly, he threatens the Emperor, in case

he is unaccommodating, with hostility and rebellion.

JAHANGIR’S letter
To Prince Sultan Khurram, the noble son, the pearl of the

crown of fortune and victory, the valuable central gem in the

necklace of happiness and truth, and on whom rest the excessive

royal attention and kindness—be it known that, it is a matter

of regret that the Prince having been unmindful to his moral

obligations to royalty and responsibilities to parents has shown

symptoms of inconsistency and malevolence in the house of the

Caliphate and the royal family and has made up his mind to make
a stand against his father for securing the throne and the crown :

that, there is hardly any instance iA the royal family of a prince

hurling defiance at his father : (it’s a pity) that, a fortunate and

prosperous scion like the Prince should have displayed such an

arrogance !—(that), if the Prince had set his heart upon fighting

his way and securing dominions he would better march out to

1. Transcript of Sir J. N. Sakkar : Salar Jung MS. Insha No. 2731.
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Iraq with a body of sincere nobles and faithful adherents and

measure swords with Emperor Abbas, who was set upon rooting

out Mughal authority over Qandhar, and, in retaliation, do away
with his (Abbas) sovereignly over his countries --(that) it makes
one’s blood run cold to think that the Prince should turn hostile

to his father for the possession of the crown. Is sovereignty

obtainable by effort alone ? The key to future success lies with

Divine Providence, and it is He who bestows royalty on his elect !

(that) it is, therefore, essential that, the Prince should with pride

and humility alike put on the ring of submission and obedience
on his ears

1 and should be compliant like a child : that he should

set forth his military ability in the battlefield and having pro-

ceeded to Qandhar exhibit his valour : —(that) in return for the

gratitude that the Prince would thus show by his action to the

world-decorating royal court , his sins of omission would be passed

over and he would be blessed with royal favour and compassion !

KHUHRAM’S REPLY*
On receipt of this letter the Prince kissed it and placed it on

his head. He, next, opened the letter, read it and bowed his head

(in respect). Ilurnbly and quietly he wrote the following reply :

“ I am weak as a child,” he began, “ and Your Majesty is the

protector of the weak : God pardons the faults of His slaves.

You are my master and I am your slave—penitent of my actions.

1 am too feeble and you are the conqueror of the world. Be charit-

able and condone my fault !

”

“ It is lor fear of my life that 1 light shy of the imperial court,

and 1 aspire not after the crown or the throne.

4

How can l set my
heart upon sovereignty when 1 have a thin time ? Come what may,
I am your bondsman in all ages : il I am a falcon 1 have been netted

by you !

”

“ I live in hope that Your Majesty would never put me to

shame. In fact, you are the king of the country, and may the

throne and the royal seal be with you for ever !

”

“ For God’s sake, do not take amiss. I am on my last legs

and 1 dare not set my face against you. Can an ant stand out
against Sulaiman ?

b v

2. Tl»c MS. wrongly reads.

3. It is written in verse.

4. The fact is that Nuhjuiian had made the limperor her instrument and
caused an estrangement between Jahangir and Khurram with the result that the

latter was deprived of his fiefs and posts and was driven into rebellion in self-
defence.

5. Refers to the story of the ant and Solomon, the son of David.

?
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“ Sure enough, so long the Emperor is in my favour I do not

run any risk of personal injury. I am, after all, reconciled to my
port-folio in Bengal. 1 shall he cut up if 1 become a prey to mis-

fortune. If I remain apart from the pomp of the royal court, may
Your Majesty not grudge it, for, it’s a just punishment for my
actions.’

'

“ Distinction is achieved by degrees, hut, Parwez has cut a

figure beyond all expectation/ Your Majesty has made .Parwez

the heir-apparent, hut you have branded me with the reproach ot

having shed Khusrau’s blood ! f dare say, Parwez is a villain, and

it is he who is guilty of Khusrau’s blood.”

7

As 1 am charged with Khusrau’s murder it matters not if I

make away with Parwez. If God has favoured Parwez with renown,

He has, 1 can assure Your Majesty, graced me, likewise, with a

blood-shedding sword ! It Parwez is unfriendly to me I am equally

inimical, if he is fraternal T am also pacific.”

My goodness ! 1 have been asked to attend the court. How
can 1 come to terms with Parwez who is unworthy of it ? It Your
Majesty smiles upon me 1 am your slave, but il you are un-

sympathetic I shall keep myself away so long 1 am alive.”

“ Once I unsheathe my sword, 1 shall not, I am afraid, lie

considerate to the Emperor or the Prince ! Need 1 tell you that

there is in the empire hardly any equal to me in military accom-

plishment? Your Majesty, I dare say, would not have lost your

hold on Qandhar if you had requisitioned my services. So long

Parwez was in charge of the Deccan, it was a hot-bed of disorder and

confusion. But twice did I conquer the country by my sword and

1 took no care to my life on those occasions. Further, the story

of my conquest of Kangra* is a common talk in Hindustan. It was

1, again, who challenged the Rana y to arms and struck him down :

it’s a feat which is unparalleled in history. It is by the grace of

the Emperor that 1 have been successful in all my wars. I have

reflected honour on the Empire and have secured payments from

the Rana. It is due to me, again, that the non-believers have

accepted Islam and the Mughal army h^s penetrated into the Rajput

country. 1 can, by my wit, level mountains in the dust and stem

6. The lines are unintelligible.

7. But the reading from history is that. Km ska v was murdered by
Khurram’s order at Burhanpur early in lt>22, but it was reported that he had

died of colic pain.

8. November, lb20 a.jj.

9. Of Mewar.

K. V. 5 3
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the tide of foreign aggression. What do I care for the mountains ?

If they are made of stone am I not made of steel ? Need I put up
a prayer for the keys of the royal treasury ? I hold the keys so long

I have the sword with me ! My superiority in arms gives me
precedence over Parwez. The world is a brave and valorous bride

who avoids the old and weak suitors and selects an intelligent and
dexterous warrior as her mate. It’s only in the fitness of things

that she would woo trie !

”

4

4

I have laid bare my mind. I fail to understand the ways of

the worid— it is so perplexing and complex !

”

I am at the root of dynastic prosperity. For goodness sake,

do not cast shame upon me.”
44

I believe my messenger will, like the hudhud 10 of the fables,

carry this letter of mine that contains the true state of affairs to the

court. He has been sent as an agent of the ant to the court of

Sulaiman !

”

41 Oh Saqi ! pour the wine of happiness in the cup—the wine

that dispels gloom, puts out the internal fire and changes male-

volence to amity.”

10. Reference to the agent sent by Bay is to Sulaiman.
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Khanjana-darsana
ny

BuahaTosh Bhattachakya, Bhatpura

Khanjana-darsana
, or sight ol the bird Khahjana, is a peculiar

Hindu omen, recorded in Candesvara’s Krtyaratndkara
,

1

a Mithila
digest of the 14th century. Though it is also recorded in later-

works, viz., Govtndananda’s Varmkriydkaumndl1 and Uaghunan-
dana's Tithitattva* both belonging to the 16th century, yet those
treatments cover one or two pages onty and as such, are less com-
prehensive than that of the Krtyaratndkara. which consists of seven
pages (p. 366 to p. 373). We, therefore, propose to give below a

synopsis of the treatment in the Krtyaratndkara both in view of its

earlier and more detailed character.

One should perform the sdnti , called nlrdja , in the eighth or

twelfth lunar day or in the fullmoon day of the month of Asvina
or Kartika. Alter the conclusion of the nirdjasdinti ceremony, the

enemy, if chased by the king in the direction of the flight of tin*

Khanjana bird, is fast subdued. This bird is first seen when the

sun is in the asterism of Jfastd and vanishes when the sun reaches

the asterism of Nohint . That kind of Khanjana which is fat,

possessed of a long neck and a black throat, and is dark from the

neck and mouth, is beneficent and fulfils all the desires of the

observer ; while that other kind of Khanjana which has a dark spot

on the throat and the tips of whose hands and feet are white, is

called citrakrt , and that which is excessively yellow, is called gnplta

and these two classes add to the misery of the observer. There arc

four kinds of Khanjana birds, viz. samantabhadra y prahhadra , an u-

hhadra and ambarahhadra. That kind which is dark on all sides of

the neck, breast and head, is called samantabhadra , while that kind

which has dark head and breast but white neck and back, is called

prahhadra . That kind, the neck and breast of which only are dark,

is called anubhadra, while that kind with'a dark line in the neck, is

called ambarahhadra . Of the above four kinds, the immediately

previous one excels the succeeding one in the matter of conferring

success on a good action. That kind of dkdsabhadra (i.e. ambarabha -

dra) which has a dark line in the neck but a white face, brings about

1. Edited by MM. K am m.a-Khsis’

a

Srrn titirtha, li. I., 1925.

2. Edited by the same, B. I. f 1902.

3. Edited by JIvAnanda ( in Smrti-tattva

,

Vol. I. ), 1895.

1
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failure of designs. That kind which resembles yellow juice in

colour and is hence called gomutra , if seen in the morning, predicts

misery to the observer for the period of one year.

The Khanjatm bird, if seen on a curd vessel or on a stack of

paddy, confers good, while that, seen on quagmire, predicts good

grass and that which is found on the dung of a bull, foretells the

profusion of cow’s milk. If seen on grass, sakata tree, housetop,

face of a person and sud tree, it predicts the acquisition of cloths,

sale of the country, failure, imprisonment and disease respectively.

Tf found on the back of a goat or of a sheep, it indicates the speedy
meeting with one's beloved ones. But it it is seen seated on the

bone of a dead buffalo, camel or ass, in a burning place, comer oi a

house, or on sand, wall, ashes or hair, it foretells evil and brings

about death, disease and fear. If it shakes its wings or drinks from
a watercourse, it is inauspicious. Generally, it is auspicious if seen

at the time of sunrise but not so if found at the time of sunset.

The places where it performs sexual intercourse or vomits or

voids its ordure, abound with gems, glass and coal respectively, and

the soil is to be dug in those places to unfold those mysteries. Its

dead, wounded, diseased and bleeding conditions predict the self-

same states of the observer. If it is found falling to the ground
from its accustomed height, it forebodes wealth to the observer,

while if found soaring in the sky, it indicates future union with

one’s nearest relations. Tf it is seen in the morning on lotuses,

cows, elephants, horses and big serpents, it: predicts a kingdom to

the observer ; if found on grass, it indicates good news ; while if

found on ashes, bones, wood, nails, hairs and husk, it entails misery

upon the observer for the period of one year. But il found seated

in the morning on elephants, sheep, siila groves, balconies of pa-

laces, curd vessels and clean soil, or over gold and winnowing fans

used lor kings, or in clear sky, or on good shady trees with rich

foliage and bent down with fruits, the Khan]ana confers prosperity

on the observer. If again it is seen in the morning to sit very

suddenly and in a happy mood on a riverbank, a lotus, cowdung,

the tail of a cow, ihlrvd grasV, royal palace, the topmost room ol a

house, jamhala fruit, new IcaV, kslra tree, household materials, or

on the main arch of a house, it is then highly auspicious for the

acquisition of water, food and drink, dear ones, cows, horses arid

cloths and for the recovery from diseases. Its position on a boat

predicts the acquisition of a house to the observer. But if it is

shown by another person, the first person secures the company of

a woman. If found on ploughed soil or on a stack ot paddy, in the

2
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morning or in the sky, it foretells marriage, acquisition of paddy,
union with one’s dear ones and union with one’s near relations

respectively. If it is seen alighting from the sky, it indicates

sufficient wealth ; if found eating and drinking, it foretells the

acquisition of food and drink ; while if observed in other beautiful

positions in the morning, it surely confers similar other desirable

results on the observer. If it is found following an ass, a camel or

a dog, or breaking its wings, it predicts death on the observer ; and
if it is found shaking its wings in the evening, or tied or dead, it

forebodes evil. The observer as well as the intending traveller

meets with the positions, good or bad, as attend the Khanjana bird

in the morning. If seen in the south when the star
‘Agasty

a

is on
the horizon, this bird fulfils the desire of the observer, who should,

therefore, worship it with incantations and bow down to it with the

head. The sight and the utterance of the name of this bird are

equally auspicious and the desire of a traveller is fulfilled, if it is

seen to go in a revolving fashion.

The following incantation is to be uttered at its sight :
—

“O, you, the son of a sage, practising yoga, you disappear with

the advent of summer but reappear alter the close of the rains.

I bow down to you, khanjana , who are full of wonders.”

If a Khanjana bird is seen in an ugly body in a bad place,

doing reproachable acts, the observer must then worship it particu-

larly for the removal of the vices, indicated by it. lie should

abstain from sexual enjoyment and flesh-eating, lie down on the

bare ground, bathe, mutter incantations, oiler oblations to fire and

worship the bird Khanjana for the period of seven days.
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The Development of the Figure of Speech

in the Rgveda Hymnology 1

lty

D. R. Biiandarkar, Calcutta

Years ago the late Prof. Max Mullkr in his Renaissance of

Sanskrit Literature propounded the theory that the first five centuries

ol‘ the Christian era were a dark age for literary activity and that

Katya or Artificial Poetry bloomed about the middle of the sixth

century A.n. This theory held the field for a long period, and it

was only in 1890 that it was demolished by G. Buiiler on the strength

of literary and epigraphic evidence. When Max Muller propound-

ed this view, the dramas of Bhasa (circa 300 a.d.) were not brought

to light. Little was also known about the literary achievements of

Asvaghosa who was a contemporary of the Kusana sovereign Kaniska
(circa 125 a.t>. ) and was the author not only of the Buddhacarita ,

Saundardnanda and Sutrdlamkdra but also of the drama SarTputra-

prakaratjia. These works of Asvaghosa are genuine kdvyas in strict

conformity with the rules laid down by the Science of Sanskrit

Rhetorics. And the very fact that a* Buddhist monk thought of

setting forth the Life of Buddha with the help of the poetic art

shows how popular artificial poetry was even in the first two cen-

turies of the Christian era. Further there is evidence of an

irrefragable character to convince an impartial mind that Katya
or Artificial Poetry prospered in the age of Patanjali.

Now, one of the chief constituents of Kavva is Alariikara or

Figure of Speech. It is this feature which makes poetry artificial

and distinguishes principally an epic composition from a Kavya
par excellence. If we now t^ke our stand upon the occurrence of

Figures of Speech in a composition, we have to trace Artificial

Poetry to the Vedic period itself. Thus there is a well-known text

1. This is an excerpt from a chapter entitled Literary History which has been
written by me in connection with my revised edition of the Gupta Inscriptions

(C. L I. Vol. III. Pt. I.). The extract in question has been set forth here with

a view to invite criticism to help me in the final redaction.

1
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beginning with dvd suparnd sayujd sakhdyd , which occurs not only in

the Svetasvatara ITpanisad (IV. 6) and the Mundaka (III. 1. 1.) but

also in the Rgveda (I. 164. 20). The full text is as follows: Dvd

suparnd sayujyd sakhdyd samdnam vrksatn parisvajate toyor= anyalt

pippalatn svddv= atty = anasnann = anyo= hhicakdsiti . .

1 'Two Bird s

,

inseparables and friends, cling to the same tree. One of them eats

the sweet fruit, the other observes without eating/' Anybody who
has studied the Tenth Ullasa of Mammatas Kavyaprakasa will at once

be able to say that the text in question is an instance of Atisayokti ,

representing the first variety of it described in the words : Nigiryd-

dhyavasdnatn iu prakrtasya parena yat. Another Upanisadic text in

Svetasvatara (III. 19) is apdni-pddo javano grahitd paiyaty= acaksus=
sa srnoty = akarnah ,

“Grasping without hands, quick-going without

feet, he sees without eyes, he hears without ears.” This is a

clear instance of the Figure of Speech called Vibhavana. Similarly,

in the Rgveda we have a philosophical hymn devoted to Jndna.

It comprises a text commencing with uta trail pasyan na dadarsa

Vdcarn (Rgveda X. 71. 4). There can hardly be any doubt as to

this being an apt illustration of the Visesokti-alamkdra. Or we
may take the well-known stanza opening with catvari srngd trayo

asyapddd. It occurs not only in Mahdndr&yana-Upanisad (X.l),

Taittirlya-Aranyaka (X. 10.2) and Gopatha-Brdhmana (I. 2.16) but

also in Kdthaka-Samhitd (XL. 7), /l /aitrayam -Samhitd (]. 6.2),

Vdjasaneyi-Samhitd (XVII. 91) and, above all, Rgveda (IV. 58.3).

Two traditional but different interpretations of this stanza

have been adduced, one by Yaska in his Nirukta (XIII. 8) and

the other by Patanjali about the beginning of his Mahdbhasya .

In both these interpretations the Figure of Speech is evidently

Atisayokti of the first variety such as that noticed above. Or w'e

may take another philosophical stanza Indram Mitrani Vdrunatn—
Agni?n~dhuh which is to be found not only in the Atharva

(IX. 10.28) but also in the Rgveda (I. 164.46). This obviously is an

illustration of Ullekha which, though it is not noticed by Mammata,
has been taken cognisance of by Visvanatha in his Sahitya-darpana

(X. 37). It may now be remarked that there are so many varieties

of Upama, simple and complicated, noticed in Sanskrit treatises on

Rhetorics, and it may therefore be asked whether any instance can
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he cited from the Rgveda of any full-developed Upama. We can

draw upon the same philosophical hymn upon which we drew for an

instance of Visesokti—Figure of Speech. The text in question

runs as follows : saktum—iva iitaiind punanto yatra dltird tnanasa

vacant^ akrata (Rgveda, X. 71 .2) . Evidently this aptly illustrates

what is known as PurnaSraiitl-Vakyagd Upama, where the upamdna

is denoted by saktum , npameya by vacam ,
‘ the word conveying

comparison ’ by vva , and
4

the common property ’ by punanto . The
instances cited here of Alaiiikaras—occurring in Vedic literature

are just a few out of many that are found there. It may however

be contended that the texts quoted above are from hymns that are

of religious or philosophical character. They are not from

literature which may be reasonably styled Kavya. But it may be

urged against it that if the religious and philosophical hymns

contain so many and so varied examples of Alariikara, the secular

literature of the period must have been as much characterised by

this important element of Artificial Poetry as it was from 150 A.D.

onwards.
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Study of Manuscripts
By

C* 1 1 1NTA II AHAN CHAKRA VARTI
, Calcutta

'Though the title ol the subject is a broad one, as a student of

Sanskrit T shall naturally confine my remarks to the study of ]\1SS

ol Sanskritic works and give my impressions about the subject
resulting from my work in the line for more than a decade. Hut 1

am sure most of these remarks will apply equally to MSS of works
of other languages too.

It is scarcely necessary to emphasise the need and importance
ol the study of MSS which enshrine the vast treasures of ancient

India in the form of her rich and valuable literature in different

branches of learning, only a very small fraction of which has so far

seen the light of day.

A diligent search for and a careful study of the MSS is essential

for discovering the gems of our literature which lie hidden within

the bewildering mass of MSS scattered all over the country. An
intelligent collation of MSS is expected to clear up many
apparently hopeless textual inaccuracies in the published portion

of the literature. A study of MSS is however useful not to the

students of literature alone but to the students of history in general
as well. A thorough ransacking of the MSS material is essential

before the reconstruction of a comprehensive history of t lie litera-

ture of the country may be possible and the trend of the literature

may be visualised in its true perspective. Students of palaeography
may collect important and valuable materials from a study of

MSS—old and late—-and supplement the information gathered from
1 i th io records and copperplates. One may go so far as to say that

MSS are the principal source of our paieographical knowledge
lor the later period of Indian history for which few epigraphical

records are available. Manuscripts, apart from the works, are

often found to throw important light on different aspects of social

history of the country. The place the MSS occupied in the esti-

mation of the people of old days may be very clearly realised from
the imprecatory verses occurring at the end of many MSS. All

sorts of curses are heaped on thieves of MSS which, it was the

desire of the copyists and owners, to preserve as their own
children. As a matter of fact

,
we are distinctly told that at the

time of the Marhatta depredations in Bengal, the people were

1
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fleeing with their children, the images of their tutelary deities and
loadsA MSS they possessed. This shows that these were consi-

dered to be more valuable than all other earthly possessions. The
idea of sanctity associated with books in general and dissemina-
tion ot learning in particular would prompt even high personalities

to prepare by their own hands copies of works, especially of a

religious nature, not only for their own use but also for the use of

all interested persons. Presentation of copies to scholars as well as

to public institutions like temples for public recitation, and not the

sale of MSS, was regarded as highly meritorious from a religious

point of view. The existence of professional copyists and the sale

of MSS were also not absolutely unknown. Some of the MSS which
record the history of their sales throw interesting side-light on the

price of a commodity that was regarded as precious and held in

great respect.

From a study of MSS, we have an idea of the nature of the

various materials of writing in use in olden times in different

parts of the country. We meet with various types of country-

made paper and ink which are found to be of a more lasting nature

than what are generally used in the present days. It may be

noticed in this connection that palm-leaf MSS which were far too

numerous in older days seem to have later on become less popular
in some parts of the country, it is especially significant that no
work in the Bengali language and very few works in the NagarT

script are known to exist in palm-leaf MSS. The beautiful art

of calligraphy as noticed in some MSS is also of immense artistic

interest. Examples of painting and decorative designs occasionally

met with in certain MSS and covers thereof are of no small value

to students of the development of art in the land and they have

already attracted the attention of a number of art connoisseurs.

The beginning of the scientific study and investigation of MSS
in India may be traced back to the year 1868-69 when the Govern-
ment took initiative in the matter and introduced a systematic and

regular search of MSS in different parts of India. 1 Asa result, many

1. A report of the work doi>e in different parts of the country in this

connection was issued by the Central Government in 1878. It is a matter of

great regret that since then no other report of the type has been compiled or

published. Some provincial reports have, of course, been published from time

to time giving account of only the work done under Government auspices. Thus
we have little idea about MSS collections even in public libraries and scholarly

institutions. A general survey of these collections of which there are a fairly

large number in different parts of the country will be highly welcome and useful

to scholars. Different Library Associations, busy in collecting materials for the

2
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important MSS have been acquired both by Government as well as
by private bodies, much useful information which throws welcome
light on many a dark and little-known corner of the history of
Indian literature has been collected from a number of MSS that

could not be acquired and not a few valuable texts have been
edited and published on the basis of the MSS thus brought to the

notice of the world of scholars. Catalogues, in cases only of a

superficial and mechanical character, containing descriptions of

sorne of these collections have been published.

Though a fairly good number of MSS have thus been collected

from different parts by different institutions and saved from un-
welcome surroundings and very rapid destruction it cannot be
said that everything that could be collected has been collected.

The Dacca University, to mention only one of many institutions

that began their collection of MSS only recently, has been able to

acquire not only a good number of MSS but many that are very

important as well. Besides, many of the important MSS that were
only noticed by earlier scholars in the possession ol private owners,
could now possibly be acquired if serious attempts were made in

that direction from influential quarters. In the absence of these

attempts many of the private collections arc meeting with rapid

destruction.

The general lack of sympathy among the people for objects of

historical interest has led to the wanton destruction and thoughtless

disposal of many a small collection of MSS, which arc often regarded
as useless rubbish fit to be thrown into the dustbin or stacked along

with not so very useful things of the house, it is in this way that

the MSS of many old pandits have been destroyed or allowed to be

totally damaged by their descendants some of whom claim to be

educated. The sense of sanctity associated with MSS again has

prompted many a fanatic to consign them into the sacred waters of

the Ganges rather than allow them to be defiled by heterodox
modern people.* Neither could we remain satisfied with mere

preparation of Directories of Libraries, may do a service to Indologv if they

include within the province of their investigation not only the libraries of printed
books but also those of MSS, some of which lire attached to or included in the

former. The University of Madras which has taken upon itself the self-impos-
ed task of the preparation of an up-to-date edition of the Catalogue Catalogorum
should also direct their attention to this matter. As a matter of fact, such a

survey is essential for the preparation of this edition.

2. A definite case has been referred to in which an old Pandit hail tied up
anil sealed all his books in bags, making a will that they were to be sunk in the

Ganges as soon as his life was extinct

—

Gough, Papers relating to the Collection

and Preservation of Ancient Sans . Lit . in Ind ., Calcutta, 1878, p. 40.

3
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collection and hoarding up. Our attempts should be directed as

much, if not more, to the task of proper preservation and study, as

to the work of exploration and collection. Proper steps need be
taken for the scientific preservation of MSS especially against the

attacks of worms. Special precautions have to be taken for MSS
other than those on paper, particularly those on palm-leaf. It is

not only more brittle than paper but more liable to the ravages of

worms. And it is to be remembered that some of the oldest MSS
are on palm-leaf. If prompt steps are not taken for their preserva-

tion or substitution much valuable material will be lost. As things

stand at present, there are large stocks of these MSS lying

uncared-for and uncatalogued in many parts of the country exposed
to the mercy of white ants and the ravages of a climate not at all

favourable for the preservation of antiquities.

The condition of the huge collections of MSS even in

various scholarly institutions is not ideal. It is true that they are now
in sale custody but without proper care and regular handling they

stand the risk of being worm-eaten and jammed. Scholarly owners
of MSS of old were very particular about the preservation of the

few MSS possessed by them, by regular and careful handling and

sunning. It is a matter of joy to all students of old literature that

the present Council of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal which

has under its charge one of the largest collections ol MSS in India

is taking active steps in this matter and it may be hoped the Society

will also take the initiative in encouraging a proper study of MSS.
It was the Society which took a leading part in the collection and
study of MSS even from its inception long before the (Jovem-
inent had taken up the matter.

But the problem of preservation is not a very easy one. And
the ultimate aim of preservation is nothing but offering facilities

for publication and study. Hence, critical studies of the contents

of the MSS and the publication of the results thereof seem to be

the best way of preserving these brittle materials. It is however a

pity that study of MSS does not appear to have received as much
impetus and encouragement as the study and investigation of other
types of antiquities in India. * As a matter of fact. Archaeology,
including Numismatics, apparently being more interesting and
popular, has claimed far more attention from scholars and people
at large.

What is all the more regrettable is that even a section of

scholarly people appears to be not favourably disposed towards
what seems to be useless waste of energy and time involved in the

work of studying and cataloguing MSS. There are scholars again

4
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who are of opinion that this is not the business of real scholars, as

very little scholarship is in demand for the work. This attitude,

which is shared by people in general , has gone to discourage this

type of work in India to a great extent. Consequently, the study

of MSS has not thrived as much as it should have. We have there-

fore not only not been eager to produce a book of the type ol

Clarke’s
4 Descent ok MSS,’ but also not taken the uncomfortable

task of compiling scientific Descriptive Catalogues of MSS.

What is required in the first instance is a change ol out-look

and a proper realisation of the situation. An opinion needs be

developed that the preparation of critical descriptions of MSS is as

important as, if not more than, mere hoarding up ol huge collec-

tions, and allowing them an undisturbed resting place in a

commodious building.

It is true the difficulty in the study of MSS for the preparation

of a Descriptive Catalogue and the consequent slow progress is

often discouraging. As a result, the number of scholars attracted

by it is comparatively small. The hard labour, often fruitless,

involved in the work of arranging and cataloguing MSS is seldom

realised even by scholars who have no practical experience of the

work. Usually a disarranged and imperfect MS that appears on

first sight to be a new work and an important find loses much ol

its novelty when a proper arrangement and careful scrutiny extend-

ing for hours, and sometimes for days, reveal that it constitutes

nothing but a portion of a work already well-known.

As a matter of fact, the task of identifying the names of works

and their authors at least in the case of fragmentary MSS is a really

difficult one. It is interesting to note how a copyist of a Manuscript

belonging to Vangiya Sahitya Parishat frankly admits his inability

to determine the name of a Vaisnava work and requests his readers

to find it out. It will also be noticed that the identification ol real

names is occasionally quite difficult even in cases where names do

occur. For these names are sometimes misleading referring as

they do to titles of particular sections of the works and not to the

titles of the works themselves. Confi/sion created by the occurrence

of different names in different MSS of the same work is also not

rare. A Tantric digest by Nijanandanatha is referred to by as

many as four diiferent names in four different Descriptive

Catalogues.

The difficulties involved in the identification of the names of

authors is due to several causes. Some MSS do not refer to the

names of authors in the colophons. This lias led to great contusion
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T

with regard to the identification of the author of the well-known
Vaisnava Kavya Govindalildmrta . Some MSS mention the name
in the form of what would appear to be a riddle. A MS for

instance, of the Kdlanirnaya , a medical work, refers to the name
of the author in both the introductory and concluding verse as

Kujaped, which is an unusual name. Happily the actual name is

given in a marginal note as Ramalocana while another note explains

how K ujaped really means Ramalocana. One Ramacarana or

Ramapada refers to himself in various ways through the combina-

tion of the synonyms of the words Rama and carana or loot. Thus
lie refers to himself in different ways in his different books, e. g.

Raghupatipada, Sltapatipada, Kujesapada and Ramacarana. The
difficulty is increased in the case of Tantra works, where either the

pre- or post-initiation names are used in different works of the

same author or in different MSS of the same work. This has

occasionally been responsible lor a good deal of confusion and

wrong identification.

Proper and clear indication of the subject-matter, which is an

essential feature of a good catalogue, though unfortunately more

often than not entirely neglected in practice, is another difficult

task which demands patient work if not great scholarship. What is

required for the purpose is a careful study of the MSS, for the

titles or even the extracts from the beginning and the end are

scarcely of any help in the matter. Illustrative examples of how
titles have misled scholars are given below*

Sivdrcanacandrikd , a Tantric digest dealing with the details of

the worship of various deities, has been described as
1

a compre-

hensive digest on the worship of Siva ’
. The Kavirahasya , a well-

known work giving illustrations of the uses of roots in Sanskrit, has

been described as ‘ a work on rhetoric’. The Manoramdkiicamar-
da.nl , another grammatical work, is described as a work on ‘erotics’.

The surname of the author, Gosvamin, seems to have been
responsible for the description of the Siriihasiddhantasindhu as a

‘handbook of Vaisnava religious duties/ The work however deals

with the details of the worships of various deities, Vaisnava, Saiva,

fiakta and Ganapatya.

It is these difficulties supplemented by an anxiety for speedy
productions that are responsible for the defective and unsatis-

factory output, of materials that reflect little credit on the compilers.

But it is seldom that the defects and even definite mistakes of a

3. I purposely desist from mentioning by name the works containing these

wrong descriptions.

6
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descriptive catalogue conic to be detected. For very few people
are interested in MSS. And defects when detected are scarcely-

taken seriously, as these are considered as almost normal features

of a catalogue. Thus lack of appreciation on the one hand and

absence of any censure on the other have combined to con-

stitute stupendous obstacles in the way of the production of

really good catalogues. And hence the defects usually met with

in a Catalogue of MSS, to which attention was drawn by Prof.

Kieliiorn as early as 1870,
4 are persisting even now after the lapse

of about three quarters of a century* It is not unknown to scholars

that descriptive catalogues are generally full of superficial descrip-

tions—indication of the substance, size, number of folios, lines on
each page and mechanical reproduction of extracts from the begin-

ning and the end. The subject-matter is not generally indicated or

indicated in a very rough and slip-shod manner depending on the

titles of the works. They contain little reference to the special

features of the manuscripts as revealed by a careful analysis and a

comparison of the available printed editions or descriptions of

other catalogues.

A few examples of obscure and imperfect indications of

subject-matters are given below :

—

A Tantric work, the Sauhhagyaratndkara , is described as a

‘Tantric treatise of mystic worship.’ The only description given of

the lfaramckhald , a work on magic and incantations, is that it is

‘ somewhat interesting for a section of students’. The Sankhyd-
nntantra which deals with the details of the worship of Vagala-

mukhi is described as containing ‘a scries of directions.. .regarding

the means of obtaining supernatural power in warfare’.

It must, of course, be admitted that these defects arc due, not

in any way , to die incompetence of the compilers but to their

absence of any seriousness in the matter. This is simply a question
of supply and demand. It must have to be confessed that the

study of MSS particularly the compilation of descriptive cata-

logues, is after all a thankless task. The worker in this field can-

not in most cases satisfy either himself or his readers and that

inspite of his most sincere ciForts. For the difficulties, to which
attention has been drawn, in many cases bafile attempts at solution

and tend not infrequently to damp the spirits of the compiler. But
inspite of all difficulties the compilation of scientific catalogues

and not mechanical ones containing superficial descriptions, should

be the aim of every library of MSS though the former may require

4. Gough, op. cit., pp. 193-4.

7
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more time and money. Mere lists arc often more welcome than

unscientific descriptive catalogues. An indication may he given

here of the main points on which the compiler of a scientific

descriptive catalogue should give special attention.
s

1. .Identification of the correct name of the work and the

author.

2 . Clear indication of the subject-matter, specially in the case

of works not yet published or properly described.

3. Reference to the special features of the manuscripts

their extent, variations, if any, they may possess in comparison

with printed editions or other MSS.

4. Quotation of important extracts only from manuscripts of

works, not yet published, or properly described. Unnecessary

swelling of the volume of a catalogue by the repetition of the same

description of a work under different MSS of it ought to be avoided

most scrupulously.

5. An introduction drawing attention to the important: features

of the collections described in a particular volume. Pointed

attention requires to be drawn to the really valuable and important

works in the collections described, as the collections more often

than not abound with much that is of little use making preservation

and cataloguing equally irksome.

A catalogue that ignores these points is of little use to scholars.

In the absence, however, ol a central organization to give impetus

to and necessary guidance in the matter, very little systematic and

valuable work can be expected, especially as most ol the libraries

possessing MSS have little idea ol the nature and value of a scienti-

fic catalogue and scarcely the necessary funds and competent

workers required for undertaking such a catalogue. Much valuable

results may be expected it the Government might be induced to

start a MSS Department like the Kpigraphic Department to be

attached to the Archaeological Department of the Government

of India/ This Department may be engaged in the work

of acquisition and preservation of MSS and in giving

encouragement to, and lay* down the principles to be followed

in, the preparation of careful scholarly descriptions of them.

A Manuscriptia indica of the type of the Epigraphia Indiea,

publishing thorough analysis ol important MSS pointing to their

5. Compare in this connection the remarks of Kielhorn—Gough, op, cit
t pp.

194-5.

6. New legislation should also be made or existing laws should be so

amended as to penalise vandalism with MSS.

8
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importance and usefulness, may he inaugurated for rescuing and
properly displaying the valuable gems contained in them. This
will serve to furnish ideals for workers in different parts of the

country to follow, and ultimately lead to discourage the haphazard

and mechanical descriptions as usually found in manv a catalogue

of MSS.

it seems the Archaeological Department had at one time an

intention of adding such a section and MSS had therefore been

collected. But the intention unfortunately appears to have been

given up. These MSS have now been transferred to the Royal

Asiatic Society of Bengal. So, if and so long as the Department is

not agreeable to such a new venture, the Royal Asiatic Society of

Bengal, the oldest institution which is systematically carrying on,

for more than a century, work in connection with the investigation

and study of MSS, or one of the many universities interested in

Indologieal studies may take up the lead in the matter and set up

an organization for the purpose. The Universities may do much
to popularise and arouse interest in the subject by including study

of MSS in the curricula of Posl-< Graduate studies in Indian

languages.

It will not: be an exaggeration to say that d learned bodie s n!

the country interested in the investigation ot the cultural heritage

of the country do not take an immediate and concerted move in the

matter valuable treasures ol AISS. still existing, will not take long

to be lost irretrievably like those that ha\ c been lost <>i destroyed

in the past, through natural or human agencies.

7. cf. Gough, op. cit pp. 7, 24, 212.

K.V.6



Notes on a Vartika (?) and Its misplaced
Occurrence in the Mahabhasya

liy

S. P. CiiATi'KVEDi, Nagpur
In the text of the Suldhanta-Kaimrndi on the Sutras (II-iii-26/7,

and *T^rfTF!pTfqT % there occurs a statement referred

to by the author of the Tattrahodhini Commentary as a Vartika ,

1

A doubt arises about the wording
of this Vartika. One would naturally expect to have the Vartika

as For the Vartika, besides allowing all case-endings,

proposes to substitute for in the Sutra (II-iii-26)

and (by anuvrtti) in ( Jl-iii-27). 'This incongruity in the wording of

the Vartika leads to a suspicion about the genuineness of the

vartika as composed by KtVydyana . On referring to p. 503 of

“Word-index to PaninV $ Siitra-patha and its Parisistas” ( published

by Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, 1935) and

according to Kielhorn’s edition of the Mahabhasya ( Vol. 1. p. 454 )

we know that there are no Vdrtikas on the Sutras (Il-ni-23/7).

The above suspicion thus receives the necessary confirmation.

Now enquiring further into the question we find that Patatl-

jali s statement (Isti) on the same subject under (II-iii-23) differs

materially from the so-called Vartika. While the Vartika admits

all the synonyms of Patahjali’s Isti admits only the three speci-

fied words, viz. fafavr, and This is another incongruity

and we are tempted to hold the author of the Siddhdnta-Kaumudi
responsible for widening still further the scope of the Panini-sutras

(II-iii-26 7). But a reference to the Kdsikdrrtti on (H-iii-27), which
quotes the Isti in the same way as a Vartika is quoted, reveals the

fact, that the admitting of all the synonyms is suggested by the

Kdiikd-vrtti in the course of the interpretation of the Vartika ,
to

accommodate the usages of the post-Patanjali period. Kaiyata
(on II-iii-23), however, refers to both the views, viz. admitting all

the synonyms of or only the three specified words, as coming
from w5* 5 and and does not commit himself. But NAgf.sa

1 . Sec the statement on the same *>utra,

‘ TTrfSimt.^
• ‘ ?'<T

’ ‘ fT^kra^rfT-Eri ^ ’

SPf
4TWJT I

(
on II~iii“23

)
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( in the Uddyota Commentary on iI-iii-23) does not look with favour
on the non-committing attitude of Kaiyata and, strictly adhering

to Patanjali's phraseology, restricts the scope of the Isti to the

cases of the three specified words only.*

The above serves as one of the many instances to show that

(i) the statements in the post-Patahjali Commentaries make no
distinction between Katvayana’s lartikas and Patanjali’s Isfis and
mention both of them as I drtikas , (ii) the so-called i artikas incor-

porate the modifications suggested in the post-Patan jali period, and
(iii) Nagesa is not prepared to go even an inch beyond Patanjali’*

statements in accommodating the usages of the later period.

As regards the place of occurrence of the above Isti, we find it

placed under (II-iii-23) in the present editions of the Mahdhhdsya

and we know positively that it was there even in Kaiyata’s time4

who unlike the author of the Kdsiha-rrtti , tries to justify rather

unconvincingly its occurrence there. Hut a close scrutiny of the

illustrations* of the two Sutras (fl-iii-23 and ll-iii-26) will show
clearly that the Isti is wrongly placed under (If-iii-23). for the

latter does not enjoin the particular case-ending in the word
5*9 itself and its accompanying word. The Sutras (ll-iii-26) and

(II-iii-27) (by anuvrtti) enjoin it. And, as is quite clear from its

illustrations/' Patanjali’s Isti also enjoins the case-endings in the

words ^r?«TT and £9 and their accompanying words. The

proper place, therefore, of Patanjali’s isti is the Sutra (ll-iii-26//)

and not (ll-iii-23). Here we have tints got a clear case of a

Mahdhhdsya passage found misplaced even in the time of Kaiyata

(c. 1050 A.iO.

3. 3^3 fr^frf V ( !rf on ll-iii-^3
;

4. .3f*R^ratsfg‘ Tferq^ , *9 t
qmsi

I (
on 11

)

5. The Sutra ( II-iii-23 )
;

ifaiq
,

OTS:. fa^PTT ’W: l

The Sutra ( ll-iii-26 ). 31^1 MtWfrl I

6. f% qqm, %q qqfa, fafawr, ^qrfrriq^Tq
,

Tqfq^I ^rqfcT. Similarly in the rase ot q;T?'*T *?9

words also, Patanjali ( 11—iii—23 ) gives examples in ail the cast -endings.

2



Bharati. and Keats

By

A. C. Chetttar, Annamalainagar

If the following lines of Keats -

And they shall be accounted poet-kings

Who simply tell the most heart-easing things

are true. Poet Subramaniya Bharati, who flourished in the first

quarter of this century, must be regarded a poet-king. John Keats

thought that it was easier to think what poetry should be than to

write it. But modern writers such as Mr. Horsman would tell us

that it is far easier to say such and such lines are poetry than to

define poetry. Just as a terrier is able to scent a mouse without

being able to define it one can enjoy poetry without being able to

say what poetry is. If, to be accounted a poet-king, one need

simply “tell the most heart-easing things’ ’ Bharat i was certainly a

poet-king. For sheer simplicity of expression of high and noble

thoughts he has a few compeers in Tamil literature. In almost

every part of the Tamil country, where nationalism is prevalent

there are hosts of people on whose minds in particular he has a

strong hold. They have an immense love tor his poems and an

irresistible desire to read or sing them aloud. He has produced

combinations which would give him a high rank among the Tamil

poets of modern times because ot their appeal to the ear. Verses

taken at random would illustrate this statement.

Among things that brought him to prominent notice must be

mentioned his ardent love of the country in which he was born and

for which he was prepared to offer sacrifices and undergo suffering.

To him the Tamil country was sweeter than nectar :
—

Amiltil iuiyatadi pappa- mini

Aororkal desamadi pappa.
As soon as he heard the wore’ ‘Tamihiadu’ sweet honey poured into

his ears and as soon as the word ‘Fatherland' was uttered there

came through the breath a marvellous spirit. This idea is contained

in his following lines :

Sen Tamil nadenum pot i nilc— inpat

Tcnvantu paviitu katiuile- enkal

Tantaivar nadenra pcccinile- oru

Sak t
i
pi rakku tum ucc iQ i le

—

1
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To him Bharata-desam or India appeared to be the best country in

the world. Witness for instance his following lines

Parukkulle nalla nadu-erikaj

Bharata nadu.

He has sung in many places to the praise of the country where Ids

father and mother and their fore-fathers had lived and played,

where several women with golden bodies had played in broad

moon-light or in the river, and where several women, giving birth

to their golden children had nursed and fondled them. What
a contrast to Keats who, though he said,

“Happy is England ! 1 could be content.

To see no other verdure than its own ;

To feel no other breezes than are blown”

was anxious to see other climes and especially other beauties 1

Keats, though lie said,

“Happy is England, sweet her artless daughters ;

Enough their simple loveliness for me”
was burning to see “beauties of deeper glance, to hear their singing

and to float with them about the summer waters”. To Bharati the

ladies of Tamilnad appeared to be quite angelic. Not that Bharati

did not want to see ladies of other climes but that to him angels,

certain celestial beings and certain goddesses appeared as though
they were women of Tamilnad.

Bharati’s poems abound in repetition of a word or phrase.

Human nature requires that a thing should be said twice or thrice if

it is to be believed. At any rate, that is the view of Mr. E. A, G.
Kamborn. That ought to explain why Milton, in his cruel depriva-

tion, cried

Oh dark, dark, dark amid the blaze of noon
Irrecoverably dark, total eclipse

Without all hope of day.

Bharati was highly enamoured of the worship of Sakti, the Goddess
of Energy who, according to him, stands supreme to the Hindu
Triad, In order to emphasise the worship of her to the world he
lias repeated the expression Sakti ever so many times. For
instance, under the title ‘SAKTI T1RUPPUHAI/ he has said :

Sakti Sakti Sakti Sakti Sakti Sakti eorotu

Sakti Sakti Sakti eupar -sakar eore ninrotu

and again

Sakti Sakti Sakti Sakti Sakti Sakti vati in

Sakti Sakti Sakti Sakti Sakti Sakti val’i ni.

2
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In another place he lias said again *

Om Sakti 6m Sakti om Sakti 6m Sakti

Orn Sakti emu urai ceytiduvom.

It appears as though Sakti would he conjured by means of uttering

the expression time and again. Otherwise his 46 verses going
under the title ‘DEDICATION OF THE SOUL TO THE
SAKTI* would cease to have great value. The burden of the tfong

is “Sakti tamikkc adimai akku”, Sakti tanakke adimai akku”. With
these exquisite examples of his melody one can compare Keats’

Shed no tear 1 Oh, shed no tear

The flower will bloom another year.

Weep no more ! Oh, weep no more

Dry your eyes, oh dry your eyes !

Shed no tear ! Oh, shed no tear

Adieu, adieu-— l fly, adieu,

Adieu, adieu.

Again with the melodious and creative beauty in the foregoing

verses of Bharati one can compare Keats’ song

“Spirit here that re ignest !

Spirit here that painest !

Spirit here that burnest !

Spirit here that mournest !

Spirit ! i bow

Spirit 1 look-

Spirit here that iaughest !

Spirit here that quailest !

Spirit here that dancest !

Noble soul that prance st !

Spirit ! With thee •

1 join in the glee.”

Keats is reported to have said in his youth
“Give me women, wine and snuff

Until 1 cry out ‘hold, enough’

They aye shall be
My beloved Trinity.

”

3
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Whether this is true or not, that, he said “the poet enjoys light and
shade and lives in gusto’’ in a letter to Woodhouse is beyond doubt.

The latter statement applies to Bharati in a remarkable manner, for

lie wished to enjoy moon-light and the shade of the cocoa-nut palms
and to live in great gusto as is evident from his three verses entitled

TCAN1 N1 LAj\T. There he has said that he required a storeyed

palace with a well, cocoa-nut trees numbering 10 or 12, tender

cocoa-nuts, milk-white moon-light, and the sweet notes of a

cuckoo. There he would require Goddess Sakti to guard the place

while he, with an artless, chaste girl, would sing and dance.

The verses under this title would bring to .‘one’s mind the follow-

ing lines of Keats in “Sleep and Poetry’' :
—

First the realm iTi pass

Of Flora, and old Pan : sleep in the grass.

Feed upon apples red, and strawberries.

And choose each pleasure that my fancy sees ;

Catch the white-handed nymphs in shady places,

To woo sweet kisses from averted faces,

—

Play with their fingers, touch their shoulders white

Another will entice me on, and on

Through almond blossoms and rich -.cinnamon ;

'Pill in the bosom of a leafy world
We rest in silence, like two gems upcurl’d

In the recesses of a pearly shell.

Three ruling passions of Bharati’ s life appear to have been

poesy, lame and beauty. In this way he was like Keats who
thought that verse, lame and beauty were intense, and unlike

Keats wrho thought at the same time that death was intenser and

that death was life’s high meed. The nine verses going under the

title ‘MCNRU KATA L would indicate that Bharati strove for

poesy, fame and beauty. Stripped of the allegory this poem would
represent that he was anxious to obtain the grace of Sarasvati the

Goddess of Learning, of Laksnn the Cfoddcss of Wealth and of KaJi

the beautiful Mother-God. This poem shows that he enjoyed the

grace, in ample measure, of the first two Goddesses ; but that they

occasionally eluded his grasp has also been made plain. He did

not, however, say as Keats did

“O folly 1 What is Love ! and where is it ?

And for that poor Ambition— It springs

4
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From a man’s little heart’s short lever-fit ;

For Poesy ! no—she has not a joy

—

At least for me—” .

'Though Keats had a great passion for fame as is evident from a line

in his Sonnet 44
Verse, fame and beauty arc intense indeed”, lie

scorned those people who strove for fame. Witness for instance

the following lines on 'Fame' :

Fame like a wayward girl, will still be coy

To those who woo her with too slavish knees,

Hut makes surrender to some thoughtless boy,

And dotes the more upon a heart at ease ;

Site is a Gipsey, will not speak to those

Who have not learnt to be content without her ;

Ye love-sick Hards ! repay her scorn for scorn ;

Yc Artists lovelorn ! madmen that \e are !

Make your best bow to her and bid adieu,

'Then, it she likes it, she will follow yon.

Hut Hharati never scorned fame nor scorned those that were trying

to attain tame. In several places we find him courting fame. For

instance, under the caption ‘YEN HUM’ he has said

‘

‘Dharaniyilc perumai vendum."

in the sixth verse under the title “YA1YAM MULIJTUM” he

has prayed for a long life of 100 years with fame. 'That he sought

also beauty is evident from the following words “Nittam navam
euac cudar tarum uyir kCtten” contained in stanza 2 of his desi-

derata. That he had a craving for poesy is far more easily under-

stood, for he has repeated that idea in many places. For instance,

under the title “YOGHA S1DDU1 \ ARAM KF.TTAL" -the

following lines occur :
-

Pala pannir kodi vahaiyinpatn - nail

Padat tiran adaital vendum.

Under the title “KAN1 NILAM” the following lines

Koran pattut. tirattale lvvaiyattaip

Palittida venum

and under the title ‘ T)M SAKTI” the following lines

Kljattanai polutum payaninri iratu eorao navinile

Vejlamcoap polivav

have occurred. There is no doubt therefore that fame, beauty and

poesy were some of the ruling passions of Bharati’s life.

5
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lie yearned for wealth, joy and long life besides. He lias given

utterance to this idea in several places. For instance, in a poem
entitled “VENDUM" he has said “DhaQamum iopamum \t rndumM .

In another poem, namely, “YOGT1A SlDDIIl” he has eagerly

sought, great wealth to be used as capital tor certain enterprises :
—

Tolil pannap perunitiyain vendum.

If in the “Ode on Indolence" Keats has decried love, ambition and

poesy, we are not to infer therefrom that never were they the ruling

passions in his life. On the other hand, it would be well if we said

that these things which had great attraction for him at a certain

period of his life ceased to interest him at a further stage when
probably he lay on his sick-bed. It is in this manner that the lines

in the Sonnet
“Verse, fame and beauty are intense indeed,

But Death intenser Death is life’s meed”
are to be interpreted. This records, as in the opinion of Mr. J. M.
Mi'KKY, “a grim and victorious struggle to detach himself from
those passions" ; “they dissolved away from him in a triumphant

acceptance of Death” . Similarly, Bharati, who had an inordinate

desire for joy and happiness, iound one day that these joys and

happiness were probably something ephemeral, ii not illusory.

That is why in his condemnation of Maya he has said “O miiya I

Shall 1 take as true the happiness you give” (Verse h.), and again

“O maya ! What shall you do with those that know that this body
is after all nothing" (Verse 4).

Fven though Keats said in one place

“liver let the Fancy roam,

Pleasure never is at home :

At a touch sweet pleasure melteth,

Like to bubbles when rain pclteth ;

Then let winged Fancy wander
'Through the thoughts still spread beyond her,

lie said at another

Welcome joy, and welcome sorrow

i do love you both together

Fair and foul l love together.’

But Bharati was always and invariably longing lor joy and happiness.

This is evident from his repeated requests to the Goddess of Energy

that his lot must be joy alone and never grief, happiness alone and
never sorrow. For instance, in “POfiBI AGAVA!/* he has stated

6
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“lnparn ketten Ivay porri

Tunpam Venden tudaippay porri.”

Further, the sixth verse relating to “DESA MUTTU MARI** runs
as follows :

—

Tunpame iyarkai cnum collai marantiduvdni
lnpame vcndi nirpom yavum avaj taruval.

Whereas Keats thought that Death was life’s high meed and
said

1 know this Being’s lease,

My fancy to its utmost blisses spreads ;

Yet would 1 on this very midnight cease,

Bharati has given expression in many places to his desire to survive
and last long. One of the reasons why he asked people to worship
Sakti was that they might thereby conquer Death. He himself was
a staunch believer in an everlasting and imperishable life. At one
place he has said that by the worship of Sakti people could live with
fame for 100 years. In another (in St. 7 of Siva Sakti Pugal) he had
stated that if there were the grace of Sakti people could live

eternally. In yet another place (Malm Sakti Venpa St. 4.) he has

shown that he believed that the Goddess has made us all in order
that we might live 100 years. He has clearly expressed himself in

“PORRI AGAVAL 5
' (line 23) against Death

Cavinai venden tavirppay porri.

Evidently his guru, by name, Kullaccami or Maukottaiccaini has
told him that man could conquer Death. He was therefore a firm
believer in the theory of the immortality of the soul. What
Bharati apparently thought by saying that mail could conquer death
was that Man’s soul was not mortal even though his body was. 'Phis

could be inferred from the way in which he lias appealed to Malta
Sakti either to kill his loul desire or to take aw7ay his breath, either

to give light to his mind or to reduce him to a corpse :

—

Mogattaik konruvidu—allal enran muccai niruttividu

Chintai telivakku—^lliil itaic cetta udalakku.

Keats in his “Ode to a Nightingale" said

“Thou wast not born for death, immortal bird !

No hungry generations tread thee down ;

The voice I hear this passing night was heard
In ancient days by emperor and clown”

and expressed himself in favour of leaving the world unseen, and
fading away into the dirn forest with the nightingale. He wanted

7
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apparently to get away from the world “where but to think was to

be full of sorrow”. Even so Bharati wanted to soar above and live

like a bird, to eat without toil, to reap without sowing, to spend
the night with stories, and to sleep and sleep during night :

—

(1) Manudare nivir en rnadhattaik

Kaikkonmin
;
padupadal venda.

(2) Vittu vidutalai aki nirpay intac

Cittuk kuruviyaip pole—undu
Marrap polutu katai collit tilnkip pin

Vaikaraivakum mun padi vilippurru.

(3) Cinnan ciru kuruvi pole—nl

Tirintu parent u va pappa.

(4) K at til ul la paravaikalpol valvom appa.

Not that these poets had a brief for indolence but that they

wanted to emphasise the pleasure of occasional idleness. In a

Journal Letter of March-April 1X19, as published by Miss Amy
Lowell, it is found that John Keats wrote “This morning T am in a

sort of temper, indolent and supremely careless”. In a previous

letter he wrote “1 do not know what I did on Monday—nothing

—

nothing—nothing”. Despite this, he wrote in the poem “Sleep
and Poetry”

“But off despondence, miserable bane

They should not know thee, who athirst to gain

A noble end, are thirsty every hour.”

In a similar manner, though Bharati said in one place “hark, toil not,

nature will give you food”, lias said in another (Bharata-inatha

Navaratnamalai St. 7.) that those that serve the mother-country

should never be despondent :

—

Cudutaluh kulirtalum uyirkku illai :

Corvu, vilccigal tondarukku illai.

Jn another point there is striking resemblance between Keats

and Bharati and that is in regard to relationship of Man and Woman.
“Woman !

When I see thee meek, and blind, and tender.

Heavens ! How desperately do I adore

Thy winning graces :—to be thy defender

I hotly burn
—

”

so said Keats. Bharati’ s line of argument was that since all things

in the world are said to be God woman being a thing of the world

ought to be God. This is expressed in his poem entitled “WHERE
IS GOD” (St. 3.) and in “BHARATI SIXTY-SIX” (St. 45). In

8
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this part of the country he had even a sermon to preach : Respect

woman (Taiyalai uyarvu cey—New Atticiidi).

In his “Ode to Fanny” Keats said “Love, love alone, has

pains severe and many” and in his Sonnet commencing as “I cry

your mercy love !” he said

O ! Let me have thee whole—all—all—he mine !

That shape, that fairness, that sweet minor zest

Of love, your kiss, those hands, those eyes divine

Yourself- -vour soul—in pity give rue all.

Withhold no atom’s atom or I die.

What a parallel to Bh: rati whose burden of the song in the allegori-

cal poem on the Indian Cuckoo is represented to be

Kata! katal kata l.

Ratal pdyir kataf pbyir

(data I, catal, catal !

The passage means “love, love, love, withhold love, withhold love,

and I am dead, dead, dead”. In a poem written to a lady in

October 1S19 Kents remarked
“(Jive me those lips again !

Fnough ! Enough ! It is enough tor me
To dream of thee !”

Bharati similarly had a craving which has been expressed in
1

4

KANN AMM A - EX KATAL1” :

Kattiruppenodi-— itu par kannattu muttamouru.
Both Bharati and Keats apparently could not brook philosophical

obstruction in the path ol love. Bharati, for instance, in his vision

ol “Krsna— a hunter as his lover’ was told by him, “ Away with

your fliistras ! 1 want only happiness with you” :
—

Edi Sattiranka! vendcm -niuatu inpain vendumadi, kauiye !

In another vision where Bharati was the lover and Krsna was tlie

beloved, Krsna told Bharati, “Why this philosophy ! Would those

that are warm in love care for this philosophy ?” The passage

runs

Sattiram pesukiray—Kannamma ! Sattiram etukkadi ?

Attiram kondavarkkc—Kannamma ! Sattiram untddi ?

Apart from his appeal to the senses in other places, this alone

would suffice to show that Bharati would take a place by the side of

John Keats as a poet of sensuous perfection. The way in which the

wondrous serpent-woman has been developed from Burton’s

“Anatomy of Melancholy”, transformed and re-created by Keats

9
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contains a happy parallel. The poem “Lamia''—Part II—has the

following words :

—

Do not ail charms fly

At the mere touch of cold philosophy ?

There was an awful rainbow once in heaven :

— — She is given
In the dull catalogue of common things.

Philosophy will clip an angel’s wings.
Conquer all mysteries by rule and line.

When the beautiful Lamia is about to be united in marriage with

Lycius, there steps in Apollonius, his sage instructor, as an uninvit-

ed guest and with his eyes fixed on her, sends her into a swoon and

cries out to Lycius.

“Fool, fool — - from every ill

Of life have I preserved thee to this day

And shall l see thee made a serpent’s prev ?'

because of the approach of the philosopher, Apollonius, the whole
charm of the lovers is fled.

Bharat i in his vision of “Krsna as his Fathe/” has represented
Him as one that would laugh at the untrue Sastras of mankind.

Further in stanza 7 therein he lias said that He was the giver of the

Vedas but those Vedas are not in men’s language and in what is

called Veda to-day there is a small admixture of His Vedas. 'T hus,

Bharat i lamented that the Vedas had been written and revised by

persons interested in showing their own religion as the best. What
a parallel to this is contained in t lie words ol Keats relating to per-

sons who have written the history of Jesus Christ \ Keats wrote

“He (Jesus) was so great a man that though* he transmitted no writ-

ing of his own to posterity, we have his mind and his sayings and

his greatness handed to us by others. It is t<> be lamented that the

history of Jesus was written and revised by Men interested in the

pious frauds of Religion”.

Mr. F. M. O vvt.n it) his “Study of Keats” has told us that

Keats was not merely a sensuous poet but something more. I hat

his imagination and poetic genius carried him beyond the earliest

developments of the mind to the spiritual and more prominent

elements of human nature is Mr. Owi-x’s opinion. It this is true of

Keats, it is truer still of Bharati. Keats in a letter is reported to

have said as follows :

—“Give me this credit Do you not think 1

strive—to know myself ? Gi\ e me this credit (ot knowing myself)

and you will not think that on my own account l repeat Milton s

lines

10
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‘How charming is divine philosophy

Not harsh and crabbed as dull tools suppose

But musical as is Apollo’s lute’

no—not tor myself—Nothing ever becomes real till it is experi-

enced." Bharati similarly has said in several places “Know’
thyself” (Deivam nl enru unar—New Atticiidi). In “SARVA
MADI IA SAIYIARASAM” (St. 10) the followingis found —“Thou
art God* thou art God ; God thou art ; it is Delusion that takes

hold of thy mind and says ‘thou art not God’ ; Remove Delusion
and thou wilt know thyself."

Bharati and Keats, who lived in two different, countries have

many thoughts which are so like and yet unlike. It would be

very interesting to make a further comparison of them.

11



Visnu in the Veda
Hy

R. N. Dandf.kak, Poona

One of the most outstanding problems of Indian mythology is

the elavation of Visnu to great prominence given to him as the

supreme god in the Hindu 'Trinity of gods, from a more or less

minor position which lie held in the Veda. Tie cannot he said to

have ever been regarded, in the Vedic religion, as a living force.

We come across a few Vedic references to Visnu (11. 1.3 ; 11. 22.1 ;

11. 34.11), which are absolutely general and pointless in character,

and which therefore clearly indicate that lie never dominated Vedic
bought and faith, as, for instance, Yanina and Indra did. Hymns
in praise of Visnu are indeed very few ; he is celebrated in not
more than live whole hymns and in parts of others, while his name
occurs only about a hundred times altogether in the jRgvcda (RV).
Kven in those stray passages, Visnu is very casually mentioned
among a great crowd of other divinities. He thus seems to have
occupied a comparatively subordinate position in the pantheon of

Vedic gods, from which he apparently rises, more or less suddenly,
to supreme eminence in Hindu mythology. Of all the Vedic gods,

Yisriu is the only god whose name is prominently preserved in the

Hindu Trinity. Is it possible to account for this rather unique
mythological phenomenon on the strength of the evidence derived

from the Veda itself? The assumption of certain scholars, like

R AYAciiAT'iuiAKi, that Visnu was a great god even in the earliest

Vedic times is difficult to accept. The statistical standard makes him
out to be a deity only of the fourth rank. At the same time to

assume that an ordinary god of the Veda, who was not much glori-

fied in the hymns, became only in later times the god of ever-

increasing importance is unconvincing. There are, according to

Macnicol (Indian Mythology), some hints in the Brahmana-literaturc
of the progress which Visnu was making* towards the position wrhich

he occupies later on. But the fact only that the Brahmanas treat

Visnu as identical with the sacrifice and ask him to make good its

defects does not necessarily indicate that Visnu was attaining

eminence. Moreover that assumption does not help the solution

of the Visnu- problem. A workable hypothesis, in this connection,

is therefore that there must have been some elements in the

original nature, and personality of Visnu, which definitely made
1
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him, at onetime, an all- important god, and which were suppressed,
perhaps consciously, by the Yedie poets and priests. He must
have been an eminently worshipped god even in very ancient

times ; but he must have been put into the background in the

Yedie religion on account of some intrinsic characteristics of his

primary nature, which may have been disagreeable to the Vcdic
religious ideology. Does the available Yedie evidence corroborate
this hypothesis to any extent ?

Yisnu' $ personality as represented in RY is not rich in mytho-
logical details. The outstanding features of the Yisnu-mythologv
in the Veda are mainly two : namely, the three strides which he is

said to have taken in order to traverse the whole world and which
are often glorified as the most distinctive achievement of his

;
and

secondly the help which he rendered to Indra at the time of the

latter's fight with Yrtra. These events in the career of Yisnu arc

mentioned, in the Vcdic literature, sometimes as two independent
achievements (1. 154. 2 3 : I. 155. 4 5 ; N il. 100. 3 5 ; VIII. 29.7),

and sometimes as connected with each other (1Y. S.ll ; Y1U.
100.12).

r

I here are also some acts ol even a higher character

attributed to Yisnu (I. 154. 1 2 ; VI. 69.5 ; YU. 99. 2 3); but they
are such as would be attributed to any V cdic god, as the result ol

the so-called hcnothcistic tendency in the V cdic religion, and mav
not be regarded as essentially distinctive of Yisnu’s nature. let
us therefore analyse the two above-mentioned features of the Yisnu-
mythology and see if they throw any light on the primary nature
of Yisnu.

The first, thing that: would strike a critical student of the Yedie
mythology is that the association of Yisnu and Indra in RY is

clearly superficial. The references to the help which Yisnu is said
to have given to the Aryan war-god at the time of his glorious
achievements of killing Yrtra and

4

letting the waters free ’ could
have been easily dispensed with. The hymns addressed to Indra
and Yisnu together are again positively colourless. The later
Yedie passages (T. S. YI. 5. l.l ; TI. 4.12) also indicate that Indra
hardly depended on Yisnu for his help at the time of slaving Yrtra.
W e even sec that the steps ol Yisnu, which form his distinctive
characteristic, arc sometimes (Y 1 . 69.5) transferred to Indra, thus
clearly rendering Yisnu superfluous. The natural conclusion in
this regard would therefore be that Yisnu’s comradeship of Indra at
the time ot the V rt ra-fight , which is obviously artificial, is neces-
sarily an afterthought. 'I his would also show, as Hillehrandt
U rdische JMythologic) has pointed out, that in the friendship of

?
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Yisnu and lndra we have not to see the coalescence of any two
natural phenomena. What then is at the bottom of this artificial

bringing together of two intrinsically unconnected divinities ? Tt is

a well-known practice of the Vedic poets to connect any significant

activity of any god with lndra and his achievements. Indra was by

far the most prominent god of the Vedic Indians. As shown else-

where ( Asura Vanina
,
A. /?. O. R. I. Vol. 21), the changing

environments of the conquering and ever-victorious Aryan tribes

made them transfer their religious loyalty, which they originally

showed to the World-sovereign, Asura Yaruna, to the national war-

god, lndra. Tint even after that, some ardent followers of the

Varima-religion, like the Yasisthas, tried to preserve the primary

greatness of Vanina* s personality. One of the methods adopted to

secure this was to bring about a compromise between the Yaruna-

religion and the newr Indra-religion. Yaruna was consequently

associated with India, more or less artificially, as his comrade in a

common cause: nr«T?r *nx**w. 3ri$rew% *n?r. If

religious dignity and recognition had to be specially granted to any

particular god
,

it was the practice of the Vedic poets to do so by

associating that god with lndra and his fight with Yrtra. That made
the god, so to say, a ‘legitimate* member of the Vedic pantheon.

This seems to have been the purpose of the obviously loose and

artificial connection of the Yisnu-inythology with the Indra-

mvthology

.

There are three distinct phases of the relation ol Yisnu with

lndra, as seen in the Vedic hymns. Firstly, lndra and Yisnu are

brought together as equal partners in a common glorious deed

(IV. IS. 11 ; Vlll. 12.27 ; VIII. 52.3) ; secondly, a clear attempt is

made by the Visnu-glorificrs to place Yisnu, in some cases (VIII.

> 1 .10), in the eminent position which was usually held by lndra, !>\

calling the latter, visnoh saedbhuvah ;
and finally, Yisnu is said to

be the subordinate ally of lndra, deriving his power of taking three

strides from the latter (Vlll. 12.27), and is also represented (YU I.

15.9) as celebrating the praises of lndra. 1 All these {daises indicate

that there was no definite view-point held by the Vedic poets

regarding the mutual relationship between lndra and Yisnu. It

was more or less in a fluid condition! ft was suggested in this

connection that Visnu must have belonged to and been glorified by
some circles outside the regular families of the Vedic pools. The
Indra-Visnu friendship may thus be regarded as an attempted treaty

1. It is this phase which gave Vjmiu, in later mythology, the name of

l. pendra.

K. V. 7 3
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between the respective followers of these two gods. This would

explain the obvious awkwardness felt by the Vedic poets in bring-

ing them together. The followers of the Visnu-religion wanted to

invest their god with necessary religious dignity by associating him

with the
c

official’ national god, Tndra. Not only that, but they even

tried to make Visnu supercede Tndra. It is oi course not possible

to accept the suggestion that the coalescence of the Visnu-religion

with the Tndra-rcligion foreshadowed that of the Brahmanas with

the Ksatriyas. Two more reasonable explanations of this pheno-

menon may be offered. Either Visnu was a very important god ol

the indigeneous tribes of India, and was therefore not readily

accepted by the Vedic Aryans at the time of the fusion of the two

cultures. Or secondly Visnu was a god of great eminence among
the masses of the Aryan nomads themselves and was not parti-

cularly liked by the orthodox families of the Vedic poets, perhaps

on account of some * revolting ’ traits in the primary nature of that

god. Thus a thorough and a critical examination of Visnu s

association with Tndra gives us the necessary starting point lor the

discussion of the problem of Visnu’ s true personality.

The three strides of Visnu form a more inherent feature of the

Visnu-mvthology. What do these strides indicate ? Yaska quotes

in his Nirukta the views of his predecessors in this regard (XII. 1)

:

^ rfT fir*g: i fsror i

frf^r srfa i *T*Tf5T?far wrerra: l

The latter opinion was followed by the earlier Indologists like

Wilson, Roth , Max Mfu.u it and K.akgi, who believed that the

stepping of Visnu is emblematic of the rising, the culminating, and

the setting of the sun. The solar nature of Visnu is undoubtedly
most prominent in the Veda, since many other subsidiary features

of Vismi’s personality mentioned there clearly confirm it. Vedic

references to Visnu and his activity, such as, prthivlm sutarcasam

(VII. 100.3), svardrs (I. 155.5), vibimladyumna (I. 56.1)

etc. definitely make him out to to be a god of light and

splendour. There is a reference in the Atharvaveda (AV) (VII.

26.4) where the rays of theoun are clearly connected with Visnu.

In another AY passage (V. 26.7) Visnu is said to be bestowing heat

on the sacrifice. The common epithets of Visnu in the RV are

urugdya (wide-stepping), esa or evaydivan (full of motion), dharmdni
dhdrayan , rfasya garbha

,
redhah (upholding the ordinances), and

purvya and navya (ancient and new). The sun-god is observed
to be traversing the whole atmosphere from horizon to horizon
through his wide strides

;
lie completes the whole extensive course

4
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just during one day ; he never swerves away from the path and
never misses the time ; he is ancient because he has been seen since

times immemorial and, at the same, he is young because he appears

newly every morning. Thus the four prominent characteristics

suggested by the above-mentioned epithets of Visum namely, wide-

stepping, swift motion, regularity of course, and new and ancient

forms on the same day— are found together only in the sun-god.

The solar nature of Visnu, in the Veda, is consequently beyond
doubt. Tn Satapatha Brdhmana (S. P. B. XIV. 1.1.10) wc have

been told that Visnu' s head was cut olf and it later became the sun.

But the most sure evidence in this regard is the passage in RV
(1. 1 55. 6) where Visnu is celebrated as setting in motion, like a

revolving wheel, his ninety steeds with four names each. This
reference taken in conjunction with 1. 164.4 leaves no doubt that

the steeds represent the days and the names represent the seasons.

It is thus the description of the sun-god creating the solar year of

760 days. It is further likely that: Visnu’s title, giriksit, is indica-

tive of the abode of the sun in the highest heavens. A mention
may be made, in this connection, of the apparent parallelism,

pointed out by Schroder, between the Vedic passage,

(] 154.5) and a couplet in a Lettish song :

Der Uhsing bercitet Bier

In der Fussspur dcs Kossleins.

Shudder presumes that this similarity is suggestive of the common
idg. myth regarding Visnu. In t lie Lettish mythology Uhsing is

the sun-god and therefore the Vedic Visnu must also have been a

sun-god. Visnu was tints distinctly a nature-god.* There is also a

corresponding Finnish myth mentioned in the second rune of
Kairvala

.

Kven in the post-vedic representation of Visnu, there arc

certain features which are distinctly indicative of his original solar

nature in the RV. The sudarsana cakra , which is the symbol of

the orb of the sun, the padnia , which is the symbol of the life-

awakening power of the heaven’s light, the pUambara
, which is

suggestive of the clustre of bright rays—all these marks of Visnu,
in later mythology, have clearly preserved his identity with the

2. On the basis of this assumption, Sciliuini-at would propose a striking
theory regarding the genesis of the Hindu Trinity of gods, lie maintains that the
conception of the Hindu Trinity is an attempt to bring about a compromise among
the three outstanding currents of religious thought in ancient India, Brahma
represents the abstract metaphysical point of view ; Visnu represents the Vedic
religion of 'naturalism'; and Siva stands for the popular worship of spirits by
the masses.

5
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sun-god. The imagery connected with ‘hair’, which are the usual

symbol for sun's rays, is quite apparent in Yisnu’s pauranic names,
such as, Kesava and Hrstkesa . Yisnu’s names Ifayasirdh , hayamu -

khah (cf. MBH. Sdntiy 339. 59 60) have preserved the ‘sun-horse’

imagery. That god is further described as ravilocana , sahasrdrcih

etc.* Ivven Yisnu’s favourite vehicle, in the later Purana-mythology.

namely. Garuda , has his original in the Vcdic Suparna, which is, 015

its part, the sun-bird itself. The fight between Garuda and the

serpents is symbolic of tlie conflict between light and the demons
of darkness.

It will thus he clearly seen that the evidence supplied by the

RV and the later literature is sufficient to warrant the conclusion

that at the back of the Yedic representation of Yisnu, there lies

mainly the conception of the sun-god. There are no doubt other

more or less obscure characteristics of that, god mentioned in the

Vcdic hymns and the Vcdic ritual, but these appear to be merely

the traces of that aspect of the personality of Yisnu, which the

Yedic poets tried purposely to suppress. They will be taken into

consideration later on. Tlie orthodox Vcdic poets accepted Yisnu,

when that god was perhaps forced on them, mainly as the sun-god,

as is evident from his picture presented in the RV. They associated

Yisnu, as a deity of might ly energy, with their national war-god

Indra—only as his subordinate ally.

The solar nature of Visnu is however not accepted by Oldkn-
UF.iu; (Religion ties Veda), lie says, rather guardedly, that it would
not be impossible that, through an obscure conception, an original

sun-god is transformed into Yisnu, but it would not be very

probable, indeed he does not find a single definite trace of solar

divinity in Yisnu. The idea ot the three strides, which forms the

very starting point of the sun-theory is in itself, according to

Oi.or.NRFRC, not very clear. 'The number three may be merely a

mystically auspicious number and mav not have anything to do
with a concrete natural phenomenon. 4 Oldfnuerg believes that

3. The pauranic reicrence to Visnu 's complexion be inf? dark is the result of

his beinp contaminated by tbc Inter Krsna-rnvthologv.

4. Untune.-<v. also thinks that that number is merely a matter of ‘mythologi-

cal multiplication*.'. The facts that even Ainesa Spent;* s are said, in the Avcsta ,

to he making ‘three’ strides towards the solar region, tHat there is, a reference to

the ‘three-fold’ extension of Aura IMainyns, and that the spirits are described as
taking ‘three steps op their way to heaven, may also seem to confirm the above
suggest iotx. hut the Vedic descriptions of the three strides of Visnu clearly refer

to too concrete a natural phenomenon to he interpreted otherwise. 'The three

V isms-steps which the sacrificer takes during the full- moon and the new-moon
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the principal motive in the Vedic Visnu-mythology is the extent

,,f space. The references about Visnu such as, mugaya , uruksiti ,

lirusil vihrumanesu , vigdman etc. make it clear that Visnu was emin-

ently a spacc-god. The emphasis is mainly put on Visnu' s measur-

ing the vast space. Even in S. P. B. (I. 2.5.1), Visnu’ s character

of the traverser of space is prominent. Visnu is the god who
traverses the space, puts it in order, and makes it available for

human habitation. Oldi-nbeug explains the name Visnu as

‘Wanderer’ , thus signifying the notion of the wideness of space.

Against this theory put forth by that ‘anti-solar mythologist’

,

Oldknbkrg, it must be first of all mentioned that the conception of

the three strides, understood by him, as indicating exclusively the

\astness of space is not warranted by the Vedic evidence.

Moreover his objection, namely that Visnu’ s characteristic three

steps cannot refer to the sun’s course, since what: is said about them
dues not agree with morning, noon and evening, is absolutely with-

out significance. The interpretation of the three steps oi Visnu,

mentioned by Oi.dknhv.rg in his objection, is certainly wrong but
the Vedic descriptions ot the three steps clearly connect them, as

will be shown later on, with a different and quite a distinctive

activity ol the sun. Further Oldknbt-rg seems to translate the

word urugdya as ‘the lord of wide spaces’, and not as ‘wide-step-

ping’ , which latter would be the more correct rendering. The em-
phasis put on the notion of wide space appears to have been based
more particularly on incidental ritualistic references than on actual

Vedic descriptions. Oi.dvnhvkg and other scholars like Gj:li>ni;k,

lor instance, who says that Visnu is the god whose main function is

to create space in the world, seem to ignore altogether the solar

traits in his nature. Monier Williams also first thought that

the primary idea of Visnu (derived from the root vis) permeating
and infusing his essence into material objects was originally connec-
ted with the personification of the infinite heavenly space. But he
later on found that the Vedic evidence, which went against such
assumption, made Visnu a form of the ever-moving solar orb (I. 22.

16 17). Even IIilli:brandt, who originally believed that Visnu was
not necessarily identical with the sun-god, finally came to the con-
clusion that the sun-theory explained almost all the features of the
Visnu-mythology in the best possible manner. Hopkins (J.A.O.S.

sacrifices are not at all suggestive, of any mystic significance. On the other hand,
they are clearly symbolical of the three regions (which is actually, as will be

^hown later, the true explanation of Visnu ’s strides). fe

(T. S. 1. 7. 6. 1).
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XVI) summarises the position, in this regard, quite convincingly

when he says that Yisnu was regarded as a sun-god not through any

predilection lor sun-gods in general, but because what little is said

of him in the RV answers only to that conception. Other theories"

regarding the true nature of Yisnu, as represented in the Veda,

which also do not seem to take into account the emphatically solar

traits in his personality, must likewise be set aside.

Though the predominantly solar nature of Yisnu is thus indica-

ted by the Yedic evidence, as a whole, it is not correct to identify

his three strides with the rising, the culmination and the setting of

the sun. as Roth, Kaec.i, and Max MOleer did, following Aurna-

vabha. The third step of Yisnu, which is described as very sublime

and leading to the mysterious world of the highest heaven, shows
no connection whatsoever with the sun-set. Not even the soaring

winged birds venture to approach that third step of Yisnu (i. 155. 5).

*

With it is also connected (111. 55. 10; I. 154. 5) the highest and
the third place of Agni (I. 72. 2-4), which is the sun. 'The gods
enjoy themselves there (Y.1IJ. 2 {

). 7), for in the third step of Yisnu

there is a spring of honey (1. 154, 5).
7 The most beloved resort oi

Yisnu is his third step, which is said to be beyond this lower region

(VII. 100.4). Yisnu’ s epithet, giriksit , as well as the reference to

the many-horned cows (clouds ?) (I. 154. 6) moving at the highest

5. Johansson holds that Vi$nu represents primarily the fundamental spirit

of the piturs . Rudolf * >’i t o believes that originally there were several Visnus

representing the ‘pout r-rium inti N. N. Ciiiosif bees in Visnu a god of lightning

having the Alarms for his attendants. A. C. Das identifies Visnu with the

Egyptian god, Iks, who is the protector of the world. J aconi thinks that Visnu
was, from very early times, a god of speculation, merely ’der Trager der

abstrakten Idee'. There are other scholars who look upon Visnu as being origi-

nally a ‘ Ht i ik -man
’
god, gopak (1. 22. IS ; also I. 154. (> ; X. 19, 4), which fact must

have facilitated, according to them, the process of his assimilation, in later times,

with Kp*na. Handy puts forth u striking theory when he says that Visnu halts

twice during the day, morning and livening, then assuming the functions of the

moon as the third step, which is characterised by the spring of honey (1. 154. 3).

Accordingly there is said to he the conception of the moon at the hack of the

Vedio Visnu and perhaps also of the kettish Uhsing.
6. According to the explanation of Aurnaviibha, namely that sanuirohana

,

vifttupiida

,

and gayasiras are the three steps of Vi§nu, it would be necessary to

recognise the second step as the highest step, which fact is however not suggested
by the Vedic references. It may be mentioned here as a matter of interest that

Jayasw al believes that visnupada represents the actual geographical locality of
that name.

7. Snt R. G. Buandaukah thinks that the obscurity surrounding the third

step of Vi?nu helped to give him an association of mystery such as is necessary
for a god that is to be acknowledged as sole and supreme.

8
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step of Visnu are further indicative of its being in the highest

heaven. That step is also the abode of the pious dead (I. 154. 5—6
;

V. 3. 3). Hopkins seems to put special emphasis on this charac-

teristic of Visnu’ s highest step. Visnu is, according to him, the first

god to represent, what he continues to represent through later ages,

the sun-home of souls, it is at the same time the rule in RV that

the spirits of the departed live in the top of the sky. This concep-

tion of the solar home of souls, which is too evidently connected

with Visnu to be easily set aside as of no account, makes two things

quite clear : firstly, that in Visnu’s personality solar nature is very

prominent ; and secondly, that his highest step is on the top ol the

sky and may not therefore be identified with the setting of the sun.*

Other features of Visnu’ s three strides, such as that all beings live

in them (I. 154. 2), that Visnu measured the whole universe with

them (I. 154. 4), and that they commence on the earth (I. 22. 16)

and end in the highest heaven (I. 154. 5)—all go to prove that the

naturalistic interpretation of the three strides given by Aurnavabha
and adopted by Roth and others, is not at all warranted by the Vedic
evidence. They do not represent the daily course of the sun from
horizon to horizon. Through the Visnu-mythology the Vedic poets

have presented the picture of the sun as a swiftly-moving luminary
which, with vast strides, traverses the whole universe in its three-

fold division of the earth, atmosphere, and heaven, so familiar to the

Vedic cosmology. This explanation originally suggested by ftaka

-

pfini and later on accepted by a majority of scholars satisfactorily

meets all the requirements of the three steps as described in RV. It

is again this explanation, winch prevails in the later Vedic literature

(V. 8. II. 25 ; T. S. I. 7. 5. 4 ; S. 1\ H. I. 9. 3. 9 ; VI. 7. 4, 7).

The essential notion underlying the three steps of Visnu is thus the

diurnal course of the sun in his ascent from the horizon of the earth,

through the atmosphere, to the zenith, namely the solar paradise or

the Vedic ‘Elysion’. The reference to the three Yisnu-steps to be

taken by the sacrificer in the full-moon and new-moon rituals (T. 8.

1.7.6. 1) is also clearly indicative of the three regions of the

universe.® It is not a solar deity in its general character that, is

8- It is perhaps this notion of the sun-home of souls which led Joji.ansson to

see in Vi?nu the ‘Grundsubstanz der Mancn’.

9. Tii.ak offers an astronomical explanation of Visnu’s three strides, which
closely follows his ‘Arctic Homo’ theory. They represent, according to him, the

annual course of the sun divided into three parts ; two of the steps are visible

since the sun is above the horizon, while the third step becomes invisible because
the sun goes below the horizon. Lately, R. Shamsii.astri has come forth with
another astronomical explanation, according to which, the three strides are indi-

9
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represented through the Yedic Visnu ; rather the Vedic poets have

mythologically glorified the conception of the swift motion of the

sun-god through the picturesque descriptions of the three strides. 10

Guntert (Der arisefir IVeltkvnig) believes that even the notion oi

taking the three strides in the reverse order, namely from the zenith

through the atmosphere, to the western horizon is also implied in

the representation oi Visnu’ s strides in the RY. Visnu was the god

who ascended, by means of his three strides, in the quickest possible

manner, to the highest heaven from the earth, through the air;

in other words, according to Gt'NTERT, Visnu was the only knower
of the shortest and the best path to the divine domain of light.

The same god again descends down to the earth, in the capacity

of a ‘saviour', only to go back to his highest abode. 11 That scholar

thus seems to see the germ of the later avatara theory in this

conception.

it must be said that there is no clear reference to the avatdra-

theory as such in the Veda. But the germs of some of the features of

that conception are certainly to be found in some Vedic passages.

As Macdonj t.u (J. R. A, S . 1895) has rightly pointed out, the

avatdra conception can ultimately be traced back to the frequent,

identification of one god with another. In the Brfdimarui- literature,

the gods are identified with ‘substances' also. It will, however, be

found that there are two characteristics of Visnu’s personality, which

seem to have been directly developed into the conception of avatdra.

In V 11. 100. b, Visnu is said to be capable of assuming a form

dilferent from his ordinary form. 13 And secondly, Visnu

is described as taking the three strides for the deliverance ol

mankind in d istress (V I . 49. 13). Macdoneu. brings forth other

traces of Hindu YisniTs general character as the ‘Preserver', in

the Veda. Visnu is beneficent (1. 150.5), is innocuous and bountiful

cativo of the \ trying shadow- lengths. A reference may as well be made to the

commentary of Ourga on Niruktu (XII. 1 ) . l«f
r-pr: I

10. Oini-iNLiiiiUj’s objections tlj.it absolutely clear references to the sun’s daily

course and the annual course are absent in the Vfcnu-mythology is untenable,

since it is only one aspect of the solar activity, that is represented through Vis^u’s

strides.

11- (ii NTi in puts great emphasis on the mystic and magical significance of

the ‘foot-prints' (?) of Visnu. He also refers in this connection to ‘Holy foot-

prints in India" by Ci-fAiti aE.vriLu. But the Vedic mythology on the whole does not

seem to be quite familiar with the glorification of foot- prints.

12. It is a common primitive belief that gods can take any forms that they

choose.

10
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(VIII. 25. 12), and a generous protector (1. 155. 4). But only such

features of an ordinary sun-god cannot adequately account for

Yisnu’s sudden rise to prominence in Hindu mythology. As
pointed out elsewhere, Yisnu must have already been a great god
among ‘extra-Vedic' circles and his later eminence was merely a

legitimately recognised come-back.

Though there is no reference to Yamana in KV, the three

strides of Yisnu form undoubtedly the foundation oi the pauranic

rantanavatara. In the Brahmaua-literature (S. P. B. 1. 2. 5 ; T. S.

V I. 2. 4 ; A. B. Yl. 15) Yisnu' s dwarf-form is actually connected

with his three steps by means oi which he covers the whole
universe. 13 The faint''traces of the later varuhavatara of Yisnu are

also to be found in RV (L 61. 7; V1H. 77. 10), and the later Vedic

literature (T. A. X. 1.8; T. B. I. 1.5. 5 : T. S. VII, 1. 5. 1. ;

S. P. B. XIV . 1, 2. II). 14

Whatever the real factors were which contributed towards the

elevation of Yisnu from a minor position which he occupied in the

RY mythology to be an important member of the Hindu Trinity of

gods, it is evident that the faint traces of the beginning of this pro-

cess are to be discovered even in the Brahma iva- literature. Yisnu is

said to be the highest among the gods (S. P. B. XIV. LI. 5) ; he is

their door-keeper (A. B. I. 30. 10); the gods have their mouth in

Yisnu (TS. 1.7.5). Though Yisnu has only tew insignificant offer-

ings made to him in the Vedic ritual, a stage was reached when he

was actually identified with the sacrifice as a whole. 'The A.B. (1.1)

clearly states : srfilt «T7*T: J t

cannot, however, be said that Yisnu had attained Ills pauranic supre-

macy in the Brahmanas. The process had only begun. As the

13. W hat the primary notion underlying V isnu's dwarf- form was it is not

easy to imagine. A. Kchn thought that the dwarf re presented the sun-light which
shrinks into dwarf’s size in the evening. proposed that the idea evolved
out of a fable about a wide -stepping giant who could turn himself into a dwarf.

'This is evidently far-fetched, since a fable-rnotive cannot be the centre of a myth.
According to Keith, Macdoni-.i i. an<l Hiii.vukandt, Yisnu assumed the dwarf-
form only by way of a stratagem in order to mislead the Asliras. An ethical

interpretation of this avaldra is given by M acnicoi. who believes that it is sugges-

tive of strength and safety issuing out of smallness and weakness. N. Aiyam;ai<

thinks that Visnu seen as a little dwarf in the form of the sacrificial fire on earth

takes the giant strides in the forms of vidyut anti surya. R. Sjiamakhastkj refers

to the 'dwarfish shadow*, while explaining the avatarus on the basis of astronomi-
cal phenomena.

14. According to Macdom'll the earliest form of the myths of the matsya
and kiirma incarnations occurs in S. P. U., though in neither case is Visnu there

mentioned as connected with the fish or the tortoise.

li
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importance of Visnu was gradually growing, that of Indra was
correspondingly diminishing. This position was finally consoli-

dated in the 1V1BII. where we are told that Indra, in fear, hastens to

Visnu and that Visnu bestows upon him his power. Visnu is there

positively placed over and above Indra. The Visnu-religion may
thus be said to have overpowered the Vedic Indra-religion.

It would be greatly helpful to see what light the etymology of

the name Visnu throws on the whole Visnu-problem. The most
common way of explaining the name is to derive it from the root

vis,
4

to be active ' (Mac.donfll, Kaegi, Schroder, Otto). The very

quick and active movements of the sun-god are suggested through

this explanation. But it is not made clear what suffix is added and
how the word is grammatically formed. 1

* Bloomfield claims to have

made a distinct contribution to the Visnu-problem by proposing
that the name was made up ol two parts, vi ( = through) and stiu or

sdtiu ( the back). Visnu’s strides through the back of the world
are, according to that scholar, indicated by the word. It is however
difficult to see how Bloomfield could understand ri in the sense of
‘ through ’ and make Visnu mean 4

crossing the back
'

. Glntfrt also

seems to accept the same etymology of the word. He however
understands the prefix vi in the sense of

4

apart from one another
Visnu therefore means one who sets the surfaces apart. The word,
Visnu, made up of the two component parts, ?7 rnd snu (satin),

can have only three senses : (i) one whose sanu are vi ( = parted)
;

(ii) one for whom the sanu have separated themselves w ide apart

(accepted by Oldenbfro) ; and (iii) one separated from sanu, that: is,

without sanu. Neither any of these three senses nor the one pro-

posed by Guntert gives any satisfactory explanation of Visnu’

s

nature as directly represented in and indirectly implied by the

Veda. It would be moreover really strange if a word, more or less

artificially excogitated by the Brahmanas in such a manner, could
become not only the common name of the principal god of later

Hinduism but also a name, which must have already been neces-
sarily popular among certain culture-groups of old. The most

15. Mention-may be made in «this context of the pauranic attempts to

connect the name Visnu etymologically with the root vis ( = to enter, to pervade).
According to the Vi^nupurdna, Visnu enters into or pervades the universe agree-

ably to the text of the V eda, rT In the Padmapurana the

name is made to refer to Visnu \s combining with prakrti as purtifa. According to

the Matsyapurana the name alludes to his entering into the mundane egg. The
commentator of Visnusahasrandma says ; and
lurther, ^"4 l®f^*3IXT^T. In all these cases there would be the
difficulty of accounting for the cerebralisation of ’s'.

12
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satisfactory etymology of the word is to derive it from the root vi

with the suffix snu (the same as we find in forms like jisnu
, alam-

karisnu, ksesnu , nisetsnu etc,). The root vi, on its part, is philolo-

gical ly connected with .

* uei ( = %). The other formations from

t lie root are ; av. vis, lat. avis, ahd. zvio, nhd. tveih , arm. hav etc.

'l'he word Visnu therefore originally means ‘ the flyer
5

. It is also

not unlikely that the name litsclt primarily indicated a bird. We
shall, therefore, be justified in presuming that the bird-form is the

earliest known feature of the personality ol Visnu. In the early

Veda, Visnu is clearly represented as the sun-bird, though it is not

necessary to assume that this conception was the prirnaiy one. In

many primitive mythologies the sun is seen to have been represent-

ed as a bird. 1 " In some cases the sun is also represented as the

‘ Hying horse ’
, some faint traces of which may be available even in

the descriptions of Visnu. 11 Very early in the evolution of religious

thought people imagined of a divine being overrunning the three

regions of the universe with the greatest possible speed. Such a

being could only be a bird, which is popularly supposed to be the

quickest among the creatures. Like many other peoples ol anti-

quity, the Indians also represented the sun under the form of a

bird which flies swiftly through the sky. That was Visnu! Bloch
(l Porter and Sactum 1) thinks that the beautifully-feathered bird,

referred to in the Veda (X. 143.3), fro wj? «fPT : ,

is the same as the sun-bird. Through a critical and exhaustive

study of the Vedic and post-\ cdic references, Johansson (Soljtlgeln

i Indien) and Ciiakeentieu {Die Suparna sage) have convincingly

proved (i)that the bird which is represented in the RV as stealing

the Soma is no other than Visnu; lfl
( ii) that this bird is identical

with the suparna
,
Garuda of Suparnadhydya and the epic ; and (ii i)

that the Garuda as the favourite vehicle of Visnu was originally

Visnu himself in one of his forms. This bird, which is represented

with a human head, is the most prominent sign of Visnu’s original

bird-form in later mythology. 1 '

A comparison of the following two couplets in a Lettish song :

Die Lerche braut Ei tw-

in tier Fussspur ties rferdus ; and
Der Uhsing bereitet biot-

in der Fussspur des Rbsslcins ;

gives us the equation : Uhsing = Lerche ; that is the sun-god = a bird (the lark).

17. Compare Visnu’s names, hayaHras , hayamukha .

18. According to J3LOOMwr.LT), syenazz gdyalri (therefore) s= ogni (therefore)

= lightning.

19. Johansson believes that srivatsa , kciustubha , four arms, the lotus in the

tidbhi etc. are the other features of the pauranic Vi§nu, which obviously betray his
original bird-form.

13
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It has so far been shown that the Vedic hymns represent Visnu

mainly as a solar deity, in the form of a bird, and that the ascent

and the descent of the sun through the three regions are glorified

through Visnu' s three strides, which form the outstanding feature

of his nature in the Veda. These conclusions, however, do not sub-

stantially help the solution of the important problems regarding

Visnu. Firstly, if Visnu was merely an ordinary sun-god, why
should there have been the obvious hesitation on the part of the

Vedic poets in legitimately admitting him to the pantheon of the

Vedic gods ? What otherwise is the significance of associating Visnu

with ludra, and that too in such a superficial and artificial manner?
Secondly, why should a Vedic sun-god alone be chosen tor the

supreme position in the Hindu mythology ? And why particularly

Visnu from among several solar divinities ? These questions would
ultimately lead us to the hypothesis that besides his solar nature,

there was another more prominent aspect of Visnu’ s personality

and that an attempt to suppress it purposely was made by the Vedic
poets and priests. As however the case is there have unmistakably
remained some traces of that aspect of Visnu' s personality in the

Vedic hymns and ritual.

The most significant word in this connection is sipivista , which
is exclusively employed in the Veda with reference to V isnu. The
passages where the word occurs in RV (VII. 99.7 ; VII. 100. 5 6)

seem to have been kept obscure with a purpose.
r

l he V edic poets
evidently sought to make a guarded and a casual reference to that

aspect of Visnu' s personality which was indicated by the word.
sipivista

.

Many attempts have been made to explain the word,
but iewr satisfy the requirements ot philology 20 and none brings out
the true nature of Visnu. It is not possible to separate philologi-

cally the word sepa ( —penis) from sipi. Other similar idg. forms

20. In the commentary to T. S. (5. 5. 5 ) : VfW: falfaftfcT

In the comm, to T. M. H. (IX. 7. 8) : fomi 3TTM2:.

In Nirukta (V. 8. 9) : ftlftpTOI T%^RFT •TTJTTFT 'F=T<1: I ^
^faSTcT ^TWqci;. Further, m $fl. According to MRU.

== bak! ; cf. fafafaSTtT ^UFAfRT
. According to

Oi.dhnhkiuj, the conception underlying the word is obscure ; the word probably
indicates baldness or skin-disease. Hopkins accepts the former meaning.

Gkldnf.k thinks of Vamana being meant ; cf. . According

to CHARi'fiKTiKK, TOTTM £== hairy dwarf. Tilak understands the word as sug-
gesting the sun's going below the horizon and therefore being temporarily con-
cealed in a dark cover. According to A, C. Das, the word implies that the sun’s
rays are obscured during night or rainy-season.

14
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ue sipha ( = a root), pkt. chepa , lat. cippus
, or/pio ( = staff) etc.

Even Nirukta (V. 7) seems to be vaguely supporting this view
though its further explanation is not clear.”

1 Added to that word is

.1 form from the root vis, thus making the whole word mean ‘ the

changing phallus ; the swelling and diminishing penis We may
now easily understand why the Vcdie poets speak in such guarded
and obscure way about this form of Vismi. In this connection it is

very significant to note what Nirukta (V. 8-9) says of this name of

Vismi : 7^ vrgrtH. The word sipivista lias thus unmis-
takably preserved Visnu’s ancient phallic nature. There are also

many other incidental references to Visnu in the Yedic hymns and
ritual, which clearly associate him with the notions of fertility,

productivity and sex-life.

One of the obscure features ol the Vcdie iraddha-ritual is that

t be at)”ustha, without nail, is to be dipped into the offering intended

for the pifars. This action is accompanied by an invocation to

Visnu. The tnigusfha is undoubtedly a symbol of the phallus.

Visnu is, in this rite, clearly connected with the phallic aspect of

the Vedic ritual. In later literature we find Visnu actually identi-

fied with the thumb .

^

In the T. S. passage (VI. 2. 4.2), 3Ts|ft

PffSTTH V&vppi yfvnii snrfiraqr, we find another piece of

evidence in this regard. Visnu’s entering into the mother earth is

a symbolical description of a fertility-rite. The words, tanvd

vrtihfinah, used with reference to Visnu (VII. 99.1; Will. 100.2)

may further he understood to be indicative of his phallic nature.

Visnu is significantly identified, in later literature, with hiranya-

"arbha , and ndrdyana Visnu's close connection with SinTvali

( AY. VII. 46.3 ), the ‘ broad-hipped ’ divinity protecting the

feminine sex-functions, throws considerable light on this aspect ol

Visnu’s personality. According to the &anhhayaiia-grhyasutra

(1. 22.13), the mantra, fawipirk (X. 1<S4.1) accompanies the

garbhii-ceremony, thus suggesting that Visnu is the efficacious

protector of the embryos. In AY (VII. 17.4), Visnu is clearly

connected with sex-functions. The two epithets of Visnu, nisiktapa

(VII. 36.9)
4

protector of the semejj’, and sumajjdni (I. 156.2)

‘facilitating easy birth’ speak tor themselves. The word,

21. Johansson makes — appearing? * n phallic form.

22. It is not unlikely that the later myth of the dwarf which exhibits giant

strength has its germ in this explanation.

23. Cf. Yama in Hemadri HI. 1378

wr fam: *r?n*r i.

24. Narayona is philologically connected with *^nra ( = manly vigour).

15
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pauthsya
4 manly vigour

9

is significantly used with reference to

Visnu in RV (I. 155. 3-4). In the vrsakapi-hymn (X. 86), Indra is

said to have been exhausted, when a bold, lascivious monkey
administered to him some medicine, through which Indra regained

his manly power. This vrsakapi is identified, in later literature, with

Visnu, the word being also mentioned as one of his names in the

Visnusahasrandma . There is thus abundant indirect evidence pro-

vided by the Ycdic hymns and ritual to prove Visnu’ s connection

with fertility and productivity rites. As elsewhere, so also in

India, popular customs and conceptions of the religion of the

masses have naturally been the primary foundations of great

Brahmanical sacrifices. The god of fertility and productivity

occupied a very prominent, place in the religion of the

common people. The Aryans particularly, who had been
mainly agriculturists must have glorified the vegetation-divinity

and vegetation-rites to a very great extent. For instance, in

the ft fahavraia , which was clearly a vegetation-ritual, the main
features of generative rites and vegetation-rites arc quite transpar-

ent. Through;! very penetrating study of the Mahavrata* from this

point of view, Johansson has proved that a conspicuous part was

played in that ritual by a vegetation-divinity in bird-form. Accord-

ing to Mannhardt and Frazer, the fertility-fetish in many primitive

vegetation-rites was a bird. This bird-motive is seen also in the

bird-form of the mahadukthya red

l

in Mahdvrata . A possibility

is hereby suggested that it was Visnu, as a bird, who was the most
prominent figure in all such rites. 'The original nature ol Visnu as

a bird has already been indicated. Visnu was thcreiore also the

fertility-bird. All this explains how V isnu, as a god ol lerlility,

must have occupied a prominent position in the primitive Aryan
religious thought and ritual. Other so-called obscure references

to Visnu, such as sipivista ,
agree perfectly well with this aspect of

Visnu *s personality.

\ well-reasoned account may thus be offered of the evolution

of the whole Visnu-religion. Visnu must have been regarded
as a bird, at least among certain culture-groups. In that form
he was very closely connected with the vegetation-ritual, lie was
indeed the god of fertility and productivity and as such he must have

been regarded as most eminent in the popular religion of the masses.

It was, however, on account of the aversion, on the part of the Vedic
priestly intellectuals and the conquering higher classes, for this

25. J. J. MrYF.it believes* that the myth of Bali, the Indian Saturnus, and his
dethronement reflects clearly the sudden displacement of ‘chthonic’ demon at the
hands of the vegetation -god.
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popular productivity-god and his uncouth, frivolous, and to a

certain extent obscene fertility rituals, that Vision was not easily

admitted to the pantheon of the Vedic gods. The Vedic poets could

not, however, completely neglect him. They therefore celebrated

him in his other aspect of the sun-bird ; and they tried to suppress,

as far as possible, the true nature of this ‘god of the people’. But

those culture-groups*6 among whom Visnu was a prominent god
forced him upon the ‘official' Vedic religion, which was dominated
by the Indra-mythology. This accounts for the obvious fluctuations

in the artificial and superficial relationship between Visnu and

Iiulrn. It is not necessary to assume non-Aryan influence in this

regard.*7
It was merely a matter between the ‘classes' and the

‘masses' among the Aryans themselves.

*

s In post-Vcdic times when
the popular religion again came into prominence, Visnu became the

supreme god. He had by then inherited several features from the

many earlier aspects of his personality. As Keith has pointed out

(7. R. A . S. 191 5\ Krsna himself was originally the spirit of reviving

vegetation. The identification of Visnu with Krsna, in later Hindu-
ism, was consequently an easy matter. It is also not unlikely that

ancient rites concerning productivity and sex-life, connected with

the primary conception of Visnu, have been retained in later religion

through the doctrines of bhakti and pusti

.

Those ancient clumsy
sexual orgies have been, to a great extent, ennobled and refined.

The place of libido was taken by amor dei . As Max Wfbkr puts it :

An die Stelle der realen Sexualorgiastic trat also der krypto-erotis-

che Genuss in der Phantasic.

26. It is pointed out by Keith that the V«sis$has take greater notice of Visnu
than normally. Him-ehrandt and IIorKiNs (J. A. U. 5. Vol. X V I

)

have given

a statistical analysis of the passages where Visnu i* celebrated.

27. The suggestion that Visnu wat worshipped by giriksit tribes ( = hill-

tribes) is too far-fetched.

28. Gi ntfut points out that some German folk-songs are quite similar to

the hymns addressed to Visnu and that there is a widely-spread belief in upper

Bavaria and England that the rising sun, on the morning of Easter-Sunday, makes
‘three jumps of pleasure’, which remind one of Visnu’* three strides.
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The Prose Kavyas of Dancfin, Subandhu
and Bana

Hy

S. K. I)K, Dacca

The peculiar type of prose narrative, which the Sanskrit
theory includes under the category of Katha and Akhyayika, but

which, accepting a broad interpretation, has been styled Prose
Romance, first makes its appearance, in this period, in a fully

developed form in the works of Dandin, Subandhu and Bana. But

the origin of this species of literature is surrounded with greater

obscurity than that of the Kavya itself, of which it is presumed to

be u sub-division. We know at least of Asvaghosa as a predecessor

who heralded the poetic maturity of Kalidasa, but of the lore-

runners of Dandin, Subandhu and Bana we have little information.

The antiquity of this literature is undoubted, but no previous

works, which might have explained the finished results, diversely

attained by these authors, have come down to us. We know that

the Akhyayika is specifically mentioned by Katvayana in his

Varttika ; and Patanjafi, commenting on it, gives the names of

three Akhyiiyikas known to him, namely Vasnvadatta, Sumanottara

and Bhaimarathi ; but we know nothing about the form and content

of these early works. The very title of the Jhhat-katha ami the

designation Katha applied to the individual talcs.of‘the Patica/anfra,

one of whose versions is also called 7 antrdkhydyika , indicate an

early familiarity with the words Katha and Akhyayika, but the

terms are apparently used to signify a tale in general, without any
specific technical connotation. 1 We know nothing, again, of the

Cdrumati of Yararuci, from which a stanza is quoted in Bhoja’s
S rrigdra-prakasa

,
nor of the Sridraka-katha (if it is a Katha) of

Kalidasa's predecessor Somila (and Rami la), nor of the 'I'aravgarati

of SrlpXIitta, 2 who is mentioned and praised in Dhanapala's 1'ilaka

-

1. The Katha ami the Akhya itk si are mentioned in Alahabharata ii. 11.3S

(Bom. Ed.), but Win i kunitz has shown (JRAS

,

1003, pp. 571-72) that the stanza

is interpolated.—-The Sanskrit Akhyayika, as we know it, has no similarity to

Oi.dknhf.kc 5

s hypothetical Yedic Akhvana ; for in the Akhvayika the prose is

essential and the verse negligible. See Kkitii in JRAS, 1011, p. 19*9 lor ;t full

discussion and references.

2. This is obviously the Jaina religious storv or Oharina-knthfi of Sri-pfida-

lipta or Sri-palitta, who is already mentioned as Tarahgavalkaro in the Aiiuogaddra
and who therefore must have flourished before the 5th century a.i>. T he work is

1
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manjarl and Abhinanda’s Rdma-carita as a contemporary of Hala
Satavahana. Bana himself alludes to the two classes of prose

i.-(.imposition, called respectively the Katha and the Akhyiiyika,

clearly intimating that his Harsa-carita is intended to be an

Akhyayika and his Kddamharl a Katha. lie also offers a tribute of

praise to writers of the Akhyayika who preceded him, and refers, as

Subandhu also does/ to its division into chapters called Ucchvasas
:snd to the occurrence of Vaktra metres ns two of its distinguishing

characteristics. Bana even mentions Bhattara Maricandra, to us

only a name, as the author of a prose composition of high merit;

to this testimony the Prakrit poet Yakpati, in the 9th century,

subscribes by mentioning Maricandra along with Kalidasa, Subandhu
and Bana.

It seems clear, therefore, that Bana is no innovator, nor is

Maricandra the creator, of the Prose Kavva, which must have

gradually evolved, with the narrative material of the folk-tale,

under the obvious influence of the poetic Kavya during a consider-

able period of time. But an effort4 has been made to prove, by

adducing parallels of incident, motif and literary device, that the

Sanskrit romance was directly derived from the Greek, liven

admitting some of the parallels, the presumption is not excluded

that they might have developed independently ; while the actual

divergence between the two types, in form and spirit, is so great

as to render any theory of borrowing no more than a groundless

conjecture. The Sanskrit romance, deriving its inspiration directly

from the Kavva, to which it is approximated both by theory and

practice, is hardly an exotic ; it is differentiated from the Greek
romance by its comparative lack of interest in the narrative, which
is a marked quality of the Greek romance, as well as by its ornate

elaboration of form and expression/ which is absent in the naivete

lost, hut its romantic love-story (with a sermon at the end) is preserved in the

TarangaJold composed in Prakrit verses in 1643 a.i>. According to 1'
. Llumann,

who has translated the Taraiigalola, Padalipta lived as early as the 2nd or 3rd

century a.i>.

3. Kd. F. Mall, p. 184.

4. Weheh in SBAW, xxxvii, p. 917 and lull. Stud., xviii, p. 456 ff; Peterson

introd. to Kadamburi, 2nd ed., Bombay 1N89, pp. 101-04. But I .acute came to the

opposite conclusion of the borrowing by the Greek romance from the Sanskrit.

See discussion of the question by J.#. H. Gray, introd. to V
r

tUavudutUi (cited

below) p. 35f, and Kjuth inJRASt 1914, p. 1103, 1915, p. ^4f, USB, p. 3(»5f,

5. The Greek romance has, no doubt, a few jpecilic instances of rhetorical

ornaments, such as homoitclcuta, parisosis, alliteration and strained compounds,
but they are not comparable to those in the Sanskrit romance, which essentially

depends on them. There is hardly anything in Greek corresponding to the

picaresque type of story which we find in Dandin.

K. V. 8 2
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and simplicity ol' the Greek stories. It is true that the fact of

difference need not exclude the possibility of borrowing ; but, as

in the case of the drama, no substantial fact has yet been adduced
which would demonstrate the positive fact of borrowing by
Sanskrit.

So far as the works of the rhetoricians are concerned, the

earliest forms of the Katha and the Akhyayika are those noticed by
Bhamaha and Dandin .

6 In the Akhyayika, according to Bhamaha,
the subject-matter gives facts of actual experience, the narrator

being the hero himself ; the story is told in pleasing prose, divided
into chapters called Ucchvasas and containing metrical pieces in

Vaktra and Aparavaktra, indicative of future happening of incidents;

scope may be allowed to poetic invention, and the theme may
embrace subjects like the abduction of a maiden (Kanya-harana),
fighting, separation and final triumph of the hero ; and it should be
composed in Sanskrit. In the Katha, on the other hand, the subject

matter is generally an invented story, the narrator being some one
other than the hero ; there is no division into Ucchvasas, no Vaktra
or Aparavaktra verses ; and it may be composed either in Sanskrit

or in Apabhramsa. It will be seen at once that the prototypes of

this analysis are, strictly, not the two prose narratives of Bana, nor
those of Dandin and Subandhu, but some other works which have
not come down to us. It is worth noting, however, that the older
and more rigid distinctions, embodied by Bhamaha, were perhaps
being obliterated by the innovations of bolder poets ; and we find

a spirit of destructive criticism in the Kdvyfidarsa of Dandin, who
considers these’ refinements, not as essential, but as more or less

formal requirements. Accordingly, Dandin does not insist upon
the person of the narrator, nor the kind of metre, nor the heading
of the chapter, nor the limitation of the linguistic form as funda-
mental marks of difference. This is apparently in view of current
poetical usage, in which both the types were perhaps converging
under the same class of prose narrative, with only a superficial

difference in nomenclature. It must have been a period of uncer-
tain transition, and Dandin’t negative criticism (as also Vamana’s
brushing aside of the whole controversy) implies that no fixed

rules had yet been evolved to regulate the fluctuating theory or
practice relating to them.

It is clear that the uncertain ideas of early theorists, as well as

the extremely small number of specimens that have survived, do

See, on this question, S. K. De, The Akhyayika and the Katha in Classi-
cal Sanskrit in HSOS , iji, 192s, p. 507—17 ; also J. Nobel, op. cit p. 156f,
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not give us much guidance definitely fixing the nomenclature and
original character of the Sanskrit Prose Kavya. Nevertheless, the

whole controversy shows that the two kinds of prose narrative

were differentiated at least in one important characteristic. Apart
lrom merely formal requirements, the Akhyayika was conceived,

more or less, as a serious composition dealing generally with facts

of experience and having an autobiographical, traditional or semi-
historical interest ; while the Katha was essentially a fictitious

narrative, which may sometimes (as Dandin contends) be recounted

in the first person, but whose chief interest resides in its invention."

These older types appear to have been modified in course of time ;

and the modification was chiefly on the lines of the model popu-

larised by Bana in his two prose Kavyas. Accordingly, we find

Rudrata doing nothing more than generalising the chief features of

Bana’s works into rules of universal application. In the Akhyayika,

therefore, he authorises the formula that the narrator need not be

the hero himself, that the Ucchvasas (except the first) should open
with two stanzas, preferably in the Arya metre, indicating the

tenor of the chapter in question, and that there should be a

metrical introduction of a literary character. All these injunctions

are in conformity with what we find in liana's //arsa-canta. The
Katha was less touched by change in form and substance, but the

erotic character of the story, consisting of the winning of a maiden

(Kanya-lahha), and not abduction (Kanya-hnrana) of the earlier

theorists, was expressly recognised ; while, in accordance with the

model of the Kadambarl , a metrical introduction, containing a

statement of the author's family and motives of authorship, is also

required. 'Phis practically stereotypes the two kinds in Sanskrit

literature. It is noteworthy, however, that the later rhetoricians

do not expressly speak of the essential distinction based upon

traditional fancy ,
although they emphasise the softer character of

the Katha by insisting that its main issue is Kanya-lahha, which

would give free scope to the delineation of the erotic sentiment.

It is obvious that the prescriptions of the theorists arc in-

teresting historical indications of later developments, but they do

not throw much light upon the origin and early history of the

Sanskrit Prose Kavya. In the absence of older material, the

problem is difficult and does not admit of a precise determination.

There can hardly be any affinity with the beast-table ot the Paiicn-

tantra type, which is clearly distinguishable in form, content and

7. The old lexicon of Amara also accepts (i. 5. .s-6)this distinction when it

xtyk ; dkhydyikop alabdhdrthd

,

and prabartdha-kalpana katha •

4
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spirit
; but it is perhaps not unreasonable to assume that there was

an early connexion with the popular tale of heroes and heroines,

including the fairy tale of magic and marvel. This appears to be

indicated by the very designation of the Brhatkathd and the express

mention of the work as a Katha by Dandin ; and the indication is

supported by the suggestion that this early collection was drawn
upon by Dandin, Subandhu and liana. If this is granted, a distinc-

tion, at the same time, should be made ;
for the Brhatkathd , in

conception and expression, was apparently a composition of a

different type. The available evidence makes it more than probable

that the popular tale, typified by Gunadhya’s work, never attained

any of the refinement and elaboration which we find in the prose

romance from its beginning,— in a less degree in Dandin and in

more extravagant manner in Subandhu and liana. From this point

of view, the prose romance cannot be directly traced back to the

popular tale represented by Gunadhya’s work ; its immediate

ancestor is the ornate Kavya itself, whose graces were transferred

from verse to prose for the purpose of rehandling and elaborating

the popular tale. It is not know n whether the new form was

applied first to the historical story and then employed to embellish

the folk-tale, as the basis of the distinction between the Akhyayika

and the Katha seems to imply ; but it is evident that it was evolved

out of the artistic Ivavya and influenced by it throughout its history.

The theorists, unequivocally and from the beginning, include the

prose romance in the category ol the Kavya in almost every

respect, while the popular tale and the beast-table arc but tardily

recognised and given that status.

It seems probable, therefore, that the prose romance had a

two- fold origin. It draws freely upon the narrative material of the

folk tale, rehandles some of its incidents and motifs natural and

supernatural, adopts its peculiar emboxing arrangement ol tales

and its contrivance of deux ex machina , and, in fact, utilises all that

is the common stock-in-trade of the Indian story-teller. But its

form and method of story-telling arc different, and are derived

essentially from the Kavya. Obviously written for a cultured

audience, the prose romance has not only the same elevated and

heavily ornamented diction, but it has also the same enormous
development of the art of description. In fact, the existing speci-

mens combine a legendary content with the form and spirit of a

literary tour de force. The use of unweiidy compounds, incessant

and elaborate puns, alliterations and assonances, recondite allusions

and other literary devices, favourite to the Kavya, receive greater

5
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freedom in prose ; but stress is also laid on a minute description

of nature and on appreciation of mental, moral and physical

qualities of men and women. From the Kavya also comes its

love-motif, as well as its inclination towards erotic digressions.

Not only was the swift and simple narrative of the tale clothed

lavishly with all the resources of learning and fancy, but we find

(except in Dane! in’s Dasakumara-carita ) that the least part of the

romance is the narrative, and nothing is treated as really important

but the description and embellishment. From this point of view,

it would be better to call these works Prose Kavyas or poetical

compositions in prose, than use the alien nomenclature Prose

Romances, which has a connotation not wholly applicable.

The evolution of the peculiar type of the Prose Kavya from
the Metrical Kavya, with the intermediary of the folk-tale, need
not have been a difficult process, when we remember that the term
Kavya includes any imaginative work of a literary character and
refuses to make verse an essential. The medium is immaterial ;

the poetical manner of expression becomes important both in prose

and verse. If this is a far-off anticipation of Wordsworth’s famous
dictum that there is no essential distinction between verse and
prose, the direction is not towards simplicity but towards elaborate-

ness. In the absence of early specimens of imaginative Sanskrit

prose, it is not possible to decide whether the very example of the

Prose Kavya is responsible for this attitude, or is itself the result

of the attitude ; but the approximation of the Prose Kavya to the

Metrical Kavya appears to have been facilitated by the obliteration

of all vital distinction between literary compositions in verse and
in prose. But for the peculiar type of expository or argumentative
prose found in technical works and commentaries, verse remains
throughout the history of Sanskrit literature the normal medium of

expression, while prose retains its conscious character as some-
thing which has to compete with verse and share its rhythm and
refinement. At no period prose takes a prominence and claims a

larger place ;
it is entirely subordinated to poetry and its art. The

simple* clear and yet elegant prose of the Paiicatanlra is considered
too jejune, and never receives its 1 proper development; for

poetry appears to have invaded very early, as the inscriptional

records show, the domain of descriptive, romantic and narrative

prose. An average prose-of-all-work never emerges, and even in

technical treatises pedestrian verse takes the place of prose,

presumably because verse is easier to memorise and to utilise for

condensed and effective expression.

6
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Whatever the reasons may have been, there can be no doubt

that verse gradually ousted prose from its legitimate employment.

The result was that while in technical treatises the verse became

prosaic, in literary works the prose assumed the colour and mode of

verse. It was seldom recognised that the two harmonies had

different spheres and values, and that the characteristics of the one

are not desirable in the other. The verse attained a far greater

degree of maturity, circulation and importance, having been adopted

by a succession of gifted poets as the vehicle of their poetry, and

the prose was consequently neglected. The preponderance of the

one form of writing partially explains and is explained by the

insufficiency of the other ; but it is more than a case of preponder-

ance. It is one of exclusive monopoly, doubtless aided by the

inability to distinguish the two modes of formal writing. In theory,

prose was as much available for poetical expression as verse, but in

practice .the separate existence of prose for that purpose was

sparingly recognised, the writers fancying that prose is but a species

of verse itself and of poetry which is conveyed in verse, and making
their prose with florid rhetorical devices look as much as possible

like their own verse and poetry.

a. Dandin

'Hie Dasukumara-carita

'

of Dandin illustrates some of the

peculiarities of the Sanskrit Prose Kavya mentioned above, but it

does not conform strictly to all the requirements of the theorists.

This disregard of convention in practice may, with plausibility, be

urged as an argument in support of the identity of our Dandin with

Dandin, author of the Kavyddarsa
,
who, as we have seen above, also

advocates in theory a levelling of distinctions. But from the

rhetorician's negative account no conclusive inference is possible,

and the romancer may be creating a new genre without consciously

concerning himself with the views of the theorists. The problem of

identity cannot be solved on this slender basis alone
;

and there is,

so far, no unanimity nor impregnable evidence on the question.

8. Ed. H. It. Wilson, London 1846 ; ed. G. Bukhlkr and P. Peterson, in

two pts., Bombay 1887, revised in one vol. by G. J. Aoasiik, Bombay 1919 ; ed.

with four comm*. (Padacandrika, Padadipika, Bhu$ana and Laghudipikii) ed.

N. B. Goduou: and Vasudeva L. i4»nsikak, NSP, 10th cd., Bombay 1925 (1st ed*
with two comm, only, 1883 ; 2nd ed. with three comm. 1889). Trs. into English
(freely) by P. W. Jacob (Hindu Tales), London 18/3, revised by C. A. Rylands,
London 1928 ; by A. \V. Ryder, Chicago 1927. Trs. into German by J. J. Meyer,
Leipzig 1902 and by J. Hektel, in Ind. Erzahler 1-3, Leipzig 1922 ; trs. into

French by H. Falchk in Lne Tetradc, ou drame, hymne, roman et po£me
(3 vole. 1861-63), ii, Paris 1862. Editions with Eng. trs. also published in India
by M. R. Kale, Bombay 1926 and by C. Sankararama Shastri, Madras 1931,

7
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Some critics are satisfied with the traditional ascription of both the

works to one Dandin, y and industriously search for points to

support it. However good the position is, errors in traditional

ascription are not rare and need not be final. On the other hand,
the name Dandin itself, employed to designate a religious mendi-
cant of a certain sect, may be taken as a title capable of being
applied to more than one person, and therefore does not exclude
the possibility of more than one Dandin. A very strong ground for

denying identity of authorship is also made out 10 by not a negligible

amount of instances in which Dandin the prose-poet offends against

the prescriptions of Dandin the rhetorician. It is a poor defence to

say that a man need not practise what lie teaches, for the question
is more vital than mere mechanical adherence to rules, but touches
upon niceties of diction, taste and general outlook. The presump-
tion that the Dasakumdra belongs to the juvenilia of Dandin and the

Kdvyddarsa is the product of more mature judgment is ingenious,

but there is nothing immature in either work. The general exalta-

tion of the Yaidarbha Marga in the Kdvyddarsa and its supposed
illustration in the Dasakumdra

3

supply at best a vague argument,
which need not be considered seriously. That both the authors

were Southerners is suggested, but not proved
;

for while the

indications in the Kdvyddarsa arc inconclusive, there is nothing to

show that, apart from conventional geography, 11 the author of the

romance knows familiarly the eighteen different countries mention-
ed in the course of the narrative. The geographical items of

Dasakumdra" only reveal a state of things which existed probably in

a period anterior to the date of Harsavardhana’s empire, 1J and
suggest for the work a date much earlier than what is possible to

assign to the Kdvyddarsa. It is true that the time of both the

authors is unknown ; but while the date of the Kdvyddarsa is appro-

ximated to the beginning of the 8th century ,

u there is nothing to

9. The attribution of three works to Daru^m by Rajasckhara and the needles*,

conjectures about them are no longer of much value ; see S. K. De, Sanskrit

Poetics, i. p 62 note and p. 72.

10. Auashe, op. cit , pp. xxv-xxxv.

11. See Mark Collins. The GeographicatsData of the Raghuvat/isa ami the

Dasakumdracarita (Diss.), Leipzig 1907, p. 4f».

12. Mark Collins, op. cit. t p. 9f.

13. S. K. I)e, Sanskrit Poetics , i. p. SSf, in spite of Keith’s advocacy

[ Studies in Honour oj Lantnan, Cambridge Mass., 1929, p. 167f) of an earlier date

for the Kdvyddarsa on the ground of Dandin’s priority to IVnamaha. This is not

the place to enter into the reopened question, but there still remains much to

believe that the presumption of Bhamaha’s priority will survive Keith’s strenuous

onslaught, for reasons adduced elsewhere by the present writer.

8
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show that the Dasakumdra cannot be placed much earlier .

J4 The
use of rare words, grammatical solecisms and stylistic peculiarities

of the Dasakumara'

,

again, on which stress is sometimes laid for a

comparatively late date, admit ol an entirely opposite, but more
reasonable, explanation of an early date, which is also suggested by

the fact that the romance has certainly none of the affected prose

and developed form of those of Subandhu and liana . The picture

of the so-called degenerate society painted by Dandin is also no

argument for a late date ; for it would apply equally to the

Mrahakatika and the Caturhhani
,
the earliness of which cannot be

doubted and to winch the Dasakumara' bears a more than superfi-

cial resemblance in spirit, style and diction .
16

'flie Dasakumdra-carita
,
in its present form, shows, with Banu’a

two romances, the peculiarity of having been left unfinished, but it

also lacks an authentic beginning. The end is usually supplied by

a Supplement in four Ucchvasas, called Uttara-pTthika or Sesa,

which is now known to be the work of a comparatively modern
Deccan writer named Cakrapani Dlksita, 1 *' son of Candramauli
DTksita ; but a ninth or concluding Ucchvasa by Padmanabha 17 and
a continuation by Maharajadhiraja CiopTnatha 1 '' 1,

arc also known to

exist. The beginning is found similarly in a Prelude, called Purva-

plthikft
u#

in five Ucchvasas, which is believed on good grounds to be

14. 'The alleged relation of Bharavi to Danilin of the Dauikunuira (sec S. K.
Dr. in /HO, i, p. 31 f ; iii, p. 395-%) would place him towards the close of the 7th

and beginning of the 8th century a. !>.- a date which is near enough to that of

Dandin of tlu* Kaiyddorso ; hut the reliability of the account is not beyond
question (see Ktith, HSL, preface p. xvi).

15. Wrm.K (h.dischr Streijcn, Berlin 18h8, i, pp. 311-15, 353), Meyer (op. cit.,

pp. 120- 2 "Q and Corn ns (op. cit.., p. 4X) would place Dasahunuira sometime
before 5S5 a.i>. In discussing the question, however, it is better not to confuse
the issue by presuming beforehand the identity of the romancer and the

rhetorician. Agasiie’k impossible dating at the 11th or 12th century is based on
deductions from very slender arid uncertain data. The fact that the Dasa-
kumdro is not quoted in the antliological literature before the 11th century or that

adaptations in the vernacular were not produced before the 13th, are arguments
from silence which do not prove much. Ac;ashi:

, however, does not rightly accept

the worthless legend, relied upon by Wilson, which makes Dandin an ornament
of the court of Khoja. The refei| nee to Bhoja-vamsa in Clliisa viii (ed. Agashe,
p. 129) does not support this hypothesis, for Kalidasa also uses the name Bhoja,

referring probably to the rulers of Vidarbha.
16. Kggelixg, hid. Office Cot., vii. No. 4069/2934, p. 1553.

17. Acashe, op. cit , p. xxiv.

18. Wilson, introd., p. 30 ; Kugki.ing, op, cit., vii. No. 4070/1850, p. 1554.

19. Some Mss (e.g. India Office Ms. No, 4059/2694 ; Eggeling, op. cit. vii,

p. 1551) and some early editions (e.g. the Calcutta ed. Madana Mohana Tarka-
lamkara, 1849) do not contain the Purvapithika. The ed. of Wilson and others
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the work of some other hand than that of Dandin. The title Dasa-

kumara-carita suggests that we are to expect accounts of the

adventures of ten princes, hut the present extent of Dandin 5

s work

proper contains, with an abrupt commencement, eight of these in

eight Ucchvasas. The Purva-plthika was, therefore, obviously

intended to supply not only the framework of the stories but also

the missing stories of two more princes ;

B" while the Uttara-pithika

undertakes to conclude the story of Vimita left incomplete in the

last chapter of Dandin
5

* work. Like the Uttara-pithika, the Purva-

plthika, which was apparently not accorded general acceptance,

exists in various forms ,

31 and the details ot the tales do not agree

in all versions nor with the body of Dandin' s genuine text.

So far as Dandin
5

s own narrative goes, each of the seven

princes, who are the friends and associates ol the chici hero, Raja-

vahana, recounts his adventure, in the course of which each carves

out his own career and secures a princely spouse. But the work

opens abruptly with an account ol Rajavahana, made captive and

led in an expedition against Campa, where in the course of a turmoil

he finds all the rest of his companions. By his desire they severally

relate their adventures which arc comprised in each ot the remain-

ing seven chapters. The rather complex story ot Apaharavarman,

which comes in the second Ucchvasa, is one ol the longest and best

in the collection, being rich in varied incidents and interesting

characters. The seduction practised on MarTci the ascetic by the

accomplished courtesan Kamamanjari, who also deceives the

include it. Wn.sON Ventured the conjecture that the Prelude is the work of one

of Dandin’s disciples ; but in view of the various forms in which it is now known

to exist and also because it is inuring in some Mss. this conjecture mint he

discarded. Some of the versions are also obviously late productions.

20. The version, which begins with the solitary benedictory stanza

brahmaHijacchatra-danda and narrates in five I'cchvfisas the missing stories ot

the two princes Puspodbhava and Somadatta , along with that of missing part of

the story of KajaVahana and his lady-love Avantisundari v is the usually accepted

Prelude, found in most Mss and printed editions. Its spurious character has been

shown by Auashe. It is remarkable that the usual metrical beginning required

by theory at the outset of a Kathii or Akhyayika is missing here. The benedictory

stanza, however, is quoted anonymously in Jjjhoja’s Snrnsi'ati^kanfhtibharatiu (ed.

Bokooah, 1884, p. 114) ; the fact would indii&te that this Prelude must have been

prefixed at least before the 1 1th century.

21. Another Prelude by Bhafta Narayana is given in App. to Agashe’s ed.,

while still another in verse by Yinayaka in thrie chapters is noticed by

op.cit.,\ ii, No. 4067/586a, p. 1553. M. R. Kavi published (Madras 1924) a

fragmentary Avantisundari-kathd in prose (with a metrical nummary called Kathd-

sdra), which is ascribed to Dandin as the loit Furva-pilhika of his romance, but

this is quite implausible ; see S. K. De in IHQ, i, p. 31 f and iii, p. 394f.
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merchant Vastupala, strips him to the loin-cloth and turns him into

a Jaina monk ; the adventure in the gambling house; the ancient

art of thieving38 in which the hero is proficient; the punishing of the

old misers of Campa who are taught that the goods of the world are

perishable ; the motif of the inexhaustible purse ; all these, present-

ed with considerable humour and vividness, are woven cleverly

into the tale of the Indian Robin Hood, who plunders the rich to

pay the poor, unites lovers and reinstates unfortunate victims of

meanness and treachery. The next tale of Upaharavarman is not

equally interesting, but it is not devoid of incident and character
;

it is the story of the recovery of the lost kingdom of the hero's

father by means of a trick, including the winning of the queen’s
favour, murder and pretended transformation by power of magic

into the dissolute king who had usurped. The succeeding story of

Arthapala is very similar in its theme of resuscitation of his father’s

lost rank as the disgraced minister of the king of Kasi, and
incidental winning of Princess Manikarnika, but it has nothing

very striking except the pretended use of the device of snake-

charm. The fifth story of Pramati introduces the common motif

of a dream-vision of the Princess Navamalika of Sravast I, and
describes how the hero, in the dress of a woman, contrives by a

trick to be left as a pledge in the royal apartments and have access

to the princess ; but it also gives an incidental account of the

somewhat unconventional watching of a cock-figl i by a Brahman !

The sixth story of Mitragupta, who wins Princess Kandukavatl of

Damlipta in the Suhma country, is varied by introducing adventures
on the high seas and on a distant island, and by enclosing, alter the

manner of the Vetdla-paiicavimsati , four ingenious tales, recounted
in reply to the question of a demon, namely, those of Dhuminl,
CominT, NimbavatT and NitambavatT, which illustrate the maxim
that cunning alone is the way to success. The seventh tale of

Mantragupta is a literary tour de force, in which no labial letters are

used by the narrator, because his lips have been made sore by the

passionate kisses of his beloved ! It begins with the episode of a

weird ascetic and his two ministering goblins, repeats the device
of pretended transformation through magic into a murdered man,
and places the incidents on t&‘ sea-coast of Kalinga and Andhra,
The last incomplete narrative of Visruta relates the restoration of

22. On the art of thieving in ancient India, see Bloomfield in A?ner. Journal
of Philology, xliv, 1923, pp. 9/-123, 193-229 and Proc . of the Amer. Philosophies*.
Soc., lii, pp. 616-650. On burglary as a literary motif, see L. H. Gray in WZKM
xviii, 1904, pp. 50 -51. Sarvilaka in the Mrcchakalika is also, like Apaharavarman,
a scientific thief furnished with his paraphernalia.

11
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ihc hero’s protege, a young prince of Vidarbha, to power by a

similarly clever, but not over-scrupulous, contrivance, including

i iic ingenious spreading of a false rumour, the use of a poisoned

chaplet and the employment of a successful fraud in the name and
presence of the image of Durga

;
but the arguments defending

idle pleasures, which speak the language of the profligate of ail

ages, as well as the introduction of dancers and jugglers and their

amusing sleight of hand, are interesting touches.

It will be seen at once that Dandin' s work differs remarkably

from such normal specimens of the Prose Kavya as those of

Subandhu and liana ; and it is no wonder that its unconventionality

is not favoured by theorists, in whose rhetorical treatises Dandin is

not cited till the lltli century A. D. The Oasakirnuira-carita is

rightly described as a romance of roguery. In this respect, it is

comparable, to a certain extent, to the Alrcduikatika ,
which is also

i drama full of rascals, and to the four old Bhanas, ascribed to

Syamilaka, Tsvaradatta and others ; blit rascality is not the main
topic of interest in Sudraka’s drama, nor is the Bhana, as a class of

composition, debarred by theory from dealing with low characters

and themes of love, revelry and gambling. Dandin’s work, on the

other hand, derives its supreme flavour from the vivid and

picturesque exposition of such characters and themes. Although
the romantic interest is not altogether wanting, and marvel and

magic and winning of maidens find a place, it is concerned pri-

marily with the adventures of clever tricksters. Dandin delibera-

tely violates the prescription that the Prose Kavya, being a sub-

division of the Kavya in general, should have a good subject

(Sadasraya) and that the hero should be noble and high-souled.

(rambling, burglary, cunning, fraud, violence, murder, impersona-

tion, abduction and illicit love form, jointly and severally, the

predominating incidents in every story
;

and Alantragupta’s

definition of love as the determination to possess is indeed typical

of its erotic situations. Wilson, with his mid-Victorian sense oi

propriety, speaks of the loose principles and lax morals ot the

work, and the opinion has been repeated in a modified form by

some modern critics
; but the point is overlooked that immorality,

rather than morality, is its deliberate tneme. The DasakumardJ

is

imaginative fiction, but it approaches in spirit to the picaresque

romance of modern Europe, which gives a lively picture ot rakes

and ruffians of great cities, it is not an open satire, but the whole

trend is remarkably satirical in utilising, with no small power of

observation and caricature, the amusing possibilities of incorrigible

rakes, unscrupulous rogues, hypocritical ascetics, fraudulent priests,

12
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light-hearted idlers, fervent lovers, cunning bawds, unfaithful wive.;

and heartless courtesans, who jostle with each other within the

small compass of the swift and racy narratives. The scenes

are accordingly laid in cosmopolitan cities where the scum and

refuge of all countries and societies meet. Even the higher world

of gods, princes and Brahmans is regarded with little respect. The
gods are brought in to justify disgraceful deeds in which the princes

engage themselves ; the Buddhist nuns act as procuresses ; the

teaching of the Jina is declared by a Jaina monk to be nothing but a

swindle ; and the Brahman’s greed of gold and love ol cook-fights

arc held up to ridicule. Two chief motives which actuate the

princes of wild deeds arc the desire for delights of love and for the

possession of a realm , but they are not at all fastidious about the

means they employ to gain their ends. Their frankness often

borders on cynicism, and if not on a lack of morality, on funda-

mental non-morality.

It is a strange world in which wc move, life-like, no doubt,

in its skilful portraiture, but in a sense unreal, being sublimated

with marvel and magic, which are seldom dissociated from folk-

tale. We hear of a collyrium which produces invisibility, of a

captive’s chains transformed into a beautiful nymph, of burglar’s

art which turns beggars into millionaires, and of magician’s charms
which spirit away maidens. This trait appears to have been in-

herited from the popular talc, and Dandin's indebtedness of the

Rrhatkathd has been industriously traced .

83 But the treatment

undoubtedly is Dandin's own. lie is successful in further deve-
loping the lively elements of the popular talc, to which lie

judiciously applies the literary polish and sensibility of the Kavva ;

but the one is never allowed to overpower the other. ’The brier of

realism and the rose of romance are cleverly combined in a unique
literary form. In the laboured compositions of Subandhu and
Bana, the exclusive tendency towards the sentimental and the

erotic leads to a diminishing of interest in the narrative or in its

comic possibilities. The impression that one receives from
Dandin’s work, on the other hand, is that it delights to caricature

and satirise certain aspects of contemporary society in an interest-

ing period. Its power of vitid characterisation realises this object
by presenting, not a limited number of types, but a large variety of

individuals including minor characters not altogether devoid of
reality and interest. There can be little doubt that most of these
are studies from life, heightened indeed, but faithful ; not wholly

23. Agashk, op, cit„ p. xli f.
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agreeable, but free from the touch alike of mawkishness and
affectation. It is remarkable that in these pictures the realistic

vines not quench the artistic, but the merely finical gives way to the

vividly authentic. We pass from pageantry to conduct, from con-

vention to impression, from abstraction to fact. There are abundant
instances of the author’s sense of humour, his wit and polite banter,

his power of gentle satire and caricature, which effectively contri-

bute to the realism of his outlook. For the first time, these

qualities, rare enough in the normal Sanskrit writing, reveal them-
selves in a literary form, and make Dandin’s delightfully unethical

romancero picaresco not a conventional Prose Kavya, but a distinct

literary creation of a new type in Sanskrit.

There is more matter, but the manner has no difficulty in

joining hands with it. Dandin’s work avoids the extended scale

and leisurely manner of proceeding, the elaborate descriptive and

sentimental divagations, the eccentricities of taste and extravagance
of diction, which arc derived from the tradition of the regular

Kavya and developed to its utmost possibilities or impossibilities

in the imaginative romances of Subandhu and liana. The arrange-

ment of the tales is judicious, and the comparatively swift and easy

narrative is never overloaded by constant and enormous digressions.

The episodic method is old and forms a striking feature of Indian

story-telling, but in the Dasakumara 0
the subsidiary stories never

beat out, hamper or hold up the course of the main narrative,

liven the four clever stories in the sixth Ucchvasa are properly

emboxed, and we are spared the endless confusion of curses and
changing personalities and stories within stories.

Not only Dandin’s treatment, but also his style and diction are

saved from the fatal fault of over-elaboration by his sense of pro-

portion and restraint. He is by no means an easy writer, but there

are no fatiguing complexities in his diction ; it is energetic and yet

elegantly articulated. It is not marked by any inordinate love for

disproportionate compounds and sesquipcdalain sentences, nor by
a weakness for far-fetchcd allusions, complex puns and jingling of

meaningless sounds. The advantage of such a style, free from
ponderous construction and wearisome embellishment, is obvious

for the graphic dressing up of its unconventional subjects of a

cheat, a hypocrite, an amourist or a braggadocio ; and the Kavya
refinements would have been wholly out of place. Occasionally

indeed Dandin indulges in florid descriptions, such as we find in

the pictures of the sleeping Ambalika or the dancing Kandukavatl,
but even in these cases he keeps within the limits of a few long

14
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sentences or only one printed page. There is an attempt at a

literary feat in the avoidance of labial sounds in the seventh

Ucchvasa, but it is adequately motived; and Dandin wisely confines

himself to a sparing use of such verbal ingenuity. It is not

suggested that Dandin makes no pretension to ornament ; but, in

the main, his use of it is effective, limited and pretty, and not

recondite, incessant and tiresome. The highest praise goes to

Dandin as the master of vigorous and elegant Sanskrit prose ; and

his work, in its artistic and social challenges, is undoubtedly a

unique masterpiece, the merits of which need not be so reluctantly

recognised by modern taste for not conforming to the normal
model.

h. Subandhu
In theory and accepted practice, the normal type of the Prose

Kavya is illustrated, not by the work of Dandin, but by those of

Subandhu and Bana. In these typical Prose Kavyas, however,
there is less exuberance of life, the descriptions are more abundant
and elaborate, the narrative is reduced to a mere skeleton, learning

loads the wings of fancy, and the style and treatment lack ease and
naturalness. They have no ruffian heroes, nor dubious adventurers,

but deal with chaste and noble, if somewhat sentimental and
bookish, characters. They employ all the romantic devices,

derived from folk-tale, of reborn heroes and transformed person-
ages in a dreamland of marvellous but softer adventure, and present
them in a gorgeous vehicle of elaborately poetical, but artificial,

style. The Prose Kavya becomes an exclusive and curious type.

The poet overlays, diffuses, adorns, sentimentalises
;
into unsub-

stantial woof of story are woven irredescent pageants ol preter-

natural exploits and fantastic adventure ; there is no simplicity

nor directness, but whatever is pointed is wrapped up in loose but

heavy garment of embroidered heap of phrases. The alien attrac-

tion of poetry not only affects the disposition and behaviour of

prose, which ceases to be real prose, but it also tends to detach

story, which ceases to be real story, from the root and mainstay of

the genre in vigorous and terle narrative. The myth-world which
these romances depict are remote from nature and humanity, but

the poets do not always show any intention ol making it appear
natural and human. On the other hand, they fasten, with the

enthusiasm of pure artists, upon every arabesque contortion of

incident which offer a vantage ground, not only for such pictorial

or poetic efforts as riot in Sana's romance, but also for such hard

and enamelled brilliance of art and phrase as we find in Subandhu's
composition. The story, it is clear, cannot thrive well in such an
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jtinosphere : it loses its native vigour in breathing the ethereal air

and feeding on the romantic nourishment ; but the story in the

Prose Kavya is of as little importance as in the Metrical Kavya,

whose characteristics are reflected, not with limpid grace, but with

trorgeous extravagance.

The date of Suhandhu, author of the Vasavadattd 84
is not

exactly known. Attempts have been made to establish its upper
and its lower terminus, respectively, by Suhandhu’ s punning

allusion, on the one hand, to the Uddyotakara 2h and to a supposed

work of Dharmaklrti,™ belonging at least to the middle of the sixth

century A. d., and, on the other, by Sana’s allusion to a Vdsara-

tlatta
,
which is supposed to be the same as Suhandhu’ s work of that

name, in the preface to his Jlarsa-carita31 composed early in the

seventh century.*
1

* But it must be recognised that the question is

not free from difficulty. Neither the date of Dharmaklrti nor that

of the Uddyotakara can be taken as conclusively settled ; nor is it

beyond question, in the absence of the author’s name, that Bana

really alludes to Subandhu’s work. Even if the early part of

the 7th century is taken to be the date of Dharmaklrti and the

24. Ed. F. Ham., Hibl. Ind., with comm, of Sivaiama Tripafhin, Calcutta

18^9, reprinted almost verbatim by J. Vadyasagau, Calcutta, 1874, 3rd ed. 1907 ;

ed. R. V. Krishnarnachariar with his own comm., ^ri Van! Viliisa Press, Srirangam

1900 ;
ed. T,ouis II. Guay, in roman characters, Columbia Cniv. Press, New York

1913. fSivarama belongs to the 18tb century ; see S. K. De, Sanskrit Forties
,

i,

p. 318. There is also an earlier commentary by Jagaddhara which deserves

publication

.

25. Nytiya -sthitim (v. 1. vidydm) iroddyntakara-svariipiim (ed. Ham , p. 235,

ed. Srirangam, p. 303, ed. (Jkav, p. ISO).

26. Bauddha-samgatim (v. 1. sat-knvya-racandm) ivalamkarabh u$ ifam

,

loc. cit.

It is remarkable that the reading is not found in all Mss. (Ham. p. 236), and ro

work of Dharmaklrti *s called Bauddhasamgatyalarnkara has yet been found.

I,f/vi ( Bulletin dr V Ecole Francois d'Extreme-Orient 1903, p. 18) denies that

Suhandhu alludes to Dharmaklrti s literary activity.

27. Stanza 11. The argument that Bana, by the use of Slesa in this stanza,

means to imply Subandhu’s fondness for it, is weak ; for Bana uses Slesa albo in

the stanzas on Bhasa and the Brhatkathd

.

28. Among other literary or historical a'lu&ions made by Suhandhu, the

reference to Vikramaditya and Kanka in the tenth introductory stanza has been

made the basis of entirely problematic conjectures by Ham. (p. 6), Hoernle
{JRAS, 1903, p. 545f) and 13. C. Mazitmdar {JRAS, 1907, p. 406f) ; see L. II.

Guay, introd., p. 8f. The description of Kusumapura and Subandhu’s practice

of the Gaud! Rlti may suggest that he was an eastern writer, but the geography

of the work is too conventional and the argument on Rlti too indefinite to be

decisive. There are two other punning allusions by Suhandhu, apparently to a

Gana-karika with a Vrtti by Surapala (ed. Srirangam, p. 314) and an obscurely
mentioned work by Kamalakara-bhiksu (p. 319) ;

bvit these have not yet been
sufficiently recognised and traced.
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Uddyotakara, it would make Subandhu a contemporary of Bana.
The traditional view that Bana wrote his romance to surpass that of

Subandhu probably arose from Bana’s qualification of his Kddatn-

hart (st. 29) by the epithet ati-dvayl ‘surpassing the two’, these two
being, according to the very late commentator t

*y Subandhu’

s

Vdsavadattd and Gunadhya’s Brhathatha. But the doubt expressed, 30

though later abandoned/ 1 by Peterson has been lately revived.

Since the arguments on both sides of the question'3 proceed chiefly

on the debatable grounds of the standard of taste and morals, and
of style and diction, it is scarcely possible to express a final opinion

without being dogmatic. The only one characteristic difference of

Subandhu’ s prose from that of liana, apart from its being un-

inspiring, is the excessive but self-imposed, use of paronomasia
(Slesa) ; but this argues neither for priority nor posteriority, but

only suggests the greater currency of this figure of speech in this

period. The only certain point about Subandhu’ s date is the

fact that in the first: half of the 8th century, Vakpati in his Prakrit

poem Gaudavaho (st. 800) connects Subandhu’ s name with those of

Bhasa, Kalidasa and Ilaricandra, and a little later in the same
century, Vamana quotes anonymously 34

a passage which occurs,

with slight variation, in Subandhu’ s Vdsavadattd/ 5

29. Bhiinuc.mdra the commentator belongs to the 16th century.

30. Introd. to Kiidambari , pp. 71-73.

3t. Introd. to Sbhv , p. 133.

32. Kuishnamacviauiak, introd. to his cd.

33. Sec* P. V. Kami, introd. to Harsa-carita, p. xif ; A. Wkhvk, ./ mlische

Streifen, Berlin 1 868, i. pp. 369-86 ; Tki.ani; in J liftAS t xviii, 1891, p. 1-471"
;

Cartellicri in WXKXl, xii, pp. 21-33
; Krill! in JRAS, 1911 (arguing that

Subandhu cannot be safely ascribed to a period substantially before 650 \.n.) ;

Sivaprasad Bhattaciiakya in IHQ> iv, 1929, p. 699f.
—

'There is one passage to

which attention does appear to have been drawn, but it is no less important. It

describes the passionate condition of Vasavadatta at the sight of Kandarpaketu
and runs thus : hrdayam rilikhitam iva vtkiriuim iva-pratyuptam iva kilitam iva..<

vajralepaghat itam if'a . . . marmuntara -sthifam iva , which appears to be reproduced
in a metrical form in the following three lines from Bhavabhuti 's Mdluti-madhai'

a

(V. 10) :

finera pratibimbiteva Ukhite rokirna-rupera ca
pratyupteva ca vajr alefaa-ghatitevdntarnikhdteva ca

;

sd nas ertasi kiliteva risikhais cetobhuvah paheabhih.

The verbal resemblance cannot be dismissed as accidental ; but considering
that Bhavabhuti here improves upon what he weaves into the texture of his poem
and also the fact that Bhavabhuti is known to have borrowed phrases from Kali-
dasa, the presumption of borrowing on the part of Bhavabhuti is likely.

34. Kavydlai/ikdra, i. 3. 25 (kulisa-sikhara 'khara-nakhara) = Vasavadatta, ed.
Srirangam, p. 331 and ed. p. 266.

35. For other references to Subandhu and his work see Gray, pp. 3-7. Guay
is right in thinking that the reference in the Daiakumdra to Vasavadatta clearly
alludes to the story of Udavana and Vasavadatta, and not to Vasavadatta of
Subandhu *s romance.
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With the Vasavadatta of the Udayana legend, made famous

in Sanskrit literature, Subandhu’s romance has nothing common
except the name ; and since the story, as told by Subandhu,
does not occur elsewhere in any form, it appears to be entirely

invented and embellished by our poet. But the plot is neither

rich nor striking. The handsome prince Kandarpaketu, son of

Cintamani, beholds in a dream a lovely maiden : and, setting out

with his friend Makaranda in search of the unknown beloved,

:md resting at night in the Yindhya hills under a tree, he overhears

the conversation of a couple of parrots that princess Vasavadatta of

Pataliputra, having similarly dreamt of Kandarpaketu, has sent; her

pet parrot, Tamalika, to find him. With the help of the kindly

bird, the lovers unite
; but as Srngarasekhara, father of the princess,

plans her marriage with a Yidyadhara duel, the lovers elope on a

magic steed to the Yindhya hills. Karly in the morning, while

Kandarpaketu is still asleep, Vasav adatta, straying into the forest,

is chased by two gangs of Kirntas ; but as they fall out and fight for

her, she eludes them and trespasses into a hermitage, where she is

Li'rned into stone by the curse of the unchivalrous hermit. Kandnr-

paketu, deterred from self-destruction by a voice from the sky,

finds her after a long search, and at Ins touch the curse terminates.

It will be seen that the central argument of such tales is weak
and almost insignificant. The general scheme appears to consist of

the tailing in love of a passionate hero with a heroine of the fair and
Irail type, and their final union after a series ol romantic adventures

in which all the narrative motifs" of dream-vision, talking parrot,

magic steed, curse, transformation and voice in the air arc utilised.

But the interest of the story-telling lies, not in the incident:, but in

minute portraiture of the personal beauty of the lovers and their

ccnerous qualities, their ardent, if sentimental, longing for each

other, the misfortune obstructing the fulfilment of their desires,

their pangs of thwarted love, and the preservation of their love

through all trials and difficulties until their final union. All this is

eked out lavishly by the romantic commonplaces of the Kavya, by
highly flavoured descriptions of cities, battles, oceans, mountains,
seasons, sunset, moonrise and the like, and by the display of

enormous Gastric learning and technical skill. Subandhu’ s poverty
of invention and characterisation, therefore, is not surprising; and
criticism has been, not unjustly, levelled against the absurdities
and inconsistencies of his story. The slenderness of the theme is

36. A list of these is made out by Castf.u.iehi, op. fit . For a study of these
motifs as literary devices, see L. H. Okay in WZKXI t .win, 1904, p. 39f.
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not so much a matter of importance to Subandhu as the manner of

developing or overdeveloping it. Stress has been rightly laid on
his undoubted, if somewhat conventional, descriptive power, but

the more than occasional descriptive digressions, forming the

inseparable accessory of the Kavva, constitute the bulk of his work,
and are made merely the means ot displaying his luxuriant rhetori-

cal skill and multifarious learning. The attractions of the lady of

Kandarpaketu’s vision, for instance, is outlined in a brief sentence
ol some hundred and twenty lines only. The wise censure of

Anandavardhana*7
that the poets are often regardless of theme and

sentiment nnd exceedingly engrossed in verbal tricks is more than

just in its application to the Prose Kavya of this type.

Tt must, however, be said to Subandhu’s credit that he is not

over-fond of long rolling compounds, and even when they occur,

they arc not altogether devoid of majesty and melody. When he

has no need for a long sentence, lie can write short ones, and this

occurs notably in the brief dialogues. The sound-effects are not

always tedious, nor his use of words always atrocious. What be-

comes wearisome in its abundant e is Subandhu’s constant scare)]

for conceits, epithets and similes expressed in endless strings of

paronomasia (Slcsa) and apparent incongruity ( Virodhabhasa). For
this reason, even his really coruscating ideas and images become
more brilliant than luminous. When \vc are told that a lady is

rakta-pada like a grammatical treatise, ltcr feet being painted with

red lacquer as sections of grammar with red lines, or that the rising

sun is blood-coloured, because, the lion of dawn clawed the elephant

of the night, we are taken to the verge of the ludicrous fancy ; but

such instanc es abound from page to page. In a stanza, the genuine-
ness of which, however, is doubted, Suhamlhu describes his own
work as a treasure-house of literary dexterity, and declares that he

has woven a pun in every syllable of his composition. We have in-

deed the dictum of the KdvydcJarsa (ii.362) that paronomasia general!}

enhances the charm of all poetic figures, and the extraordinary

resources of Sanskrit permit its effective use, but the rhetorician

probably never means that the paronomasia should overshadow
every tiling. 'The richness of Subandhu's fancy and his ingenuity in

this direction are indeed astonishing and justifies his boasting ; but

it carmol be said that he has used this figure with judgment or with

the sense of visualisation which makes this, as well as other,

figures a means of beautiful expression. .Subandhu’s paronomasias

37. Dhi'iinyaloha, ed. NVi*, Uornbay 1911, p. 15 i.

38. KiusHNAMAC.ii* »iar given {op. cit ., p. xixf) an almost exhaustive list

ot instances of Subandhu s verbal accomplishment.
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:vrc often far-fetched and phantasmagoric, adduced only for the

cuke of cleverness, and involving much straining and even torturing

>f the language. It is true that in the st ringing together of puns,

Subandhu does not stand alone. Bana also makes much use of

it, and refers to this habit of the Katha when he describes it ns

niraiitara-slesa-ghava . But: Bana never indulges in unceasing

fireworks of puns and other devices, and Ids poetic imagination

and power of picturesque description make ample amends for all

his weakness for literary adornment. Subandhu, on the other

band, lacks these saving graces ; nor does he command the humour,
vigour and variety of Dandin. He becomes, therefore, a willing

victim of the cult of style, which believes that nothing great can

Uc produced in the ordinary way.

In order to appreciate Subandhu
1

s literary accomplishment this

ihct should be borne in mind : and it is as unnecessary as it is

hvpcrcrit ica! either to depreciate or exaggerate ins merits unduly,

ft should be conceded that, in spite of its fancy
,

pathos and senti-

ment, Sub.'indlm's work is characterised by an element of mere
i rick which certainly impairs its literary value : but it should not

he assumed that it is a stupendous trifle, which enjoyed a fame and

influence disproportionate to its worth. liana is doubtless a greater

poet and can weild a wonderful spell of language, but Subandhu’s

methods and manner of story-telling do not differ much from those.

r»f Bana, and conform to the general scheme of the Prose Kavya.

But for his excessive fondness lor paronomasia, Subandhu s style

and diction are no more tyrannically mannered than those of Bana ;

md parallelisms in words and ideas have been found in the respec-

tive works of the two poets. It is true that Subandhu s glittering,

bill somewhat, cold, fancy occupies itself more with the rhetorical,

rather than with the poetical, possibilities of his subject ; but

making allowance for individual traits, one must recognise the same
technique and paraphernalia in both Subandhu and Bana. They
deal with the self-same commodities ; and il richness of vocabulary,

wealth of description, profusion of epithets, similes and conceits,

and frequency of learned allusions are distinctive of Subandhu, they

are also found in Bana. Whatever ditf.ercnce there is between the

!ivo romancers, it is one not in kind but in degree.

It would appear, therefore, that both Subandhu and Bana exhibit

in their works certain features of the Sanskrit prose narrative which,

being of the same character, must have belonged to the general

literary tendency of the time. The tendency is not so apparent in

Dandin, but in Subandhu and Bana it is carried to its extreme ; and
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we find, more or less, a similar phenomenon in poetry, as we pass
from Bharavi to Magha. It is, however, a facile explanation which
puts it down to incompetence, bad taste or queer mentality ; the

question has a deeper historical significance, perhaps more in prose
than in poetry. Touis II. Gray calls attention to certain stylistic

similarities between Subandhu’s Vasavadattd and Gyly’s Eupheits ;

but if there is any point in drawing a parallel, it lies precisely in

the fact that the work of the Sanskrit stylist, like that of the

Elizabethan mannerist, is a deliberate attempt to achieve a rich,

variegated and imaginative prose style, although like all deliberate

attempts it is carried to fantastic excess. The ornate and fanciful

style tends to the florid and extravagant, and needs to be restrained

and tamed ; blit the plain style inclines equally towards the slipshod

and jejune, and needs to be raised and inspired. The plain style,

evidenced in the PaHeatantra, is indeed well-proportioned, clear

and sane, and is suitable for a variety of literary purpose, but it

ill fitted for fanciful, gorgeous or passionate expression ; it is con-

stantly liable, when not used with something more than ordinary

scholarship and taste, to degenerate into commonness or insipidity.

Neither Subandhu nor liana may have evolved a properly ornate

style, suitable for counteracting these perils and for elevated

imaginative writing, hut their inclination certainly points to this

direction. It is not the rhetorical habit in these writers which

annoys, but their use of rhetoric, not in proportion, but out ol

proportion, to their narrative, description, idea or feeling. Perhaps

in their horror of the commonplace and in their eagerness to avoid

the danger of being dull, they proceed to the opposite extreme of

too heavy ornamentation, and thereby lose raciness, vigour and

even sanity ; but for this reason the worthiness ol their motive and

the measure of success which they achieve should not be missed.

We have an interesting illustration here ol what occurs everywhere,

namely, the constantly recurring struggle between the plain and

the ornate style ; but in trying to avoid plainness, these well-

meaning but unbalanced writers practically swamp it with meaning-

less ornateness, bv applying to prose the ill-fitting graces and
refinements of poetry. 'The gorgeous standard, which they set up,

is neither laultless nor easy to follow, but it is curious that it is

never questioned for centuries. It is a pity that their successors

never realise their literary motive, but only exaggerate their

literary mannerisms. It was lor the later writers to normalise the

style by cutting down its early exuberant excesses, but it is strange

that they never attempted to do so. Perhaps they tell under the

fascination of its poetical magnificence, and were actuated by
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rhe theory which approximated prose to poetry and affiliated the

I

-i rose Kavya to metrical. There lias never been, therefore, in the

l iter history of Sanskrit prose style, a real ebb and ilow, a real

dux between maxima and minima. It is for this reason perhaps tliat'

the perfect prose style, which keeps the golden mean between the

plain and the ornate, never developed in Sanskrit.

M’here is, thus, no essential difference ot literary inspiration

between Subandhu and liana ; only, Subandliu’s gifts are often

rendered ineffectual by the mediocrity of his poetic powers. There
is the sameness of characteristics and of ideas of workmanship, but

while Subandlu! often plods, Bana can often soar. M'he extreme
excellence, as well as the extreme defect, of the literary tendency,
which both of them represent in their individual way, are, however,
better mirrored in liana’s works, which reach the utmost limit of

the peculiar type of the Sanskrit piose narrative.

c\ Banabhatfa

In the first two and a half chapters of his Harsa-carita and in

the introductory stanzas of his Kadambarl Jlanabhatta gives an
account of himself and his family as a prelude to that of his royal

patron. lie was a Brahman of the Vatsyayana-gotra, his ancestry
being traced to Vatsa, of whom a mythological account is given as

I he cousin of femidvata. son of Sarasvat I and DadhTca. In the

bimily was born Kubcra, win) was honoured by many Gupta kings,

and whose youngest son was Pasupata. Pasupata’ s son was Artha-
pati ; and among the many sons of Arthapati, Citrabhanu was Buna’s
father. 'They lived in a [dace called Prltikfila on the banks of the

fliranyabahu, otherwise known as the river Sona. liana's mother
Rajyadevi died while he was yet young, but his lather took tender
care of him. When he was about fourteen, his father died ; and in

the unsettled life which lo l lowed, Bana wandered about from place
to place, mixed in dubious company, acquired evil repute as well
as rich experience, returned home and lived a life of quiet study.

He was summoned to the presence of King ITarsavardhana, ostensi-

bly for being taken to task for his misspent youth, at his camp near
ihe town of Manitara on the Ajiravatl. He was at first received

39. The accounts agree, except in one omission, namely, the name of Buna's
great-grand-father, Pasupata, is not found in the Kadambari . lor a recent
nummary of all relevant questions relating to Bana and his works, as well as for a

loll bibliography, see A. A. Maria Shari*!-, Buna's Kadambari, Diss. (N. V. d«
Vlaamsche, Leuven 1937), pp. 1-108, which also contains a Dutch trs. of the
"'ork, with indices and concordances.
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with coldness, hut afterwards with much favour. 40 After some time,

on a visit home, Bana was requested by his relathes to speak of the

great king. He began his narrative, after having warned his

audience of Ids inability to do full justice to His theme. The story

is told in the remaining five I.Vchvasas, but it is left unfinished.

It was possibly ne\er Ids intention to offer a complete account ; for

he tells us that even m a hundred lhes he could not hope to recount

the whole "

t

tj r v of Haifa's might \ deeds, and asks his audience ti

they wouhi be content to hear a pan. 41

The value oi the important metrical preface to the Uarsa-carita45

which speaks ol the famous litciary predecessors of Bana, is well

known. The story begins with a description of Stham Isvara and oi

the glorious kings, sprung from Puspabhuti, from whom is descend-

ed 1 larsava.rdhana’ s lather, Prabhakaravardhana. Harsa’s elder

brother is Uajyavardhana ; and his sister Rajvasrt is married to

Grahavarman of the Maukhari lamily of Kanvakubj i. Then vve have

a more brilliant than pathetic picture of the illness and death of

Prabhakaravardhana, whose queen YasomatT also ascends the funeral

pyre, of the return of Rajyavardhana from Ids successful campaign
against the liunas, and of his reluctance to ascend the throne. But
before Harsa could be installed, news reaches that the king of

Alii lava has slain Grahavarnum and imprisoned Rajvasrt. Rajyavar-

dhana succeeds in defeating the Alainva king, but he is treacherously

killed by the king of Gauda. Harsahs expedition to save his sister

follows, but in the meantime she escapes from prison and is rescued
by a Buddhist monk. The storv abruptly ends with, the meeting of

1 larsa and Raiyasrl while tin: tale of her recovery is being told. The
work gives us nothing about the later career ol liars;], nor any in-

formation regarding the later stages of Bana’s own life.

40. It is not Unm-.n nt \\h:ic stage of l-larsa'.s caru-r H.'n.i met him. It it.

assumed that Ivina was iiurJv young uhcn ilarsa in hi.* ^rnitntsh patronised him,
•and that there it no reason to pu^uaio that Bana wrote in the early part of llarsa’s

reign, which ended in <»

4

. a.ii. Bani never alludes to troubles of poverty among1

other troubles he mentions in l echvasa i, and we are also told that he inherited
wealth troni his ancestors. lie acknowledges vifts from his patron, but there is

nothing to support the legend that, he sold some of his literary works to 11a is a

.

41. 1 he e arliest quotation from Bana, though anonymous, occurs in Vamana’s
i\ uvydinmkurii (2nd half of the 8th century) v'. 2. 44, sitMkt.roli hhaguvato ndrdyana

-

sya ( = Kddumburi, ed. Pe n-itsoN, p. h). In the middle of the 9th century, Bana
and his two works are mentioned by Anandavardliana in his Dhvanydloka (ed*
NSP, pp. *87, 100, 101, 127).

42. Ed. A. A. Flehneh, with comm, of Sariikaia, Bomb. Skt. Ser., l c 09 ; ed.
K. P. I’ahab, with same comm., NSP, Bombay 1892 (5th ed. 1925) ; ed. P. V. Kane
(without comm, but with notes etc.), Bombay 19 18. Trs. into English by E. B.
Cowell and F. \V. Thomas, London 1897.
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The Harsa-carita has the distinction of being the first attempt

writing a Prose Kavya on an historical theme. Subandhu’

s

l'asavadattdj as well as liana’s other prose narrative, the Kfuhimbart ,

deals with legendary fiction, and everything is viewed in these

works through a highly imaginative atmosphere. The Harsa-carita

Is no less imaginative, but the author takes his own sovereign as Ins

hero and weaves the story out of some actual events of his career.

In this respect it supplies a contemporary picture, which, in the

paucity of other records, is indeed valuable ; but its importance as

an historical document should not be overrated. 'The sum-total

of the story, lavishly embellished as it is, is no more than an

incident in Harsa’s career ; and it cannot be said that the picture is

cither full or satisfactory from the historical point of view. Many
points in the narrative, especially the position, action and identity

of the Malava and the Gautla kings, arc left obscure ; and the gor-

geously descriptive and ornamental style leaves little room for the

poor thread of actual history. Even ii the work supplies pictures-

que accounts, into which the historian may profitably delve, of the

actualities of life in camp and court and in monastery and village

retreat, of military expeditions, and ol social and religious observ-

ances and practices, we learn very little indeed of the political

facts of the great emperor's reign as a whole.

it is clear that Dana writes his Hursa-farita more as a romantic

story than a sober history of the king’s life, and stops when he is

satisfied that his Muse has taken a sufficiently long flight. The
term ‘Historical Kavya ?

, which is often applied to this and other

works of the same kind, is hardly expressive ; lor, in all essential,

die work is a Prose Kavya, and the fact of its having an historical

theme does not make it historical in style, spirit and treatment,

rite reproach that India had little history and historical sense is

perhaps not entirely just, but India was little interested in histori-

cal incident as such, and never took seriously to chronicling, much
less to what is known as history in modern times. The uncertain-

ties of pre-history, therefore, have continued in India to a compara-
tively late period. It is also important to note that the idea of

evolution is in the same way scarcely recognised in the sphere ot

thought and speculation. Perhaps the explanation is to be sought

in the psychology of the Indian mind, which takes the world of

imagination to be more real than the world of fact
;

perhaps we in

modern times attach too much importance to fact or incident and
make a fetish of history or evolution. In any case, history had

little place in the Kavya, which apparently considered the mytholo-
gical heroes to be more interesting than the actual rulers of the day.
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Kven when a real personage is taken for treatment, as in the case of
Marsa, he is elevated and invested with all the glory and some of
the fiction of the mythological hero. The Sanskrit theory of art

also, in its emphasis on imaginative and impersonalised creation,

encouraged abstraction, admitted belief in magic and miracle, and
had little feeling for the concrete facts and fences of human nature
and human lite. 'The same spirit, which tended against the creation
ot a vigorous and sensitive drama, stood also in the way of clear and
critical historiography, 'flic poets who, like liana, write on an
historical theme, never claim merit as historians, but conceive their

duty to be that of a poet:. It would not be proper, therefore, to

attach the qualification ‘historical’ to what is essentially a Kavya.

The imposition of keeping even within the semblance of fact is

absent in the Kadamharl , which is an entirely imaginative creation,

but winch, like the Uaysa-carita
, is also left unfinished. It was,

however, death which cut off the work ; and we are told by Bana’s
son, Bluisana, 43

that he wrote the latter part, not out of literary osten-
tation, but as a task of filial duty. We do not know in what way
Bana hinn elf would have rounded off the inherent difficulties of
the remainder of the plot, but the inferiority of the supplement is

generally admitted. It gives the impression of introducing com-
plexities, but there is also an anxiety of bringing the story to a
somewhat hurried close. The command over the ornate style and
diction is undoubted, and the son possesses some of the excellences
of the father : hut to the mannerisms of the father, which are often
exaggerated, are added a lew peculiar to the son.

The story of the Kadamharl which deals with 1 lie lives and
loves oi two heroes, each ol whom is reborn twice, is too well
known to require a detailed summary here. But it is noteworthy
that llfinifs portion <>f the composition stops even before the theme
is properly developed. It introduces the Candala maiden and her
speaking parrot into the court of Sudraka and puts the entire narra-
tive in the mouth of the parrot. 4: Apart from absurdity of the device,

43. In some Mss. (c.g. Stein Jammu. Cat., Bombay 1 894, p. 299) he is called
gulina or Bulimia. Dhanapala in his Tilukamanjari (pref. st. 26) seems to suggest
that Bulimia was the name.

44. Hit. B. Bin* Kitsox. Bomb. SKt. Ser.
f 1882 ; ed. B. V. Kane, Bombay 1920

(3rd ed. 1931), Piirvabhaga only
;

i d. K. B. Pakab, with comm, of Bhiinucandra
and Siddhacandra, \SP, Bombay 1890 (7th ed. revised by V. L. Panshikar 1928).
Kngl. trs. C. M. Rinnivu, London 1896. Summaries of the storv will be found
in these editions. One of the earliest editions is that by Madaxa Mohana
Tarkiilamkftra, Sanskrit Press, Calcutta, 1850.

45. The role of the parrot in story literature is discussed by L. H. Gray
WZKM, xviii, 1904, p. 42.
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it is noteworthy that the old method of eniboxing tale within tale

is also retained
; for the parrot’s tale includes that of the sage

jabali concerning CandrapTda and Vaisampayana, along with the story

told by IVIahasvcta of her love for Pundarika. After the meeting of
CandrapTda with Kadambari, whose entrance into the story is too

long delayed, and his hurried return to Ujjayim, liana’s work ends
abruptly with the welcome news which Patraiekha brings to him of

Kadambarl’s assurance of love. It is clear that, like Spenser, Bana
conceived of too large a plan and never lived to finish it. The plot

is only begun but hardly unfolded. It is completed ingeniously

enough by his son, but we have no means, except from scattered and
uncertain hints in the narrative itself, of knowing whether Bana
wanted to develop it with all its later bewildering turn and confu-

sion of curses and changing personalities of reborn heroes. Half-

told as the tale is by him, we cannot be sure if he meant &udraka,
the hearer of the story, but a redundant figure at the outset, is to

become the real hero in the end as the reborn CandrapTda, who in

his turn is to be the moon-god in his former birth, or whether
Vaisampayana is to turn out as the transformed parrot itself

recounting the talc ; for these elaborate intricacies occur in the

second part of the work. This important fact is ignored when one
criticises Bana lor his hightly complex plot and charges him with

deficiency of constructive power. The striking parallelism of the

story of the Kadambari to the much humbler one of King Sutnanas

(or Sumanasa), narrated in the two Kashmirian versions of the

Hrhatkalhd may suggest that Bana may have wanted to utilise the

motif of curse and rebirth; but there is no certainty that this

story was contained in the original Hrhatkalhd, and even if it were,

it would be useless to speculate whether Bana would have utilised

i lie motif in the same way as we have it now. The complications of

the plot, as developed in Blnisana’s supplement, can hardly be

inferred from the dry bones of the much simpler and less refined

original, occurring in late versions of the Hrhathathd , which has a

somewhat different denouement and which attaches degrading forms
of birth to the heroine Mandarika and her father, on the rather

frivolous ground of a curse proceeding* from wild grief in the one
case and repentance for pronouncing the curse in the other.

That the method of emboxing tales can be carried to a confus-

ing extent is seen in the arrangement of Somadeva’s Kathd-sarit-

40. Somadeva’s Kathd-sarit-sdgara , x, 3 (Tawney’s trs., Calcutta 1884, ii. p.

IT ; the whole passage is reproduced in Peterson’s introd, to the Kadambari t

PP. 84-95) ; Ksemendra’s Brhatkathd-manjari , xvi. 185f.
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sdgara , where, often with an insignificant framework, we have A*$

account of B’s report of C\s recounting of D’s relating of what K
said, and so forth, until we have the disentangling of the entire

intricate progression or until reversion to the main story, which the

reader in the meantime probably forgets. The form is not ill

suited to a succession of disconnected tales, as in the Pancatantra,

where they are narrated generally by the characters of the frame-

story or of the inset stories. There is further improvement in the

Dasakumdia-carita , where their several experiences are narrated,

with a semblance of realism, by the princes themselves in the first

person, and in the Vetala-pancarimsati ,
where all the separate tales

are connected to serve one main purpose. In the K adambart ,
the

old machinery is adapted, with a clever plan, to the conditions ot

the complex narrative. The device of firsthand narration is made
an essence of the form ; for the inset stories explain matters which

the main narrator could not himself know and which each subsidiary

narrator is allowed to describe as coining within the scope of

personal experience. The main narrative here is not recounted by
the hero, but in effect by the sage Jiibali, who is supposed by his

insight to know vividly what he relates, and who can describe

freely and objectively ; but each of the minor narratives, like that

of Mahasveta, gives effective expression to intimate knowledge and
feeling, and is made essential to the development of the plot.

The denouement, as developed by Bliusarv , is sometimes
criticised as fiat. To a certain extent, this is true ; but, making
allowance for the device of curse and rebirth common enough in

folk-talc, 4
* one should admit that there is an element of surprise in

the discovery at the end that Siidraka, who is only the listener to

the story, is himself the real hero, who had loved in vain in two
lives, and whose listening to the story is a necessary condition of

the re-awakening of his love for Kadambari and of bringing his

second life to an end by his revived longing for reunion. As a

rule, the romance-writers, like the poets, are rather poor inventors

of plot., and make use of all the paraphernalia of conventional story-

telling, as well as the fantast ic ornateness of an over-worked diction ;

but there is more arrangement, progress and interest in Buna’s

narrative than in Subandu’s ; and, in spite of the complexes of past

and present lives, there cannot be much doubt that the threads of

47. See h. H. Guay, op. cit. % p. 53f. Gray cites an instance from the story

of Arthapala in the /) asukumaro -Curitu , where there is a hint, not fully developed*
of a very complex scheme of three incarnations involving six persons. It is

noteworthy, however, that it it; Hana’s heroes, and not heroines, who undergo
three rebirths each.
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die stories of the loves of the two maidens, which form his main
theme, are skilfully interlaced.

The chief obstacle to our appreciation of Sana’s constructive

*_/ if i * however, is his weakness for elaborating the tales, by dwelling

u>o much on details, in a style which draws prose and poetry

together in an unnatural alliance. The lack of proportion is due
partly to largeness oi' handling, and partly to n prodigal imagination

which prefers lawless splendour to decent insipidity. But the

sense of proportion is the very foundation of style and treatment.

There is no need, for instance, to lose sight of the narrative in a

lavish description of \ • jjayim, of Sukanasa’s palace, of the Yindhya
forest and hermitage, of the temple of Candika, of night and moon-
rise, all of which give us wonderful word-pictures, no doubt, but

most of which are certainly overdone. Dana's power of observation

and picturesque description, his love of nature, his eye for colour

and ear for music, the richness ol his fancy and his wealth ot words,
are excellences which are unquestioned

; but they are seldom
kept, within moderate bounds. Ilis choice of subject may be good,
but his choice of scale is fatal. The readiness of his resources is

truly astonishing, but the exaggeration often swamps the reality of

his pictures. The description ol I; jjayim, for instance, is too
extravagant in its terms to gave us a vivid notion of what it actually

was in his time. The delineation of Mahasveta's beauty i** too

muliscriminaLing in its heaping ol metaphors and epithets to present
a convincing visual picture. Nor are absurdities excluded in

matters of detail. The physician, a youth of eighteen, who attends

upon the dying IVabhakaravardhana, is so fanatically attached to his

king that he must also burn himself on the funeral pyre on his

patron's death. It js not that Dana's imageries lack visualisation

and proper phrasing
;

Dana can be forcible and direct when lie

chooses ; the sense of humour is not altogether wanting in his

picture, for example, of the Dravida ascetic, or in his description
of Skandagupta as having a nose as long as his sovereign's pedigree ;

the advantage of contrast is utilised in the characterisation of the

pairs of lovers ; all this and more is admitted. But the censure is

just that Dana allows no topic to pass until he can squeeze no more
out of it. Whether in description or in speeches ol lamentation

and exhortation, no possible detail is missed, no existing variety of

synonymous epithets omitted, no romantic symbolism and conceit

overlooked, nor any brilliant rhetorical device ignored.

It is clear that Bana’s evident relish in this extended and over-

ostentatious method is a hindrance not only to vigorous narrative,
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but also to the realities of sentiment and character. Comments
have been made, not unjustly, on the shadowy nature of his per-

sonages, some in their second and even third birth, and their

exaggerated sentiments. But, making allowance for aberrations

inevitable in a rich and exuberant talent, it should be said that

Bana’s power of characterisation or delineation of sentiment is not

entirely divorced from reality. The world he depicts is removed
in time and character, but not in appreciation and sympathy, from

our own. The tale is strange, as also its manner of telling, but the

element of marvel and magic is a recognised concomitant of the

popular talc and need not of itself diminish its value as a romance,

any more than the imaginative character of Spenser’s Faery Oucewe
impairs its interest as a poem. The scene is laid as much in

Kadambari’s home, situated beyond the Himalayas and peopled by
Gandharvas and Kinnaras, as in Ujjay ini where Candrapula’s very

human father Taraplda and his practical minister Sukanasa hold

court in royal splendour. The world of fancy is conceived as

vividly as the world of humanity ; but the whole unreal machinery
fades away when we are brought face to face with a tale of human
love and sorrow, set forth in its idyllic charm as well as in its depth
of pathos. It cannot be denied indeed that these old-time

romancers arc not always good at assessing the fine shades of human
conduct ; they see life as an affair in which black is black and white

is white, black and white seldom merge in dubious grey. liana

attempts to infuse some diversity of colouring into his Patralekha

and his Sukanasa, but they arc too fine to be life-like. Ilis two
heroes are endowed with nobility, courtesy, devotion and charm,
but they give the impression, more or less, of broad types of

character ; they are hardly human beings. All this must be frankly

admitted. But it must also be admitted that Bana possesses a

wonderful insight into the currents of youthful passion and virgin

modesty, in their varying impulses of joy and grief, hope and
despair ; and this forms the pith of his work in its surrounding
embroidery. It is perhaps for this reason that he is more success-

ful in delineating his two heroines. The maidenly love of Kadam-
bari, with its timid balancing bf the new-born longing and cherished
filial duty, is finely set oil* by the pathetic fidelity of the lovelorn
Mahasvetu, awaiting her lover for long years on the shores of the
Acchodu lake. If they are overdressed children of his poetic-

imagination, his romantic ideas of love find in them a vivid and
effective embodiment ; they are no less brilliant types, but they
are at the same time individualised by the sharpness of the
impression.
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Indeed, the chief value of Bana’s unique romance lies, not in

its narrative, nor in its characterisation, nor in its presentation, hut

in its sentiment and poetry. In this extraordinary tale Bana gives

us a poetic treatment, in two different" ways, of youthful love,

having its root not only in the spontaneous emotion of this life,

hut in the collective affection of cycles of existence, in what

Kalidasa and Bhavabhfiti describe as friendship of former births

firmly rooted in the heart. It is a study of the poetic possibilities

of the belief in transmigration ; it conceives of a longer existence

which links the forgotten past and the living present in bonds of

tender and unswerving memories. If love in this work moves in a

stringe and fantastic atmosphere of myth, folk-talc and romance,

the unreality of the dream -pageant acquires a vitality and interest

from the graceful and poetic treatment of the depth and tenderness

of human love, chastened by sorrow and death, enlivened by

abiding hope and faith, and heightened by the touch of an intrepid

idealism. And the extravagance of its luxuriant diction is perhaps

a fit vehicle for this extravagantly romantic tale ol love.

There are some critics, however, who on formal grounds would
deny to Bana a high rank as a prose writer ; and the classic

onslaught of Weber'48 has been repeatedly quoted. The charge, in

brief, is that Bana’s style and diction suffer from the vices of ail

unduly laboured vocabulary, syntax and ornamentation. His prose

lias been compared to an Indian jungle, where progress is rendered

impossible by the luxuriant undergrowths, until the traveller cuts

out a path for himself, and where wild beasts lie in wait tor him in

the shape of recondite words, far-fetched allusions, vast sentences,

undiscriminated epithets upon epithets in a multitude of aggressive

compounds, and a whole battalion of puns, similes, hyperboles, al-

literations and assonances, Ilis erudition, it is complained, is heavy

in its outrageous tendency to overloading and subtlety; his sense ol

proportion is faulty in its excessive use of literary embellishments

and in the construction of really enormous sentences, in which the

verb or the subject is held over to the second, third, nay, even to

the sixth page of print, all the interval being filled with more
dazzling than illuminating series ot phrases and phrases upon
phrases

; his weakness for play upon thought or word is incessant

and irritating ; he is dominated by the perverse desire of producing

the graces of poetry in prose ; the grandeur ot his style is

ponderous and affected and often falls into the grandiose,-— in fact,

48. In ZDMG , 1853, quoted by Pkti uson, op. cit introd. p. 38. On this*

romance, see Wf.uek, Indische Streifen, i, pp. 308-386.
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he has all the worst faults of verbal and mental bombast which can

characterise a prose writer. While some measure of imperfect

sympathy may be suspected in this unqualified denunciation, there

is a great deal in this view which is justifiable. But it should not

be forgotten that richness of vocabulary, wealth of description,

frequency of rhetorical ornaments, length of compounds and ela-

borateness of sentences, a grandiose pitch of sound and sense, are

common features of the Prose Kavyu ; ami in this respect Bana is

perhaps less reprehensible than Subandbu, whose unimaginative

stolidity aggravate, rather than lessen, the enormity of the

blemishes. 'The author of the Karyadarsa asserts that a profusion

of compact compounds is the very lile ol Sanskrit prose, and that

paronomasia is the very soul of poetic figures; this dictum is

exemplified only too well by these writings. Whether Bana felt

himself fettered by the literary cannons of the rhetoricians, or

whether these fetters themselves were forged on the model of the

works composed by himself and his compeers, is a question which,

need not be discussed here
;
but it must be admitted at once that

in Bana’s romance. Morality, subtlety and horror of the obvious get

altogether the upper hand, as compared with succintness, simplicity

and directness. That Bana can write with force and beauty and
achieve considerable diversity of style lias been pointed out by his

apologists, but this cannot be taken as his general practice. He
can seldom write without elegancies, and his manner has a tendency
to degenerate into mannerism. He is often unable to condense in

a terse phrase the force of concent rated passion, but he dilutes its

strength by diffusing it into graceful and sonorous periods. All

this and even more cannot be denied. Bana is not faultless ; he is

indeed very faulty. But all this should not lead us to compare his

works with those ol Danilin, which are differently conceived and
executed, nor emphasise points in which lie is obviously deficient.

We should judge him on his own merits, and not by any standard
which he does not profess to follow. It is useless to expect things

which he docs not aim at, but it is necessary to find out in what he
is truiv efficient.

It seems strange that one should be capable of denying the
splendour ol Bana’s prose at its best. It is eccentric, excessive
and even wasteful, but its organ-voice is majestic in movement and
magnificent in volume and melody. It would often seem that the

nobly wrought diction moves along in its royal dignity and in its

panoroma of beautiful pictures, while the poor story lags behind in

the entourage and the humble sentiment hobbles along as best as it;
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ran. But it should not be forgotten that it is mainly by its wonder-

| u 1 spell of language and picturesqueness of imagery that Bana’s

luxuriant romances retain their hold on the imagination, and it is

precisely in this that their charm lies. It is an atmosphere of

gracious lunar rainbows rather than that of strong sunlight. No
one denies that Bana’s prose is useless for average purposes, but

the question is whether it suits the purpose for which it is intended,

whether the high-flown style is able to shape the rough stones ol

popular literature into gerns of romantic beauty. It may be said

that a more terse and simple style would have been appropriate for

In's account of King Harsa, but the work, as we have already said,

should be taken more as a Prose Kilvya than as an historical pro-

duction, more as a stupendous panegyric than as a real biography.

Still more should the Kddambarl be taken as a gorgeous and

meandering tapestry work, in which an over-fertile fancy weaves

endless patterns of great but fantastic beauty. It is conceded that

prose in its normal proportion is hardly Bans’ s natural organ ol

speech, nor is poetry, if one is to judge from his Candl-sataka ; but

he affects a kind of prose-poetrv in which he is unique. II he is

swayed by the rhetorical passion of the Sanskrit poets, he is not

merely rhetorical ; if he writes long sentences, his sentences are

seldom obscure ; if he has a fondness for epithets and compounds,

they are not always devoid of vividness, harmony and stateliness.

Bana is neither an imaginative recluse, nor a lover ol the abstruse

and the difficult , but he lias an undoubted gift for the picturesque,

the tender and the pathetic. Tie has n rare mastery over a certain

gamut of feeling and fancy, but his prettiness or succulence never

lack dignitv or become namhypamby. In spite ol their long-drawn-

out brilliance and overwhelming profusion, his elaborate sentence-

pictures are seldom wanting in the variety, swing and cadence of

balanced phrase. Bana has an amazing command over words and

an irrepressible talent for melodious and majestic phrase ; but he

is not so much a creator of words and phrases as an architect of

sentences and paragraphs. Jn the combination ol pictorial eifect

with the elegance and splendour of* word -music, they form an

imparallellcd series of vignettes of astonishing lavishness. Bana

would be monotonous and tiresome to one who determines to plod

doggedly through the whole work, but lie is attractive il attention

is confined at a time to the marvellous richness ot his tancy revealed

in one or two of his delightful episodes or descriptions. .Bana

pours out the whe le farrago of his ideas, and has a provoking, and

sometimes meaningless, habit of heaping them up in the enormous
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mass of a single sentence. He is verbose, not in the sense that he
takes many words to express an idea, but in the sense that he gives

expression to a multitude of ideas where a few would suffice. He
is always in the danger of being smothered by his own luxuriance.

Indeed, liana's work impresses us by its unfailing and unrestrained

wealth of power ; we have not an abundance, but a riot. It is use-

less to seek a motive behind his work, a sobriety of judgment and
workmanship; what wc have here is the sheer delight of voluminous
expression, the largeness of tumultuous fancy, and the love of all

that is grand and glorious in fact or fiction.
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The Arthaguna “Slesa”

By

C. R. Dkvadhah, Poona

Vamana, in his Kdvydlankdra , enumerates and defines ten
‘ f Arthagunas whose names are identical with those of the

“ Sabdagunas
99

treated of in the previous section (111. 1). Among
these is Slesa defined and explained thus :

—
SHRT wr. I

After illustrating it by means of the well-known verse from
\ maru “ ^SpEFTTsr ” etc., he remarks

srsr^tj <***( spral i

'"That we find an extensive use of this feature in the works of

Siulraka and others.” It is to this remark that Bhattanatiia

Swamin makes a reference in )i is article in the Indian Antiquary 191.6

(p. 193) on the Bhasa problem, when he says that Vamana praised

Siidraka and not Bhasa lor Ins skill in developing plot and hence

Vamana knew the Mrcchakatika of Sud raka , and not the Canidatta
of Bhasa

.

Georg Morcjens'lternk, however, takes exception to this obser-

vation on the ground that Vamana is not at all speaking of the plot

here, but only of the “ Arthaguna’' Slesa. But what exactly is this

‘Arthaguna” Slesa, whether it is not a mere peculiarity ol plot-

construction, and if so, whether Bhattanatha Swamln is not iusti-

fied in making the remark, are questions which deserve to be

critically looked into, since an answer to them will positively

advance the inquirer towards a solution of the vexed problem of the

relation between the Clay Cart and the CdrudaUa .

Let us, therefore, first understand the definition ot Slesa as

given by Vamana. Slesa (Coalescence), die says, is a combination or

commingling (*rasTT). He explains as

f and cites the following verse from Amaru in illustration :

—

fiwaJlr —

Vfffisq*?! II

1K. V. 10
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On seeing two of his most beloved girls seated side by side,

the cunning lover came up from behind, and under the pretence of

sportive dalliance closed with his hands the eyes of one of them and
then twisting his neck a little kissed the other whose heart was
over-flowing with love and whose face was flushed with suppressed
smiles.

Despite slight divergences all rhetoricians seem to be in agree-

ment with regard to the meaning of the word TOTT
; and they hold

that Vamana’s Slcsa is nothing more than cleverness in the arrange-

ment of facts or incidents. Unfortunately all of them cite over and
again the same verse from Amaru and hence no fresh light is shed
on the question from that invaluable source.

Vamana’s q^FTT— q»TnK?q cqrqqfqq r*TT I according to

the commentary Kamadhenu, means a combination of a series of

actions and ingenuity which by its reasonableness and by its absence
of any far-fetched representation is conducive to probability.

( qqfTOtqrqpfRt q: ww- ’rfrrr^f qTiTCaSq q qqt: ^qq^qi
*f?fiqqT qTqTOTq*q*nqqqT q qv^rq qsqT fqqfsmr I )

What is meant is there must be a number of ingenious actions

which contain nothing impossible and are capable of a reasonable

explanation.

The author of the Sarasvatikanthdhharana defines WT- -as qfipsrM

qqqar II 1. 78 ; and cites the same verse— etc. He remarks:

^^TqqqfiqqqT: faqqqqiT%STfqqr qfeq r l

I £q qfipqfT^ qqrqqr W?T qrsr qrcqrtnjor: II

Accordingly a clever arrangement ol acts or incidents is the

quality W*.

The KdvyaprakdSahara says-

q^TOlfeqT^qaTr^qqf^qtqq^qr?J?r wftsfa fqfiqqrqqiqqfj He, like

Bhoja, holds the view that this is nothing but cleverness in the

combination of ingenious incidents.

The Sahttyadarpana also speaks in the same strain :

—

WTT fqfttqqwrqq; VI U 16

#q: ^^feqTq^ai^iqqf^aT^qq3qT??TT \ qq %**: foqmqfq:,

fq^3r>^fg7T ^tfeqq;
,
qqfq^qorqrfqT?: arsjsqoRq^ . ^qqT^gT%fq5=qr3q:

^qqf%r:
,

rr^\ nq q*qT qsqnmqj^T: WTT qfq-qqTqq; II

“ WT is merely strikingness of description. It is a composition
consisting of a combination of a succession of acts ( £F*T ), cunning-
ness ( ^tfeq ), absence of extravagance ( q*jsqar?q ) and probability

7
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( TW&T ).
‘ Krama ’ is a series of actions,

v

Kautilya ' is ingenious

behaviour, ‘ Afinlbana* means absence of far-fetched representa-

tion, while
*

upapatti is the adjustment of reasonable circumstances

conducive to probability. A commixture of these four elements

forming what is termed ‘ Slesa ’ produces only a striking effect. In

the verse under question ( etc.) the actions are “ seeing
”

and so forth ; the cunningness is the paying court to both ; an

absence of extravagance consists here in the natural behaviour
;
the

ircumstances conducive to probability arc expressed in the words
“ seated together”, ‘‘having approached from behind “having
« h>sed the eyes ” and ” gently twisting the neck

We need not cite the views of Jagannatha or of the com-
mentators of the Kdvyaprakdsa , or of Ilemaeandra and others who
reiterate the view that WT is nothing but mere cleverness in the

arrangement: of ingenious incidents ( *frirv7TOq>*T^ n
3T1h 0- Visvanatha says that inasmuch as in such an arrangement or

•'omhination the reader’s attention is engrossed in apprehending
the probable circumstances mentioned, the enjoyment of the

Slavour (**T) is postponed in some measure, and consequently there

is no positive merit.

From the foregoing discussion, it will be seen that Slesa
,

according to Yarnana and other rhetoricians, is a feature of plot-

construction. And when Yamuna refers to Sudraka’s works as

abounding in the use of this device, one naturally turns to the

Mrcchakatika to examine if the remark is borne out by the evidence

of that play. A critical investigation of the play reveals the follow-

ing among many other situations, as envisaging the truth ol the

remark, though it must be admitted that the word Krama—

a

sequence of actions—requires to be interpreted in a more compre-

hensive sense, meaning all kinds of acts— including the acts of

‘ speaking ” and “ hearing ” and “comprehending * or rather the

words has reference to the dialogue which gradually unfolds the

sequence of the various acts that develop a dramatic situation.

Let us consider the following situations :

ns*T^nrff Tffg nnr

anprar or n q»TJffg i nr*r?r ^ i stot nn nn w
or nnr vrr% i

firs:—(^nnnO r n**: I wr n*n=n3rnrn-

i nn nnn srn^n ?fn i i f%n$rn

i ( stotsth )
qjrot^fnm: nweren** i
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—W* i I I

—( *3RrT*3;
)
srorl, ror^t rr^T *t£ fa ?i *^*r

fk gsrifar arsrfai Sto qrfgr^f I

Samsthdnaka :—But, master, ever since this slave-wench went;

to the gardens of the temple of Kama, she has been in love with

poor Carudatta, and she does not love me. His house is to the

left. So have a care and let her not give us the slip.

Vita :

—

{Aside) Poor fool, he blurts out what he should have

concealed. So Vasantasena is in love with Carudatta ! The
proverb is right. “ Pearls go with pearls Well, let her go. 1

have had enough of this fool. {Aloud) Well, bastard, did you sav

the good merchant’s house is here to the left ?

Samsthdnaka : Yes, his house is to the left.

Vasantasena :

—

(Aside) What ! If his house is here to iny left,

then the scoundrel, in seeking to harm me has really obliged me,

inasmuch as lie has guided me to my love.

Here there is a sequence of acts (3E*T); the Sahara expresses his

fear that Vasantasena might elude them as they were close to

Carudatta’ s house; the Vita on learning that Vasantasena was in

love with Carudatta, changes his mind and wants her to escape ; he,

therefore, makes Sahara reiterate what he had said with a view to

give Vasantasena a hint, and the latter comprehends it. There is

cunning ( ); for it is clear that the clever Vita by making
Sahara repeat the sentence ^TWrT: wants Vasantasena to

make good her escape. There is no far-fetched representation in

this ( ) and the whole thing is rendered probable by the

lact that tine Sahara is a dolt and blurts out what he should have
concealed ( ^Trfa ).

Here is another scene, where also we come across all the lour

elements of and

voir ^atsFufar i

fe:—spratffwrrt: I

Vinsr f% Pr*T I

fire :—

m

i

—sjtJirfar
i <JTr%3Trq m gssfa

ygmvi i

faz:—(
—

3 ^ gg*Tfbi n
v
+
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«RT I

TO*?Wfc|r (
*3*T<**0 ^

i

=51 I ( STnzfo 5?S*Tfa[ msmfa
hwwr fefegTrawi <m^r i

)
etc.

Samsthdnaka :— Master, I am looking for Vasantasena,

Vita :- -But is there anything you can track her by, you bastard ?

Samsthdnaka :—Like what, master?

Vita :—Say- -the chime of her ornaments or the perfume of her

garlands.

Samsthdnaka I hear the perfume of her garlands. But my
nostrils are stuffed so full of darkness that 1 do not see the chime
oi her jewels very clearly.

Vita : (Aside) Vasantasena !

It is true that you are not seen in the darkness of the night

like the lightning veiled in the cloud ; but the perfume of your

garlands, and your tinkling anklets will yet betray you. Do you

hear me, Vasantasena ?

I asantasend :—{To herselj) 1 hear and understand. (She removes

the anklets and garlands and gropes her way.)

The following situations will be found to be built upon the

same pattern :
—

-

—( atrajq** wfsraq^ ) ^ i qfswt^wg »

( fefon ) igrr qt^ffc qfaf I

*mj*:—ws% i

( ft^qsqfT: I jqSTPSr )

traq;*:—qj'-i qfewr i

—3T% w | ui 1 1 qr^qftwr i ( rfa srgfir* =sraqfrt i ^rayn^T q )

'*»# i aj<t fz&tw i ( fa*r ^rf aTisfr.- i )

siqifq;:—( «r%^rfgrw?TJr?ai sqrfgnq *•$

afrairfar <q qhfkssi ^*c i

ft? f% f ^Isrst q3?T9i% fea{^ ti

tpiq:*:—jw qr% *w qr% i

—m § «rw qt*<£ «r«r qr% i

*TK*nq7??*T )
<n qr% i

—9f%: nl* i

Mathura—-(Looks reflectively)—Ah ! the feet are turned around ;

and the temple hasn’t any idol. (Reflecting) That rogue of a gambler
has gone into the temple with his feet turned around !
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Gambler ~Le
t

' s : follow him.

Mathura—All right. (They enter the temple , look about and make

signs to each other)

Gambler What ! a wooden image !

Mathura—By no means ! By no means ! It’s stone. (He shakes

it in a variety of ways, then makes signs.) Well, let he ; come, let

have a game. (They indulge in a variety of gambling .)

Samvdhaka—(Striving with all his might to repress the gambling

fever ,
aside) 1 know 1 shall not play, lor it would be as well to

leap down from the summit of Meru as to gamble. And yet the

rattle of dice charms the mind as the Koil’s song.

Gambler -My turn ! my turn !

Mathura- -No, no ! It's my turn ! mine !

Samvdhaka— (Coming up quickly from another side). Isn't it my
turn ?

Gambler—We have got our man.

cTT I

i

,
( eraq*gq*^«r ) I sfif % i

—vyri |

—( *rfa^gqg<«r ) i ^fq Jr g^§; i

—qsT <fig i i

fHmra:—( srarsqg ) sr*
r gy; *

wrg?:—g* i

—( ftrrq* 5rf?r
)

yr fa |

sraq*:—

i

*Tfar*?f i

*rrg*:—qsr^f A <2r3Tg^at i i

q^qvt ^?r^3rr i trr ! 3T*qq Sr«ar ^ i

amsw^ g^ i wqq: i

Samvdhaka—Where eai\ 1 get the money to pay him ?

Mathura--Well then, you must give surety.

Samvdhaka— 1 have an idea. (Taking the Gamblers hand) l

will give you half. Forgive me the other half.

Gambler All right.

Samvdhaka- (Going to Mathura)—So I give you surety for a

half. You might forgive me the other half.

Mathura—Very well. 1 see nothing wrong in that.

6
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Samvahaka—(Aloud) So, sir, you consider half of it paid ?

Mathura—Yes.

Samvahaka (To the Gambler)—And you forgave me a half ?

Gambler—Yes.

Samvahaka- —'lihew I think I will be going.

Mathura - Pay me my ten gold-pieces. Where are you going?

Samvahaka—Look at this, gentlemen, look at this ! 1 just gave

surety to one of them fora half, and the other forgave me a halt.

Vnd vet he is dunning me, poor helpless me !

--3T95 xk mfksfa I

3^6:—aft mfora vyx rrrfea: i «rf?

?T?r i

mf*:—

t

i

—

(

5RTT§ i

( *rr?sw rfgrr^FTrr^firH ^rfir I

JTT jTTsftrtfin ftqSJ Wt TFffrf i ^nr^sqr^r*f?T i )

Mathura—Oh, oh, you filthy strumpet’s bastard ! But I will

pay you for thi?

.

Darduraka— You dolt ! I was walking along the street, and you
struck me. Strike me to-morrow in court and I will make you see

few things.

Mathura—Yes, i'll see.

Darduraka—How will you see r

Mathura -{Staring zeith zvide open eyes) I'll see like this !

[ Darduraka throzvs dust in Mathura's eyes
7
and signals to the

masseur to flee . Mathura shuts his eyes and falls down . The masseur

makes his escape . ]

swmtt&zi - i ytrnxk »r<? i w^f&nr

vtrir^iu; snit qraiBt i svffegfirsf f$t<*gi*rroi

«T5?5T i

srfitsrfa a i «nre*ftRigrfr
» (

*^g«TO«ffrr 1

)

anwisRg:—( awrr ) *>7 Sr3<?*ifc i ?rr wtar^r^ wwn 1 «r«rw. 3ft

*»wwssw > m st®* anaggg arnrwr
1 ( anrocrarr 1

)

dftratoi tfopm ?\i\ 1 sr Tarsal 1

nm srssisfrq; wssgrn? ?fi^ 1 m w&vfa 1 mm nmi arm 1

( i^fr» Tf^^ro^r 1

)

7
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The Slave Vardhamdnaha—There now, 1 have brought the

cushions. Radanika, tell mistress Vasantasena that the cart is

ready and waiting tor Iter. Let her get in and drive to the old garden

Puspakarandaka.

Aryaka {Listening) Ah, it is a courtesan’s cart and is going out

of the town. Good, 1 will climb in. {He approaches slowly .

)

Vardhamdnaha {Listening)' Ah, the jingling of anklets ! So my
mistress is come. Mistress, tltese bullocks are skittish with nose-

string. Do please climb in at the back. {Aryaka does so.)

Vardhamdnaha—The sound of the anklets that tinkle with each

step has ceased ; and the cart is heavy. I am sure the lady must
have got in. So 1 will drive on. Get along, bullocks, get along,

(Ue drives forward .)

Consider the following situation in Act YTU.
fen—( )

ft? srfWmwsn??; ?r i

refer^m fefarwfanmim ii

( wrg i n^rfir i

^erferr—( <rer;3 *j*n?3rr ) w
|

fer:

—

^ vtfTSjqr ?r I ^Tote'mm:

ott^ji fesn? i

-3

far?:—*T3m,l

j^WiirsT^:—

I

n'er jprat jr^iSrsn^ i TnpraTfttreifo:

•mifir mar^r )—vftf wfVs^r I sjvjctt ^=r^T^fl%

nfear vtfetyr r nr tnappsT waoriMfiH

sps^pti i (
i ) crr5j, errsr,

grft^stfat"; *^f*r i

fez:--3T% ^t*f( *j?Tt: I E??T | ifsgrfe I ( fJuBBPScf: | )

Vita:—( To hunself ) Vasantasena is too proud to own her love

for this imbecile, in my presence. 1 should leave her here with

him alone ; for the joys of love can be tasted only in the secrecy of

solitude. (Aloud) Very well, I am going.

Vasantasena : (Seizin » his cloak) Didn’t I throw myself upon
your protection ?

Vita Fear nothing, Vasantasena. Now, bastard, Vasantasena
is a pledge entrusted to you.

Samsthanaka : All right, 1 will attend to her all right !

8
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”

Vita :—Upon your honour.

Samsthdnaka :— Yes, upon mv honour.

Vita {Moving a little) No, the wretch might kill her as soon

ms 1 have gone. 1 will hide myself lor a moment and see what he

intends to do. {Stands apart.)

Samsthdnaka-- Good ! I’ll murder her. But no, this deceitful

rogue of a Brahmin, this old fox, might conceal himself and might

play me a trick, like the jackal he is. So I must trick him in this

way. ( He gathers flmcers and adorns hnnselj ) Yasantasena, my little

girl, my love, come.

Vita :
- Ah, he has turned lover, (rood, I am content ; I will

go. ( fr'xit .

)

Merc is another.

<jrr
I 31 f*T I

wirfe i

*1$ ( )
3[ I

jqr^r^:—( ’aw^rtr i

kfe gg at jjrr
I uit ^ ST^Rfir I ( )

iTo^ <?p?

i ( ) 'tffosr *r?r^r srr i
^rr nfs*

fafg^ mfe?r ^ sr I fir ii *?orrf* i ( sTq^rftri^T

l gwr irer os* iffa?r*r at'raivir -^urrfk i

wrws:—( qfTi^rr ) qr^wra ststwetsi i g^notor ^ ^vtf? i

— (
qR^wf^sr ) ^ ?r g^noi^ ^r^orT^ir *f<* ^ i

( tifl r?n; ^ rr^t gsrnar<H |rST& foT^% g^WT

fqr%^ i m *t qfrrar*ra w fqrfg ^ I

^t^Wt ( ^trr ) STifrni i %% fo 3i nrs^ i

/?// :—You murdered her, not the noble Carudalla.

Samsthdnaka :—Who dares say that ?

All :-—

(

Painting to the servant) This worthy man.

Samsthdnaka :—

(

Terrified ,
to himself) Merciful heavens ! Why

didn’t 1 chain up this slave Stliavaraka more securely ? Why, he

was a witness of my crime. {Reflecting) Well, I will do it this way.

{Aloud) It is a lie, gentlemen. I caught the slave stealing gold,

and I beat him, struck him, and chained him up. So he hates

me. Who would believe that he is telling the truth ? ( Aside

to Stliavaraka , offering a bracelet , coaxingly) Here, mv son,

Sthavaraka, my slave, take this and say something different.

9
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Sthavaraka \ {Takes it) Look, sirs, look, he is trying to bribe

me with gold !

Samsthanaka :• -(Snatching the bracelet) That is the very gold for

the theft whereof 1 had put him in chains. (Angrily) Yes, Candalas,

I put him in charge of my gold-chest, and when he stole gold, 1

struck him and beat him. If you don’t believe it, just look u(

his back.

Candalas Seeing) Yes, quite true. And when a servant is

branded that way, no wonder he tells lies.

Here arc a number of scenes which weave the same pattern.

As already remarked the word has to be understood in a very

comprehensive sense as meaning a series of acts including even

mental acts, though in some of the scenes, the word can be inter-

preted in the narrow sense of physical acts, in every one of them
there is cunning and cleverness ( ) ; there is nothing cxU'ii-

vagant ( ) and consequently the whole scene produces the

impression of probability ( ).

It will be seen that this Arthaguna Slesa is no other than a

peculiarity oi plot-construction ;
it is a definite pattern, and its

repetition in Siidraka’s play is so frequent and so obvious as to

justify Vamana’s remark that it is an outstanding characteristic of

Sfidraka’s plays.

One more point before I conclude. In regard to the meaning
of the word —sequence of actions— it is possible that they refer

to the same agent ( ) or different agents ( ). Whether
this distinction was intended by Varnana or not is not clear,

although In the verse cited in illustration or
appears to be prominent. Even if this limitation of were
insisted on, it will be found that many of the dramatic situations

given above will yet reveal the essential features of this quality of
Slesa ; only the various acts ol one and the same individual will

be interposed by the acts of other individuals, since we are dealing
here with drama in which dialogue and, therefore, an intermixture
of acts ot various individuals/ is the essential source of expression.

10



The Anumiri-nirupanam of R am an a r a y an

a

Hy

(r . V . Dkvasth ai-i , Nasik

Going through the Jala Sankara Collection nt' MSS. deposited

at present in our College library I came across a curious litt le work
named the Anumiti-nirupanam -a small work by Ramanarayana who
has therein tried to give an exposition of the Anumiti (one of the

lour pramanas) and also of the fallacies or the hetvabhasah. This
little work attracted my attention by the close resemblance it bears

to the corresponding sections of the 'Tarka-samgrahaoi Annumbhatta.

Little has as yet been said about Ramanarayana, the author of

the work under notice; and yet looking up in Avertcut's Catalogue

('atalogorum 1 was surprised to find more than halt a dozen works
ascribed to him. Inspite of this pretty large number of works to

his credit, this Ramanarayana has failed to cut a notable figure partly

because the majority of his works are mere commentaries on famous
works already commented upon by writers of great fame ; and also

partly because the two or three independent works he has composed
are neither very original nor very erudite. And yet the work under
notice has a peculiar interest for us on account of its close resem-
blance to the Tarka-samgraha and its utility in adding to evidence
m favour of an earlier date being assigned to Annambhalta.

To begin with the works of our author, we find that he has

written commentaries on five different works. The Tdtparya-
hodhint

, his commentary on the 1*ancadasi of Yidvaranya lias been
noticed by von Richard Gakue in his Tubingen Catalogue (1S65-1S99)

under No. 95. He is also said to have commented on the Vijndnu

-

naukd
, a small work on the Vedanta philosophy ascribed to Sankara-

carya. We have in the Jata Sankara collection of MSS. in our
College library a MS. of this commentary together with the text

which, however, does not give the name of the commentator.
Aufrecht has also credited him with a commentary on the

Bhagavadgitd. Besides these there is also another commentary on
the Rasa-Paneddhyay

i

of the Bhdgavata Parana composed by
one Ramanarayana who is very probably to be identified with
the author of of the work under notice. MSS. of this last men-
tioned commentary have been noticed by Prof. Velankak in his

Catalogue of the Sk. & Pr. MSS . in the B. B. R. A. Society under
Nos. 943-44. One more MS, of the same will also be found in

1
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the Bhadkamkar Memorial Collection of MSS. now dcpositeu in

the University Library, Bombay.
Important for our purpose, however, are our author’s commen-

taries on the Tarka-samgraha of Annambhatta and on the TatU anu-

samdhdna , a Yedantic work composed by Mahadevananda-SarasvatT.

The date of Annambhatta has not as yet been fixed and the dates to

which he is referred by different scholars vary between 1600 and
1700 A.i). 1 The date of the second of the above mentioned writers

is, however, fixed by the fact that he wrote his commentary on
the l isnu -sahasra-nama in 1694 a . d. The earliest date, therefore,

to which we can refer Ramanarayana, who has commented on
Mahadcva’s work, cannot be earlier than the closing years ol the

seventeenth century or the beginning of the eighteenth century A.n.

As for the terminus ad quod of our author, the only means we
have at present to fix it with tolerable certainty is a MS. of bis

work on metres, called the Chandomdld , which is dated Saihvat 1894

and is deposited in the University Library, Bombay. "Taking both

these limits into consideration one may say that Ramanarayana must
have flourished in the latter half of the eighteenth century \.J>.

Now coming to the work under notice we find that it is almost
an ad verbatim copy of the corresponding portion of the Tarka-sam-
graha with slight changes here and there and a few additions by way
of simplification. The only noteworthy innovation introduced by

our author lies in the examples which he has taken from the Vedanta
system setting aside the original ones given by Annambhatta. Such
wholesale incorporation of the work of one writer by another into

his own can easily warrant us in postulating a period of more than a

century as separating the two ;

2 and in the case under consideration

1. Oh. Bjii.VAi.KAK assigns him ‘to the early decades of the seventeenth

century.' Cf. Systems of Sanskrit Grammar , p. 50, para 33. According to Prof.

A. B. C» aJ KNiJHAG ai>kah and Prin. Kakmakkak he could not have lived later than
1700 a. I). and earlier than the first quarter of the seventeenth century a.i>, Cf. Their
edition of the Tarka-suihgrahu, Intr. p. ii. Mk. Kodak places him between 162?

and 1700 a.i>. Dk. Win tkknit/. notes Mr. Bodas’ view and remarks that he must
be older since a MS. of the Tarkasumgruha is dated 1585. But the Doctor had not

formed any definite opinion in this connection as is apparent from his remark,

"Seine Zeit ist un&icher.'* (Cf. Geschichte der Indischen Littera tur

,

Dritter Band,

p. 477 and n. 1).

2. Students of Indian Medical Literature may easily be reminded of a simi-

lar phenomenon in the Cikitsdsdrasarhgraha (also known by the name of Cikitsa -

maharnava ) of Vanyascna, the son of Gadadhara. 'This Vaugasenu is said to

have composed his work in the 11th or the 12th century after Christ ; while the

Rtigviniscaya (which is incorporated by Vahgascna) is said to have been written

by Madhavakaru in the 8th or the 9th century a.l>. (Cf. Wintfhnu/, Geschichte ,

III, p. 5 50).

2
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this period will have to be still longer when it is borne in mind that;

the two authors involved here are Annambhatta, a southerner and

Ramanarayana, who is certainly a northerner. Taking into consider-

ation the probable date of our author arrived at above and also bear-

ing in mind his relation with Annambhatta as brought to light by the

work under notice one may be justified in assigning Annambhatta to

the latter half of the sixteenth century approximately. This con-

clusion regarding the date of Annambhatta is also borne out by the

fact that one of the ]\1SS. of his Tarka-samgraha (noticed by A.

Vi nis in a bibliographical note to his edition of the I,aksanavali) is

dated 1585 A.i>. and finds further corroboration in the fact that in

his commentary on the Brahma-8fitra Annambhatta quotes from and

refers to Nrsitiihasrama, who wrote two of his works in 1547 and

1558 respectively but makes no mention of the voluminous writer

of the closing years of the sixteenth century, I mean, Appayya
Diksita or his highly esteemed Parimala , a commentary on the

Kalpataru which, of course, he has referred to and cited more
than once.

One more curious circumstance about this work is the promi-

nent use of the Vedanta doctrines by way of illustrations of the

various definitions which form its central theme. But these illustra-

tions far out-weigh the central matter with the result that the reader

is led to class it among works on the Vedanta (as Peterson has

actually done it in his Uhear Cat . No. 488, lixtra. No. 122.)

As for personal account, our author supplies us with only few
details about himself in his Chandomdla or I anamali-kIr t /-chando-

main. Raja Sucetarama was the name of his lather and those of his

preceptors were Ramasiiiiha, Harinatha and Sadastikha. The title

of 'Visnudasyapanna* or
4

l isnusakhyapaniui which he applies to

himself in the colophons shows that he was a staunch devotee ol

Vistvu. We have also seen that he composed more than half a

dozen works which have all been already noted above but for a

small Yedantic pamphlet ( probably ol the defensive type ) named
Kantakoddhdra ,

noticed by A. V. Kathavatm in his Report, 18-19
1895* No. 754,

3. For these dates I am indebted to iny friend Mr. P. K. Godi;, m.a..

Curator, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, who also informs me
that according to the evidence collected by him Annambhatta can be assigned to

•i period between 1530 and 1 565 a.d., which would make him a contemporary of

king Rarnaraj of Vijavanagara (1542-1565 a.i>.).

3
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wgftrfqfqrsqoi^ i

4

qftq^TqRqqrq f^oirarr%s^jf5t i

sml %^r??f%?irsr ffq;*Trf8*dt n i 11

tww 5% Tf?^r srftqrq qqrqqrq, i

qoiq ftq* qraqtaiqrqfrrret a% u * n

M^ftrfe^TowrfRTSTJj, i <m»T5iq?q jTrqqqfqrq: | m'Rssrri'&f^re'TSjT-

qiraTsrrq ttrst: i qqr qsqrvrqsqFqfTfcq^rqsq^qfqqrq qqmT?itT5» srrqq, i

qqr =*» nam rq*qrRRrT<q?3q?qq'T fqw* | qq qfcqqrqsqf^q?# qq

qsrrirqt qqr qsrfq irfq Eqqrsqqrrrqqfqqqr sqtfq: I qqr q qq qq

qq qq fa’qiR qqi *qnr^t II 3
. II

qsjJTR f?fqqn I sqrq <T7rq q I *qr»T ^qr^fwfqpg: I qqrfe I qqi

• q?q strarr asr ’ ( q. q. * , 'i , i ),
‘ qrqsfi srirfq sqqRrq " (%. 3.

i, 'i )
^qrfqfw: «rfqm: qq qcqsrrqrqpq^qfq qq qgr?qmfq fqfaqj

IRqqrwfq q?q?q fq^qiq fqeqqqrecr^iiqqTqF'J5Eq?q q ?qqr sqrffr *J??fq

‘ qq qfcqqR^^qrq qq q?req»3’ grfq l q^q^qt ‘ q^Rq^qr'qqfsstqrqs^^qTsq

EtfqqrHTr ’ srm 5TRJJW?7q I qqqq fojFTTTqqr: I q*qTT * q^t^q^tftsq

q<qqtfflT ’ srfq sTRqgfMq^qgtfrq^ l qqr q *qjrpri qq? qqf?qc%(q

sqra fqfapq fqqqqsr?qRq Rria ?q?fq ‘ qq? e^q qqfsqr^qr ’ ?fq |

qfq ‘ fjrssqRqsquqssqrqqT fq^R ’ sfq arR fwFT3R^Rq;g?'T«R i ant

‘ fqw ftr«.qr ’ irfq sTRfrqfafq^qgcqq^ i qqqq ^riqgwiq^ u » h

qqm srtqqrqpqjsqcqqrfqfq q?l?q, €3qrqq qqfq fipsqrR qn|*jq

qt fq^r»j qiqfq^ f*q tnarqqqqrqq qqjqf* qq qTrqbpR**; i qqr qeqnifwr

a^rrfqq: i qfeq^rq^qqxpqTq i qq *?fa^R*?^T qq q^rrfwsr qqr a?r i

qqr qrqj^ | q**rtq qqr II qqi q fqqq fq»i f*T«qt I SSqRTq | qqq ?5R

qqfacpRr qqr fqnfqqq; i qqr qqq; I q*qrq qqr i q%q qfqqrrVqrfg^r-

qsK'fisRnqqt asrq Iqfrp-qTR q qfqqsrq u *a ii

qfqqr?f^rpqjftqqqfqnqqfqfq Taiqqqr: I q$T qTvqtqtqq srfa^r I

qrfq^fqii ggpqrqq; qr-:qq; I qreqsqpqfpsjfqrqq pq: I sqrfqqpqwrw

qsqrftr^gqr^Tim I sqr: q^r *«r?sp qqqq: i qg» m'Rfqqfon fqqqqq, I

‘ qtqqrqrr asrrfqq; ’, ‘ fqq fw^-qr ’ jfq afqsrr i

1 qm^rq?3^q?qrq, ’,

‘ qsqRR ’ jfq gfj: i
‘ qq qfirqrqrq^'f qq q^rfqq qqt 3p ’, ‘ qqq

?3q qqf-qiqT qqT ^qqfqqq ’ |rfq qqrg’T'qj^ I
‘ qqr qrqq ’ gsqqqq: I

‘ q*qrqqr • ?fq fqqqqq^ II 5 l|

^qrqT^fwfqq?rqr-5fqcqrf?!^q?rq5T "q 1 q*wrfg5§q?TJreffs -

qqrqn. h « il

4. 'l'his tevt of tlic *-,'4^1 H is based on the only IMS. that was

available to me from th^. collection of MSS. in the library of the

H- I
1
. T. College, Na.sik.
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fejjp fafaag i as=aa*afn\f%, %a^i*afa, %aa5*ara\fa5 a i a*a*t*T

a sarffm^aasafiftfa; i aar srsnifRa^ aferaM^T^o?ag

,

faeat^ TTPaf S5a?ag. |
‘ ag afcaatasa^a aa B^rfsT# a*IT S§T ’, ‘ aSTT

rTrTfsRK?Ti aar TfariTfaag ’ garsaasaifg; i
‘ aa a?sn|aari*awa»a?r

afaara'^o?aT*naT aar azi^ ’, ‘ aa fa».ar?ar*TTa*aa ssarataTal

aaFtrfa
’ safa^nsaTur il < il

3T?aaJTTasRTfHSR %a^Tsafa I a»4T ‘ *Ta SFSTrsafrrfTaTTTaTip rtf^a-

RTaTRWarg aftfcTrT ’
| *tfa 33n^faf?a;aara*aaf^aTaTa¥raai«afFT^K-

?aTfR«T?f*a faa*a 5TT^tST|fJTRW g*a5aragsamf^RaTi|*aTg
=ma II ^ ||

g^arasarfHaj %a~reafn>% i aar ‘ snem aTRiaa; ag aaar

aar«7 ?am , %aa : stanrwfppam
,
wttsts'^t: RTJTTWTTagfaig i ag

Kffefq7Rta»^3Ff «t srafa ag RaarsaT«a, aaraamg;, arifrrTsag a a *rafa

aai Sjfrf^ag I a fT*7T aTag I <7FI?m Rat ’
I 3Ta ‘ ag RaaTSaP**,

R^rgVTTR^, TTSWIF'T? rta q-Tm’TRftjjpT WTTgsggag ’S?aFga5ar%aTfrT I

Mr?JTJT: a&TtgTg
,
afeaTSa agafaa gsrngiWTTaTg I aaT ‘ |a Rg H «TTaT*fag

,

m?it?jt?5TT^ i ag gTaraaaa ag 'sTRTfinfT st aar aa^ag i a aar ag
fipsg aar?*F®irg i asara aar fogs tgjTfa'atsg^g i

’ srgrgKrasgrfRgrrgT i

aT'*ra?*a *m*g gss?gTg
,
ama^gsgsg agggrcggTgTOTgrg it 't

«

n

gfsgj^rvragig qtcr. \ aar srsrrfaaai gf«* jf^stt'RT, faegT?% gr«r

grafgrag i rafWagnaraig aqsr: i aar asrrfaaaT gi^ asr, fg«gK%

arwr sigjrfggg i {gfaggrvaTgrgatg faasr: i aar ga^ asirag gi*^

f^g, fwWTT?% *TTV^ asT II 'i ') Il

g^n«gT?fgagg?»fgqgTfgggifggi: aa ^arami: i gsafarsmts-

srwr?fT5fi: i g fafgg: I graT7aiTgrar7<Jua'msrfritgra i aa gt*grgrgg-rgfg;

grgrgiiissh&rfgra;: i aar ‘ a^gar^ar asrrfavrr ggpgig a?aa ’
i ag*g»g

aggrvuggfa asiigPr gag i aar a ‘ faa g?a gTgrirgrggrggTgFgig

ar?ggg ’
| aa afa?arataa?g aaFara^?a^afa arapaa aaa i aaaaw-

faa^aifTT: a^t;jf%?arTar? ,n: I a«rr ‘jfiat asjfvia: Ec^arg- RiagFai^a’ i ara

sfia^ea a *ra*arT asTfirara a^rfema: srasri?' asriiarwTaaaT faasim

^aia'TT: osTlffr-’ i aar a ‘ aTa%a Fara?rf?'s*T»aaTaia ’
I "7TT

sata^ifr^-RTaaTa Rra?aRr-:araa atfna: aa^rra «Tra?aivrraaa: samrfa-

faawrw ®ar^a: aarara^ra: i 3T?aasafa>^€aT5=rrT%rfisgaa^r?i i aar ‘ aa
oTaT*ia?a aara?am

s ’i aa aa^a aaTcaTa-aasaffTXagaafaa^BrwTTaTa.’in ^ il

aa aa ?gara aa ar-amia srfa a^atatasarfft i aar
' Ffiararr asifaa:, afafaTfa^aaraTa, ’

i aa af53?aTMsa[ ^a?a ]
asifaar-

srTaraTaaaaTa ?at?a apa^aT'^araTaaa asifai sargg i aar ‘ ataf^a

5
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q*r grq^:rqrfi|’*q'q?'r?qg?qrq. ’
I q?*r qstfat qqfcsqqqm

q«wqrot%%q qrauqr sqre^ im 3. u

qr«qrqiqqtq% q*q q qqrrqqsr: 1 q«rr ‘sfiqt q^rfaqrsqqwqrq

«qf?ft% sriqqq ’
I

“ jfrsfr qs?rrf*rq.- qfcqqrq:ig<?q?qr;r qmqqi” qqr q
‘ qrnfgrq q?q+;qfoqr^rfqqrq 5qfq>§s *qsrqq

-

i

“
-jrrufg;q fq»qr z^r-

qrqqrrq ^qjrngqq ”
11 i* n

qfq^fqrfqq: i qrwqrfrrg;:, sqr-qrqrfq^ai i zntfasTrsirt;

qrwqrfq^: i qqr ' qorqEqqt =rrss?ur ersrfqq: qfrfer^r^ qzqq ‘
i

‘ qTJTturqr 3m?^r?'n qgr?**rq*qrg. qsRJwspqsgqq; i

'
‘ rqq^q simq

ajqqftoranrr^ i

’
* 3!?q sht^rw qqrqnq?qr<r *2155-

nq*££q,l ’ arq Itqrwir: q**r qq qfqqfq&qfq^qrqjjqrqEq.qfqsrJjrfiqsqr^q-

qjftfqq: qqqrrtcq# ng^qqqqrgfq:;?:: ll va ll

q% arqqqrqr irq: qsreqrfqqc: 1 qqr ‘ anfqrqt srsrrfqqr: qrqr?qrq

qqfqqq ’
1 arqrrqqr qrqr<q£q%q wfqfqqq;?qrqi??qqqr q?q«jrr»Ti ,qqqrq

qqqrsq?q&sgqrqtsrgRqfq;g;: 1 qqr q ‘ fqjj q?q ^qqspnntqr? srrrqqq ’
1

qrq fqqftqq ^qaqqq [ ?q ]
?g?crrm^:: 11 1 $ 11

qmfaqji sgsqT’qfqrfqq-: 1 qr*qoqT'ra?q qfq qrqqTsqr'Tqs qqrfq: 1

qr-qqfq qqq faqirq qfwr^ qr-qsqrqq^q^ 1 &g: 1 q^fq fqqq-

qrq#qrqcq w.vzT eqfiiqfsrqcq qrqqrsqrqqRqq^ 1 qqr ‘ sfrqrfqrqr erafqqr:

qfqerfqqr'qpTqtqrq qqrqqq ' i qqr =a ‘ fq4 fw>i qq qqrfqqrq (fq ?)-

spqif 3TT?qq<g
5

I ??qq 3Tfq*q faiq qpnfq: 1 qq qq qstqr qgrfognq

qq qqrfq^qq;, qq qq qqrrqq^q qq qq fq^q q srgrfar qqq grfq qr*-q-

sqTt^qq. 1 q^q q?qqqrfq;qtq3tqipTqAqs 5Trfqqrq( fq ? )q*qs«qfqfq

fq»q q qreqifq qrqqtsqrqqsqn 1
rrq qp-;qsqrqqi?q qfq qrqqtEqrq^qiq-

fq*q fq«q qmfq: I qiqtfq^cqtqfq?qfq5iqnqq^qqnrfqqrq( fq ? )q*q q

5qr.q?qrfqq^ II 1 a ll

q?q ffft: qT^qrqrq: aqmu^q fqfkq: q Sgqffaq: I qqr qqif'JT

aprqrqgqiq^tfq tqq?q?qqiq^rfq anjqrqrvrrqrfq l
‘ qqqrqrr qp ’

(%. q. 3, •% 1<* ),
‘ qff qgltftq !

( %. T. 1

,

v, r
i o ),

* qfqqfq ’

( rn. V. $, -4
, » ),

‘ q^qqq fqqq qq ’, ‘ qrf^q qfq^l qqr qsi qqfq ’

( ^r. 7 . qr. -a ),
‘ qr-qrsqtsf»q qgr ’ ( g. q. ^.,

a, ^s,
),

‘ qq'rssqrsrqq.
’

(f. q. V, » ),
‘ qq qrqrfjq fsfiaq ' (^.3. V, V, »».; ^5 . », 11 )

j?qrfqqfqfa: i
‘ qfqpqr qqt%q ' (». >ft. i«, ),

‘ ^wrirqq#% ?qqi?qrqwfe55r?qqTJj. i

qq qqat fq»-qq qcq qfrrsq^qq. I

qq qqroj qqr»qr q^: ^qpfqq^qqr II

’

feqrfg^’sfqftrw qrfqqtfq 11 1 < 11

ff^sflfqgojqwqrqqrq'rqqqrfTqqfq^fqqq, qgfqfqfq^qonn. qqrqq II

6



Bharcu and Avantivarman
fty

S. K. Diksuit, Calcutta

“ wife i

Kddambnri
, Intro, stanza 4th.

It has been a matter ol considerable speculation among scholars

ms to who this person, described in such glowing terms in the

Kfldambariy was, and in what relation he really stood to Bana. It is

also not very clear from this verse who the Alaukharis
44
with

the (imperial) crowns (on their heads)” were, as also whv
feudatory kings should pay the humblest obeisance to this man,
whose correct name itself is as enigmatical as any ol the questions

connected with him. There is also an amount of confusion regard-

ing the poems that are to be attributed to him, even though thev

arc not many.
1 shall here briefly refer to some important editions only of

the Kadcwibarl, in connection with Ids name. Prof. AI. R. Kali:

adopts in his text the reading
4 Bhurrah \ though fie is aware of the

variant readings ‘ Bhatsuh
9

and
c Bhartsoft ’ given by Bhanucandra. *)

fie regards it as the name of Bana's preceptor, though in the case

of the reading
4

Bliarvoh \ he offers an alternative explanation that

it may stand for ‘pitroh \ Prof. Peter Pftfrson also adopts the

reading * Bharvoh ’ after the commentators A ivarama and Mahadeva,
though he refers to other readings including that ol ‘ pitroh ’ of

Sudhaknra. Mahadeva equates 4 Bharroh' with Ffari and Hara,

taking it a dual. Prof. Pftfrson, following Dr. Kfrn, approves of

this explanation. 2 “But”, Prof. Kank urges, “this does not

seem proper. If Bharcu refers to llari and J Iara as the quotation

cited h\r Pktkrson shows, then there is repetition...Resides the word
/ arandmbujadraya

m

shows that a single person is intended.” He
adds,

‘ 4

It appears to us that whatever the name may be, the poet

bows to the feet of his Ouru.” s This paper is little more than a

v indication of his views.

Prof. Kank quotes two commentaries in support of his con-

tention that Bana here pays respects to his preceptor, whose name

1. Parab's ed., revised, p. 3, (1932).

2. Peterson’s cd., j»t. i, p. i. (1900).

3. P. V. Rank’s ed., Purvabhaj'a, pt- i, notes, pp. 3 4. (1913). The first three
verbes of the Kudumbari t in praise of Brahma, Siva and Visnu respectively, are

quoted in a grant of Maharunakn Kuni:irap;iladcv;t (/. A. XVII. 230), hut the

fourth ifc not. This* makes* it probable that it does* not rcU:r to any god at all.

K. V. It I
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is however differently given in them, 4
the one in prose giving it as

4

Bhartsu \ and the other (which is in verse) as ‘ Bharchu \ Prof.
Kanf. seems to doubt the latter reading, as he puts a query after it.

That reading seems, however, to be supported by another com-
mentator Balakrsna, who says that Bharcu (wrongly spelt as

Marccu in Pj-tfrson’s edition) was
c

a preceptor of the author \
Ksemendra quotes this verse in his Suvrtti-tilaka,* where he

gives the reading Bhareoh ’

,

which is adopted in Mahanmohan
Sarma’s Calcutta edition.

Vallabhadeva’s Subhdsitdvali attributes the authorship of the

following three stanzas to * Bhascu
'

(1)
4

fircrRifqr sn'mfNg^rfcr i

^ ?grfirawft wfrfmfq- u
’

(2)
4

ti3i%

RpsfTO Rvrar ^ gft't II

’

(3)
4
sngcfrsr? feg^fa^isf'T

1

^rfqr *r*W n
’

“ Aufrecht writes the name Bharcu *V which as already shown
is the reading adopted by no less than two commentators. The
last of the above-quoted verses is attributed to Bharcu in the

Suktimuktavail of Jalhana, 1 and to Bharru in the Sdnigadhara-

paddhati .

R The latter work* attributes another verse to Bharcu :

(4) ‘ <fim ftrafflfqr mmfNrg^f-cr i

^ r^firir^i *r&Fforfqr Rfararg ii

‘

The Saduhtikarndmrta attributes to Bharvu still another verse,

which is also found in the Subhdsitdvali where, however, the name
of its author is not mentioned

4. Op. cit. Appendix i.

5. KavyamalA series, Guccha No 2, p. 29 tf.

*
f>. B. S. S., Vol., XXXI. p. 78.

7. G.O. S. No. LXXXII. p. 235.

8. B. S. S No. XXXVII, Vol. I. p. 598 ; st. 3 32.

9. Ibid, Vol. 1. p. 40, st. 252. The following verse in the Srhqdra-prakasu
of Bhoja (XI) refers to Bharcu possibly as being dishonoured as a ghost during
his life-time ; the meaning of this passage is, however, not very certain, especially

in view of the phrase used with reference t»> Sahasfirhka Candra-
Gupta II of the Gupta dynasty :

—
‘ qsrsrrsqjsfa qq.

fWifqq ;

*r?m it

’

-7
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(5) ?qfrr?TJr^ mtfrw*

sttf ^mf^raT^lr srgqg^ i

swi^gfSw»r ftrsrfa

ctmror =ar h
’

The second of the above-quoted verses of Bharcu, beginning

with ^nri^sreWTJr
0

, is attributed in the Aucitya-ricaracarca of

Kscmendra to one Rajaputra Muktapida, who as Messrs. Durga-

prasad and Parar point out, is probably identical with king

l/ditaditya of Kasnura. We are, however, unable to agree with

these learned editors in their view that
* 4 Bhascu (of the Snhha-

Afavali) might be a name of Muktapida himself, used in the

childhood.’ M0

Jalhana’s Suktimuktavali quotes a stanza from Rajasekhara,

which refers to one Bharcu (v. 1. Caret/), whose poetry, Avanti

“the chief of Maukharis” is said to have adored, as did * Bana

the disciple ' (of Bharcu), in an introductory verse to the Kddam-

hart. The stanza from Rajasekhara is very clear though it is a

little mis-iriterpreted by the learned editor Rmbar Krisiinama-

ciiarjau 11 when lie thinks of the possibility of an
£

Avanti Kavya

it runs as follows :

—

^rr^r: I

fervff qrcriaj q>rq: u

We know it very well that this Avanti,
c

the chief of the

Viaukharis ’ cannot be anybody else but Avantivarman, the

Maukhari sovereign of Kanauj, whom we know Irom the Harsa-

curita , as the lather of Grahavarman and the father-in-law of

Marsavardhana’s sister Raiyasrl.
1 * Chronologically there is nothing

improbable in Bharcu being a contemporary of Avantivarman, as

the disciple of the former was a contemporary of a brother of the

daughter-in-law of the latter. Again, this stanza corroborated the

commentary of Balakrsna.

Avantivarman, no doubt, succeeded ttarvavai man, as is dear
not only from the evidence afforded by the Man} itsrimulakalpa ,

1

:

but also from the testimony of the coins. The dates, as read by

10. Kavvamala, Guccha No. 1, p. 120, foot-note.

11. G. O. S. No. I.XXXIT. Intro, p. -17 : ? I

Text p. 44.

12. Hnrsti-curitam , P-w«.\ii*s ed, t tcchvasa 4tH
,
p. 141 :

=* femr ^ 4m<r
-T5T: I craif? T *lt n*t:

) m'fcra i

’’

13. Kr. V. 1 .\yas \v .\ i .'« Imperial History of India, p. 37 : Marijusri- Text:, p. 43.
M. 630.

3
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Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit, on four of Sarvavarman’s coins are :
*

238, 259, 25x, and 58 ; while those on Avantivarman’ s coins read,

according to the same authority, 14
as:—260, 26x, 67, and 71. In

many of these instances the sign at the hundreds’ digit was either

omitted or lost. And if we accept these readings, there would he

little reason to suppose that the dates in two digits refer, as Sir

Richard Burn 1* opines, to " the Maukhari era beginning from about

500 or 499 a. d., when Arya Bhata composed his great astronomical

work and exactly 3600 years of the Kaliyuga had elapsed.” The
inscriptions on the Maukhari coins arc an exact imitation ot the

legends found on the coins of the Guptas. We can, therefore,

safely refer all these dates to the Gupta era, supposing, of course,

that when the century digit is lost, we have to add 200. fiarva-

varnian thus reigned approximately in 577 and 578 a.d., and was

succeeded by Avantivarman, who reigned Irom c. .>79 a.d. to at

least c. 590 a.d. The latter limit of Avantivarinan’s reign is

indeterminable

.

Lastly, I may venture to suggest that the description in the

Kadambarl of the high respect shown to Bharcu by the imperial

Maukharis, as also, of course, by their vassals, proves that that poet

probably held the post of an Upadhvaya or a Kulaguru in Grahavar-

man’s time, if not in the days of Avantivarman himself, hrom the

readings, cited above it is perhaps clear that the real name ot Bana s

preceptor was either Bharcu or Bharvu ;
since the name Bhatsu or

Bhartsu found in certain MSS. ot the Kadambarl is altogether un-

known to any of the anthologies, while the name Bhaseu lound in the

SuhhddtavaU is not confirmed by any ot the manuscripts of the

Kadambarl. The readings
i

Bharcu
9

and * Bharvu arc found both

in the anthologies as well as in the MSS. ol the Kadambarl.

But of the two readings ‘ Bharcoh ’ and
c Bharvoh '

I am

personally inclined to give preference to the former. It may he

noted that Bana shows his fondness for alliteration in all the intro-

ductory verses of the Kadambarl and that in this verse Bharcoh

rather than ‘ Bharvoh ’ would suit the alliterative purpose more in

connection with the words
4

( 'arartdmJaijadvayaih and Krtdrcatiani .

Another reason is that the anthologies and other works quoted

above refer to ‘ Bharcu
9 more often than to Bharvu .

14. I am giving those dates from an unnublished paper of Rao Bahadur
Dikshit, to which I)r. TimwiHi refers in his History oj Kotmuj pp. 57-59. T have

been fortunate to see the papers in the original, and can, therefore correct the

readings on Avantivarman J

s coins as reproduced in Du, 1 uirATiu s work.

15. Du. R. S. Tiurvmrs History of Kanauj

,

p. 59. Cf. ‘Two Maukhari
Scalings from Nalanda * b'. XXIV.

4



Bhasa and Kautalya

By

V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, Madras

There has been a lull lor some years past among the Indolo-

gists in the matter of studies in Kautalya and Arthasastm polity.

It is, therefore, time to revive our studies in this direction now.
A controversy has been in the field as to the date of IShasn and that

oi Kautalya. It seems that a final word lias been said with regard

m the date ol Kautalya. That lie was a contemporary of Candra-
gupta Aiaurya and that he wrote his treatise lor the sake ol this

monarch, even the hardest of critics should admit. With regard

to Bhasa, the date and even authorship of certain plays were
questioned and the late Dr. Ganapati SAstri, the discoverer and
editor of the plays, aptly met all the arguments put forward and

concluded that Bhasa was a predecessor of Kautalya and the

accredited author of all the plays including the Svapnardsavadatta
now attributed to him.

In this short paper 1 propose to examine further material in

support of the thesis so conclusively proved by the late lamented
editor. 'The evidences adduced here arc linguistic and historical.

From the point of view of expressions and phrases used in both the

works of Bhasa and Kautalya, we find a peculiar similarity of

language. 1 do not propose to go into the use of the drsa words
which are common to the works of both the authors. But I may
give two or three instances of expressions conveying similar

meanings in both the plays of Bhasa and the treatise of Kautalya.

A favourite word with Bhasa is susampriya in the sense of winning
manners. For example, in the Madhyamavydyoga

,
the character

Dvidlya says :

iftv: Stb: fqr?r<m ^ i

FTrfts^Jr^r u (si. 17)

In the same sense Kautalya uses the expression susampriya and

records it as one of the qualifications of a minister. 1

Another expression conveying exactly the same meaning in

Kautalya is madhyama . Let me cite the passage in question, in

the Madkyamavydyoga , Bhfmasena says :

vpaphsir f ! srRpnrofir mw. 11 si. 28.

1. Bk. I, 5.

1
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r
I’he Kautallya lias one full section dealing with the position and

functions of a madhyama .* In these cases the mahhyama is one who
is capable of keeping under check the neutral kings on either side.

Let us proceed to examine the application of a few more words.

In the Pralijtidyaugtmdharayana, Rumanvan gives expression u,

the following: 3

This is a significant passage where we find two words in the

KautalTyan sense. One is asddhya* The other is the application

of the particle «rr meaning ‘and’ and not ‘alternative’ , the

usual use of the word.
Besides the similarity of language we have parallel ideas in the

works of both authors. In ihc 1/adhyamavydyoga the dramatist

puts the following into the mouth of Bhnnasena :

r

*T*rr<?=R*r: i

Here Bhasa says clearly that a Brahman was not to be punished

with death penalty under any circumstances. It is significant that

the Kautallya makes almost a similar statement :

r>

meaning that the Brahman must be immune from corporal punish-

ment for any offence.

It appears that Bhasa* s use of sannidhata is repeated by Kau-
lalya in his Arthasdstra. From Bliasa we find sannidhata devoted to

keeping household accounts of the king’s income and expenditure. 1

^ra^wfvqifqrr: i Bk. II. ch. 5

Still more significant is the prayer of Sajjaleka in Cdrudatta to

Kharapata/

mi’GV&W I

Kharapata, the celebrated author of Steyasdstra lias been deified, to

whom robbers send their prayers for success in their attempts at

robbery. What we wish to point out is that in the Arthasdstra we
find the term used in meting out punishments for a thief thus

smTOT T

^y*rot r*
i

Dr. Ganaputi Sastri comments :

iy

2. Bk. VH, 18. 3. Act III. i. 4. Bk. I, 19.

5. Verse 34. 6. IV, 8. /. PdHcar&tram, I, 24.

8. P. (Trivandrum ed.) 9. Bk. IV, 8. 10. P. 153 (Tr ivandrum ed,)

0
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Further the term karanu can be cited as another instance where
kautalya is indebted to Bhasa. Karatta is a technical term by which
is meant a document, li we turn to the Pdncardlra

,
verse 32, we

rind the custom of how a document was presented alter pouring
water in one’s hand.

<£=rfef?im ft qfe ^ i

gTrf rarr^— l| Act— l

The late Dr. ( ianapati SAsitti interprets haremam as sadhaha-

tamum. 11 This is of course Fauimyan in sense. While one agrees

with this construction, still in the light of the Kautaliya
,
one feels

i hat the term was intended to he a document of value. For does
not the Arthasdstra say :

12

qfiaw %qr i

But the most unassailable rock of evidence to show that

Kautalya was the borrower, and Bhasa his predecessor, is the

following verse completely taken from Bhasa by the author of the

Arthasdstra . Though the latter does not acknowledge Bhasa by
name, still he disowns his authorship to the slokas in question.

stt v&n* ^ =qt ^ ii Act. IV- 3.

These lines are taken from the Pratijtidyaugandhardyana. In
the circumstances they occur, they quite fit in the place and it is not

possible to demonstrate that Bhasa was also indebted to these slokas

u> a common source. In quoting the slokas, Kautalya prefaces them
by saying that war is a sacrifice and the sura meets with the same
iruits as one who brings his sacrifice to a successful termination.

On the eve of a war, Kautalya prescribes that the Furohita and
other members of the Cabinet should instil into the minds of soldiers

a fresh spirit and enthusiasm so as to goad them on to discharge their

duties boldly and fearlessly. Me who fights loyally to the end
attains the heaven destined to warriors and he who does not discharge
his duties for the cause of his king and country falls into the hell.

This is the sum and substance of the slokas which are said to stimu-
late the soldiers to fight to the finish.

If the foregoing pieces of evidence point to anything, it is that

Bhasa was a predecessor of Kautalya, and the latter knew' the

existence of Bhasa’ s plays and made use of them in the composition
of his great treatise.

11. See p. 27 of his. edition.

12. Bk. Ill, i.

3



Materials tor the History of Gujrat
< »

»•

The Pre-Valabhi Period
lly

Praiilad C. Divanji, Bombay

l. Can Gujrat claim to have its own history ami it' so, on

what ground or grounds ?

II. How it came to have its own provincial language ?

111.

Why a line of demarcation has been drawn at the com
mencement of the Valahhi period ?

IV. Work done so far and t He materials on which it is based.

V. Line of further research and the materials for it :

(«) Materials for literary research ;

( b

)

Materials for archaeological investigation and from

where they can he secured.

I. Can Gujrat claim to have its ozvn history and if so
,

on what ground or grounds Y

The province on the western coast of the Arabian Sea bounded,

broadly speaking, on the north by Sindh and Rajputana, on the east

by some of the states of Central India, prominent amongst which are

those of Udeypur, Bariswada, Jabua, Dhar and Indore, and on the

south by the British districts of West Khandesh, Nasik and Thanil,

which we now call Gujrat , is not a separate and compact political

unit ruled over' either by a British Indian officer or by an Indian

prince. Its crescent-shaped north-eastern portion called Kaccha,

which is even geographically separated from the main-land to its east

by an arid desert called the Run of Kaccha and from the southern

portion of the province by the Gulf of Kaccha, is under the sway of

a Rajput prince, its kettle-shaped southern portion called Kathiavvad,

which is separated from Kaccha in the north as above-mentioned and
from the main-land on the east by the Gulf of Khambhat but is

connected with it at its north-eastern corner, is divided into several

small and big Indian states, some of which are ruled over by Hindu
and some by Mahamedan princes with variously curtailed sovereign
powers, and its main-land too besides being mainly divided between
the British Government and that of the Gaekwad of Baroda, comprises
the several small and big Indian states which constitute the Gujrat
States Agency. Nor is there an ethnological homogeneity in its po-

1
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pu tat ion, it having been formed of the groups which had immigrated

into it from the regions to the north, the south and particularly from

bevond the sea on the west. Religiously too the people of Gujrat

tre not united, tor there are amongst them Hindus, Alusalmans,

Parsecs and Christians, not to speak of the other minor religious

i oiniminities. Culture being to an appreciable extent connected with

religion, there cannot be and there is not in fact even a cultural

affinity between the different religious sections of the population. 1

!t is true that by long association between those sections, the differ-

ent kinds ol culture traditionally handed down amongst them have

acted and re-acted on one another and diluted to an appreciable

extent the original culture of each religious community, with the

result that neither the Hindus are the pure Aryans nor the Musalmans
the pure Arabs or Turks or Mongols nor the Parsecs the pure Zoroas-

rrians oi Iran. Nevertheless the religious bias in the minds of the

majority oi each of the Hindus, Musalmans, Parsecs and Christians

is so strong that it has effectually prevented in Gujrat, as in the

other provinces of India, a fusion of those divergent kinds of culture

and the evolution of a distinct regional type. More recent events,

rhe attempts on the one hand ol the educated Musalmans to spread

the Islamic culture amongst the converts to Islam throughout India,

to compel them by legislation to observe the rules of Musalman law

and to persuade them to adopt Urdu as their mother-tongue and the

growing tendency, on the other, of the educated Hindus, Mahomed-
ans and Parsecs to look upon the Western inodes of dress, living and

manners as the hall-mark of cultural perfection, have been rendering

the chances of such fusion and evolution more remote than they were
a quarter of a century ago.

2. Fnspite of these disheartening circumstances however I find

a ray of hope coming from one quarter and that is the bond oi"

affinity existing between the different communal groups inhabiting

1. Vhe leaders of the Moslem League wish it to he recognised legislatively

that there are in India two principal nations, of the Hindus ami the Musalmans
but that is not a correct estimate of the situation. A large majority of the present-

day Musalmans is made up of converts or descendants of converts from the

Hindus and the minority is composed of the descendants of foreign immigrants
who had come from several countries to the north-west and the west of India such

as Afghanistan, Iran, Arabia, Turkey, Syria, Mesopotamia and others. When, as

in this case, two different cultural groups share adherence to a common geographi-

il unit, they cannot be called two distinct nations because nationhood implies

loyalty to a single geographical unit. If adherence to a religion which had its

origin in a foreign country, as is the case with the Musalmans, were the deter-

mining factor of nationhood, the Parsecs and the Christians and even the few

Jews might each as well claim to constitute a separate nation.

2
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I

this province as above-described, arising out of a common vehicle

of thought and expression, a common conventional method of giving

expression to one’s thoughts and emotions, either orally or in

writing. A traveller, sojourning to Palanpur in the extreme north

close to Rajputana, to Daman in the extreme south adjacent to the

Konkan district of Thana, to Dwarka or Mandvl in the extreme
west very near the southern districts of Sindh or to Sirohi, Zalod or

Chhota lJdey pur bordering on Mevvad, Jabua and Dhar States in the

east will find one common language, Gujrati, spoken by the inhabi-

tants of those places, to whatever religious denominations thev

belong. True, he may be confounded with local jargons and
mannerisms but such local differences are to be found in the case ol

all languages and arc confined only to the spoken word. Even there

a process of levelling down to a common platform lias set in since

the method of teaching the language in public schools was commenc-
ed nearly three-quarters of a century ago, with the result that we
are no more called upon to decide whether the true Gujrati language

is that which is used by the northerners or the southerners as our

parents were called upon to do by the rival claims put forward by

Dalpatram and Narmadashankar, the language of the cultured

Gujratis being the same everywhere. This single bond of affinity

is itself so strong that it easily acts as a charm and moves the finest

chords of the heart of the person spoken to il lie happens to have

the same mother-tongue and makes of him a friend immediately in

distant lands.

II. flow it came to have its own provincial language ?

3. It is a problem requiring an intensive and extensive inves-

tigation how the diverse ethnic types of inhabitants of this province

came to have a common tongue. It would however extend the

scope of this paper too far to go through all the lanes and by-lanes

leading to that goal, step by step, in a strictly logical manner. Nor
is it necessary lor the purpose 1 have in view. The fact is there

and its importance for us lies in this that inspite of the other divid-

ing factors, it has succeeded in creating a feeling of brotherhood

amongst the diverse sections of the population of this province and
as the area and population thereof are larger than those of many of

the independent states in Asia, Europe and America, it deserves,

nay, it is entitled to have, its full history traced from the earliest

times possible.

4. Now, it is, 1 believe, fairly established that the terms

“Gujar3t” and “Gujarati” , as we now understand them, had not

come into vogue earlier than at least the beginning of the 15th

3
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century a.l>. when a separate Sultanate of Gujrat was founded by

die first Mahomedan king who ruled over it from Ahmcdabad. Nor
has any work composed in the modern Gu jrati language prior to

dnit time yet been discovered as far as 1 have been able to ascer-

tain. However a language is not evolved by the effort of any one

man or within a short space of time. It is the result not only of

slow but also of an organic and spontaneous growth amongst

a group of persons. The modern Gujrati language, not in the form

in which it was in use in the 19th and is in use in this century but

in that in which we find it used by the poets of the U>1:h and 17th

centuries, must therefore have been developed out of some other

language akin to it. As a matter of fact also it has been established

bv the efforts of an Italian scholar named Du. Tkssitoki that the

parent of the modern Gujrati was the “Western Rajasthani”, other-

wise called “Old Gujarati” and that the said language was in use as

well in North Gujrat and Kathiawad as in Majwa. 3 We can support

these statements historically, tor the Solankis or the Western
Calukyns and the Waghelas in whose, times that language must have

been current had been ruling over Alahva besides Gujriit and

Kathiawad from the 11th to the 13th centuries. Jain works like the

Miu>dhdvahadha Anktiha* and Prlhvlcandracaritra* of the 1 4th cen-

tury show that by that time the process of cleavage between Gujriit

and Alahva had already set in and that the language of the latter

had become gujraticised, so to say.

III. Why a line of demarcation has been drawn at the

l alahhi period .

3. That 41 Old Gujarati” too could not have sprung up ail at

once. It has in fact been established that it has grown out: of the

Prakrt “ Apabhramsa,” 1 a mixture of the Prakrts Saurasem ” and
“ Saurastri”, which was in use in the time of the Cavadas, the first

of whom, Vanaraja, founded Anahilavadapattan, the capital of old

Gujrat till about the end of the 13th century. Several works in that

language and books on the grammar thereof composed by Jain

scholars have already come to light; It has further been ascertained

that this province as it was then limited in the south had come to be
latterly called

1

‘Gujrat’ * but was in the early mediaeval times called
C4
Gurjararastra ” or “ Gurjaradesa ” in Sanskrt and 44

Gujjarattha

2. Indian Antiquary Vol. XL III pp. 21 ff.

3. Edited by H. H. Dhkl-va on behalf of the Gujrat Vernacular Society,

Ahmcdabad.
4. Gaekwad s Oriental Series No. XIII (Prdcin Gurjara Kdzyaiarhgraha).

5. Encym Brit. Vol. X.—“Gujarati and Rfijatthani Languages' *, p. 980.

o. Vide Prdcin Gurjara Kavyaunhgraha, G. O. Series Vol. XIII.

4
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in Prakrt because the Cavadas, Soiahkis and Vagheliis belonged io

the Gujjara tribe which had been sub-divided into various groups,

each of which had acquired a distinctive name as in the case of the

Yadavas who are distinguished as Bhojas, Bhlmas, Satvatas,

Andhakas, Vrsnis and so on. Further, before the foundation ui

Anahilavadapattan in 765 a. d. the provinces of Guj rat and Majwa
had been divided between the rulers of three dynasties, one having
its capital at Bhinnamal or Srimal on the northern border of Gujrat,
the second at Nandlpuri which has been identified with Nandod in

the Rajplpla state and the third at Valablupura in Kathiawad, which
has been identified with Vala near Bhavnagar. 1 As to them it has

been established that all of them were branches of the Gujjara tribe

and that the said tribe had entered Gujrat through Majwa and Rajpu-
tana on vanquishing the Maitrakas, a tribe of the White Huns headed
by Mihirakula, son or successor of Toramana, who had broken up
the Gupta empire. This tribe had succeeded in establishing the

said three Gujjara kingdoms in tlie beginning of the 6th century

a. i). 1 have selected the Yalabhi dynasty thereout tor drawing a

liite for the purpose of this paper because the history of Gujrat prior

to that event is yet in a highly unsettled and unexplored state,

because whereas it has been definitely ascertained that Bhattaraka,

the general, had in a. d. 509 founded the Yalabhi dynasty, the most

powerful of the three dynasties, the dates of commencement of the

other two dynasties are not definitely settled and because the history

of Gujrat from the 6th century onwards has been reconstructed with
a fair degree of ccrtainty.

s

IV. Work done so far and the materials on which it is based

6. Now, when 1 propose to draw attention to tlie task of the

investigation of the history of the province prior to the 6th century,

the most natural question to which I should furnish an answer is to

what distance in time from that limit I wish the investigation to be
carried backwards. My answer is that no date would be too distant

for that purpose provided it can be fixed with certainty in accordance

with the dictum of Goethe relied on by Vincent Smith. j The investi-

gation made so far extends upto 319 B. c. upto which date the empire
of Candragupta Maurya in Saurastra can be traced. Between 319

b. c. and 526 A. d. which is the definitely ascertained date of a

coppcrplate-grant showing that Dhruvasena, a son of Bhattaraka,

7. Vide Bom. Gazetteer Vol. 1. Pt. I. History of Gujarat pp. 3-4, /8-8U,

85—86, 97-98 etc.

8. Bom. Gazetteer Vol. I Pt. I. Ch. VIII. pp. 73-80
; Early Hutory of India

by V. A. Smith, T hird edition, Ch. IX.
y. Op. cit

.

Introduction pp. 3-4.
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r he probable founder of the dynasty which had been ruling at

Valabhipura, 10 there is an interval of 806 years. The archaeo-

logical excavations made during the latter half of the last

century had led to the discovery of such coins, copperplate-

grants and inscriptions on rocks and ruined buildings as have,

with the help of the accounts left by foreign ambassadors and

travellers like Megasthcnes, Strabo, Arrian, Pliny, Ptolemy,

Fa Hain, Ilieucn Thsang and others and the Pan ran ic literature of

rhe Brahmanical school enabled the Ancient Historians to reconstruct

rhe history of that long period, though some gaps have been

left here and there e. g. that between the practical end of the

Mauryan rule in 12 . c. 197 and the commencement of the Ksatrapa

rule in K. c. 78 or 70, the end of the Ksatrapa rule in A. n. 398 and

rhe commencement of the rule of the Imperial Guptas under

Kumfiragupta in A. i>. 410, the end of their rule under Skandagupta

in a. n. 455 and the commencement of the Valabhi rule from A. i>.

509. From such doubtful evidence as had come to hand in the

shape of coins, inscriptions and grants, intelligent conjectures had

no doubt been made by the old scholars, Dr. Biiacjwanlal,

Campbell, Jackson and BOiilfr in order to till in such gaps but the

evidence which they could rely upon not being above criticism

doubts have still remained. To add to that difficulty there were the

additional ones of Kaccha not appearing in any historical document
till the time of the Parthian Greek invasion of about r. c. 150 il and
the southern boundary of Gujrat proper being always fluctuating as

the result of invasions from the north and the south at irregular

intervals. 'These difficulties as to the history of the period from
c. 319 to 525 A. ]>. are being gradually tided over bv scholars and

historians as new materials are coming to light, e. g. the materials

for the rule of the Traikutnkas in the south of Gujrat between a. r>.

250 and 450 and the rule ol the V iikatakas between a. i>. 150

and 350. 13

V. Line offurther research and the materials for it

{a) Materials for literary research

7. Great as these difficulties are they pale into insignificance

before the complete paucity of reliable materials for the history of

Gujrat prior to r. c. 319. It is possible that the peninsula of

10. Bom. Gazetteer Vol. 1 ., Pt. I. pp. 85-80.

11. Bom . Gazetteer Vol. V—-dutch, Palanpur and Muhikantha, p. 120.

12. Bom . Arch. Surrey Reports No. XI. p. 57 tl
; JBBRAS. Vol. XVr

l.

p. 346 ; Bom . Gazetteer Vol . I. Pt. 1, ch. VT ; History of India from a.i>. 150 to 350

by K. P. Jayaswat..

6
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I

Kaccha did not exist then and that in its place there was a lake,

a part of which having dried up has formed the present Run of

Kaccha and from another part of which has emerged the present

peninsula of Kaccha. But the same cannot be said of the peninsula

of Kathiawad and the mainland ot Gujrat. There are distinct refer-

ences to or descriptions of the political, economic and social condi-

tions prevalent at certain periods in Saurastra, Anartadesa, Aparanta,

Saubha or Swahhra, Vidarhha and some other states whose territories

comprised portions of what we now call Gujrat and Kathiawad in

works of undoubted antiquity or in works based on such works oi

the Brahmanical school, the Jain Puranas which, as I have shown
elsewhere, do not deserve to be looked upon as perverted versions

of the corresponding works of the Brahmanical school 13 and some of

the works of the Buddhist school. If these materials are impartially

sifted it is possible to re-construct the history of North and South
Gujrat and Kathiawad of a period commencing from several years

prior to the date of the Kuru-Pandu war. Attempts, some of which
have been very serious and laborious, have been made by several

scholars like Parcitvr, Sarkak, Prmhian, Jwaswu, Stia.ushastki,

Mijkhop \i>hy ay and others 1
* to reconstruct the history

of India from t lie Mahablvarata age to the date of accession of

Candragupta Maurya in B.c. 323 and although some points of

controversy have remained it can be stated without fear of contra-

diction that it has been almost settled that successive imperial

dynasties were in power first at Girivraja, then at Rajagrha and
lastly at Pataliputra between a date some years prior to the M'aha-

bharata war and that of the capture of Pataliputra by Candragupta
Matirya. Thev arc those ot the Krhadrathas, of whom Krsna’s

adversary Jarasandha was one, the Saisunagas, the Pradyotas, and
the Nandas. But still there is a wide divergence of opinion as to

the terminus a qua , owing to the same traditional story as to the

interval between that event and the coronation of Mahapadma
Nanda appearing in different Puranas and even in different MSS. of

the same Purana in slightly different words which make it possible to

postulate that the said interval was either that of 500 or 1015 or 1500

years. 15 A student of the ancient history of Gujrat must therefore

13. Historical Value of Pauninic Works- JGRS . Vol. II. pp, 102-25*

14. Ancient Indian Historical Tradition by Paiuutrr ; Intervening Age bet-

ween ‘Pariksit and Narnia by 'Privi-da

—

JBORS . Vol. XTX. Pt. 1. pp. 1-23;
Chronology of Ancient India by Sitanath Pradii.xn ; History of India from 150 to

150 A.i). by Jayaswar.

15. JBORS . Vol. XIX Pt. 1. pp. 1-25. 'Poo many alternative figures appear
from that paper to have been suggested by scholars but 1 mention those onlv

which to me appear the most reasonable in view of the wording of the text.

7
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first study for himself and in the original* not simply printed copies

the Puranas but also all the available MSS. of the Puranas and

especially those of the Visnu, Mastya, Vayu and Bhagawata, from the

statements wherein an inference which would be acceptable to the

majority of scholars of established repute in the field, can be drawn.

Sot only that, he must also study the Buddhist Jataka stories in

which there are references to the previous births of Gautama Buddha
,uul therefore to certain facts of historical importance and the

Pa uranic literature of the Jains as it contains some very valuable

materials of historical importance, owing to the lives of their

TTrthankaras e. g. Rsabha or Adinath and Aristanemi, the 22nd
Tlrthankara, being intimately connected with some ancient Indian

historical personages. 16 And further a mere perusal thereof would
not suffice, for these works having been composed with the distinct

object of creating and promoting a love for the tenets of their

particular religious sects, it is but natural that mere matters of fact

should have been subjected to a conscious sectarian colouring so

;is to catch the imagination of the half-educated men and women,
for ministering to whose spiritual needs they had been specially

composed. In order that such facts may be of service in ascertaining

the history of the period to which the principal characters in the

works belong, it is necessary that such a sectarian coating should be

washed off. It would further be necessary to compare the facts

gathered about the same period from different sources, to test them
critically and to accept such < illy for the purpose of history as may
appear reasonable and probable. hi arriving at such conclusions

notice must also be taken of those arrived at on the same as well as

cognate points by the previous workers in the same field.

8. Once the main outlines of the history of a particular period

have been fixed the next task of the student would be to ascertain

whether and if so, how far the sway of the particular king or line of

kings extended to the province of Gu jrat in the wider sense, what
were the topographical, social, religious and economic conditions

prevalent during the continuance of such sway, what were the

circumstances which led to the changes in those conditions that may
be found to have occurred during the period under consideration and
so forth. As the Pauranic literatures of the three schools contain

abundant materials for the ascertainment of those facts the study

It*. It is also a point for investigation whether the history of Gujrat between
the destruction of Krtna’s Dwiirka and that of the commencement of the Valabbi

period cannot be gathered from the Jain works alone because then the Hrahmani-
cal influence had come to an end and that of the Jains under Ncminatha or

Aristanemi had commenced after the migration of the Yuiavar.

8
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thereof to he undertaken would he required to he very extensive
and intensive.

9. In this connection a word of caution seems to be necessary.

While advocating a similar study of the same works for the purpose

of reconstructing the history of India prior to the occupation of the

throne of Girivraja by Sisunaga i. e. about n. c. 602, in the course of

a paper on “ Ancient Indian History and Research Work ” read at

the tenth session of the Oriental Conference at Tirupati, T had pm
in a similar word and 1 do so here again in order that: the time and

energy of scholars may not be wasted. It is this. A retrospect of

the research work done in connection with the Pauranic studies, ever

since the time of It. H. Wilson, and of that done by eminent

archaeologists like Sir John Marshall and R. D. Bannj-rji since 1921.

has convinced me that there has been more than enough of individual

effort by eminent scholars and scientists to reconstruct our history of

the prc-Saisunaga period and all the available evidence has been

marshalled in order to convince the sober historians that India has

produced kings, politicians and statesmen besides saints and scholars

and had an organ i/ed system of social life and of political govern-

ment even prior to the occupation of Magadha by Sisunaga. But

they have so far remained unconvinced as far as political govern-

ment is concerned. Even those who like Roychaudiiauj and
Doiavkll have composed works on history after the publication of

the results of the archaeological investigations at Mohcnjol )aro and
TIarappa and after a probable connection had been established

between the types ol civilization at those places in India and at

Sumer and Hlma in Mesopotamia, have, though reluctantly, refused

to admit the sufficiency of the evidence thus adduced, lor a judgment
of the above nature. They justify their refusal on the ground that

while the said evidence did justify the conclusion that India had

attained a high stage of cultural development in the prc-Saisunaga

age and must therefore have some system of organized government
it fell short of that required for the conclusion that it had in fact

such a system of government because that requires details as to dates

and personalities and these are not forth-coming. It is not wise or

possible to ignore this judgment because it has been pronounced by
men who direct the courses of historical studies at some of the lead-

ing universities and have put forth works of outstanding merit and
because it is based on the dictum of Goethe, an eminent historian.

It was at first adopted as the guiding principle of historical studies

bv Vincent Smith 11 whose work on the Early History of India was

17. Early History of India, Introduction pp. 3-4.

9
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in- many years accepted all over India as the standard work on the

i’j.ject. I am therefore of opinion that instead ot any individual

.^rhf liars undertaking a study of the said sources on the above or am

.'.ther suitable line, on their own account, they should do so under

il-c guidance ot a committee appointed by such an authoritative

body as the University of Bombay, so that any work winch lhe\

*»>;} v produce on the lines of the ('utnhridgc History of hidin \ nf. /

• nay have its *mprimatur and may at least be sanctioned by it as lit

to be studied and digested by the students >1 Indian history in the*

degree-classes. An abridged version ol such a history is also re-

quired to he prepared for the students of the secondary schools.

(/>) l\latrriah for arcfundogival inrr sf is*at.iuit and fmm where

they ran he secured

10. And more. The failure ol the attempts ot the individual

sv Iiolurs is primarily due to a lack ol materials leading to definite

* 'inclusions as to dates ami personalities. In the case ot the interval

between the invasions of Alexander and Mahomed ot Gazni such

Materials consisting of coins with legends and symbols, seals,

copper-plate grants, inscriptions on rocks and ruined temples,

whether built over the surface of the earth or carved out of hills, and

relics of ancient arts and emits such as images, architectural designs,

hrieks, pottery, ornaments ol metals or beads etc., were discovered

when extensive archaeological surveys and deep excavations were

made on locating the sites mentioned in ancient literary records,

indigenous and foreign. As regards the period remote Inm the date

>1 Alexander s invasion bv several centuries relic* ol ancient aits

and crafts and certain seals were bound in>m the deep pits ring lira

it I larappfi, secondly at MohenjoDftro and lastly at < hamthu 1 )ar>.

Thereout the inscriptions on the seals have not yet been deciphered

satisfactorily though several efforts to do so and fix their probable

dates and possible connection with the ancient scripts lound in Kgypl

,

Mesopotamia, the Eastern Islands and Eastern Asia have been made
hy scholars like G. G. R. Hunter, Lanooox, Mmkw ,

Uf.ras, |)i;

Hv.vesv, Metraux and others. 1S However a critical study and

classification of the relics have enabled the archaeologists to assign

approximate dates to those unearthed Irom different strata of the

•dtes and they range between n. c. 4500 and 2000. Dr. M achat
who carried on excavations on behall o! the A.C. Society at Channhu-
Daro was able to go a little further and distinguish between evidences

18. Supplement to the Journal of the Annrican Orient.u Satiety's, December
• '>.»*), pp. 3S, 40 and foot-notes 11 15 thereunder; Annuls oj the Hhamiurkur

Oriental- Research Institute Vol. XX Pts. I1I-1V. pp. 262 -7-.

K. V. 12 10
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ot four different kinds of culture prevalent in the valley at different

periods varying from the 4th to the 2nd millennium B.c., namely the

Ainri, the Ilarappa, the Jhukar or Channhudaro and the Jhangar. iy

11. Highly interesting as these results are they have been held

to have very little value from a purely historical point of view because
while they whet the appetite for definite dates and personalities oral
least races they do not satisfy it, there being no corresponding foreign

literary remains of those distant ages and the purely Indian records

namely the Puranic, not being accessible in the original language to

the learned scholars engaged in solving the mystery of the Indian

civilization and culture or cultures. The lukewarmness of the archae-

ological department of the Government of India having been
adversely criticised by some of them it appointed an English

archaeologist named Sir Leonard Woolley to make a survey of the

work done during the five years 1931-36 and he gave an opinion,

which, stated succinctly, is that no definite results have yet been

achieved to supply “the missing link in the cultural chain”. What
that “missing link” is lias subsequently been clearly defined by

Prof. Norman Brown of Pennsylvania in Ids contribution to the

Supplement to the Journal of the American Oriental Society above

cited, which is entitled “The Beginnings of Civilization in India”.

He says : “To the best of our knowledge the material from the

Indus sites belong to the third millennium is. It is not until

another 1500 or 2000 years have elapsed and wc are nearing the

Mauryan times, that we get any large amount of informative material

objects. The period may possibly be as long as the entire Christian

era to our own date. 21 Proceeding further on he suggests what

should be searched for in future investigations, in these words

“Inferences drawn from literary records point to 1500 to 2000b. <\

as the date of the entry of the Aryans into India but these surmises,

though they appear to he plausible enough, may nevertheless need

correction x x x
. The main topics of interest which the

Indus civilization suggests arc its extent, its chronology, its relation

to cultures of its own period outside of India and its relation to later

Indian civilization.” 23 As regards the type of culture of which the

relics of the Indus valley can be deemed to be evidence, he, after

discussing the similarities pointed out by archaeologists between the

figures on the seals found from different parts of Mesopotamia and

19. Op. cit. p. 35.

20. In saying so he has excluded from consideration the relics of the Amri

culture, they being, according to him, imported products.

21. Op. cit . p. 32.

22. Op. cit. pp. 33-34.

u
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oxer those found at Harappa, Mohen jo-Daro and ChhanhuDaro,
says :

—“ Nevertheless these similarities are few in proportion to the

peculiar Indian motifs reappearing in later historic India c.g., the

Pipal tree, tiger, elephant , ram, bull, a figure seated in Yoga posture,

in one ease flanked by rearing serpents, in another surrounded by

animals. * * * Prevailingly this symbolism of the seals is

Indian. x x * . These may represent a third class of objects

which could be grouped under the head “Native Indian”. This

lust we cannot implicate in any other environment ; we may only

inspect it of being affiliated with so far undiscovered indigenous

Indian material in the Ganges valley or elsewhere in the Peninsula”. 3 *

Lastly, he sums up his observations by putting forth a suggestion as

to the direction in which archaeological investigations should be

conducted in future, in the following characteristic manner : -“The
dream of the Indian archaeolologists includes not only the finding of a

bilingual inscription in the Indus valley to reveal to us the linguistic

and ethnic connections of the folk using the Harappa script but also

the discovery of early civilization in which 1 may here call “India

proper” i.c*, the region of the Jumna, Ganges, Narbuda, the Deccan
and the South, an India which would have been comparatively, if not

wholly, unatfected by Western cultures of the third millennium. In

recent years efforts have been made in that direction. Air. Vatsa, for

a number of years the excavator at Harappa, has found sites in the

peninsula of Kathiawad on the western coast of India just below
Sind, which yield pottery and other remains that arc oi the Harappa
culture -< *”. s4 Similar finds from Samkholia, the south-eastern

point oi Bet near Dwarka have been recorded by Dr. Hjkanano
Sastri of the Archaeological Department nl the Haruda State, in his

article on the work of his department in */(7 f\S One Mr. Manilal
Dwivedi ol Navsari too claims to have discovered at Sisodra in the

Surat district pottery similar in design and workmanship to that of

the stone age. 3* The late Air. Kakandikak was very enthusiastic

about his Narmada valley scheme. Inspitc ol his best endeavours,

however, he was not able to get any active support in the realisation

ol his dream, the Oriental Conference having merely passed a pious

resolution. Having been left to his own resources, lie could achieve
little. If he had got the necessary backing up, there was every

chance of certain places in the Narmada valley yielding materials of

23. Op. cit. pp. 41-42.

24. A fairly large number of these remains, can be seen at the Prince ol Wales
Museum, Hombay in its Pre-historic section.

25. Vol. II. Pt. I. pp. 1-7.

26. Journal of the Bombay University Vol. IX. Pt. I. pp. 224-25.
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the type required for filling in the gap between the remote and the

immediate past and the theory of the Aryan immigration from the

north-west being for ever exploded. Will any patriotic Indians

realize the importance of organising themselves for getting suitable

sites excavated under the supervision of experts and will the

ruling princes, the merchant princes and industrial magnates spare

portions of their superfluous wealth and place them at the disposal

of such an organisation ? This is the proper time lor doing so

because Europe and America which used to take much active

interest in such matters in peaceful times are at present engaged in

a life-and-dcath struggle.

12. Hoping that this appeal will have its effect I suggest the

immediate survey and excavation of the following sites in North and

South Gujrat and Kathiawad, namely :—Vadnagar and its surround-

ings where it is said that there was formerly the town at Camatkara-
purn which was destroyed by the Nagas,” Idar and Dholkd where

people still cherish traditional memories of the visits of the Pandavas.

Mrttikdvatl (most probably Mahudha) in the Khcda district which

district has been tentatively identified w ith Saubha or Svabhra of

Bhagadatta of the age of Krsna, Kdrpasika ,
the modern Karvan near

Miyagam, which was the chief centre of the LnkulTsa Pasupatas/

Wmruca, (Broach) which is the Bhrguksctra, where most probably

the Bhargavas first settled down when they first came into

Gujrat,'** Nand ipurl

,

the capital of a branch at the Gujjaras near

which probably there was the Hidimbavana of the age of Krsna,

Guptesvar and Kdmraj on the banks of the river Tapti near Surat,

Sisodrii and other places near Navsari, to which Mr. Dwivedi has

drawn attention,*0 Sopdrd whirl) was originally a part of Aparanta or

Konkan to which Parasuram is said to have retired after his final

annihilation of the Ksatriyas and which by the name of Surparaka is

referred to at several places in Buddhist works as a great centre of

trade and commerce even in the time of the Buddha/ 1 Dwaravati,

the Viharabluinri of King Revata, father-in-law of Balarama, Prabha-

sapatan, the well-known town where there was the original temple

of Somanath, and where the internecine conflict between young

Yadavas had taken place, / !astakalpapur which according to Hema-

cand ra' s Trisastl-sahlkapurusa-carita and J inasena’ s IIarivamia

-

purdna ,
was at a distance of 12 Yojanas from the Kaivataka

27. Skandftpurdutt, iV. igurakin n'tda cb. I.

28. Horn. Vol. 1. I*t. F. pp. 83-85.

29. Arch. Sur, of V. Gtijrai by lb woess and Coi s» ns, p. 2.

30. Journal of thr Bombay l

'

nil ersity Vol. IX. Tt. I. pp. 224 -25.

31. ( lea graphical tfssays by B. C. Law, Vol. I. p. 4S.

13
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:l
j ( ,untain,'

s Sinapa1li y situated at a distance of 45 Yojanas to the

e.ist ol Dwiirka, where according to the said Jain works a final battle

had taken place between Krsna and Jarasandha and where after the

I nter was killed a town named Anamhipur was founded by Krsna in

>rder to commemorate the event. ’ Partial study and superficial

investigation have been made in the case of most ol these sites but

.here is as yet ample scope for further work. 3-4
It the scheme above

..et forth is seriously taken in hand a more detailed list of such sites

.an be prepared after a closer study of the available works whose

mmber is bv no means small.

32. TSPC. ch. VIII. 10 and IX. 12; 1 IV. Pn. VI. 52 ; see also Arch . Stir, of

V. (Jujrat by Bi i< * : i and Co i \s p. 2.

33. TSPC. IX. 12 (Bhav. t*d.) p. K»3a ; HV . Tu . VII. H (Cal. cd.) p. 704.

34. For instance set* Bom. G«/sr. Vol. I. Pt. I. chs. I io III ; Aioka, the liu Whist

tamperor of India by V. A. Smi m; Rncy. Hi it. Vol. X; F.ncy . of R. and R ; Ind. Ant.

lor 1911 and 1932 ; JBRAS. for 1909; JBBRAS. for 1902 ; Ling. Sur. of India

Vol. IX. Pt. II ; Vedic index of Same* and Subjects with a map of Vedic India;

Collected Works of Sir B. G. Biivmjahka i«
t Vol. IV

; JBBRAS . Von. XII-X1I1,
Dynasties of the Kali A^e by Pakuiti u ; Ancient Indian Historical Tradition by
the same author ; Geographical Dictionary of India by Man dal Dj ; Get*graphical

••'siuiyi by B. C. Lwv, etc.
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Some Thoughts on the Interpretation of

Smrti Texts

Hv

K. B. Gaji<ndkac;adkar, Saturn

The ancient Snirtis are considered as a real source of Dharrrm.

In very ancient times the number of Snirtis (Works on Dharma6astra)

was very small. Gautama mentions by name no Smrtikara except

Matui though lie speaks of Dharmasastras. Randhayana names seven,

Apastamba mentions ten, Aliinu speaks only of six. Yajnavalkvi

is probably the earliest writer who enumerated in one place (I, 45)

20 expounders of Dharmu. Pa rasa ra gives a list ot 20 including

hirnsclf like Yajhavalkya. If all the Srnrtis cited in the later

Nihuiulhas such as Nirnayasindhu , the Mayiikhas of NUakantha and

Vlramitrodaya be taken into account the number of Srnrtis will be

found to be about 100.

2. These Srnrtis are the products ot different: and widely

separated ages. Some of them are entirely in prose, or in mixed

prose and verse while the majority are in verse. A lew ol them arc

very ancient and were composed centuries before the Christian Era

like the Dharmasatras ol Gautama, Apastamba, Baudhayana and

Manusmrti. Some were composed in the first centuries of Christian

Era such as the Srnrtis of Yajhavalkya, Parasara and Narada. Most ot

the other Srnrtis fall between the period from 400 a.d. to 1000 A.n.

The chronology of all these Srnrtis presents a very perplexing

problem indeed.

3. All these Snirtis are not of equal authority. Most of them
are indeed obscure and rarely cited by ancient commentators.

Exclusive of Dharmasfitras hardly a dozen Srnrtis have found com-

mentators.

4. These Srnrtis depict and enumerate the custom and usage of

their own times. The Smrtikaras make mention of their predeces-

sors by name and afterwards give their own view in the matter when
they differ from them. Sometimes we find the words

Some Smrtikaras give the opinions of the ancient Smrtikaras

by words like
4#

. The striking example of this

can be found in Yajhavalkya when he says

“ fg^rrtfRT i

srsRHranr ” ( I, 56

)

1
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“ faking of a Sfldra wile by the twice-born is (indeed) ordained

by some but it is not agreeable to my views because from her

he is himself born.” The reference here appears to allude to Manu
Chap. 111,12-19. Manu mentioning the Sudra wife as allowable

himself condemns such a union further on. This is one of the

numerous topics on which Manusmrti contains conflicting doctrines.

In this connection Prof. P. V. Kane in his epoch-making book
“ History of Dharmasastra' ’ remarks: “The Manusmrti contains

the earlier and later strata. The original Manusmrti in verse had

certain additions made in order to bring it in line with the change in

the general attitude of people on several points.” The important
point to be remembered is that the ancient Smrtikaras never tried to

reconcile their own views with the views of their earlier Smrtikaras.

They did make mention of those views and where they differed Irom
them they gave their own views quite in keeping with the spirit ol

their own times. Thus it will be seen that the Smrtis themselves do
not support the theory advanced by some that the Dharma is un-
changeable for all times to come. They expressly state that Dharma
and A eara may change from time to time according to the change in

the social condition and practices of the country in their own times.

5. Such is not the attitude of the later Nibandhakaras and
commentators. At times they do not give even the true and correct

interpretation of the original works on which they are commenting
hut in their exposition they put their own additional matter relying

upon the passages in the other Smrtis just to make a show that the

views of the Smrtis they are commenting upon are in consonance
with the other ancient Smrtis and thus they try to prove that there is

a sort of Samanvaya between the various Smrtis. It is proposed in

this short article to illustrate this point by giving some concrete

instances.

1

6. In X-115 Manu gives seven sources ol property. The
verse is

—

>T^r: STTOt |

spftn: r m u

Freely translated it means :
—“There are seven dawful sources

of property : Inheritance, acquisition, purchase, conquest, invest-

ment (5TOHT), industry (trade and agriculture) and rightful gift.

'These seven terms have been explained by all the commentators of

Manu quite exhaustively. In this connection it should be very

carefully noted that Manu has enumerated these sources of property

2
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for all men making absolutely no distinction whatsoever in reference

to four castes. There are absolutely no words in this verse to

indicate that Manu has meant particular sources of wealth for

Brahmin, some for Ksatriya and others for Vaisya. But curiously

enough, all the commentators of Manu have? explained that the first

three, viz., inheritance, acquisition and purchase are common to all

men, conquest is tor Ksatriya onlv, investment for Vaisya alone, and

rightful gift exclusively for Brahmin. For, Medhatithi says in lu's

gloss

i Rfstfasoft crrsTm^
”

Other commentators like Kulluka, #Gc vindaraja, Sarvajivanarayana,

Raghav ananda and Ramacandra explain this verse exactly in the same
fushicn. That is, they say that the first three alone are lawful for all

the four castes and so on. It is difficult to understand how these

commentators derive this meaning from Mann’s verse. What are

really the words in Mann's verst: quoted above from which these

learned commentators have drawn this meaning? Then what is the

motive in the mind of these commentators which led them to explain

this verse of Manu in the way they have done ? Some guess can ht

offered for this motive. One reads in Gautamadharmasulra (X. 13»S

41.) the following lines :

^arofi I snsrorenft*; *5®^ 1

The man is an owner when there arc inheritance, purchase, par-

tition, finding a treasure-trove. In addition to this there is gilt for

the Brahmin, conquest for the Ksatriya and earning for the Vaisya

and Sudra. It will thus be seen that Gautama makes inheritance,

purchase and conquest only common to all castes, lie reserves

conquest for the Ksatriya though Manu retains it for all, earning for

the Vaisya and Sudra only, though this is included in the Prayoga
and Karmayoga of Maim which are common to all and gift for the

Brahmin only though in the Manusmrti this also is in the common
list. The commentators have in their unwarranted zeal to show that

the sources ot property given by Gautama are the same as those given
by Manu applied curiously enough Gautama’s distinction to Manu’s
text. Is this then the faithful and true interpretation of Manu's
verse ? Why not boldly say that in the times of Manu the sources
of property for all men of all the castes were the same ? For that

there was no distinction with reference to caste.
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II

7. The following two verses from Yajnavalkya afford another

striking instance to show that the commentators try to import
additional meaning in jrhe words of Smrtis just to reconcile the

Sjnrti texts they are commenting upon with some other Smrtis.

* HOTTf^RTF 953>S|jt^ *3 II ^-11$ II
”

“ Whatever else is acquired, apart from and 7cifhout detriment to the

parental estate , as a friendly or nuptial present does not belong to

the co-heirs. (Similarly) he who recovers hereditary property once
taken away may not give it to his co-heir ; as also what has been
gained by learning.’ * It will thus be seen that there are two different

sentences in these two verses. For, there are two different verbs.

The first Sloka says “
m (It does not belong to the

co-sharers.) 'The next verse contains “
?r HOTIrf.” (He

may not give it to his co-heir ). For, it is the rule of grammar
that when there is a verb there is a complete sentence. Vide

“

Here there arc two different independent verbs. So
these two Slokas naturally contain two different sentences inde-

pendent of each other. Vijnanesvara, the reputed author of

Mitaksara, however, says that the words
“

'

i. e.,

‘without detriment to the parental estate must be every where

construed.” He says

According to him the words
4

4

without detriment to the parental

estate ”—

*

1

,
are to be applied to the last clause in

the second verse also, namely
11

as also what has been gained by

learning.” He means to say that what lias been gained by learning

is impartible with the co-heirs only if it is without detriment to the

parental estate. If the gains are achieved by learning taken at the

cost of the parental estate then it is partible along with brothers and

lather.”
“ F^^rr f%^r *?%•* srr^fw fiwi

”

In short Vijnanesvara considers the clause “without detriment to

the parental estate ” as qualifying the four kinds of gains declared

impartible in the latter hemistich of the first verse and in the follow-

ing verse. He says that such kind of interpretation is necessary in

order to avoid opposition to usage, text ot Narada and that of

Fatyayana. It is really strange to think that Vijnanesvara should

4
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interpret the words of Yajnavalka on the strength of the text of

Narada and Katyayana. Katyayana’ s verse is

—

srn? sr ikmxrB ii n

(verse 867 of Katyayanasmrtisarodhara compiled by Prof. P. V. Kank
in ‘Hindu Law Quarterly’). Freely translated it means that wealth
is said to be gained by learning which is acquired by means of

learning received from a stranger. See also Narada, Adhyaya 13

Sloka 10. The natural inference is that at the time of Vijnanesvara
the gains of learning had acquired this restricted meaning and
Vijnanesvara read that meaning into the words of Yajiiavalkya and
supported it by quotations from Katyayana and Narada. Does this

not appear strange and novel ? 'This is certainly a queer way of

interpreting this text of Yajnavalkyu on the strength of the words
of Narada and Katyayana. In his zeal to make samanvaya of the

words of Yajiiavalkya with the words of Narada and Katyayana,
Vijnanesvara unfortunately lost sight of the fact that this interpreta-

tion of his is in contradiction with the text of Maiiu, the prede-

cessor of Yajiiavalkya. For, Mann’s words on this topic are :

—

ibmTjrfcp ^Nr ^ ” ( jrg IX. 2<X>

)

Apararka equally renowned and authoritative commentator of

Yajiiavalkya opposes this construction of Vijnanesvara put on these

two verses of Yajiiavalkya and holds that the first hemistich stands

as comprehensive and independent class of impartible properties

distinguished from the four classes in the latter part of the same
verse and the whole of the next verse. For Apararka says that

“ to ^rar^afr: lie does not

connect the expression
1

’ with ‘ \kWT mvm? \
In the Hindu Law before the passing ot Hindu Gains of Learning

Act popularly known as the Jayakar Bill (Act XXX of 1930) it was
settled that income earned by a member of a joint family by a

practice of a profession or occupation was joint family property if

such learning was imparted at the expenses of joint family property.

By this new Act ol 1930 it is laid down that a member of the Joint

Hindu Family who received education at the expense of the family

can keep his earning as self-acquisition however high the expendi-

ture may be. This new7 Act then, it can be safely said, is quite in

keeping with the spirit of the text of Yajiiavalkya and is therefore

in no w7ay an inroad on the religion and usage of the Hindus as is

supposed by some.

5
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III

8. In the discourse of marriage Yajnavalkya contains the

following verse (I 62).*'

64
qTfarafsr:

^r-* svcTi^vmran^ n
”

When tlie bride and bridegroom are of the same class the hand of the

bride is to be taken in the marriage of a Brahmin, a Ksatriya bride is

to take hold of an arrow and a Vaisya bride of a whip. It should

be noted here that there is absolutely no mention of the Sudra

bride in this verse. Obviously because Yajnavalkya emphatically

condemns the union of a Brahmin with Sudra woman lor he expressly

says that taking of a Sudra wife by a twice-born is ordained by some
but it is not agreeable to my views.

“ wrmh fg^rmtat i *TrT*t
”

Vijrianesvara while commenting upon this verse of Yajnavalkya

remarks at the end 44
g*T: and a fiudra woman the

skirts of a garment. This clause
44

sisrr g^**^*^ of

\ ijnanesvara is clearly added by that commentator for all this,

there is not one word in the text of Yajnavalkya. Surely it is too

much for the commentator to make this addition. In passing it may
be said that Vijrianesvara must have the following verse of Mann in

his mind when he commented upon this text of Yajnavalkya.

“ 3R: Zffawi Sim: I

JTTsrr || ” ( HI. 44 )

He therefore, without caring to see the spirit and real intention of

Yajnavalkya tried forcibly to put the meaning of Maim in the verse

of Yajnavalkya.

6



Varadaraja, a Pupil of Bhattoji Dlksita and his

Works—Between A. D. 1600 and 1650

Hy

P. K. Oodk, Poona

I)r. Bf.lvalkar in his Systems of Sanskrit Grammar 1 mentions an

author of the name Varadaraja in three places but does not record

any information regarding his date. Dr. A. B. Keith also refers to

the school grammars of Varadaraja in his History oj Sanskrit Litera-

ture* but does not record any chronology for this author and his

works. Pandit Gancsh Dutt Shastri in his Edition of Varadaraja’

s

Madhyakaumudl& has no remarks to offer about this author’s chrono-

logy, Pandit IJddhavaji Ranachodji SllASTRi in his edition of the

Laghusiddhantakaumudi
3* does not deal with Varadaraja' s chronology.

He, however, records the opinion ol some scholars that Varadaraja,

the author of Laghukaumitdi was a pupil of Bhattoji Dlksita and lienee

his contemporary. It is not, however possible to find from any

source an account ot Varadaraja’s life.'

In view of these remarks of the editor6 of Varadaraja’s works I

propose to record in this paper some data regarding the works of

1. Poona, 1915— -Pages 51, 62, 104. Varadaraja is the author of abridgments

of the Siddhantii-Kaumudi of Bhattoji Dlksita. These abridgments arc represent-

ed by three editions : (1) Madhya', (2) Laghu° and (5) Sara-Siddhanta Kuumtidi.

The major abridgment was commented upon hy Rarnasarman at the request of

one Sivananda and the middle one by a Jayakrsnu, son of Kaghimathubhatta and

grandson of C»ovardhanabhatta of the Mauni family.-—-Varadaraja* s Laghti

Kaurnudi corresponds in treatment and subject-matter to the recast called lialdra-

bodha of the Cdndra grammar by a Ceylonese Buddhist priest about a.i>. 1200 -

In later times no attempt was made to improve or supplement the Sdrasvatu

grammar and the abridgments of Varadaraja and other works ousted the Saras-

vata from the field.

2. Vide p. 430 of IISL, Oxford, 1928.* “Ed. and trans. j. R. Baiian
Benares, 1867.”

3. Published by Meherchand Lachhmandas, Lahore, 1899.

4. Ed. Bombay, 1905, with the editor’s commentary Sdrabodhini together

with a short English Introduction and an elaborate Prastdvami of 25 pp.

5. ibid, pp. 24-25—“ gR^nfr fa'-q 5 fa

'4;fagST'fI I I WTffm mw.: -

2*H 5SfRT5T*rI^ig<t in II

srwnw^fci^ jt jffTSfq it

’ ’

6. In the Preface to the Laghu Kaumudi Edition (1849) of Dr. J. K.

1
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Mirada raja with the intention of clarifying to some extent at least the

chronology of this author left in a nebulous state by previous
- holars in the field.

Owing to the popularity of Yaradaraja's works we find numerous
MSS of them recorded by Aufrecht in his Catalogues Catalogorum
under the titles of the following works attributed to him

CC I - 551—“ ^tm-son of Durgfi-tanaya

— g ramma r

or

Now let us try to put some limits to Yaradaraja’s chronology.
As Yarad araja has abridged Bhattoji’s work SidJha n ta-Katun urfl

with a view to popularise it we shall put about a.ij. 1620 as one
limit to Yaradaraja's date. 1 have proved elsewhere 11

that Bhattoji

I Mksita flourished between A. i>. 1560 and a. i>. 1620 and the above

limit for Yaradaraja’s date harmonises with Bhattoji’s date fixed by
me. The other limit to Yaradaraja’s date is furnished by a dated

MS 13 of his work Sdrasiddantakaumudl available in the Govt. MSS

1?a i.i ANTYNi-: we find no information regarding Varadaraja’s Chronology. He
merely states that Laghu Kaumudl of Varadariija is an abridgment of the

Siddhantu Kaumudi of Bhattoji Diksita.

7. CC /, 154
“

cr. by Varadarjja. 1.. 2K.7 Audh XVI II, 2tV\

One Dhundirajakavi composed at Benares a work called, ‘"»ffqT^^l?*T'SI<T"

which appears to be similar to Varadaraja's J1T^T,J
l T . It may have been an

imitation of Varadaraja’s work hut I have not studic<l the Chronology of Ohundi-
r.ija Ivavi and hence cannot determine his indebtedness or otherwise to Varada-
riija.

8. CC I, 428.- -Many MSS of the text and of <*TT comm, by Kama
S;irman, written by request of Sivananda Bhatla. See also CC II, 97 where

by Javakrsna (Peterson 4. 18) is recorded CC III, 92-

MSS of

9. CC r, 541 ; CC II, 127 ; CC III, 115.

10. CC I, 714 ; CC IT, 170: CC III, 714.

11. Annals of S. V. Oriental Institute, Tirupati, Vol. I, Part 2, pp. 117-127.

12. MS No. 539 of ]S86—92—Colophon records the date of the MS • ^*7*4^

i v»a!«, 'f.TOiTi-r -iwti fofpr fe'iTfa-i

etc.’’ This date is in harmony with other dated MSS of Varadaraja’s works at

the IS. O. IS. Institute :
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Library* (B. O. R. Institute, Poona). It is dated Samvat 1739 = A.

n

1683. On looking to the other dated MSS of our author’s works at

the B. O. R. Institute I find that the above MS of a. d. 1683 is the

earliest dated MS of Yaradaraja s zcorks at least among MSS of his

works available at the B. O. R. Institute. In view ot this MS we
may fix Yaradarnja’ s date between A. n. 1620 and A.L>. 1683.

With a view to narrow down the limits given above we have to

examine the tradition recorded by Pandit Uddhavaji that Yaradaraja

was a pupil of Bhattoji and hence his contemporary. It appears to

me that this tradition does not conflict with the limits lor Yaradaraja’

s

date given by me above viz., \.o. 1620 and 1683. In fact Yaradaraja

bows to his guru Bhattoji Diksita at the beginning of his Madhya-

kattmudi as follows in the Lahore Edition of the work (1899) :
-

Trfopfremr 11 -> u
”

if this verse is a genuine part 11 of the text of Yaradaraja’ s work

A.D. Santvat Saka MS No. Name of Manuscript

1785 1S41 671 of 1891-95

1850 I 1906 517 of 1886-«>2

1889 1945 516 of 1886-92

1704 1686 637 of 1891-95 Do.
17<U 1713 334 of A 1881-82 Do.
1804 ... 1 726 656 of 1883-84 Do.
1749 1671 655 of Do.
1778 1/00 640 of 1882-85 Do

. ,

1797
j

1853
i

228 of 1892 95

Dates of India Office MSS and Tanjore Library MS

1 806

1

1 728 No. 667
1725 nsi 1647 No. 668 Do.
1847 1903 1768 No. 669 Do.
1693 1749 Burnell's Do.

Catalogue p. 40^ (in Tanjore MSS Library)

13. The 13. O. R, Institute MS of Madhya Siddhanta Kattmudi No . 504 oj

1SX7—91 begins as follows :
—

szfmoj W: II 1 II

^ ^rar fur: jrrr sis^Tfffa: i

?r^r 'rrf'jr^ w: n ^ u

^T% TfTsIT&q I

qifoiH «55PTt =*r ii 3 ii

3
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* he traditional statement14
that our author was the pupil of Bhattoji

Diksita is directly borne out by the text. Towards the close of the

Madhyakaumudl or Madhyasiddhdntakaumudi Varada raja refers to

this work as his own production. 15
It appears to me that both the

verses i.e. , the verse at the beginning referring to Bhattoji and the

verse at the close mentioning Varadaraja’ s authorship of the work are

Varadaraja’s own composition as these verses have one line in

common. lh The statement ol Aufrecht that Varadaraja was the son

of Durgatanaya is evidently based on the following verse at the end
of the Sdrasiddhdntakanmudt (MS No. 539 of 1886-92 dated a.d.

b>83, folio 33)—
6 4

f^rr i

wdifa ^ ) cr u * u

In the above extract the fourth verse containing a reference to Bhattoji Diksita
is preceded by 3 verses while the India Office MS of the work, No. 60 7 (p. 178 of

1. o. MSS Cato. Part II. 1889) begins with the verse . /Ffa^fa.’’
as in the Lahore Kdn. of 1899.

14. M. M. Harapras.id SAmtki accepts this tradition (Vide pp.cix of Preface
to Dps, Cata. of Vydkarana MSS

,

Vol. VI, 1931— R. A. S. Bengal) “Jihatloji

Diksita had a disciple named Varadaraja who made three abridgmnts of his

works ” Speaking of the comm, on of Varadaraja
M. M. Siistri says :

—“It is simply abridgment of the Praudhamannramd as far 38

it relates to the Sutras of the Madhya. The commentary is by Riimacandra
Sarma who wrote it at the request of Sivunandahhafia or Sjvananda Go.sviimi

mil it was dedicated to Vidydniriisa the most prominent Pandita of Bengal at the

time of Akhar and who was perhaps the gttru of the author” (p. cx).

15. Madhya Kaumndi , Lahore, 1899, p. 285—

qTf&isfprRt it

q^rr: it TMsiqT RqRi-T.iqfem: ii

ft -i4. ?rr qrnm n
”

16. Beginning of Madhya Kautnudi—

Pnd of the Madhya Kaumudi—
" qmfapnfa ”

'The following MSS of Varadaraja's works refer to I3hatt°ji as his guru ;

—

So. Oil of 1882-83
_(

*1. fa. ) No. 040 oj 1882-83 ( *T. fa. 'FT. ); No. 6.37 of

1891-95 ( *T. fa. q.t. ) ; No. 636 of 1801-03 ( TT. fa. 'BY. ) No. 320 oj Vishrtim I

If. fa. ^t.)
;
No. 564 of 1887-91 fa. fa. *T.)

;
No. 334 of A 1881-82 ( *T. fa. ^t.);

No. 656 of 1883-84 ( *T. fa. ) ; No. 655 of 1883-84 ( *T. fa. =£t. ) dated A. D.
1749 (Saka 1671).

4
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At the close of his I.agliunddlwnta Kaunmdi 1 ' Yaradaraja refers to

the SabdnkauHubhn of Bhattoji as follows -

“ sinsfat qfsrersri ctsptt i

?rlT cT^CT^!! II

^ q-^rTjT«n^T%^t??T^Tg^t h
”

Varacfaraja in his Girvanapadamafijarl l* refers to several works which
ought to he studied by a Pandit. In this list,

19 he refers to some
works on grammar in which we find the following works :

—
(1) (2) (3)

(4) ^^sKgvr, and (5)

Out of the five works on grammar mentioned by Yaradaraja three

belong to bhattoji while the other two viz : (i) anil

(2) are the works ol Yaradaraja himsell as we have

seen above. As Yaradaraja refers to two ot his works in the

composed by him we have to presume that they were

composed by him earlier than the rffa?oiV?*r3f?r and by putting them

side by side with his gum’s works viz. wit It *RR*?f and

and others in the course of grammatical works he has

apparently tried to give them a status and popularity which these

abridgments of BhattojPs works have ever since enjoyed in Schools

of Sanskrit learning throughout India.

17. R. O. R. Institute MS No . 6Jo of ISO l

-

05 ,

IS. H. (). R. I. AIS No. lO/i of / S09-191

5

- This MS on«ls» ;is follows

" mqr<nq?*rfm i

*T«t5r4piq %q +T%?f,ll
”

IT Yaruciarfija emphasizes the importance of graiurnui in the follmvin^ lines

(folios 10-11 of MS No. 395 of 1 809-1015- ):—
“ sqm11* mpufa WKWr: I

ifRiS: i fatfuq »jrkt j^hjisi: * »isi •

4rqit« *ITfa5r: I 9Tf5fi I W qTfofl *
*ptt qiftqiri i kwznk mifzit qiiftrar g^qare mifw i

qw^rtmifaq i 'ng-qTffqqrraq^s i WT^qti? i qfomr-
i t tumrqig^qwinvw?. i

i’JiTf^fNgpfq-P-q'qTft'qtie t fac*r(? isrffaq*?rq;T( ^qqrrsw ) fo^nogstraw-
fi%g^ctq;THqiT%qqf i ^q^qftHqqnvwg i farqiq ?ffi q; i^qifew? i jw-

i *5g£r*fct^hpft

»WTf«q i i wwqft sqm3
! qsfa

qf-q arfa m'wiif-wm ’’

Folio 16—“ qrTWRBT ” ,111(1
••

5fS5qiiFrj;iT ” arc again referred to.
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In the Glrvdnapadamanjarl vve fird incidentally a list of some
>< the Ghats 30 of Benares. This contemporary list of Ghats would
bt useful for the history of Benares topography. In this list we find

a place called KeddrasvaraGha 1 1a . In the account of Bhattoji's life

recorded by Rao Bahadur W. A. Baaibardi-kar 11 wc arc told that

Bluittoji Diksita built a house for himself at Aledfirghat in Benares

and settled there permanently. It would be worthwhile examining

this statement on the strength of contemporary topography and

settling the exact location of Bhattoji’s house at Kedarghat.
Y'aradaraja refers to the houses o! some contemporary Brahmins33

hut. the names of these Brahmins recorded by him may be imaginary

names mentioned for purposes ol illustration only. We also find in

inis work a list of holy places or firthas on folio h of the MS as

jo! lows .

—

( 1 ) ( 3 ) (4 )
srcrfsrsra

( 5) (6) (7) (8) (V)

(10) (11) ni?TTn»TrRT (12) ( 1 3 ) spHigra (14)

•fr-T ( 15 ) ( 16 ) ( 17 )

ltcsidcs these tirthas ol the South vve ”e t a list ol tlrthus ol the North
of India on Julio /.»-

70. Folio 2a- “
*T«Mf I 4.nRT r^Rdf I ^RRRTfq t. V>i\m

,~prr i -44 r (i ) tratrl r-^r^'d etc. nun follows tiu- list <>r other Ginmas etc. -

<2> falSFFR?, (3) arsref, (4) ffm?, (5) WIHIW?, (6)

(") tjwjs., (s) 'mmim, (9) *rrn*r?3n, (iohrWt', (i i ) fafafawzm,
(12) (13) JTlsrSRiresT. (14) TOSmPI, (15) '*1W'VrTt,

(16) (IK) I.T^WK, (19) (20) *1*1W*W,
(21) (22) on the pRUT’WT?,, (23) on the

(24) 'iufJR-ir-c?, <>« the fz^r-wn, (25) (26) '4f*HRq;,

( 27) 4RtR5, (2S) i?5TTJ»4^’-T(vT5), (29) ,
1 30/ 04 N».v4?,

(.11) JTRWRTq?:, (32)

21. Vide p. 351 of “Bhattoji Diksita Jitatiriveka ” Bombay, 1939.

22. Folio 3 of MS No. 395 of 1899 -19)5 of Wm«nr/j
“ ipqRwwrafaqgl :

5brt vj. r i fiwras# «t?pt r i wws# 4i

nr i & -40% 1 Srcsrasiil' qw 1 fa«r*npife me 4^ 1

ftnranilFi >R5TFST?rf nf fqrnr 1 srkt sftrosnswt i TTRusmw
T44H7 I srmT? «n T4SPT I ^TT^TRRf TfTVRT 49 *4TTJR: I

”

Can any scholar at Benares verify the names recorded in the above extract

(ind see if they are imaginary or otherwise ? In case they turn out to be real

names of owners of houses at Benares we shall have to identify these names, if

possible, in contemporary sources. We know that •Tl^n’^TT+f' was the son of one

hut it is difficult to connect this with the near

m Benares referred to in the above extract.

6K. V. 13
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( 1 ) (2) srfsr^Trfta (3) (4) ^s^*T3> f%rm

irlw# (5) *rg?re»^ (6) (7) nlsrqsig (8) ^ra-srg (9) 3's-p*rfbi

(10) (?) (1 1) (12) ^*>gr0 (13)

(14) arq-fa^n^m (15) (16)?TO^m*TW (17) gnssriM

(18) numgrn (19) iflrrm (20) fN^r^r-- 021) r*r-pjrm:

(22) ftg^i^fiisra (23) fSrvisT^: (24) %»tmT (25) ssrsjfi? sniba?

(26) (27) «TrflimT (28) ^favTvm (29) jtsw%?i9%t

(30) f^i^rogra (31) TTrsT:*rr:ffl*5g (32) frcrRfiiqjf&rcBT (33) swBtesaa

(34) 3^r^rgi4T$isr (35) zjx^m srsfl (36) snrr^i (37) 5«r«r^j-

srgsrprnw (38) *rg?Tr ^¥1 (39) *T*Tmfr (40) %?r?sm

(41) ^55p^?r?fv\ sr^ft^rwr (42) tf^u%^i-sT^9v*Tr-?*5r’lir ^sram:

(43) vnj^nnT3Tw(^)rr»ii#niT, (44) ^tr:
(45) (46) (47) ^rsjra: (48) *p>?§m

(49) Jiftnuna (50) (51) ^yi (52) wfivma**

(53) (54) nnragm^TO (55) ^rsfisra-ftw:
(56) Ti*TTrfl*i (57) ?r?l (58) if^rr *i¥t (59) siVwsRy (60) ytnpnvfr.

(61) Trspi^ra (62) a^urr-'TST^r (63) Jmmm**m<Tf=fw (64)

?i^i (65) ^rerfm (66) wfosr-st (67) ^<rrw 3fr*fc#«*ra. (68) ^w^ :t

^mneaT%?fT.

1 have recorded above the lists of Southern and Northern holy

places in India which Varadaraja has taken care to record incidentally

in his Gtrranapadamanjart, which appears to have been composed
say between A. it. 1600 and 16F0. .Tn this list the relerence t<>

^rwpri-rjy-t is important as th.c presiding deity of this place i. i .

«!9C*fl7l was the family deity of rtfTRTO?, the brother of

In my present analysis of Varadara ja’s Gtrvunapadatuaiij art 1 have

used only’ the MS of this work at the B. O. R. Institute. The
India Office Catalogue3* describes a MS of this work as follows :

—

“ Samskrtamafijart (or Girvanapadamanjari

)

being courses of

elementary conversational questions and answers on everyday

23. Vide pp. 298-299 of lihutloji Diksitn by Ua.mii mm>1: k.m*, Kfdahasti i s '

railway ttation in the Chittur District of the Madras Presidency. Near this.

&tation there is? a village of the name. KTilahasti t where on the hank of a river is

situated a temple of Clod Mahad eva with five four : . 'I his Cod is callers

^.Y’vS'o^rlT^T . Kao Kahadur Bamiukukkar is ol’ opinion that the native place of

Rahpojibhatta miRt have been somewhere in the territory adjoining this tempi*

in the country of Telahgana. It is, therefore, reasonable to suppose that both.

Raxigoji and his brother Bkattoii were Tc.iL;ngn Brahmins, and not harasvatas as

claimed by some writers.

24. 1. O. MSS Cata
,
VII (1904). p. 1574. MS No. 4108.

7
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occurances, on literary devotional and other subjects; by Varadardja
nikdta Though in the Colophons of this MS the work is called

j its correct title is as stated in the body of

the work. 26 Rajendralal Mitra 20 describes a MS of this work as

Follows

An elementary grammar of Sanskrit language, in the form of

a dialogue interspersed with moral-talcs.*'

The colophon of this MS calls the work by the name
and not as stated in the Colophon of the

India Office MS of the work.”7 The Ujinin MSS Library has also

a copv of nrafin'T5??! rbft. From the data recorded above we arc able

to establish the following conclusions -

(1) Ya rad a raja ( = V R) was a pupil of Bhattoji Dlksita ( = BD).

(2) IR appears to have been a Southerner as his name Wirada-
inja suggests. He should be distinguished from his namesake, the

author of a dhnrmasastra work called the which was
composed before \. i>. 13?0/

y

(3) As i R has abridged BhattnjFs Sidilhantahaumiidi and as he

me nt ions Bhattoji's works like with arwiTOTr and
5T“-?.T5ft?pT in Ids own work nr^rlWI^n r(*r we may say that lie flourished

later than a. i>. 1620 about which time Bhattoji’s literary career

appears to have come to an end. This lact coupled with the fact

that Bhattoji was the "Urn of Varadaraja, enables us to Ha about

i>. 1600 as the earlier limit to Varadariija’s dale. 'The later limit

Ibid- 5jrT W'XrlVniji OWPTT ”

T\vx-wi\^ M h\V*MXr& II

The B. O. R. Institute MS of the work No 395 of 1899-1915 emit, us follows .

" wrrtXtMv* ii 'fif* «'*nm ” (folio i<>)

if'. X otter?, Vol. vr, ISHi (CiilcuttaJ MS No. iH-7-

27. Cota . of Ujjain MSS, 193fi, p, 4! MS No. IUS1.

38. Viilc my psvpcr on the Date of I’yarohuronirnaya ( Mu.nausn I'rakaso,
5 ’*>ona, Vol. Ill, pp. 15-18). Pandit Jvalnpmsarl Misha in his edition tht

f-aghu Sidahiinta Kaumudt (with Hindi comm.) 1927, pp. 18-20, states that Varada
mp composed this work in A.n. 1593. 11c further states (1) that this Varudan.ta

-ornposed the and (2) that Hhaitoji Diksita was contemporary of

•lied the author of the *-7^1 <?f
—

’This mixture of anachronism and dogmatism
!: *is been severely criticized by Rao Rdiadur IJ.v \m \Ki»i.kM< (Vide pp. J80 188
'0 Wiattoji Diksita —7fidtiriveka, 1939 ).

8
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for the date of V R may be fixed at about a. d. 1650 as we have

copy of V

R

9

s work dated a. d. 1683.

(4) V

R

appears to have been a contemporary of another pupil

of Bhattoji viz. NUakantha Sukla who composed his Sabdasobha in

A. D. 1637 and a small poem called the Cunantcarita in A. d. 1656. 3 *

(5) V

R

does not record any biographical information regarding

himself in his lour works known to ns except the name oi his father

who is called in the Sdrasiddhantahamnudi (M S of A . r> . 1683; .

At the end of the ^ he says

Is it possible to suppose that was the name of

V

R

’ s father and the name of C R’s grandmother ? As god Ganes i

is the son of Durga or Parvati / R may have used the name
to suggest : (1) the name of his father, and (2) the name of

his father’s mother i.c. VR 9

s grandmother.

(6) As regards the relative chronology of f ' R'

s

four works we
are able to state that his W7?! "

' and w^r$T^jT^aprjg7?T wen
composed earlier than *fnr Perhaps may
have been composed later than the which though it

mentions and does not refer to the W ^Tjpri.

This omission appears to me significant in the case of Y'aradaraja

who has put his own abridgments side by side with Bhattoji 's

works referred to in the nr^TonTSf 'tfft

.

(7) The earliest dated MS of I R's work so far as I know is

dated a. L>. 16S3. n 'Plus MS is at the B. O. R. Institute. h
supplies to us a sure later limit to l R’$ date as we Jiave seen

above.

(8) V

R

shows a close knowledge of the City of Benares in tin-

first half of the 17th Century as will be seen from the list of Ghattas
oi Benares incidentally recorded by him in the rantit tr

.

(9) VR 9

s works were commented on by two commentators
and 3FT^ot. Perhaps an examination of these commentaries

29. I shall prove in a special paper that Nilakantha Sukla, the author of the

SabdaSobhd and Nllakanfha Sukla, the author of the Cbtuim-Carita are identical,

though there is a difference of about 20 years between the dates of composition
of these two works. See also my paper on the date of the Cimani-Carita in the

Annuls (B. O. R. I.) Vol. IX pp. 331-332.

30. Vide p. 146 of British Museum MSS Cata. by Bendau., 1902—Benuau
gives "in or about the 16t.h century” as the date for Bhattoji \s pupils and their

works while describing a MS of 3Tri

.

31. There. is a MS of Laghu Siddhanta Kaumudi described by H. Pm .km an
on p. 130 of his Catalogue of Iridic MSS in U. S . A. and Canada (1938). It is

dated Samvat ItiXU~ a

.

i>. 1624. If this date is correct this is the earliest dated
MS of Varadaraja’s work and hence most important for his chronology.

9
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jful their chronology may throw some more light on I’A^s works and

personality

.

(10) VR appears to have been a contemporary of the celebrated

Kavnidracarya Sarasvati who was successful in persuading Kmperor

Shah Jahan to abolish the Pilgrim Tax on pilgrims visiting Benares

and Prayaga and who lived between A. n. 1600 and 1670. 53 [n the

collection of addresses presented to Kavnidracarya we find that a

small prasasti of Kavlndra attributed to an author ot the name
who remains unidentified. In the Glrvaiiapadamunjart

of Varada raj a (MS. No. 395 of 1S99 1915) there is a reference to a

place or locality called
' 4 The connection of the author

with a locality ol the same name cannot be definitely

determined at present. Perhaps the author in question may have

rn i. u named alter the place-name or vice versa.

11. A MS of Txi”husiddhunta-Kaumud

l

in America is dated

A. D. I624. xa Presuming this date to be correct we have to consider

die effect of this date on the Chronology of Bhattoji as also that oi

Yaradarilja. In my paper on Bhattoji’ s date 1 had noted a MS of

Hhattoji’s Sabdakanstubha (R. A. S. Bengal) dated A. n. 1633 and

on the strength of this date and other evidence 1 had suggested that

Bhattoji's career may have ended in about a.d. 1620. This inference

gets strengthened by the date a.d. 1624 of a MS of l.aghusidd/ulnta-

kitumudly which is an abridgment of Bhattoji' s own work Sidd/ttinfa-

humnudi . If the abridgment of a work is represented by its copy in

v

.

d

.

1624 we must: presume that the original work must have been
composed some years earlier than the abridgment.

32. Sue my paper on Bernier and Ktiri. ndr-tcarya Sarasvati at ihe Mughal
<-ourt (Annals of the S. V. On*. Institute, Tirupati) Yol. I, Part 4.

33. Vide Ed. by 11. D. Shakma and M. M. Patk.ar, Poona,
~ Page 20
“

” ftsrora’mCT 11
*»

The editors have not been able to identify this author of the name

(v iUe Preface p. ix.)

34. Folios 16-17 of Girvdnapad,imanjari (MS No. 395 of 1899-1915)

—

“
i mwrvrr%^ wi i

35. II. Poi.i’MAN : Incite MSS in V. S. A. etc. p. 130—MS No. “2635. La^hu-
•8iddhdntd-Kaumudi

,

49 fT. 9. 5 x 4. 12 lines Sam, 1680 ( =a.l>. 1624). M 3 (case 20).

36. Wintkrnitz’s statement that Bhauoji composed the Siddhanta - -Kaumudi
about a.d. 1625 (Geschichte der ind. Lift. III. 1922, p. 394) conflicts with the date

A.n. 1624 of a MS of the abridgment of the Siddhanta—Kaumudi, We cannot

imagine the composition of the abridgment of a work before a.d. 1624 if the

work itself was composed in a.d. 1625.

10
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As the Glrrunapadamadjari mentions (1) Madhya Kaumudl
and (2) Laghid Kaumudl composed before a.d. 1624, I am inclined to

hold the view that tlxsc two abridgments of the Siddhdntakaumudi

may have been composed before a.d. 1620 and they may have re-

ceived the benefit of Bhattoji’s guidance during the last decade

of his literary career.

] shall now close this paper with the following chronological

table showing at a glance the dates of Bhattoji’ s guru Nrsimhasrama

and his own pupils (1) Varadaraja and -2) Nilakantha Sukla

BhuU.oji and his Guru A. D.
J

lihattoji s Pupils ami others

Date of Nrsimhasrama
(according to Das Gupta) i 1500

Nrsimhff composed his :

Tattvaviveku
1

1547 i

Nrsiiiiha
0
composed another

work 1 558
Annambhatta { before a.d.

1585 ) refers to Nrsimlv
j

asrama in his Comm, on
Brahmaputra (vide Prof.

M S o f 7 'attvaviveka ... ! 1615

Devasthali’s paper in this-

Volume)

MS of Tattvaviveka -dipana by i

N aravanf^rama
! 1618

1

; 1624
;

MS of Lai*hid Kaumudl

(R. A. S. B.) MS of Bhattoji’s

of Varadaraja

Sabda-Kaustubha ! 1633

'

1637
j
Nilakantha Sukla composed

i
Sabdasobhd

: 1642
;

Vatsaraja refers to Bhattoji

B. O. R. 1. MS of Bhattoji’s

Praudhamanoramd I 1652 i

j

1656
j

Nilakantha Sukla composed

B. O. R. 1. MS of
Pr. Manorama 1657

Cimanl-Carita

1

1663 Laksmana Pandita refers to

11

Sabda- Kaustubha of
Bhattoji
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Hhattoji and his’Guni A. D. lihattoji’s l'upils and others

American MS of /IsaHca-
prakarana of Rhattoji

;

1664

}l. (). K. 1. MS ol lihattnji’s
j

Sid({hunta Kauiutitli
|

i

1

1671
i

\1S ot .Isaucanirnayn
(referred to by I lull) 1676

( American) MS ul . is. Xirnayu ! 1677
16S3

!

lb O. R. 1. MS of. Varada-
raj a’ s Sara-SiJdhartta
Kaumudi

37. 1 have discovered a MS ol' a Marathi translation of the Asnucuprakararut
'*»: Khauoji. I propose to deal with it in a special paper as it appears to have
i'f.tn composed during the ISth century. I arn not so far aware of any early

‘Vernacular translations of llhatfoji’* works.

12



Archaeological Observations on Satara Fort

ay

II. Goetz, Camp Satan!

Satara evokes the memory of the heroic days of Maratha history

hardly less than Delhi the glories of Muslim rule in India. Bui

whereas in Delhi the ruins of splendid palaces, mosques and tombs
tell the story of that past, there arc very few monuments of interest

in Satara which go back to the times before the establishment of

British rule in the Maratha country. Practically all the palaces and

all the temples of some interest were built under the two last rajas

of Satara who, under British suzerainty, had regained at least

shadow of that princely power of which the Peshwas of Poona had

deprived the descendants of the great Shivajl between 1749 and 181 S,

The old palace was in 1824 constructed by Raja Pratap Singh, the

new palace in 1838, and the great audience hall in 1844 by Shahaji.

The two Jalmandirs and the Rani's Pavilion on the shoulder of the

lort belong to the same period. Only two buildings have a longer

tradition, the Adalatvada which was used as a court by Shivajl, and

the Rang Mahal where Shahu l died ; but the latter palace was burnt

down in 1874, and the first is, in its present state, a new structure of

the early 19th century.

In tact, Satara City must have been hardly more than a village

until the reign of Shahu 1 (a. j>. 1708 1749). But even in his days
Maratha life was frugal and simple, and the minds of the rulers were
occupied with dreams of conquest and plunder. When Shahu
ascended the throne in 1708, it was only a year that the last great

Mughal emperor Auran&zeb had died whose gigantic armies had

almost crushed the young kingdom of Shivajl, and only two years

that the fort had been freed from its Mughal garrison by the Prati-

nidhi Parashurarn Trimbak. But already during Shahu* s last years

the Marathas began to adopt the luxurious habits of the Mughals
and Rajputs of the North, and in the second half of the 18th century
life at the centre of Maratha power became hardly less refined— and
finally also hardly less corrupted—than at the courts of Lucknow or

Jaipur. But this centre had shifted to Poona, whereas the Chatra-
patis of Satara had sunk down to powerless puppets of the Peshwas.
What splendour there remained, is to be seen not at Satara, but in

the temples and ghats erected by the Pant Pratinidhis at MahulT.
Only the last Feslnva Baji Rao II constructed a small and rather

poor palace on Satara Fort which was apparently never completed.

1
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Vet Satara has had a long and remarkable history already before

,he 18th century A. D. According to tradition it had been founded

in the 1 2th century a. d. by the Sllahara raja Bhoja 11 of Panhala.

It Is, iiowever, first mentioned in the chronicles under Muhamad
Shah Bahmani (1358 1375 a. i>.) and must have been an important

fortress ot the Gulbarga kings. Under Bljapur rule it was a state

prison ;
queen Chain! Bib! was interned here in 1579, the regent

Dilawar Khan died here, a prisoner, in 1592. In 1<Y73 the fort was
Liken by Shivajl, in 1699, in the dark days of Maratha power, it

became the seat of the administration for the far-oif Rfijaram
;
yet

in 1700 it was again besieged and finally taken by the emperor
Wirangzeb, only to he won back by the Marathas in 1706.

Out all this is the history of the lort and we should, thus,

expect to find on its plateau a pile of interesting ruins, we should
like to find out the residence of its killedar, the rooms of the pro-

\ incial administration, the barracks of its strong garrison, the

places where Chand Bib! and Dilawar Khiin, Tara Bf-I, the

strong-minded widow of Rajaram, and her daughter-in-law Rajas
Dai, the miserable Chatrapatis Ram Raja and Shahu II had
been imprisoned. But except lor the little palace of BajI Rao U
winch is of a later date than these events, the interior of the fort is

a desolate wilderness of grass and shrubs, only here and there

broken by some small ruins. When l had visited Satara for the

brst time in 1938, I had already got the impression that the monu-
ments of its past must be searched for under ground. Special
circumstances had in the last time offered me an opportunity to

snidy the plateau of the fort as thoroughly as it can be done without
excavations, in the hope that my observations will inspire Muslim
and Alaratha historians, as well as the Archaeological Survey of

India, to further investigations.

Satara Fort is a very strong natural fortress. The extensive

plateau rises on perpendicular cliffs, 30 40 feet high, on the top of

a steep hill of 900 feet height. Of the spurs branching off from the

three corners ol the plateau only the north-eastern one, rising in

three broad steps, can be used as a rather inconvenient and
dangerous basis for an attack and was in fact the centre of the great

Mughal siege in A. u. 1700. The cliffs themselves are inaccesible,

md the plateau can be reached only by high ramps constructed
dong somewhat lower portions of the precipice.

Though the name of Satara first appears in the chronicles of the

bahmani kingdom, the tradition leading its foundation back to the
5 2th century A. n. must be correct, for the walls surrounding the

9
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plateau are built oi cyclopic polygonal blocks such as arc never
found in structures of the Muslim period, but can be traced in the

ruins of early Rajput fortresses, e. g. at Mahoba, in Bundelkhand.
Of the seventeen towers and gates which have given the name to the

place, nothing remains at present, as only the lower section of the

old Hindu walls is still extant; but it is probable that they re-

sembled those still standing at that just mentioned place. At

present the fort has two gates, the southern and western. II tK*

first did then exist at all, it can have been onlv a small sailv port.

The western gate, in the north wall, not far from the western corner
bastion, seems to have always been the main gate, as not only

terrible legends of human sacrifices practised in those barbarian

times are still connected with it, but also the cyeJopie foundation?*

oi the old ramp are still on the spot. It is, however not impossible

that a third entrance originally existed near the north-east bastion.

For here, near the easiest ascent to the cliffs, a depression dosed
not before the Muslim period must have offered the best natural

access to the plateau ; and in its vicinity, there is the temple of the

guardian goddess of the fort, MangaJa Devi. Probably* this gate

was closed and replaced by a tank when, with the progress oi siegt

methods, the spot became too exposed. The present temple is a

poor modern structure. But foundations in trout of it. fragments

of two good , but badly corroded warrior memorial stones (Virakkalsk

and a number of excellently cut basalt blocks with simple Hindu
profiles testify to the former presence of a beautiiul, though rather

plain temple and possibly also of other buildings. This whole

corner of the fort must have been terribly damaged by the two

mines fired by Aurangzrh’s army in 1700 A. n. The whole lull side

below this north-east bastion is covered with enormous blocks, some
even as iar away as the plain. They create the impression that a

considerable section of the cliffs had come down on that occasion :

this also explains the terrible losses (2000 men) of the Mughal troops

who, prepared to rush into the breach, were crushed by these

boulders. The breach in the cliffs still exists, but it is covered by a

strong wall and bastion which must have been erected by the

Mughals, and into which the fragments of the temple were built.

The great days of Satara Fort seem to have come with Moham-
medan rule. The Bahmanfs renovated the west gate arid built its

present upper gateway, then probably the only one, at the upper end
of the ramp. Its three receding ogival archivolts show the early

BahmanI style of the 14th century, still nearly related to the late

Tughlaq sty tie of FCroz Sh5h of Delhi, and may well have been built

3
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• r-dcr Muhammad Shah (1358-1375) in whose reign the tort is first

.jvnrioncd. The other Jlahmrun monument is a little mosque,

between two rock-cut tanks (of Mediaeval Hindu origin), somewhat
• _» the south of Bajl Riio’s palace. It is a rather heavy building,

wuhjul court, but with three front arches between strong buttresses,

•.nil behind a central dome and two vaulted aisles. Though the main

oyic of the mosque is that of later Culbarga architecture, the forms

i.i t the rather low arches and ol the dome show a certain resemblance

a \\ I: types to be found at Bldar and in the Lodi buildings; the

•nansversal vaults of the aisle can also be traced at Gulharga ami

again at Jaunpur. The mosque may thus he dated ca. 1420 1430 A. n.

I'lie cliici njoimm.ent of Bijapur rule at Sahara is the lower west

gate. Also th.c strong platforms lor heavy guns at the three coiner

L’stions w'crc probably added at that time, and also the southern

‘.:a!e, though this latter must have been almost completely renovated

during tlie British occupation. 'The old ramp of the western gate

vms strengthened by a thick enclosure connecting the upper with th.c

rwer gate. The latter, between two rather slender lowers, opens
•

: ; l o a vaiiited h-.ili ; on its right is a -mailer recess, on its left an

of. long vaulted guard-room on strong quadrangular pillars. The
nattlcments over the gate, rest on a small pent rool supported in

many small brackets between arched miniature niches. it rather

difiicuh. to date this gateway, as the live arehivolts of its facade still

represent the tradition nt the early 15th century , whereas the areb.es

and vaults of the interior, with their pointed tops, as well as the

slender flanking towers, are more characteristic of the lbfh century.

A not less interesting problem is presented by the sculptures on the

gale. Those along the socles of the interior rooms (churning ol

butter, a water carrier, wrestlers and warriors) are obviously later

Mditions, probably of the LStli century. But those on the iac tde

must be part of the original work, and represent except the devil’s

mask to be seen also on top of one of the gates of the Bijfipur citadel

—only Hindu subjects, Ganesha, Jianuman and Garuda, and two
kons holding small elephants in their fangs, a theme often found in

Deccanl art. A key fortress ol a Muslim kingdom with Hindu reli-

gious sculptures on its main gate 1 Only one explanation is possible,

-e., that the kiliedar and the garrison were also Hindus, probably
Marathas, in the Bijapur service.

As these are all the extant monuments of the Muslim period,

the question arises where the other buildings of this time are, the

buildings accommodating the garrison and the administration, the

places where Chand Bibi, Dilawar Klian and the imprisoned princes
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and princesses ot ShivajFs house had stayed. In my opinion these

must be sought under the mound occupying the very centre of the

plateau, to the east and south-east of Bajl Rao’s palace, and which is

now completely covered with shrubs. For during a careful investi-

gation I discovered the indubitable vestiges of an inner citadel, w

Bale-Killa, consisting of a great central quadrangle with two annexe.,

on the east and west sides, the first larger than the latter. To tlu

north of this is a somewhat irregular terrace, delimited on the north

by smaller heaps of ruins, on the east by a double tank, the finest t f

the whole fort, and apparently of Muslim origin. It seems probable
that the great central quadrangle, with its very strong walls, was the

Bale-Killa proper, whereas to its east there stretched a palace, and on

the north side a garden ; for between the tank and the supposed
garden there is a terrace on strong stone walls, probably once

supporting one of those pavilions which in Indo-Muslim architecture

so often occupy the water front of gardens. This complex seems to

have extended also round the south and cast banks of the tank, but

the question can be settled only bv excavations. That the buildings

must have been of importance, is obvious from some big and well-

cut basalt blocks, probably from some archway, which are lying

close to this mound.

Two smaller, oblong-rectangular mounds arc to the west and

south-west of Bajl Rao's palace. Probably they cover the ruins <>J

stables and outhouses, but without excavations it is impossible to

ascertain whether they were connected with the Bale-Killa or with

the Maratha palace. Nor am I in a position to say when all these

buildings or, further to the west, some now collapsed underground
vaults were destroyed. Perhaps experts in the Marathi! chronicles

will be able to find out.

The rest of the ruins belong to the Maratha period. Bajl Rao’s

palace has already been mentioned. As it had served as barracks for

the British garrison, it is as badly defaced as the Mughal palaces ol

Northern India had been before their restoration undertaken since

Lord Curzon’s time. The great hall in the upper storey has two

line rows of columns and arches of the type usual in the Poona

palaces of that time ; but the stucco work of the walls, probably

renovated in the 19th century is covered under thick layers of white-

wash, and the beautiful ceiling which must once have been there, has

disappeared. Recently part of the north facade has fallen down,
and the palace will be doomed to ruin if it is not soon repaired. On
the north side of the palace a typical Maratha court had been begun,

but only the west and part of the north terrace were ever completed.
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Nearby to the north-cast is a small Siva temple with a spire of the

(luted cone type so characteristic of the last Peshwa period ; to the

unrth-west there stands the ruin of a tower with a Mughal keel

vault, but probably also of Mara tha origin. Another contemporary

lij-.ira shrine, with a low pyramidal roof, stands on the west bank of

the tank behind the BahmanI mosque, and a big vault of a similar

architectural type, but of unknown destination, overlooks the east

wall of the fort, not far from the north-cast bastion.

The British must have found most of the buildings on the plateau

already in ruins and have executed only a few repairs and alterations

<»i a purely military character. They put the present parapets on

i lie walls, built accommodations for modern artillery on the bastion

o | the west gate and repaired the southern gate. The few bungalows

and sheds erected by them inside the fort are of no interest.

Thus, the most important monuments of Satara Fort must still

he underground; awaiting the spade of the excavator. But useful

preparatory work can first be done by the historians who would take

the trouble to collect all the still available informations on the tor-

mer distribution of the fortifications and buildings, their history

and use.

6



Ancient View of Classification with Outline

of a Modern Workable System

By

S. C. Gt'HA

,

Allahabad

In Sanskrit varglkarcma is the word for classification, varga

technically signifying a class. Broadly speaking, vidyd—the entire

field of knowledge—is, in Indian thought, traditionally divided

into four vargas, viz., (1) dharma, (2) artlui, (3) karna and (4) moksa.

In other words every subject ( or department of knowledge) falls

under one or another of these four categories. 1

When we come to classify not subjects but books, we find that

the latter in some cases (e. g. , Cyclopaedias, Bibliographies, Cata-

logues, Genera! periodicals, etc. ) are of such a general or universal

nature that they refuse to be restricted to any one particular varga

( or subject or class ), but must be represented by a general

category, such as would include all vargas. This last-named cate-

gory may be termed Generalia in English, or San a as a Sanskrit

equivalent

.

The following diagram will show the relation o| the vargas.

The outer circle represents the whole field ol knowledge, the four

vargas being shewn as distinct compartments adjoining its cir-

cumference ; while around the centre we form the inner circle m
represent generalia or sarva-varga, beyond the four principal

vargas. This extra varga may be denoted by zero (“ (V’).

1. There arc however various other di\ is ions in our ancient literature. Sruti

divide vidyu into two main classes, para and upara; ^

.

Kaniida mentions three vargas - dharma , arfhu and fainta- - which are followed by

Kalidasa in Kumarnsambh n-a as being the three objects of worldly existence.

A fourth varga is however accepted by all, and at most places we find the chatur

varga (four classes) repeatedly mentioned.

Other important classifications are those mentioned in the smrtis and niti-

sa&tras. 'The former speak of 14, and the latter give 32. Arthasslstra admits •

divisions, and Fasupatacharya 5. Four vargas are however generally accepted.

I
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The wayfarer oil the path of knowledge, on entering the field

can either peep into the sarva- varga at the tentre tor general know-
ledge, or travel along the lines of the corridor from department

to department, keeping to the letl as usual, until he reaches

moksha, the final aim of life.

Besides the primary vargas there must be secondary ones which

may be named bhagas, or the various groups under a subject.

'This will be made clear if we put in tabular form the inter-relation

of subjects :

Vidva (Field of knowledge)
r

• i j i

Dharma Artha Kama (or Kala) Moksa
I !

‘

I .
I i

U) Sinrti (2) Itihasa (8) Da rama (9) Aloksa-
Furana sastra, Dharma -

(3) Arthasastra matas (Faiths)

Samajasastra

(4) Sahitya (5) Vijhana '6) Upayukta kala (7) Lalita-kala

Bhasasastra Kala-kausa la

The third varga, kama, is often represented by the term kala in

modern times. So we shall treat kala as an equivalent of kama.

?
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It will be seen from the above table that we get 9 bhagas, each

being denoted by one of the 9 integers, 1 to 9. Further, we have

seen that in addition to these 9 bhagas we have an extra varg t( .

sarva (generalia), denoted by the zero “(V’.

Each of the 10 bhagas may similarly undergo a further process

of tenfold differentiation, resulting in the formation of 100 vibhagns

or sections. Each such section may be denoted by a figure of two

digits as shewn in the Outline that is shortly to follow. The process

of tenfold differentiation can be repeated as often as necessary,

putting a decimal point alter the two-digit figure assigned to any

one of the vibhagas, which are 100 in number, as wc shall see.

Thus a subject or a section thereof is represented by a two-

digit figure ; with more minute differentiation, as in the case of

sub-sections, the two-digit main figure admits of a decimal fraction.

That is to say, a decimal point is put after the two-digit figure for

showing the fractional addition.

All thi s is called subject-notation, each one consisting of a two-

digit figure with or without added fractions. Properly speaking,

the notations (or numbers, as they are often popularly called) are

symbols or pratikas for subjects (sections or sub-sections of the

main vargas).

For a small general collection of books of no special character

the 100 vibhagas, without decimal fraction, may suffice in the begin-

ning. But experience will show that with the growth of the collec-

tion (or library) a precise or minute classification is ot greater

advantage. It is therefore not desirable to restrict the notation to

the main figure of two digits, but a fractional notation should be

freely used when necessary. This will be tound in my work,

Prdchya Varglkarana-padilhati ,
reviewed in (). /,. /).

,
July 193S.

The 100 sections thus developed are shewn below :

—

Outline shewing 100 Vibhagas or Sections

00 Generalia 10 Dharmasast]

01 Exposition 11 Smrti

02 Library Science 12 Lawgivers

03 Cyclopaedias 13 Fthics

04 Other Reference Works 14 Law
05 Periodicals 15 Ramayana
06 Societies 16 Mahabharata
07 Newspapers 17 Puranas

08 Collected Works 18 Upa-puranas
09 Gazetteers, Bluebooks, etc.

3

19 Other
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20 History
21 World
22 Asia except India

23 India

24 Africa

25 Europe
26 America
27 Other
28 Geography - Travel
29 Biography
30 Arthasastra
31 Statistics

32 Politics

33 Economics
34 Sociology
35 Administration
36 Societies

37 Education
38 Commerce
39 Custom Costume, eic.

40 Literature, Philology
41 Poetry
42 Drama
43 Novel

44 Short Story

45 Prose Literature

46 Rhetoric

47 Correspondence

48 Satire

49 Philology

50 Science

51 Mathematics

52 Astronomy

53 Physics

54 Alchemy

55 Geology

56 Paleontology

57 Biology

58 Botany

59 * Zoology

60 Useful Arts
61 Medicine
62 Engineering
63 Agriculture
64 Domestic Science

65 Labour-saver
66 Manufacture
67 Mechanic Art

68 Building
69 Other
70 Fine Arts
71 Oriental (special!

72 Arch i tec ture
73 Sculpture
74 Drawing - Design
75 Painting

76 Engraving
77 Photography
78 Music
79 Amusement
80 Philosophy
81 Nyaya - Vaiseshika

82 Samkhya - Yoga
S3 Mimansa
84 Vedanta

85 Sa i v a
,
Sak ta ,

Va isn ava

Bandd ha - ] a in

a

87 Other Oriental

88 Western

89 Other

90 Religion

91 Comparative

92 Sanatana dharma

93 Outcomes thereof

94 Bauddha - Jaina

95 Mohammadan
96 Zoroastrian

97 Confpcian, etc.

98 Christian

99 - Other
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Kaya-nirnaya : Features differentiation

After we have found an exact main notation for a subject

(section or sub-scction) we must next consider the specific kaya

(features) a particular book (or recorded literature) to be classified

has taken. The adoption of the process of kaya-nirnaya or features-

differentiation will qualify the subject-matter of the book in

question still further.

Kaya-nirnaya is a course of demarcation in addition to Un-

original classification, and it is in a large measure common to all

subjects. Some people would call the differentiation as common
sub-division. But we should better terminologise the process as

kava-nirnaya or featurcs-diiTerentiation. By this we find out the

particular kaya (body, or form) in which a given literature is

presented.

The notation for the features-dilfcrentiation should be always

fractional. It is rather exhaustively manifested in the following

table. If a subject notation is of only two main digits, as in the

case of the 100 vibhagas, the fealures-diM'crentiation notation,

beginning with a decimal point as shewn in the table, should be

simply added to the main figure of the digits. When however a

subject is a sub-section, having already a fractional notation add
the features-differentiation notation, omitting the decimal point, as

the figure obtained for the sub-section has already got a decimal

point.

Similarly there can be a Dinnirnaya or Point-of-view finding

division which is partially incorporated in the kaya-nirnava process,

described above.

Thus we get a full notation for a subject- the main subject-

notation along with the kaya-nirnaya fractional notation.

Combine with this the other subsidiary tables—such as Region

table, Chronology table, Community table, Language table, Size-

table, etc.—wherever necessary. The Region-table is shewn after

the Kaya-nirnaya table that is following now.

Kaya-Nirnaya or Features-differentiation Table

<10 Possible Forms of a Subject)

•00 TEXTS
•001 Theory—Philosophy, etc.

•01 COMMENTARIES
•02 TRANSLATIONS
•03 REFERENCE TOOLS (Lexicons, Indexes, Bibliographies,

Statistics, etc.)
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1

.n.j Etymological dictionary

.o}2 Encyclopaedia
Concordance

.034 Index

-035 Bibliography

.036 Statistics

.04 LITERATURES (not Belles- lettres, hut ESSAYS, etc.)

• 041 Theory discussed by Author or originator
•04J Theory discussed by others

i;44 Speech
'013 Writing

•046 Symposium (on particular topic)

147 Memorial
•H4S Miscellany

-|!=5 PERIODICALS
• 031 Monthly ;

'052 Two -monthly ; *053 Quarterly :

•054 Four monthly
u33 Annual (Year-book, Directory, Calendar'—even if not

periodical)

•056 Half-yearly

-057 Mi sc. regular frequency (2- yearly, 5-vearly, etc.)

o58 Irregular serial, yet of the nature of periodical

66 \SSOCIATIONS (Institutions, Guilds, etc.)

661 Profession

•062 Conference, Congress
*06.3 Commission, Comini tte«

•06S Parties

0)7 STUDIES
•071 Scope, Scheme, Syllabus, Synopsis

072 Outline, Abridgment, Essence, Skeleton, Fundamental line

*073 Museum, Exhibition, Laboratory, Album
074 Map, Atlas, Graph, Chart, Diagram, Observatory. Catalogue,

Sketch-book
*076 School, Institution, Study “circle
077 Study, Criticism, Research
*0773 Adverse criticism, Offence

07732 Reply to criticism. Defence
*678 Adaptation

-OS POLYGRAPHIES
4181 Collection of works of single author
‘682 —of many authors (cf. -046 Symposium on single topic)

*6821 Anthology, Commemoration volume

f»
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•083 Comprehensive selection

084 Interview
;

-085 Statement, Communique
086 Digest ; *0861 In verse ; 0862 In the form of drama ;

•0863 In the form of fiction ;
*0864 In the form of Catechisi

dialogue ;
-0867 In the form of Letters ;

-0868 In the for

of Parody
•087 Announcement
•088 Miscellany
•09 HISTORIES
•091 Acts, Bills, Codes, Cases

•0912 Constitution, Governance, Governor, Political situation.

Federation, Reform
•0916 Popular (as opposed to Governmental) representation

•092 Biography (individual), including Auto-biographv ;

•0921 Original hero

•093 Collective biography

-094 Correspondence, Memoir, Minutes

•095 Expedition, Exploration, Inscription, Records

•096 Official report, Blucbook, Inspection report

•097 Survey, Topography, Gazetteer

•098 Travel, Guidebook
099 History, Evolution of culture and civilization, Geneology,

Chronology

•0991 Prosperous course

•0992 Decay, Fall

•0993 Controversy, Conflict

REGIONAL TABLE
1 World 3*88 French possession

2 Asia (general) except India 3-89 Portuguese possession

2-1 Turkey 3-9 Indian States

2-21 Persia 3-91 Hyderabad (Nizam)

2-24 Arabian Peninsula 3-92 Mysore
2-31 Siberia, Turkistan, 3-93 Baroda

Central Asia 3-94 Kashmir
2-4 Afgan i s t an , B aInch is t a

n

3-95 Rajputana

2*5 Siam (Thailand) 3-96 Central India

2-54 Malaya 3-97 Himalayan
2-6 Chinese Republic 3-98 Other
2-7 Japan, Korea 4 Africa

2*88 Burma 5 Europe

2-89 Ceylon 5-1 United Kingdom

3 INDIA 5-11 England
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3’ i
North India 5*13 Scotland

v 1

1

Bengal 5*18 Ireland

3* ! 4 Assam 5-2 Germany
7 6u jurat Bombay- 5-3 France

Maharashtra 5-4 Italy

3-3 Soi l'll India 5*51 Spain

3*31 Andhra 5-55 Portugal

3 3 5 Tamil n ad 5*6 Scandinavia

W United Provinces 5*7 U. S. S. R.

> Punjab 5*81 Switze rland

3*7 Bihar- Orissa 5 • 8 5 Greece
-xst Sind 6 America
S 2 Central Provinces 6 11 Canada

Berar 6*12 U. S. A.
3*34 Karnataka 6*6 South America
.;-s5 Kerala 7 Australia, Ncw/caland, etc.

'*87 North-West Frontier Province 7-8 Seas

The subject-notation, including the kaya-nirnava fractional

novation, with the addition of one or more classes of notation from
the subsidiary tables such as Regition-table for example- putting

;i colon ( : ) between two kinds of notation, will form the full

notation for the subject of a book or literature.

A few examples may clarify the process : The notation or

symbol for Fine arts is 70; 2-5 stands for Thailand ( = Siam)

;

70: 2-5 will be the notation lor the subject of Thailand ic line arts.

Education is 37 ; history of a subject (sec kaya-nirnaya table) is -09 ;

37*09 is for History ol education. Ramayana is 15 ; Java 2*8 ;

architecture 72 ; 15 : 2*8 : 72 will stand for Ramayana in Javanese
architecture. Gita is 92-4 ; Commentary (see Kayanirnaya table)

•s 01 ; Germany ( Region-table ) 5-2 ; 92*401 : 5*2 will be the

notation for German commentary on the Gita. Economics is 33 ;

Punjab 3*5
; 33 : 3-5 is Economics with special reference to the

Panjab. Charitable institution is represented by 36 1 ; Parsy
charity relief is 36*1 : 0 6 (community-table ) ; and so on.

After we have got the full notation through the processes des-

cribed we would still need the device of particularising the position
ni a given book or literature (on the shelves of a library) in a class

where there are many such works. This can be done by using some
author-marks or following the Chronology-table, or adopting both.

In a word, a scientific system should be able to answer all

requirements. The scheme discussed claims to have the power to

do so.

8



Subandhu’s Home
By

K. G. Harsh?:, Poona

Eor want of authoritative evidence it is a matter ol idle specu-

lation to talk of SuhandhuLs home. Lately, Mr. Manomohan
Ghosii has assigned Bengal as the home of Suhandhu. 1 His reasons

are these :

(i) “Subandhu has used pun in (Hall, p. 125) and in

r And in these passages and as well as

and have been considered to be interchangeable or rather he

allowed a confusion between the palatal and the dental sibilant.

This kind of confusion as is known to students of the Middle Indo-

Aryan is a feature of WTOh Hence it may be assumed that Subandhu

was born in the *TT*Tvft speaking area, i.e., the North-Eastern India.
*’

In the first place, the words and 3R* as well as and

are always interchangeable in classical Sanskrit as having almost the

same meanings/ But even granting the pica of Mr. Ghosh that it

is a feature of Magadhi,' can it not be assumed with equal certainty

that since Subandhu had declared to have composed his work with

1. Iud. Hist. Quarterly , September 1939, pp. 472-474.

2. In quoting the text, page numbers, in this article, refer to H.u.i.'s Edition

of the Vduivadattii .

3. ^TC an arrow ; the coagulum of curds or milk ; water.— Vuidya p. 7<>5.

5T4— an arrow ; the cream of slightly curdled milk; water.—Vaidya p. 711.

4. *3HT---W*TT-a rope or cord ; a girdle-^FH

W&m— R ; VII 10 ; the tongue. Bh. V. 1. 111.—1Vaidya p. 606.

V&tt-—the tongue
; a woman’s girdle—^3 JTng’isj

Git. G. X.
Subandhu himself uses this word indiscriminately in its dual form ;

For see p. 128 and for —pp. 171 and 283.

5. Some of the important statements fiom Walter Eugene Clark's valuable

article on ‘Magadhi and Ardharmlgaulu’ in the JAOS Y<>1. 44 (1924), might
be considered in this connection ;

—

(1) He (Siriihadevagani) gives no rule for the change of r to d, an extre-

mely important rule which could hardly have been omitted even in the mott
superficial of the Magadhi dialect if he had regarded it as universally valid

for the particular dialect which he meant to describe.—p. 89.

(2) Nflpdillagopa in his comm, to the Prabodhueandrodaya (NS. Ed.

p. 72), on the authority of Chandrasena and others, apparently regards the

substitution of & for s in the Mflgadlu as optional—p. l 0.

(3) The Asoka inscriptions seem to prove that the official language of

Mdgadhi in the third century B. c. has s, not d.

(4) Gavvronski (ZVS 44. 271-4) regards the i of the Sakflra (in the
Mjrcchakafika ) as merely an individual lisping.—p. 90-91.

1
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paronomasia on each and every syllable/ he took this much latitude

with words which existed in double forms even in his time, to

vindicate his declaration? So, ii must be remembered that if there

was any contusion, which we very much doubt, it was purposely
allowed to be there for the sake of the pun. It was not naturally

there, as Mr. Ghosh would have us believe, as a sort of unconscious
slip on the part of StibauJhu on account of his being a Magadha.

(ii) “ Subandhu, unlike any other Sanskrit writer of fame,

shows some familiarity with fish, and one of his most apt similes

occurs in the following passage:
“

"
-etc. (pp. 249 50 Ed. Hall). The catching of living

hpTRTT with a black net from a large ) is a very

familiar sight in Bengal. From this simile it may be assumed that

Subandhu was familiar with a place like Bengal/’

It may be pointed out that for this idea, as lor several others/

Subandhu is most probably indebted to Bhartrhari II. 52 (Nirnaya

Prcfcrator\ t-unzH No. 13 .

' ‘Pratyuksiraslesamayaprahandham.

'

7. Can *Tr- ho a by any stretch of meaning ! If this passage is

to be interpreted as having a bearing on some actual geographical region, it may
be pointed out that it is Central India, rather than Bengal, that abounds in big

lakes and (it.King with black nets in ponds, lakes, rivers and streams is a com-

mon sight all over India.

8. I 'or example see-

(0 ** a^ife <w fawiT*pmas!f

qiR‘ jn|q iii^T ”

—

vr>. p. 7'J-so.

cr. “ h niti qr<i *asfci«T: <*c.

— 1. f.f. (VD. Ed.)

uo " qaaaaq.^r ”__ns. p . 25s.

Cf. " : WTRi^ HiTM ”—*!?. HI. 112.

(»»>) “ r^Ffnfcaq^'iPFq' gsura ”—ns. p - 4.

cf. “ a-a: ftwi-a:”

— vrg. i. 70.

(iv) “ at<$a MM-qr ai af< aa: q^v-fa ami) a^ia^ma
gsnq'a frvfaqRt ”—ns. p- 238.

cf. “ afsn^afq sresiqa qrafafa: ^-ua'a ” etc. i. "H.

(v) " vn^ai«iftt,
i a^aamaSsa wiflaarams^a aT*%a ^sraa

a^'OT faamf-m«ra fqqj^a
'

3mf.a?$a ^*^1 qf^a aaai qmqraa
”—vd. p . 64.

cf. “ 2^,'jtt ^ravifin vircaar srasRpm) qi^r^T '<3

a-jaa'tq ar ”— ii. n.

2
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Sagara Ed.) :

t4
I t wfenmr |

?r£l". The whole
argument therefore falls to the ground. And, moreover, if we were
to put forth this argument of familiarity and make imputations to

the author, it would lead us to absurdity ad infinitum. For, besides

the fish, Subandu has referred to several other acquatic animals,

birds and beasts etc.*

(iii) “ Subandu’s familiarity with fish is again noticed in a

passage in which he compares flowers with the T<^r^’ of the

God of I.ove (p. 138)/'

The word TT^T^ lias its development in the new Bengali

(dialect) which is the name for a primitive instrument made of

Bamboo for catching fish in shallow water. Hence it does not mean
fishing hook (*n%3T) as Shivarama guesses. 10 Now this *T^T is available

everywhere in Bengal. And the TFlfe flower has more resemblance

to the ( = qm*

)

than to As Shivarama was an inhabitant

of the country where TW is unknown, he hazarded a guess instead

of confessing hisS ignorance. This word shows again that

Subandhu was familiar with Bengal.
'

Mr. Giiosii, in this respect, depends entirely on the reading

adopted by Hall. But Gray has which however makes
no meaning, while the Trichinopoly edition has 3fn?T^fi. MSS.

(vi) “ 4#T: ” —VO. P. 2<>4.

cf. “
*^r>5TT^5? ^Ttfqr fx

WPTWrClsq ^ IT - 56 -

9. 'L’o give only a few examples:—
( P- 26/; 2/9 ); ( P. 277 ); ( P. 98; 26S; 279 ); arafaftT

(
P. XI 5 ); ( P. 279 ); ( P. 93; 1 13; 193; 218; 286 ); (

P. 159; 287 );

( P. 45; 134; 277 ); ( P. 99; 288 ); P. 85; 103; 104; 120; 266 );

jf3f ( P. 74; 96; 106; 114; 179; 180; 181; 252; 253; 263; 269 etc. )
;

(
P. 84; 170; 251;

261; 266 ); (
P. 197; 79; 282; 296 ) etc.

Secondly, as every scholar in those days usually began his studies by learning

by heart tome of the important lexicons, he naturally knew a number of words of

different types. Amara, for instance, gives about 30 different names for a variety

of fish (Vide I. 9. 17-19). Hence there is no point in making such a statement

like this.

10. If Subandhu is indebted to Bhartrhari for this idea of a net being spread

by a fisherman, as we have shown above, there is good reason to believe that by

(if such a word does exist) he means simply 3Tfe^T.

11. Viisavadattd—A Sanskrit Romance by Subandhu, translated, with an

introduction and notes, by Louis H. Ghay, rh. n., Columbia University Press,

New York, 1913—P. 165. Can it be as suggested by one of the commenta-
tors ?

3
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also read the text differently. 11
It is therefore hazardous to draw

any conclusions relying on the text of Hall without taking into

consideration other evidence on the point.

'The case made out against Shivararna does not also hold good
inasmuch as Narayana Diksita, who is by far the oldest com-
mentator available 1 * on l asavailattil , explains the word q^rsfr as

Ranganatha, who seems to be a later commentator, in his

tippana, follows the same reading but explains the word as
“

’ 1?| The word however is not found in any ol

the dictionaries.
11 The correct form is and is explained bv

‘ as sfrsRT ^?ni?5Pqr5TT nfainw (qrfWT )” and in fa^tesT* 1
' as

“ WW'XWJWmtX In called by

an unknown author, qpwrar is interpreted as STHTsfe

qv&ppiert *T(%)? srfif *WTO:
m

. ?T*n?*TH in his 0 explains the

word thus :

“ T^rsnfilfa Jagaddhara 21

reads and explains it thus :

" «T^T^: ^FT: II

7AW*il II. From this evidence it will be clear that the

MSS. and commentators are not unanimous on the text in question

and its meaning also. This cannot therefore be an undisputed

proof of Suhandhu’s being a resident of Bengal,

Secondly, Pa tali flower is not so very significantly known for

its form as for the redness of its colour and in using this simile,

the author, to all appearances, must have in mind its likeness to a

fishing hook with a piece of red-flesh attached to it rather than the

bamboo mechanism to catch fish as Mr. Ghosh says.

12. (i) Prfijna Puthasalfi MS., which gives better readings* and which is a

Very valuable MS., reads 'Ti^Vi^K'S here.

(ii) AnandilsrL.rna, MS. No. 7o3 lias folio 12.

(iii) The correct reading teems to he
‘

-1 as given by a MS. in pOb-

session of Mr. CJ. V. Njkani aha of Nasik whose ancestral collection wat catalogu-

ed by Dr. Biiamiav<kak,

13. See Mr. P. K. Goars article--Annuls, BORl Vol. XXL Parts 1 & II

p. 135.

14. Vide folio 54 b, MS. No. 567 of 1891-95 of the Uovt. MSS. collection at

the B. O. It. I., Poona.

15. Folio 5b, MS. No. 566 of 1891-95, B. O. it. 1.

16. —St. Petersbourg and Monier Williams have evidently taken the word

from Hall’s Ed. of VD.

17. P. 4271.

18. Quoted by Vacaspatya.

19. Folio 31b, MS. No. 464 of 1887-91, R. O. It. 1.

20. -MS. No. 186 of 1875-76, B. O. R. I. ; the MS. is in Siirada script.

21. Tattvadipini, Anandasrama, MS. No. 1817, folio 42b, Poona.

4
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K

(iv) His fourth argument in support of this theory is

Subandhu’s mention of tree (P.219 220 Ed. Hall). “This
word does not occur in any Skr. Kosha, for Shivarama, though
very liberal in quoting synonyms, could not give any connection
with this word. trees grow in abundance in the Sundarban
area of the Southern Bengal.

'The word Sundarl is given by and is also quoted by

in its masculine form

(v) “ Wrote the first available work in the GaudI style,
34 the

characteristics of which emerged ‘ at the courts of princes of

Bengal*—(Keith, Hist. Skr. Lit . p. b()).“

In all these arguments there is not one which is based on first-

rate evidence nor on solid facts that carry conviction home. If, in

the present state of our imperfect knowledge, we arc to base our

conclusions on mere surmise, we must put together all the evidence

and not simply pick up those examples which support our pet

theories and leave inconvenient mass of material unnoticed and

unaccounted for. Now, so far as the evidence that we are able to

collect on this question is concerned, we may say with reasonable

assurance that our author, instead of being a Bengali, at the court ol

an unknown Bengali prince in the East, was rather t lie inhabitant of

Central India. With his limited knowledge of Geography ,

“ he

does not seem to know much beyond the Yiiulhyas. He describes

Kusumapura as being on the banks of the Ganges but he has

absolutely no knowledge of the routes leading to it or back from it

to the capital of the hero.
,f

‘ He thinks that it is somewhere beyond
the Vindhya forests and has made his hero wander away among
them, in search of his lost beloved, till he reaches the sea ! His

descriptions of the sea may be remarkable, in certain respects, but

he is happily unaware what an enormous distance it is from the

22. Vide* p. 5314.

23. From which, probably, is derived the word Sundara is uni*

versally known by its synonym Tilaka ( Vide vpcpcH'jif IV. 40 and

iRl^Tn5 266-267—A. S. S. Poona ) and for see ?;Ro IV. 36a.

24. One need not be a Bengali to write in the Gau<Ji style. Our rhetoricians

have enjoined upon the use of different styles to express different sentiments.

By using the same argument one can also prove that B&pabhaUa was also a Bengali.

25. The geographical references in VD. are very few and apart from

Tft, lifa & H-TC they refer to •'-f'TC&T, f^«T, JT^tT,

qgirT, 5TikT, *r<t, SRFt & 3:1173?; only.

26. “ Kusumapura is also another name for Kanauja 1
"

5
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Vindhya mountain to the sea for the princess to walk and the

prince to follow !

If our interpretation of the third prcfaratory stanza of the

lasavadalta is correct, and it its reference to the poet named
Damodara has anything to do with a historical personality of the

same name, we may point out that the inscription that speaks of a

poet Damodara belongs to Udaipur in Southern Rajputana and the

expression “ ” is significant as

being a familiar sight for the author. 81 heaving aside the mytho-
logical rclerences to ITT*, TfiiT, ffTTTT^/<r, IT^T etc., he let Is more at

home when he describes and if a coven
reference to the Agnikulas of the Ksatrivas is meant in

4fc

finn*rar*l

:

” (JP. 94), then these have

arisen within the precincts of the Vindhya mountains.

In his descriptions, Subandhu, more than once, refers to the

M a lava women* 1

in preference to others. Mad he been a native of

Bengal, as Mr. Manomohan Ghosh wants us to believe, he would
certainly have at least mentioned the women of his native country

when he has something to say about the women of Latin Karnata

Kerala and Kuntnhi countries"" and what is more, about the

TjfKTfrsrq^rfr too.

A reference to
1 points to the fact that the author was

familiar with the wheat fields of Mahva where this particular

variety*
1

of wheat is still largely grown. Subandhu has made the

soldiers of the Sahara Senapali wander about in search of sweet

water*' in the mountain. This clearly speaks oi a special know-

37. Vide t’io article: on Sub mdhu and I blmotL r i, Deccan < .‘olli t*«.‘ Kesearch

Institute's Bulletin ,
Vol. I, No. 2 pp. 421-424.

28. “ i-wF.um ^.rui¥p»Tg5-n Riorum
”

1 ’. 102 :

“
•*. -' >

P. 140.

“ «<mwf r. n.-o.

“ er«iT etc
” P. 233-34.

30. Lata—pp. 138-139 ; Kuntala—p. 139; Kargata— p. 139 ; Kerala pp. 139-

140. Pulindariija Sundarl—pp. 95-96 and pp. 215-16. This a#ain shows his

familiarity with the mountain tribes of the Vindhya.
31. “ cTTt^T %ft’Tl^4T5TTf>.5TT ” P- 192

Cv

32. It must be the same variety as is popularly known in Maharashtra by its

corrupt name
33. “ ” v - 291.

b
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ledge of the regions where water is abundant but not sweet. In the

Vindhya and Satpuda ranges, it is difficult to find sweet drinking

water as very frequently the water is rather astringent and undrink-

able. Another very important reference which presupposes local

knowledge of the region with all its traditions is to the iir*pr

and the diggings by the Kiratas along the banks of the river

Narmada in search of gold .*4

The name Subandhu is also found to be current in Central

India as might be seen from the Birwani Copperplate inscription of

Maharaja Subandhu.** The grant has been issued from MahismatT,

the present Maheswara, in Indore State.

Subandhu was a worshipper of Visnu and he has consecrated

two verses at the beginning of his work 36 to his titular god. Now,
we have almost contemporary inscriptional evidence*' to prove that

in Central India Vaisnavism was more predominant than anywhere

else. In Bengal, it seems, the Saivas, the Saktas and the Jainas

w^ere more popular.

Putting together all these facts, we are led to the conclusion

that Subandhu was an inhabitant of Central India, preferably of

Malwa and that he had nothing to do with Bengal. s

34 . * ^f*TspTSI ftp*?Jd'Slrl HcfTT3TT VWV*
* -Pp. 100-101; for explanation of the traditional belief see commentary.

35. Epigraphia Italica, Vol. XIX pp. 261-62.

36. Verses 2 and 3. Besides that the following references unmistakably
point to his being a Vaisriava :

( » ) 1’. 270

( »i

)

tRjsfcpnr P- 297

37. Vide Tables comparing Gupta inscriptions and Pauranic tradition—By
D. R. Path., Appendix to Bulletin of the Deccan College Research Institute , Vol. II.

Parts I and II.

38. We have good reason to believe that, in his days of retirement from the

ministerial duties (see, Viimana,

—

Kdvyalankarasiitravrtti p. 32—Kavya Mala, Ed.),

he had repaired to L'jjayini, where probably he wrote his Vasavadattd .



Sphota and Artha
By

Betty Hj-imann, London

Every European scholar who has had the opportunity of
translating Sanskrit texts with Indian students will have acquired
an experience unknown to him from his work with Western pupils.
The Indians have a strange gift of getting the hang of the text

before, and sometimes even without ever, being able to render the
passages in rational systematic manner according to the correct
grammatical analysis of the sentence and its parts. They grasp
irrationally the sphota ,

before they rationally grasp the artha . The
problem of the sphota is unique to Indian grammar ; it was never
established in the West, and is even not officially acknowledged in

most of the Indian philosophical treatises. But, nevertheless, even
when expressly repudiated in Sanskrit philosophy, it is still posed
there as a problem. While considered not provable by rational

systematic means, it exists there as a problem, or rather as a fact.

The Indians arc too near to, the Westerners too remote from,
the intuitional grasping of the meaning implied in a word or a

sentence ; and both mentalities, from these very contrary reasons,

are hampered in giving a rational account of the sphota.

Even the MTmamsakas who establish subtle theories about

sound-problems not only from the rational, but also from the

irrational point of view (the divine origin of sahda and its pre-

empirical existence) expressly repudiate the concept of sphota .

They believe in the pre-empirical autpattiha
,
pre-empirical sponta-

neous origin of sound, and they oppose this to the krtaka , the

empirically produced ; theyr distinguish between the potential

transcendental sense and its manifestation in empirical usage ; they

discuss the problem whether the meaning of the whole word is

already conceived by the utterance of its first sound or by the series

of its sounds, or whether only after the pronunciation of its last

character the sense becomes manifest ; they ponder over the ques-
tion whether the meaning is dependent on a fixed succession of the

letters used, whether for instance sara and rasa convey the same
meaning, i.e., whether irrespective of the order of articulation and
its psychological reactions, the meaning springs forth as a quasi-

partless and orderless and timeless complex entity. But though

touching on all these considerations of questions connected with

the problem of the sphota , they are reluctant to accept the sphota as

l
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such. The Mlmamsakas, the school of the exegesis of the holy
Veda, are transcendental Realists and magical logicians, as it were.
Their Realism and their logical method tend to handle but provable
facts (pramanas), their transcendentalism and belief in magical
efficacy are restricted ; they accept only that which is established by
the empirical pramanas (pratyaksam and anumdna ) or by the appa-
rent proof of revelat ion and authoritative assertions of the holy
texts. As a system they are reluctant to give credit to their own
subjective psychological irrational feelings of evidence, i.e. to the
sphota. This is too near to them to be worthy of being
propagated in systematic theory. They remain, even in their irra-

tional speculations, in the sphere of artha
, pre-empirical sense and

its empirical efficacy. Their exegesis, their exposition of Scrip-
tures, does not reach beyond the interpretation of the contents.
They are rational analysts .

1

Why, then, do the grammarians venture to deal with the sphota ?

Grammar, as its very Sanskrit names suggest, is vy-d-karana
,

?;/-

graha , and nir~vkta, i.e. mere analytical procedure. How can these

professional analysts be inclined to acknowledge such a merely
synthetic complex factor as is the sphota-concept ? For two
decisive reasons. First, grammar is a more psychological than

logical science. The significance which Indian grammar attributes

to the physio-psychological laws of phonetics indicates besides
other reasons its foundation in a sphere outside mere logic.

Secondly, their fundamental presupposition is a dogma of a primary
potential unity. They proclaim that in the verb are already con-
tained, so-to-speak, in an embryonic stage all possible variations of

a sentence which are voiced by accidental subjects or objects, par-

ticles, prepositions, etc. This concept of a pre-developed imma-
nent general potentiality centred in the verb itself gives room for

the acceptance of other factors of complex potentialities such as is

the sphota. The grammatical analysis is considered but as a

secondary pedagogical proceeding. This grammatico-pcdagogical
method, too, is an outcome of a fundamentally psychological
attitude.

It is true that it is not the past-master of grammar, Panini him-
self, who expressly introduces the theory of the sphota ; but his

chief commentator Patanjali, and his later followers, Bhartrhari,

Nagesa, etc., are concerned with securing for the concept of sphota

a place in their system.

t. About this cf. the chapter on Miinahisii in my “A Study in Indian
Dynamics.’'
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But even these later grammarians who acknowledge the sphota ,

proffer only a vague definition of the sphota. They simply attribute

to it three general predicates. The sphota is regarded as one, indi-

visible and eternal. These vague three qualities are the common
property of all super-empirical entities. It is no accident, there-

fore, that the scholarly advocates of sphota are inclined to identify

the sphota with other “summa” of religious, magical or ontological

potentialities which are already acknowledged. The sphota is thus

paralleled with Sahti* Sabda- Brahman , with Vranava (Om)> in

short with all “summa ’ 5

bearing on sound-problems. But the

sphota does not exactly cover the ground of the efficacy of Sakti, of

undeveloped mere potentiality. The sphota has both, a pre-empiri-

cal and an empirical function. The meaning of the word uttered

exists not only potentially before its manifestation, but exists also

as an external sphota set free by an accidental object or word.
Neither is sphota a universal, ontological Sabda-Brahma

n

,
because

beside the general ontological truth on which all specific sphotas are

based, there exist the different sphotas of each single empirical

object as distinct entities (cow, horse, etc.). These sphotas of cow,
horse, etc. arc, however, not ontological manifestations dependent,

on, and empirically produced from, a productive ontological

Avyaktam , but they require a specific act of realization, an impulse

given directly by an empirical fact, the utterance of a word.

Besides, a further psychological function must take place for the

realization of the sphota , Sphota
, unlike the Sabda-Brahman , mani-

fests itself in specific partial flashes of truth.

Neither the sphota can be identified with Vranava {On/), which
* being bare of any specific sense, is open to accept every meaning
required. Visualization of Vranava (Otn) is but a means, not an end

in itself ; it serves only to prepare the stage of receptivity and

susceptibility lor a higher vision. The sphota, on the other hand,

whenever it can be grasped, is already endowed with specific

qualities. In short, sphota is akin to, but yet distinct from, all

these other irrational potentialities. Its oscillating quality of func-

tioning in the two spheres of potentiality and specific manifesta-

tion alike, defies any valid identification either with predominantly

super-empirical, general, ontological, or with completely realizable

specific factors.

As to the method ol gaining an object through the perception

of its sphota
,
here, too, we have to approach the problem by the

indirect means of contrasting the sphota with similar factors. Is the

psychological procedure by which the sphota is gained the same as

3
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that achieved by meditation ? Meditation can be attained by concen-

trating on any accidental object. The specific object in hand is but

a means and not an end. A higher general vision springs forth

from this act of concentration (samadhi). Reflection, pratibhd
,
of a

general cosmic relationship is indirectly attained. The grasping of

the sphota, on the other hand, is a direct procedure. Here the

starting point is a general cosmic truth which through the contact

with the very object reveals immediately, and not as a means, a

specific truth, the truth about the essence of the object concentrated

upon. Thus, though meditation and sphota

,

belong both to similar

spheres, both standing midway between generalizing metaphysics

and particularizing and introspective psychology, they are clearly

distinguished by their different tendencies of direction : one work-

ing from the general downwards {sphota), the other tending upwards

towards the general (meditation). Furthermore, they are unlike

with regard to the quality of directness (sphota

)

and indirectness

(meditation). These latter characteristics imply also a difference

with regard to their dynamics and degrees of purpose: while the

sphota reveals itself by an immediate spontaneous flash of realiza-

tion, meditation works deliberately in slow stages of gradual

enlightenment. The sphota manifests itself in a quasi-mechanical

bio-psychological function ; meditation, on the other hand, is inten-

tionally and deliberately acquired. And vet, in spite of all these

distinctions pointed out between the sphota and meditation, medita-

tion in its highest stage of perfection is the one proceeding which

comes nearest to the concept of sphota . In the commentary to

Yoga Sutras 1 , 47 the adhydtma-prasdda , the subjective, no more
obstructed clarity of mind, the final stage gained after preliminary

meditation, is expressly defined as bhutartha-visayah krama-ananu-

rodhl sphutah prajnd-dlokah

,

i.e. as a spontaneous (sphuta) vision of

cognition which has the cosmic bhutas as objects* and pursues no
more any gradual steps. Thus the Yoga system acknowledges in

some way the concept of sphota, but only as a general cosmic v ision,

and not as a specific sabda-sphota.

After having tried to define the sphota. indirectly by confronta-

tion with apparently related irrational concepts, we shall now
venture to trace its qualities by the direct method, as far as it is

possible to describe and to define such an irrational concept. Only
then shall we gain the ground to make the methodical confrontation

2. 1 prefer to take bhut-artha in the cosmic and ontological sense= Mahn-
bhutas of the Sankhya (Yoga), rather than follow Prof. Woods in his epistemologi-

cal interpretation.

4
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with its counterpart in the logical sphere : artha. The most imme-
diate approach to a concept, at any rate in the range of Indian
studies, has proved to be the interpretation of its name. The term
sphota gives the opportunity for an irrational explanation as to its

phonetics and for a rational one as to its contents ; both methods of
explanation coincide in this case. Sphut, to burst into view, to
rent asunder, pictures in its very onoinatopoetical form the sudden-
ness, abruptness and forcefulness of the process. It is no accident
that other terms derived from the very same root sphut all indicate
the same dynamic explosive function. Sphota means the ‘whipped
out

’ 5

hood of a snake in the moment of irritation ; sphuti means the
cracking of the skin of the foot by bursting blisters. Sudden like

the break between day and night in Indian climate, sudden like the

ripening of the tropical fruit are the natural processes of the Indian
mind {sphota). Slow and deliberate are the artificially, volitionary

and consciously produced mental processes, like meditation and
reasoning (tarka). As such the question is irrelevant, whether the

sphota develops gradually from the first sound to the last one ; it

can spring forth in any moment when the characteristic momentum
of the sounds becomes strong enough to indicate the object in

question. As such the related problem is also impjjcitly answered,

whether the process of articulation of the single sounds, the consti-

tuents of the word, can be inverted in its order without changing

the meaning. The psychological reaction to the transition of sound

from one articulation-point to the other determines the meaning.

Each individual sound gets beside its innate significance an addi-

tional import with regard to its position within the word (as initial

sound, final sound, etc .)
3 Here we touch the problem whether in

Sanskrit the name in itself is an onoinatopoetical image of the

essence of the thing which it designates ; and whether the articula-

tion of its sounds produces a psychological reaction which suggests

the essential meaning. Is it in this way that the Indian Sanskrit

student grasps the meaning of the text, before he can account for

the rational analysis of its sense ?

The sphota is fundamentally a sound-phenomenon, and. even

when, which is rarely the case in India, the texts arc but silently

read, it is grasped by sound-impressions. From this fact further

questions bearing on the sphota may be raised. Do the sounds

reveal the sphota , the irrational meaning, or does the sphota reveal

the true meaning of the sounds ; in other words, is the sphota the

3. Cf. My “Deutung und Bcdeutung indit>chcr Terminologie” pp. 2‘>4 ft and

my “Polarity of the Indefinite* * p. 95.

K. V, 15 5
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indicator or the indicated ? It is a reciprocal relationship between
the sphota and the sounds which constitute a name. The sphota has

two aspects, an eternal, pre-empirical being as essence, and an
external accidental empirical aspect as momentary prehension. The
sounds reveal the empirical sphota

,
while the eternal sphota conveys

a meaning to the sounds. The concept of sphota is not limited to

one level only. The accidental, empirical and momentary mani-
festation of the sphota is the reflection of the one, indivisible,

eternal and constant sphota (essence). Sphota has a double aspect

of static eternity and abrupt manifestation. As such it lacks the

continuous dynamics of aiit-pattika , the continuous motion of sounds
in the ever-moving waves of ether and space (akdsa). The
Mimarhsaka concept of sabda is that of a continuum. To use a

simile : like an ever-springing fountain the pre-empirical sabda

continuously comes forth ( autpattika), bul through vivaksa ,
through

our desire of speech, we catch some of its drops in our specific

receptacles. The sphota , on the other hand, is like a flash of

lightning, breaking accidentally from an upper eternal sphere,

through a bank of clouds, down to the ground (its empirical mani-

festation). To express the difference between sphota and sabda in

plain words ; safyda is manifested by a volitionarv act, while the

manifestation of sphota lies beyond our control.

The pivot of the Mnnamsakas is the idea of continuum ; their

chief concept of artha corresponds to this fundamental idea. Artha

is the continuous tendency (arth

)

between original sense striving

after manifestation, manifestation itself, and its final ends. The
empirical object is its second stage as a materialization of its sense ;

the third stage is the purpose of the objects. In this third stage the

term artha means :

4

for the sake of
5

(artham at the end of a com-
pound). Thus the term artha comprises three stages of a continuum,
i.e. sense or essence (pre-empirical), object (empirical) and purpose

(final cause). To give a significant example of this journey of the

term artha
, wc may point to the complicated meaning of the term

purusa-artha. It implies two different meanings of artha , a general

and a specific one. Jt designates the purusa as artha ,
essence, origin

and end of human tendencies. Besides, artha is a specific stage, or

aspect, among the four purusa-arthas . Artha is also the one specific

human aim of acquiring material goods, welfare, wealth and profit.

Artha belongs in all its meanings to the sphere of manas.

Ambiguous as the term manas is artha , its product. Manas is the

central organ of the senses, of the thinking and will-power. Sphota ,

on the other hand, is a product not of manas , but of buddhi
,
of the

6
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organ of intuitional enlightenment (bodhi , Buddha). Buddha is the

receptacle of cosmic vision which is beyond the reach of human
volition and thinking power.

Artha has a wide range of possibilities in the logical and empiri-

cal spheres, in so to speak the horizontal direction of the attainable

plane ; sphota is limited to the vertical only, a flash from above.

This distinction which we have drawn between the spheres of

artha and sphota does not seem to be always strictly kept to in

average linguistic use. Logic, too, ventures to speak of sphotam (or

spastam , elucidated), when the sense sought lor has become evident.

But this use of the term sphota is not in reality opposed to our dis-

tinction between the rational logical sphere of artha and the irration-

al range of sphota.

For even in the gradual process of logical cognition there always

comes at the end a productive moment of solution where a direct

intuition has to fulfil the previous deductions of reasoning.

7



The Digambara and Svetambara Sects

of Jainism

By

Kamta Prasad Jain, Aliganj

Jainism is the least studied of the Indian religions and enquiries

into Jainology under the circumstances are welcome. Mr. C. J.

Siiah’s voluminous work entitled “ Jainism in North India
55

deserves appreciation. His attempt is praiseworthy but at the

same time I am pained to say that the stamp of the Publishers
5

sectarian attitude is evident in it. No doubt, the original publishers

are Seth Anandji Kalyanji, who have financed the apparent

publishers enabling them to bring this volume out, and who profess

the Svetambara faith and are famous for their sectarian zeal.

The learned writer has failed to emphasise that he is writing

from the Svetambara point of view and moreover he has made
some misleading remarks about the Digambara sect. He is always

alert and takes care to mention nothing, which may be in the

favour of Digambara Jainism in the North. Perusal of his work
leads a reader to believe that North Indian Jainism is Svetambara
Jainism and that Svetambara Jainism is the original Jain religion.

Had this been established independently, without doing injustice

to Digambara Jainism, nobody would have complained. But for

the sake of history 1 intend to examine a lew of his conclusions.

However, I shall confine myself to the three most important
controversies raised by the learned author : (1) that the Svctam-
baras belong to the Order of Parsva, while the Digambaras to

that of Mahavlra, (2) that the account given in the Digambara books
concerning the origin of the Svetambara sect is self-contradictory

and hence unreliable and (3) that the extant Svetambara Agama-
Siddhanta is the original one and the theory of the Digambara Jainas

concerning the loss of the Siddhanta is false.

On examining the first of the above points, I find the learned

author summarising it in these words, “ Taking it historically and
literally, we can say that the Svetambaras are more akin to Parsva-

natha than to Mahavlra, and Digambaras are nearer the latter,

because Mahavlra passed many years of Ins life as a prophet in a

naked stage, while both Parsva and his followers preferred to remain
dressed .* 9

(p. 70). He backs up this conclusion with the following

quotation from Sir Charles Elliot :

—

1
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cc
It is therefore probable that both Digambaras and Svetanv-

haras existed in the infancy of Jainism, and the latter may repre-

sent the older sect reformed or exaggerated by Mahavira. We are

told that ‘ the law taught by Vardhamana forbids clothes but that

of the great sage Par£va allows an under and upper garment/ But

it was not until considerably later that the schism was completed
by the constitution of the two different canons/* (p. 74).

Now let us examine these statements, which are mainly based

on the evidence of the Svctambara canonical books only, under the

light of independent sources and evidence. In this respect the

first thing to observe is that nudity was not only observed in the

times of Mahavira, but it was held in great reverence by pre-

Mahavira Sramanas as well/ The fact that nudity was not an in-

novation in the Jaina Sangha, is borne out by the literary as well as

epigraph ical evidence.

In literature, the earliest reference to it is found in the Rk-
Sathhitd (X, 136-2), where the windgirdled Bachhantes , the Munayo
Vdtavasanas are mentioned. Prof. A. Weber considered that this

shows the greater antiquity of the Digambaras, and he also consi-

dered that the Digambaras are the Indian
(i Gymnosophists of the

time of Alexander the Great/

It is noteworthy that in almost all Brahmanical Sanskrit Litera-

ture which mentions the Jainas, Jain monks are designated as naked

recluses.

3

in the ancient and authentic Literature of the Buddhists,

too, the Jainas (Nirgranthas) are described as naked monks/ These

notices refer not only to the Nigantha Samanas of the Order of

Mahavira, but indirectly they describe the pre-Mahavira Nigantha

Samanas as naked monks as well. For it is said in the
ct Maha-

vagga ”, (1,70,3)"

“ At that time the Bhikkus conferred the upasampada ordi-

nation on persons that had neither alms-bowl nor robes. They

went out for alms naked and (received alms) with their hands.

People were annoyed, murmured and became angry, saying
‘ Like the Titthiyas, etc/

1. Indian Antiquary, IX. 162.

2. Ibid, XXX. 2S0.

3. Vipiupurdna, 3.18. 2_10 ; Vedanta Sutras , II, 2, 33-36 ; Dasa Kumaru

-

Carita, 2; Vardhamihira-Samhitd ,
19-61 and 45-58 ; etc. etc.

4. Jdtakamdla (SBB), I. 145 ; Visdkhdvatthu-dhamma-padatha-kathd (PTSJ

I. 2-384; Dialogues of Buddha , III. 14 ; Divydvadana , 165 Mahdvagga, 8, 15 ; 38 »

Cullavagga, 8, 28, 3 ; Samyutd Nikdya , 2. 3. 10. 7 etc.

5. Vinaya Texts , S. B. E., XIII, 223.

2
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These Titthiyas were, no doubt, the non-Buddhistic monks
belonging to older orders than those of Mahavira and Buddha/
The description of them as given above, coincides exactly with that

of Digambara Jain monks, as described in their 6astras. Hence there
is little doubt about their being the naked monks of the school of
Lord Par£va, the immediate predecessor of Mahavira. Moreover,
I am tempted to believe the Digambara gastras on the ground that

their accounts are in agreement with those references in the Buddhist
Tripi taka and other secular literature which mention the Jainas.

1

For instance, the rules of conduct for the £ramanas (Jain monks)
given in the Kassapa-Sthanada Sutta coincide to a word with those

given in the Digambara Jain Literature for their monks, and they

mention the very first rule of the Jaina muni> which requires him
to go about naked/

Moreover there are such references in the Buddhist books that

prove the use of the term Titthiya in the sense of the Jainas. The
following remarks of Rev. Dr. Stevenson are worthy of considera-

tion in this respect :

—

y

“ In the Buddhist documents frequent mention is made
of a class of opponents encountered by Buddha, usually named
Titthiyas or Tlrthakas. This word, however, is used synony-

mously with Tlrthankaras, the Sanskrit form of the word
Tirthakara, a name appropriated by the Jainas to their deified

religious legislators. In several passages the Titthiyas are

distinguished both from Brahmanas and Buddhists. Thus
Raktaksha is said to have gone to a place where there were
Tlrthakas, Sramanas and Brahmanas, ascetics and mendicants.

Not having the original before me, I can only conjecture that

the two last mentioned parties were Vanaprasthas and Sannyasls

and the third, common Brahman householders. The second

were certainly Buddhist ascetics ; and it seems to me there

can be as little doubt but that the first were Jainas. In the

same way in the Lalita-vistdra
, the Tlrthakas are mentioned

among the auditors of Buddhas as a sect different from the

Brahmanas There are two grand characteristics, then, of

those Tlrthakas, which are in exact agreement with the oldest

books and traditions of the Jains—the existence among them of

Digambara sages and the total abstinence from animal food.

6. Historical Gleanings , pp. 11-12.

7. Indian Historical Quarterly, II. 698-710.

8* Studie Materials di storia delle Religioni

,

III, 1927, 4-8.

9. Journal oj the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, January 1855,

IV. 401.
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Neither of these are applicable to either the Brahmanas or
Buddhists of ancient times The Tirthakas of the Buddhists,
then, could be none but Digambara Jainas.”

It is thus clear that the Titthiyas were non-Buddhistic jaina
monks and those referred to by Gotama Buddha belonged to older
orders than those of Mahavira. The Jaina Sangha was older than

Buddha ' iJ and as the description of the Titthiyas coincides with that

of a Digambara Jaina monk, it supports the Digambara view that the
ascetic disciples of Parsva lived naked. No doubt, the Ajivikas

also, lived as naked recluses, but their origin in itself is traceable

to the old Jaina Samgha .

11 They took their religious principles

from the Purvas : so that as Jaina dissenters, A jivikas would
naturally be expected to adopt the old practice of going about

naked. Likewise Gotama Buddha observed the vow of nudity like

a Jaina monk during an early stage of his life. The Digambaras
claim him to belong once to the line of the Jaina Samgha of Parsva’

s

Tirtha .

12

Thus the literary evidence would indicate that the nakedness of

the Jaina monks was in accordance with the original practice, and
not a subsequent innovation started by Mahavira. The latter idea,

moreover, is against the tradition of the Svetambaras, for, it is said

in their authentic canonical books that Lord Ksabhadeva, the first

Tirthankara, also passed his life as a saint in a state of nudity .

13

This means that the practice of nudity was first introduced in the

Jaina Sangha by Tirthankara Rsabha. 'Phis is exactly what the

Digambaras say. But they do not say that along with the discarding

of clothes, the first Tirthankara also allowed the Jaina saints to put

them on. He, no doubt, did allow the Ksullaka Nirgranthas to

wear one or even two garments, but the ksullakas are only laymen

observing the vows and are called EkaSatakas in the Digambara

Sastras. 1* This division of the Digambaras is supported by the

Buddhist references, since in them, too, the clothed Nirgranthas are

styled Sdvakd giht oddtavasandu and Nigantha ekasdtaka .

ih We find

10. Indian Antiquary, IX. 161.

11. lincyclo : of Religion arid Ethics, I. p. 261 and Cambridge History of India

—Ancient India, I. p. 162.

12. Buddhistic Studies , Ch. V, p. 117-119.

13. Kalpa Sutra, JS., SBE., pt. I. p. 295.

H. “
’©fffeur: i

ErTi*T5T| II II II

15. Digha-Nikdya , P'l'S., Vol. Ill, pp. 117-118.

16. Anguttara-Nikaya, Vol. Ill, pp. 307-309.
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clear mention ot the naked Jaina munis and clothed Jaina sdvakas in

the Buddhist literature, and therefore the mere mention of the naked
munis also in the Svetambara hooks cannot justify the division of

Jaina munis—naked and clothed—as they have propagated. Hence
the attempt to connect the Svetainbaras with the Tirthankara Parsva

falls to the ground.

The Mathura sculptures which depict the naked jaina monks
holding a piece of cloth in their hands, belong to a period when the

germs of this schism were already in the air and they do not support
the Svetambara view. Rather these sculptures prove the existence

of the Ardhaphalakas' ascetics having a piece of cloth w’ith them)
—the fore-runners of the Svetainbaras, as described by Ratnanandi
in his “ Bhadrabdhu-carita

,5
.
i8 A particular thing to note in this

respect us that such a small figure is shown on the Mathura sculpture

referring to the exchange of embryo of l ord Mahavira. 39 This
small ascetic called in the inscription

Ci
divine

”
(something)

could not be taken as representing Maliavira. Rather it represents

a divine ascetic of the Ardhaphalaka type, wrho could not at once

summon enough courage to give up the ancient practice of going

out naked and simply took up a scarf in the hand to hide the shame.

This representation, 1 think, is made simply to stamp the sculp-

ture with the sectarian mark and it shows clearly that the story of

the transfer of the embryo of Mahavlra was not a fact acceptable to

the ancient Jaina Samgha. It is not a part of the original Jaina

literature, but seems to have crept into the Svetambara wrorks on
the advent of new converts from Hinduism, since the original god

of progeny is found in the Vedic pantheon.*0

Accepting lor argument's sake, the view of Mr. Shaii that

because in the above sculpture the last Tirthankara is depicted

naked with a scarf in his hand, this establishes proof of the pre-

valence of both the practices—nude and dressed—in the ancient

17. On the Vodva Stupa built by the gods, ‘‘the male figure on the right of

the Dharma-cakra, is considered by Dr. BttHLEK to be that of a naked ascetic, who
as usual, has a piece of cloth hanging over his right arm .”— (Jainism in North
India , p. 25/). likewise in Mathura Plate No. IV £ramana Kanha is shown
having a piece of cloth hanging on his wrist, although he is naked otherwise. It

bearb an inscription which mentions Svetambara Ganas etc.

is. ch. iv. amT&ssF*; sqprer

ti ^ o H
19- Shah, loc. cit., p. 21 (plate IV). "At his (Nemesa’b) left knee stands a

small uaked Male, characterised by the cloth in his left hand as an ascetic and
with uplifted right hand. Bulher, Ep. Inu. II. 316.

20* Ep . Ind. II. 316 and Jaina Antiquary, Vol. Ill, pp. 83.92,

5
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Jaina Samgha, will he please reconcile it with the conditions given
and drapery allowed to monks in the Svetamhara canon ? Can he
point to any other instance in stone and plaster, where a Jaina

Tirthankara is pictured with a cloth in hand or is fully dressed ?

The images of Tlrthankaras found at Mathura are naked. As a

matter for mere wonderment even those which bear the names etc.

of a certain Svetamhara gaccha and represent Parsva as well as

some other Tirthankara are naked. 3
* If Tirthankara Parsva and his

immediate predecessors had never observed the vow of nudity and
the Svetambaras believed that he remained dressed all through his

saintly life, then why did they not make his images accordingly in a

draped shape ? Why did they go against their belief when they

showed Parsva and other Tlrthankaras as nude ? There is also no

ancient image of their lady, Tirthankara Malli.

It is a fact that the Mathura antiquities being only a century or

two older than the date of Svetamhara origin, they rightly represent

the first signs of their gradual growth into a sect. The inscription

mentioning the Svetamhara ganas etc. inscribed on a Digambara or

naked image, bears testimony to this fact and shows that the

Svetambaras were the dissenters from the original Nirgrantha

Samgha, whose ascetic members observed the vow of nudity and

their lay disciples worshipped naked images of the Jinas.
23 Hence

the Mathura antiquities do not carry the age of the Svetamhara sect

beyond 1st century b. c.

Now let us examine the antiquity of the Digambara principle

of nudity under the light of monumental and other such concrete

evidence. The most ancient of the Indian antiquities are those

which are found at Mohcn-jo-Daro in Sind and it is obvious from

them that the people of the Indus valley made nude figures, even

those of female deities .
n Some of these are quite akin to the

images of Jinas.
34 And if we are to believe the reading of a seal

inscription by Dr. Pran Nath, 25 the prevalence of Jainism at that

ancient period is confirmed—there is no doubt that the Jainas

21. Smith, Jaina Stupa and other Antiquities of Mathura

,

pp. 24 46.

22. “The Jains are divided into two great parties, Digambara and 5vetam-

bara. The latter have only as yet been traced, and that doubtfully, as far back

as 5th century after Christ. The former are almost certainly the same as Nigan-

thas, who are referred to in numerous passages of Buddhist Tali Pitakas and must

therefore be as old as 6th century B. c.”—Encyclo : Britannica ( 11th cd. ) Vol.

XXV.
23. Marshall, Mohen-jo-Daro , Voi. I. p. 33.

24. Cf. plate X statue from Harappa. Plate XIII. 15, 16 Mohen-jo-Daro,

I. p. 60.

25. Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. VIII, Supplement, pp. 18-32.
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assign a hoary antiquity to their religion. Be that as it may, it is

clear that nude images like those of the Digambara Jainas used to be

made by the Indus people*6 and this goes to establish the greater

antiquity of the religious idea of nudity as held by the Digambara
Jainas.

The ancient images of the Jinas found at Dharasiva (Terapur), 21

Khandagiri-Udayagiri (Orissa), aS Mathura, ay Ramnagar (Bareilly), 30

and at a certain place in South India 31 are all in a naked shape.

None of these images bear any trace of drapery and as such, they

also go to establish the assertion of the Digambara Jainas that for

the attainment of Nirvana, the observance of the vow of nudity is

essential. Nudity, in fact, is an assurance of the man being self-

restrained and victorious over the feelings of shame and sex-love.

The covering of the body is needed only when the idea oi shame
and sex-love occupies an uppermost place in the mind and it is an

hindrance to Nirvana. Hence nudity or victory over shame and

sex-love is necessary if Nirvana is the Goal. The Jaina Tlrthankaras
- -one and all preached the self-same doctrine as is evident from the

above historical facts.

Under the circumstances there is no justification in connect-

ing the Svetambaras with the Tlrtha of Parsva, since the monks of

that Samgha also observed the vow ot nudity.

As to the second point concerning the Digambara account ol

the origin of the Svetambaras, Mr. Shah remarks “Taking the

Digambara traditions we find that the Digambaras themselves do not

agree in their exposition of this division in the Jaina church." 32

And to establish this disagreement he refers to Darsana-Sara
and Bhdvasamgraha of Devasena, where it is said that the

Svetambara Samgha had its beginning in Vallabhipura in Saurastra

136 years after the death of Vikrama. Devasena having given the

date of Svetambara origin narrates the story of that origin from

26. Chanda, Modern Review, August 1932 pp. 158-160.

27. Karakandu-cariu, (Karanjit Jain Series), Intro, pp. 41-48.

28. “Only the Tlrthankaras are represented nude, and even they are occa-
sionally shown dressed, if the scene is intended to represent some scene of their

human lives... '—M. M. Chakravariy, Notes on the Remains on Dhouli and in the

Caves oj Vdayagiri Khandagiri

,

p. 2.

29. Smith, Jainu Stupa and other Antiquities of Mathura, pp. 24-45.

30. During the course of excavations of a mould (at Ramnagar) a great

number of fragments of naked Jain statues were exhumed ; of which several are

inscribed bearing dates ranging from Samvat 74 or a.d. 96 to 152.—Luders,
fRAS . January 1912.

31. Studies in South Indian Jainism, p. 34.

32. Shah, Jainism in North India, pp. 67-70.
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Srutakevall Bhadrabahu.*5 The date given by Devasena is the date
of the actual appearance of the Svetambara sect the seed of the origin
of which was already sown at the time of Bhadrabahu Srutakevall.
Ratnanandi also narrates this in his

“
Rhadrabahu-Caritra" and gives

a full (detailed) account of the origin of the Svetambara sect.'-
1 The

only difference between the accounts is that the former is an abridged
(thus seems incomplete), while the latter is a detailed description.
I see no reason to doubt the identity of Bhadrabahu referred to by
Devasena, since he is clearly connected with the well-known 12

years’ famine of the Mauryan period, which is an accepted fact ot

history. Similarly there is no ground to disbelieve Ratnanandi, since

the existence of the Ardhaphalakas—the fore-runners of the Svetam-
baras, who appeared at the end of Mauryan famine as described by
him, is proved by the ancient Mathura sculptures representing the

naked Jaina monks with a piece of cloth (Ardhaphala) in their hands
as shown above. Moreover Ratnanandi also assigns the same date

(i. e. Vik. Sam. 136) for the Svetambara sect as given by Devasena.

He mentions clearly that the Svetambara originated from the Ardha-

phalakas at this time, having begun dressing themselves in white

robes. S£j
I do not see any disagreement between Devasena and

Ratnanandi. Hence the Digambara tradition holds good.

It seems absurd to bring the date of this schism in the Jaina

church after the Vallabhi Council of the Svctumharas during the 6th

century A. u., since vve find a clear mention of the Kulas etc. of the

Svetambara books in the Mathura inscriptions. Besides keeping in

view the fact that there existed a separate line of Digambara Jaina

monks since the days of Bhadrabahu Srutakevalr^ and that the

Digambaras revived their Agama Siddhanta in the very first century

of the Christian era as noted below, it is not possible to assign the

final separation of the Svetambaras as taking place in the 6th

century a. d.

Of course there is a Svetambara tradition which assigns the date

of Digambara origin after the second Vallabhi Council referred

to by Mr. Shaii, 5" but this is in disagreement with another Svetambara

33. Darsana-Stira (IJombay ed.)

34. Bhadrabahu-caritra, (Benares ed.), pp. 50-71.

35. "
i

n '>,* ii < it

#tow 51% i

m ii v n

36. Hoernle, Indian Antiquary, XX. 342-346.

37. Satrunjaya-Mahatmya, (,
Jainism in North India, pp. 67-70).
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tradition, which fixes the date of Digambara origin as being 139

years after the death of Vikrama.^ In fact it is the Svetambara
tradition which seems to be at fault, being self-contradictory and,

as such, it goes to support the greater antiquity of the Digambaras
as established above.

Turning to the last point concerning the Jairm canon, I need
not enter into a discussion of the nature and genuineness of the

extant Svetambara Agama, since the opinions of the Western
savants disclose its nature and shape. Prof. Jacobi although regard-

ing a certain portion of the Svetambara canon as old says clearly

that “ additions or alterations may have been made in’ the canonical

works till the time of their first edition under Devardhiganin

Likewise Prof. Jarl Charpentjer writes in this respect that
tc

the

canon originated with Mahavlra and his immediate successors ... But

this was by no means the Siddhanta in its present shape, which is

certainly a rather late creation” ,

40 And finally Prof. A. Barriedale

Keitii remarks, “The language of the Jain canon (Svetambara) is far

later than the time of the Nandas, and if the language could be
changed, then the content also was far from secure ; indeed Jain

tradition reveals its early losses, and we have no right to hold that

the present canon in substance or detail goes back to the fourth

century B. c.”'u Hence such a varied, loose and comparatively

recent canon as is the Svetambaras certainly cannot be the original

Jain Siddhanta and the Digambaras are justified in disowning it.

Now as to the Digambara tradition concerning the loss of the

Jaina Siddhanta books, Mr. Shah makes a sweeping remark asserting

the complete loss of the Siddhanta as being “ immediately after the

great famine in Magadha ” and finds no evidence in support of the

tradition of the Digambaras. Rather he seeks to prove that the
“ original Siddhanta was not lost for ever

99
on the authority of the

Mathura inscription which records the Kulas and Sakhas appearing
in a certain Svetambara Agama book, mentioning the Vacaka
(lecturer) Jaina monk and portraying the scene of the transfer of the

embryo of Mahavlra. 4* But unfortunately this epigraphical evidence
does not establish the whole of the Siddhanta even in the Indo-

Scythian period and does not take one beyond that period, when the

38. “ fafife nzpsfr i

39. The Jaina Sutras (SBE), pt. I. Intro. XXXIX.
40. The Uttaradhyayana-Sutra (Up&ala), Intro., p. 12.

41. Sir Ashutosh Memorial Volume (Patna, p. 21).

42. Shah, Jainism in North India , pp. 222-224.
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Svetambara fore-runners were already in existence. Mere mention
of the word Vacaka does not prove the existence of the entire
Siddhanta. On the other hand we are told that there is a clear
mention of the loss of the Jaina canon in the famous Hathigumpha
inscription of Kharavela. 4

* This epigraphical evidence corroborates
the fact of the loss of the Jaina Siddhanta even before the Mathura
antiquities referred to by Mr. Shah, lienee we can hardly doubt
the authenticity of the Digambara tradition.

Moreover it is nowhere said in the Digambara tradition that the
Siddhanta was lost entirely immediately after Bhadrabahu. Rather
we find recorded an historical data of the gradual loss of it in such
old books as Tiloyapannati .

4 *

According to the Digambara tradition it is not the case that the
Purvas were lost entirely. Rather portions of the Agrdyayant-
purva were known to sages like Dharasena and others as late as 683
years after the Nirvana of Mahavira. Dharasenacarya, who belonged
to the carcly period of the Christian era, while staying at Girnar
foresaw the danger of the total loss of the Siddhanta and to avoid
it, got two competent Nirgrantha sramanas to put down what he
knew of the Siddhanta into black and white, 46 'Thus the available
Satakhandagama-siltra and other Sutra literature of the Digambaras
came into existence long before the VallabhT Council, in which
Devardhiganin created the extant Svetambara Siddhanta. Hence
the extant Svetambara Siddhanta cannot be taken as the original one,
since almost all of it except a very short portion was lost long ago
owing to the shortness of memory of the JR sis. This fact also

goes to support the late origin of the Svetambaras.

It is curious to say that although the Digambaras proclaimed
the Svetambara Siddhanta books to be late and worthless works,
yet “ they seem to make use of them to a certain extant/

1 48
1 have

neither seen nor heard of such usage among the Digambaras in the

whole of India. Mr. Shaii should have cited examples ol it from his

personal knowledge instead of relying upon Dr. Bui.iiei/s wrong
information. No doubt the names of the Angas as described by
the Digambaras arc mostly identical with those of the Svetambaras
but there is a great difference between them in respect to their

divisions, titles and contents since the Digambaras also had an index
of the Siddhanta.

Under the circumstances it is not justified to connect the

Svetambaras with Parsva and the Digambaras with the last Tirthan-
kara, since it is proved independently that every one of the Tlrthan-

karas lived as a naked £ramana. It is a fact that the Digambara-
Svetambara division in the Jaina church finally appeared in the first

century A. d.

43. Journal oj the Bihar and Orissa Research Society , XIII 236t!

44. Jaina Hitdishi, Vol. XIII. pp. 531-533.

45. JSatakhantldgama-Sutra (Amraoti) ; Intro. Vol. I. pp. 1-2.

46. Jainism in North India
, p. 223.
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Vaisnavism of Assam and Southern India
( Certain Points of Correspondence )

By

B. Kakati, Gauhati

1. The Vaisnavism of Assam like everything else Assamese,
is very little known abroad. Several years ago, two articles by the

present writer appeared in Indian Review , Madras (Vol. XXIV
Nos 4, 5; 1923 ) about the Life and Teachings of Sankara Deva, the

founder of Assam Vaisnavism. The articles were later re-printed

as a monograph on Sankara Deva, in the Saints of India Series

( Natesan & Co, Madras). That monograph has now been included

in Natesan’ s fresh publication, Chaitanya to Vivekdnanda Lives of

the Saints of Bengal.

2. In those articles certain points were casually noticed about
some sort of correspondence between the Vaisnavism of Sankara

Deva and that of Southern India. Tn a recent article by the present

writer on the Kalita Caste of Assam ,
published in New Indian Anti-

quary , Bombay ( Vol, II, No. 5, Aug. 1939 ), a few points of linguistic

and cultural correspondence between Assam and Southern India

were discussed. There is room for suspicion that cultural simila-

rities of Assam and Southern India spread over wider fields than

would appear to casual observers.

3. As however the present writer has no first-hand information
about the details of Southern Vaisnavism, and as he claims no
knowledge about the daily ceremonial observances of the Southern
Vaisnavites, the discussions here are confined to supplying Assamese
parallels to those features of Southern Vaisnavism that have been
stressed in standard publications as highly individualistic.

4. The founder of Assam Vaisnavism was Sankara Deva, a

Kayastha by caste. He was born in 1449 A. D. in the district of
Nowgong, Assam. His ancestors were all Sdktas. He was thoroughly
educated in mediaeval Sanskrit lore and he settled down as a house-
holder. But after the death of his wife he went out on a long
pilgrimage of twelve years and visited almost all the sacred places
of Northern India. After having returned from pilgrimage he pro-
pagated his new cult of Vaisnavism.

5. The official name of Sankara Deva’s Vaisnavism is Ekasarana
dharma-the religion of Supreme surrender to One ; and that One is

VISNU who in the form of Narayana assumes incarnations from

1
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age to age. The most favourite incarnation in which Yisnu is to

he worshipped is that of Krsna.

6. The surrender to One is very rigorously enjoined. For an
Ekasaraniya , the worship of other gods and goddesses is strictly

prohibited. It has been said by Sankara himself that “ a Vaisnavitc

should not worship any other god except Yisnu, he should not enter

into any other god’s temple, nor should he partake of the offering

made to any other god. In so doing hhakti would be vitiated”.

Another writer says that a bhakta should have to undergo candrayana

penance if he partakes of the offering made to any other god. There
is similar insistence on the worship of One God in Southern
Vaisnavism also.

44
Yaisnavism interdicted its votaries from the

worship of any deities except the highest known to it, who was the

God Narayana of the Upanisads, the primal cause of all things”
(T. Rajagoiwla Chari ar; The Vaisnavile Reformers of India, p. IS).

7. In Southern Vaisnavism, there appears to be some sort of

hostility towards the worship of other Gods ;
neither does their

importance seem to be at all recognised. It is said that when
Kurathalvar, a disciple of Ramanuja was forced by the Saiva Cola

king to acknowledge the supremacy of God Siva by uttering Si?:at

parataram na hi,— ( there is none beyond Siva ), the Vaisnavitc

sarcastically replied dronamasti tatah pararii ( there is drona beyond

Siva ),

—

Siva and drona being two measures of quantity and drona

measuring a larger quantity than Sira. In Assamese Vaisnavism

the synthesis between the worshiping of Yisnu and the propitiation

of other gods is differently established. Bhattadeva, a Brahmin

Ekasaraniya has enjoined that a Brahmin should not make the

customary offering to the five gods ( Panca yajha ) at the time of his

meal as prescribed by the smrfis. An offering like that would spoil

his ekasarana hhakti to Yisnu. He should instead make an offering

to Yisnu and that will satisfy all other gods. For, has it not

been said in the Bhagavata Parana , that if water is poured at the

foot of a tree, then all the branches and leaves of the tree

suck up nourishment? Another Brahmin Ekasaraniya , VanamalT

Deva, when casually confronted with the phallic image of god Siva

saluted it by uttering the mantra

—

natno Laksmipati Bhagavanta ,

(salute to Thee, God, Lord ofLaksml). All other gods and

goddesses were mere manifestations of Yisnu and the recognition

of their status as independent divinities was uncalled for.

8. The central texts of Assam Yaisnavism are the Gita and

the Bhagavata which have been rendered into verse and prose by

Sankara Deva himself and his followers. The process of initiation

2
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is called sarana and not diksa and the mantra is called ndma . The
word sarana occurs very prominently in the three Sanskrit prose

pamphlets of Ramanuja which he calls Sarandgati . Four names are

given at the time of initiation- Rama ,
Krsna , Narayana ,

11art . The
mode of prayer is constant recitation of the names through the

mouth and contemplation of the image of the Lord in the heart.

And though the most favourite deity is Krsna, and his deeds are the

topics of discussion, the image of meditation ( dhydna riipa

)

pre-

scribed is that of Narayana who dwells in Vaikuntha and whose

feet are worshipped by Mother LaksmI. Sankara Dcva’s description

of the vision of Narayana in Vaikuntha seems to be a verse para-

phrase of Ramanuja’s Vaikuntha vision in his Vaikuntha gadya. In

Ramanuja’s system “ the most prominent name is Narayana, though

Vasudeva takes his proper place when the supreme soul and the

Vyuhas are spoken of” ( Bkiandakkak : p. 57 ). In Sankara Deva’s

system, Narayana is the self conscious pure form of Hari”

( Caitanyamaya &uddharupa llari ) and the primal cause of all

incarnations ( San a avatarar hdrana Narayana ).

Sankara Devu was a house-holder. He married a second time

after his return from the first pilgrimage. He did not countenance
celibacy in his followers for the purpose of devotion to Visnu.

But his apostolic successor Madhava Deva was a celibate and he

created an order of celibate monks called KevaUyds , who live in

small huts within the precincts of religious temples called Satras .

The word Kevaliya does not seem to designate the Vaisnavite monks
of any other system in Northern India who are called by different

names. Ramanuja in recognition of this class of Bhaktas “ who
desire final deliverance and seek the consciousness of their pure

soul
99

uses the word kevalin ( Bhandarkar : p. 54 ).

10. In the close insistence on the ddsya mode of worship, the

Ekasarana Vaisnavism of Assam seems to be at one with the

Southern system. Ramanuja rapturously refers in his Vaikuntha
gadya to the nityasvdmya of the Lord, and the nityaddsya of himself.

Sankara Deva in all his writings invariably refers to himself as the

servant of Krsna ( Krsnara Kimkara ). The ddsya relationship

between the devotee and God has been so enthusiastically extolled

that in a small poem written in Assamese by an immediate Brahmin
follower of Sankara Deva, Radba the unmarried consort of Krsna

and symbolising the madhura relationship with God in so many
systems of Northern Vaisnavism, is represented as an ascetic

constantly reciting the name of Krsna, her body reduced to a

skeleton and covered all over with dust, -like Valmlki uttering the

3
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name of Rama buried in an ant-hill ! This is quite a novel picture
of Radha constructed to fit in with the mode of worship stressed in
the Ekasarana system. This poem may also be looked upon as
symbolising a protest against the varied Radha cults that prevailed
in different parts of contemporary India.

11. Idol-worship does not occupy any prominence in the
Ekasarana system. In performing all official religious ceremonies,
a sacred book (esp. the Bhagavata in Sankara's translation) is placed
on a pedestailed tray, and offerings and homage are paid to it as to

the Lord. Even in the principal Vaisnavitc shrines, a sacred book
is always placed on the Lord’s throne. The adoration of the sacred
book is a feature, amongst all the various religious sects of India,

only of the Shikhs. In the absence of any other point of corres-

pondence between Assam Vaisnavism and Shikhism, it docs not

appear that this custom should have been borrowed from the

Shikhs. The present writer has no information whether the

worship of sacred books characterises any school of Southern
Vaisnavism. But Ramanuja’s commentary on the Vedanta Sutra,

Sdstra-yonitvdt (V. S. I. 1.3), which has been summarised as

Sdstra pramana samhodhyam Brahma , the Brahman can be under-
stood only through the Scripture, may, in some way, be looked

upon as influencing the deification of sacred books.

12. Sankara Deva was a Kayastha (aSudra), but he counted

some of the most prominent Brahmin scholars ot his time amongst
his immediate disciples. To the first batch of Brahmin followers

he gave the ndma- mantra himself. They bowed to the sacred book
placed on a tray. Later on when a good number was converted,

he entrusted the task of giving mantra to the Brahmins to his family

priest Ram Ram guru. Sankara’s practice was hotly challenged by

hostile Brahmin Pandits. Ilow could a Sudra give mantra to

Brahmins ? But the reply of Sankara and his Brahmin associates

was that a Sudra was debarred from giving Vcdic mantras only to

Brahmins. There was no injunction against a Sudra giving nama-

mantra to any person. According to the Varnasrama dkarma , each

social order had its own allotted duties but in reciting and commu-
nicating the name of the Lord, there were no scriptural injunctions

curbing any order’s liberty. In other respects, the status of the

Brahmins as custodians of ti e sacred lore and as entitled to perform

religious rites and ceremonies was liberally recognised, nor were

the Brahmins as a class anywhere denounced in his writings and

teachings. He, however, like Manavala Maharnuni of the South

(Rajagopala Chariar : p. 105 ), rejected caste-superiority as a

K. V. 16 4
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ground of respect among men otherwise equally venerable “as
lovers of God.” “ Why need one be a Brahmin,” says Sankara,

“who devoutly recites the name of Krsna ? He might be a

candala, but he is far superior to any man who is not attached to

the name of Ilari.” Ramanuja's offer to partake of the leavings

of Kanchipurna, a Sudra's meal, does not shew that he had any
great regard for the sanctity of caste as such.

13. While in certain schools of Northern Vaisnavisin the free

congregational mixing of men and women devotees has been
regarded as a fruitful source of religious abuses, the position of

women in Assam and Southern Vaisnavisin stands out as unique.

Tt: has been said of Ramanuja that “ women were never permitted

to mix with rnen in devotion or abandon their usual house-hold

duties much less to assume the character of nuns ”
( Rajaoopala

Citap tar : p. 113 ). Tn Ekasarana system there are Keva/lyu monks
but there are no nuns. In the religious gatherings oi men,
women are not allowed. They carry on their devotional chantings

in the courtyards of the temples in a separate group, and that too

not simultaneously. It has even been said that Sankara never gave

any ndma mantra to women. But this point has now been slighly

relaxed.

14. There are a few other points of minor resemblance which,

considered by themselves, seem to be merely fortuitous and yet

which, viewed in the light of the contexts of the prev ious sections,

may seem to be significant. Sankara Deva even during his life-

time was venerated as an incarnation of Visnu, yet guru-worship in

the form in which it prevails in certain systems of Northern
Vaisnavism is remarkably absent from the Assamese system.

Alone amongst all the founders of religious sects in India, Sankara

enjoyed the unique honorific title of Mahapunisa even amongst his

contemporaries. Hence the popular name of Sankara's Vaisnavism

is Mahdpurustya

.

Different saints of India had different honorific

titles. Caitanya was called Mai' aprabhu, the saints of Shikhism

were called gurus, Tulsidas wTas called Gosvami and so on.

Mahapunisa is not a very popular word to be used in an honorific

sense. It is said that Yamunacharyya of Southern India composed
a work named Mahapunisa Nirnaya

,
now lost. Might this designa-

tion also like KevalTya come from the South ?—Saint Satagopa

of the South is the author of a Thousand Tamil songs. Madhava
Deva, the apostolic successor of Sankara Deva, at Sankara's bidding

composed a religious poem called TIdzdri Ghosa , the book of a

Thousand Ghosas or stanzas. Ramanuja lived up to 120 years.
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There are two views about the age of Sankara Deva. According
to one view, he lived 105 years, according to another he lived

120 years.

15. Sankara had numerous biographers. Amongst them two

are Brahmins. But the most curious fact is the total silence on

the part of all the biographers about who the guru of Sankara was,

or wherefrom he derived his system. Sankara Dcva also in his

voluminous writings has nowhere made any reference to the source

of his illumination. But one of his biographers, Ramananda Dvija

represents Sankara as saying to one of his followers that alter he

had visited the the temple of Jagannath at Puri, he resolved not to

bow that head of his down before any other God which was once

bowed before the image of Jagannath. This may lead on to the

supposition that Puri was the scene ol Sankara s illumination.

Centuries ago Ramanuja had visited Puri and established a mutt at

a place called Kurmasthana. Puri is the great cosmopolitan centre

of various Vaisnavitc sects. It may be surmised that during his

sojourn at Puri in his long pilgrimage, he came deeply under the

influence of some teacher ot Southern Vaisnavism and received the

fundamental ideas of the Southern system which he later developed

in the light of other Vaisnavitc texts. The propatti ol the South

passes for sarana in Assam.

In the absence of personal knowledge about the ritualistic

aspects of Southern Vaisnavism, this paper is designed to raise a

question rather than solve it-
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Hadhokht Nask
Jiy

Ervad M. F. Kanga, Bombay

Introduction :

The Yashts XXI and XXII or Yasht Fragments are commonly
known amongst the Parsis as the Hadhokht Nask, which is a mere
fragment made up of three not consecutive frakarts, although their

context does not correspond to any part of the description of that

Nask as described in the monumental work, the Denkart , the

Encyclopaedia of Zoroastrianism. The name Hadhokht occurs in

the Avesta in the form Tladhaokhta’ i.e. ‘together with that which
is spoken’ as the name of certain Avcstan texts collected in the

XX th or Hadhokht Nask. The Yashts XX f, XXII as given by
Westergaard, Sarosh Yasht Hadhokht, and Afrlngan i Gasanbar are

traditionally supposed to belong to this Nask. 1 The Yasht XXI
forms the first chapter of this Nask dealing with the praise of Ashem
Vohu/ which is among the most frequently used of the Avcstan

prayers. Though most frequently used in the ritual it is certainly

not of the same sanctity as the Yatha Ahu Vairyo. Darmksteter

well remarked that “Yasht XXI is a eulogy of the Ashem Vohu
prayer, the value of which rises higher and higher, according as the

circumstances under which it is being recited are of greater

importance/' 5 Similar, though not identical, is the remark oi IIaug

when he says very finely that “the larger or smaller amount of

merit, resulting from repeating this prayer depends upon the time

and occasion when it is done.” 4

The Yasht XX11 styled as Yasht Fragments by Westergaard,
forms the second and the third Fragards of the Hadhokht Nask

( §§ 1 36 ). The rest of the Sections of the Third Fragard, viz.

Sec. 37 38, See. 39-40, Sec. 41-42 respectively are separated by me
into three other subfragments from the view-point of their subject-

matter. These Second and Third Fragards describe the Zoroastrian

Conception of Eschatology, the ancient Iranian doctrine of a Future

Life. Among the nations of antiquity there seems to have been

1. Cf. Geldner G. Ir. Ph. II. 20.

2. For translation and comment, sec Selections Jrom Avesta and Old Persian

by Prof. I. J. S. Taratorewaia, Part I. p. 152-161.

3. See S. B. R. Voi. XXIII. p. 311.

4. See Haug’s Essays on the Religion of the Parsis, p. 217.

1
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none that had a more clearly developed system of eschatology, a

firmer conviction of the immortality of the soul, and a surer belief

in Resurrection and Tan-i Pas£n, b than had the ancient Iranians as

far as we can judge from Avesta and Pahlavi literature. The
doctrine of a life eternal lor the soul and the ultimate regeneration

of the world when all things shall have come to an end, is one
of the characteristic features in Zarathushtra’s teachings. As regards

the fate of the soul immediately after death, the Gathas do not

provide us with a detailed picture. It is only the Later Avestan
writing which embodies several passages explicitly describing how
the wicked or the righteous soul is believed to hover near its earthly

tenement for three days and three nights before it passes to the

Judicium Particulare.

,

There are many allusions to the sojourn

of the spirit from this world to the one beyond in the Zoroastrian

scriptures. The typical passage is found in the Hadhokht Nask
( Yasht XXII

.

1 36 )/' 'The Pahlavi Texts such as Menok-i Khrat,

Datistan-i DenTk and the Grand Bundahislm, not only paraphrase

the Avestan material with elaborate details, but also contribute

some novel ideas concerning the said subject.

The fate of the soul after death and the individual judgment
are themes favourite in Zoroastrian texts. For the first three nights

after death the soul hovers about the lifeless frame and experiences

joy or sorrow according to the actions performed in this life below

(§ 1-6 and 19-24). On the dawn of the fourth day after death,

the romantic journey of the soul begins and its voyage into the

hereafter is described in allegorical and picturesque words. We
can scarcely say how old its material is. On the one side it touches

the Gathas, with which it is truly one in spirit; on the other it comes

near to the Pahlavi Vision of Arda Vlraf, the Parsi analogue ol: the

“ Apocalypse of Peter
'

* and similar predecessors of Dante’s Divine

Comedy . The soul takes flight from earth amidst the waitings ol

a perfumed breeze or stifled by a blast of miasma, according as the

individual has been righteous or wicked. It is then met either by

a beautiful maiden or a hideous hag. The image in either case

is a reflection of a man’s former life and Daena 7
( § 7-14, 25-32 ).

5. Lit. the Future Body. For further detail s see my Philosophy oj Zatnydt

Yasht,

6« Compare Vislitasp-Sdst Nask Fragard VIII. § .*'3-64
;

see my article

A Critical Estimate of Vishtdsp Yasht,

7. On the concept fo the Term Daena in the Avesta, see my Din Yasht

(Yasht XVI).

7
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The soul thus arrives at the Chinvat Bridge,

8

the Bridge of

judgment or the Bridge of the separator as Prof. Jackson calls it.

The individual judgment now takes place in the presence of the

three Yazatas, Mithra, Sraosha and Rashnu. These are the joint

assessors before whom the life account is rendered, and the good

and bad respectively are weighed in the balance. After the

individual judgment has taken place, descriptions portray the

progress of the righteous man on the spirit-journey through the

mansions of Humata, Hukhta, Hvarshta. ( § 15-18 ). At last the

soul of the righteous enters into Heaven, the place of Eternal Light,
‘ anaghra raochao or the blissful Garo~nmana. y In sharp anti-thesis

to this is the frightful descent of the wicked soul through the

grades of Evil Thoughts, Evil Words and Evil Deeds into the

Pandemonium. This scene of the frightful torment, which rivals

Dante's Inferno is the abode of the Druj, Drujo-demana, the

dwelling of the Worst Thought or the Worst Life-it is Hell (§33-36).

These two fragards are a study in contrast and furnish a curious

double vocabulary of the Avesta with one w7ord for Ohrmazdian
being and another for Ahrimanian being.

Translation of the Hadhokht Nash :

Fargard I : (1) Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda :
‘ O Ahura

Mazda, the most beneficent spirit, Creator of the corporeal

world, Thou Holy One ! Wherein alone of Thy word ( is

contained ) the revelation of all good things, of all things

containing the seed of Asha ? ’ (2) Him answered Ahura Mazda :

4

In the praise of Asha (i. e. Ashem Vohu), O Zarathushtra !' (3)
£ He

who recites Ashem Vohu 10 readily with an anxious mind and with
a devoted heart, praises me, Ahura Mazda, praises the water,
praises the earth, praises the cattle, praises the trees, praises all

the good creation of Mazda the seed of Asha.' (4)
c

This truly-

spoken hymn (of Ashem Vohu) [or the hymn Ahuna-Vairya ],

properly-intoned, O Zarathushtra ! indeed, increases strength and
victory in the soul and heart of the reciter.' (5)

* One recital of

Ashem -Vohu or a single act of propitiation of the righteous, O
Spitama Zarathushtra, is verily worth a hundred sleep-prayers, a

8. For further details, see Chinvat-peretu by Dr. H. Lommel in Sir Jivanji

Mody Memorial Volume, p. 265. Chinvat is perhaps rather “exactor” ; Chinvato-

perctu means the bridge or passage-way of the exactor, connected with Cha£n£
“exaction”. The translation “separator” requites vi-chay, NYBERG connects

Chinvat with Sanskrit Ciketi, Cinoti “look towards”.
9. Lit. Abode of Song, paradise.

10.

Lit. praises righteousness.

3
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thousand prayers lor eating' meals and ten thousand recitals what-
soever at the departure of life from the body/ (6) ( Zarathushtra
asked Ahura Mazda :

11
)

‘ What is the one recital of Ashem Vohu
which is worth ten other recitals of Ahem Vohu in greatness, goodness
and excellence ? ’ (7) Him answered Ahura Mazda :

‘ O Holy Zara-
hushtra ! that ( one recital of Ashem Vohu ) indeed (is worth ten
others ) when a man at the time of partaking recites Ashem Vohu
to both Khurdat and Amartat 12 by professing good thought, good
word and good deed and by renouncing wicked thought, wicked
word and wicked deed/ (X) (Zarathushtra interrogated Ahura
Mazda :

11
)

‘ What is the one recital of Ashem Vohu which is worth
a hundred other recitals of Ashem Vohu in greatness, goodness ami
excellence ? (9) Him responded Ahura Mazda :

‘ O Holy Zara-

thushtra ! that (one recital of Ashem Vohu) verily, (is worth
a hundred others ) when a man after having drunk the squeezed
Haoma-juice recites Ashem Vohu by professing good thought,

good word and good deed and by renouncing wicked thought,

wicked utterance and wicked action/ (10) ( Zarathushtra questioned
Ahura Mazda :

iA
)

4 What is the one recital of Ashem Vohu which
is worth a thousand other recitals of Ashem Vohu in greatness,

goodness and excellence? (11) Ahura Mazda replied him : ‘O
Holy Zarathushtra ! that ( one recital of Ashem Vohu ) in fact, ( is

worth a thousand others ) when a man changing the side al ter

awaking from sleep and falling asleep again recites Ashem Vohu
by professing good thought, good word and good deed and by

renouncing wicked thought, wicked utterance and wicked action/

(12) ( Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda :
J1

)
‘ What is the one recital

of Ashem Vohu which is worth ten thousand other recitals of

Ashem Vohu in greatness, goodness and excellence ? (13) Ahura

Mazda answered him: * O Holy Zarathushtra! that (one recital

of Ashem Vohu ) truly ( is worth ten thousand others ) when a man

waking up and rising from sleep recites Ashem Vohu by professing

good thought, good word and good deed and by relinquishing

wicked thought, wicked utterance and wicked action/ (14) ( Zara-

thushtra interrogated Ahura Mazda :

11
)

* What is the one recital

of Ashem Vohu which is worth this entire region Khvaniratha

11. Inserted by the present writer from the context. Text omits.

12. Haurvatat, lit. wholeness, perfection. Salvation. This divinity is alwaya

mentioned in connection with Amerctat, which means lit. 'immortality*. In later

Zoroastrianism Haurvatat and Amerctat preside over the health-giving waters

and trees respectively. The pair seem to symbolize the waters of health and
the tree of life.

4
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( inhabited ) with cattle, with chariots13 and with men, in greatness,

goodness and excellence V (15) Him responded Ahura Mazda :

O Holy Zarathushtra, that (one recital of Ashem Vohu ) indeed

( is worth the entire region Khvaniratha ) when a man at the last

end of life recites Ashem Vohu by professing good thought, good
word and good deed and by forsaking wicked thought, wicked
utterance and wicked action/ (16) (Zarathushtra asked Ahura
Mazda: 11

)
‘ What is the one recital of Ashem Vohu which is worth

all this that is between the earth and the sky, this earth and those

luminaries and all good ( things ) created by Mazda, the seeds of

Asha, in grandeur, goodness and excellence V (17) Him replied

Ahura Mazda :
* O Holy Zarathushtra ! that ( one recital of Ashem

Vohu ) verily ( is worth all that is between the eaith and the sky )

when one turns away from wicked thoughts, wicked words and
wicked deeds/

Fragard II :—(1) Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda : ‘O Ahura
Mazda, Most Beneficent Spirit, Creator of the corporeal world,
Thou Holy one 1 When a righteous one dies, where does his soul

abide that night ?*

(2) Thereupon Ahura Mazda answered : Tt takes its seat near

the head, chanting the Ushtavaiti Gatha, proclaiming happiness :

Happiness unto him, happiness unto any one whomsoever, Ahura
Mazda, ruling-at-will, shall grant/ 4 On that night (his) soul experi-

ences as much joy as all that which (he experienced as) a living

being/

(3) (Zarathushtra interrogated Ahura Mazda :)
‘ Where does

his soul abide on the second night ?*

(4) Same as para 2.

(5) (Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda :) ‘Where does his soul

abide on the third night ?’

(6) Same as paras 2 and 4 respectively.

(7)
‘ At the end of the third night, when the dawn appears the

soul of the righteous man seems to be among plants, and to be

inhaling fragrant odours. There seems to blow towards him, from
the region of the south, a sweet scented wind, more sweet-scented

than all others.

(8)
* Then the soul of the righteous man seems to inhale this

wind with the nose, (and reflects) : ‘Whence blows this wind, which
is the most fragrant wind I ever inhaled with (my) nostrils ?

9

13. Mat rathem. Pahlavi. Apak ras. Is it the corrupted form of Mat
arethem ? Av. aretha, Skt. artha-means affair, matter, business, desire.' Ms*
K20 mat-rathwem, rathwem means (i) judge, (ii) an epoch, period, fixed time.

14 . A quotation from Yasna Ha 43, first chapter of II Gatha.
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(9) At the approach ot this wind, there appears to him his own
Dacna in the shape oi a maiden beautiful, shining, white-armed,

robust, of fine appearance, erect, high-breasted, of beautiful body,
noble, of glorious lineage, fifteen years old in appearance, as

beautiful in form as the most beautiful 1^ of creatures.

(10) Then the soul of the righteous man addressed, asking :

‘ What damsel art thou, whom I have ever seen as the most beauti-

ful of damsels in form ?
5

(11) Then to him his own * Dacna ’ replied :

4 O Thou youth
of good thought, good word, good deed, of good conscience, 1 am
the “ Dacna " of thine own self *. (The youth speaks :)

4

and who
is it that had loved thee for that greatness, goodness, excellence,

fragrance, victorious might, fitness for overcoming enemies, as

thou appearest unto me ?

(12) (The Maiden answers :)

4 O youth of good thought, good
word, good deed, of good conscience, it is thou that hast loved me
for such greatness, goodness, excellence, fragrance, victorious

might, fitness for overcoming enemies, as 1 appear unto thee.’

(13)
4 When thou sawest another performing burning (of the

dead) and idol-worship, indulging in loquacity, and cutting down
trees, 1 * then thou wouldst sit down, chanting the Gathas, worship-

ping the good Waters and Fire of Ahura Mazda, and propitiating

the pious man coming from near and from afar

(14)
4 Then ow7 ing to this good thought, good word and good

deed (of thine), (thou madest) me being loveable, still more loveable,

(thou madest) me sitting in a high place, sitting in a still higher

place. ' (Ahura Mazda speaks :)
‘ Then men will hereafter worship

me, Ahura Mazda, with permanent worship, the permanently
consulted.’

(15)
4 The soul of the righteous man advanced with a first step,

(wThich) placed (him) in the Good-Thought-Paradise ; the soul of the

righteous man advanced with the second step (which) placed (him) in

the Good-Word-Paradise ; the soul of the righteous man advanced

15. Sracshtaish, instrumental pi. of Sracshta. Prof. Scuwy/.er in his essay

on “Die Sogenannte missbrduchlichen Instrumentale im Attesta ” ingeniously shows
that this termination—aish is not at all the instrumental suffix, but an abbrevia-

ted form of the genitive plural-aisham and its nominative-accusative use is to be

explained as partitive-genitive.

16.

' Names of sinful actions, the meanings of which are not clear. The word

varakhedhra is found in Vishtdshp Yasht, 37, 59 as vakhedhra. If this reading is

to be followed, the word means discourse, cf. Skt. vaktra.

17. ham-parshtemcha, abridged for daregho-ham-parshtemcha. See 13a k-

tholomae , Itidogermanische Forschwtgen, 17. 112 seq.

6
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with the third step (which) placed (him) in the Good-Deed-Paradise ;

the soul of the righteous man advanced with the fourth step (which)

placed (him) in the Endless Lights. ,ls

(16) The righteous who had previously departed addressed him
asking :

‘ How, O righteous one ! didst thou pass away ? How, O
righteous one ! didst thou come away from the abodes, rich in

cattle, iy full of aspirations and enjoyments of love, 20 from the corpo-

real world to the spititual world, from the perishable world to the

imperishable one ? How long was thy felicity ?
’

(17) Thereupon spoke Ahura Mazda :

4 Ask him nor whom
thou askest (because he has come; from the dreary path, full of

distress and difficulty, after the separation of body and con-

sciousness.
s

(18) Of the food brought to him (is the celestial food) ot

Zaremaya Raoghna. 21 This is the food, after death, of a youth of

good thought, of good word, of good deed, of good conscience.

This is (also) the food, after death lor a woman, richer in good
thoughts, richer in good words, richer in good deeds, easy-to-be-

governed, submissive and righteous.
’

Fragard III

:

—(19) Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda :

4 O
Ahura Mazda, most Beneficent Spirit, creator of the corporeal world,

Thou Holy One ! When a wicked one dies, where does his soul abide

that night ?
’

(20) Thereupon Ahura Mazda replied :
‘ There, indeed, in the

vicinity of the head, O Holy Zarathushtra ! it runs about chanting

the hymn ot the Kima Gatha
44 To what land, O Ahura Mazda !

shall I go to flee, whither to flee ?" During that night the soul expe-

riences as much unhappiness as all that which (he experienced as) a

living being.'

(21) (Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda :)
' W'here does his soul

abide on the second night ?*

18. i. e. paradise.

19. Gaomavuitibyascha. See Vishtasp Ya&ht. § 62. gaomavant-adj. 'provid-

ed with milk \

20. Vayavaitibyascha (Barth.) Variant, Vayacibyascha ; Mayavaitibyascha,

doubtful. Ha mil translates Mayavant-adj. by "where co-habitations or pairings

take place. " Darmesteter fays "pertaining to love." Cf. Yasna Ha 43. 2.

Milyao which is translated by Kaxoa "wealth,' ’ by Geldner "pleasures," by the

Palilavi Versionist "patm5n menishn" i. e. moderate thought.

21. i. e. nectar, ambrosia. Bartholomae (Air Wb. 144) translates "spring-

butter" partitive genitive used as subject.

22. Reference to Yasna Ha 46. 1 commencing with words kam nem6izam ete.

the G&th§ of despair and dejection. According to Darmesteter kima is an

adjectival form of kam.

7
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(22) Same as para 20.

(23) (Zarathushtra asked Aliura Mazda :) Where does his soul
abide on the third night ?

’

(24) See para 20.

(25) At the end of the third n ;ght, O Holy Zarathushtra ! when
the dawn appears, the soul ot the wicked man seems to be amid frost

and to be inhaling miasma. There seems to blow towards him from
the region of the North, from the regions of the North a foul-smell-

ing wind, more foul-smelling than all others.

(26) Then the soul of the wicked man seems to inhale this wind
with the nose (and reflects! : ‘Whence blows this wind which is the

foulest wind I ever inhaled with my nostrils ?
’

(27)

,s At the approach of this wind, there appears to him his

own Daena in the shape of a Jnhika ugly, naked, with exposed
thighs in front and buttocks behind, deformed, as ugly in form as

the ugliest of creatures.

(28) Then the soul of the wicked man addressed her, asking :

1 What Jab.ika art thou, whom I have ever seen as the ugliest of

Jahikas in form ?
’

(29) Then to him his own Daena replied :
‘ O thou youth of

wicked thought:, wicked word, wicked deed, of wicked conscience,

I am the conscience of Thine own self.’ (The youth speaks :) ‘And
who is it that hath loved thee for that ugliness, corruption, putre-

faction, stench, defeated strength, weakness to overcome the

enemy as I appear unto thee.

(30) (The Jahika answers :) ‘O youth of evil thoughts, evil

words, evil deeds, of evil conscience it is thou that hast, loved me
for such ugliness, corruption, putrefaction, stench, defeated

strength, weakness to overcome the enemy as 1 appear unto thee/

(31)
c When thou sawest another chanting the CJathas and

worshipping the good waters and the Fire of Ahum Mazda and pro-

pitiating the pious man coming from near and from afar, then thou

wouldst sit down performing burning (of the dead) and idol-worship,

indulging in loquacity and hewing down trees.

(32) ‘So me, unloveable, (thou madest) still more unloveable ;

me being ugly, (thou madest) still uglier; me being lamentable

23. The full Ave*tan text is here misting. All the editors abbreviate

§§ 27-33 and recommence the text from the word tuirlm in § 33, hut this is suppli-

ed by Ervad Tehmurasp Anklesaria in his Yashts. But its contents as being

quite opposite of Fragard II. 9-14 could easily be restored from these sources by

using antonyms which are found in the Vendidiid. For the first time these

missing sections are translated by me.

8
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(thou madest) still more lamentable; me being sitting in a backward
place, (thou madest) sitting in a still backward place/ (Augra
Mainya speaks :)

c These (are thy) wicked thoughts, these (are thy)

wicked words, these (are thy) wicked deeds. Then the wicked will

hereafter worship me, Augra Mainyu, the long-worshipped one
and the one whose evil communion is sought/

(33) The soul of the wicked man advanced with a first step

(which) placed (him) in the Wicked-Thought Hell. The soul of

the wicked man advanced with the second step (which) placed him
in the Wicked-Word-Hell. The soul of the wicked man advanced

with the third step (which) placed (him) in the Wicked-Decd-Hell.
The soul of the wicked man advanced with the fourth step (which)

placed him in the (abyss of) Infinite Darkness/4

(34) To him addressed a wicked one, previously departed

asking : ‘How, O wicked one, didst thou die ? How, O wicked one,

didst thou come away from the abodes full of cattle and full ol

passions and enjoyments of love, from the corporeal world to the

spiritual world, from the perishable world to the imperishable one ?

How long was thy misery ?’

(35) Augra IVIainyu howled out : ‘Ask him not what thou ask-

est because he has come from the dreadful, wretched parting way,
after the separation of body and consciousness/

(36) Of the food brought unto him (are some) from poison and

poisonous stench. That is the food after death for a youth of

wicked thought, wicked word, wicked deed, and of wicked consci-

ence. That (also) is the food, after death, for a Jahika of very

advanced wicked thoughts, wicked words and wicked deeds.

24. i. e. Hell ; antonym of anaghra raochao.

9



The Matsyavatara of Visnu
( Its Proto-Indian Origin and Location )

By

A. P. Kakmarkak, Bombay

T

It may seem paradoxical or surprising if one were to assert that
the beginnings of Vaisnavism can be traced in those of early Saivism.
Before the recent discoveries in the various sites of Mohenjo Daro,
Chanhu Daro and Harappa, it was almost taken for granted that ail

the roots of the later Hindu civilisation could be traced mostly to
the Vcdic period, and that whatever there was in India on the advent
of the Aryans was purely of a primitive character. But the above
discoveries, including the numerous inscriptions obtained therein,

should really change the outlook of modern scholarship. In fact,

here we find a repository of knowledge, which may even give us
courage in proving that the Aryans, with the exception of their

institution of sacrifice or their conceptions regarding the heavenly
bodies, possessed very little that could create any sense of awe
and inspiration in the minds of the indigenous peoples of India.

In view of this their real efforts towards consolidation begin only
alter their arrival in India. It is henceforth that they imbibed the

best traditions of the land and tried to give a colouring of their

discipline of Vcdic ritualism to the same. Eventually they
discarded as non-Aryan or Avaidika whatever they were unwilling
to assimilate or imbibe in their own fold or pantheon. The whole
history of Vaisnavism can be said to belong to this sphere of their

ingenuity with the aid of which they could militate against any other

religious system in India. Eventual ly we find in Vaisnavism the

best of the elements of early Saivism, the cult of the AbhTras and
that of the Bhrgus, Rama, Buddha and others. We, however,
propose to deal here with the earliest aspect of this religion which
is revered by thousands of Hindus to-day.

II The Matsyavatara of Visnu

In one of his writings the Rev. H. Heras, s.j., points out that

the idea of Matsyavatara of Visnu is a direct borrowing from that of

the proto-Indian cult of An- However, two exploits are attributed

to Visnu in this connection, e. g. the saving of Manu from the great

Deluge; and, secondly the taking out of the Ved;is from the clutches

of Hayagrlva or some other demon, who had stolen the same away

1
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into the depths of the sea. The first account is narrated in the

Satapatha Brdhmana the Mahdbhdrata
,

a the Matsya* the Bhagavata*

and other Puranas. The second account is detailed in the Bhdgavata'

and some of the other Puranas. The first exploit consists of saving

Manu or Satyavrata Manu, and is said to have taken place either in

Northern or Southern India. The second is described as having

taken place in Prayaga and other places. Without going into the

pros and cons of the question regarding the correctness of the details

of these variant versions, \vc may say that our main purpose shall

he served if we just try to locate the country in which the fish-

emblem of god Siva (An) was originally worshipped, and which thus

must have been responsible for giving a currency in regard to the

exploits of this god.
.

(#) The Country of the Minas

The Indus Valley inscriptions have given us an interesting

clue in regard to the original home of the Minas or the Matsyas of

later times. They speak of the Northern and the Southern Minas.

6

Before this, mostly depending on the later Puranic versions, scholars

in the field of Research used to locate the same somewhere in the

midland of India. But in our opinion, the original habitat of this

proto-Indian tribe can be located in Northern India, e. g. somewhere
roundabout the Harappa site, wherein part of the Indus Valley

discoveries are made.

Wc think that the following grounds are enough to arrive at

such a conclusion :

( i ) The Visnudharma Parana' states that the countries of the

Trigartas, Minas and the Kaulutas are situated in the

north-eastern direction of India. Thus the country of the

Minas, according to this version, was just adjacent to the

territory of the Trigartas, whose original home was situated

round-about Lahore.

( ii

)

The Ramdyand8 refers to the forest Bharundavana of the

Northern Matsyas ( Uttaran Vlra-Matsyanam ) and locates

it to the north of the River Sarasvatl.

1. Satiipntha Brdhmana , I. 8.

2. Mnhdjbharata , Vana Parva, Ch. LXXXVII.
3. Matsya, P. Ch. I.

4. Bhdgavata P. Sk. VIII, Adh. XXIV.
5. Mftir’s Sanskrit Texts , p. 39, f. n.

6. H. Heras, Mohenjo Daro, The People and the Land Indian Culture, Vol,

III, 4 p. /08.

7. Vi$nu Dkarma Purdtta , Adh. 10, V. 10.

8. Rdmdyana , II, 71, 5.

2
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(iii)
r
l he Mahabhdrata 9 describes that the Dvaitav ana is situated
to the North of the R. Sarasvati. This Dvaitavana, however,
seems to be the same as the Rharundavana of the Ramdyana

,

especially in view of the fact that the Satapatha Brdhmana
refers to the Matsya King as

£

Dhvasan Dvaitavanam !
lu

'Thus from the above data one may safely come to the conclusion

that the original territory of the Matsya s was located between the

Forest called either as Rharundavana or Dvaitavana, situated to the

North of the R. Sarasvati, and the country of the Trigartas, which

was originally situated round-about Lahore. It is not : impossible

that the country could have even extended far into the interior,

though to what extent we do not know. If this be correct then

the Harappa site also must have formed part of the same. It

should also be noted in this connection, that the Vipiutlharma P,

uses the word ‘Mina’ as against ‘Matsya’, which is also the reading

of the Indus Valley inscriptions as deciphered by the Rev. H.

Heras, s.j.

(/>) 'the Tutetn oj the Minus

As Father Hekas has pointed out the earliest inhabitants of

India were totem-worshippers, and that they derived their tribal

names from their respective totems. The totem of the tribe of

the Minas was evidently the Fish. The Indus Valley inscriptions

also indicate that the Mina was further identified with An, the

proto-type ot the historic god Siva. I he following inscriptions

may elucidate the point better :

“ The Supreme Being of the Minas.’ n

“ The three eyes ot the Great Fish.' M *

The three Fish eyes.’ H

The Puranas also wonderfully corroborate the above \ersion of

the Indus Valley inscriptions. The Kdlikd Parana'* describes that

the Lord of Cupid installed the image of the fish-emblem of Siva

on the Manikfita Mt. in Assam. Further, in one of the passages of

the Skdnda Parana15 Siva is addressed to as 1 o Alina, to the Lord

9. Mahabhdrata, IH, 177.

10. Satapatha Brdhmana , XIII, 5, 4, 9.

11. H. Hukas, The Religion of the Mohenjo Daro People according to the

Inscriptions, Journal of the University of Bombay, Vol. V, pp. 4 ff.

12. Ibid.

13. Ibid .

14. Kdlikd Purana, Adh. 82, 2 ff.

15. Skdnda Parana , Mdhesvara Kh., Ke. Kh . Adh. 17.

n -n. \ h

Cf. also ^ II ^ H

3
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of the Mina (or Minas)’ \ The same Purana 16 also once refers to the
c Three-eyed Fish.' Thus the Puranic traditions also help us in

proving the interconnection of Siva and the Fish-God.

(r) The Exploits of the Fish and the Country of the Minas
If the above conclusions be correct, namely, that the worship

of the Fish-emblem of god An ( Siva ) was prevalent in the country
of the Minas, which was situated in Northern India, ‘and that all

this belonged to the pre-Vedic period, then we should be really

in a position to prove that the version of the exploits of the Fish-

god also must have arisen in this land alone.

The Satapatha Brdhmana should really help us in solving the

above problem. In fact, the account of the flood-story detailed in

it is the earliest in world literature, or as Vaidyanatha Ayyar
describes it

4

the Parent Flood Legend. 11
It narrates that a Fish

saved Manu from the Flood ( Aughah ) and that it took him to the

Northern Mountain. 'The following passages arc important from
the historical point of view :

*swrt i *r yrfasffA *tot

<tt3T srfttpfcr u u

i srfm k mx g$r * g mi m firff *r-ci-

*r tr rrr^Trr^-

x m: «t*t: ttjxt

*rg^>: qrftfirftrtii 5 ll
l -

Roth the Atharva leda VJ and the Mahdbhdrala™ agree in

describing that the spot where the bark was tied down was situated

on the Himalaya Mountain. But even they fail to trace the exact

location. However Dr. A. C. Das seems to be correct when he

tries to locate the same in Kashmere. He says :
“ there is some

indication in the Satapatha Brdhmana of the situation of the region

named I la. There it has been stated that Manu at the time of the

great Deluge sailed in his ship northward from the shores of the

southern ocean, and his bark having been stranded on the “Northern
Mountain,” i. e. the Himalaya, he disembarked and landed on firm

ground on the mountain. Here he met a beautiful damsel, named

16. Skanda P. Prabhasa-khanda .

17. A. S. Vaidyanatha Ayyak. The Flood Legend of the East, Journal of the

Bombay Historical Socipty, Vol. II. p. 14.

IS. 3iitapiJtha Brdhmana , I. 8.

19. Atharvaveda f XIX, 3) t 7-8.

20. Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XII, p. 218 f. n.
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Ila, who described herself as his daughter. It is very probable
that this was the region ( situated in Kashmere ) called Ila, in the
Rigveda, and if our surmise be correct, it was situated on the
Himalaya and regarded as one of the best countries, known to the
ancient Aryans.” 11

Thus, though we need not go into the details of the problem
regarding the age of the flood, still it is clear that both the exploits
of the Fish refer to its oceanic activities. It is a well-known fact

that the early portions of the Vedas were composed in the land of

the five Rivers. And the Fish that snatches away the Vedas from
the clutches of the demon is responsible even for saving Manu and
landing him in Kashmere, which is situated at a near distance from
the original home of the Minas. Indeed, it seems to be true that

both the accounts refer to matters of great consequence. Is it

possible that the land of the five rivers was once overflooded, so

much so that the cultures of both this mighty proto-Indian nation

as well as that of the Vedic people came to an end simultaneously

—

thus making place for a new era, namely that of the Brahmanas ?

If this be so, then it is probable that just after the flood

subsided both the exploits were attributed to the Fish, the original

God of the Minas, e. g. that it saved the humanity in Northern

Tndia from the great calamity, and that it also saved the Vedas,

which seem to have been in a written form then—a fact which be-

comes clear from the existence of the proto-Tndian script. The
legend then travelled both in the Southern and the Northern direc-

tions, and was thus later responsible lor the Chaldean and the

Jewish legends as well.

As time went on the legend of the Irish underwent three

different stages of transformation in India. In the first stage the

Satapatha Brahmana deprives it of the proto-Indian character of

the Divinity which was originally identified with the Irish. In the

second, the Fish stands identified with Brahma in the Mahahharata

( as Father Heras would suggest it ). Finally, in the third stage,

the advocates of Vaisnavism attribute all the doings of the Fish

to their supreme God Visnu, the Preserver of the universe.

21. A. C. Das, Rigvedic India , p. 59.

K. V. 17 5



Prakrit Uccidima and Uuccudai
By

S. M. Katre, Poona

The Sanskrit root *cr—
,
postulated by Professor Suniti Kumar

Ciiatterji 1 in his discussion of the translation compound tu#di-~cela-

formed the basis of my own discussion on the origin of Ardha-
magadhl cadagara-} I was interested in tracing further formations
of this base in both Old and Middle Indo-Aryan. As a result of
my investigations I find that although the base *cr or *cr— has not
been very productive, the different treatments of vocalic r in

MI-A. as an a , / or u, have resulted in certain back formations in

Sanskrit.

It has already been demonstrated by Professor Ciiatterji that

this base *cr - in the form *crta- is the origin from which Skr. cata-,

ceta ~
, ceda and ccla- and Ml A. cata- and catta - are derived.

The relation between cata - and ccta

-

is almost parallel to that

between Skr. grhd- and gehd-\ cata

-

is the result of the ^-treatment

while ceta- is the secondary result of the /-treatment.

A proof of this /-treatment may now be seen in the Prakrit

form uccidima- cited in Dhanapala’s Pdialacchindmamdld* explained

as ‘mukka-majjaya* or ‘boundless’ as Buiiler takes it.* BDhler,
however, connects Pkr. uccidima with Skr. ut + cat - .

The semantic relationship between Skr. cat and car anti-

cipated through OI- A. *cr-, may be realised from the following

scries : catati reaches, uccatati reaches above or beyond, goes away,
disappears : edrati wanders ; uc-cdtah running : uc-cdrdh discharge,

excrement; uc-cdtanatn eradicating, causing a person to quit his

occupation by means of magical incantations 5
: uc-cdranam articula-

tion; uc-cditita- driven away : uc-cdrita - pronounced; catakah a

sparrow : edrakah a wanderer; catu-, cdtii pleasing : edranatn good
behaviour.

Now as Buhler explains, Skr. ut + cat- gives us this sense of

‘boundless’, mukka-majjdya , but the connection between Pkr.

uccidima- and Skr. uccat can only be understood in the light of

OI-A. *crta -.

1. Some Etymological Notes, New Indian Antiquary 2,421-27.

2. Indo-Arica I, Bulletin of tHe Deccan College Research Institute 1,153-56.

3. Verse 180d, Bljhlkr's Edn., Bexzenberger Beitrdge 4, 104.

4. Bezzenberger Beitrdge 4, 121.

5. Moniish-Wilkiams, Samskrit-English Dictionary, Oxford 1899, p. 173,

1
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Further, the Dhatupatbas give us Skr. ciitati , cotayati splits,

cuts off, cotati becomes small (and variants cuntati , cuntayati ,

cundati , cunclayati ), cuttayati becomes small, cudati conceals.

Formantically none of these roots are very productive, and they
may be explained together on the basis of OF A. *rrta--and crt.

Skr. cud ~ and cut~ are semantically interrelated, ‘concealing or

hiding* being one aspect of ‘making small or scarce*. The remain-
ing bases are only enlargements of these.

Thus Skr. cat- and cut- > cud- are back formations into OT-A.
from the MI-A. *cata ~ and *cuta- % *cuda - . Similarly Skr. cctati

‘sends out’ ( base cit-) although formed probably after Skr. retail?

represents a back formation from MI-A. *cita preserved in Pkr.

uccidima -. If one such hypothetical base explains to us the origin

of many of these Skr. vocables whose genesis is not clear on the

basis of Old Indo- Aryan, but depends only on the Dhatupatbas

the roots of which when not occurring in Vedic and Classical

literature are often suspect, there is all the greater need to subject

the whole Skr. vocabulary to a regular examination and separate

the back formations, borrowals, etc. from Middle Indo-Aryan.

6. Ibid p. 395.
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Varieties of Visnu Image and the probable
Date of their Innovation

By

G. H. Khare, Poona

In Memoir no. 2, entitled Varieties of VistjLu image by B-. B.

Bidyabinod

1

and in other works also,* it has been shown that a

single Visnu image can have 24 varieties by the interchange of the

conch, the wheel, the mace and the lotus, the four attributes

generally shown in Visnu
5

s hands. But no attempt has been made,
so far as I know, to fix the period of the introduction of this

practice, which I wish to do here, though tentatively.

I have found the varieties of Visnu image dealt with in the

following works and I tabulate them here in a chronological order.
7 ,

(Date in A.D.i
I

j

1794-1808

|

1790
j

: 1612

;
1433 1408

|

1200 -1275
i

1197-1276

I 1129

9th century

STN is an encyclopaedic work and its author points out the

source from which it has extracted the description as ‘Pancaratre

1. Published by the Archaeological Survey of India*

2. Elements of Hindu Iconography Vol. I, p. 227 ; Miirtivijiidna by G. H.

Khahk, p. 23.

( 1 ) Sritattvanidhi (STN)

( 2 ) Dharmasindhii (DS)

( 3 ) Nirnayasindhu (NS)

(4) Devaldmurtiprakarana (1)MP)

( 5 ) Catuwargacintdman

i

(CC)

( 6 ) Tantrasdra (TS)

( 7 ) Abhilasitdrthacintdmarti (AC)

( 8 ) Vrddhahdrlta Smrti (VHS)

( 0 ) Agni Purana (AP)

(10) Padma Purdna (PP)

1
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Kriyapade .* But as this is a generic phrase, it does not help us
to hunt out the exact work in which we may find the quotation. For
instance in the Ndradapancaratra, published in the Bibleotheca
Indica (BI) series, 4 though we come across the 24 usual names of
Visnu, the 24 varieties of the image are not to be traced. The
author ol DS explicitly mentions ‘the verse of Bopadeva occur-
ring in Sindhu’ (NS) as his source for the descriptions of the
varieties and cites 13 verses by way of its explanation. 6 The
author ol NS quotes a verse ol Bopadeva as his source, which is just
like an aphorism, explains it and concludes his explanation with
the remarks that the original is to be found in Hernadri. 6 In the
commentary on this sentence, in the edition of NS published in

the Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series, 12 verses have been given
which describe the 24 varieties.’1 One would naturally expect to

find these verses in Hernadri; but the verses describing the varieties

in the Bi edition of CC are found to be entirely different from the

former. 8
1 have shown elsewhere that the author of DMP has

borrowed profusely from earlier works;* but I have failed to trace

the source for the description of the 24 varieties. The descriptions

in CC appear to have been taken from Siddhdrtha-samhita ,

a rare work not mentioned even either by Schrader in the list

given in his book10 or by Dr. Dasgupta in his History of Indian

Philosophy , where he goes on describing several Paficaratra works
in printed and ms. forms. 11 Madhvacarya, in his TS, often bases

his statements, it is said, on several Puranas; but 1 cannot trace his

source for the description of the varieties. la The author of AC
has depended lor his iconographic material chiefly on the

Matsya Parana, 1 * but the description of the 24 varieties could not

be traced to that or any other work. Though the exact date ol

3. Published by the Vetikatesvara Prebs, Bombay, S’aka 1823, p. £0.

4. In 1865 A.i).
; p. 16-4 ; 3rd Rfitra, 2nd Chapter. I learn that the Vehkate

svara Press of Bombay has published a different type of Pancaratru, but I could

not get it anywhere in Poona.

5. Poona edition, 1911; p. 256.

6. Published by Sundarmalla Santurarna, Bombay, 1892 ; p. 275.

t&rn,
7. pp. 1236, 1237.

8. Vol II, part 1, p. 114.

9. My article in Marathi in the Quarterly of the Bharata Itihasa Samshodhaka
Mandala , Vol. XVI. p. 77.

10. Introduction to the Pdncardtra and the Ahirbudhnya Sat/ihitd , p. 6.

11. Vol III, p. 21.

12. Ch. I, vv. 23-29.

13. New Indian Antiquary Vol II, p. 620.

2
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VIIS is not krtown, it is very difficult to place it before the end
of the 8th century. About the age of PP and AP, I cannot say any
thing definitely. Especially the ritualistic details in both these
Puranas show that those parts at least are very late in point of date.

One special feature about the descriptions in the last three
works, which must be mentioned here, is their connection with
other Visnuite tantric rites. Thus the description in AP is preceded
by chapters on the worship of Salagrama and other Visnuite rites,

rituals and daily practices. 14 The description in PP is preceded by
the explanations of 12 kinds of purification, 5 kinds of wforship and
the worship of Salagrama. 15 The description in VHS occurs in the

details of the worship of Vyuha i.e. of the group of Vasudeva,
Saiikarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha together. 1® Moreover VIIS
describes Visnuite practices with much elaborateness which shows
that it is a Visnuite work. ‘It becomes, therefore, evident that the
varieties are very closely related to other sectarian Visnuite
practices.

The date of Bhdgavata Purana is not finally settled, I believe,
but there is a consensus of opinion that it was composed about
900 A. D.n It is the most important Visnuite work ; still it

neither mentions the 24 varieties nor enumerates the 24 names of
Visnu which serve as the base for the varieties. Visnudharmottara
which is generally placed somewhere in the 7th century A. d .

18

deals with image making in extenso
; but it does not refer to the

24 varieties as well as the name-group of 24. Visnu Purdna is another
very important Visnuite work, the date of which is not far from
the 6th century. 19

It also does not allude to the 24 names of Visnu
ill the present order and the 24 varieties of his image based on
them. Varahamihira, who died in 587 A. d .

30 states in Brhatsamhitd ,

that the 12 forms of Visnu represented by his first 12 names are
the presiding deities of the 12 Hindu months beginning with
Margaslrsa. 31 But he has neither referred to the 24 varieties nor
anywhere mentioned the lotus as an attribute of Visnu while
describing the 8, 4 and 2 handed images of him and the attributes

14. Anandasrama Sanskrit Scries no. 41; chapters 46-48.
15. Ibid Padma Purdna , Patala Khanka, ch. 78.
16. Ibid no. 48 ; pp. 329-330.
17. Wintkknitz, A History oj Indian Literature , Vol. I, p. 556 and note 3.

18. Ibid p. 580 and S. Kkamrisch : Vishnudharmottara intro, p. 5.

19. WiNTiiKNiTZ, HIL Vol I, p. 545 and note 2.
20. Ibid p. 523, note 2.

21. Ratnagiri edition Ch. 105, vv 14, 15.

3
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pertaining to them. 2 * Amara who probably lived in the 4th century

A. i>.*
3 cites in his lexicon 39 names of Visnu among which appear

16 of the 24 name-group. Rut they arc not mentioned in any

particular order ; much less in the present order. Moreover

though he gives Caturbhuja as a name of Visnu, he never refers to

a lotus as his attribute.*
4

I tabulate here, in a chronological order, what 1 have said

above 31
'

:

i,
i

(1) Amarakasa 4th century
j

j

No ref. to 24 names, 24
varieties and the lotus

attribute.

(2) Brhatsamhitd 6 tii ,, j

Kef. to first 12 names; but
not to the varieties and
the lotus attribute

(3) Vimupurana 6th ,, No ref. to 24 names &
varieties

(4) Visnudharmottara 7th „
j

» » » >

!

(5) Bhdgavata Parana 9th „ i »>
1

I, therefore, tentatively conclude that though the group of 24

particular names ol Visnu may have been formed before the 6th

century, the 24 varieties of Visnu image based on that name group

must have come into existence not before the end of the 9th century

along with other Visnuite tantric rites, rituals and daily practices

which were probably being innovated in that period.*'

22. Ibid Ch. 58, w. 31-35.

23. K. G. Oka : Amarakosha Intro, pp. 8, 9.

24. Ibid text pp. 5-7. _

25. A revered friend of mine has brought to my notice that the Baudhayatia

Dharmasulra alludes to the first twelve names of the 24 name-group. (Mysore

Gov. Orie. Lib. Series, Bible. Sans. No. 34. pp. 235). l’rof. Kane opines that this

Dharmasutra must be placed somewhere between 500-200 B. e. At the same time

he has clearly stated that ‘there are many repetitions even in the first two prasnns

(our reference falls in the second) which, therefore, make one rather doubtful

about the authenticity of the first two prasruis also in their entirety {History of

Dharmaiustra Vol. I, p. 23). There are other reasons also as to why the particular

portion should be treated as an interpolation and irrelevant. I have, therefore,

thought it better to exclude the reference altogether.

26. Have these varieties to do anything with the 24 Jaina Tlrthankaras ?

This is a question which must engage the attention of scholars working in this held.

4



Cultural Descendants of Rava^ia

( The ruler of Lanka )

By

M. V. Kibe, Indore

In my two papers 1
, I have shown that the struggle between

Ramacandra, the Hero of Valmiki’s Ra?nayana y and Ravana, the
King of Lanka, took place on the plateau north of Lanka, perched
on a peak of the Amarkantak Mountain. This plateau is situated

in the modern State of Rewa. It is now known as the forest of

Pusparaj Gadh. This vast tract of Pusparaj Gadh is inhabited

by a tribe of men called Gonds. Among them are still observed
several customs, even such as cannibalism of which mention is

found in Valmiki’s Ramayana , as those of the relations of and
followers of Ravana. He himself seems to have been civilised,

although he too was not free from all the customs prevalent among
his tribe or tribes. 3

The several tribes of Gonds who inhabit this tract call them-
selves as (1) Ravana Vam£l ( descendants of Ravana ), (2) Banor

( descendants of monkeys ), Komar Vamsi (descendants of

the Kumars, sons of Rajas ) and even Raghu Varh£I ( descendants
of Ramacandra, evidently of his followers). They are divided
amongst these four principal castes. It may be noted that although

the family of Ravana is called after its progenitor as Sdlakataiikata ,*

he is said to be born of a family of Pulasti Rsi. 4 Amongst the

Gonds there are also Gotras wThich are 23 viz. (1) Rajgagon, (2)

1. Ravana '& Lanka located in Central India, Indian Historical Quarterly,

(Calcutta) Vol. IV. No. 4, 1938.

2. Annals (B. O. R. I.) Poona, Vol. VII Part IV.
Rdmdyana (Madras Law Journal Press, Mylapore Madras, 1933)

^frt : II II (\-\-\)
also

^ ijsrcr: jw??: i (v-i *» \)

aiffa ( i ('-i »-*<;).

3. Ibid I (

4. ibid KmrT ?f?r *r: i (v*--*-*)

^ gf%r ii x)

JT«^TS4
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CULTURAL DESCENDANTS OF RAVANA 265

Umrao, (3) Sadharan Gon or Zamidari, (4) Mazi, (5) Vaiga, (6) Moi,
(7) Paliha, (8) Panika, (9) Agoria, (10) Kamarai, (11) Pathari, (12)

Dharkar, (13) Tavalmanjan, (14) Koir, (15) Biyar, (16) Dusadh,
(17) Vind, (18) Raithor, (19) Manaro, (20) Ghasiya, (21) Paviya,

(22) Pava, and (23) Kamar. Some of the original names may have
undergone some verbal change. Besides these gotras, there are
Kulas ( families ) which are known after the name of the deity
they worship and which are to be found among all the tribes of

Gonds. They are 20 in number. The similarity between the

name of the Gond and Gaud who are Brahmins, is remarkable and
it may be responsible for the idea that Ravana was a Brahmin.
The twenty families are named as below : (1) Markam, (2) Khashars,

(3) Notiya, (4) Suri, (5) Poya, (6) Korim, (7) Tekama, (8) Marai,

(9) Netam, (10) Mapachi, (11) Oima, (12) Soinia, (13) Chichama,
14) Parneha, (15) Maravi, (16) Ghtirava, (17) Partithi, (IS) Partoli,

(19) Sapatia, and (20) Oika. These are found promiscuously among
all the 23 Gotras. Every one of them has a different head-quarter

town. Thus :— (1) Nigari, Nivas for (1), (2) Mahora, Jhara,

Mersenda and Gadai Gao for (11), (3) Gnnari tor (2), (4) Nnndhi,

Tunguna for (4), (5) Juri, Sarangagadh for (7), (6) Gadh, Mohda
for (8), (7) Lohajhar, Dhanvahi for (9), (8) Songadh lor (10), (9),

Duari, Changohar for (12), (10) Manaura for (15), (11) Gharhar for

(16), (12) Chunaguna,-Chapaundhi for (20), (15) Pondaki for (13),

(16)Munda for (5). All these villages are situated in the Rcwa State.

Among some of these Gonds, a child is named after the

sixth day of its birth and the name of a visitor to the habitation

on that day is given to the child and amongst some others the

naming ceremony takes place after five months of his birth. Their

marriage custom is ofc the kind described in Hindu Sastras as the

Raksasa form of marriage i. e. the bridegroom steals the bride

from her relatives, and then the so-called religious, or practically

the customary ceremony, is performed. Divorce or remarriage

is afforded or performed respectively, in a strange manner. Men
and women stand in two row s opposite to, or facing each other, and

then they take a forward step and a backward one. In this process

a woman touching the forefinger of the left foot of a man becomes

his kept wife. In this manner a woman has simultaneously 15 or

16 lawfully wreddcd husbands or a man has as many wives. Ravana

abducted many wives. b

5. Ibid I (va-V*- c

l)

TT^r I
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The Gonds worship 41 deities, which are located under a tree

outside the habitation. Most of their images consist of horse

riders. The gods and goddesses which are indistinguishable from
each other, bear names, some of which are sylvan such as (1) Bodaka
Deva ( of Banyan tree ), (2) Ningi Deva, (3) Ghamsam Deva (thick

forest ) and so on, others have the names of the Hindu deities, such

as (1) Mahisasura, (2) Mari, (3) Sarada, (4) Kalika and so on. To
ail of them animals, including in some cases human beings (

a

custom which is now reported to be stopped ) are sacrificed and

then the worshippers eat this flesh. They also offer liquor to the

deities before drinking it. The Ninga Deva especially is offered

human sacrifice by the Gonds known as Dhura. In the Vdltniki

Rdmdyana too this is the way in which Ravana propitiated the

deities and Kumbhakarna required tons of flesh to cat.*

Some of the Gonds observe untouchability probably imitating

the surrounding Hindus.

Their songs, which are known as (1) Saika, (2) Kamra, (3) Sura,

(4) Binaha and so on according to their tunes or metres, contain

references to their customs etc. and to some Hindu heroes like

Krsna. The latter are evidently modern, but in a few of the songs

there is mention that Hanuman lived in Lanka, which he invaded

with an army consisting of monkeys. These according to their

tunes, or metres, are sung on different occasions. For instance, a

particular kind, say, Ribaha, is sung on marriage occasion and
another on a different occasion, such as worship.

Similarity between this culture and that described in the

Rdmdyana appears to be more than accidental. 1

6. Ibid
I

trm i 3)

srt Rifrcremr 11

5 fsRTtRT STSIFFT: I

ifr *r: 11 (v*~i 0-1 0)

7. I am indebted to my friend Rai Bahadur Brejcndranath Chaturvedi,
Political and Finance Minister of Rcva for collecting the information regarding

Gonds, given in this arricle, for me.
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Devotional Lyrics in Kannada Literature
By

K. G. Kundangar, Kolhapur

The social and religious systems in Karnataka have seen many
a vicissitude on account of the religious waves emanating and
surging from the north and spreading over the whole of India, and
others taking their rise in Karnataka and surging over the whole
of the North. Of these Bhagaradgita preaches Karma, Biiakti,
and Jnana m Arc;as. Karma is practised by Ksatriyas, and jnana-in
course of time became the privilege of Brahmanas, as in Kali age
all others except them came to be regarded as Sfidras. This feature

of social inequality drove all the lower class people to Bitaktt

(devotion), became the source of religious discontent, and served
as food for the three great religious thinkers Ramanuja,
Basavesvara, and Madhva. As a result of his thought Kamanuja
came to discard the Maya theory of Sankara and established

Biiakti cult. Even then the Brahmanic social supremacy denied
to the lower communities the broad principle of religious equality,

as a result of which the fire of discontent, smouldering as it did,

burst into liames in the form of Virasaiva school of thought within a

short period of thirty years alter Ramanuja. The author of Vlrasaiva

cult was Basavesvara, the prime minister of the Kalacuri king

Bijjala. His Vlrasaivism was based on Saivagainas. It was the outcome
of serious thinking on the social and religious problems. Accord-
ing to this system social and religious equality was awarded to all

irrespective of their caste and creed, provided they were given

Linga-diksa. This was the first and last great work in religious

field to achieve unity and solidarity of the country. Similar attempt

was made wr ith success by Queen Elizabeth in England three

hundred years after Basavesvara. To illustrate his theory of

equality Basavesvara though born in a Brahmana family denied to

himself that birth of his and considered himself born in the lowest

community. For, he says in one of his sayings :

—

“ The son of the servant in the house of Cennavya (a Harijana)

and the daughter of the maid-servant in the house of Kakkayya (a

tanner) had gone to collect dung-cakes. They enjoyed the company

of each other and I w'as born to them. Kudalasangamadcva, you are

the witness to it.”

This saying of Basavesvara illustrates two important facts.

(1) The discontent in social inequality had become very keen in

1
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those times. (2) Basave^vara was very sincere to remove this dis-
ability of the lower classes. To set an example he denied and
declared openly his birth in a high and respectable family and
considered himselt born in the lowest class of society and that too
illegitimately. Herein lies his greatness. His declaration contains
one very important truth, that birth is not a qualification for
social and religious excellence, and to tread the path of the final
beatitude. He threw open the gate of religious freedom to all

irrespective ol their birth. People of all communities, therefore,
flocked under his banner, and it is no wonder.

His philosophy was based on Sivalinga-bhakti, Siva-puja,

sacrifice of everything in words and deeds to that Cod, complete
self-surrender, and high moral standard. It is in six stages called
STHALAS. Bhakti always meant dualism. Alter the first three
stages his philosophy ends in Advajtism. It admits of Saiikhya-
tatvas also. It is also called, therefore, Hakti-visistadvaita. It is

in the Bhakta (the first) and the Sarana (the fifth) Sthalas that scope
is found for lyrical sayings. A number of Siva-saranas of the 12th

century have written their sayings in Kannada, which are highly
lyrical and which deviate from the classical style ol Kannada
campu-puranas, and thus created quite a new' form of literature.
They are all in prose, and are understandable even to the illiterate.

Yet Harihara, a poet of the first quarter of the 13th century says that
these prose sayings were set to music and sung. In fact even now
with a little or no change there can be seen in them poetic beauty,
musical cadence, and prosodic order. These sayings were very
popular with the public for reasons of mental and moral philosophy,
lyrical elements and sweetness of language.

When Bijjaja was killed, and Basavesvara went to Kiidala-
sangama, where he became one w ith his lord Sangamesvara, Vira-
siaivism received a temporary set-back. Its revival and social
organisation were taken up in the times of Vijayanagara empire
when Lakkanna-dandesa was the prime-minister. Since then that
school of thought is prominant throughout Karnataka, though much
social inequality is to be noted in the sub-communities. In fact
the spirit of Basavesvara 's philosophy is lost in today’s VIraSaivism
as is seen in its practice.

The principle of preaching in Kannada, and preaching of Bhakti
to all classes did not escape the notice of the Brahmana Acaryas on
the pontifical throne. Till the 13th century Brahmanas held that it

was sacrilegious to write in Kannada. Sanskrit being the language
of gods was regarded as the only pure and holy vehicle of thought.

2
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All the Brahmana writers, therefore, took to write in Sanskrit. Had
they taken to write in Kannada the literature in that language would
have still more been enriched as this class was mainly the intelli-

gentsia of the times. However, they now saw what blunder they
had committed and took to write in Kannada. Thank God ! the

beginning was made by an Acarya on the pontifical throne. Other-
wise had it been made by an ordinary Brahmana he would have
been an out-caste immediately, and would have suffered social

boy-cott and such other oppression. The then Acarya also had to

suffer at the hands of the so-called pandits. But he was too strong

for them. The idea of Sanskrit was, therefore, abandoned. His
Holiness Naraharitlrtha, the third Acarya on the pontifical throne

after Madhva first composed songs in Kannada in praise of Krsna.

Thus Kannada became the vehicle for thought expression to Brah-

manas, especially to Madhvas. His followers who are called Hari-

dasas ( slaves of Visnu) praised in lyrical ballads the greatness,

the kindness, the superiority, and the pomp of Visnu (Krsna).

These lyrics are called Kirtanas. The whole family of such Dasas
who took to Kannada was out of derison called Dasakuta, which in

later times lost its sting and became a respectable term. This
FAMILY tradition continues to this day. Its members are seen

from the Kaveri to the Krsna and upwards.

The VTrasaiva vacanas and Dasakuta kirtanas may be looked at

in their various aspects as : pieces oi literature, pieces of musical

ballads, and pieces to be repeated over and over again for mind

culture. But it will be seen here how far the human experiences

are reflected in these and how far they will help a human being in

his: spiritual up-lift. There is no subtlety of logic in them ; there

are no religious disputations in them ; there are no practices of

dhyana, dharana and samadhi in them. But the Dasas have sung in

their kirtanas what happiness and misery they have experienced in

their lives, what emotions they had had, what ideas flashed in their

minds, how they atoned for their sins, and how they enjoyed God's

favour. They have expressed in common words some things which

are uncommon. Their first philosophical idea runs thus : Almighty

is the CREATOR OF this universe. He is the primum-mobile in the

working of nature. He is eternal and full of happiness. This

world is temporary and is full of misery. When this idea flashes in

the minds of Dasas they are inspired, and their life becomes sunny.

All nature’s work is controlled by Him. Man out of pride believes

that he does everything. This vain idea of his is deep-rooted in

him. He marries, he earns money, he builds his house, he builds

3
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temples, he becomes the centre of cultural movement and advance-

ment of civilization. But he perishes and everything of his and all

his work is perishable. Dasas never forget the transitoriness of
THIS MATERIAL world, man’s happiness, and his pomp. To
illustrate these ideas is given the following translation of one of

Kanakadasa’s Kirtanas. *

“ O Lord, how can I pray to you ! How can I understand your
greatness ! You are Hari and Mukunda, and I am a worm born with

a human form. You are the Supreme Soul, 1 am a helpless being !

You are Garuda-vahana, I am a sinful mad-man ! You are self-

luminous, 1 am a beggar ! You are benevolent and lying under the

milky-ocean, I am stricken with extreme love, and anger ! You are

one to be found in the fourteen worlds, I am a wicked fellow calling

names to you ! You are all-pervading, I am vicious every

moment ! You are the lord of Vaikuntha, I am a doll with a perish-

able body !—You are glorious Venkatesa staying at Tirupati, 1 am
one living on your praise ! You have got birudas, T have sought

your shelter. You are glorious Adikcsava of Kaginele.”

Kanakadasa’s Kirtune 4:J.

Here the dasas admit their complete dependence on the all-

kind Venkatesa. A person may certainly lose his pride when he

keenly and sincerely considers his dependence. He begins to

think that man is not the maker of his fortune ; he is subservient to

God’s will ; he has no power and control over anything ; his body
is not his ; his limbs are not his ; his mind is not his ; his emotions

and intellect cannot be controlled by him. Dasas also thought

like this. Inspired with such thought it was but natural for them
to sacrifice everything to Him. This wave of thought forms part of

his spiritual experience. Kanakadasa says in this connection :

—

“ Lord, this body and soul arc yours ; happiness and misery

experienced by me every day and at every moment arc yours ; my
interest in listening to sweet talk, veda, sastra, and puranas is

yours ; my intent looking at the beautiful form of charming ladies

is yours ; besmearing my body with sweet scents is yours ; the

tongue’s pleasure yielding sweetness embedded in articles of food

is yours ; O Adikcsava, the father of Kama, You are the only

independent person and not men.”
Kanakadasa’s Kirtane 10.

Similar idea is found in Basavesvara’s vacana :

“My happiness and misery are yours; my prosperity and
adversity are yours ; my honour and dishonour are yours. O
Kudala-Sangamadeva, a fruit is not heavy to the mother creeper.”

P. 10—55.

4
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Mahadeviyakka, another Siva-saranc, says :

—

cc You are the forest. You are the great and good trees in the

forest. You are the birds chirping and twittering in trees. Cen-
namallikarjuna, you are all-pervading. Will you not be so kind

as to show me your face ?
”

P. 1—4.

By such ideas it seems that Jlvatma has no independence at all.

In fact the part played by Jlvatma in the drama of the universe is

very small. If it is asserted that Jlvatma has no independence philo-

sophy will prove false
; Jivas will come under inanimate kingdom ;

and the differentiation of merit and sin will be no-wherc. The
mind of a devotee, therefore, when it is subservient to inde-

pendence is not brought into full play. For, the same devotee on

a second occasion roars with invincible power. This paradox may
be explained thus : Souls are dependent. Yet the devotee finds

out the nature of the supreme soul (Paramatma), accepts Ilis

supremacy and mastery, and shares his pomp. He becomes one

with God. At the time of such an experience the supreme know-
ledge strikes a cord in his heart and produces waves of music in

praise of the Supreme: Soul. The former extreme humility of his

now changes into supreme power. His joy knows no bounds, and

his courage is unlimited. Purandara-dasa says :

“ What if people arc well-disposed to us ;
or what if people

arc angry with us when we Haridasas arc (at once) one with Him,
who is lying in milky ocean ? What if wc are sent into exile by the

ruling prince ; what if we arc stopped by ferocious animals in a

forest ; what if an army of Marls, and a circling force hem us in,

when we the Haridasas are approaching the son of Vasudcva, the

navel-elowered God ? What if a serpent in a forest coils round

the foot ; what if worms and flics swarm round the body like bees
;

what if the power of Sani, Manga la t Rudha, and other heavenly

bodies fails, when Haridasas are completely engrossed in meditat-

ing on the glorious feet of Purandara, the saviour of the indicted ?

Part I. V. 138.

Under similar circumstances Mahadeviyakka says :
—

“ I am pleased with you ;
you arc pleased with me. I cannot

stay away from you ; neither can you stay away from rne. Is there

any other place for you and me ? I know you are very kind. I am
to stay in conditions ordained by you. You know that Cennamal-

likarjuna.
,>

5

P. 33. V. 8.
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Purandar again says in this connection

Oh Gopala, what can others do when I am meditating on
you ?

:

Part II- V. 121.

On such happy occasions man undertakes great works. The
insurmountable difficulties disappear without his knowledge.
History tells that great works are achieved in moments of inspira-

tion when he says to himself “ what of difficulties when the Lord is

propitious ?

The idea of Soul’s dependence may draw us to another side

track. The worldly life is not eternal since it is not satisfying

all our desires. If we dearly love our wives and children Yama
snatches them away. Our very body is perishable. If this is the

experience of Dasas the trend of thought of a worldly man is quite

the contrary. Purandara says :

—

“ The servants af Yama entertain no kindness to human beings.

Remember, therefore, the name of glorious Hari, being free from
anxiety, oh inind. T have married a few days back. There arc one
or two milch cows at home. I have purchased a field only yester-

day and the crops are ready. When you say that you lnjve got

money and you cannot die, oh JIvatma, will Goddess of death leave

you ? I have built a new house, and a santi is to be performed. My
wife is carrying ; my son is to be married tomorrow ; my life is

very happy. The servants of Yama will not leave you when you
say that you cannot die.”

Part I. V. 63.

This is a message of Haridasas to the worldly people.

Perisiiableness is the source of misery. This truth presents

to the mind’s eye a series of miseries in worldly life. When the

mind is highly strung like this intellect comes forward to show the

causes and effects of misery in all its perspective. The effect of

such working in the mind is aversion to worldly life. Haridasas

and Siva-saranas (VIra-saiva saints) have by their description of

sorrows and miseries in life brought home to the mind of the public

their experiences in this connection. In the heat of their descrip-

tion they take away all that is good and worth having in Samsara.

It then becomes a veritable Naraka by their description. In their

ardent desire to become one with the Almighty they forget the

beauty of nature, and they revile Samsara with great abhorrence.

6
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Kanakadasa says :

—

“ How can I say that I am born in a particular caste ? ( I can
say this much that) Jagannatlia has made this human form. I did

not know the real place (passage) of my birth emitting noxious
smell, the impure limb. My birth was in a batii-pit. 1 ate the

breast flesh. (For this reason) I am almost blind. Why should I

then be proud of my caste ?
”

Kanakadasa’ s Klrtane 37 .

Mahadeviyakka says in the same strain :

—

“ Fie upon this body ! It is full of impure waste—matter ; It

is a pit of urine ; it is a skeleton of bones ; and it is a pool of pus.

Do not be guiled away because of your body. You mad fellow,

know Cennamallikarjuna.”

In censuring Sariisara like this they have not failed to observe

its usefulness. Their philosophy lies in warning against the

momentary worldly happiness in which the Almighty is forgotten,

and the way to eternal happiness will be missed. They seem to

say that Samsara will give rise to continued misery. Beauty to

them is a snare of infatuation. Human beings will, therefore, have

to undergo terrible mental anxiety.

Purandara says :
—

“ Everywhere there is anxiety. I cannot find even a single

person free from mental worries. Brahma has lost his head and is

full of anxiety ; Maruti is worried for his monkey form ; Kama is

troubled because he was burnt to ashes ; and the three- eyed (iod is

unhappy over his fate of begging/'
Part 1. V. 174.

These ideas will go to suggest that the world is not false ; and

it can neither be considered true. When the mind is thus wavering

between the two a key to solution flashes and the problem gets

solved. Pining for such a light is the sign of devotees like

Haridasas.

Purandara says :

“ Which is the wray to Vaikuntha, Lord ? Showf me the way to

that place. Which is the way ? Show that to me, oh God of

dependence, to attain your feet.”

Part II. V. 139.

The mind’s darkness then gradually disperses at the rise of

light and hope. The importance of life is felt. He is convinced

of the fact that the human birth is not merely Maya, but it is a

means to attain the final beatitude.

7K. V. 18
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Purandara says :

—

“ The human life is very important. You fools, do not waste
it. When you have got eyes, ears, hands, feet, and tongue why do
you waste it and be fools ? Without tasting the nectar of Hari's

name will it be proper to fast for the sake of females and fields ?

For what reason have you forgotten Yadupati ? Will your sons,

your wealth, and your corn save you ? Even hereafter you worship

with one mind glorious and handsome Purandara-Vitthala.”

Part I. V. 14.

Such is the message Haridasas find for themselves and for the

world. Then arises in them a sort of courage, a sort of new
energy. It is then they are in eclat. Purandara says: “Man must
swim, and he must win. ” Part I. V. 12. lie must enjoy beauty

in life; but he must not be a victim to pride. He must be in it,

but free from it like the lotus-leaf in water. Sensuousness in man
then does not bring on any troubles. For, that extreme love,

which is full to the brim in this world, is directed to Him in all

its forms (filial, parental, fraternal, and wifely). Here is proved

the NaradTya sutra *TT 5 i Vaikunthadasa had no children.

To satisfy his desire for children he used to see in his trance

Ke&ivasvami in the form of a child and to enjoy parental soft

emotion. Purandaradasa has sung a very beautiful lyric in which

he expresses his strong desire to clasp in his arms his God Puran-

dara-Vitthala in the form of a child with all ornaments on his person.

In another lyric he expresses his motherly affection to child Rahga
asking him not to go out beyond the threshold. For, he is afraid

of a kidnap of his darling. (Part 11. V. 112.) Mahadeviyakka says :

“My husband has come today to my house, my sisters. All of you
decorate yourselves. Cennamallikarjuna has just come. My dears,

come and give him a hearty welcome .’ 9

(P. 35. V. 8.)

This philosophy leads to another consideration wherein fata-

listic theory is upheld in the sufferings and actions of man. Man is

to suffer or to enjoy happiness as the fruit of his actions in his

previous birth. No superhuman power has control over these.

Purandara says :

“If the fruit of my actions is too strong how can you help it,

oh God ? The script ok Brahma is not an ordinary one. It has
been written on my korehead by rules. 1 have not given food to

my guests. I have not left the company of other women even for

a moment. I was a blockhead and a fool. What will be my fate.

Oh Krsna ? Enjoying food and drink, having turned my back to

snana, sandhya, japa, etc., having left out :meditation on your feet

8
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I was wandering from house to house like a dog. O father of
Manmatha, save me hereafter at least having given me the company
of your Dasas.”

Part I. V. 129.

Kanakadasa says :

—

“No one can escape from the fruit of previous actions. It is

troubling Brahma, Siva and others. Vlra-Bhairava is naked. Mari
and Masani are begging. Surya and Candra arc suffering at the

hands of Rahu. Hara of five heads has a begging pot in his hand.”
Kanakadasa* s Klrtane 33.

Haridasas are here aiming at three things : (1) They admit the

power of Karma ; (2) they atone for their misdeeds ; and (3) they

hanker after the blessings of Hari, which alone can liberate the

atoning soul. So PascAttApa is the key to Hari’s favour. For this

they always seek the company of the devotees of Mari. They call

themselves Hari’s servant’s servant’s servants, and they believe

that the servants of Hari are pure like holy places. Purandara

says :

—

4

c

The body of a devotee of Hari is Kuruksetra. Those who
consider them human beings are the dwellers in Naraka. The
heart that always remembers the pure is KaSipura. The mind that

remembers Madhu-vairi is Manikarnika. The mouth that repeats

the name of PadmanAbiia is Vaikuntha. The tongue that praises

him is Srirnusta.”
Part I. V. 108.

Kanakadasa says :

—

“I am the servant of Hari's servant’s servant, save me my
Lord ; do not abandon me.”

Kanakadasa’ s Klrtane 13.

He further adds :

44 Yama strictly ordered his servants not to touch Sesa-sayana’s

servants’ servants’ servants.”

Kanakadasa’ s Klrtane 77.

So confident are they of their liberation.

They have no faith in the daily rounds of religious observances.

These when followed strictly, they believe, will lead to hypocrisy.

Purandara says :

“You are jumping here and there saying
4

purity, purity’. But

the way to purity is quite different. Meditation on the feet of the

protector of the universe continuously is purity. It is not purity

to wear clothes dipped in water and dried. It is purity if no scope

is given to Sadripus in the body. If hungry Brahmana guests come

9
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to the house at midday they are sent away saying that they have no
means. But at the same time they dine sumptuously which is

nothing hut the worst impurity/*

Part I. V. 114.

Such sort ol
:

purity and false self-respect was experienced by
Kanakadasa when after worship Tirtha was first offered to him by
His Holiness Vyasaraya. Tt was not appreciated by Brahmanas in

general and the Brahmana sastris in particular, as he (Kanakadasa)
belonged to the Shepherd class. On the other hand they resented

this action of the Preceptor. His Holiness knew who Kanakadasa
was, and what was his worth. As soon as he received Tirtha he

sang thus :

“ I am saved. My rebirth is stopped. Padmanabha has

favoured me. Hari-tTrtha and Hari-prasada reached my tongue, the

nectar of His name reached my ears, Hari-dasas became my relatives,

and His Srimudra became my ornament. My hundred forefathers

are liberated, I became eligible for Moksa, and the lord of Ruk-

mini is within my reach being delighted at inv unmixed devotion/*

Kanakadasa* s Klrtane cV6.

This is the sort of joy experienced by Hari-dasas when they

are within the near reach of their goal. They are very eager to see

their Lord. Their eagerness is that of a mother who has stayed

away from her young child for a long time, or that of a cow coming
with speed in the evening to suckle its call.

Purandara says :

“Come quick, my Lord. Let me sec you to my heart’s

content. You, store or kindness, do not trouble me. Rangayya,

I importune you.”
Part L V. 84.

Such eagerness of theirs to find the reality and to meet their

Lord goes on increasing to the highest pitch. Then it may appear

like Viraha. Mahadeviyakka says :

“ You swarm of bees, mango tree, moon-light, cuckoo, 1

beseech all of you. Did you see my lord Cennamallikarjuna ?

Please show him to me/*
P. 34. V. 6.

Finally they see their God and experience the heavenly joy,

Purandara says :

4t My God is come. My Lord is come. The God of gods,

the supreme God is come. Uragasayana is come. GarudavAhana
is come. The friend of Arjuna is come. Narayana is come/*

Part I. V. 48.

10
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“Govinda came crawling. Ambujanabha kindly came to my
house/'

“ How can I be poor, how can I be an orphan, when you are

with me, oh Hari ? You are my parent, you are my friend and well-

wisher, you are my relative, and you are my all. Great Krsna, you
are my ornament kept safe in a box."

Part I. V. 14(>.

These are the words of a mother playing sweetly with her child

with all endearment. Such sort of mother’s words can even now
be heard in every house in Karnataka. He further adds :

“ This disease of my worldly life is cured. For, I found a

physician by name Krsna. A numberless people are cured by him.

All of them become virtuous. -He has got cundrodayu and cinta-

mani. His bag is full of inatras. His cure is guaranteed.—He is

praiseworthy with thousand names. lie is the owner of every-

thing. The physician is by name Hari-sarvottama. Purandara-

Vitthala is blameless."
Part II. V. 155.

tl How great must be my merits since Venkatesa of auspicious

greatness has come to my place ? Necklace, keyura, rings, the

seven padakas in between the necklace, the great necklace of pearls

are his ornaments. Wearing them has come Venkatesa of Melu-

giri."

Part II. V. 193.

The pleasure thus experienced by Dasas, it is believed, is

eternal. They are happy in themselves. They are playfully

engaged with their Lord. They laugh with him. Sometimes with

VIRODIIA-BIIAKTI they revile him, and find fault with him lovingly.

This is the attainment of either Sayujya, or Samlpya, or Salokya.

The kirtanas and vacanas are full of worldly experience and

therefore they appeal to us most. The music in the kirtanas of

Hari-dasas attracts our ears, and therefore, they are heard everyday

even now sung by the males and females all alike in general, and

the Brahmanas in particular in Karnataka. People gather in temples

in the evening for bhajana and sing them. Anna Kirloskar, coming
as he does from Karnataka, was an ardent lover of Ddsa-kirtanas.

His love for them could be seen in songs he composed in his drama
Saubhadra. wKt spnre, and

are the songs based on the tunes of Purandara-dasa’s

kirtanas .

11



The Andhras in Ancient India

By

B. C. Law, Calcutta

The earliest mention of the Andhras as a tribe is to be found
along with the Savaras, Pulindas and probably also the Mutibas, in

the Aitareya Brahmana where all these tribes are referred to as

dasyus or non-aryans.

1

In the Satapatha Brahmana also the

Andhras are mentioned along with the Pundras, Savaras, Pulindas

and the Mutibas. Dr. Vincent Smith is of opinion that the Andhras
were a Dravidian speaking people and were evidently the progeni-

tors of the modern Telegu-speaking people occupying the deltas

of the Godavari and the Krsna, 3 while Mr. P. T. S. Iyangar also

holds that the Andhras were originally a Vindhyan tribe that

extended its political power from the west gradually to the east

down the Godavari and the Krsna valleys. 4 That the Andhras
were indigenous to the Deccan is attested to by both the epics ;

the

Mahabharata says that they were Daksina-pathajanmanah, while the

Ramdyana connects them with the Godavari :

Daksina-patha-janmanah sarve naravar-andhrakah,

Guhah Pulindah Savaras Cucuka Madrakaih (?) saha.

(Albh XII, 207, 42)

Nadlm Godavarlm caiva sarvamevanupa^yatah
Tathaivandhramsca PundramSca cotan Pandramscaveratan

{Ram. Kish. Kan. 41 chap. 12.)

That the Andhras occupied the Godavarl-Krsna valley is

further upheld by one of the earliest records of the Pallava dynasty
that flourished in the Andhra region. The Mayidavolu plates of

the early Pallava ruler Sivaskandavarman prove that the Andhra-
patha or the region of the Andhras embraced the Krsna district

with Dhannakada or Bezwada as its capital.

5

The Mdrkandeya Purdna f> mentions in the list of peoples
inhabiting the eastern countries a tribe called the Andhrarakas

1. Aitareya Br., VII, 18.

2. **Antan vafy prajdh taksiffa iti etc. Andhrah Punglrdh Savardh PtUinddjt
Mutibdh iti uddyantdh vahaboh bhcivanti.**

3. Jnd . Ant . 1913, pp. 276-78.

4. Ind. Ant . 1918, p. 71.

5. Ep. Ind . VI, p. 88.

6. Canto, LVII, 42.

1
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which is substituted by the Andhravakas/ But both seem to be
misreadings for the Andhras who were always a people of the

Southern regions, as also in view of the fact that the same
Markandeya Purdna places a people called the Andhas along with

the Maulikas, Asrnakas, Bhogavardhanas, Naisikas, Kuntalas etc.,

in the Southern region. 8 The reading Andhas is also corrected in

the Vdyu Purdna as Andhras/ These people are mentioned in the

Mahdbhdrata in the LJdyoga and Bhisma parvans, as Andhakas and

Andliras respectively. 10 According to the Sabha and Vanaparvans/ 1

the Andhas or Andliras were a rude uncivilised people.

The earliest epigraphic mention of the Andhra people is made
in some of the Edicts (X 111 K. E.) of Asoka where the Andhras,

Palklas (Paladas, Parimdas = the Puiindas, or the Parad as), Bhojas

and Ralhikas (Rastrikas) are said to have been vassal tribes of the

great JVluurya. The Andhra people are also referred to by Pliny

who says that the Andante or Andhras possessed a very large

number of villages, thirty towns defended by walls and towers, and

supplied their king with an army of 100,000 infantry, 2,000 cavalry

and 1,000 elephants. 1 *

The great Satavahanas whose founder Simuka who is credited

by the Puranas to have assailed the Kanvayanas and destroyed the

remains of the Sunga power in about the first century b. c. and
who is said to have started a dynasty that ruled over the Daksina-

patha, for about 250 years, are claimed by the Puranas to have been

Andhras or Andhra-bhrtyas. The exact significance of this appella-

tion cannot however be determined but doubtless they ruled over

the whole of Andhradesa and the adjoining regions.

In the Haraha inscription of the Maukhari king Kumaragupta 111

(554 A. D.) a certain
1

lord of the Andhras * (Andhradhipati) is said

to have given the Maukhari king a great trouble by his ‘ thousands

of three-fold rutting elephants.’ 13 Dr. H. C. Rai Chaudiiuri

suggests that the Andhra king referred to was probably Madhava-
varman (1, Javasraya) ol the Polamuru plates belonging to the

Visnukundin family. 14 This suggestion seems to be in agreement

with the fact that the Jaunpur inscription of Isvaravarman, father ol

7. XLV, 122.

8. LVII, 48-49.

9. XLV, 127.

10. XVIII, 586 and X, 357 respectively.

11. IV, 119 ; XXX, 1175 ; XXXIII, 1270, and Vana p. li. 1988.

12. Ind. Ant. 1877, p. 339.

13. E . P. Ind. XIV, p. 110 if.

14. P. II. A . /. 4th edn. p. 509.
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l£anavarman lYlaukhari, refers to victory over the Andhras on behalf

of Isvaravarman. 16 The Vakataka king Harisena, father-in-law of

Madhavavarman of the Visnukundin family referred to above, also

claims to have conquered the Andhra and Kalinga regions.w

The lksvakus succeeded the Satavahanas in the rule of the

Andhra region where almost all the records of the dynasty have

been found. At the time of Pallava Sivaskandavarman the Andhra-
patha or the Andhra country seems to have come under the sway of

the Pallava dynasty whose head-quarters at this time were at

Dhaiimakada (Dhanya-kataka). According to the Puranas the Andhra
(i. e., the Satavahana) dynasty had five different branches. 17 In fact

one of these five branches, namely the Cutusatakarni branch is

known from inscriptions, coins and literary references to have

ruled in the Kuntala country before the Kadambas. 18 The Vay

u

Purdna in the same context referred to above refers to the Abhiras

who ruled after the Andhras (i. e., the Satavahanas).

In about the second quarter of the seventh century A. D. the

celebrated Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang visited the An-to-lo or the

Andhra country. The nearest transcription of An-to-lo is Andara
which is comparable to Pliny’s Andarse referred to above, though

doubtless it means the Andhra country. From Kosala (evidently

South Kosala) the pilgrim travelled South, through a forest, for

above 900 li to the An-to-lo country which

“ had a rich fertile soil with a moist hot climate
; the people

were of violent character
;
their mode of speech differed from

that of ‘ Mid-India but they followed the same system of

writing. There were twenty odd Buddhist monasteries with

more than 3,000 brethren. Near the capital was a large

monastery with a succession of high walls and storeyed
> » jy

terraces...

The name of the capital of the country as given by the pilgrim

was Ping-ki-lo which does not seem to have as yet been correctly

identified, though Cunningham sought to equate it with Warangol.
We have seen above that in the time of Pallava Sivaskanda-

varman, Dharyakataka was the capital of the Andhrapatha, but Yuan

15. C. 1. 1, ill, p. 230.

16. JRAS . 1914, p. 137.

17. E. g., Vdyu p. 99, 358. “ Andhrdndtti saifisthitdh panca tesham varjisdh

samdh punch ,**

18. Sircah, Successors oj the Satavahanas , p. 218 ff. For a summary of the

historical vicissitudes of Andhrade&a after the SdtavShanas, see ibid, pp. 3-5

of the Introduction.

19. Watters, Yuan Chwang, Vol. II, p. 209.
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Chwang seems to refer to Dhanyakataka as a region separate from
Andhra. The pilgrim proceeds to relate that from Andhra he
continued his journey south, through wood and jungle, for over
1.000 li, and reached the Te-na-ka-che-ka country which was above
6.000 li in circuit, and its capital was above 40 li in circuit. Te-nu-
ka-che-ka has been equated with Dhanyayakataka or Dhanakataka. 0

“The country had a rich soil and yielded abundant crops
;

there was much waste land and the inhabited towns were few
;

the climate was warm, and the people were of black com-
plexion, violent disposition, and fond of the arts. There
was a crowd of Buddhist monasteries but most of them were
deserted, about 20 being in use, with 1,000 brethren mostly

adherents of the Mahasanghika system. There were about 100

Deva temples and the followers of the various sects were
numerous. ...

f>

Stray references to the Andhra country and people are made
in later epigraphic records as well. Thus the Indian Museum
stores inscription of the 9th year of Narayanapaladeva oi the Pilla

dynasty refers to the Andhra-vaisayika Sakyabhiksu Sthawra

Dharmamitra who erected an image, evidently oi the Buddha.

The Pali Buddhist literature is not wanting in references to

the Andhras. The Apadana, 11 a book of the Pali Canon, mentions

Andhakas along with the Mundakas, Kolakas and CTnas who came to

show respects to a banker’s son named Jatukannika in the town of

Harhsavati.

A young brahmin after completing his education at Takkastla

(Taxila), then a great seat of learning, came to the Andhra country

to profit by practical experience. 21 Assaka and Ajaka or Mu [aka

were the two Andhaka kings.

A

brahmin well versed in mantras

belonging to the kingdom of Kosala came to live in the kingdom of

Assaka on the banks of the Godavari.* 4

20. Watters, ibid, vol. II, p. 214 ff. But there are scholars who hold that

Yuan Chwang’s description of the city and its surroundings does not suit the

identification. Fuhgcssox, Burgers and Sewell therefore locate the city at

Bezwada. Cunningham, AGI, Majumpar’s cdn. Notes, p. 737.

21. Pt. II, p. 359.

22. JaU I, pp. 356 ft.

23. Suttanipdta Commentary, II, p. 581.

24. Suttanipdta, p. 190.
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Mukuta, Mauli and Kirlta

By

N. V. Mallia, Annamalainagar

The term c Mukuta 9

has individually no fixed and uniform
meaning pointing to any particular kind of head-dress and its con-
notation, as its association with terms indicative of different types
of headdresses shows, can be determined only with reference to

the particular context in which it is used. The term ‘ KirTta’ is

clear in its connotation; it refers to the high and brilliant crown of

Visnu among gods, Durga among goddesses as also the consorts

of Visnu, and emperor amongst men. A problem was, however,
raised in recent times as regards the relation of KirTla to Mukuta.
A commission was appointed by His Highness the Maharaja of

Alwar for the purpose of investigating from all points of view the

question of the relation of Kirlta to Mukuta. Consequently
Mr. Ojha came out with an article under the title ‘Kirlta-Mukuta’.

In this article published in the Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume 1

Ojiia discusses three possible views—namely : ( 1 ) Kirlta and
Mukuta are mere synonyms ; ( 2 ) they are two quite distinct

things ; and (3 ) that Kirlta is a kind of Mukuta—and observes in

the end that “ Kirlta is a subvariety of the Mukuta and this is the

final conclusion that seems most acceptable ”. a The authority

he cites in support of this observation is the text of the Mdnasdra *

B. C. Biiattacarya thinks that this distinction of taking

Kirlta as a special kind of Mukuta is arbitrary and says that according
to ancient Sanskrit texts Kirita is the same as Mukuta or a crown. 4

Here it deserves to be remembered that the term ‘Mukuta’ when
used individually arid with reference to the head-dress of Visnu may
be taken as a synonym of Kirlta but when it is used in association

with another term which denotes a particular type of head-dress, it

cannot be taken as a mere synonym of Kirlta. There is no doubt
that Amara takes it as a synonym of ‘Kirlta’ when he states 5

:

—

g n
”

1. Vide Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume

,

pp, 433-438.

2. Ibid, p. 438.

3. Vide P. K. AcAryans edition of the Mdnasdra, chapter on Maulilak9aQa B

s>ts. 4-11.

4. Vide Indian Images by B. C. BhaTTAcArya, p. 56.

5 . Ndmalingdnuidsana , II, 6, 102.
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MUKUTA, mauli and kirIja 283

A compound expression ‘Manimukuta in the sense of ‘jewel-
crown occurs in the course of a description of the Visvarupa form
of Visnu in the Prapancasara of Sri Sankaracarya, It runs thus9

:

—

Sri Sankara prescribes ‘Manimukuta’ to Manmatha, Pavaka,
LokeSvarl, Sri and Dharani the consorts of Visnu, and this

Manimukuta may be understood in the sense of Kirita referred to in

the stanza quoted above. References to ‘Manimukuta’ or ‘Mukuta’
in the sense of Kirita may be noted in the following lines 1

:

(1) “ jrfawrgf

)

i

”

(2) “ qrw; w«r m i

”

(3) “ ^Trwrfoigfii i

”

(4) “ ( »/i: ) i

”

(5) “ ??Jri^w<TTfwrTm *rfom*rg$Er fatnrai nsm ( vntoft ) i

”

(6) “ aTT^^tngf^T ( i

”

Like the term ‘Mukuta’, the term ‘Mauli’ is sometimes used in

the sense of Kirita. Amaru refers to this term ‘Mauli’ in the
Ndnarthavarga and gives three meanings, namely, II

lie5 states - “
=E£5t ftfii %5ti?a tfanrera : |

”

The SabdakalpadrumdJ adds two more, namely, ‘Mastaka’
(quoting Hemacandra, 3, 2, 230 ) and ‘ pradhana ’ (quoting the

Markandeya Purana 59, 14). In support of the use of the term
‘Mauli’ in the sense of Kirita one may copiously quote lines from
contemplative verses and stotras. In many contemplative verses

( dhyanaslokas ) which set to describe Visnu the term ‘Kirita’ is used,
and in a description of Mukunda, the term ‘Mauli’ is used doubtless
in the sense of Kirita. The Prapancasara10 thus states: —

(1)
“ —

srfofwi i

”

(2) “
( irfig) i

”

(3) “
! n

”

(4)
“

«

”

(5) “ aft 3PP^: II
”

6. Vide PrapaHeasara, (Avalon’s ed.) XXVI, 21.

7. Ibid—(1) XVIII, 4; (2) XVI, 27; (3) XXI, 21 ; (4)XII,42;
(5) XIII, 12 ; (6) XIII, 4.

8. Namalinganusdsana, III, 3, 192.

9. Sabdakalpadruma, Vol. Ill, p. 790.

10. PrapaHeasara (Avalon’s ed.),

(1) XIX, 4 ; (2) XXII, 9 ; (3) XXI, 61 ; (4) XX, 7 ; (5) XXIV, 4.
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284 N. V. MALLIA

And in the Acyutastakastotra, lj Sri Sankara in verse 8 refers to
4

Ralnamauli thus :

—

“ tort** i

fTT * *nT II

”

The goddesses Sri and BhuvanesT are said to wear c Mauli '

which is, in other words, a Kirlta. Thus see the Prapaficasdra11
:
—

( 1 )
“

( *ft: ) l

”

(2)
“ n

”

The Goddess of Victory under the names Durga and KatyayanT
whose power represents the compound of elements characteristic

of the different gods, wears a Kirlta which is characteristic of Visnu,

according to the Prapaficasdra . A crescent which usually adorns

Siva's head-dress is also found added to the Kirlta of Durga. In the

course of the description of this goddess, sometimes the term
‘Kirlta' is used and sometimes the term ‘Mauli’. One is led to take
‘ Mauli ’ in such an instance as connoting Kirlta. The Pra-

pancasdra 171
states:

—

( 1 )
“

r faster fa***ri5f^*r i

' ’

(2) “ i”

(3) “ qf^farrfqafter i

”

(4) “
i

”

(5)
“

1
”

In the /Idityahrdayastotra ,

i4 occurring in the Uhavisyottarapurdna

Aditya is described in the first Dhydnasloka as
’

where ‘Mauli’ means Kirita, for subsequently Sfiryanarayana is, in

the same stotra, described as
“ " U

Like the term ‘ Mauli ’ which is sometimes used in the general

sense of head-dress as in the Mdnasdra chapter entitled ‘ Mauli-

laksana ’ the term ‘ Mukuta ' is used in the same general sense of

an head-dress. In the course of an enumeration of the ornamenta-

tions in general of an image, the Sdtvata and Isvara Sainhitds refer

to ‘ Mukuta Thus state the two Samhitas :

—

IS

11. Brhatitotraratndkara (Nirtjayasiigar Press), p. 47.

12. Prapaficasdra (Avm.on’s ed.) - (1) XII, 4 ; (2) XV, 3.

13. Ibid—(1) XIV, 4 ; (2) XIV, 70: (3) XXXII, 8 ; (4) XIV, 27 ;

(5) XIV, 23.

14. Vide Brhatstotraratndkara (Nirnayasagar Press), pp..l47, 161.

15. livarasamhitd ( i5fistramuktaval! Series, 45 ), XVII, sts. 214*, 215 ;

Sdtvata Samhita (iSsstramuktavali Series, 15), XXIV, 214.
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MUKUTA, MAULI AND KIRlTA 285

The general sense of * Mauli
1

and 4 Mukuta * as a head-dress
in general may be pointed out in compound expressions such as
* Kiritamauli \

1

Jatamauli *
,

4

Kiritamukuta ’
,

4

Jatamukuta '
, and

Karandamukuta In these compound expressions, one may take
the terms ‘ mauli * and c

mukuta ’ as indicative of the general sense
of head-dress and the other terms 4

Kirita '

,
Jata, and Karanda as

conveying the special sense of the
f

type of headdress \ We may
quote below lines in which the compound expressions noted above
occur. Brahmananda, addressing the Lord in verse 5 of llari-

ndmasfaka lrt

says :

—

firs sr^fir 5rg?r5srnfii u
”

In the 1svarasamhita the compound expression ‘ Kirifamukufa
'

i« used in the following description 17

“ ?rif i

wfirm: jfTreg-ftstsr r?sr?r&«r srsifa 11

rr^wf^rraNr fen ”

Ot the three main classes of head-dresses referred to in the

Kdsyapasilpa -—viz., Kiritamukuta, Jatamukuta, and Karandamukuta
—Kiritamukuta is prescribed for the head of Visnu is

( Pa tala 48,

stanza 19 ), Vaivasvata ( Patala 48, st. 39 ), Vinayaka (Patala 47,

st. 29), and VaisnavT of the Saplamatrkas ( Patala 46, st. 79 j. We
may also take note of the three references 1 '-1

:to Kirlta-inukiitii occur-

ring in the Skanda Purana, Prthugadya, and Kramadtpihd ,
viz.

(1) " ?^5FTS3ig?T95V7TfpTr |

(2) %fk I

”

(3> “
1

The Kdsyapasilpa prescribes Jatamukuta for Virabhadra and
Vinayaka (Patala 46, st. 69), Analesvara (Patala 46, st. 64), Rudra
(Patala 48, st. 62), Isa (Ibid st. 77), Sarva (Ibid., st. 96), Sukha-
sanamurti (Patala 61, st. 27), Candrasekharamurti (Patala 63, st. 53),

Vrsavahanainurti (Patala 64, st. 14), Tripurantakaniurti (Patala 67,

st. 25:), Kalyanamurti ( Patala 68, st. 6 ), Caturvaktra (Patala 48,

16. Vide Brhatstotraratndkara (Nirnayasagar Press), p. 85.

17. Isvarasarnkitd (Sastramuktavali No. 45), XXIV, 127, 128 1
, 129*.

18. Vide Kdsyapasilpa (Anandasrama Series).

19. Vide Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume

,

p. 434.
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286 N. V. MALLIA

st .99), Brahman! (Patala 46, st. 73), Sarasvati (Patala 48, st. 114),

and ISvar! (Patala 46, st. 75). Cudamukuta is said to form the head-

dress of ASvins (Patala 46). With this list may be compared the

following lines from the Prapancasara which refer to the ‘Jatamauli

of Siva. The head-dress of Siva, of his consort under the name
Parvat! or Amhika, and finally of Bharat! the goddess of Speech, is

described as resplendent with the light of the crescent tied in the

knot. The lines*
0 run as follows :

—

(1) “
( sftsT-*) i

”

(2) “ gfmi mffreferreremnis ( i
”

( 3) “ ) i

”

(4) “
i

”

(5) “
( qrgtfl ) I

”

(6) “ ( gHrtft ) i

”

(7) “ ^ ) i

”

(8) “ 3-q^r^^Trmr —
f%r%5Tr ( arfi^r^ ) i

”

(j) “ graft i

”

Incidentally we may remark here that the head-dress under the

name Kotira is referred to in the Prapancasara , once in connection

with the description of Bharat! and then of Mahesa. Thus states

the Prapancasara 11
:

—

( 1 )
“

«rgg ^g*rgMT vrfk^ft *trr?n g: I

”

(2) “ ’gar; i

”

In the KasyapastIpa ,
' Karandamukuta ’ is stated as the head-

dress of Durga (Patala 48, stanza 16), Gauri (Ibid., stanza 91),

Rohini (Ibid. st. 44), Sakti of Visnu (Ibid., st. 23), Varuna (Ibid.,

st. 53), the twelve Bhaskaras (st. 80).

In instances of such compound expressions as are cited above,

viz., ‘ Kiritamauli \ ‘ Jatamauli ’,
1 Kiritamukuta ’, ‘ Jatamukuta ’,

and * Karandamukuta the terms ' mauli ’ and ‘ mukuta ’ should be

understood as referring to head-dress in general, the particular

type being specified by the first member of the compound expres-

20.— (1) Prapancasara (Av ai.on’s edn ), XXIX, 3.

(2) Ibid, XXVII, 4.

(4) Ibid, XXVI, 60.

(6) Ibid, XXXIV* 38,

(8) Ibid, X, 10.

21—(1) Ibid, VIII, 29.

(3) Ibid, XXVIII, 33.

(5) Ibid, XIII, 80.

(7) Ibid, XIII, 70.

(9) Ibid, VIII, 41.

(2) Ibid, XXVII, 41.
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sions, such as
4

Kirlta
4

Jata and
4

Karanda While it is true

that in some places the terms
c Mauli * and ‘ Mukuta 1 when indi-

vidually used are taken as synonyms of
4

Kirlta’, they are not always
thus understood, and especially in a compound expression like

‘Kirita-miikuta’ or ‘Kiritamauli’ they do not stand to mean any

specific type. Their exact signification either in the sense of the

special type of head-dress known as Kirlta or head-dress in general

is to he determined therefore with reference to the context in

which the terms are used. The statement of B. C. BiiattAcArya
that

44
according to ancient Sanskrit texts it ( i. c. Kirlta) is the

same as
4 mukuta ’ or a crown ” seems to be only partially true in

view of the fact that the connotation of the term * mukuta ’ is not

a uniform and fixed one as proved by the varied use of the term in

various Sanskrit texts, whereas the connotation of the term
1

Kirlta
’

is infixed one. The view expressed by Ojtia, namely, that ‘ Kirlta
’

is a sub-variety of the
£ Mukuta ’ holds good, but this also is true in

so far as the compound expression KirTtaimikuta (

allows. It cannot be conclusively and wholly establish-

ed that the term
4 Mukuta ’ in the general sense of head-dress is

4

the most acceptable' view in view of the fact that in the Tantra-

samuccaya*“
it is found employed in the sense of a common shining

element of the two types of head-dresses known as
1

Kotlra * and
4

Kirlta \ Thus vide the Tantrasamuccaya on

The Characteristics of Kotlra. etc .

44
In the case of all gods in general, having tied round the top

of the head with a head-band of one angula in height, one should

make a
4

Kotira ’ measuring eight angulas in height and shining

with a
4 mukuta’ (crest) ; in the case of Hari, one should make a

4 Kirita ’ over the head-band with a height of sixteen, eighteen,

or twenty-four angulas accompanied by a bright
4 mukuta ’ (crest).”

The commentator Sankara *3 clearly explains the unmistakable

text in which the term
4 mukuta * is used in the sense of a part of

the head-dresses Kotlra and Kirlta. He states :

—

22. Tantrasamuccaya (T. S. S. ed.), Patala II, fct. 109.

23. Ibid, Part I, p. 115.

6



288 N. V. MALLIA

“ 3^95 firc*ir^ i

^<Htfms^<rf?*rrJt stiwtf%5t fipfre ftre5^^ I
”

It is clear that the term 4 mukuta * as used in the text of the

Tantrasamuccaya connotes not the whole head-dress specifically

called Kirita nor the whole head-dress in the general sense of the

term, but a part of a head-dress, a resplendent concomitant or a

common shining adjunct of different types of head-dresses like the

Kotlra and Kirita. This view of the Tantrasamuccaya seems to be
based upon the etymological significance of the term * Mukuta
the root whereof conveys the sense of * to adorn \ Bhanuji

Dvksita, 34 the son of Bhattoji DTksita thus remarks on the formation

of the term * mukuta ’
:
—

44
r ^rr |

4
srfe

5

( sff. &.) «rr§

i

sFrircrorer-

gg i n ( ^frt ) ^Tg^r?;

wftw i

”

In the two commentaries of the Ndmalingdnusasana 3 ' entitled

Amarakosodghatana of Kslrasvamin and Ttkasarvasva of Vandh-
yaghatiya Sarvananda it is found stated :

44
T c|T I

9 9 4 4

*T ^ S gfa |

4 ’ 4

<r£=r ’
I gwromfipfsar: i

4 srg g$zrfgg ’ ( qfHfc. i

g. r ^r*sr R^F^g i

”

The term
4 Mukuta ’ may be rendered as

4

crest ’ as in the word
4

crest * the meaning 4 any ornament or device fixed on the top of

the head-dress or the top of anything ' is recognised. Crest is also

rarely used in the sense of crown.

*

fi

The features of the
4

Kirita ’ are described in the stanza that

follows :

—

“
i

*rr 35n<T»r nr 3T 11

”
f

* Furnished with three, five or seven sikharas and resembling
an egg or lotus or umbrella or tortoise according as fitness demands
one should make a

4

Kirita

A Kirita should be furnished with three, five or seven sikharas ,

says the author. The sikharas referred to here are the storeys of the

crown. In a building interpreted in terms of the human organism
the roof is called the

4
sikhara *, 37 hearing as it does the sikhd or

24. Vide the Ndmalingdnusdsana (Niriiayasapar Press), p. 23<S.

25. Ndmalingdnusdsana (T. S. S. Ed.), Part II, p. 361.

26. VideiVtfre English Dictionary, Vol. II, pp. 1166-1167.

27. Vide The Annamalai University Journal, Vol. IX, No. 1, p. 33.

7



MUKUJA, MAULI AND KIRljA 289

finial as the human head a sikhd or topknot. From the instance of

architecture as we come to iconography we notice that there is in

both the roof of a temple and crown of an image the common cover-
ing function. The portion above the

4

gala ’ or neck of the Jati,

Chandas, Vikalpa or Abhasa class of temple, is characterised by a

series of storeys or roofs disposed horizontally one above another.

A crown too, characterised by a series of divisions (three or five or

seven) lying horizontally one over another lends itself to a com-
parison with a temple possessed of a series of storeys. Thus the

horizontal stages or divisions of a Kirita seem to acquire the

appellation
4

sikharas ’ and if this analogy of the divisions of a

Kirita and storeys of a temple is granted, one may render the

expression
4

sikharas ’ of a crown as
c

storeys * in English. Such
transferred and figurative usage of terms as we have noticed above
is not uncommon in the English language also. The New English

Dictionary after referring to the primary significance ol the word
4

storey (pi: storeys) ’ as
4

each of the stages or portions one above

the other of which a building consists ’ observes that in the trans-

ferred and figurative sense it implies ‘anything compared to a storey

of a building ;
one of a series of stages or divisions lying horizontal-

ly one over the other ”. a8

One’s head is thus jocularly called
4 One’s upper storey A

high head-dress" formerly worn by women (obs.)is called a ‘turret’.

It is interesting to note the richness of variety in respect of the

design of crown indicated by the different standards of comparison

-namely, egg, lotus, umbrella, and tortoise—instituted in the

description of Kirita in the Tantrasamnccaya .

28. Vide The New English Dictionary , Vol. IX, Pt. I, p. 1042.

29. Ibid, Vol. X, Pt. I, pp. 507.

K. V. 19 8



Tritasaurya

By

V. V. Mirasht, Nagpur

It is well known that the Kalacuri dynasty produced in the last

quarter of the 9th Century a. n. a powerful prince named Kokalla I

who ruled at Tripuri. He had eighteen very valiant sons, of whom
the eldest became the lord of Tripuri. He made his younger brothers
the lords of tnandalas by his side. A descendant (or, according to

some records, a son) of one of these younger brothers, Kalihgaraja
by name, carved out a kingdom for himself in Daksina Kosala

( Chhattisgarh )/ No inscription of this king has come down to us,

but in the Ratanpur stone inscription of his descendant, Jajalla-

deva I, there occurs the following verse about him :
—

3T first

$fmf ?rr( srr 11 Verse 6.

Dr. Kifxiiorn, who has edited this inscription in the

Epigraphia Indica
,
translates this verse as follows :

3 ‘The race of

one of these younger brothers in the course of time obtained an

unequalled son, Kalihgaraja, a tree of prowess grown large by the

water of the eyes of the wives of the enemies ; who, in order not to

impoverish the treasury of Tritasaurya, abandoned the ancestral

land and acquired by his two arms the country oi Daksina Kosala/

Kifxiiorn evidently made the pada-cchcda in the third quarter

of this verse as Yena ayam 7 'titasa.urya-ko$a{sa)m etc. and took

Tritasaurya as the name of the country from which Kalihgaraja

proceeded to conquer Daksina Kosala. Again, he found a mention

of this country in another verse of the same inscription. The
following verse occurs there in the description of Kokalla, the

king of Tripuri and an ancestor of Kalihgaraja:

—

tf’V’SSpri ww* ft )

]-*->>-> w— fcsr

sr( zt ll Verse 4.

1. This statement occurs in many records of the Kalacuris of Ratanpur, see

e.R. HP. Ind. Vol. I, p. M ; Vol. XXII, pp. 164-65, etc.

1



TRITASAURYA 291

The stone is broken at the proper left corner wjiich has caused
a loss of six aksaras in the middle of the third quarter of this verse.

KlELHORN has made no attempt to restore them. He translates

this verse as follows :
—

‘In the race of these Haihaya princes was
born that ruler of Cedi, the illustrious Kokalla, an image of the

god of love, whence all derived delight
; by whom, being on earth,

in order to measure his own fame, how much it might be, this

of (?) Tritasaurya, was sent high up into the universe.’*

Kielhorn read presita uccakaih in place of presitam-uccakaih
and obviously construed the sentence in the second hemistich as

follows:— Antah-ksiti yetia sviyarn yasah kiyad-iti mena matnm
ayath Tritasaurya... brahmandam presitah. He has therefore made
the pada-cchcda in the third quarter of this verse also as yena
ayath Tritasaurya etc. On the reading presi[ta u\ccakaih , Kielhorn
has added the following note The aksaras in brackets may be
fa u or tam-u.' But the lithograph which accompanies his transcript

clearly shows the reading to be presitam-uccakaih. According to

Kielhorn \s pada-cchcda the sentence would therefore be yena ayath

Tritasaurya brahmandam presitam, which is grammatically in-

defensible. Besides, he does not state what thing of Tritasaurya

it was which Kokalla sent up high into the Universe to measure

his own fame !

In the whole range of inscriptional literature these are the only

two passages in which a reference to the Tritasaurya country has been

discovered. But relying on the high authority of Kielhorn scholars*

have implicitly accepted the foregoing translation of the two verses,

Tritasaurya has not, however, been located so far. If Kulingaraja

proceeded from Tritasaurya to conquer the Daksina Kosala

Tritasaurya must evidently have been the ancestral country where

Kokalla and his descendants were ruling. But this country was

known as Dahala or Dabhala.

4

Its ancient name was probably

Traipura from Tripuri its capital, which occurs in the Mahabharata

and the Puranas/ But neither of these is identical with Tritasaurya.

Rai Bahadur Hiralal, therefore, thought that Tritasaurya was a

tribal name/ He conjecturally supplied the lost aksaras in the third

2. Ibid, Vol. I, p. 37.

3. See, <?.#., Banerji, Haihayas of Tripuri and Their Monuments , M. A. S. I.

No. 23, p. 23, p. 8 and Ray, Dynastic History of Northern India , Vol. II, pp. 75 5

and 802.

4. See Bilhana’s Vikramanhadevacarita (Bom. Sanskrit scries), canto I, vv.

102-03 ; Ep. Ind . Vol. VIII, pp. 284 fl.

5. Sec e. g. Matsyapurdna (Anandasrama ed.) p. 202.

6. Ind. Ant. Vol. LI1I (1924), pp. 270.

2



292 V. V. MIRASHI

quarter of verse.4 in the Ratanpur inscription and proposed to read

the second hemistich of it as follows:

—

mg ^rer:

sgfto sr( 3 )^Tfe5ff5rr:%fir n

Hiralal has not given a complete translation of this verse, but

he has taken it to mean that ‘the measure of Kokalla’s prowess was
the great army of the Tritasauryas whom he apparently defeated

and thus exalted his fame.’ As regards the other verse (6) where
also the name Tritasaurya occurs, he says, ‘In verse 6 Kalingaraja’s

high-mindedness is exhibited by his generous act of leaving his own
king’s army with the intention of lessening the burden on the

enemy’s treasury. So valorous was Kalinga that the fight would
have continued with the greatest vigour, entailing a heavy expendi-

ture on the enemy’s treasury, if he had not left the army and

directed his attention to fields and pastures new.” This idea of

leaving one’s sovereign’s army to prevent the drain on the enemy’s
treasury is foreign to Sanskrit literature and inscriptions. If

Kalingaraja left the ancestral country tor this purpose, he must
have forced his liege-lord to make a disadvantageous peace with the

enemy. For this action Kalingaraja should receive condemnation
and not praise, for his generosity was entirely misplaced !

Hiralal’s further attempt to connect the Tritasauryas with the

ancient valorous tribe of the Trtsus on the ground that phonetically

the words appear similar, is equally indefensible ; for Tritasaurya

cannot be derived from Trtsu by any grammatical rule. Besides, the

tribe Tritasaurya is as unknown to history as the country of

Tritasaurya. This interpretation also cannot, therefore, be upheld.
'The difficulty, in my opinion, is caused by the wrong pacla-

cched

a

of yen-ayamtritasaury

a

in both the verses. We have to

separate the padas in verse 6 of this inscription as yena ayamtrita-sau

-

( sau)rya-7 kosa{sa)m-akrisikar1uih and translate the second hemistich

as ‘who, in order to augment his unrestrained valour and treasure,

left the ancestral land and acquired by his two arms the country of

Daksina Kosala’ . A-yantrita means unrestrained or unchecked
The verse means that Kalingaraja’s valour was unchecked. To
augment it and to replenish his treasury he left his ancestral country

of Dahala and founded a kingdom in Daksina Kosala. There is thus

no reference in this verse either to the country or to the tribe of

Tritasaurya.

7. The dental s has been used for the palatal $ in several places in this

inscription.

8, This is the usual sense of a-yantrita . See, e.g,, Manusmrti Adhyaya II, v.

118.
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In verse 4 also we have to make the same pada-ccheda . As
stated before, six aksaras are lost in the middle of its third quarter.

The two aksaras menawhich follow make it probable that they formed
part of the word ayamena ‘by or in extension’. The lour aksaras

which precede ayamena are more difficult to restore. It is, however,
possible to conjecture that we have here an adjectival compound
expression qualifying yena. We find that the poet has used yena
aya?htrita-saii(sau )rya-kosa(sa)rh in verse 6 of this very inscription.

Of this the first eight aksaras yena a-yamtrita-sau(sau)rya are found
repeated in the expression, now partially lost, in the present verse.

It is not therefore unlikely that the two following aksaras of that

expression were kosa(sa) as in verse 6. The remaining two aksaras

have, of course, to be restored conjecturally. I propose to read the

third quarter of this verse as yen~ayaihtrita-sau(sait)rya-kosa(sa)

balin-aydmena malum yasah. The complete verse will therefore
read as follows:

—

sfupVm i

] [ ^^(w)^(w)feRTOT*] Jr :

RR aPnftTO T £T( Ct (I

‘In the race of these TIaihaya princes was born that lord of Cedi,
the illustrious Kokalla, an image of the god of love, in whom the

whole world took delight- ( he ), who, with his unimpeded valour,

treasure and might, sent forth his own glory high up in order to

measure how much the universe, which includes the earth, 5

' was
extended (in space).’ The idea that a king’s fame spreads above to

heaven and down to the nether regions occurs often in Sanskrit

literature. Take, for instance, the following well-known verse

from the sixth canto of the Raghuvamsa 10
:

—

3;vsf nar ||

‘WThose fame has climbed mountains, has plunged into the

oceans, entered the abode of serpents, has gone up and being
continuous, cannot be measured by any standard.’ In verse 4 of

the Ratanpur stone inscription, the poet has fancied that the reason

for the king’s fame going high up was to measure the extent of the

universe.

The verses 4 and 6 of the inscription thus contain no refer-

ence at all to the country or the tribe of Tritasaurya.

9. KieluoRN has taken antah-ksiti ab an Avyayibhava compound meaning

‘on the earth’. I take it as a Bahuvrihi compound qualifying brahtndnda and

meaning ‘which includes the earth’. Compare nadim— iv~dntafi-salild?h Sarus-

vatirh in the Raghuvatiisa Canto III, verse 9.

10. Ibid canto VI* verse 77.
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The Concept of Suggestion in Hindu
Aesthetics

By

P. S. Naidu, Annamalainagar

‘ Suggestion * has been a baffling problem for Western psycho-
logists as well as for Hindu philosophers, and is still puzzling them,
because their mind is not properly oriented to the problem.
Suggestion is a psychological phenomenon, and to approach it from
the purely literary or the aesthetic point of view is to court failure

and disappointment. The entire history of Hindu aesthetics bears

evidence to the futility of the non-psychological mode of approach
to the problem we have taken up. From the legendary Bharata

down to Jagannatha questions of aesthetics have been handled with

an astounding childlike naivite which surprises us. These scholars

were engaging their acute minds on the superficial aspects of a pro-

found psychological problem. But what could they do ? Psychology
was then an unknown science.

In the West, in spite of scientific advances, this particular

problem was mis-handled, because the proper type of psychology
for analysing

4

suggestion ’ was born only in 1908 wdien

McDoucall’s Social Psychology was published. The older arm-chair

intellectualistic psychology was puzzled by the different types of

suggestion. There is, in the first instance, suggestion which leads

to intellectual assent ; then there is poetic suggestion through

metaphor and simile which induces pleasure in contemplating those

figures ; and finally, there is aesthetic suggestion which produces
a profound mental change. How are these, and several other types

of suggestion leading to belief and action to be thought together,

and a consistent theory evolved ? No answer to this question wTas

forthcoming until Ilormic psychology appeared on the scene, and
evolved a theory to solve the riddle of suggestion.

Ilormic psychology insists on an understanding of the structure

and function of the human mind before problems relating to the

fields of aesthetics, literary criticism, economics, politics, sociology

etc., are taken up, for all these are merely questions of applied

psychology. Before you tackle problems of applied science, you
must grasp the fundamentals of general science.

It has been established after careful scientific investigation that

the structure of the human mind is instinctual. We may express

this highly scientific conclusion in crude language thus :
‘ the

1
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human mind is a bundle of instincts. ’ All the motives of man
which impel him to action of various grades—from simple food-
seeking to the highest type of self-sacrifice depicted in the * Tale
of Two Cities’ may be resolved ultimately into the fundamental
elements which are called Instincts or propensities . It is to be borne
in mind that this conclusion has been reached after a very care-

ful comparative study, conducted fl>y the best scientific methods
available, of men and higher animals ori the one hand, and ot

primitive and civilised races on the other. So, we hold that in the

human mind we have just instincts
;
nothing more ami nothing less.

How many of these elements are there ? It is here that there is

wide disparity in the views held by psychologists. We, in our
country, have upheld an eight-fold scheme, while Western psycho-
logy is inclined to double that number. This divergence in the

views of experts need not cause us any inconvenience, for contem-
porary science in all its departments is full of such conflicting

theories.

The more important among these instinctual elements are these:

fear, anger, disgust, sex-lust, self-assertion, tender-emotion,

curiosity, laughter, food-seeking, submission, acquisitiveness, con-

struction, appeal etc.

It may be objected at once that this view of man’s mind
reduces him almost to the level of the animal. Is not man moved
by noble and divine sentiments ? Is he not a seeker after truth,

beauty, and goodness ? IIow could you reduce all his ambitions,

ideals, hopes and aspirations to these primitive elements ? In

answer to these questions 1 would first draw the attention of the

critic to the ghastly scenes of the battle-front. Man is still a

creature of primitive emotions, and impulses. The veneer of

civilisation is very thin. It takes very little to break this thin crust

and reveal the brutal passions boiling and seething underneath.

Man is not a rational animal hut an instinctive animal . In the

second instance, wc shall show how these instincts go to make up

the ‘ sentiments ’. In this connection it is helpful to think of the

way in which chemistry analyses the world. All the beautiful and

soul-stirring things of the world are composed ol organic and
inorganic compounds, and these in their turn are analysable into

elements which number about a hundred. The union of these

chemical elements in different ways and different degrees and pro-

portions produces this rich kaleidoscopic world of the sense

manifold. On lines very similar to this the primitive and funda-

mental instincts (which correspond to the chemical elements) get

organised, round objects and persons, and generate concrete

2
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sentiments. Hatred, for example, is a concrete sentiment produced
by the organisation of the elements of fear, anger and disgust round
a person or object. The human mind, it must be remembered, is

dynamic. It is born into this world with certain inherited struc-

tural elements—the instincts. But with the growth of experience

these elements are organised and compounded into different
* sentiments Love, hatred, awe, reverence, gratitude etc.,

develop in this way. Out of these grow the abstract sentiments of

loyalty, patriotism etc. All the lofty moral and aesthetic senti-

ments and their generous impulses are thus formed out of the

primitive instincts and their emotions. The former are, no doubt,
the immediate excitants of human behaviour, but it must never be
forgotten that they are only composed of the latter, and can be
easily analysed into their components which are primitive, and
animal in their nature.

This psychological analysis of the structure of the human mind
is of absorbing interest, but our task lies elsewhere. We shall,

therefore, take up at once the dissection of the instincts.

Each instinct has a special structure. It is stimulated by certain

objects or ideas
; it generates an emotion, and finally leads to a

course of action. There are, thus, three aspects to an instinctive

structure : the perceptual, the emotional and the behavioural

aspects. Fear, for example, is stimulated by the perception of the

mysterious, the unaccountable and the threatening and the in-

jurious. As soon as these objects are perceived the emotion of

fear is experienced, and that results in flight to a place of security.

Each one of the instincts may be trisected in this manner into

its cognitive, affective and conative phases. Of these the first

and the last may undergo considerable modifications through

experience. The adult may learn to control the natural * expres-

sions ’ of fear. He may put on the mask of courage in the face

of deadly excitants of fear. And on the other hand he may learn

through his own personal experience to be afraid of many harmless

things, such as large sheets of water, narrow places and lightning.

In the midst of all these modifications of the initial cognitive or

perceptive and the final behavioural aspects, the central affect

remain unchanged. The emotion of fear is always the same emotion
of fear. It changes into nothing else.

The central emotional part may be further analysed into the

mental experience proper, and its bodily manifestations called the
‘ expressions ’ of the emotion. In fear, there is first and foremost

the mental experience of the emotion. On the bodily side we have

pallor of the face, dryness of the mouth, shrinking and trembling,

3
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perspiration, horripulation, goose-flesh, cessation of the digestive
processes, heightened activity of the adrenal gland, increase of

blood-pressure, the rushing of energy through the diversion of the

blood stream to the muscles of the legs, etc. These expressions of
the emotion of fear are admirably suited to further the behavioural

aspect of the instinct of flight. In every instinct, the emotion and
its expressions help to accelerate the activity which is the natural

goal of the instinctive impulse. It is in this ‘ expression ’ of the

emotions pertaining to the instincts that the solution to the problem
of suggestion is to be found.

We have noted already that every instinct is set in motion by
certain objects or ideas of those objects. Now, there is a peculiarity

of the instinctual structure of the human mind, as well as of animal

mind, which has far reaching consequences. On the cognitive side

the instinct is so organised that it is aroused to its full intensity

not only by the perception of the objects which are its natural

excitants, but also by the perception of the
4

expressions ’ of the

emotion as displayed by a member of the same species.
4

For each

emotion.. .there are two classes of stimuli which have the innate

capacity lor evoking it. One of these is the actual object, such as

thwarting agencies for anger and dangerous stimuli for fear. The
other comprises the perception of the emotion in question as

expressed in the behaviour of another. Thus the facial expression,

the cries, and movements of fear directly arouse fear in a person

wittnessing them, and arouse it, moreover, as an instinctive res-

ponse. The gregarious wild horse, we are told, tells oil one or

two members of the herd to mount guard while the others go to

sleep or feed. As soon as danger is sighted by the scouts they send

forth a neigh of fear, and it is this peculiar neigh that puts the

whole herd to flight. The latter have not sighted the source of

danger, but the expression of the emotion of fear in the scouts has

served to induce fear sympathetically in the minds ot others, and

flight results. This sympathetic induction of emotions is the

foundation for the Ancient Hindu Aesthetic theory of ‘Suggestion’.

Sympathetic induction works not only at the primitive in-

stinctual level, but also at the higher sentiment level. Among
persons who have reached more or less the same stage in the scale

of sentiments the exhibition by speech, gesture, and other per-

ceptible forms of expression of any sentiment will induce the same

sentiment in the minds of the beholders. It is this sympathetic

induction of the sentiments that is the basis of Rasa .

The three aspects or phases of the instinctual structure of the

human mind have already been noted. When these instincts

4
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combine or unite to generate sentiments, it goes without saying

that the resultant sentiments also will have a three-fold structure

—

that is a central emotional part composed of the emotions of

the instincts that enter into its constitution, the initial cognitive

part and the final behavioural part— these two again being com-

pounded of the original elements. Now, when the central part is

aroused through sympathetic induction then the mental energy

traverses both backwards and forwards arousing the cognitive and

behavioural parts. In other words sympathetic induction of emo-
tions arouses cognition and conation also. The term

4

suggestion
'

should be properly applied only to the sympathetic arousal of the

cognitive part of mental structure, sympathy to the central and

imitation to the last aspect. When, for example, the love-making

scene in Kalidasa’s Sakimtalam is enacted, the aesthetic expression

of Srngara through speech, music and dance induces sympathetical-

ly the corresponding sentiment in the mind of the audience. The
mental energy thus released will work forward, and make each man
or woman think of his or her own lover and love experiences. And,

on the final behavioural side the energy will be consumed in intense

and concentrated appreciation, and incipient imitative movements
with a final outburst of applause when the curtain drops.

We have observed already that considerable modifications are

possible of the instincts both on the cognitive and active behavi-

oural sides. The same remark may be made of sentiments also.

Moreover, as the central part of the sentiment is itself a blend ol

several emotions, the expressions of these emotions too are subject

to modifications.

It is now clear what the nature of the psychological experience
is that was indicated by the word ‘ suggestion ’ in Ancient Hindu
Aesthetics. It is the sympathetic induction of the compound
emotions which constitute the central part of sentiments by excit-

ants of a purely aesthetic origin. Rasa experience is founded on
this type of induction. The question, therefore, for us now is

whether the elaborate psychological scheme outlined above was
comprehended by our ancient thinkers. I have no hesitation in

affirming that the fundamental principles of hormic psychology were
known to our philosophers. But, their analysis is rather defective.

As 1 have said elsewhere,
4

Utter confusion faces us when we take

a glimpse of the rasa doctrine, for we discover at once that the rasa

elements belong to different levels of mental organisation or cul-

ture. Bhaydnaka , bibhatsa
, adbhuta and raudra belong to the

primitive emotional level of mental structure ;
hdsya and karut^a

5
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and vlra to the higher sentiment level, while srngdra is very near
the top of the scale of sentiment values...

*

‘Hindu psychology too starts with the innate endowment of
the human mind...The Sthayi bhdvas are the propensities ( or
instincts ) of Western psychology, and of these krodha , bhaya,
jugupsd, and vismaya may be accepted as being really elemental.
Hdsya should be interpreted as laughter, and rati as simple sex
passion... Soka is not elemental, and so it should be replaced by
tender emotion which is the most fundamental component of the

complex texture of soka. Utsdha should be replaced by self-

assertion. With these modifications we may accept the foundation
of the rasa theory/

‘Each sthayi hhdva. . .is excited by its specific vibhdvas . As a

result of this excitation there arises ail emotion whose expression

constitutes the anuhhdvas and sdilvika bhdvas . When an emotion
is excited, it is accompanied by two types of bodily expressions,

one composed of the results of the glandular discharges and

movements under the guidance of the autonomic system, and the

other of movements mostly directed by the Roland ic region. These
are the sdttvikabhdvas and anuhhdvas

‘When we enter into the region of vyabhiedri and sanedr

i

bhavas

we find comfusion doubly confounded... Many of the sanedri and

vyabhiedri bhavas are compound sentiments, some arc derived

emotions, and to add to this confusion a:few are merely physiolo-

gical states. This confusion has been introduced even into the

vibhdvas../

The several types of confusion that 1 have noted above may be

removed by accepting the psychological foundation so carefully

laid by the hormic school. The jumbled mass of ideas relat ing to

the components of rasa will then fall into order just as loosely

scattered and chaotically massed iron-filings assume an orderly

pattern when brought within a powerful magnetic field.
‘

Rasa
*

may then be defined as the mental counterpart of the totality of experience

generated in a cultured person by the sympathetic induction oj blended

emotions belonging to the sentiments by excitants oj a purely aesthetic

origin . In this way of looking at the genesis of rasa we have to

distinguish between the cognitive and the affective elements in the

mental process of induction. That is, when a dramatic scene is being

enacted, or a dance recital is being given, we should first under-

stand that these Natyaic performances are the outward expressions

of the highly cultured sentiments which the dramatist wants to

convey to the audience through the ‘actions’ of the danseuse or the

actor. When the audience or a part of it rises to the high sen-
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timent level demanded by the author, then it will catch, as it were,
the infection of feeling through the visible and vocal represen-

tations. Sympathetic induction takes place at the moment when
the infection catches. In this induction we have to distinguish

between the feeling that is induced and the intellectual elementl
which come after.

<

Suggestion
>

has been used to indicate the totas

process, and I object to it first on the ground that the cognitive

bias in the connotation of the term is greater than the conative,

whereas in the concrete experience of rasa the affective and
conative elements are dominant; and secondly, ‘Suggestion* in

Hindu Aesthetics is an unanalysed concept, an uncritical

acceptance of which will result in confusion. Hence the Western
psychological analysis should be unhesitatingly accepted by us as

the most suitable foundation for the rasa doctrine.

The last and the most, important question for us is whether the

rasa theorists have understood the process of sympathetic induction

correctly. The answer to this question has necessarily to be brief.

We can touch only on the fringes of the solution given at two or

three outstanding stages in the history of the evolution of the rasa

doctrine. And at the initial stage of our discussion we must refer

to Bharata, the fountain head of Hindu aesthetics. The cryptic

verse wherein Bharata defines rasa is familiar to all of us. When
this verse is studied carefully ‘the question... arises to which
Bharata himself gives no definite solution, viz., what relation these

elements ( vibhava , anubhdva
,

vyabhiedri , sanedri and sdttvika

bhdvas ) bear to rasa, or in other words, how do they bring about
this subjective condition of relish in the reader’s mind, the solution

depending. ..upon the explanation of the two much discussed terms
Samyoga (lit. correlation) and nispatti (lit. consummation) in the

original siitra of Bharata/ It is in this way that a recent writer on
Samskrit poetics, Dr. De, sets out Bharata* s position. Bharata

discusses the nature of the excitant of sentiments, and of the ex-

pressions of the blended emotions belonging to these sentiments.

So far, his insight into human nature has enabled him to see the

psychological structure of the mind of man. But, when faced with
the problem of ‘induction’ his grip over facts becomes shaky. There
is a hint as to the way in which dance and drama induce rasa in

the minds of the audience in the two great concepts
‘Samyoga * and

4

Nispatti . But the hint stops as a hint without any further analysis.

Just because of the vagueness of the hint the siitra lends itself to

innumerable interpretations. And Bharata’s successors did evolve

widely differing, and often conflicting theories out of the original

siitra . One may deplore the vagueness which fostered the growth
7
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of disharmony among theorists, but it is out of this conflict that

psychological ideas flowered out among literary critics and
aesthetic thinkers of our country.

We have seen that the seed for the tree which was to yield

the fruit of the psychological theory of suggestion is to be found in

Bharata’s original verse. Long before the Dhvanikaras, Lollata,

Sankuka and Bhatta Nayaka seem to have taken one or two impor-
tant. steps along the path to the goal of rasa . Of the views of these
three thinkers Dr. De writes in the second volume of his Samskrit
Poetics ,

1

Lollata 's vipw appears to be that the spectator ascribes
to the well-trained actor the same mental state as belonged to the
hero, and his apprehension of this imparted feeling produces a

similar feeling in his mind causing delight. Sankuka thinks that

the well-trained actor so cleverly simulates the action of the hero
that the spectator apprehends the actor to be identical with the

hero and infers from this illusion the actual feeling of the hero in

his own mind , being moved by the extra-ordinary beauty of the

represented action.’ Here we have definite attempts to explain

the origin of rasa. Both are crude and hesitant answers to the

great question. Sankuka, in particular, shifts the emphasis to the

wrong place, namely, cognition. In neither do we find any attempt
at psychological analysis. Yet, it must be said to the credit ol'

these two thinkers that instead of accepting uncritically, as Bhamaha,
Dandin, Vamana and Rudrata had done, the position of Bharata,

they attempt to explain the basis of the sympathetic induction ol

emotions. From our point of view such an attempt, though yield-

ing no fruit, marks a clear advance. In Bhatta Nayaka vve find a

further advance. Rasa is now sought to be located in the mind of

the Rasika , and that is the right way of tackling the problem. The
sthdyi bhdva is the foundation for rasa. An element of bhoga enters,

and finally the state of supreme relish is sought to be raised to

super-mundane levels. A further advance is made in Abhinava-

gupta’s conception of rasa-vyanjarid

.

But it is when we come to

Visvanatha that we find a clear description of the origin and dvelop-

ment of ‘ Suggestion ’. In a short chapter devoted to the subject

the author deals with the nature of this psychological process. But

the confusion that we have been complaining against is to be found

here also. Therefore, the only way of improving the existing state

of affairs in the field of Hindu Aesthetics is to give the proper

psychological orientation to the theories, and such orientation

can be effected only by the most up-to-date and perfect system of

psychology known to us, namely the Hormic System.



The Legend of Sunafrgepa in Vedic and
Post-vedic Literature

By

H. G. Naraiiari, Adyar

Among the legends current in Vedic Literature, the story of

&unahiepa occupies a place which can be rivalled by few others
belonging to its class. Besides being the earliest specimen of

story-narration called Akhydna
,

J the legend is important also in

that it forms the basis of many an important controversy on such
subjects as the prevalence of human sacrifice in Vedic India. It is

perhaps this intrinsic importance of it that is responsible for its

being narrated very often not merely in the Vedic texts, hut also in

the Kpics, the Puranas and secular literature.

The story is narrated in extenso for the first time in the Aitarcya
Brdhtnana (VII. 3.), though it is not impossible to find traces of it

in the Rgreda which betrays, to some extent, a knowledge of this

story. According to the Aitareya Brdhtnana , King Mariseandra, the

son of Vedhas, of the Iksvaku race was childless, though he had a

hundred wives. Troubled at heart, he approaches the Rsi Narada
who lived in his own house and asks him the reason why all beings,

both rational and irrational, crave for off-spring. In ten stanzas

which he repeats in reply, Narada points out the importance of the

possession of a son. 'Phis enhances the eagerness of the king to

have a child, and Narada suggests to the king that he would do well
to propitiate Varuna who, on being pleased, would favour him with

a son. 'The king does accordingly, and, after a time, a son named
Rohita is born to him on the condition that the child should be
sacrificed to Varuna soon alter his birth.

After the birth of the child, Varuna promptly arrives and

demands of the king the sacrifice of his son. Paternal affection,

more powerful than the sense of duty, prompts the king to be

recalcitrant, and he consequently tries to postpone the fulfilment

oT his promise by offering lame excuses. He asks Varuna to wait

till the child is ten days old, and when Varuna appears then, he is

asked to wait till teeth appear in the mouth of the child. Varuna is

further asked to wait till the teeth fall out, and till the child, being

a Ksatriya, is fully invested with armour. Varuna accordingly

1. Prof. Keith, however, does not seem to be inclined to allow the appel-

lation of Akhydna to this legend

—

JRAS. (1911), pp. (988-89).
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waits and appears when this last condition is fulfilled. The king is

now unable to invent any more pleas, and hence he calls his son
and informs him that he is to be sacrificed . The boy flies away in

panic to the woods. ' This so enrages Varuna that he inflicts dropsy
on the king.

The boy Rohita had wandered for about a year in the forest

when he heard of his father’s illness. He immediately decides to

return, but Indra meets him in the guise of a brahmin, speaks to

him about the advantages of travelling and asks him to wander for
one more year. For six years Rohita wanders, being prevented
from returning by Indra each one of the six times he decided to

do so.

At the end ol this period he meets the starving AjTgarta who,
overcome by his indigence, is ready to sell one of his three sons-
Sunahpuccha

, Sunahsepa and Suno/drigula, to be sacrificed in place

oi Rohita on payment of a ransom of a hundred cows. AjTgarta

wants to retain his eldest son with him, while his wife declines to

part with her youngest son. it consequently falls to the lot of

Sunahsepa to go as the sacrificial victim. Rohita takes him to his

father and tells him that he has bought him to he sacrificed in his

stead. Varuna is then approached by llariscandra and he gladly

accepts the exchange.

The sacrifice was duly begun and after the preliminary

ceremonies were over, there could be found no one who would
consent to tie him to the post (A

r

iynkldram na vividuh). A jTgarta

offers to do this if he is paid a hundred cows. After this was done,

there was again no one to be found who could be the slaughterer

( Visasitd). AjTgarta again offers himself for this post if he is paid

a hundred cows more. When this ransom was paid, he comes,

sharpening his sword, near the victim. Sunahsepa feels sure that

lie would be butchered even like a beast (Sunahsepah iksdnt cakrc

atndnusatniva vai md zisasisyanti iti) y and he, therefore, appeals to

the gods for help. He appeals in succession to Prajapati, Agni,

Savitr, Varuna, Indra, Asvins and Usas. After having tossed

him between themselves for some time, the gods at last release him.

As he repeats one verse after another to Usas, the cords binding

him fall off bit by bit, and with the repetition of the last verse he

becomes free from his fetters and Hariscandra front his disease.

Sunahsepa is next invited to join the priests as one of them.

After doing so, he invents the anjahsava method of preparation

of the Soma which he carries out under the recital of the verses

Vac chiddhi tvam grhe grhe, Uccistham camvoh etc.

?
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After the sacrifice is over, he goes and sits by the side of

Vi£vamitra. Ajlgarta reclaims Sunahsepa as his son. But Sunahsepa
replies that his conduct has been so base that no reconciliation can
ever be possible with him. ViSvamitra also joins Sunahsepa in

condemning AjTgarta, and, saying that the gods have given

Sunahsepa to him, names him Devarata and gives him the primo-
geniture among his hundred children. The elder fifty, who did not
approve of this, were cursed by Visvamitra and the younger fifty,

who acceded to his wish, were blessed by him.

This, in brief, is the story that is contained in the Aitareya.

Brahmana (VII. 3.), and we will now see wT ith how much of this the

Rgvedic poets were already conversant. While it is true that it is

not possible to find a regular narration of the story of Sunahsepa
in the Rgveda

,

it has to be admitted still that the Rgvedic seers

were not unfamiliar with the story. The Rgveda contains not

merely more than one allusion to the liberation of Sunahsepa from
the fettered stake, 3 but also all the hymns which Sunahsepa is said

to have recited, according to the Aitareya Brahmana
, to effect his

release and in the course of the Aitjah sava ceremony of which he

is called the inventor. 3 Sunahsepa is said to have applied first of

all to Prajapati with the verse Kasya tiunatn katamasydmrtdndm
which is nothing else than RV. 1.24.1. Being directed by Prajapati,

he next applies to Agni with the verse Agner vayam prathamasydmrU
dndm (RV. 1.24.2.). Thence directed, he is next said to have

addressed Savitr with the three verses beginning with Abhi tvd

deva savitah (V. 1.24.3-5), He is further reported to have addressed

Yaruna with the following 31 verses [RV. T. 24 (6-15); T. 25. (1-21);],

and Agni, again, with the succeeding 22 verses [RV.I.26; 1.27

(1-12)]. Sunahsepa praises the Visvedevdh next with the verse

Natno tnahadbhya ... (RV.I.27.13). He then praises Indra with the

hymn Vac chiddhi satya somapd. . .(RV . I. 29.) and the fifteen

succeeding verses [ RV. 1. 30. (1-15)]. Indra pleased by this praise

grants Sunahsepa a golden chariot which he acknowledges grate-

lully by repeating the verse Sasvad Indra ... [(RV.I.30. (1-16)].

Sunahsepa is next reported to have praised the Asvins w ith the

next three verses [RV.I.30. (17-19)], and lastly, being directed by
them, Usas writh the succeeding three verses [RV. I. 30. (20-22)]

which are said to have brought about his complete release.

2. RV. I, 24. 15 ; I. 25. 21 ; V. 2. 7. etc.

3. 1 am here unable to agree with Prof. Keith who remarks that “it is

admittedly the case that the Jtg-veda verses which are put into the mouth of
^unaljsepa have nothing to do with the legend in the BrShmaQa.”

—

J . R . A,S.
(1911)—p. 988.

3
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S§unah£epa, who was thus released, is later said to have
invented the method of direct preparation of Soma (Avjaltsava),

and, in the course of this ceremony, he is reported to have repeated

the four verses beginning with Yac chiddhi tram grhe grhe [RV.I.28.

(5-8)] and the verse Uccistham carhvor ...(RV.I.28.9.). He is said to

have sacrificed the Soma under the recital of the four verses

Yatra grava prthubudhnd. . . [RV . 1. 28. (1-4)]. The two verses which
the Aitareya Brahmana regards as being recited by Sunahsepa at

the time of the Avabhrtha ceremony, and the verse used by him in

summoning Hariscandra to the Ahavanlya fire are nothing else than

RV. IV. 1. (4-5), and RV. V. 2. 7. respectively.

It is thus clear that the account given in the Aitareya Brahmana
about Sunahsepa is ratified, to a very great extent, by the Rgveda.
We will next see how in the later texts, Vcdic and post-vedic, the

version of the story contained in the Aitareya Brahmana makes its

appearance.

There is a section relating to the legend of Sunahsepa in the

&dhkhdyana-Srauta-Sutras XV. (17-27), but the importance of it

consists only in the textual variations it contains in respect of the

text in the Aitareya Brahmana .

4

The Brhaddevoid y ascribed to Saunaka, seems to allude to the

legend of Sunahsepa when it reiterates the statement made in the

Aitareya Brahmana
,
that Indra presented Sunahsepa with a golden

chariot, pleased by his songs of praise.
1

The Sarvanukramanl of Katyayana shows its knowledge of the

legend when it refers to Sunahsepa, the son o! Ajigarta and the

seer of RV. 1. 24. 1., who later becomes Dcvarata, the son of

Visvamitra/

In the Epics and Puranas, the Vedic version ot the legend of

Sunahsepa undergoes some changes. According to the Rdmayana
[I. (6. 1-2)],

1 Sunahsepa is the son of the sage Rclka and is sold by

his father to king Ambarisa of Ayodhya for a hundred thousand kinc

as a victim for the sacrifice contemplated by the King. On the road,

Sunahsepa comes to the lake Puskara where he sees the sage Visva-

mitra doing ‘penance, stern and resolute, living on roots and

4. The variants presented in the Sdnkhayanu Sutras to the parallel passage in

the Aitareya Brahmana have been fully noticed by Max Muller in his History

of Ancient Sanskrit Literature—pp. 573 ff-

5. I

5 II Brhaddevata—Ul. 103.

Sarvanukramanl—Ed. by A. A. Macoonki.l—p, 6.

7. This section appears as I, (63-4) in Gorresio’s Edition of the Rdmayana .

K.V.20 +
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fruit Weeping he approaches the sage and implores him to save
him from his miserable plight. ViSvamitra is moved by the boy’s

heart-rending story, and, therefore, calls his sons to him and asks

one of them to go as a victim in Sunahsepa’s stead. The sons

refuse with scorn. In anger the sage curses them all, and teaches

SunahsSepa two hymns3 which he should repeat when he is tied to the

stake. Sunah^epa did accordingly when he was tied to the stake,

and Indra is induced by his prayers to come and set him free.

The Mahabhdrata (VI. 6.) also contains an allusion to this

story. The Mahabhdrata agrees with the Rdmdyana in calling

SunahSepa the son of Rclka, but it follows the Vedic version in

accepting King HariScandra instead of King Ariibarisa.® The other

incidents mentioned in the Aitareya Rrdhmana viz.: Visvamitra’s

adoption of SunahSepa as his eldest son, and his cursing of his

fifty sons who refused to accept the primogeniture of Sunah^epa
are also mentioned by the Mahabhdrata .

10

In the Puranic literature, it is possible to find two different

shades of opinion as regards the version of the story. While the

Rlidgavata (IX. 7) and the Devi-Bhdgavata [VII. (14 i?)] follow the

version of the Aitareya Rrdhmana, the Harivamsa (I. 27.) follows,

in the main, the account given in the Rdmdyana when it narrates

the story of fiunah^epa. 11 The Visnupurdna (IV. 7.) betrays know-

ledge of this story when it says that fiunahsepa was given by the

gods to Visvamitra and was hence called Devardta . It also mentions
Rohita, the son of Hariscandra. 1* The Vdyupurdna follows the

Mahabhdrata in making Sunahsepa the son of Rclka and in alluding

to his being the victim at Hariscandra's sacrifice, to his later desig-

nation of Devarata, and to Visvamitra’s grant to him of the

primogeniture among his children. 13

Among the works in secular literature, the Manusmrti (X.

105) alludes to the story when it says that Ajigarta incurred no
guilt by giving up his son to be sacrificed, for he only did so that he

may preserve himself and his family from hunger. 14 Kullukabhatta

the commentator on the Manusmrti , names the son Sunahsepa and

8. According to Gokhesio’s text, Visvamitra taught Sunahsepa only one

hymn—G. Gokresio

—

4Rdmdyana ’— I. 64. (1920), pp. 248-49.

9. Mahabhdrata- (VI. 6. 7a)~ p. 12. (Kumbhakonam edn.).

10. Ibid—VI. 6. 7 f.

11. But the King mentioned here is Haridasva.
12. Visnupurana— IV. 3.

13. Vdyu-purdna—p. 331. (Anandasrama Edn.).

14. Wi ^ggTTRT ,T?3!IT%rr: I

5

—Manusmrti—X. 105.
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refers for his authority, to the original story found in the Bahvrca-

Brahmana. 1 *

We have thus three recensions of the legend of Sunahsepa
;

the Aitareya Brahmana says that Sunahsepa, the son of AjTgarta,

was brought as a victim for the sacrifice conducted by King Ilaris-

candra ; the Rdmdyana makes Sunahsepa the son of Rcika and a

victim for the sacrifice arranged by King Ambarisa ; and the Mahd-
hhdrata y while following the Aitareya Brahmana in accepting King
Hariscandra, follows the Rdmdyana in making Sunahsepa the son of

Rcika. In his article entitled Die Sage von Sunahsepa in the

Indische Studien y Roth takes into account the legend of Sunah^epa
narrated in the Aitareya Brahmana

, the Rdmdyana , the Makdhhdrata
the Harivamsa , the Visnupurana and the Bhdgavata and concludes
that there are two versions of the story, one of the Aitareya
Brahmana and the other of the Rdmdyana and that, of these two,

the latter, in course of time, becomes the prevailing one .

17 But,

from what we have seen in the above pages, it is clear that there

are three recensions of the legend current in Indian literature, and
that, of these three, the Vedic version contained in Aitareya Brah-

mana seems to be the most popular as it is followed by not less

than six more texts 13 which later attempt to narrate the story. 'The

version in the Rdmdyana seems to lie followed, at least in part,

only by the Harivamsa and that in the Mahdhhdrata only by the

Vdyupurdna. There can, however, be no hesitation in agreeing

with Roth when he says that the oldest story about SunahSepa

(which is contained in the Rgveda) knows only of his wonderful

deliverance from the sacrificial stake by means of prayer to the

various Vedic gods, and that the introduction of Visvamitra into the

scene is of a later date .

19

15. Matiwmrti with the Manvarthamuktdvali of Kullfikabhatta

—

p. 415.

—

Ed. by P. H. Pandya.

16. A. Weber—Indische Sludien— II. (112-23).

17. “Diese Opfersage gtht in zwei wesentlieh verschiedene Versionen
auseinander, fur uns in der altesten form vertreten durch das Aitareya Brahmana
und das Rdmdyana. Die letztere wird in der Folge die herrschende 5 ’

—

Ibid—
P. 121.

18. The Nirukta (III. 4.) and the Brchmapurdna (Chap. 1?0) aUo betray
knowledge of this story ; the former work shows its knowledge of this story
when it mentions ^unahst pa as an anomalous instance of a man being sold (puthso

'

pi ityeke , Saunassepe darsandt)

,

and the latter work speaks of Ajigarta , the son of
Suryavasa who, prompted by poverty not merely to tell his son but even to

bincher him, was condemned, after death, to fall into the abyss of Hell. Though
it is not possible to determine exactly to which of the three versions mentioned
above these two accounts of the story belong, it can safely be said that their

learning is more towards the Vedic version than the others.

19. A. Weber—op. cit.—II. 120,

6



Rulers of Punnata
By

M. Govind Pai, Manjeshwar
r

Fhe earliest mention, so far as I am aware, of Punnata, one of
the ancient kingdoms of Karnataka, is met with in the Geography
of Ptolemy, 1 a contemporary of Siro Polemaios, i. e. the Satavahana
king Vasishtlputra Sri Pulumayi (91-119 A.c.), where it is described
as a country producing beryl. It is next mentioned as Punada in

the Prakrit Chandravalli stone inscription 3 of Mayurasarma, the

founder of the Kadamba dynasty of Banavasi, dated about 210 a.c. s

One of the sanghas of the Digambara Jaina ascetics in Karnataka
was called after that country as Punnata satigha , and Jinascna, the

author of the Jaina Jlarivamsa belonged to that community. 4 To
judge from the description given of Punnata in the Mamba] {i

copper-plates (11. 7-13), that country, which has been called there

Puriirashtra, evidently by its Sanskrit (or Sanskritized) name,
seems to have been a very fertile region watered by the rivers

Ivaveri and Kapini, and from the fact that in the Komaralingam
copper-plates, in which the then ruler of Punnata is said to have

abided in the best city of Kitthipura i. c. Klrtipura, that city would
seem to have been its capital at least at that time. From these

facts the ancient Punnata has been rightly identified with that

country through which the rivers Kaveri and Kapini flow and which

lies in the south of the Mysore state, including the present

Ileggadedcvanakole taluk in it, and its capital Klrtipura is thus no

other than the present Kittura on the Kapini river in that taluk.

From a stone-inscription of c. 700 a. c., at Sravanabejgola/’ we
know there was also a Kittura satigha among the southern Jainas.

So far we have only three records of the riders of Punnata.

From the earliest of them, the Mamballi grant, 6 which is neither

dated nor complete, we know that the name of their dynasty is

Tamrakasyapa-kula (11. 5 and 15), and that a king of that dynasty

1. Me Chindle’s Ancient India as Described by Ptolemy, (Calcutta, 1927) pp.
180-181.

2. Mysore Archaeological Report (MAR) 1929, p. 50.

3. Journal of Indian History (JIH) XIII, pp. 132-36.

4. qiS’il Jaina Siddhdnta Bhdskara
(Arrah) I, 2-3, p. 74.

5. Epigraphia Carnatica (EC ) II, No. 81.

6. MAR, 1917, p. 33.

1
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Rastravarma, son of Vislmudasa and king of Pumrastra i. c.

Punnata (11. 5 and 15), married Prajavati, a princess of the Harita-
kula i. e. Harita family, and begot three sons (1. 16) of whom
Prthivlpati was the eldest. The record then stops abruptly in the

21st line in the course of the description of Prithivipati and there

is no further writing, so that though at first sight it may appear
doubtful whether it is his own inscription or that of a later ruler
of his family, from the rather detailed description (11. 1S-21) of
Prtbivipati given in it, it may well be put down as his own. From
the facsimile of the record* the 2nd akshara of the name of the
mother of Prthivlpati, read as Prajavati, seems rather to be a W than
^rr, so that her name would appear to have been Prabhavati and not

Prajavati. The genealogy as given in this grant is as follows

Visnudasa
’

’

!

Rastravarma m. Prabhavati, princess of Ilarita

|
family

f
.

r i

Prthivlpati 2nd son 3rd son ... ... (,4)

The next in point of time is the Basavanapura copper-plate

grant. h Though it contains no name of Punnata, there is hardly any

doubt that it is a grant of one of the kings of Punnata, and it is

their genealogy which it unfolds. For beginning with a certain

king Alika (1. 1), it states that he had a son Tamrakasyapa (1. 3),

whose son was Rajaditya (l. 4). Some generations alter him (1. 5),

there was king Rastravarma (1. 6) who married princess Prabhavati

of the Kadamba dynasty (11. 7-9), and to them was horn Skanda-

varma (1. 18) who was the donor of the grant. Here there is the

eponymous king Tamrakasyapa, from whom obviously the family

derived its name Tamraka4yapa-kula, as is known lrom the

Mamballi grant. The Rastravarma, who married the Kadamba
princess Prabhavati as stated in this grant, is no other than the

Rastravarma who married the princess Prabhavati of the Harita

family as stated in the other, for from several records 9 of the early

Kadambas of Banavasi we know for certain that they were called

Haritiputras, i. e. scions of the Ilariti family, while the later rulers

of Goa as well as those of Hangal were known by a similar name
Kadamba, and not the same name Kadamba, nor do they seem to

7. Ibid, plate XII (opp. p. 44), Ilia, 1. 4.

8. MAR, 1936, pp. 126-128.

9. EC, VII Sk. 29, 66, 176, 264 etc.

2
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have called themselves Haritiputras. Without doubt therefore the
genealogy recorded in the Basavanapura plates10

is that of the

Punnata kings, and it stands as follows :

—

Mika
I

TamrakaSyapa

Rajaditya

Rastravarma m. Prabhavati of {he

| Kadamba family
Skandavarma (Z?)

Now remembering that according to the Mamballi genealogy
A , Rastravarma was the son of Visnudasa, and Prthlvipati was
the eldest of the three sons of Rastravarma and Prabhavati, and
assuming for the nonce that Skandavarma was their second son,

the genealogy of the kings as obtained from these two grants

would be

—

Mika
i

Tamrakasyapa

Rajaditya

Visnudasa
’

*

I

Rastravarma m. Prabhavati of tha

| Kadamba family

i r “i
Prthivipati Skandavarma 3rd son (C)

The third and the last of their grants, viz. the Komaralingam
copper-plate grant of Ravidatta, king ol Punnata (1. 9), records

their genealogy from Kdsyapo Rastravarma (11. 3-4) i.e. Rastravarma
of the lineage of Kasyapa or Kasyapa, evidently alluding to his

10. The city of Dhavajapura mentioned as the Skandhavara i.e. the royal

head-quarters of the donor-king of this grant (11. 19-20)* can not be identi-

fied, unless we assume (MAR, 1936, p. 134) that because kirti i.e. fame is often

described as dhavala (white), it may be equated with the aforesaid Kirtipura of

the Komaralingam plates. The witnesses to this grant (1. 30) are said to be the

‘citizens of 96000 country’ which is obviously the Ganga kingdom, otherwise known
as Gangavadi 96000, so that the kingdom of Punn5{a would appear to have been
contiguous to the Ganga kingdom.

11. Indian Antiquary (1A), XVIII, pp. 366-68.

3
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descent from TamrakaSyapa. His son was Nagadatta (11. 4-5),

whose son Bhujamga1 * married the daughter of Siiiigavarma (1. 7 )

i.e. Siiiihavarma, and begot Skandavarma (1. 8) whose son Ravidatta

was the donor of the grant (1. 11). The genealogy as given in the

Komaralingam plates is as follows :

—

Rastravarrna
”1

Nagadatta

Bhujamga m. daughter of Siihhavarmu

Skandavarma
.1

Ravidatta... (jD)

We thus obtain the names of all the 3 soils of Kastravarnu,

viz. Prthivipati (from the IVlambaj ji grant), Skandavarma (from the

Basavanapura gram), and Nagadatta (from the Komaralingam grant),

and we moreover know that Prthivipati was the eldest of them.

We have therefore to find out which of the other two sons was the

elder brother. Tf we would just remember that the usual practice

in naming one’s children is to name the eldest one or more ot them

after one’s father’s elder brothers who were issueless, especially

after those of them who were more distinguished than others, so as

to keep their names intact in the family, and only thereafter to

name the next child after one’s own father, the fact that Bhujamga’s

son was named Skandavarma evidently after Bhujamga’ s uncle, and

not as Nagadatta after Bhujamga’ s father, suffices to argue that of

the 2 sons of Rashtravarma, viz. Skandavarma and Nagadatta, the

former was most likely the elder. Accordingly the final genealogy

of these kings would be—

12. From the proposed reading Jj'SPTTTO’CFSlt for the evidently faulty

in the 7th line of this inscription {Ibid f. n. 12), the full foot

tfi g^ITftrcral: l| would clearly seem to be that of the

Manddkrdnta metre, so that his name would be Bhujanga (and not Bhujaga), and

since words such as Anahga, Siriga (1. 7) etc. have been spelt in it as Anariiga,

Sirhga etc. etc., his name will likewise have to be spelt as Bhujamga and not as

Bhujanga.

4
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Mika
I

TamraksUyapa

Rajaditya

Visnudasa

Rastravarma m . Prabhavati of the Kadamba family

Prthivlpati Skandavarma I Nagadatta

Bhujaiiiga m. daughter of Siriihavarma

Skandavarma II

J

Ravidatta (E)

None of these three grants is dated in the Salivahana era or

any other for that matter, nor does any of them contain the name
of the Samvatsara of the Jovian cycle in which it was engraved.

The Mamballi grant however is incomplete, and all the date details

found in the Komaralingam grant are Phalgundmd(vd)syd(ya)m -

Adityavdre Revati naksatre Suryya-grahane — on the ncw-moon day

of Phalguna, Sunday, under the constellation Revati and on the

occasion of a solar eclipse, where though for one thing it is certain

that the lunar month is the amdnta Phalguna, and not purnimanta ,

inasmuch as it is the new moon of only the amdnta Phalguna, and

never that of the purnimanta Phalguna ( i. e. amdnta ,
Magha),

which is usually combined with the constellation Revati, these

details are of little value for settling its exact date.

The date details of the Basavanapura grant are yet vaguer :

Kartikdmdse Suryyagrahane &ukl(r)avdre Punarvasu naksatre = in

Kdrtikdmdsa , on the occasion of a solar eclipse, Friday, under the

constellation Punarvasu. Here Kartikdmdse is no doubt a palpable

clerical error for either (1) Kdrtika-masc = in the month of Kartika,

or (2) Kdrtikdmdvasyaydm=on the newmoon day of the month of

Kartika, and in the latter case however the Kannada form amase

would seem to have been employed instead of the Saxiiskrit

amavasydy and in either case the lunar month would clearly be

Kartika, and its lunar day, whether it has been mentioned as in the

latter case, or not mentioned as in the former, could be no other

than the newmoon day, as on no other day could a solar eclipse

5
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ever occur. But neither the new moon day of amdnta Kartika nor
that of purnimanta Kartika (i. e. amdnta Asvayuja) would ever he
combined with the asterism Punarvasu, nor ever would there he a

solar eclipse on the 4th or 5th lunar day of the dark half of amdnta
Kartika, or the 6th or 7th day of the dark half of purnimanta Kartika,

which are the only days of those months that are combined with

that constellation. Consequently in trying to settle the chronology
of the rulers of Punnata we shall have to find out if any of these

names occur in the records of other kings whose dates are known
and any definite synchronisms may thus be established with them
and in this way at least the dates of the Punnata rulers may be

approximately determined.

In the Uttanur plates13 of the 20th regnal year of the Western
Ganga king Durvinlta, son of AvinTta, as well as in the Mallohajli

(No. 2)
u plates of his 35th year and in the Nallala plates 11 and the

Gummareddipura plates 16 of his 40th year, he is described as

Punndt(d)ardja Skandavavtna priya putrikd jannum = son of the

beloved daughter of Skandavarma the king of Punnat(d)a. In order

to find out which of the 2 Skandavarmas of Punnata was the

maternal grand-father of Durvinlta, we shall have to know first the

regnal period of Durvinlta himself.

In my chronology of the Western Gangas n J have already shown
that Durvinlta, who made the grants recorded in the Nallala and

Gummareddipura plates of his 40th regnal year, came to the throne

in 478 a. c. and made those grants in 51.8 a. c. and reigned for a

few years longer till at least about 520 c. It may be re-stated

here in brief as follows—

(1) Durvinlta’ s son was Mushkara, whose son was Srlvikrama,

and Srlvikrama’ s son was Bhuvikrama. The Bcdirur plates is ot the

25th regnal year of Bhuvikrama are dated Saltvahana Saka (S.Sj

556, the 10th day of the bright half of Chaltra, 'Thursday, under the

constellation Ivlagha — ZSth March 633 A. c;., so that lie must have

acceded to the throne in 608-609 a. t:. If now the total length of

the reigns of his father and grand-father, viz. Srlvikrama and

Mushkara, be supposed to be, say, 40 years, .Mushkara would

13. MAR , 1916.

14. EC , IX, DB. 68.

15. MAR, 1924, p. 70.

16. Ibid, 1912, pp. 31-32.

17. Karnatak Historical Review (KHR), II. 1. pp. 1-36 ; II. 2. pp. D-26.

18. MAR, 1925, pp. 85-87.

6
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seem to have succeeded his father Durvinlta in c. 568 a. c., and

Durvinlta, who reigned for more than 40 years, would seem to have

come to the throne earlier than c. 528 a. c.

(2) In the Humcha stone inscription^ dated S.S. 999 Pimgala
aamvatsara , the 2nd lunar day of the bright half of Jycshtha,

Thursday = 27th April 1077 a. c., in which the pedigree of the

Western Gangas is given at length, there occurs a Kannada verse

(11. 28-29) in which Durvinlta is said to have defeated the Kaduvetti

i. e. the Pallava king of Kanchi, and established his own daughter’s

son Jayasimha- Vallabha in the kingdom of the latter’s family. The
only Jayasimhas that are met with in South Indian history are these

seven— (1) Jayasiriiha-Vallabha the grand-father of Puliktsi 1

(c. 545-66) of the Chalukyas of Badami, 30
(2) Dharasraya Jayasiriiha of

the Gujarat branch of the same Chalukyas, and the brother of

Puliktsi 11 (609-54),
31

(3) another Dharasraya Javasiihha of the

Gujarat branch of the same Chalukyas, and the son of Puliktsi II,
33

(4) Sarvasiddhi Jayasiriiha 1 (633-663) of the Eastern Chalukyas,"

(5) Jayasimha II (696-709) of the Eastern Chalukyas, 34
(6) Jagade-

kamalla Jayasimha 1 (1015 1042) of the Western Chalukyas, 35 and

(7) Yuvaraja Jayasimha, younger brother of Tribluivanamalla

Vikramaditya VI (1076-1 126) of the Western Chalukyas. 3
' It goes

without saying that none of these namesakes except only

the earliest of them, viz. Jayasiriiha -Yallablia, could be the grand-

son of Durvinlta, who reigned in the 6th century ; and this is

further confirmed by the fact that he alone of them is called

Jayasiriiha vallahha, as is so patent from the 5th verse in the

Aihoje inscription 3
* of his great-great-grandson Puliktsi II—

exactly as he is named on the Humcha stone (11. 28-29).

19. EC, VIII, Nr. 35.

20. Historical Inscriptions oj South India (HISI), p. 334 ; Fleet’s Kanarese
Dynasties (FKD ), Genealogical tabic opp. p. 336, and p. 342.

21. Ibid.

22. Ibid.

23. HISI, p. 336.

24. Ibid.

25. Ibid , p. 335 ; FKD

,

genealogical table opp. p. 428, and pp. 453-54.

26. HISI , p. 335 ; FKD , genealogical table opp. p. 428, and pp. 453-54.

27. IA, VIII, p. 237.
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Gariga Durvinlta

daughter
!

Chalukya jayasimha-Valiablia

Ranaraga
’I

Pulikt£i 1
t

I

r
Kirtivarma 1 Mangalfsa

PulikC$i II

From their various records we know ,s that Puliktsi II came to

the throne in 609 a. c. , MangalCsa ruled from 597-98 to 608 a. c.,

and Kirtivarma I from 566- 67 to 597-98 a. c., so that the regnal

periods of Pulikesi I, Ranaraga and Jayasimha Vallabha may be
respectively put down approximately as c. 545 566, c. 530 545 and
c. 505-530 a. c. Accordingly Durvinlta who set up his daughter’s

son Jayasimha-Vallabha as king on the throne of his lore-fathers,

and as such would necessarily be his contemporary, even if for a

few years, towards the end of his own reign, must have reigned till

about 520 a. c., if not yet longer ; and from the date details that

are met with in his aforesaid and other records, we have shown
that he came to the throne in.478 a. c. , and was still on it when lie

made the grants mentioned in the Nallfila and Gummareddipura
plates.

In the Gummareddipura plates (1. 30), Durvinlta is described as

and in the Mysore Archaeological Report for 1912 (p. 35J

Jyesthd is explained as the proper name of his mother, which how-
ever is simply incorrect. For Jyesthd as a proper noun is the

name of the goddess of misfortune, misery, poverty and strife,'
0

and as such not even a beggar maid would ever be called by that

name, let alone a princess and a queen. As a common noun on
the other hand it means the eldest wife/* and that is exactly what
it stands for in this inscription. Durvinlta was therefore the son
of Avinlta by his senior-most queen.

287 HISIp. 334

29. KHR, II, 1. p. 18.

30. Sabda-kalpadruma lexicon (art. p. 549) where on the authority

of Padma-purana , Jy&htha is said to be the goddess (misery), who is

bestower of sorrow and poverty, and delighting in

strife.

31. Macdonell’s Skt .

—

Erg. dictionaryj p. 103.

8
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In the Mallohalli (No. 2) plates (11. 35-37) as well as in the

Gummareddipura plates (11. 23-24), Durvinlta has been described

as

—

(1) (2) g*rTs(2)?raf

fsr^sf^pr oT^^fr, (3) (4) fqr-m?§<T *nrnrf$?r-

«^wn ^rcrfqr sOTrr&ftrar ^^Mirfar,

where it is obvious that every one of these phrases refers to

Durvinlta himself and none of them to his father Avinita. These
epithets severally mean that (1) Durvinlta was the son of Avinita,

who was the Komgani Mahadhiraja, (2) lie was the son of the

beloved daughter of king Skandavarma of Punnata, (3) he followed

in the good qualities of his guru, and (4) his broad chest was
embraced by the goddess of prosperity of her own accord, though
she had been bestowed by his father on another son ( WPT *J'HT ).

,if

Now Komgani Mahadhiraja is a well-known title of several of the

Western Gangas, and from his many records*2 Avinita also is

known to have borne it. In the 3rd epithet , the

word guru may stand for either father or preceptor, 21 but a com-
parison with an analogous epithet applied to Durvinlta himself in his

Bangalore Museum plates*5
(1. 27), viz. ( wnTOOTTfor 3^ )

= (by the son of Koiiigani Mahadhiraja i. e. Avinita,

and) following in his (i. e. Avinita
1

s) good qualities, will at once
convince that here however guru can only mean father, and not

preceptor, so that will have to be rendered as
4

following in the good qualities of his father, i. e. Avinita*. From
the 4th epithet it is evident that though Durvinlta was the son of

the senior-most queen of Avinita, as we have just seen, lie was
nevertheless disinherited by his father, who bestowed his crown
on another son, and Durvinlta wrested it from that brother. This
fact is thoroughly confirmed by a similar, but a more graphic and
more detailed, statement in the Nallala plates (11. 25-26) of

Durvinlta, in which he is said to have caused the goddess of

sovereignty to reside happily for ever on his own expansive breast,

32. Cf. MAH, 1912 (p. 35) : ‘Though the father Avinita had intended the

crown for another son, the goddess of Sovereignty came of her own accord to
r-i'

Durvinita.’ But the word ^fflT’TPSIcT occurring in the text of the inscription, means
‘appropriated, offered’, and not ‘intended’.

33. e.g. Nonamamgala ( No. 1 ) plates (EC, X, Mr. 72), Sringeri plates

(MAR, 1916), Bangalore Residency plates (MAR, 1911), Mallohalli (No. 1) plates

(EC, IX, DB. 67), Mercara plates ( EC, J, Cg. 1 ).

34 . I (HGmacandra’b v.417).

35. 'EC, IX, Bn. 141.
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having forcibly dragged her by the hair with the might of his powerful

arm, though she had been firmly clasped within the fold of the

arms of his younger step-brother -

Conclusively therefore AvinTta excluded his eldest son Durvinita

from succession and bestowed li is crown on a son of one of his

junior queens. This younger step-brother of Durvinita may have

ruled for some years after the death of AvinTta until when
Durvinita dethroned him. Consequently it was by the force of

arms that Durvinita wrested his succession from that younger
step-brother and ascended the Ganga throne.

In the Uttanur Copper-plates of the 20th year of Durvinita’

s

reign, 497 a. c. , the Mallohalji (No. 2) plates of his 35th year,

512 a. c., and the Nallala as well as the Gummareddipura plates

of his 40th year, 518 A. c., he is not only described as the daughter's

son of Skandavarma, king of Punnatta, but also slvh d as Samasta
Pa(o)nna{nna)t(d)a Punnal((l)ddhipati= the king of the samastaXI

i. e.

united ’or combined , kingdoms of Pannaia (or Ponnata or Pamiada
or Ponnada) and Punnata (or Punnada), as none ol his predecessors
is. Conclusively therefore Punnata was not included in the

Ganga kingdom when Durvinita ascended the throne, and accord-

ingly it must have been incorporated in the Ganga kingdom by
himself either by conquering it from the contemporary king ol

Punnata, or by inheriting it by the dauhitra right i. e. in right of

his having been the daughter’s son of its king Skandavarma Now
if Durvinita who, as vve have just seen, openly declares in several

of his inscriptions that he wrested the Ganga sovereignty from his

36. = descended from another mother, step-brother (M.mT)onti.i.’s

Skt-Eng. Dictionary, p. 300), and ~ younger brother ;
=

younger step-brother.

37. This adj. Samasta cannot mean all or ivhole here as it is understood in

MAR 1924 (p. 71) and 1925 (pp. 91-92), but it clearly means here united or com-

bitted (Macdonej.l’s Ski -Eng. Dictionary, p. 337), as Pannuta and Punnata were

two separate kingdoms. Or does it refer to the incorporation of these in the Gan fra

kingdom and accordingly mean 'incorporated* in the Ganga kingdom i.e. united

or combined with it ?

38. Vide Manu-smrti—
h (ix, i3i),

»wr: i (ix, 133 > ;

and Vifnu-smrti quoted in the Mituksard commentary on Yajnyavalkyu-tmrti

(VIII, 136)—
’

3T!JX qtX "FfTT^r WraPI: II

10
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younger step-brother, on whom their father Avinita had bestowed
it, had likewise conquered the kingdom of Punnata from its ruler,

he would have certainly declared it as well in his records. Since
however there is not a word to that effect in any of his records,

there could be hardly any doubt that he acquired Punnata not by
conquest, but by the right he had to its throne on his mother’s
side, which naturally came into operation when his maternal

grand-father or uncle died issueless and there was no other heir to

succeed.

In the undated Kujagana plates3* the Ganga king Sivakumara,

also known as Sivamara 1, who was most likely a cousin (and not a

full) brother40 of Bhuvikrama, the great-grand- son, as we have seen,

of Durvinita, and the donor as well of the aforc-named Bedirur

grant of 633 a. c., Durvinita is spoken of as king also of samasta

Panata Punnata i. e. the united or incorporated kingdoms of

Panata and Punnata, which title however is not coupled with the

name of any of the ancestors of Durvinita, whence also it follows

that Durvinita was the first Ganga king to rule over Panata and

Punnata, Besides the application of that title in the same plates to

Bhuvikrama and Sivakumara as well tends to argue that those

territories were still included within the Ganga kingdom as far at

least as the latter half of the 7th century in the reign of

Sivakumara. 41

In the Bangalore Museum plates of the 3rd year of the reign of

Durvinita, 481 a. c., he is neither styled king of Punnata nor even

spoken of as the daughter's son of Skandavarma of Punnata as in

his Uttanur plates of 497 A. c. and other yet later records, as we
have seen, whence it is manifest that he had not yet acquired

Punnata in 481 a. c., but came into its possession at sometime
between 481 and 497 A. c. The non-mention of Durvimta’s
relationship with Skandavarma in the Bangalore Museum plates may
be explained as perhaps quite pertinent w7hen he had not yet

added Skandavarma’.s kingdom to his own, and its pointed mention

39. MAR, 1925, pp. 90-91.

40. KHR, 11,2, pp. 21-23.

41. When sometime later on the Ganga kingdom was under the R3$trak&ta6#

Ranavaloka Kambaraja, brother of the Rastrakuta king G6vinda III (791-815)

made a grant from the Ganga capital TalakS<£ which is recorded in the Badana-

guppe plates (MAR, 1927, pp. 112-15) of S. S. (7)30 full-moon day of Kartika

combined with the asterism RohinI, Monday = 6th November 80& a.c. Since in

this inscription the village granted is said to have been situated in * Punndtfa

Edemdu Vishnya ’ i.e. the Punnada and E^cnadu country, Punnata would seem to

have been still included in ihe Ganga dominions in the 9th century.

n
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in his later inscriptions as quite appropriate when he had already

added Punnata to the Ganga kingdom and had thus become king of

his maternal kingdom as well. But the conspicuous absence of

any reference whatsoever in this later records to the war, if any, he

had to wage in order to obtain Punnata, can not be otherwise

explained except as due to the fact that he did not conquer
Punnata but came into its possession in a peaceful way, which
having regard to his relationship with Skandavarma, so specifically

mentioned in them, could not be any other than that of rightful

inheritance, as otherwise there was hardly any need to repeat that

relationship in only those later records when he had become the

king of Punnata as well. Undoubtedly therefore DurvinTta inherited

Punnata by the right he had to its throne on his mother's side,

and he must have incorported it in the Ganga kingdom when its

last king, who would evidently be his maternal grandfather or

uncle, died issueless and the throne fell vacant. It is not unlikely

that Ravidatta, whose is the last name in the above Punnata

Genealogy was also the last of the rulers of Punnata, and it was
from him therefore that DurvinTta inherited that kingdom. It

thence follows that it was Ravidatta's father Skandavarma 11, and

not his much earlier namesake Skandavarnia 1, who was the

maternal grandfather of DurvinTta.

Rastravarma

PrthivTpati Skandavarnia 1

Ganga Avinlta m . daughter
!

Ganga DurvinTta

Nagadatta
"

j

Bhujamga

Skandavarma II

i

.1

Ravidatta

We have seen that the Komaralingam plates of Ravidatta are

vaguely dated as Sunday, the new-moon day PI alguna under the

constellation RevatT, on the occasion of a solar eclipse, and we have

said that since it is the new-moon day of amdnta Phalguna, and

never of the Purnimdnta Phalguna (i. e. amdnta Magha), which is

usually combined with Rcvati, the lunar month mentioned in these

plates is assuredly amdnta Phalguna. Now between the solar

eclipses on Sunday the 3rd March 295 A. c. and Sunday the 24th

February 491 A. c., both of which occurred on the new-moon day

12
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of amdnta Phalguna, there was no other on that lunar day which
was also coupled with a Sunday, nor any other again until that of

Sunday the 9th March 620 a. c.; and since Punnata was incorporated

in the Ganga kingdom between 481 and 497 a. c., as we have just

seen, there is hardly any doubt that the solar eclipse mentioned in

the Komaralingam plates is the annular eclipse of Sunday the 24th

February 491 a. c./j to which date therefore the plates will have to

be duly assigned.

Durvimta, as we have seen, came to the throne in 478 A. c.,

and ruled for more than 40 years. Accordingly he may be presumed
to have been born on this side of 440 A. c., and consequently his

maternal grand -father Skandavarma II would seem to have been

born not later than 400 a. e., and Bhujariiga, the father of

Skandavarma II, not later than 375 a. c. Now according to the

Komaralingam plates Bhujamga is known to have married the

daughter of a certain Simhavarma, but of which dynasty we are not

told. The only Siihhavarmas, whose dates would answer to the

period in question, are these four, viz. (1) Kadamba prince

Simhavarma, son of the Kadamba king Vishnuvarma (349 353 a. c.),

(2) Ganga king (Tadamgala) Madhava II, also called Simhavarma
(349 403), (3) Pal lava king Simhavarma II (364- 389) and (4) another

Pallava king Simhavarma 111 (437 472). The last of these, however,

viz. Pallava Simhavarma 11 T, may well be dismissed as it is not

likely that he can have been born much earlier than 400 a. c., and
he could hardly therefore be the father-in-law of Bhujamga, who
was born not later than 375 a. e., and whose grandson Ravidntta

must have commenced to rule earlier than 491 A. c.

Kadamba Simhavarma44 was the son of the Kadamba king

Vishnuvarma (349 53) and father of the Kadamba king Krishna-

varma II (422- c. 450 or 455 a. e.). He himself never ruled as king.

In a number of Ganga records,44 the Ganga king Avinlta, son of

(Tadamgala) Madhava II and father of Durvinlta, is stated to have
been the sister’s son of Kadamba king Krishnavarina II

—

42. The authenticity of this record can not be questioned because this

eclipse was invisible, inasmuch as the mention of invisible eclipses also is met
with in even later inscriptions of doubtless authenticity; e.g. (1) Haidarabad
grant of Pulikesi II (FKD , p. 356), (2) Warn grant of Govinda III (Ibid, p. 398),

(3) Radhanpur grant of Govinda III (Ibid) p. 398) etc.

43. JIH, XIII, pp. 158-161.

44. E.g. Bangalore Residency plates (MAR, 1911), Kodumjeruvu plates

(MAR, 1924) and Mallohalli (No. 1) plates (EC , XI, DB, 67) of Avinlta ; all the
aforenamed plates of Durvinita ; the aforesaid Bedirur plates of Bhuvikrama, and
the Kujagai>a plates of £ivakumara etc.

13
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sfiwl»5*4l TOferarflCT: flYlfcRrarc«r ftp*

vrrfn^r: i

—

so that he was evidently the daughter’s son of Kadamha
Sirhhavarma. If then Bhujariiga had married another daughter of

this Simhavarma, Bhujariiga’ s son Skandavarma II and AvinTta

would be sisters’ sons i. e. cousin-brothers

—

Kadamba
Simhavarma

I

Ganga
| |

Madhava II m. daughter daughter m. Bhujariiga

I I
of Punnata

AvinTta Skandavarma II

and the daughter of Skandavarma 1 1 would be a niece of AvinTta,

whom in that case he could never marry. But we know that

Durvinita was the daughter’s son of Skandavarma II, or in other

words AvinTta did marry the daughter of Skandavarma II. Clearly

therefore it was not Kadamba Sirhhavarma who was the father-in-

law of Bhujariiga.

From the Chukuttur plates,** the Ganga king (Tadariigala)

Madhava II (349-403) appears to have been also known as Sirhha-

varma4*. If Bhujariga had married the daughter oCthis Sirhhavarma

—

Ganga Madhava II

alias

Sirhhavarma

Bhujariga m. daughter Ganga
of Punnata |

AvinTta

Skandavarma II

I

daughter

Skandavarma II would be the sister’s son, and his daughter the

grand-niece, of AvinTta who in that case too could never be her hus-

band, so that this Sirhhavarma as well may be dismissed.

We are thus left with only one Sirhhavarma, i. e. the Pallava

king Sirhhavarma II (364-389), who would thus seem to have been

the father-in-law of Bhujariiga. Bearing in mind that his great grand-

son, the Pallava king Sirhhavishnu (472-520), was a contemporary of

45. MAR, 1924, pp. 79-80.

46. KHR, II. 1. pp. 5-6.

K. V. 21 14
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the Ganga king Durvinlta (478-c, 520)

,

47 and assigning their respec-
tive regnal periods, which we have settled elsewhere, 43 to these
Pallava and Ganga relations of the kings of Punnata, their mutual
relationship may be represented as follows

—

Rastravarma Pallava

of Punnata Simhavarma II 364-89
I

' _J
Nagadatta

J

Bhujamga m . daughter Pallava
I Visnugopa II

Ganga Skandavarrna II 389-414
Madhava 1 1 349 403 I

|

I I Pallava

I I I Simhavarma III
Ganga Avinita m. daughter Ravidatta 437 472
417* 468 or 473 I |

Ganga Durvinlta Pallava

478-c. 520 Simhavishnu
472-520

’

We have been told in the Basavanapura plates that Prabhavati

the wife of Rashtravarma, the grand-father of Bhujamga, was a

princess of the Kadamba family, and we have seen that she sprang

from the early Kadambas of Banavasi. From an inscription on the

left jamb of the doorway of the Pranavcsvara temple at Talagunda47

vp&rcftiar fsra*treif m sft rfirawr mm—
we know that the name of the queen consort of the Kadamba king

Mrigcsavarma and queen-mother of Ravivarma, was Prabhavati, and

according to the time-honoured custom of naming one’s daughter

after one’s mother, the name of Ravivarma’ s daughter also would be

the same as that of his mother, Prabhavati, and in all likelihood it is

this Prabhavati, the daughter of the Kadamba king Ravivarma, who
was the wife of Rastravarma ot Punnata. Elsewhere 50 wc have found
out that Kadamba Mrgcsavarma ruled from 303 to 323, his son Ravi-

varma from 353 to 397 and Ravivarma’ s son Harivarma from 397 to

421 A. c.

47. Avantisundari-kathd, pp. 4-6, and Avantisundari-kathasdra , I. vv. 13 and
26 (pp. 2-3).

48. KHR, II. 2. p. 25 ; Journal oj the Andhra Historical Research Society, VII,

pp. 147-158, VIII, pp. 1-2.

49. MAR, 1911, pp. 33 and 35.

50. JIH , XIII, pp. 145-157 and 165.
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Kadamba
Mrgcsavarma m. Prabhavati

303-323
1 (Kaikeya princess)

Ravivarma 353-397
I

1

Ilarivarma
Rastravarma m. Prabhavati 397-421

of Punnata
|
(Kadamba princess)

j i

_

i

PrthivTpati Skandavarma 1 Nagadatta

i

Bhujamga

Since thus Rashtravarma would be evidently a contemporary of
his father-in-law Kadamba Ravivarma, his reign would naturally fall,

though perhaps a little later, in the same latter half of the 4th

century, and the successive reigns of his three sons, Prthvipati,

Skandavarma I and Nagadatta, would consequently fall in the first

half of the next. The reign of Nagadatta however, if at all he
reigned, would be rather very short, in that he succeeded to the

throne after the demise of his two elder brothers, both of whom are

known to have ruled, as is apparent from their respective records.

Nor for the same reason would the reign of his son Bhujarhga be much
longer, so that it may well be presumed to have ended by the

middle of the 5th century. His son Skandavarma II was the father-

in-law of the Ganga king Avimta, and some and several years of

their reigns would naturally be synchronous.

Now from the obvious statements in the inscriptions of the

Ganga king Aviniita, such as

—

(1) *r*rfa*Trr Trofamfif&ra :

s

\ (2) ^41
and (3)

he seems to have either lost his father while he was yet a baby, or

had a pasthumous birth, so that he was crowned, i. e. proclaimed
king, while he was still lying in his mother’s lap.

5,4 Besides from
his own records we have further found out that he must have begun
to rule in 417-18 A. c., when he was not more than 16 or 17 years

of age, and from those of his son Durvinlta, who, as we have just

seen, deposed his younger step-brother enthroned by their father

51. EC, X, Mr. 72; Sringeri plates {MAR, 1916).

52. Ko^urhjeruvu plates {MAR, 1924).

53. Bangalore Residency plates (MAR, 1916).

54. KHR, II. 1. p. 23.

55. Ibid, pp. 19 and 23.
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Avinlta and ascended the Ganga throne, we have also inferred 66
that

the reign of Avinita must have come to an end between c. 468 and
473 A. c., so that Avinita would surely seem to have had a rather

long reign of more than 50 years from 417-18 A. c. to somewhere
between 468 and 473 a. c.

We have seen that the daughter of Skandavarma 11 i. e. the

mother of Durvinlta was the seniormost queen of Avinita, and

though on that account Skandavarma II would necessarily be older

than his son-in-law, he cannot perhaps have begun to rule earlier

than Avinita, whose regnal career began at such an unusually early

age, but a number of years of their respective reigns would certainly

synchronize. Consequently the regnal period of Skandavarma II

may approximately be set dowm as c, 440 470 a. c.

With regard to the date details of the Basavanapusa plates of

Skandavarma I , viz. Kdrtikdmdsc Suryya-grahane &ttkl{r)a-varc

Punarvasu-naksatre we have said that the week day is clearly Friday,

the lunar month is no doubt either the amdnta or purnimdnta Kartika,

and the lunar day is the newmoon day of that month on which

besides these was a solar eclipse, and also that the said new-moon
day, whether of amdnta or purnimdnta Kartika, could hardly ever be

combined with the constellation Punarvasu, so that in calculating

the corresponding English date of this record, this astral detail,

which is thus simply incorrect, will have to be left out of account.

Now in the inscriptions of the Western Gangas, who w ere next-

door neighbours of these kings of Punnala, though a large number
are no doubt dated according to the amdnta. system of the lunar

months, there are yet a few however, which are dated under the

purnimdnta system. For example, there is the Ganga stone inscrip-

tion at Padagur, 17 dated on the occasion a solar eclipse in S. S. 907
Batthiva (i. c. Parthiva) sathvatsara the new-moon day of Magha,
Sthiravdra (i. e. Saturday). Calculated for the new-moon day of

amdnta Magha, these details answer to Thursday the 11th February
986 a. c., on which however there was no solar eclipse, w'hereas

worked out for the new-moon day ol purnimdnta Magha (i.e. amdnta
Paushya), they correspond to Wednesday the 13th January 986 A. c.

on which there w'as a total eclipse of the sun, so that it need hardly

be said that the lunar month mentioned in this record is purnimdnta,

and not amdnta ,
Magha. If in the 10th century, inscriptions w^ere

still dated in the purnimdnta system, which luwever is now scarcely

56. Ibid , II. 2. pp. 24-25

.

57. MAR , 1934, pp. 173-174.
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met with in Karnataka, it is not improbable that many more were so

dated in the yet earlier 5th century, which we are here dealing with.

Accordingly the lunar Kartika mentioned in the Basavanapura plates

might as well be purnimanta Kartika as amdnta . Punarvasu however
would never occur on either of those liewmoon days as we have

already said, and its erroneous mention in these plates would
be readily condoned, if it is remembered that such and similar

mistakes in the dating of inscriptions are often met with in ancient

epigraphs. For instance, in determining the equivalent date of

the Padagur inscription, we have just seen that the ncw-inoon day
of neither the arndnta nor the purnimanta Magha fell on a Saturday

as has been so definitely recorded in it. When thus even the so

familiar week-day is misnamed in an epigraph of the :10th century,

what wonder the far less familiar name of the constellation

is wrongly put down in an inscription of the much earlier

5th*.century ?

In the first half of the 5th century, to which the reign of

Skandavarma 1 may well be assigned, there occurred only three solar

eclipses on the new-moon days of amdnta or purnimanta Kartika,

which were also Fridays, viz. (1) a visible annular eclipse on Friday
the 10th October 413 A. c., which was the newmoon day of

purnimanta Kartika (i. e. amdnta Asvayuja), (2) an invisible annular

eclipse on Friday the 11th November 421 A. which was the new-
moon day of amdnta Kartika, and (3) a visible annular eclipse on
Friday the 29th September 433 \. t\, which was the newmoon day
of purnimanta Kartika. Now we have assigned the accession of

Skandavarma II to c. 440 A. c., and have also said that the reign of

Nagadatta would he very short, and that of his son Bhujaihga not

much longer. 'Accordingly it the total number of the regnal

years of those father and son be supposed to be 20, Nagadatta’

s

elder brother and immediate predecessor Skandavarma I would
seem to have died in c. 420, in which case the eclipse men-
tioned in his Basavanapura plates would be that of 413 a. c. If on
.the other hand the regnal periods of those father and son would not

exceed 15 years, the death of Skandavarma I and the accession of

Nagadatta would allot themselves to c. 425 A. c., in which case how-
ever that eclipse might as well be the eclipse of 413 A. c., as of 421

A. c. In any case the last of the above three eclipses, viz. that of

433 A. c., may easily be dismissed, and of the other two, the earlier

i.e. the eclipse of Friday the 10th October 413 a. c., may well be

accepted as perhaps the more probable, and the Basavanapura plates

may be assigned to that date.

18
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The final genealogy of these kings of Punnata, with their seve-
ral approximate regnal periods, would then stand as follows

—

Mika
I

TamrakaSyapa

Rajad itya

Visnudasa 340-365
"

I

Rastravarma 365-390

Prthivlpati Skandavarma I Nagadatta 420-425
390-400 400-420 J

Bhujamga 425-440

Skandavarma II 440-470
I

Ravidatta 470-495
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A Few Hitherto Undetected Haplologies
in Old Indo-Aryan

By

Manilal Patel, Bombay

When a phoneme or a group of phonemes recurs within a

word (or, at times within a sentence), one occurrence together with
the intervening sounds, sometimes drops out : this typical phonetic
change is known as //aplology . Several occurrences of haplology
in Old Indo-Aryan have already been detected by various Vedic
scholars, e. g. (i) J. Wackernagel :

“ Ai. avrk

”

in Kuhns Zeit-

schrift , vol. XL, pp. 544 fL, wherein he considers avrk in AV. XIII,

2, 9 to be a haplology for avrkta ; (ii) K. Geldnkr :
“ Cher die

Worthaplologic im Rigveda” in Festschrift Kaegi (1919), pp. 102 if.,

wherein he points out the haplological occurrences in RV. I,

26, 9 ; 61, 7 ; 143, 3 ; II, 1, 5 ; 111,36,7; IV, 8, 8 ; V, 1, 8; 75,

7 ; VI, 23, 9. 24, 9 ; VII, 6, 1 ; VIII, 51, 9 ; and X, 8, 9 ; (iii) A.
Meillet :

“ Le datif vedique avirate
99

in BSL. XXI, 21, wherein
lie suggests avirate for *avi ratdte (iv) M. Bloomfield :

“ Contribu-
tions to the interpretation of the Veda-VII '* in the AmJPh .,

Vol. XVII, pp. 412 if., wherein he discusses, among other things,

rujandh (RV. I, 32, 6) and suggests it to be a haplology for rujana
+ nds. See also J . Wackkrnaoel :

“ Vergessene Wortdeutungeu"
in IF., Vol. XLV, pp. 327 IT., and J. Zubaty' :

“ Haplologie im
Satzzusammenhang ” in IF. Vol. XX11I, pp. 161 if.

In the following lines 1 mention a few more haplological occur-

rences in Old Indo-Aryan, which have remained so far undetected.

They came to my notice during the course of my studies in the

text of the Rgveda.

(i)

RV. V, 23, 4 ab reads sd hi stnd visvdcarsanir ahfiimdli sdhu

dadhe . Here the words ahhimdti sdho , as they are, would make no
intelligible sense. I suggest, this is a haplological occurrence :

ahhimdti sdho for ahhimdtisd/tdth sdho and translate “ For, he,

the beloved of all people, possesses the strength which defies

enemies ”

.

The word ahhimdtisdhd- adj. is found occurring in RV.
X, 83, 4 ; 128, 7 ; besides the more common ahhimdtisdh- adj.

(ii)

The last pada of RV. VI, 19, 5, contains samudre nd sindhavo

ya damdndh. Now in view of a similar occurrence samudrena

1
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sindhavo ya damanah in III, 36, 7a, I suggest that VI, 19, 5d is a
haplology for samudretta naistndhavo ya damanah ; the drop of #a
may be due to the following comparative particle nd ; and samudre
may have been kept as it is owing to the proceeding asmin. Or, the
metrical exigency may have claimed the drop of na.

(iii)

RV. IX, 82, 4 begins :jayeva patydvddhi sdva mamhdse . The
word s4va, though vocative, has been accented 1 1 suspect it is a

word-haplology for sevah seva
, which may perhaps be the cause of

the accentuation of ttva. The p£da then may be translated :
“ In

an affectionate manner just like a wife towards her husband, even
so, O Affectionate One, thou devotest thyself willingly.” For this

simile one may compare RV. X, 34, 2 and 85, 37 (in both these
latter the word sivd is used ).

(iv)

Thellast pada of RV. X, 3, 4 : bhamdso ya mann aktdvas cikitre

may'j be translated “ His rays have appeared as dark at the
arrival....” Now the question arises,

4
‘ at the arrival of what?”.

Therefore I think after yaman we have to supply aktoh
1

of the
night’; only then is the nom. aktavah in order. This is therefore
a case of word-haplology. The idea is, the rays of the day-sun
change themselves into shadow's by night.

(v)

Lastly a question concerning the word sdddnah in RV. VII, 33,
12ab : sa praketa ubhdyasya pravidvant sahdsraddna utd vd sdddnah .

The sense of sdddnah after sahdsraddnah is not very clear unless wre
take it to mean “ one who always grants presents In that case,
sdddnah is not a haplology for sadaddnah ?

2



A Forgotten Naval Treaty
Between the English and Raja SambhajiV

Governor of Maiwan 1739
By

A. G pAWAk, Kolhapur

The first treaty between the Kni<iisl\ and the rulers of Koll lipur

(the younger branch of Shivaji’s descendants) mentioned by
Aitchison in his Treaties , Engagements and Sounds (3rd ed..

Vol. VIII) is that of Jan. 12, 1766. This was not in fact the first,

treaty between Bombay and Kolhapur, '[’here was an earlier treaty

negotiated and concluded by Shivaji Shankar Pant, Baja Samhl aji’s

naval commandant and governor of Maiwan, with the President

and Governor of Bombay. This was a treaty of “firm peace and
friendship between the two contracting parties, and it chiefly

aimed at securing safe passage for the English “ war and

merchandise vessels “ in their movements up and down the

western coast. The treaty was made in Bombay on Nov. 25, 1739.

A brief account of the causes and the conclusion of this treaty is

attempted here.

Malwan,* a sea-fortress belonging to Sambhaji, was quite an

important port at the time when the treaty was concluded. 'The

“Malwans”, mentioned in the treaty, were the subjects of the

Raja and they inhabited the “Island** of Maiwan. Like other

seamen of the coast they with their (drabs and (7allarats large and

small war vessels- -made it difficult lor foreigners to navigate in

their waters without their pass or permit. The English f actory at

Bombay was at this time endeavouring to build such a naval force

as would enable them to curb, and if possible to destroy, the

menacing power of the Angrias. Kanhoji 3 Angria and his sueces-

1. SambHtiji, the son of Rajuram and the grandson of Shivaji, was born on
June 20, 1698. In 1714 he was seated on the gadi of Kolhapur and ruled till his

death on Dec. 18, 1760. It was during Sambhaji’s reign that the Muratha King-
dom was divided between him and his cousin* Shahu, by the famous Treaty of

VSrna which was concluded on April 13, 1731.

2. In the treaty Malwan is described by its other name Sindhudurgh.
Malwan is 210 m. south of Bombay. The town and the fort of Malwan were for

long part of Kolhapur territory, but the place is now included in Ratnagiri

district (Bombay Presidency).

3. Shivaji the founder of the Maratha kingdom was also the founder of the

Maratha navy. It was, however, during the life-time of Kanhoji Angria, the

1
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sors were, one and all, enemies of the English. In 1739, when the

Bombay-Kolhapur treaty was made, Sambhaji Angria was the

Sarkhel (admiral) of the Maratha fleet. One of the causes which
induced the Governor and Council of Bombay to enter into treaty

relations with the government of Malwan was that they believed

they “ may possibly benefit by cultivating an alliance w’ith them
against Sambhaji ** A It will, however, be shown below that there

was no ground for the English to expect that the Raja of Kolhapur
and his governor of Malwan would do anything detrimental to the

interest of the Angria.

The immediate cause for setting on foot the negotiations for

the treaty was, however, different. The Anglesea , an Europe ship

of the Company, met with an accident on July 22, 1738 and was
wrecked near the coast of Malwan. Fifty-eight members of the

crew, including the captain, were drowned ; sixty-nine were driven

ashore and saved. These latter were made prisoners by the

governor of Malwan and kept in the fort. Whatever cargo of the

ship was saved was seized and appropriated by the governor on the

ground that all wreckage along the shore of his country belonged
to him. b

The imprisonment of the wrecked sailors was perhaps un-

justifiable, but there was a cause for it. Lately the English had

captured a Grab of Sambhaji Angria. We do not know the parti-

culars of this Grab
, but very likely it was the one whose capture is

referred to in the Consultation of Dec. 20, 1736. The President'’,

runs the Consultation, “ acquaints the Board that last night he
received advices that our cruisers had met the enemy’s i. e.

Sambhaji* s fleet at a place called Baccanore, a little to the north-

ward of Mangalore, and had had the good fortune to take one
Grab.”* It appears that this was a valuable prize and some
important persons fell into the hands of the English. For, a later

entry (Dec. 4) reads,
4< Ordered that the two Subadars taken in

Angria* s Grab be confined without irons and that they have a full

admiral of King Shfihu, that it became the first-class sea power along the western
coast. Kanhoji died on June 1 3, 1729. His eldest son Shekhoji succeeded him,
but he did not live long. He died on Aug. 28, 1733. Shekhoji was followed by
Sambhaji during whose time family quarrels resulted in the division and weaken-
ing of the Maratha navy. Sambhaji died on Dec. 12, 1741. Tulaji, his younger
brother, succeeded him. It was during Tuliiji’s regime that the Peshwa Balaji

Bajirao helped the English in destroying
#
the power of the Angrias (1755-6).

4. Bom. Pub. Consultations, Range 341, Vol. 10, of Dec. 3, 1739.

5. Idem Vol. 9 pp. 371-2.

6. Idem Vol. 8, p. 465.
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allowance of provisions and that the rest of the prisoners be put in

iron and employed on the works with such allowance of provisions

as is necessary for their subsistence.”’4 Sambhaji was at this time

enjoying the favour8 of the King of Kolhapur. He, therefore,

succeeded in prevailing upon the King. An order was sent to the

governor of Malwan for detaining the shipwrecked sailors of the

Atiglese till Sambhaji’ s own grab and men were released by the

English. It was, furthermore, decided by Raja Sambhaji that, if

possible, a permanent peace should be established between him and

the English. With these objectives in mind, Shivaji Shankar, the

Killedar of Malwan, wrote the following letter to John Horne, the

Governor of Bombay.

Translate of a letter of Sevajec Sunchar (Shivaji Shankar)

Governor of the Fort of Sundarook 1
* wrote in Gentoo 10 and bearing

date the 31st October 1738.

Your Excellency will I hope be pleased to honour me with

your correspondence after such a discontinuance of your letters as

is not consistent with our friendship. The renewal of our commerce
of writing will give me great pleasure. A ship of your Excellency's

has been by stress of weather driven on the Bar at the entrance of

our Port where she was lost. Part of the men was drowned, part

was saved and got ashore in our territories, whom we duly took

care of and kept here. On this occasion I wrote a letter of advice

to the most excellent our Raja Chatterputtee (Chhatrapati) and

received an answer in which he ordered rne to write your

Excellency that Sambajee (Sambhaji) Angria is a servant of his

State (or vassal) and that therefore you should please to restore the

grab belonging to Sambhajee with all her men which was taken by

your Excellency’s fleet and that your Excellency may likewise

7. Idem Entry for Friday, the 24th Dec. 1/36.

8. The relations between the Angrias and the kings of Kolhapur were not

always cordial. Thus, for example, we find that Raja Sambhaji entered into a

treaty with the Portuguese on March 12, 1716. Its very first clause was as

follows:—“Sambhaji Raja will wage by land and by sea war against the Angria

to take from him all the fortresses he holds as a rebel chief on the coast of the

North, particularly the fortress of Griem (Gheria or Vijayadurg) which belongs

to the said Sambhaji, and for effecting this object the (Portuguese) State will

assist him with Men-O'-War”.
(Biker, Tratados Vol. VI, pp. 2-4). See also New India Antiquary Vol. 1,

No. 2, pp. 120-21.

9. Sindudurg i.e., Malwan.

10.

Gentoo here stands for Marathi. The letter must have been written in

the Modi script which was the common medium of written communications by

the Marathas.

3
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maintain a friendly treatment at sea of the vessels belonging to our
jurisdiction of Sinapur(?) according to our ancient correspondence.
Therefore in obedience to the Rajah's order I write this to your
Excellency and hope that on a mature consideration of this pro-

posal, you will please to dispatch me a direct answer for me to

depend on with certainty that our friendship shall henceforward
meet with due teturn. In respect of which we shall be ready to

shew ours in the delivering up your people that are Prisoners here,

concerning which Air. John Parson writes now to your Excellency
by whom you may be fuller informed. I likewise write to Mr. John
Taylor, Savajee 11 Daram Sett, Biccu Sinay, 11 Soyrah Dalvy, 13 who
will apprise your Excellency thereof. Your Excellency will I hope
see fitting to preserve a friendship with me ; and with this 1

conclude without enlarging further. 11

John Parson, to whose letter :the Killedar refers, was the

Second Mate of the lost ship. He was one of the prisoners at

Malwan, and, being either prevailed upon or out of his own accord,

he wrote a letter to the Governor of Bombay on Nov. 4, 1738. He
gave a detailed account of the loss of the ship and the mishap that

fell on the survivors who, in the beginning, were 69 but who, on
the day the letter was written, were only 51. lb Parson having

studied the situation thoroughly suggested to the Governor of

Bombay, *
* I believe if your Hon. was to send a fleet of Ships and

Gallivats to come to an anchor off this Island (i. e. Malwan) and a

proper person to speak to the Governor, we should be let go on
very easy terms, they seeming very doubtful of the consequences
that may attend our being detained here. ..their force here is of

little consequence/

*

11

The letters from Malwan were carried to Bombay by two
officers of the late ship, Robert Misenor, the Third Mate and
Archibald Gilchrist, the Surgeon. They were released on parole

and were picked up by the English ship Nassau at Goa. The two
letters formed the subject of discussion in the Council meeting
held on Dec. 9, 1738. After reading both letters, the President
significantly added, “ It appears the Malwans are far from being
desirous to detain our people, but that the Killedar is influenced

11. Shivaji Dharm Shet was the Company’s broker.

12. Biku Shenavi, a merchant.

13. Suryaji (?) Dalavi. Who was he ?

14. Bom. Pub . Con. Vol. 9, pp. 372-3.

15. Some of the others had died, some escaped.
16. Bom. Pub . Con. Vol. 9, pp. 371-2.
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bv Sambhajee Angria.” 17
It was decided by the Council that the

President should write hack to both the Killedar and his master,
Raja Sambhaji. Both letters refer to the same subject, but they
are equally important. Hence they may be given here.

The President’s letter to Sambhaji Raja dated the 14th Dec.
1738, was as follows :

—

“Your Governor of Sundarook fort (Savajec Sunchar) has
wrote me a letter (as he intimates) by your Excellency’s order
concerning an English ship driven by stress of weather ashore and
lost in your dominions and part of her people which were saved
being detained Prisoners against all laws divine and humane. Your
Excellency knows they were not taken in war or in arty state of

hostility with you.

'The proposals made on your part for release of these ship-

wreckt people are that I should deliver up a grab and her people
belonging to Sambnjcc Angria, who is stiled your vassal and that a

peace should be settled between our Governments.
This is the first time that I have heard of Sambajee Angria

being a servant of your State. He always called himself to us a

servant of the Sou 1'* Rajah’s. Your Excellency will not I hope
espouse the party of one who is openly usurping the power and
the command of the whole coast to the ruin and destruction of his

neighbours whose common interest it plainly is to curb and keep
him down.

The case of our people detained in your territories and that of
the Grab and her people is widely different. The Grab was taken
in open War by our fleet . Our people by the accident of a storm
came into your hands and ought to have been immediately released.

1 demand it then in a friendly manner and on your compliance
therewith and sending a person here to settle the terms and condi-
tions ot a peace betwixt our two Governments vour Excellency
may be assured that we arc as ready to make returns of friendship

as of enmity. I have wrote more fully to Savajec Sunchar and
therefore do not enlarge here.” 1*

The President’s letter to Shiva ji Shankar dated the Mth
December 1738 :

—

“ I have received your letter dated the 31st Oct. 1738, the

containts (contents) of which have been duly explained to me and
after due consideration of them I return you this answer thereto.

17. Idem pp. 369-70.

18. Shahu, King of Satara.

19. Bom. Pub. Con. Vol. 9, p. 373.
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You beg with expressions of a desire that a good correspon-
dence should be established betwixt this Government and that of

your Country. Whenever in effects you will begin to show the

reality of tin's profession T shall on my part give you suitable

satisfaction.

You advise me that a ship belonging to our nation was ship-

wrecked in your country, that you have detained the people that

were saved out of her, that you have the Rajah’s order to propose
to me the delivery and release of these people on the terms of

restoring a Grab belonging to Sambajee Angria (who you say is the

vassal of the Rajah’s) with all her men who were taken in by our
fleet, and the settling a peace betwixt our Governments.

To all which I answer that I am surprised that in a matter of

this consequence the Rajah himself did not write me. However
as I do not know the reasons of this omission 1 write him on this

occasion.

That the persons driven ashore were entitled to all civil and

humane treatment as they were not taken in war or a state of

hostility with you and the laws of the country forbid the robbing

persons of their liberty who fall into your hands by such an

accident.

The Grab you demand restitution of, belonging to Rambajee
Angria was taken in fair war-by our fleet which we keep in these parts

not to hurt or injure any one but to protect the trade of this coast

against the insults and oppressions of Rambajee Angria whose only

aim is plundering the merchants and usurping all the power of

the coast.

It is news to me that Rambajee Angria is a vassal of the

Rajah’s. He always before styled himself a servant of the Sou
Rajah, and 1 am in hopes the Rajah who is so great a prince will

not espouse the cause of one who is so constantly bent on the ruin

and destruction of his neighbours and whose true interest is there-

fore to keep within bounds.

When he delivered us up the prisoners taken in one of our
ships called Derby, 30 their release was a preliminary we insisted

before we would hearken to a treaty of peace. After the delivery

of the said prisoners, he himself flew off from any reasonable com-
position whilst he accused us of breach of faith, he who never kept

20. The Derby, an Europe Ship of the Company, was 470 tons. Sambhaji
captured the Ship after a whole day's fight on Dec. 26, 1735, and he made 115 men
prisoners. Bom. Pub. Con. Vol. 9, pp. 374-5.
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any; and it is well known the English never break their words or
agreements.

As these people there (now prisoners with you) are detained

as such against all laws divine and humane I must require their

immediate release. When on your sending a proper person here

to settle a firm peace I shall come into any proposals that are just

and for the advantage of both our Governments, and as I hope you
will not fail giving me just satisfaction in the restitution of

these people, you may securely depend on our good faith with

respect to a grateful return.

I send one Mancojee (Manakoji ?) as interpreter on this occa-

sion with whom you may explain yourself fuller.*'
31

John Horne.

One point made much of in both letters by the President needs

some explanation. The President was surprised at the fact that the

Chhatrapati owned Sambhaji Angria as his own servant. It is

news to me”, writes the President, “that Sambhajee Angria is a

vassal of the Rajah. He always before stiled himself a servant of the

Sou Rajah/* Sambhaji/2 indeed, was the servant of Shahu. Yet, the

Treaty of Varna/ 3 made in 1731, created an identity of interest bet-

ween the two princes, Shahu and Sambhaji, as against their common
enemies. It may be, therefore, that in their effort to protect each

other’s interest, each was calling the other's servant as his own,
though it must be admitted that the treaty did not create any such

binding obligation. It was in this sense, perhaps, that. Sambhaji

Angria was described as the servant of the Raja of Kolhapur.

One more thing about the correspondence between the Presi-

dent and the Chhatrapati may be noticed. “ Your Excellency will

not, I hope,” wrote the President ,

“ espouse the party ot one (i. c.

Sambhaji Angria) who is openly usurping the power of command of

the whole coast to the ruin and destruction of his neighbours whose

common interest it plainly is to curb and keep him down/' It does

not appear from the sequel that the President s efforts to set the

Raja against Sambhaji Angria bore any material fruit.

21. Bom . Pub . Con. Vol. 9, pp. 374-5.

22. See his seal in Rajavvadi;, Vol. 8. 151. Yet another teal is given in Idem
No. 152. In the first seal Sambhaji acknowledges his master Shahu, but in neither

of them there is any reference to his being a servant of the Raja of Kolhapur.

23. See especially Art. 8 of the treaty. An English translation of this treaty

is given in Aitchison 3rd Ed., Vol. VII, pp. 181-2 (f. n.). There the treaty is

dated April 26, (1731). It should be April 13.

7
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After some preliminary talks between the Governor of Bombay
and the agent of the Killedar of Malwan, the English prisoners were
released early in 1739 and brought to Bombay (Feb. 8). In this

connection, the help given by the chief of Savantwadi being really

valuable merited reward. “ The Board taking into consideration
”

reads the Consultation of Feb. 20, “ Kempsavant’s hearty interposi-

tion for the release of prisoners, his good offices to them after their

release, and his friendly treatment of our nation in general, agrees

that some present ought to be made him as a mark of a friendly

acknowledgment ; that accordingly a curious Jusil ( ? Tusil ?), a pair

ot pistols, a Persian sword mounted with silver and twelve yards of

crimson velvett31 be sent him by his deputy now with us, with a

handsome compliment from the President.
,,,s

Together with the prisoners came an envoy from Malvan to

discuss the terms of the treaty. The President had long talks with

the envoy the substance of which he gave to the Council in their

meeting of Feb. 20 (1739). The Consultation reads, “ The President

acquaints the Board with the result of several conferences he has had

with the Malvan Deputy by whom he understands the Malvan Gov-
ernment is entirely inclined to make peace with us with assurance

not to molest or impede any vessel that carries our pass and colours

engaging with all (sic) in future to give all the assistance in their

power to any English vessel in distress. But that on his (i. e. the

President’s) insisting for restitution of some part of the cargo re-

covered by them from the Anglesea’s wreck he gave but faint ansvrers

alleging he had no power to treat on that subject, but acknowledged

our demands were reasonable and promised his good offices towards

promising us some satisfaction in that matter.

”

3n

It was decided in the Council meeting that one Mancojee should

be sent with the envoy to Malwan in order to find if any restitution

was possible and to discuss in greater detail the terms of the propos-

ed treaty. Mancojcc’s journey, it appears, was undertaken for

nothing, for when the Malwan “ deputy
55

arrived again in Bombay
towards the end of April (1739) it was found out that it was impossi-

ble to get anything out of the Malvan government. “We can plainly

get”, observed the President in the Council meeting of May 3,
“ no

redress for our damages, but may possibly benefit by cultivating an

alliance with them21 against Sambhajee (Angria). We ought therefore

likewise in conformity to our Hon. Masters
5

prescription with regard

24. The cost of the present in all was about Rs. 133.

25. Bom. Pub. Con. Vol. 10, p. 84.

26. Ibid.

27. i.e. the people of Malwan.
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to our conduct with country governments to close with his
18

offer
of their friendship.”^

So it appears that the Governor and Council ol Bombay were
inclined to conclude the treaty not so much because it was of great
immediate benefit to them but mainly because its conclusion would
be “ in conformity to our Hon. Masters’ prescription with regard
to our conduct with the country governments” . What particular
instructions were issued in this respect by the Company to their
servants in Bombay is not mentioned. But by going through the
Company’s “ generals ” to Bombay written sometime before the
treaty, we come across a striking letter which must be the one
referred to in the Consultation mentioned above. The Company’s
letter to Bombay written on April 7, 1738 contains the following
injunction :

“ We have with the greatest attention considered the
situation you are in, and do positively order you to cultivate
friendship and pacific measures with all your neighbours of every
sort, avoiding all offensive engagements and wars, which must
ever be destructive to us whether we win or lose Remember
we are merchants, and as such whatever measures obstruct our
trade or enlargeth others must be a very false policy in us to

pursue, as many our servants have hitherto done to our infinite cost
and damage.” 80

The treaty between the governor of Malwan and the Governor
of Bombay was concluded on Nov. 25, 1739. It was a brief treaty

with only five clauses. It was as follows :

—

Articles of Peace and Friendship agreed on and concluded by
the Hon. Stephen Law Esq. President and Governor of Bombay
for in behalf of the Hon. English East India Company and
Samerasjee81 Purvoe and Rayajee** Naique for Sevajee*3 Sunker
Punt Killedar or Generali of the Surdarook and commander-in-
chief of the Malwans.

First, that there shall be from henceforward forever a firm
peace and friendship between the said Hon. English East India
Company, their subjects and Servants and the said Sevajee
Punt, his subjects. Vassals by sea and land under the following
conditions.

28. i.e. the Malwan Deputy's.

29. Bom. Pub. Con. Vol. 10, p. 499.

30. Letter Book Vol. 24, pp. 8-12.

31. Shankaraji Parabhu (?)

32. RaySji Naik.

33. Shivaji Shankar Pant.

34. Bom. Pub. Con. Vol. 10, pp. 500-501.

K. V. 22 9
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Second, that in case the fleet of* the said Sevajee Punt shall at

any time meet at Sea any ships or vessels under English colours
whether of war or merchandise they shall not molest them but on
discovery that they belong to the English, their subjects and (or?)

servants either as owners or freighters, give them all assistance

they can and in case of meeting a single vessel they shall not after

showing the colours chase her with more than one Gallivat to be
assured she belongs to the English as above specified which an
English pass shall indubitably prove. In like manner when the

vessels of war of the said company shall meet with at sea the fleet

or vessels of the said Sevajee Punt, they shall permit them to pass

unmolested on showing their colours and sending a Gallivat or

boat to * Certifie ’ who they are.

Third, if at any time through stress of weather or any other

accident any vessels belonging to the English Company, their

subjects or servants should be drove ashore and shipwrecked in the

ports or territories of the said Sevajee Punt they shall not be for-

feited, on the contrary all aid and assistance shall be given the

people belonging to them in saving and preserving the said vessels

and their cargoes and free liberty given to transport or dispose of

what is so saved as they shall think proper without paying any sal-

vage custom or duty whatever for the same and the like shall be

observed with all vessels belonging to the said Sevajee Punt his

subjects or vassals that shall meet with the like misfortune in the

ports or territories of the said Hon. Company.

Fourth, that the ports and the Settlements of the said Hon,
Company and the said Sevajee Punt shall be free and open to the

subjects and servants of both to trade and negotiate in, on paying
the respective duties that are usually paid at the said ports and
places or that shall be hereafter stipulated and agreed on.

Fifth, that these articles agreed on and concluded shall be

exchanged and ratified by the said President and Governor under
the seal of the said Hon. Company and the said Sevajee Punt under
his proper seal within six months from the date hereof or sooner if

opportunity offers.

Done in Bombay Castle this 25th day of November One
thousand seven hundred thirty nine.**

Nothing is known about the ratification of the treaty in accord-

ance with the fifth Article.
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The Problem of the Balacarita

l>y

A. D. Pusalker, Bombay

While dealing with the date of Ilhasa, I have incidentally tried

to show that the reference in Visvanatha’ s Sahityadarpana (VI. 85) is

to the Balacarita as published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series,

and that there is only one Balacarita Nataka which is represented

by the printed edition. 1 Ndtakalaksanaratnakosa of Saganmandin
edited by M. Dillon* was not readily accessible to me when I wrote

my book ; and hence I consider it necessary to re-examine the

whole problem in detail in the light of the information supplied by

Sagaranandin and other sources, though it may be mentioned here

that my conclusions are not materially affected thereby*

Visvanatha in his Sahityadarpana (VI. 85) quotes a stanza, viz :

wr ot ^ qr^rT: i

as from a Balacarita ,
and the stanza is cited as an illustration of

* Vidhana /*

Sagaranandin in his Ndtakalaksanaratnakosa (p. 26) has the same

passage and quotation almost identically worded, the only change

being for There is some uncertainty as to

the date of Sagaranandin; but it appears that he preceded Visvanatha

(c. 14th Cent. A. d.), as the original. MS of the Natakalaksanaratna-

kosa “ appeared to Lf'vi to date from the 13th or 14th centuries’*. 4

According to M. Dillon, the Ndtakalaksanaratnakosa may be as

early as the 13th Century, 5 and Prof. Godf has shown that ‘ the

later limit of Sagara’s date is A. d. 1431 definitely’/ Prof Godk,

however, further states that if the identity of the Rdmdhhyudaya

Kavya in the Pujaripali inscription and the Rdmdhhyudaya quoted

by Sagaranandin be established, the Natakalaksanaratnakosa

may be posted to the period between a. d. 1250 and 1350/

1. Bhasa—A Study
,
Lahore, 1940, pp. 73-75.

2. London, 1937.

3. Sahityadarpana, Kane’s Edn., Bombay, 1923, App. E. p. 73 :

W*

i

‘ etc.

4. Natakalaksanaratnakosa, Preface, p. vii,

5. Ndpakalak$anatatnakoia, Preface, p. viii.

6. Annals of the Bhandarkar 0. R. Institute, Vol. XIX, p. 286.

7. Annals of the B . O. R . I,, Vol. XIX, p. 288, n 2.

1
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Prof. M. Ramkrishna Kavi finds a still earlier date for the Nataka-

laksanaratnakosa
,
placing it between 950-1080 a. d. 8 In any case, it

is incontrovertible that the inferior date for Sagarinandin is prior to

that of Visvanatha who is placed in the 14th Century. 9 M. Dillon
rightly opines that the Ndtakalaksanaratnakosa appears to be one
of the sources drawn upon by the author of the Sahityadarpana

,

i0

and the present quotation also serves as a glaring instance of

Visvanatha* s indebtedness to the Nataka 1aksanaratnakosa . So, the

occurrence of the stanza in the Ndtakalaksanaratnakosa only shows
the source of Visvanatha* s quotation.

Ramacarana Tarkavagisa, a commentator on the Sahityadarpana ,

states the verse to be arm and MM Dr. T.

Ganapati Sastri and some of the Bhasites support the same interpre-

tation on the authority of different commentators and take the Bala-

carita Nataka as dealing with Rama’s exploits in childhood ;

ia

Pandit Khuperkar Sastri, however, relying on another commentary
takes the verse as .

n This difference of

interpretation between the commentators is in itscll sufficient to

cast some doubt as to the correctness of their statements.

Now, there is one Bdlacarita Nataka ascribed to Bhasa which

has been published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, and it deals

with the early life of Krsna. 14
\ have elsewhere exhaustively dealt

with the Bhasa problem, and have proved the authenticity of the

so-called Trivandrum plays, and also Bhasa’ s authorship of the

whole group, placing Bhasa in the Mauryan period. 1. Dr. Ganapati

Sastri on the strength of a commentary on the Sahityadarpana

which he has not named, postulates the existence of another

Bdlacarita by Bhasa dealing with the early life of Raima. 1* 1 here is

possibly no instance in Sanskrit Literature of the same writer doc-

ketting his distinct works under identical titles. In all probability

the verse quoted in the Ntdakalaksanaratnakosa and Sahityadarpana

forms part of the same Bdlacarita as published in the Trivandrum

8. New Indian Antiquary, Vol. II, pp. 412-419.

9. For the date of Visvanatha, cf. Dr, Sanskrit Poetics ,
Vol. I, p. 233; Kane,

Sdhityadarpana , 1923, Intr. pp. cxxiii-cxxvii ; Keith, Sanskrit Drama , p. 294.

10. Ndtakalak§anara1nnko$a ,
Preface, p. vii, also n. 1.

11. Sdhityudarpana t Bombay, 1922, p. 304.

12. Ganapati Sastri, Bhdsa's Works : A Critical Study , Trivandrum, 1925,

p. 21.

13* Lokasiksana (Marathi Monthly Magazine) Vol. V, p. 326.

14. Trivandrum Sanskrit Series No. 21, Trivandrum, 1912.

15. Bhasa—A Study
, Lahore, 1940 ;

especially Chapters 1-3.

16. Critical Study, p. 21.
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Sanskrit Series, and the reference in the prefactory remarks of the

commentaries of the Sahityadarpana ought to have read

srf^T instead of bringing in (or )

and WT.

I locate the stanza etc., in the printed Balacarita at

p. 42 after the last speech of Damodara ( viz. sfrafrsfttrfvr: |

) and before the stage direction *4^*1*^:

I The scene, as it stands, seems to end abruptly, and the

insertion of this verse in the mouth of Sankarsana would make it

appear somewhat natural, though one is not quite sure about the

dislocated elements from the scene. There is an occasion for the

concern shown by Sankarsana in the verse for the safety ol

Damodara, as the latter was thinking of proceeding against a strong

adversary in Aristarsabha. Damodara has been addressed as
1 '

by Sankarsana and further on, we find repetition of the words
These considerations, I submit, point to the

verse having once formed part of the Balacarita. The verse, further,

admirably serves as the illustration of * Vidhdna 9

as intended both
by Sagaranandin and Visvanatha, 1H

as it shows the simultaneous
rising of joy and sorrow in the mind Of Sankarsana. Hence 1 think

the verse fits in well with the context shown, and so the commenta-
tors on the Sahityadarpana are unhappily wrong. The inference as

to the existence of another Balacarita dealing with the early life of

Rama rests entirely on the slender evidence of a commentator on
the Sahityadarpana , and the later commentators simply followed
the first without verifying the reference or without making sure

of the statements. There are numerous instances of mistakes

and misquotations by commentators who generally had to rely

on their memory. iJ

At this place, it may be stated that we are now in a position to

show the possible source which provided material for starting the

idea that the Balacarita dealt with the exploits of Rama. Sagara-

nandin in his Ndtakalaksanaratnakosa refers to the Balacarita at

three places, 30 the first quotation of which appends the word
“ Rdtndyana ” to Balacarita ( p. 23 ), which, how-
ever, cannot be taken to mean that Balacarita Ndtaka dealt with

the early life of Rama. The Ndtakalaksatiaratnakosa is available

17. Balacarita , p. 49.

18. Cf.
; Nafakalakfanaratnakosa,

p. 26, line 610 ; Sahityadarpana, App. E., p. 73.

19. Cf. Pratimandtaka, Ed. S. M. ParanJatb, Poona, 1927, lntr. pp. xx-xxiii.

20. P. 23, lines 540-541 ; p, 26, lines 610-611 ; p. 32, line 751.
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to us only in a single MS.; in the absence of futher MSS of the

work, it is not possible to venture any definite opinion.

MM Dr. Ganpati Sastri’s assumption of the existence of

another Balacarita by Blasa has been followed by many supporters

of the Bhasa theory. As to the diversity of the Balacarita
, we find

that in dramatic literature at least there are no two works in

Sanskrit even by different writers bearing identical titles.
ai Much

less would one author select the same title for his distinct works ;

his natural choice would be to ascribe different titles for different

works. Besides this Balacarita Ndtaka by B1 asa, we find reference

to another Balacarita in Sanskrit literature,

—

Balacarita by one
Sankara Lala who flourished during the last century ; but the work
is a poem (Kdvya) not a Ndtaka. 12

If therefore the proposed
context of the verse be correct, there is no necessity to postulate

the existence of another Balacarita—by Bhasa or any other dra-

matist. This context saves the Bhasites from the awkward position

of inferring the existence of two works bearing identical titles,

which these very scholars were at pains to dislodge while dealing

with the problem of the Svapnavdsavadatta ,
where they have rightly

stated the proposition of the ngn-existence of two dramatic works
bearing identical titles.*

3

The MSS of Bhasa are very badly preserved with many
omissions, and the non-occurrence of this single stanza is easily

explicable. It may further be noted that both Sagaranandin and
ViSvanatha hail from the North, whereas we have the Bhasa MSS
from the South. It seems that somehow or other Bhasa’ s works

went out of vogue, 24 some floating verses and the titles of some of

his works only being known to the Pandits. Hence Sagaranandin

and Vigvanatha were silent as to the author of the Balacarita ; and

Visvanatha’s commentators with a view to show their learning or to

shield their ignorance appended some preliminary remarks to the

stanza in question, and the subsequent commentators took the

earlier commentaries as gospel truths. At present at least there is

nowhere in existence any other Balacarita Ndtaka
, and if the con-

vention is to be trusted, no other dramatic work in Sanskrit can

bear that title.

It may be contended that our Balacarita is quite a late work
coming from the Cakyar repertoire, and hence Sagaranandin and

21. Cf. Bhasa—A Study

,

p. 24.

22. M. KhishnaMACHAinak , Classical Sanskrit Literature, Madras, 1937,

p. 670.

23. Cf. Bhasa—A Study, pp. 23-34.

24. For possible causes of neglect, cf. Bhasa—A Study, pp. 307-310.
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ViSvanatha may not be presumed to have come accross the work.
But wre can show that the Cilappadikdram of Ilankovadigal, who is

assigned 2nd--3rd Century a. d., definitely refers to one Balacarita

dealing with the early life of Krsna. The quotation as given by
Mr. V. Venkatarama Sastri in the introduction to his edition of

the Ahhiseka Ndtaka reads :
“ mayavanudan rammu nadiya vala-

caretai natakangalil venedunkat pinnai yodadiya kuravai yado^im** .

3J

1 am indebted to Mr. K. G. Sankar of the Imperial Library for

supplying me with a transliteration and translation of the passage.* 6

For facilitating reference, 1 herewith append his transliteration and
translation :

“ Ayarpadiyil erumanrattu Mayavan udan tan mun
adiya bdlacaritai-ndtakaiigalU vel nedum kat Pixinaiyodu adiya

kuravai adutum yam enral.” Here follows the translation :
“ She

said,
8 Let us dance the Kuravai dance, which Krsna of old in

Gokula on the refuge-heap, danced with Pinnai of lance-long eyes,

among the many dances played with him and before him in the

frolic of childhood
.* ” Mr. Sankar further writes that there is no

reference to Balacarita in the quotation, and that two commentators
of Cilappadikdram support him in his interpretation. My friend

Prof. V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar of the Madras University also

thinks likewise. 37 The passage evidently tells of the Kuravai

dance which Krsna of old danced in Gokula. Being quite ignorant

of Southern vernaculars, I ain not competent to hazard any guess ;

but supported as I am by a South Indian scholar, 1 think that the

word 4
Balacarita ’ in the passage is purposely used suggesting the.

drama of that name.

It cannot, however, be said that the allusion is to another

Balacarita ; for apart from the improbability of there being two
works dealing with the same subject bearing identical titles, the

Balacarita as published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series has been
shown to be the earliest version of the Krsna story on account of

the absence of erotic element, which is a characteristic of the later

description of Radlia and Go pis.
3* Dr. Sten Konow would “safely

ascribe the Balacarita to an early date.” 2* In view of these state-

ments, therefore, as also on account of the absence of another

Balacarita Ndtaka among MSS, I think we are not far from light in

taking the Tamil work as referring to our Balacarita and also in

25. Abhifeka Ndtaka, Lahore, 1930, Intr. p. v, also n.

26. In his letter dated 7-8-1932.

27. In his letter dated 25-10-1934.

28. II. Weller, Die Abenteuer des Knaben Krischna , Intr. p. 13.

29. Indian Antiquary, Vol. XLIX, p. 234.
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taking the Ndfakalahfanaratnakosa and Sdhityadarpana quotation to

be from our work.

Catalogues of MSS consulted by me do not mention any work

of the name of Bdlacarita . Aufrecht’s entry in his Catalogue

Catalogonim30
is based on the reference from the Sdhityadarpana ,

and no further particulars are given as to the authorship, etc. of the

Bdlacarita , Reference has already been made to the poem Bala-

carita by Sankara Lala.

Thus, there is only one Bdlacarita Nataka identical with that

published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series.

30. Vol. I, p.371.
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Two Amrtanandas- both Vedantins
By

E. P. Radhakrishnan, Madras*

In the veiy beginning ot the Prakatdrthavkarunu / a com
mentary on the Brahmasiitrahhdsyu of Sarikaracarya, the author
refers to two zedanta teachers, Amrtananda and Brah maprakiisika-

kara. They are introduced as objecting to Sankara's definition of

adhydsa* superimposition, thus :—

•rorenpRr firwif** nft;a§r

‘g'WFSHsr’ i r=t srcnfawurc* =r st^rnstf^asrq^rif^r^RT^tTt

srr^ra^rg: i

Their objection is chiefly based on the view taken by Sankara
of adhydsa or the superimposition of the cosmos over Brahman.
One of the most important problems of Advaita philosophy, as every-

body knows, is adhydsa . Only if this phenomenal prapahea is

explained as something superimposed on Brahman, can it be main,
tained successfully that Brahman is one and sccondless ( ekatn era
advitiyam). Also that without this super- imposition, if according

to the upanisadic teaching everything is taken to be Brahman, there

is no second object to Brahman. This second lessness negates the

possibility of a teacher and a pupil resulting in the uselessness and
want of purport or object of the whole of the vcduntic teaching.

To establish successfully the necessity of the teaching of Vedanta,

adhydsa has to be necessarily posited. That is why Sankara begins

his masterly thesis with the exposition of adhydsa .

In order to impress upon the reader the value ot Vedanta, it has

to be explained that bliss or sakha is cessation of all miseries.

Simple cessation of miseries is bliss only according to the

Naiyayikas. To the vedantins it means also the setting in of
sukha or Atman realisation, realisation of one’s own self. Thus
cessation of miseries does not necessarily mean bliss. For by
absence of misery, one can be in an indifferent state, without either

misery or bliss.

How can this misery come to an end ? Performance of good
and virtuous deeds cannot extricate one absolutely from misery.

Performance of good deeds results only in the enjoyment of some

1. Edn. Madras University Skt. Series.

1
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vaifayika sukha. And enjoyment is followed again by misery.

Thus it has to be accepted that misery is only illusory and is

supposed to exist by man. It is the mind that makes a hell oi

heaven and a heaven of hell.

*r fl: i

Really there is no misery at all.

^ t:

^ 3srert ^ I

53^ : ST %
'rorofar 11

( Vivekaciidamani, v. 575.)

Thus in order to convince man of the phenomenal character ot

misery and to point out to the individuals that Atman is free and

cannot be bond aged, Adhyasa has to be expounded. That is done
by Sankara in the opening portion of his bhasya.

The point of Amrtananda’s criticism of Sankara’s position is

stated thus :

wr 91% 5TRR =t sg: i m angferovreS

^ *5n%sfqr firi sfaitfifrr, §g^?RTsr 3TS**

*mt parent i rr'4T ^ rontrarc

wwtsprfa wpifa i riRm *?w%sfqr ^TR*rtTrrs
=r cj^n^*Hrrr*-«r-

i srai^ i arm ^ aqqmft

I
( Prakatarthavivarana p. 1.)

In criticising the view of Sankara, Arnrtananda and the author

ol the Brahmaprakdsikd say that there is no necessity lor assuming
anartha

,
misery in general, to be mithyd ,

unreal. They think as

follows: Because bandha and tnoksa are both dealt with in the

Sastras, both have to be taken as real. And it is possible also to set

aside the real misery of bondage by jfidna. If it be objected to

this that in this world there is no experience of jndna setting aside

the real bandha , why not one take to Karmakdrida ? That is to say,

if it be held that Jndna cannot sublate a real entity there seems to

be no difficulty in accepting the truth of the karmakdnda. By
the performance of righteous deeds like sacrifices etc. some phala
is bound to be enjoyed by the agent. This phala is real. And
if jndna cannot sublate a reality, the phala, in so far as it has been
accepted as real, has to be enjoyed. And a mukta will also be
a phala-bhoktd

f enjoyer of fruits. This means there is no salvation

for even a mukta • Hence the uselessness of the jiidna-kdyda.

2
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Further it is found in common experience, that poison is

cured by meditating on Garuda
, evil is destroyed by going and

plunging in the Ramasetu
, and the eagerness to possess an object is

extinguished when the bad qualities of the object are tealised.

These examples show that even a real entity can be set aside,

fn a similar way jnana can remove its antecedent non-existence

(svaprdgabhdva) and also the cause for misery (anartha). Hence
even if bondage be accepted as real, jnana can remove it. 'There

is no necessity for accepting bandha as unreal or mithyd. Thus
Amrtananda thinks that granting the reality of bandha, cessation of

miseries is possible as also the enjoyment of supreme bliss, when
one realises one’s own self.

To a keen student: of philosophy, this prima Jacic view about
udhydsa is not very serious. It does not need much logical insight

to see the untcnability of the above view of one reality negating

another of the same grade. It does not sound well to hold

bondage and misery real, when even after Atrnan-realisation,

bondage will continue to exist, when there is no difference between
a mukta and a baddha . If at all the doctrine of emancipation is

acceded to, if at all atmari-realisation is accepted as the summinn
bonurn of life, if at all bandha and muhti are consented, necessarily

bandha has to be described as anirvacaniya and unreal. Thus for a

satisfactory explanation of the doctrine of emancipation, udhydsa
has to be accepted. Both Amrtananda and the author of the

Rrahmaprakdsikd failed to see the anirvacaniya nature of bondage
and that is why they objected to Sankara’s doctrine of udhydsa.

Without going much in detail into the problem of udhydsa let

us confine our attention about the identity and probable date of

this Amrtananda. Unfortunately this process of investigation is a

laborious! lone. There are many Amrtanandas. Averecht in

his Catalogus Catalogorum mentions one Amrtanandanatha and

attributes to him,

1. A commentary on Sankara’s Ajndnabodhini ,

2. A ved antic work by name Tattvadlpana ,

3. Yoginlhrdayadlpikd , a commentary on a tannic work
entitled Yoginthrdaya , and

4. Amrtdnandandthiya , vedanta.

Besides these, he says that Amrtananda corrected the Tanirasdra oi

Krsnananda.

Aufrecht also notices one Amrtananda Tirtha and ascribes to

him the following works :

—

3
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(1) Tdtparyadipika, vedanta,

(2) Tdrakopadesavyavasthd
,

(3) Paramapadanirndyaka
,

(4) Bhargdnghribhusana ,

(5) Sivatattvaviveka ,

(6) ivaralndvalivyakhya
,

(7) IIariharopddhivivecana, and

(8) A vedantic work, Amrtanandlya named after its author.

From the above it is evident that a good deal of confusion was
made between Amrtananda, the vedantin and Amrtananda the

tantric writer. In the comparatively recently issued catalogues of

the Mysore Oriental Library also, in addition to the above works.
Tripurdsiddhdnta , Saubhdgyatantra and Saubhdgyasudhodaya are

ascribed to one Amrtananda, probably the tantric writer. Strangely

enough, the well-known Brahmavidydbharana ol Advaitananda is

fathered on Amrtananda ( Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. in Mysore
Oriental Library Vol. I. p. 439).

Thus it seems highly probable that at least there were two
Amrtanandas, one a Vedantin 3 and another, a tantric writer. The
Amrtananda Yogin, author of the Alamkdrasangraha , is a different

author.

About the tantric Amrtananda very little is known. Probably

he is the author of all the above tantra works, viz., Yoginihrdaya -

dipikd, Tdrakopadesavyavasthd , Paramapadanirndyaka , Bhargdnghri-

bhusana , &ivatattvaviveka, Sivaratnavailvydkhyd
,

IIariharopddhivi-

vecana ,
Tripurdsiddhdnta , and the Saubhdgyasudhodaya. It seems

that this is the Amrtananda who also corrected the Tantrasdra of

Krsnananda. The tantric Amrtananda was a disciple of one

Punyanandanatha, author of the Kdmakaldvildsa.

etc.

(Extracts from the Yoginihrdayadipika, Petersen's Ahvar Catalogue.)

Let us now come to the Vedantin Amrtananda. Here, too, we
are not sure whether there was only one Amrtananda or more.

Historical evaluation of the evidences necessarily leads to the

supposition of more than one Amrtananda as a vedantin . As has

been said before, the author of the Prakatdrthavivarana criticises

one Amrtananda. Vidyaranya in his Vivaranaprameyasangraha in

2. Later on it wiil be shown that there were more than one Amrtananda, sa

Vedantins.

3. The reading as found in the Calcutta Skt. College Catalogue V,
No. 72 is a mistake.

4
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the beginning of the eighth Tornaha , also refers to one Amrtananda

thus :

—

sfiwirii: iftpitaft,

ferfpjp*; fife g ^T^PT^^TOT ^ I

Similarly in another vedantic work, named Pancapadikavyakhyfi

(Madras Ms. R. 5387) Vijfianavasayati criticises one Amrtananda
on his objection regarding Adhydsa. Vijhanavasayati does not

directly quote Amrtananda but refers to the views held by those

guided or instructed by Amrtananda.

sra 3T*jcrT5T^rr srerfa I

(p. 23 of Madras Ms. R. 5387.)

There are found two verses summarising the objection

sraHta u

sr^ror 'rc*mnra > (^ftparfar ? ) i

firaWi ?TTr irT^W^TT^rfkj^mfr i

This objection is criticised by \ ijiianavasa. But as Yijiiana*

vasa’s date is unknown, this is not of much use in determining the

date of Amrtananda. Probably the Amrtanandas mentioned in the

/
yrakatdrthavivarana ,

Vivaranaprameyasaiigraha and by V i jhanavasn

are all identical, since they upheld the bhedahheda view.

One Amrtananda has written a commentary on Anandabodha s

:V yayadlpava.lt . The commentary is called Nydyavivchti and an

incomplete manuscript from the beginning to the end of the second

anumana is found in the Library of the Curator s oflic, 1 rivandrum.

Tn the Travancore Administration Reports for the kollam era 1103,

another manuscript of the same work is noticed as No. 31 in

Appendix B. The Tanjore Palace Library contains two manu-

scripts, 4 both running only upto the end of the first anumana.

This Amrtananda is a "disciple of one Jyotirananda as is evident

from the colophon:

"ppwj oq-pwrprt i

Tn the beginning he respects Anandagiri in very clear terms.

4. Nob. 7461 and 7462 of the Tanjore Descriptive Catalogues.
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II

From the second verse we may cautiously infer that Amrtananda* $

guru was a disciple of Anandagiri 3TRI^ *nr)

i. e. his guru was like a bee on the lotus-feet of AnandaSaila or

Anandagiri. Thus Anandagiri was his paramaguru. This raises

some issues which will be dealt with now.

Anandabodha, on the evidence that he wrote a commentary on
Prakasatman’ s &ahdanirtiaya and on the fact that he has been referred
to by Citsukha, can be placed between 1000 1200 a.d. These limits

can be narrowed down further. Citsukha according to Pratyaksva-
rupa, refers to one Nyayaratnadlpavalikrt. The author of this

Nydyaratnadlpdvall is one Anandanubhava, about whom I shall be
writing in a separate paper. Anandanubhava in his Paddrthatattva-

nirnaya (Madras MS. R. 2981 ) refers to Anandabodha* 8 syllogisms,

according to the commentators Anandagiri and Atmasvarupa. Thus
the chronological sequence will be :

—

Prakasatman ( 1000 a. d. )

Anandabodha

Anandanubhava

Citsukha ( 1200 A. d. )

The above dates for Prakasatman and Citsukha are fairly

acceptable. Thus Anandabodha can roughly be placed about

1100 a. j>.

Thus the Amrtananda who commented on the Nyayadipavali
of Anandabodha can on no account be placed before 1100 a. d.

As he refers to Anandagiri as his paramaguru, he should be nearer

to Anandagiri than 1100 a.d. Anandagiri flourished in the early

part of the 14th century and thus this Amriananda can be placed

about the same period or in the first half of the 14th century.

The Amrtananda referred to in the Prakatarthavivarana is dis-

tinctly earlier. The author of the Prakatartha flourished about

1200 a. d. This is one limit to the date of this Amrtananda.

The other limit it is not possible to fix within reasonable limits.

All that we know is that he flourished after Sankara, since Sankara’s

views are criticised by him.

Thus we meet with two different Amrtanandas in the advaitic

literature.
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Notes on some Mahabharata Commentaries
By

V. Raghavan, Madras

In his article on Mahabharata Commentators in the Annals of

the Bori (XVII, p. 185), Dr. V. S. Stjktiiankar mentions a com-
mentator named Varada, of whom nothing more is known. Mr. P.K.
Code wrote to me that so far no MS of Varada’s commentary on

the Mahabharata had been discovered. When I was engaged in

writing a paper on Anandapurna, His Date and Works 1

, I had

occasion to examine a MS of a commentary on the Mahabharata
in the Adyar Library, entered both on the ticket tied to the MS
and in Catalogue as that of Yajnanarayana. The examination

disclosed that we had in this Adyar MS the only fragment, valuable

indeed though very small, of the commentary of Varada on the

Mahabharata. There is just the beginning of Varada’s commentary
available here :

—

Adyar XXX- A 29 s*rr«*rr- -

*rt*nTwqT5t?T3T*rt UI*T I

u-? gsfwtt u

•sqm st^rsp^tJU i

s?f wt ii

*rrmrqT*tj sw l

wrmur 11

?p squirm biv fr win. h

3g^r?rfm qofcq fan$r i

*ta(i*f)$r: qfrait m qt nrttr ww* u

SpaRf (^q) 3«TT^tfH ^ qrfotfa: i

fT^T... tqscfl qftrrcqr(tfls) II

?wrfq nmena i

ft it

1. Published since in the Annals of Oriental Research, University of Madras,

Vol. IV, Pt. I, 1939-40.
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gfoarfare *TT*rTT WRWfem II

ssm: f*ras% H^re^raTST ii

gNirfsr ii«^ ?rl*T: i

tZftmurfh fk >TmMra *Tfe?TT II

^i^raf ^ 1

fTfris-fisrar qreis^rJhjHrei sT^5^f% u

qn^TWTT fer^r s^T?m%5T wf^(n) i

jfirt^rr. wtuptw ^sfsrtt g§: il

*r*nfq- vit*?> ^faj^fg^rrat i

g£!r *m *rrsr?r^ il

^ra^pflvi i

SfcTSj; fg^franfiT ?ST«J5T II

Beyond this portion forming the preface of Varada to his com-
mentary, the entire MS represents the commentary of Yajnana-

rayana. We do not know whether the prefatory verses of Varada’s

gloss stop with the verse mentioning his name and the last two

verses belong to his work or to that of Yajnanarayana.

The Beginning of Yajnanarayana s Commentary

MSS of Yajnanarayana’ s commentary are available in some
libraries. We can take MS No. R. 269 (a) of the Madras Triennial

Catalogues which represents a MS of Yajnanarayana’ s Commentary
from the Adi to A^ramavasika. On comparing this MS with the

above noticed Adyar MS, we find that, at the beginning, the Madras
Government Library MS (R. 269 (a)) gives us a briefer version of

Yajnana rayana’s commentary. The following is the opening of

Yajnanarayana’ s commentary from the Adyar Library ; it mentions
his father as Sankaranarayana.

[Immediately following the Anustubh verses reproduced above]

3Tfsm7Tgt«TRr?Tf^5I^?r^fvi^n^ ? )’JTO

rrg^I WTTT7T’TnTTm’'7(55 *wm«r«rte-

gpirwfrte) wistn ^ g>Haig^ta-

«t>Tr?r% forfr^rfir i sr*m anrgw
is^^rfii^Jnmisnufsr vm^r (<mr’)*r3f»irfaM

i *rol3R

Rzrx sr^rfar grg%% g?«nsr...^ drar^^g3Trcrrn^m4tt%rffaif%g

u^tg wj^rt: ^7r|crr«riT?!tr^^rfvr5Trif ^f?r i «nn«ra w*?Tr...=p*-

2
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sr*rRsif?T'TR*tTOiR vtmrm

fcffirf?r (j^i) fir%g^Trf?r(a «TT3r^ i 3*101...

Taf^T: JTjrr^lT^rwfqr tjnotfrfTT^TTTO I 3TOITO

*A*4R05ri n?prfr?3?...^r?T?TffT rn* ^rr...^ *r?ftf?r i

sniff gr^5Tfir^r i 3irafiiRTfi?fw: fstfa: mk: sp*m«t
: fsRfl | JTR sur^f-iq 33TP5TJT<T ST^S^Tlfim^^: I

arm srewj. i 5ft snfft srht, *p=r rrj^^ <cr 1 t?TRjftf?i?n&g &wir

srspTPffwft ^r^rs 1 «r^r^Rrf<TH 1 g^!|fT...^f^fiiT:

1 ^rart, •?* ** argr*^ 1 s^rs^rwriafk 1 u*sreT»j?Tl *nfiMrtrE*rfEts-

dlfirw^ l arsrgT ^fi^rrfVrfN* sng s^m;, sf^srariR-

I *RTrR f^R?cRfjrf?T air^Ff | 3T*T^ *T%?r =3 «PT | n*ra ^msrra

fir^tf?T?arRT
,
BR?T *RT tweroi ^ppirsntR . . ,?T?3T7T ?iw fipar

3rqt?T^5R S*tflft ?f*: 1 crspjtT RTTRjnr 3?ITe**I JT?T 5T&?n-

WTT% [ ^^TTmfcT ] qTT?TPi: |

See Madras Govt. MS. R. 269 ( a ) which begins only here.

No. R. 1792 is another MS of Yajnanariiyana’s commentary from
Adi to fianti, in the same Madras Govt. Library, but that also,

like R. 269 (a ), presents a briefer version.

The next section of the commentary in the Adyar MS is also

more elaborate than it is in R. 269 ( a) and 1792.

*T =3 fFafW...«P«r 5T... ?T ZfgSvfit

5iw!tt^«jt ^ I ^fr**fidk

.

. . ?r. . wrerr^

I **foyh SRftsTO ^ SHSf^crfilWrrf?

’Tp^ron^r^T-

‘qoi qrfi?’ fr^rf^^T: RCTiRR: TIE: I MW *5 *T?TT*ITRfsmTore?T 351^1

^5T» I

fi'oi *TJT >

strir? =g jrjjr JR^rftr *RTnrfa 11

s^rfR^r Trmg^rr^oi *n£RrR?r;fi3>rfaffT I R*Tr firsr^sfejp* firTr^i% etc.

See Madras R. 269 (a )

The end of the Adi in the Adyar MS ( l. 29 a ), corresponds to

that in Madras R. 291 (a) ; the beginning and end of Sabha in the

Adyar MS ( 11. 29 a and 34 a) correspond to those in the Tanjore

MS 8658 ( New Dcs. Cat. ), a MS of Yajhanarayana’s commentary
on the Sabha.

The Beginning of Anandapurtta s Commentary

In the Tanjore New Descriptive Catalogues, we find under

No. 8657 (in Vol. XV), the description of a MS of a commentary on

3K. V. 23
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the M. Bha. mentioned as Yajnandrdyana s. The colophon shows
that the MS extends up to the end of the Aranyaparvan, and
it gives Yajnanarayana as the author of the commentary. A compa-
rison here with the Adyar MS of Yajnanarayana’s commentary
shows that the two MSS agree so far as the Aranya’s end is con-
cerned. But, it can be seen from comparing the beginning portion
of the texts in the Adyar and the Tanjore MSS, that while the
latter part of the Tanjore MS does represent Yajnanarayana’s com-
mentary, the former part does not. The former portion of the
Tanjore MS represents the commentary of another writer whom
we shall identify now.

Tanjore 8657 opens with six prefatory verses : 1 . a Malinl
invoking Krsna ; 2. a Sardulavikridita on Sarasvatl

; 3. another
verse :in the same metre on the author ; 4-5. two Anustubhs on
the M. Bha. and Vyasa and 6. a Sragdhara mentioning a king in

whose time the author wrote this commentary on the M. Bha.
This last important verse runs in the last line :

rrfara; wrarasrem? i

1 would now invite attention to my article on the Date and
Works of Anandapurna, in which, I have shown, on p. 2, that

Anandapurna wrote under king Kamadeva, the Kadamba king, the

father-in-law of king Harihara II of Vijayanagar and whom, on epi-

graphical evidence, I placed at about a. d. 1350. That the Kama-
deva mentioned in the Tanjore MS of a M. Bha. Vyakhya is identi-

cal with the Kamadeva mentioned by Anandapurna at the end of

his Prakriyd manjarl can be verified by another circumstance. The
second verse in the Tanjore MS 8657, etc. on
Sarasvatl is the same as the third introductory verse in Anandapur-
na’ s commentary on the Brahmasiddhi. See Madras Trien. Cat.

No. R. 3967. Thus we have in the former part of the Tanjore MS.
8657, the beginning portion of Anandapurna’ s commentary on the

Mahdbhdrata .

Some other works of Anandapurna

The third verse in the Tanjore MS 8657 is important for its

information on the other works of the author; it runs

:

drafts alrrikrreTfsTSTr

firsnssr i

sfisi n

In the first two lines here, Anandapurna mentions a work of

dialectic and two commentaries on a single treatise called Darpaqa .

4
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While we are not able to say anything definitely about the work
mentioned in the first line, we can say that the two glosses on a

Darpana mentioned in the second line are additions to our know-
ledge of this writer’s works most of which have been noticed by
me in the article on Anandapurna previously referred to.

In the Des. Catalogues of the Palace and Curators Libraries at

Trivandrum , there are two MSS of a commentary on the

Bhdgavata , called Bodhasudha , by a Vidyasagara Munlndra who is,

in all likelihood, Anandapurna : Palace Library Des. Cat. Vol. I.

No. 196, Skandhas 10 and 11 and Curator’s Library Des. Cat.

Vol. I, No. 181, Sk. 10 and 11.

Under No. R. 3323, the Madras Trien . Catalogues describe a

commentary on the Mahdbhdrata , the last colophon in which gives

the author as Mahanandapurna and the name of the commentary as

VyakhydratndvalV which is also the name of Anandapurna Vidya-

sagara's commentary on the M. Bha. Confusion is likely here, but

I find on comparing the text of Mahanandapurna’ s commentary
with that of Anandapurna’s that the two are different, though the

former text seems to follow the latter.

2. The commentary on the Pauloma is called here Kf^nngltd and that on the

Astika, Vifamapadadipiki . For another ms. of the Pauloma portion, called

JCffttagita, see Des . Cat. Trivandum Curator's Library , Vol. I, No. 150. For anothet

perplexing reference to fCrfnagita, see Tanjore New Des . Cat. No. 9098, a commen.
tary on the M. Bha.
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Sri Rama and the RaghuvarfiSa
By

C. Kuniian Raja, Madras

Nearly every scholar who has written on the Raghuvamsa has
expressed the view that Kalidasa’s main object in writing the great

epic was to portray the great Hindu Hero Rama. In the first nine

Cantos of the poem Kalidasa described the four immediate pre-

decessors of Rama ; in six Cantos, namely IX to XV he described

Rama himself and in the remaining four Cantos he portrayed the

successors of Rama. If we take the individual kings portrayed, it

would be noticed that he devoted more Cantos for Rama than for

any other king. It is true that Raghu also appears in six Cantos.
He was born in the third Canto and he retires and meets his death

only in the eighth Canto. But in Canto V Aja, his son, comes in

and from that time the interest is in Aja. Thus there is a case for

assuming that in the Raghuvamsa , Kalidasa* considered Rama as the

most important character ;
he received his inspiration from the

Ramayana of Valmlki, and so far as the Rdmdyana portion in the

Epic is concerned, he closely follows Valmlki, even in wording, to

say nothing of the main story.

But there are certain matters that need careful consideration in

this connection. The work is known as Raghuvamsa and as such it

can only be a chronicle of the Solar dynasty. In the second verse

from the very beginning, the author speaks about the dynasty in

the line :

—

kva suryaprahhavo vamsah ...

In the verse that follows the nexts one too, he mentions the

dynasty in the passage ;

athavd krtavdigdvdre vathse *smin purvasuribhih

After four verses in which the author enumerates the various

great qualities of the kings of the dynasty, the author says :

raghuiidm anvayam vaksyc

From these passages it is certain that Kalidasa was thinking only

of the kings of the solar dynasty and that he had no special partia-

lity for Rama. If he had any idea of bringing Rama as the real

hero of the epic, it is incredible that he has not a mention of him
anywhere, either in the introductory portion or in the body of the

poem prior to the starting of the Rama episode. Only once is

there, in the course of the first eight Cantos, a mention of Rarna
and that in a verse of questionable authenticity. There is the

1
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mention in the eighth Canto of Aja having a son and then it is said

that he is the father of him who killed Ravana. The verse is as

follows :

dasarahnisatopamadyutirn yasasd diksu dasasv api srutam
dasapurvaratham yam dkhyayd dasakanthdriripum vidttr budhdh

If Rama were to Kalidasa the great hero which modern scholars

want us to believe, how is it that not even once is there a mention
of such a hero ? Except a very few allusions to Rama in the

Meghaduta we do not find Kalidasa making mention of Rama.
With this may be compared the way Kalidasa treats of Kumara.

Kumara is the hero in his other great epic, the Kumdrasambhava .

At every step one comes across an allusion in the Raghuvarhsa to

Kumara and in many places he uses the word Kumara especially in

referring to Aja. It is certain that to Kalidasa Rama was not a hero

in the sense in which Kumara was a hero to him.

Not only do I find difficulty in accepting that Rama was a great

hero to Kalidasa, I have also very great difficulty in believing that

Kalidasa had known the Rdmdyana of Valmiki. It is true that in

the following verse Kalidasa means Valmiki the author of the

Rdmdyana. But I have my own doubts regarding the authenticity

of this portion of the Raghuvarhsa as a work of Kalidasa. The
verse is :

sa prstah sarvato vurtam dkhyad rdjiie na santatim

pratyarpayisyatah kale haver ddyasya sdsandt (XV. 41)

Here Valmiki is mentioned as the adikavi. There are other places

also wrhere Valmiki is mentioned and sometimes as author

of the Rdmdyana

.

I will return to the point of the authenticity

of this portion. In the fourth verse in the Epic, the term

purvasuribhih is usually interpreted as referring to Valmiki. This

is the traditional interpretation. But does the work of Valmiki,

namely the Rdmdyana ,
deserve to be called merely as a mani

which is krtavdgdvdra , but which is not yet strung on a thread.

The idea behind the verse is that previous attempts at describing

the kings of the Solar dynasty are like drilling holes in a gem
and what the author is doing is to collect them and present

them in the form of a string. Ilis contribution is the art. I do not

think that this would be the statement if he had the Rdmdyana of

Valmiki before him. He must be having in his mind the various

Puranic references to the kings and not an artistic composition like

the Rdmdyana.
For the first eight Cantos he has no model. He has only some

stray references to these kings in Puranas and other works. He
has collected them and presented them as an artistic whole. He is

2
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quite original. But everythig changes when we come to the

Rdmdyana portion.

Each of the three kings whom he describes in the first eight

Cantos has an individuality. First there is Dilipa who represents

Dharma. Then comes Raghu who symbolises Artha and lastly there

is Aja who typifies Kama. Thus the three Purusarthas are dealt

with in the story of the three Kings. But has Rama an indivi-

duality ? The Dilipa, the Raghu and the Aja whom we find in the

Raghuvamia, we do not see elsewhere. But DaSaratha and Rama of

the Raghuvamsa are only the Da&iratha and the Rama we know in the

Rdmdyana . We find no contribution of Kalidasa. In the first eight

Cantos we see a poet who knows how to choose. From the ninth

Canto, we find a poet who tries to summarise. There are various

other considerations which tend to show that from the ninth Canto
onwards there is the hand of some one different from the hand that

wrote the first eight Sargas. In enumerating the qualities of the

kings of the Solar dynasty, Kalidasa says,

Vdrdhake munivrttindm yogenante ta?iutyajam

At the end of the third Canto, Kalidasa speaks of Dilipa thus :

atha sa visayavydvrttdtmd yathavidhi sunave
nrpatikakudam datvd yune ntdtapavdranam
mnnivanatarucchdydm devyd tayd saha sisriye

galitavayasam iksvdkundm idarn hi kulavratam

About Raghu also there is the following statement at the end of the

seventh Canto :

prathamaparigatdrthas tam raghuh sannivrttam

vijayinam ahhinandya sldghyajdydsametam

tadupahitakutumbah sdntimdrgotsuko
9

bhun

na hi sati kuladhurye suryavamsyd grhdya

Then from the tenth verse in the eighth Canto, there is the

description of Raghu retiring to the forest and in the twentyfourth
verse there is the statement of how he left off the body by the

power of Yoga. The same vairdgya and release from the body
through the power of Yoga are mentioned in the case of Aja also at

the end of the eighth Canto, in the verses :

samyag vinitam atha varmaharam kumdram
adisya raksanavidhau vidhivat prajanam
rogopasrftatanudurvasatim mumuksuh
prayopavesanamatir nrpatir babhuva

and
tirthe toyavyatikarahhave jahnukanyasarayvor
dehatydgad amaragananalekhyam asadya sadyah
purvdkdrddhikatararucd sangatah kdntaydsau
lildgdresv aramata punar nandandbhyantare§u

3
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We do not see this kept on in the case of the later kings.
True that in the later Cantos we see only the faithful reproduction
of a well-known story.

There is another point which relates to the way in which the

material is handled. In the first eight Cantos we never see the

poet straying away from the main theme of the kavya. There is no
description merely for the sake of a description, to show off the

erudition of the poet. The descriptions are all beautiful ornamen-
tations around the main theme and these descriptions never retard
the progress of the narration. When the poet speaks of the fragrant
gentle breeze, the peacocks, the antelopes, the sarasa birds, and the

simple peasants bringing humble presents to the king in the forest

when Dillpa proceeds to the hermitage of Vasistha, when the poet
describes Dillpa tending the cow in the forest where creepers
dropped flowers on him like city girls dropping laja on him during
his ceremonial processions, where the cool breeze served him when
he was exposed to the hot sun, where the bamboo trees through
their whistling sound served as accompaniment to the music of the

forest nymphs, when the poet describes in the fourth Canto the

advent of the hot season, when the rain clouds have abandoned the

sky and when the heat of the sun become insufferable, when the

moon is clear and shines brightly, when there are swans and
undimmed stars and clear water, on none of these occasions does the

author leave off the main theme; the hero is always in our presence
and every description is joined on to him. This may be compared
with the description of the seasons in the ninth Canto, when
Da^aratha is nowhere to be seen. We meet Dasaratha in the

statement :

atha samdvavrte kusumair navais

tarn iva sevitum ekanaradhipam
yamakuberajdlesvaravajrinam

samadhuratn tnadhur ancitavikramam .

There is no more mention of the hero, unlike in the descriptions in

the previous Cantos. The same is the case with the description of

grtftna in the sixteenth Canto. While in the earlier Cantos we find

a kind of close relation between the narration and the descriptions,

the descriptions being a kind of decoration to the main theme of

narration, in the later Cantos we find a sort of divorce between the

two, the descriptions having nothing very intimate with the main

theme except that it is the narration that has occasioned the

description.

4
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There is yet another great difference between the earlier

portion of the Raghhuvamsa and the later portion in so far as the

handling of the material is concerned.

Raghu is born in the third Canto and his adventures are also

described in that Canto. At that time, his father Dilipa is the

king. When Dilipa retires, we have been introduced to Raghu and

we have begun to take an interest in him. If Kalidasa had left off

the poem at the end of the third Canto when Dilipa retired from
active life, we would have felt dissatisfied ; we are left with a strong

desire to know something about his son, who has been before our
eyes for some time and in whom we have hegun to take a keen inter-

est. Similarly Aja is introduced to us in the fifth Canto, though his

father continues to be king till the end of the seventh Canto. In the

latter part of the fifth Canto and in Cantos six and seven it is Aja
who is before us and long before Raghu retires, as mentioned at the

end of the seventh Canto, Aja has been before us very long and we
have taken a deep interest in him. Thus even at the end of the

seventh Canto, the author cannot leave off the story. He has to

satisfy our eagerness to know the whole story of Aja. But in the

eighth Canto we come to a different technique. It is mentioned that

Aja had a son. His name even is not mentioned, unless we accept
the verse quoted already as authentic, which I am very diffident

about on account of the clumsy way in which the word dasa is intro-

duced in the four lines of the verse. In the last verse but one, it

is stated that his son is installed on the throne and in the last

verse it is stated that Aja has departed from this world and taken up
his abode in heaven. Nothing is mentioned in the whole Canto to

arouse in us any interest in Aja’s son and as such if the poet had
closed the poem at that point, there is nothing to cause any dissatis-

faction in us. No one will deny that the way in which the eighth

Canto is closed is a very beautiful one and a very auspicious one.
It does not close with the death of a king, but with the blessing of

an eternal life of happiness for the king.

After the eighth Canto, we do not see anything in the poem that

deserves the name of characterisation; and if Kalidasa is anything
it is as a master in characterisation. The similes lose their beauty

and propriety. There is a distinct change even in the vocabulary and
also in the sense in which the words are used. It is incredible that a

poet who closely followed the Ramdyaria of Valmiki did not accept

the genealogy given by Valmiki for the forefathers of Rama. I have

a feeling that it is not merely that Kalidasa had not the portrayal of

Rama as the chief aim in writing the Raghuvamsa but that he did

not write the Rama portion in the work at all ; he may have closed
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the poem with eight Cantos in which Raghu is the chid and central

figure and in which his father and son are also described. In Dilipa

there is Dharma dominating without prejudice to Artha and Kama ;

In Raghu there is Artha dominating without prejudice to Dharma
anti Kama ; and in Aja there is the predominance of Kama without
prejudice to Dharma and Artha. All the three working in harmony
lead to final peace and Moksa in due course. This Hindu philoso-

phy of life is fully explained in the first eight Cantos.
Many of the difficult problems that we have now to conlront in

respect of the Raghuvamsa will not arise ii' we have only the first

eight Cantos of the work. The absence of a unity in the work, the

unexpected end of the work in the nineteenth Canto, the discrepan-

cy between the fidelity with which the Ramayana. story is followed
alter the ninth Canto and the departure from the Ramayana in

respect of the genealogy of the forefathers of Rama in the first

eight Cantos, all these problems find a solution if we take the work
as ending with the first eight Cantos.

There is another point that deserves consideration, in the

beginning of the Raghuvamsa there arc four verses (5th to 8th)

where Kalidasa enumerates various great qualities of the kings

of the solar race. This is not a mere enumeration; it is more or
less a preparation for the readers for the main Kavya. The Kavya
illustrates these great qualities. And we find that the story of

Ragliu is handled in such a way that all these great qualities are

exemplified therein. So it was Raghu whom Kalidasa kept in his

mind when he enumerated these qualities, llow is it that not a

single chief incident in the life of Rama has been even hinted in

these enumerations ? Kalidasa does not seem to have been think-
ing of Rama at all.

Further, if on the basis of the Bharatavakya of [Wdlavikag-
nimitra we assume Kalidasa to be a contemporary of Agnimitra, it

is certain that Agnimitra cannot be much later than Patanjali and
as such Kalidasa too is not much later than the great grammarian.
Patanjali gives no hint of having known the Ramayana. He quotes
from a large number of literary works that preceded him and it is

surprising that if the Ramayana existed during his time, lie should
not have tried to explain a single un-Paninian usage found in the
Ramayana . Thus, Ramayana is not really the first Kavya. That is

only a vain title given to the work by the poet, whoever he is. Thus
there is a likelihood that Kalidasa too did not know the Ramayana.

I have only raised or rather suggested a problem. It is not
proved ; some may say that even a case has not been made out to

justify a consideration of the point. That is a matter of opinion. 1

leave it there.
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Morality and Self-Realisation
Dy

P. T. Raju, Waltair

It has been a common criticism by European scholars that

Indian philosophy is unethical and amoral. And the criticism irri-

tates every Hindu who sees that in spite of the self-restraint which
his philosophy so strongly preaches it is called unethical. There is

more asceticism in India than anywhere else ; and all the virtues,

both Greek and Christian, are so strongly emphasized by the

Puranas, Kavyas, ethical codes and philosophical treatises that one
wonders what the grounds can be for calling Indian philosophy
unethical. It is not necessary to quote these criticisms when they

are so common .

1 But the curious feature to note of them is that they

are made for opposite reasons. Sometimes Indian thought is said

to be unethical for the reason that the basis of morality is said to be

the dharma or the law of nature, which is an Is and not an Ought.
At other times it is said that Indian thought furnishes no basis

for moral laws, that it gives a number of injunctions, which means
a set of values, which are uncoordinated and unexplained. The
answer to each criticism dies in the other. And probably each

critic, when he made his own criticism, does not have in mind that

of the other. Yet it has to be said in favour of the critics that the

relation between the moral laws and their ground is not systemati-

cally worked out by our ancient philosophers and moralists ; so

that the first group of critics do not see the laws based upon a

ground, and the second miss the ground of the laws.

The conception that Rta
,
which means both natural and moral

law, controls even the actions of gods, belongs to the Vedas. But
this fruitful conception docs not seem to be worked out by our
ancient thinkers. The Buddhistic conception of Dharma , which
means the innermost essence of the universe, the law of things and
the things as well, could have offered the best metaphysics of ethics

if the implications of the concept had been elaborated ; but nothing
of the kind seems to have been done. The need for an ethical phi-

losophy does not seem to have been felt. Indian thought seems to

have been preoccupied with, and exhausted itself in the exposition

of the nature and method of self-realisation. But this self-realisation

took little notice of man's relations to man. Curiously enough the

1. One may read McKenzie’s Indian Ethics and Heimann's Comparative
Philosophy. Hopkins in his Ethics of India takes the opposite view.
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ethical and political philosophy of the Western idealists is based on

the idea of self-realisation. And though their political philosophy is

not much in favour with many contemporary political thinkers, their

ethical philosophy has not yet been superseded. And if consistency

and system are the true tests of philosophy, then not only

their ethical but also their political philosophy must he said to

contain much that is of value. However, in spire of numerous and
elaborate treatises on self and self-realisation, Indian philosophy

paid little attention to ethical thought as such. And in spite of

India’s contact with Greece the works of Plato and Aristotle, in

which ethics, politics, metaphysics and psychology were signi-

ficantly interrelated, exercised no influence on the works of our
ancient philosophers.

Hence the European criticism, above referred to, of Indian
thought is not without some basis, though this basis throws no dero-
gatory reflection on the nature of Indian thought. It does not
suggest that Indian thought connived at immorality by not having
an ethical philosophy. No chaster morals could have been preached
than those taught by Buddha. And though he gave a system of
morals, he did not expound an ethical philosophy. Yet every
follower of Budda felt the eight-fold noble path, the path of eight-

fold virtue,* to be as binding as the Categorical Imperative. A
significant fact to note here is that in later Buddhism the realisation

of the highest Dharrna , the Dharmadhdtu or the Dharmakdya of

Buddha, was identified with the realisation of one’s self.* And one
was not to swerve from the noble path even by a hair’s breadth if

one were seriously after self-realisation. This is so not only in

Buddhism but also in all systems of Hinduism. Even before one is

an adhikdrin , one is expected to have well practised sama
, datna ,

titiksd etc. Perfection in the practice of these virtues is indispen-

sable to self-realisation. One directly felt the necessity of practis-

ing them. If their philosophical justification were needed, it

could have been given. But then it would have been different from
the ethical philosophy of the West.

The ethical philosophy of the West has in view the harmonious
adjustment of the relations between man and man, while the moral
preachings of the Indian philosophers have as their aim the harmo-
nious adjustment of the relations between man and God or the high-

est Truth. It is for this reason that Indian thought appears indivi-

dualistic. Indian morality, whether Hindu or Buddhist, whether

2. Right view, right intention, right speech, right notion, right livelihood,
right effort, right mindfillness, and right concentration.

3. Cp. Mahdydnasutrdlarhkdra , p. 37.
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it accepts a personal God or an impersonal Reality, is religious.

And all religion in its dynamic or innermost nature is individu-

alistic. We are already familiar with Whitehead’s definition of

religion as what one does with his solitude, 4 and with Bergson’s
distinction between static or institutionalised religion and dynamic
religion in which man comes into direct contact with the ultimate

source of life, and which, he says, is mystic. b Indian religions

in spite of their being institutionalised never lost sight of their

dynamic aspect. And their morality therefore always preserved its

religious and individualistic nature. It always kept in sight God
or the ultimate Reality, but not man. Yet the requirements of its

morality never let a man commit what may be considered immoral
by the other morality. They do not permit man any of those

indulgences that lead him into conflict with his fellow-creatures.

They purify the heart to the core, and this weeding of the

source of impulses renders man incapable of immorality.

But the moral philosophy of the West has in sight mainly the

problem of the relation between man and man. It tries to treat

morality as an absolute and wants to find a metaphysical justification

foriit. We know how strongly Kant was moved by the starry

heavens above and the moral law within. And the moral law was
a categorical imperative, an absolute that needed no justification

other than itself. We are to do our duty not because God approves
it, not because of some similar reason, but only because it is

our duty. Fichte lelt that natural law may come into conflict with
such absolute moral law, that nature may not respect the absolute-

ness of morality, and so constructed a metaphysical system to

demonstrate the possibility of such morality. He is not really the

first to supply a metaphysical ground for moral laws. Plato and
Aristotle, long before him, attempted the same. Green, Muirhead,
Mackenzie and others among contemporary philosophers do it.

And generally in the West, whether the philosopher is an idealist

or realist, whether he explains morality in terms of Self, evolution,
utility or any other principle, his morality is a property that

belongs to the relations between man and man.

11

Now, arc the two types of morality different and disparate?

Is there no relation between the two ? What are the merits and
delects of each ? The answer to this enquiry depends upon our
conception of the relation between morality and religion.

4. See his Religion in the Making.

5, See his Morality and Religion .

3
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Following Bergson we may distinguish between dynamic ana
static or institutionalised religion. In dynamic religion man is in

immediate contact with the ultimate source of life, whether we call

it God, the Absolute or the Elan Vital . The nature of this contact

is inexplicable and is therefore mystic. Such experience is given

only to a few ; and in order to train people for it institutions are

established. And religion as expressed in those institutions is insti-

tutionalised or static religion. This religion has to take, into consi-

deration the welfare and preservation of society, and the laws of

its institutions therefore pertain to the social conduct of the indivi-

duals. Thus institutionalised religion works itself into social or

moral laws and no hard and fast distinction remains between mora-
lity and religion.

On the other hand, morality too in the sense of the relation bet-

ween man and man may work itself up into the laws ol institution-

alised religion. Moral laws may at first begin as tribal laws handed
down from generation to generation by tradition. But later the

demand for absolute authority may be felt and their source attribut-

ed to God. During this process the conception of God too as that

of a jealous protector of the tribe may be refined into that ol a

supreme moral being, the source of all moral laws with power to

punish and reward.

Viewing the development either way it is difficult for us to say

whether our duties to man arc not also our duties to God, though it

is possible to say that some of our duties to God are not duties to

man. We are led to this conclusion not only when wc look at the

problem in its historical aspect but also in its metaphysical. For

the content of morality is not fixed and definite. It is difficult to

decide whether in morality we arc to lay sole emphasis on the

Right after Kant or on the Good after Aristotle. Wc leel that the

Right which is not Good is less moral than that which is Good also.

We feel that a world in which virtue is always followed by happiness

is morally better than the world in which virtue is always followed

by misery. But if somehow the conception of the Right and the

Good are identified even ultimately, then the basis ol morality

should be sought not in some intuition of the Right or the Categori-

cal Imperative but in the innermost, nature ot the universe. But

the moment wc change our allegiance to the latter, we bring in re-

ligion and mysticism. The innermost core of the universe cannot

be made a definite object of thought, which is discursive.

We may view this point in a different way. The moral ideal,

according to almost all Western idealists, is the realisation ol our

4
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true Self. But Indian philosophy regards that realisation as our
religious ideal. Green, for instance, writes that the moral ideal is

increasingly realised, but a full realisation of it is beyond the

powers of the finite human beings. But then if the ideal is to be

realised, and if it cannot be realised in what we usually call our

moral life, then it must be realised only in religion, not of course
the institutionalised religion which belongs to the discursive level,

but the dynamic or the mystic.

Kven Kant could not say that the moral ideal could be fully

realised by us at any time. He could only hold the hope that it

could be asymptotically realised,—

w

rhich means that it can never

be realised fully so long as we keep to the moral sphere. But then

what is the use of exhorting us to realise something that can never
be realised ? In Kant we do not find an ansvrer to this question,

which lies only in mystic or dynamic religion.

Similar difficulties felt by Western philosophers about morality

can be multiplied. But all of them go to prove that morality is

not a self-sufficient experience but finds its fulfilment in an

experience beyond itself. Bergson speaks of dynamic morality, the

basis of which is neither custom nor the well-being of society but

some inner voice like the Daemon of Socrates. But in truth the

experience of this inner voice is mystic ; and the mysticism of

morality can have no differentia to mark it off from the mysticism
of religion. When some mystic experience works itself out into

some institution, the institution puts on not only a religious but

also a moral appearance. And what even dynamic morality does is

to find out the missing notes in order to make the prevalent mora-
lity harmonious by diving into the depths of life. Hence dynamic
morality cannot be separated from dynamic religion.

When it is said that morality passes beyond itself for self-

completion it is not meant that morality thereby becomes immora-
lity. What is higher than morality cannot be immoral, cannot come
into conflict with the moral, though it may be called supra-moral

or amoral. But there are some writers like Rashdall who maintain

that religion cannot transcend moral distinctions. Rashdall writes

that a religion that transcends them has no value/ He believes

that metaphysical or theological beliefs are required in order to

rationalise morality .

7 Apart from the question wThether religion

is only to be a hand-maid to morality there is the difficulty, wre

already noticed, that morality finds its completion or realisation in

6. Theory of Good and Evil

,

Vol. II, p. 294.

7. Ibid
, p. 257.
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some experience beyond itself. If it is necessary therefore that in

order to realise the moral ideal we have to transcend morality and
enter religion, then religion as beyond morality must naturally

transcend the moral distinctions. In fact Rashdall is thinking of
Christianity in its institutionalised form. And we have already

said that religion when institutionalised can hardly be differentiated

from morality. Institutionalised religion never transcends moral
distinctions. But dynamic religion does. And morality finds its

completion not in the institutionalised but in the dynamic religion.

Moreover, if transcending moral distinctions are vicious, then
every reformer must be an immoral person ; for he has to break
the current moral laws. And as Bradley says,* even the exhorta-

tion to rely on individual conscience is to preach immorality.

Individual conscience is really the inner voice and we are falling

hack upon mysticism. The injunction to hotter the current mora-
lity raises the problem of the ultimate moral ideal, the realisation

of which, we have already seen, takes us beyond morality.

Now, what can the charge that Indian philosophy is unethical

or amoral, imply? Certainly, it does not mean that Indian philo-

sophy condones immorality. We need not discuss the complex
question whether Indian philosophy is pantheistic, pancnthcistic or

theistic. Such a question involves problems of interpretation and

subtle differentiations, which it is impossible in the present paper
to consider. But we can say with justification that Indian philo-

sophy points out the way to the full realisation ol the moral ideal.

Tt is of no use to ask people to strive after ideals which are in

principle unrealisable. And if they are to be realised the easier

way is the better. If so long as we keep within morality we can-

not realise the moral ideal, and if that ideal has to be realised, we
have to transcend morality. Of course, so long as wc are within

the bounds of institutionalised religion, whether our acts are moral

or religious is a question of attitudes. However, if the moral ideal

is realised through religion, man thereby becomes fully moral. He
can never commit an act wdiich can be treated as immoral or

opposed to morality.

Ill

Morality which issues from religion and which is concerned

mainly with the relations between man and God or the Truth of the

universe is not opposed to ordinary morality which is concerned

mainly with the relation between man and man. The former is

8. Ethical Studies, p. 199.
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the completion of the latter, it is its perfection. Morality so far as

dynamic religion is concerned is meant not only for the preserva-

tion of society but also to create in it conditions favourable for the

promotion of dynamic religion. And morality practised with this

aim must certainly be higher than the other, for it is nearer the

realisation of the moral ideal. The lower morality is generally

literal, based oil written code or custom, in which man does

not rationalise and does not discover for himself the inner meaning
and aim of the laws he obeys. The moment he begins to think of

their significance he realises that his morality is not merely con-

cerned with his relations to other men but also with his relations

with the whole cosmos, which means that he has to adjust his

conduct in accordance with the meaning and purpose of human life

on earth. Hut by the time he discovers all this he must have

passed beyond the hounds of ordinary morality. He will not cease

to be moral ; but his morality acquires a new importance.

Hut it is this importance that the Western scholars criticise.

They fail to see that the lower morality is incomplete, and that the

person who aims merely at it fails to realise it ; on the other hand,

one whose aim is higher must have been perfect in the practice of

the lower morality.

It is objected often that what we call higher morality preaches

at the most only negative virtue. The person who practises it may
not injure others, but he does not care to render them positive

help. And what morality ought to emphasize is positive and not

negative virtue. It does not seem to be fair to attribute to Indian
philosophy the preaching of such negative duties only. Certainly,

it preaches that the highest aim of life is not limited to what we call

morality ; and only because what we call higher morality does not

come into conflict with the lower may its injunctions appear nega-

tive. For the man of higher morality the practice of the lower
becomes so natural that lie does not feel that the moral laws act as

checks upon his activity. On the contrary, he only feels that his

own spontaneous activity does not clash with the laws of morality.
That is why moral laws at the higher level appear somewhat to have
a negative significance.

it may perhaps be asked whether compassion, sympathy etc.,

are not regarded in Indian philosophy as impediments to spiritual

progress. It is true that some ancient writers have said that they
are hindrances at a certain stage. But they do not mean that we
should be unsympathetic. They mean that the spiritual devotee
should not be moved by mental disturbances, and all emotions they

7
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hold 'to be mental disturbances. Moreover, the religious man is
one who has passed beyond morality and does not still feel the
pressure of the moral Ought upon him. Therefore to feel com-
passion and the corresponding duty means that he belongs still to
the lower level.

It is not suggested that Western moral philosophy is imperfect
in answer to the criticism that Indian philosophy is unethical. But
it is attempted to make out that Western writers on morals have
themselves come to see that what we generally call morality finds
its completion in something beyond itself. This perception when
worked out easily leads to the conception of morality as the ancient
Hindu thinkers viewed it. None can miss the fact that the eight-
fold noble path is one of the four fundamental truths of Buddhism,
the highest moral religion that the world has ever produced. It
may not have given us a metaphysic of morals. Yet to call it un-
ethical would be to misunderstand the greatest ethical religion.
And Hinduism absorbed all that is best in Buddhism.

K. V. 24 8



Basis and Ideal in Buddhism
By

Mrs. C. A . F. Rhys Davids, Chipstead

Many years ago—it was that critical period of the European

struggle, 1917 — I was lecturing before a London club, trying to

show, that any philosophical system worthy to be so called built

upon its basic principles an ideal ol life — life considered as

aim and destiny. And that not as herd-aim or herd-destiny, bur

as goal and quest of each and every man and woman. Incidentally

I contended, that institutional Buddhism, so far as it adopted and

emphasized certain philosophical gnomes ol its day ( such gnomes

were all that Indian ‘philosophy* then amounted to ), had tallen

short in such building. 1 was myself on the eve ol a crisis in life,

in ideals. I knew it not, yet like the muttering of a coming storm,

there were, could I have then heard, good grounds lor the

choice of my subject.

Seven vears later I converted the lecture into a supplement-

ary chapter to the reprint of my Buddhist Psychology , originally

published in 1914 in the Quest Society’s Series. That supplement

is now virtually buried. The special chapter has not proved a

fruitful motif in writings about Buddhism. Yet it deserves con-

sideration, and the Editor has kindly given it a new platform in a

revised shape. I have learnt much these sixteen years, but my
thesis remains for me true.

And more : the thesis was true of, not institutional Buddhism,

but of the original religious message or gospel which, after centu-

ries, came to be known as Buddhism. That original message

persists in the older Buddhist or Pali canon. But, whereas the

monastic * basis * and ideals professed today by
4

southern
*

Buddhism crown the old palimpsests, so that he who runs may read,

the original message is much obscured, is largely buried and has

needed much disentangling. And few there be who find it. My
purpose in these few pages, is to state as clearly as I can, (a) the

basis and ideals of that institutional Buddhism which superseded

the original gospel and is in force today, (h) the basis and ideals

of that original gospel. y

Here is neither the place nor space to vindicate the distinction

drawn. I have given this in my writings of the last decade. Given

also are the reasons why the teaching we call Buddhism came to take

the institutional form it did. All world-religions come to take Such

1
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forms ; the specific difference in the transformation in each is a

matter of the historical development in each, as determined by
many local and temporal conditions. Here it must suffice to say

what I find to be and to have been ( a ); what I find was ( b ).

( a ) The bases may be stated in four formulas often admitted
by Buddhists of today as being ‘central’. Not all indicate cosmic
purview; all are mainly concerned, as befits religious gnomes, with
man : his nature, life and destiny. They are ( 1 ) the formula of the

Three Marks (ti-lakkhand) ; ( 2 ) the formula of Things as Caused ;

(3 ) the Four Truths ; (4) the Five Moral Habits ( paiica stldni).

( 1 )is: Everything is transient, 1
ill, not-‘self , meaning originally

not-spirit, not-soul. (2) indicates that the transience is not chaotic

or casual, but is determined by causal sequence. ( 3 ) states the fact

and cause of everything being ‘ill’ and tie fact of a way out;
( + ) states the one basis for all action that is according to right

(dhamma). Were these five elementary moral
4

practices * not

likened to the solid earth as basis for movement, I should have
dealt with them under ideals. Let us turn to these ideals as we
find them in institutional Buddhism : what are they and are they

to be shown as derived from, built upon these four bases ?

In ideals we consider mainly two things
: prospect and

conduct. Taking the second first, we see Buddhism, in process

of becoming institutional, as inheriting two
4

ideological
*

terms: wisdom ( paiitid ), and amity ( mettd ) , not limited but

truly catholic. Now in two of the four formulas cited,

conduct when ‘right* is taken as a basis in outlook, namely, the

five silas and the ‘eightfold* way out in the Four Truths. In

neither of these is reference made to wisdom or amity; they may,
I admit, be implied ; that is all, but, in the details of taught

doctrine, great weight is given them. As time went on,
4 wisdom

is seen shrinking 3
; amity is seen maintained. And perhaps the

reason is not far to seek. Wisdom, as prajtld , belonged to the

teaching of the Upanishads, the matter of original Buddhism. As
the rift between mother and child widened , wisdom, attribute of

Brahma, would fade out with much else. But amity as a central

ideal belonged to a religious gospel, contemporary with and

annexed by early Buddhism . As an ideal, amity agreed both with the

early mission- preoccupation of Buddhism and also with the back-

bone of all monasticism in so far as it contained healthy elements.

1. Anicca, or impermanent.
2. In the btandard mediaeval manual Abhidhammattha-sangaha , partita it

cited only once, and briefly.

2
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All modes of affection had to fade out from that life save only
devotion to teacher and amity for the fellow-votary. Today no
Buddhist will cite ‘panna’ as his ideal, but he will not fail to uphold
that adopted gospel of amity for all beings, even though he is not

aware it was not integral part of his Founder's message. He has

been nursed on a tradition and in that finds nothing odd. It is only

the student from without who finds it strange, that in the main
ethical formula and in the way out from ill, now made into eight

modes of physical and mental conduct, not a word is there about

either wisdom or amity.

It may be contended, that amity is taken as in itself—or more
correctly, taken as chief—in a fourfold basis : that of the ‘Divine

Moods’. This is true, but careful study will reveal, that in this

connection the fourfold teaching is an adopted child. Even where
it, in one context 3

, appears as if crowning the sila exposition, it is

only at the conclusion of 13 discourses dealing with the si/rt-formula,

and even when so placed is not shown as a development of sila.

Had it not been for the unhappy rift widening between Brahman
teaching and early ‘ Buddhism, ’ the latter might have built on the

basis of the former’s Immanence an ideal as lofty as that of

Christianity in seeing in Divine sonship a basis for human brother-

hood, namely, if the germ of Deity was in every man his most
precious and beloved, each man was bound to reverence This in

every other man. The keynote for this was sounded in the early

Suttas :
“ Since to every man the Spirit ( or self) is dear, let him

see he harm no man ”
. But alas! the Spirit came, in the third

Mark, to be denied as not real, and the precious opportunity was
lost. The ‘Five Silas’ remained basis only. It is true that, once
or twice, the first of the five negations -they are as formula nothing

more—is developed in positive terms as amity-culture, but as

formula, yea, as sacramental formula, the five sf/as remain nega-

tions only. 4

Turn we to the causation-basis. This is found in a general

and in a particular form. One is : This being, that comes to be;

this being stopped, that stops. The other concerns the life of man
only, and it was as process in this, and not as ‘cosmic law’ that was,
at the birth of Buddhism, attracting interest, meetly following as it

did the new interest in man’s mind as having its uniformities no
less than external phenomena. Life, or rather awareness in each
individual, starting from an unknown datum, proceeded from every

3. Digha-Nikiiya, Tovijja Sutta.

4 . Viz. to refrain from, like the Hebrew ‘Thou shalt not*.
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fresh span of awareness (in life after life) to land him in ill
1

or
misery. The hopeful alternative of the more general, and surely

earlier formula should have been developed as a splendid gospel
of hope, of planted seed and succeeding efflorescence. Actually

the taught ideal is ever of the alternative result : cut out the

cause and the result comes not to be. In other words extirpate

the desire for life in worlds ( expressed in the one word bhava :

coming-to-be) and the word desire (lit. thirst: tanka), and the

inevitable result * ill * cut oiT.

The latter ejection, is the second and third of the
4

four truths*

ionnula : the cause of ill and the
1 stopping* of it make it a text

lor the world-forsaker only, and unlit for friend liveryman. But
and notwithstanding, it is only one of the formulas making a 25

per cent room for an ideal. Namely, the undoing of ill and its

cause could be eifected by wayfaring in a
4 Way ’-- a way institu-

tionalized as eightfold in excellence of deed, word and thought.

Whither it led is again in negative terms only
4

to the ending of

ill.* Gone was the once current phrase of “becoming Brahma*’
lor the man's consummation. Not yet had there come in the phrase

utter waning out** (parinibbana

)

of the wholly
4 worthy one*,

the arahan, or the other formulas expressing his consummation,
here on earth or after one more survival in a better world. The
Indian tendency to express a superlative by a negative—we too

have it in
4

immortality ’ may have lent glory to the ‘ending of ill*

(<dukkhass * antam) and then we must leave it.

But that the term now so prominent in Buddhist ideology:

nirvana (nihhdna ) was in the original message 1 do not accept. It

is listed, I know, in the First Utterance with three other desirables,

none of them expressing consummation, and it makes a pretty

refrain in the Vinava chronicle of the inauguration of the movement.
But we also find it defined in early Suttas as, not the summum boniim,

but a catharsis of three roots of evil, and equated with nirodha , the

term in the
4

truths * for the
4

stopping * of the cause, the process

of ending 4

desire ’ by the wayfaring. And this shifting of meaning
attached to it has even survived to this day, Air. Duroiselle, alter

long residence with Burmese Buddhists, finding that no one ever

described Nirvana in the same terms/

Buddhists may not be unreasonable in leaving the yet incon-

ceivable, let alone comprehensible Goal of each man’s life to be

covered by a vague term. We do so with ‘heaven* and with
4

immortality a very illogical word. In so far as it points to the

5. Given in detail in mv Buddhism 1st Ed. only. 1912.
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goal as something ineffable, exception cannot be taken to such

terms. For that matter ‘ the immortal * was used also by early

Buddhism, a term taken over from the mother-teaching and declared

to be just that which the Founder set out to declare to his world :

—

“ I go to beat the drum of the Immortal : open are the gates

thereto/' Yet will man never be ultimately content with the

negative. For his needs attha: * the aim' (thing needed, thing

sought), which was in the very marrow of the First Utterance is a

better term than either ‘ immortal ' or * waning out
9

(nirvana).

Finally as to the first of the three marks-basis : ‘transient’:

—

to the outsider, neither-helped nor hindered by tradition, it should

seem strange to find built on this term a gospel of woe rather than

of hope. For if happy experience wanes, so also no less does
unhappy experience

;
pain gives way to ease, depression to hope,

to reason for hope. Had the first ‘ mark * asserted : all happiness

is transient, facile acquiescence might be allowed ; but ‘ all evil is

transient is none the less true. More especially if, as with early

Buddhism, the vista of life is not cramped by this- world vision

only—by the faith that after death a happier destiny, here striven

for, was to be certainly expected. But monastic world-abjuring

was too strong. Its raison iV etre was that in world-life man both

sawr universal transience and judged that causation was the means,

not of working to bring out the better in w’orld-life, but of insuring

the ‘stopping* of results.

(A) 1 now briefly give what is for me both basis and ideal in

the original gospel taught by the founders and which lies half stated,

half buried beneath the palimpsest of institutional Buddhism. And
let the reader condone if 1, the better and more briefly to declare

it, use the words ‘ worth ' (to experience), ‘ wTell ' ( le bien ), and
‘ more in perhaps unfamiliar ways.

The basis of the original gospel was, that the man is not ‘being’

but ‘ becoming coming-to-be. My reasons 1 have stated at length

in recent books. Every man is in, or part of the very process of

the will of the w’orld, the w’cll of the w’orld. As such he is w’illed

as not an unchanging, static being, but as becoming, coming to be

what he wras not. In his body he has a type of this becoming, but

it is a transient becoming in grow’th, succeeded after maturity by
decay, a becoming w’orse. In

c mine ’ wre have the w’ays of man
working through the body, ways that worsen as body worsens. In

the very * man decay has no place. He goes on, goes further

w’ith a new’ body time after time till he is the perfected w’ill in the
* well

9

he has long sought. One at last writh the highest will, his
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now is not the ‘ well * that is transient. He is worthing the
1

well
*

m the uttermost, ‘ well ’ to which he has aspired, after which he

has sought, for which he has yearned. His is worth in the
4

well
'

that cannot be willed awfay as man now often wills away his
4

well

a * wrell ’ that w'ill be the ever active, ever creative, ever a will in

ihe more, never in the less.

This is what contexts in the old Canon dimly express, mean-

ings worsened by the later worth in a
4

worse * and a
4

less * trace-

able to current influence misleading the after-rnen. This, l say, is

there, and in that it is there. 1 see in original Buddhism a great

Ylore-word in the new, in the true, in the will, in the
4

w; ell ’
: a

message that is ever young albeit, rated in years, it is many
centuries old.

6



The Philosophy of Ahirtisa

(Non-violence)

By

P. NAgarAja Rao, Madras

In point of popularity the doctrine of ahimsd is second to no
ism in modern political theory. The great interest evinced in this

doctrine by the savants of humanity, if anything, is on the increase.

The doctrine is as old as the rocks. But its connotation and
jurisdiction have varied with different authors. It has been inter-

preted by some ethicists in an elementary manner to mean one
of the characteristics of a noble soul. Its cultivation is prescribed

as a step necessary for the cleansing of the heart, which is the

pre-condition for the salvation of the soul. The Gita puts ahimsd

as the first in the list of the virtues characterising the divine-

minded men. In several other places the Gita speaks about the

excellence of this virtue, non-violence.

Leaving for a minute the protagonists of violence like Marx
who believe that violence is the midwife of a new social order, let

us consider the other views that are for mitigating the use of

violence. A purely ethical outlook cannot stigmatise
1

violence
*

as intrinsically bad. The Humanists regard
4
violence ’ as neutral

and that it must be used in such degrees as is necessitated by the

dictates of expediency. Men like Prof. Bertrand Russell, Joad
etc., are expediential pac ‘fists. Violence and wars are bad because
they are economically futile and politically stupid. The utili-

tarians are not for a total rejection of violence. They are for a

discriminating use of it. They are not, to use a modern political

parlance,
4

* out and out non-violent**. The Hindu view as laid

down by the law-giver, Manu, sanctions the use of violence in such
a large number of cases, as in hunting, conquest, in self-defence, for

sacrifice, etc. so much so tl at it amounts to subscribing to the viewr

that violence is a way of life and that there is nothing wrong in its

being so. The early Hindu law-givers have not been worried
about violence. They of course, lie Id the view that ahimsd is good,
but they formulated serious limitations to it and sanctioned the

use of violence in a large number of cases. They did not stop

there, but went a step further and declared
44

that violence in cer-

tain cases such as sacrifice etc., are verily cases of non-violence.
99

This is a method of exaggeration to which traditional ethics of

Hinduism is accustomed.

1
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The great Gita is held by some as having the rudiments of the
doctrine of * ahimsa '

. Granting it for a moment, (which is very
difficult) still

‘
’ of the Gild has no wider connotation and

deeper significance than those attached to it by the traditional Hindu
ethicists like Manu. Arjuna is asked to wage war against evil forces.

Violence has to be met, and it is not wrong to use violence to quell

it. Whether it is possible to do so is a question which needs a

deeper psychological understanding of violence. We are not here
prepared to admit that the Gita 1 as any such deep psychological

analysis of violence. ‘Violence is the dl.arma of the Ksatriya, and
violence is the traditional way of meeting violence, and so take to it*

seems to be the pith of Krsna’s message. That violence must be

resisted is no doubt a moral attitude. The fact that violence can

only subjugate violence and not put an end to violcncing may not

be a doctrine inconsistent with the Gita, but it is certainly unfair to

state that it is found in the Gita.

Ingenious interpreters of the Gita have attempted at deriving

twentieth-century wisdom from it. At best we can get analogies.

Some have held that Arjuna has been exhorted to fight without

malice and such of those qualities that make violence despicable.

The frame of mind with which Krsna asked Arjuna to fight amounts
to taking away the fangs out of violence. The core is removed,

nd the shell of violence alone remains. As pictorial thinking goes,

this simile is highly suggestive, but docs not satisfy the test ol

logic. Does the mere fact, that Arjuna fought with the core of

Violence removed from his heart, in any way alfect or lessen the

physical pains of the victims of his Violence? To the victim the

mere fact of the use of violence by the aggressor with whatever

fair motive or state of mind he may do it is enough trouble, flow

can violence be transmuted into a variety ol non-violence as long

as the victim’s position is no better. Besides this explanation still

admits that the Gita retained the shell of violence at least. It did

not want to do away with violence as such.

The doctrine of ahimsa preached by the absolute pacifists like

the late Dick Shepherd, George Lansijtjry and Lord Jesus is a

great improvement on the above mentioned ethical view. *1 lie

Christian view that violence must be abhorred under any condition

is a great step in the increase of the connotation of ahimsa. So

they suggest that if a man asks you for a coat, give him the cloak

also. If he wants you to walk a mile with him do two. This ethics

of turning the other cheek requires an abundant degree of self-

lessness on the part of the individual who practises it. But this

2
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attitude is not still perfect. The Christian view does not oppose
violence. It meets violence with meakness. This makes violence

triumphant and it goes on ravaging all over the world. Violence
has to be resisted, mind not by violence, for the simple reason that

violence can only subjugate and not put an end to violencing . The
continued resistance of violence by violence can give us only a

series of Versailles. It can never be a war to end all wars.

II

For that we have to devise ” a moral equivalent of war and
that is the ahinisd of Mahatma Gandiii. The doctrine ol ahimsd is

based on the metaphysical view of life broadly elaborated by Sankara

t. e., advaita . Reality is one whole consciousness, and infinite

bliss. Plurality of selves and things are super-imposed on
the one without the second on account of the functioning of

lie beginningless nescience. This nescience is neither real nor

unreal. It is indeterminable. From such a metaphysics it follows

Unit violence has a place only in the world of plurality which is

not ultimately real. So it is bound to be destroyed ; hence it

lias to be somehow transmuted or sublimated into that ineffable

reality. Hence violence must be resisted. We should not run away
from it. We must go to the place where the aggressor stands and

must give him a chance to learn the non-ultimacy of violence by the

use of a force other than violence . The Mahatma calls it the soul

force . If we run away from the aggressor we will never be able to

convert him. The most important, fact is that the aggressor must
realise the force of ahimsd in its plenary sense. It is with this

invincible faith that violence is not ultimately real, and with the

hope to educate the aggressor that the Mahatma asked the Satya-

grahis to say to an invader
<£

'Take me before you can take my
country”.

Without such a faith the formal practice of ahimsd would be of

no avail, it is this fact that makes the method of ahimsd a dharmic

means. There is no limit to its power provided one believes in the

above mentioned metaphysical view of reality. The very psycho-

logy of ahimsd is calculated to educate the aggressor. The Non-
violent means proceeds to transform the nature of the problem

confronted. It does not attempt a direct frontal attack on the

problem. The non-violent means changes the very conditions

surrounding the circumstances of the problem. Once the condi-

tions change, the problem is practically solved, or at any rate it is

capable of being solved without the aid of force. When conditions

change the question of individual prestige disappears. The instinct
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of defiance is transmuted. The change in the atmosphere enables

friendly discussion on the merits of the problem. That a problem
is recalcitrant to such a treatment shows that the non-violent,

resources harnessed to the problem arc not sufficiently intense, li

non-violence seems to be failing, the alternative is intensive non-
violence. We cannot cast away Satan with the help of Beelzebub.

The Mahatma observes
c< Non-violence is the law of our species as

violence is the law of the brute. The spirit lies dormant in the

brute and he knows no law but that of physical might. The dignity

of man requires obedience to a higher law, to the strength of the

spirit. The Rsis who discovered the law of non-violence in the

midst of violence were greater geniuses than Newton. They were
themselves greater warriors than Wellington. Having themselves
known the use of arms, they realised their uselessness and taught

a weary world that its salvation lay not through violence but

through non-violence.*’

To the man of faith there is no limit u> the capacity of non-

violence. The hardest metal yields to sufficiency of heat. To
those who live in the faith that peace and love arc ultimate to them,

there can be no limit to tlx practice of non-violence. Non-violence
is not a beautiful little dream ; it has its bona fules in reality. It has

been given to Mahatma Gandhi to interpret the term a/umsa in its

plenary sense by precept as well as by practice, lie is intensely

a man of religion and that is why he has been able to do it. There
cam be no better description of this dhlra than the one of Prof.

Radiiakrisiinan. To be true, to be simple, to be pure and

gentle of heart, to remain cheerful and contented in sorrow and

danger ; to love life and not to fear death, to serve the spirit and

not to be haunted by the spirit of the dead, nothing better has been

taught so well since the beginning of thought.**
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New Light on the Sangham Age
Uy

K. G. Sankar, Calcutta

Ti e earliest extant Tamil works are the stray lyrics collected in

the Ettuttokai
,
Pattuppdttu

, and Patinenkil- Kanakku of the Sangham
age. Some would add the grammar Tolkdpyam and the twin epics

Silappadhihdram and Manimekhalai ,
ascribed respectively to llanko-

ad'gaj and Sattanar. The age of these works, however, has not been
settled beyond reasonable doubt. The object of this paper is to

throw new light on the subject, that may help in arriving at a definite

conclusion.

The later limit of the Sangham age is fixed by the Vclvikudi
Plates (c. 770 a. l\) of Jatila Parantaka, first published by me in the

Journal of the Mythic Society (October 1022, pp 448 45 S). They place

Mudukudumi, a Pandya of the Sangham age (Puraniinuru 9 ; Madurai-
kkdnchi , lines 759--700) before the Kajabbra occupation of the Tamil
country, which terminated before e. 600 a. <\, when Kadiuikon
founded a new Pandya dynasty, which lasted till c. 950 a. c. The
Kalabhras, as early as c. 400 a. c. were occupying the Choja coun-
try, and Kajabhra Achyuta-Viknima was king, when Buddhadatta
wrote his Manuals (pt I, p. 140). The Sangham age must, therefore,

be dated not later than c. 400 a. c.

The earlier limit of the Sangham age is fixed as c. 300 ji. c., by

references in the Afiandnuru <69, 175, 251, 265 and 281) and Purand-
nuni *175) to the wealth of the Nandas hid in the Ganges near Patali-

putra and to an attempted Matiryan invasion of South India. Bet-

ween these limits c. 300 n. c. and c. 400 A. c., most Tamil scholars

agree in looking upon the 2nd century A. c. as the * Augustan age
’

of Tamil literature. Their main reasons are the evidence of Greek
chronicles like Periplus and Ptolemy's geography, and the Gajabahu-

Senkuttuvan synchronism. But the political and economic condi-

tions of the Sangham age, even if they tally exactly with those

depicted in the Greek chronicles, might have prevailed for a century

or two before or after the Sangham age, and therefore cannot by
themselves yield a definite chronological result.

The Gajabahu-Senkut tuvan synchronism, on the other hand,

deserves careful scrutiny. The £ilappadhikdram says in the prolo-

gue and in the last canto (xxx. 160) that Gajabahu of ‘Sea-girt Lanka’

(Ceylon) was present when Chera Senkuttuvan dedicated at Vanchi

a temple to Kannaki, and, after returning to his own country, instal-
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led her worship there also. The author IJanko-adigal claims to have
been Senkuttuvan’s own younger brother and an eyewitness of many
of the events he relates {ibid xxx. 171-183) ; and Gajabahu’s connec-

tion with Pattini (Kannaki) worship is confirmed by many confusing

legends and ballads of Ceylon. But, on the other hand, it must be

admitted that the said epic is a poetical romance abounding in mira-

culous episodes, that, if its title gives a correct indication of its con-

tents, the poem, in its original form, must have ended with Kannaki’s

ascension to heaven, that therefore, the prologue and the third and

last part, the Vanchikkandam were probably added by a later nuthor

r<> explain the origin and early history of Kannaki worship, and that

the references to the authorship of the poem and to the Gajabalui-

Senkuttuvan synchronism are found only in the prclogue and the

Vanchikkandam. It must be admitted too that there is no confirma-

tion of Gajabahu’s visit to South India and his connection with

Kannaki worship in the earlv Ccvlou chronicles Diparamsa and

.17ahdvamsa , though this argument cannot be pressed too tar, as they

.ire primarily interested only in the secular and ecclesiastical his-

tory of Ceylon and very rarely stray to other topics. Admitting the

Gajabalm-Senkuttuvan synchronism as well-founded, the identity oi

Gajabahu is still uncertain. He cannot anyhow have been Gajabahu

11 (12th century c.), as the Sangham age can by no means be

dated after c 400 a. c. But besides Gajabahu I (116 138 a. who
is usually identified with the Gajabahu of the Kannaki worship, we
hear of another Gajabahu, also known as Sri Sanghabodhi, who is

mentioned in the Tamil cyclopaedia, Ahhitlhfwa-chiiitamani ;
and

Srt Sanghabodhi I ruled from 245 247 a. c. Which of these two

Gajubahus is to be preferred will depend on the other evidence

hearing on the Sangham age. The (iajabahu-Senkuttuvan synchro-

nism is thus by no means the sheet-anchor of Tamil chronology

that it is commonly claimed to he.

Another synchronism, Karikala-Trilochana-Vijayaditya, is more
helpful. The Telugu-Colas claim descent from Karikala, who
embanked Kaverl and blinded Trilochana Pallava. '1 his claim is

made as early as the 8th century A. c. by Srikantha, whom the

Anbil plates of Sundara Cola ( c. 950 \. c. ) mention as an ancestor

of Vijavalaya ( c. 850 a. c. ) (Copper-plate grants in the Govt . Museum
Madras

, p. 14. ) ; and it is confirmed, not only by numerous local

traditions of Renad (Mackenzie Collection Mss), which indicate that

Karikala wrested it from Trilocana Pallava, but also by reliable

semi-historical Tamil works.
The Kalingattu-Parani (c. 1100 a. c.) (viii. 20-21) says that Kari-

kala blinded Mukari for not helping to embank the Kaverl and en-
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riched the author of- Pattinappalai (of Pattuppdttu). Mukannadu and
Pon-mukari were perhaps so named after Mukari alias Trilocana.

The Kulottunga-Colan-uld ( lines 34-36 ) refers to Karikala having
blinded him, who would not help to raise the banks of the Kaverl

;

and the Kiilotlungan-Pillaittamil refers to Mukari's loss of one of

his three eyes at Karikala’ s hands. The reference to the third eye

of Mukari unmistakably indicates his identity with Trilocana. The
Tiruttondar—Purdnam ( Tirukkurippu—Tondar

, st. 85 ) mentions
Karikala' s renovation of Kanchi by fortifving it and settling people
there. The Tiruvalankadu plates of Rajendra I ( South Indian Ins-

criptions, vol. iii, p. 395 ) likewise say that Karikala embanked the

Kaverl and renovated Kanchi. The Karikala-Trilocana synchro-

nism is thus amply confirmed ; and Mukkanti Kaduvetti ( Trilocana

Pallava ) is stated in a Tclugu Cola Inscription (No. 580 of 1907)

to have made a grant. Evidence of Karikala' s conquest of Renad
may perhaps be found in the fiangham lyrics themselves. For ex-

ample, Pattinappalai , devoted to the praise of Karikala, mentions

( lines 275-286) not only Karikala’ s victory over the Aruvajar and

the Vadavar, on the northern frontier of the Tamil country, but

also his clearing forests, building temples and settling people in

his own and conquered lands. If similar references are wanting in

the other lyric devoted to his praise, the Porunar-drruppadai , the

reason may be that it was probably composed before Karikala*

s

conquest of Renad.
Some admit that Karikala was a conqueror, and that the Colas

are later on found actually settled in Renad, but deny that Karikala

conquered Renad. Similarly they admit that the Pallavas were call-

ed Kacluvettis, as they cleared forests and settled people there, but

affirm that Mukkanti Kaduvetti is a myth, as legends have grown
around him. They do not care to enquire which other Coja can

claim to have conquered Renad, or which other Pallava cleared the

forests. They may with profit mark and digest the following re

marks of G. K. Chesterton ( Short History of England
, p. 24 ):

—

“ The nineteenth century historians went on the curious principle

of dismissing all people of whom tales are told, and concentrating

upon people of whom nothing is told. Thus Arthur is made utter-

ly impersonal, because all legends are lies, but somebody of the

type of Ilengist is made quite an important personality, merely
because nobody thought him important enough to lie about. Now
this is to reverse all common sense. A great many witty sayings are

attributed to Talleyrand, which were really said by somebody else.

But they would not be so attributed if Talleyrand had been a fool,

still less if lie had been a fable. That fictitious stories are told
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about a person is, nine times out of ten, extremely good evidence
that there was somebody to tell them about. Indeed some allow
that marvellous things were done, and that there may have been a

man named Arthur at the time in which they were done : but, here
so far as I am concerned, the distinction becomes rather dim.
I do not understand the attitude which holds that there was an
Ark and a man named Noah, but cannot believe it* the existence
of Noah's Ark.

99

There is equally good evidence for the Yijavaditya-Trilocana
synchronism. The Calukya grants arc unanimous in stating that,

after 59 kings had ruled in Ayodhya, the CaJukyas ruled in Dnksi-

napatha ( Dekhan ). The Eastern Calukya grants add that Yijaya-

ditya was the first Calukya, who came down to Dekhan ; but he is

said to have lost his life in battle against Trilochana Pallava. His

posthumous son, Yisnuvardhana, however, founded a dynasty, after

defeating the Kadambas and the Gangas. His son by a Pallava prin-

cess was Yijayaditva II, and his grandson was Pulakesi Yallabha

( Ranastipfindi plates of Yimaladitya ami 1018 a. r. Epi . hid., vol.

6, No. 36 ). The Western Calukya grants only say that 16 kings,

including Vishnuvardhana and Vijayaditya, ruled in Dekhan. Then,
after a temporary eclipse, the family fortunes were revived by Jaya-

simha Valla bha, who defeated Riishtrakuta Indra, son of Krishna.

His son was Ranaraga and his grandson was Pulakesi, who took Vatapi

( Badami ) ( Nilgunda plates of Yikramaditya VI and 1087 A. c. Epi.

Ind vol. 12, no. 19). The Eastern Cajukya grants evidently err in

making Pulakesi, the son, instead of a remote dcscendcnt, oi Vijaya-

ditya II. Modern scholars suggest that Vishnu vardhana and Vijaya-

ditya II may be identified with Jayasimha and Ranaraga. But the

western Cajukya grants distinguish them, and Ranna (Sahasa-Hhhna -

Vijaya lnd , Ant. vol. 40, p. 44) likewise makes Satysisraya Vallabha,

alias Vishnuvardhana of Ayodhya a predecessor of Jayasimha, toe

of the Rastrakutas, of Ranarangasimha and of Pulakesi, who took

Vatapi. Thus Vishnuvardhana and Vijayaditya II must have been
the first two of the 16 kings of the Dekhan, who preceded Jaya-

simha and Ranaraga.

From the Vijayaditya-Trilocana synchronism, on the one hand,

and the Karikala-Trilocana synchronism on the other, it may be con

eluded that Trilocana at first defeated Vijayaditya I and was there-

after himself defeated by Karikala. These synchroivstns enable us

to fix the date of Karikala approximately. The Badami Inscription

{Ind, Ant.y vol. 3, p. 305 ) of the 12th year of Pulakcsi’s son KTrti-

varman is dated Saka 500 = 578 a. c. His accession therefore must be

placed in 578-12=566 A. C. Between Vijayaditya I and Kirtivarman,
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there were 16 kings including Visnuvardhana and Vijayaditya II,

plus the 3 kings Jayasimha, Ranaraga and Pulake^, i. e., 19 kings in

all. These 19 kings must have ruled for about 19 x 20=380 years

from c. 186 to 566 A. c., and Karikala, a later contemporary of

Trilocana Pal lava must have lived in c. 200 A. c.

Rudran-Kannanar, who sings of Karikala in Pattinnppdlai , has

also sung of Tondniman Ijantiraiyan of Kanci in Perttm-Panarru-

ppadau Wc have seen that Karikala was also king of Kilncl. He
could not have conquered Renad otherwise. In fact, Kanci was an
ancient Coja city, which later on was taken by the Pallavas and made
their capital. But Kanci continued in the possession of the Colas,

not only in Karikala’s lifetime, but even for some time after, as

Cola Ilan-Kilji is said to have built a Buddhist chaitya in KancT
( Manimekhalai , xxviii. 172-175). The Velurpalaiyam plates ( South
Indian Inscriptions

, vol. 2, No. 98) attribute the conquest of Kane!
to Kurnaravisnu I, whose son Buddhavarman is stated to have been
a predecessor of Visnugopa, who is evidently to be identified with
Visnugopa of Kane! mentioned by Samudragupta among his South
Indian opponents ( Gupta Inscriptions No. 1). In a paper on the

epoch of the Gupta era ( Neiv Indian Antiquary
, 1941 ), 1 have shown

that the Guptas began to rule in 273 a. c., and that Samudragupta
was succeeded by Candragupta II before G. E. 61 =334 a. c. Kuma-
ravisnu I, who was at least two generations earlier than Visnugopa,
must therefore he dated not later than c. 334-2 * 20 = c. 294 a. t\,

and Karikala, who ruled at Kanci, not later than c. 294—20 = c. 274
A. </. Karikala cannot be placed later than Kurnaravisnu I, as from
the time of the latter’s conquest of Kanci, the Pallavas were in con-
tinuous possession of the city down to at least c. 900 A. c. Ilanti-

raiyan must have been either a Cola or a Pallava, as he was king of
Kanci. But as he is said to have surpassed the glory of the three
crowned Tamil kings, of whom the Cola was one ( Perum-Pdndr-
ruppadai lines 33-35 ), he could not have been a Coja himself. He
must therefore have been a Pallava ; and as he and Karikala were
both contemporaries, later and earlier, of Rudran-Kannanar, he may
reasonably be identified with Kumaravishnu I, the first Pallava king
of Kanci. In fact, Ijantiraiyan seems to be an exact Tamil transla-

tion of Kurnaravisnu, as Tiraivan is an epithet of the sea-re-

cumbent God Visnu. Ijantiraiyan is also said to be a scion of
Tondaiyar ( line 454 ); and Tondaiyar and Pallavar have the same
meaning. The Tondaiyar, like tj'.e Pallavas, are said to have been
lords of Yenkatam ( Tirupati hills ) ( Ahananurti , 213 ). Tradition
avers too that the Pallavas were a branch of the Tiraiyar ( sea-folk ).

5
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If Ilantiraiyan is identified with Kumaravisnu I, Trilocana may be
identified with SkandaSisya, the immediate predecessor of Kumara-
visnu I; and SkandaSisya and Trilocana are only various names
of Siva.

Nallanduvanar’s 11th Paripddal also enables us to throw new
light on the Sangham age. It gives the positions of all plmets at

the beginning of a rainy season. Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury
and Venus are said to be respectively in Mesa (

0° to 30° ), Mina
( 330° to 0°), Makara (270° to 300

3

), Mithuna (60°’ to 90°), and Rsabka

(
30° to 60°), on a day of lunar eclipse, when Krttika (37° 30'

) was
near the zenith or high up in the heavens. From a study of Gupta
and other early inscriptions, it is found that the Hindus calculated

by the mean motions of planets and not by their apparent morons.
Apparent motions came into vogue only with the extant Siirya

Siddhanta ( 10th century A. c. ) and even later, mean motions

continued in use side by side with apparent motions until Srlpati

( 1039 A. c. ) protested against their continued use in Siddhanta-

Sekhara , when they were finally given up. In making calculations

for early times, therefore, we have to use only mean motions.

More-over, as the mean motions of Mercury and Venus, whose
maximum distances from the sun could not be more than 26' and 48°

respectively, vary widely from their apparent motions, we are

perfectly in the dark regarding the Hindus’ rates of mean motion
for these minor planets in those early times. Therefore only the

positions of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are available for chronologi-

cal verification. Again, as the Revatyadi ecliptic could not have

been known before r. 500 A. c. and as AsvinT is placed at the head

of the naksatras in the period of which we are speaking, the Hindu
ecliptic of those times must in all probability have begun from the

yogatara of AsvinI (8°). The required positions of Mars, Jupiter

and Saturn thus become 8° to 38°, 338° to 8
C and 278' to 308". As

Krttika (37° 30°) was high up, and as it was the beginning of the rainy

se ison, the Sun’s longitude must have been between 90° and 130°;

and there must be lunar eclipse on the given day. Calculating for

the period c . 1 to c. 600 a. c., ti e only date that satisfies these

conditions is 28th June 196 A. c. On that full-moon day, the sun’s

longitude was 100°, and its distance from the node was 8°. So

lunar eclipse was certain, and the mean longitudes of Mars, Jupiter

and Saturn were 25°, 0° and 308
1
* respectively. Thus this date

completely satisfies all the given data. In a previous paper, I had

suggested 27th July 17 A. c. as the only such date, but that was
calculated with the Revatyadi ecliptic and the apparent and not

mean motions of the planets. We may therefore safely conlude

K. V. 25 6
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that the true date of the Paripadal is 196 A. c. and not

17 A. c.

Another datum that throws new light on the Sangham age is the

reference to the Maurya invasion in the Purananuru ( 175 ) and the

Ahananu.ru ( 69, 251 and 281 ). These lyrics mention the Moriyas,
in one text the Vamba Moriyas, as trying to cross the southern hill

( Tirupati ) which was the northern frontier of the Tamil country

( Tamilakam ), with the Vadukar ( Andhras ) as their advance guard,

but as having been repelled by Mohur aided by the Kosar. In

their progress southward, their cars are said to have rolled along

the passes of the dew-gemmed hill of many waterfalls. This

famous incident of Tamil history is commonly believed to refer to

an unsuccessful invasion of South India by Maurya Bindusara.

But the only basis of this belief is a vague reference to Bindusara’

s

conquests in the History of Buddhism of the recent ( c. 1600 a. c. )

and unreliable Tibetan chronicler Taranatha. Kven Asoka did not

proceed further south than Kalinga, and after his Kalinga conquest,

he deliberately chose for the rest of his life to make conquests only

by dharma and not by force. In his rock-edicts, he refers to the

independent Tamil kingdoms of the Pandya, Cola, Kcrajaputra and

Satiyaputra, but gives no indication of an attempt, successful or

otherwise, to conquer these kingdoms. No post-Asokan Maurya
king was powerful enough to attempt or even to be credited with

any such achievement. The Sangham lyrics, moreover, evidently

refer to a recent event, which had strongly impressed itself on their

imagination to such an extent that they content themselves with

hinting' at the place of the contest, without actually naming it, as if

it were too commonly well-known to need specific mention; and

there is no evidence of any kind for dating the Sangham age so early

as the Mauryan period. The epithet ‘Vamba’ (new or restless)

applied to these Moriyas likewise seems intended to distinguish

them from the well-known Mauryas of the 3rd century n. c\ The
Maurvas of Korikan, on the other hand, lie long to a much later age

( 6th century A. c. ). They were besides never powerful enough
to invade Tamilakam, so far from their own country on the west

coast. Samudragupta ( c. 300 a. c. ) is known to have invaded South
India, but the most Southern king that he met and claims to have
defeated was Vishnugopa of Kancl. Among his numerous op-

ponents, neither Mohur nor the Kosar are mentioned; and Samudra-
gupta was a Gupta, not a Maurya, though some would suggest that

the Guptas were in fact Mauryas revived. We must therefore seek

for other Mauryas. Here we get new light from Sudraka’s recently

7
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published Bhana Padma-prdbhrtaka (p. 18) which refers to a lVIaurya

prince Candrodaya as having gone out to subdue rebellious

Samantas. As the characters of this Bhana were all evidently his-

torical persons, who were contemporaries of Sudraka, the Maurya

prince Candrodaya may be assigned to the same age as Sudraka, i. e.,

3rd century A. c. He is apparently identical with Emperor Candra

of the Delhi iron-pillar inscription ( Gupta Inscriptions, No. 32),

who won Vanga, crossed the Sindhu and defeated Bahlikas, ruled

long over a kingdom won by his own valour, and lost his life in a

southern expedition; and the paleography of the iron-pillar inscrip-

tion indicates that it belongs to about the same age as the earliest of

the Gupta inscriptions. The reference in this inscription to a

southern expedition indicates that he was perhaps the ‘Vamba*

Moriya of the Sangham lyrics; and as he immediately preceded the

Guptas ( 273-497 a. c. ), he was also probably the founder of the

Traikutaka era of 248 a. c. whose origin lias so far remained

unknown.

The Sangham age may therefore be reasonably assigned to the

2nd and 3rd centuries A. c.

8



The existence of “Prose Works”
in Oldest Tamil'

By

C. R. Sankahan

It is a matter of common knowledge that no prose work, much
less any short story, belonging to the oldest period of the Tamil
language is extant now. But from this a negative conclusion as to

the existence of prose works in old Tamil cannot he drawn. For
in the oldest Tamil grammar Tolkappiyam ( Porulatikaram, Sutra

475), there is a distinct reference to the existence of four different

prose styles in old Tamil.

Patti tai va itta karippinanutn
Pdvlnreluhta kilavi ydnutn
porunmarapilidppoymmol i ydnutn
poridotu punarhta hakaimoli ydnutn en ~ -

rurai vakai nataiye hdnkena tnolipa*

The first line pdttitai vaitta kuyippindnum refers to the prose

bits between verses, found in certain literary compositions which
are known as campy in Sanskrit.

In the next line of the sutra pdvinreluhta kilavi ydnutn , there is

reference to prose without any admixture of words. Since it is said

here that this prose rises out of verse, later commentators perhaps
having in mind stories like Paiicatantra interpreted this line with

the following line and observed that the second line of the sutra

refers to stories having no verisimilitude (like the tale which speaks

of a friendship between an elephant and a horse). These commen-
tators take the third line of the sutra porunmarapilldppoymtnoli

ydnum to mean only such fables as Aesop’s. But it is not unlikely

that the author of Tolkappiyam had in mind the idea of
4

idealism

in art
9 when he wrote this line. And, therefore, he might have

thought of such artistic creations which turn our minds away
from the turmoils of this world. Likewise we may be missing

Tolkappiyanar’s meaning if we take the second line of this sutra

to mean gloss or commentary of verses.’
J

Tn the next line porulotu punarhta hakaimoli ydnum , Tolkapi-
yanar speaks of such artistic creations in prose which portray the

1. This paper is based on an interesting article by R. S. Di;:sikan in a

Tamil periodical ( Kalfiimogal

,

Aug. 1940 pp. 102-109).

2. Tolkappiyam Porulatikaram edited by Chidambaram Piilai and Vaiyapuri
Pillai, Madras, 1935, p. 437.

1
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highly humorous side of our life here. This prose consists of ‘ wit
*

(,edmatkarokti ), 'irony* (vydjokti ), 'repartee* ( pnityukti ) and
satire *

( vydjastuti ).

It is interesting to note here that Tolkappiyanar gives iirst

place to Hdsyarasa (cl, porulatikuram-Meypdttiyal sutra 247)

iiakaiye yalukui yiHvaran marutkai
yaccam perumitam vekuliyuvahaiy en

lappal ettd mtyppal enpa

}

It is significant that Tolkappiyanar gives the first place to

Hdsyarasa . This shows the highly civilised culture ol* the Dravidi-

ans who undoubtedly had a remarkable sense of humour. Here it

must be also remembered that Tolkappiyanar classifies laughter

under four divisions. ( Porulatikdram-meyppdt tiya l sutra 248) :

ye/ltil ilamai petaimai matanen
ruHappaUa hakai hunkenpa

We either laugh at others in mockery or while being undeser-

vedly taunted we laugh in sheer compassion at the meanness of

those that mock at us. On account of absolute ignorance also,

sometimes there is laughter. Then laughter also results in the

half ignorant and the half knowing state.

Lastly it might be pointed out here that the ancient Dravidian*

conceived also of three kinds of laughter. The compassionate smile

of a highlv evolved soul or divine being (like Krsna) at the ignor-

ance of less developed beings (like Arjuna) is very naturally placed

at the top. Moderate and temperate laughter involving a high

degree of control and therefore implying high culture comes next

and intemperate laugher which betrays childish (not child-like) ignor-

ance of which Meredith in his Essay on Comedy speaks, conics last.

muruvalittu hakutalum alave cirittalum

peruhac cirittalum end munrenpa.

Thus we see that in Tolkdppiyam there is not only mention of

different styles of prose compositions, but also a very interesting

subtle analysis of rasa. Wc have only these sutras before us. But

time has destroyed those artistic creations which the author of

Tolkdppiyam had in mind when he wrote these sutras. But our con-

solation is that happily, we meet with short story-technique in

late works of the Sangam period too like the Putahanuju and

Kalittokai .

3. Tolkdppiyom Pout i., p. 355.

4. ldid t

5. Kalai Magal AuC . 1 CM0, p. 105.
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An Unknown but Daring Project of

King Sambhaji
By

G. S. Sardesai, Kamshet

This is an age of expansion in research all round. Perhaps
the impact of rapid discoveries is felt more keenly in science

influencing life’s necessities than in purely mental subjects like

history and psychology. But the advance in historical research is

none the less striking. Workers in the departments of ancient

and modern history and students of Indian Universities are vying

with one another in discovering fresh topics for research and dis-

cussion and concentrating their best energies on them. There can

really be no end to this spirit of enquiry. The more we feel we
have discovered, the more glaring become the gaps in our existing

knowledge of things, making further investigation imperative. To
illustrate this demand and supply in the field of history 1 intend

in this short paper to place before my readers one or two curious

Sanskrit letters written by King Sambhaji, the hapless son and
successor of the great founder of the Maratha Raj.

It is a truism in human affairs that nothing succeeds like

success. This truism applies most pertinently to the unfortunate

career of Sambhaji. Because he failed to protect his heritage

against the heavy odds of Aurangzeb’s severe onslaught, we forget

that Sambhaji possessed several sterling merits of head and heart

and that he was an accomplished prince in many ways.

Sanskrit works have been recently discovered whose author-

ship goes directly to Sambhaji personally. His trusted minister

the famous Kavi-Kalash, popularly known as Kalusha was doubtless

a learned Pandit of the traditional type, well-versed in Sanskrit

literature and priestly learning, and certainly not a spy employed
by the wily emperor to compass the ruin of his adversary. Two
Sanskrit letters have been recently discovered in the archives of

the Jaipur State which directly prove the heroic effort that Sambhaji

and his minister put forth.

Students of history know how conspicuously the rulers* of

Jaipur served the Mughal Emperors from generation to generation.

Mansingh, Mirza Raja Jaysingh and Ramsingh were devoted
supporters of the Mughal throne and carefully secured copies of

the various transactions that took place at the imperial court. These

1
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records now so invaluable to history remained uncared for during
more than two centuries and are now being examined and offered

10 students of history. Graphic accounts of Shivaji’s visit to

the Emperor at Agra in 1666 have been unearthed in a mass of

Hindi letters, which mention that the poet Paramanand, author of

Siva-bharata , had also accompanied his master to Agra, thereby
establishing the contemporaneity of the two personages.

Along with these Hindi letters two letters in Sanskrit have
been discovered, addressed in 16X3 by Sambhaji to Ramsingh,
mentioning the former’s daring project of deposing Aurangzeb, and
seeking the latter’s hearty co-opcration for accomplishing that

object.
#

l he plan was quite feasible and had in it: every chance of

success
; but because it tailed, history must not omit to take

cognisance of it. Roth the letters are nearly of the same import :

and as they have not been published anywhere, I would reproduce
here the one which is more elegant and eloquent in style and
matter. I also oiler a free English translation for those who do
not understand the original language.

?nriTR jtswst

*ikgrfTOT4t

uM; sfroscRi

^ot *rui fcfWn * fiiSrararer qrresfWr

1. This is a reference to Krishna Singh or Kisan Singh, the only btm of the

addressee Ram Singh, who while serving in the Emperor's army in Maharashtra,

was by the Emperor’s orders put to death at about the age of near Parenda on

10th April 1682 for complicity with his rebel son Akbar.

2
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fSqTOTPi! qw Stf'fct gramr: Rrfqrt: sggfqq-

Ifq wtafsrcwiqarfq *r*Tri$rv!. ww f^gqsr: qgr^rqqfR ag-

wsw fq?tqfqfq wf# qf^fq'R *fwfeg^wHraq3'WR*pq ?fwm6T srfqia

wTqypwn: «fiqwgwTlf<rwwiq;$%iq ^qwrhst'qRSWr:

ifigr s.w wwr 53fwwsrsgrfafaqfwqww a»ir wfa^fafrr:?-

qwlwirqtfqwm^qTrHVRfosqwrafE’mq: *5'Et?-5tvgmft['g fwwaiwr^T

5?qqwT 'wqnmsrfsTnwwrq>w??nrgr*rf qq?wqww wrfqrft wqwrftiq-

^N/ww: jqrftar: %r^?^r?rg| ^rfT?rr: ^w qifiRi wifiarm:

%f^rr qifoT %fag*qg*Tt5r=pfwrgRErq geqrqwrwr: fqvrr ?*?&*,wrwqsr srq-

Wi*rq;t: wqsnviJT: qn?igF**n fe^rw: sftFWTqwigw: Wqfq W*U:

snjtrrH^TT wwfa ^wr aggfwwwTTTr ^raf%grf-#?g HwvrqFm wr-q:

f% =q ww wwt?rw? wsqwqFr: fe-RTOgr wjtwt ^mqsrqrasuwTgqi

gmr: war: tira ^grafg gw *THfarcnw?rqWT: wwrw^wr^rgr^-w

:

wwa.-^^tw.wg^r wiwsww %q. fsp 1% a witt *& ?rfa Rewrite gw^arw-

arwr ^qqtfiqrawRFrrrq; fwwa

w;wa irar g&riHg:
5
qfte^ a^w qfiq-.rfg ww awf^?rarfaw ^rwar

qw q*g Urc ^.qrifgaqi^ awaa R?qTs*RfguqRTgm\<n qswgqgwf fafgH:

w aaf^?frafafa: wa gwifta ?a*iwrfafavf\g^ wttt fa4\wa wq^rt-

fargrwi gwT^r afa sr^ aff sfwfe'wqeww w^a-w aga?w faaw
q^mwfaq: a.wr snarer WTF.q;: w^pa??wia\q;r^aa; qq nlaa awrfq waa^w-

area wa^wfafa srgfaafafa war ^a^wa^r^rarF^a waaraai fggfw:

$a: wqfi qrf»a awifq %f\afe?ftr waa?arsa^a wqfi m§i f^aaqra<a%

gqannr: qa?*wi\% waaTAsgr?wraigt %q;$rw arar?w fwft aaFa^ wfa?%a-

^arfaaaf^anaa^: gswroi favrw^a ^aaa?^ia afa^wfa aaaf a awr?ra-

qrwRrfawiqnafaar

afaatfa sftRnsfqqsssqrqwm awr ^ftastargaqdaqara aarqfargsa-

aa%«r. aug^vwwraaa^w faRTRf.qT^^aragsfvwr aafafa fq» ag&aa-

q^sfa^a fq^t^\g 11

“ Shambhuji Rajah to Rajah Ram Singh of Amber
Written c. November 16S2

[ After five long appellations of traditional eulogy]

Shri Shambhu Raja craves your friendship and after enquiring
about your welfare communicates to Your Highness his own words
in this letter.

2. Durjan Singh Hada of Bundi rose against Aurangzeb and caused him
•erious trouble for >cart. He was ultimately killed in a fight.

3
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We have received your communication and understand your

( bicct to mean that no opposition should be offered to the Emperor
of Delhi, but that his suzerainty should be accepted.

Thereafter you came to know l ow your son Krishna Singh met
his ru :n for having intrigued with Sultan A knar ; and after full

cons :dcrat‘on of the political situation you again wrote to us in

laudable terms that we acted rightly in offering shelter in our
dominion to Sultan Akbar, that you approved the course we
followed and that as we are Hindus, you signified your readiness

to execute whatever w is considered expedient in the circumstances.

If such indeed is your real intention, tl en you yourself ought
to take tl e lead in this affair. Tl e present wicked Emperor believes

that we Hindus have all become effeminate and tint we lave lost

all regard for our religion. Such an attitude on the part of the

Emperor we cannot any longer endure. We cannot put up with

any thing derogatory to our character as soldiers (Kshatriyns). The
Vedas and the codes enjoin certain injunctions of religion and
caste, which we cannot allow to be trampled under foot, nor can we
neglect our own duty as kings to our subjects. Wc arc prepared to

sacrifice every thing, our treasure, our land, our forts, in waging
war against this satanic Emperor. With this firm resolution we
have for these two years extended our hospitality to Akbar and

Durgadas, We have killed many a brave captain of the Emperor,
imprisoned several, released some after exacting ransom, and some
out of compassion ; several effected their escape by offering bribes.

In this way the imperial commanders have proved themselves

utterly incompetent. The moment has now arrived when the

Emperor himself can be captured and made prisoner with the result

that we can rebuild our temples and restore our religious practices.

We strongly assure you that we have resolved to execute all this in

the near future.

But we arc in comparison with you young and inexperienced.

We have seen and heard so much about your valour and your zeal

for religion. You at present fully possess the seven arms of king-

ship, so that if you muster courage and co-operate with us in the

task of annihilating the power of this Emperor, what may not be

accomplished ! When we ponder on this situation, we feel ex-

tremely surprised to find that you keep yourself so quiet and so

unmindful of your religion.

There is another point. You and we have well observed what

sort of a man Durjan Singh Hada is and what wealth he possessed*

But he sacrificed his wealth and relying on his own personal valour

4
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created such a havoc at our instigation, as you being so near must
have fully learned about. We from our side are doing our best.

We are planning to despatch Akbar and Durgadas into Gujarat, so

that you on your side must courageously execute whatever is

possible. Shah Abbas of Persia has signified his willingness to

support the cause of Akbar ; but it does not in our opinion behove
us to accept Muslim help in this cause and enable Abbas to gain

the credit. Was it not your own revered father Jay Singh who
gained the honour of helping Aurangzib to capture the throne of

Delhi? You can now follow the same example and obtain the same
credit by helping Akbar (to the throne). If he becomes the Emperor
of Delhi witli the help of the Muslims of Persia, they will gain

predominance. It is necessary to prevent such a contingency. If

you and we join our forces and place Akbar on the throne, we shall

get the opportunity of protecting our religion anil on your part you
will shed lustre on the house of Jay Singh.

My ministers Kavi-kalash and Janurdan Pandit are writing to

you separately at length. You will also learn all the details

personally from (our deputed agent) Pratap Singh and from the

trusted spies who will meet you. Please write constantly about
your own welfare. What more is there for us to write, when we
are sure you comprehend all matters so intelligently ?

”

1 have to thank Sir Jadunath Sarkak for supplying me copies

and a photograph of the original letter, it is difficult to say whether
t lie handwriting is Sambhajf s own or of Kavi Kalash or of a scribe.

I am inclined to attribute it to a scribe. It resembles the traditional

writing of old Sanskrit compositions. That Sambhaji knew and
wrote Sanskrit i readily believe : the actual composition of the

letters may have been executed by Kavi Kalash. Resort to Sanskrit

in preference to Persian is an obvious precaution against detection

of the plan by the Emperor.



Authorship of the Unadi Sutras
By

K. Madhava Krishna Sarma, Adyar

The authorship of the Unadi Sutras is still debated. Some
.-•.scribe them to Sakatayana, an ancient grammarian who derived all

nouns from verbal roots ; others to Vararuci ; there arc yet others

who identify this Vararuci with, and father the work upon, Katya-
yana, the Vartikakara.

Their chronological relation to Panini is also a matter on which
opinion is divided among scholars. I believe with CIolustiu ckvu 1

that though the Pratyayas given in these Sutras are pre-Paninian, the

work in the present form is the production of a much later period.

Goldstri?cker
,

s view, however, should be clarified and slightly

modified. Though a good number of the Unadi Pratyayas can be
pre-Paninian, all of them cannot be so. A correct interpretation

of Panini 3. 3. 1 and the Sloka Yartika thereon gives us a glimpse
of the true history of this work.

3W^fT Panini reads this among those rules which deal

with the Krts.
4 Adayah’, like that in hhurddayah , (1. 3. 1) refers

here to a list enumerating these Pratyayas. Whether Panini availed

himself of a list drawn up by Sakatayana or himself compiled one
of the suffixes selected from the latter’s work, or ot words formed
by them, is a question which cannot be satisfactorily answered
at present. One point, however, deserves to be noted. Sakatayana
as an etymologist derived every word from a root with an affix

;

and in doing so, he could not necessarily confine all his affixes

to the forces of the present and the past, as he too must have had

in his language words used with the force of the future ; but: Panini

in his Sutras 3.3. 1-2 refers only to those Unadi affixes which are

used in Vartamana and Bhuta. In 3.4.75 Panini says that the Unadi
affixes denote ideas other than those of the dative and the ablative.

Nothing would therefore be more foolish than to believe that Panini

restricted all the affixes invented by the etymologists to these

senses. It would be tantamount to saying that the words known
to Sakatayana and his followers were used only in these senses

specified by Panini. Nagetsa dives into the meaning of these Sutras

deeper than other commentators when he intelligently remarks

1, Pacini, pp. 170-171.

2. Laghttfabdenduiekhara, Vol. II, p. 807 {Kdsi sam . series4 No . $.)
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5?*nT^T£5nfai

*TfJJ^irTTft I

‘ Sangraln * means choice collection and by Unadayah Panini

means only some of the affixes invented by Sakatayana. Perhap ?

Unadi might have formed one chapter of Krt affixes in Sakatayana’s
work.

4

Bahulam * is always used by Panini to mean 4

often ' or
* mostly

>

. When the instances are numerous he says ‘ bahularn
and when they are only a few he has

4

drgyante \ as in the ucxi

Sutra (3.3.2).
4

Bahularn * is an adverb and here modifies the use ot

these Pratyayas with the force of the present. The meaning of the

Sutra then is this : The Unadi Pratyayas are used mostly with the

force of the present. They i*re seen employed will:

the force of the past also.

This reference to them in his work is to acknowledge that the*

words formed by these affixes are admissible in the meanings and
tenses specified by him. It scarcely means that he is in favour ot

the method adopted by fiakatayana and his followers in deriving
these words. Nagesa rightly observes :

Torr^f

It will thus be seen that Panini wants only to restrict the use of

these words. The restriction is his own ; otherwise his reverence
for his predecessors would have, as in many other places, made him
here also say : Unadayah Sakatayano bahulam.

The Sloka Vartika on this Sutra, however, reveals the imposi-

tion of a new* and liberal interpretation on 4

bahulam*, which leaves

the doors wide open for the etymologists to bustle in. On the

Sutra under discussion Paranja!
i
quotes this Sloka Vartika and

explains it as follows :

Patanjaii : RvSPTflf : Why has
4

bahulam ’ been employed
in the Sutra ?

Sloka Vartika : I

Patanjaii : c^T^TI

Unadi affixes come only after a limited number of roots and
not after all; it is to cover all the roots that

4

bahulam * has been
employed.

Sloka Vartika : ?PinU
Patanjaii : 5rre*l % Hgi%rTT 9T ^ STffeptr : I

Moreover only a few affixes have been covered, not all.

3. IUd Vol.'ll, p. 80S.
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AUTHORSHIP OF THE UIslADJ SCTRAS 397

Here ‘tesam’ which is in the masculine gender, refers only to

Pratyayas and not to Prnkrtis. Vasu forcibly refers it to Prakrtis

when he says :

; Moreover* there has been no exhaustive enumeration of the several

roots after which these affixes come : only some of them have been
collected in works treating of Unadi affixes.''

The first sentence discloses the inexhaustiveness in the enume-
ration of roots and the second shows it in that of affixes. Vitthala

in his Prakriyaprasada clearly points this out as follows

srw ^ swrer: i

Sloka Vartika : RJtiHl

Patanjali : t wfarm I Tfir-

wisirft i ft 3*: mvh : snpBrwj 3vrnpn *r *7srr«ft ?.?***% 1

ft =ar 3Pr?<rf qrarifa ficrrft ^ TT?*wrmfir u

'The various operations ol the affixes including those of their

Anubandhas also have not been exhaust ivelv treated : there; yet

remains much to be said on these. What is the reason for tin's

incompleteness of treatment ? Why do the Unadi affixes come only

after a limited number of roots and why have their operations not

been exhaustively treated ? This is to show that there are many
more affixes to be included in the Unadi list.

Sloka Vartika : 7JW3 \

Patanjali : Wra ^TSVt^P>jmrT^r : wA q^rrvi^; ?

How are Vedic words having conventional meanings correct

( understandable ) ( if they are not explained etymologically }?

The Sloka Vartika then gives the following answer to all these

questions.

Sloka Vartika : ^ ft** I

Patanjali : I I

Sloka Vartika : TO3CT ** HFCTU
Patanjali : ^ ^TTFfrT I

In the Nirukta it is said that all nouns are derived from
simple roots ; among grammarians Sakatayana too holds the same
view.

So much about Vedic words and words having conventional

significances. What about words which do not clearly show their

derivations ?

Sloka Vartika : *?*F 5H^?F: I

4. Siddh . Kautn., Tranbl., Part II, p. 331.

5. Part H, p. 599 ( Bombay Sans, and Prakrit Series ed. )
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There also the proper bases and affixes which form those word 5

must be inferred. The Sloka Vartika drives us to this conclusion
that we should think that Panini employs bahulam in this Sutra
in order to cover all other words which he has not enumerated and
which may be split up into bases and affixes as suggested by
Sakatayana, and that all the Vedic words, words having conventional
significances and words without apparent derivations have thus all

been covered by him (Panini) by this Sutra, i. e. they can be

exp 1 aincd c tymologically

.

The difference between this interpretation given by the Sloka
Vartika and the one given above is now quite clear. Panini in fact

does not employ bahulam as a panacea for all these supposed
ills. That he uses it as an adverb modifying Vartamana may be

known by comparing this Sutra with the next one in which he
says that the Unadi Pratyayas are seen also used with the force of

the past. Tn the light of this it is not correct to translate Unddayo
bahulam as “They arc too many.”

The change of meaning which bahulam undergoes after

Panini’s time accounts for the history of the Unadi Sutras better than

anything else. Panini, a very independent and reasonable gram-
marian, was influenced least by the Nairuktas and Sakatayana. But

this Sloka Vartika indicates that some of his successors who as

shown above, expanded the scope of this Sutra to include a great

number of words ( which are primitive or non-derivative from the

Paninian point of view ) in the Unadi list, were not so. The fact

that the works of the etymologists, like the various Pral&akhyas

>

have influenced some of Panini's successors deserves attention.

Kalyayana who, as will be presently seen, often favours the etymo-
logists is 011c among those successors and belongs to a period

not far distant from that in which flourished the author of the

Sloka Vartika. Much of the material in the present Unadi Sutras

relates to this period, though the form in which it now appears is

generally late. All this is clearly borne out by the following
evidence. Let us begin with Panini.

Some of these Unadi Sutras arc not hnozvn to Panini
In 3. 4. 74 Panini passes on certain words like bhlma , etc., as

Nipatanas (words which admit of no analysis into Prakrti and
Pratyaya) denoting ablation. In the previous Sutra he has given
two similar words as Nipatanas denoting the idea of the dative, viz.

ddsa and goghna. In the very next Sutra ( ) he says

that the words formed by the Unadi affixes denote ideas other than

these two, namely dative and ablation. From this it is clear that

Vasit, Vol. II, Part 2, p. 145.
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AUTHORSHIP OF THE UIstADI SUTRAS 399

he does not regard words belonging to the Phimadi group as words
formed by the Unadi affixes. But wc have the following rules in

the Unadi Sutra treating of these words:- •

1. 7, 1. 148, 2. 61, 2. 62, 3. 82, 3. 112, 4. 45, 4. 217 and 5. 22.

Panini 2. 4. 57 ( Vayau ) optionally substitutes aj by vi.

I dyu is thus accounted for by this Sutra as derived from the root

nj. The first Unadi Sutra derives this

word from the root zd (vdti). If Panini had this Sutra before him,
he as an Avyutpannavadin, would have never derived this word
hom a root as described above. It may be argued that Panini in

2 . 4. 57 wants only to enjoin an option in the substitution of aj

by ri and that as there are also instances of the latter other than

this ( vdyu ), this cannot be an incontestable proof ; but we have the

following indubitable evidence of the Mahahhasvu which instances
tliis very word under the above Sutra. What is more interesting,

even Patahjali does not know the first rule of the present Unadi
work.

Patahjali : s? 0*7 “w *ff’ ( 2-4-57 )

i fiwnr t rtfs’ ?

I wr*«nrqrr

i i

Nagesa with his characteristic insight and conscientiousness lias

not failed to note this.

Reviewing in the Indian ('utfurvt Yol. IV, p. 375, the Unadi

Sutras w ith the Prahrivdsarvasva of Narayana published as No. 7 in

the Madras University Sanskrit Series, l)r. Balakrishna Ghosh says

with reference to Dr. Kunhan Raja’s introductory remark “'Phis

commentary on the Sutras of Panini forms a basis not only lor un-

derstanding the meaning of the Sutras but also reconstructing the

history of the various systems of Sanskrit grammar” on the work
as follows:

—
“It is also implied in this cjuotatior, that. Panini himself

was the author of the Unadi Sutras. Such an assumption in spite of

Goldstucker, is surely unwarranted. Wc arc confronted with two
contradictory but undeniable facts in this regard. Panini knew at

least some of the Unadi Sutras. Ch Panini VI. 4. 97 ( ^ ),

in which the first three suffixes are Unadis. A number ot Unadi

suffixes are again mentioned in 6. 3. 53 ( 7. 2. 9 ? ).

It may be pointed out that though Panini know s some Unadi
suffixes, there is nothing of an evidence showing that he know s the

present Unadi Sutras.

7. See L. S\ Vol. II, p. 810.
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Some are not knozvn to Kdtydyana

On P. 3. 2. 178 Katyayana has the Vartika :

jiiwotf i

These roots take kvip and their vowel is lengthened when followed

by that suffix, e. g. vdk, sabdaprdU dyatastuh , katapruh
,
juh and

srth. After instancing these words, Patanjali refers to an emenda-
tion in regard to vaci and pracchi by another commentator and
rejects it as follows:

—

wr artv ^i%^^rritrr<ji i i

srtrot vrf^r^m i

I feTrTt RSTRR&Tfafa I j

3R?RF I ^RfR^rTT I I

RSTRR&R^ I rT^RrT^f?Trfm?% RJTRRtJT ^RRa|<R»p*<% ?.% ^T%a^T*3^r-

^ i rTwr?gg-^ ^ rfipnKriOr II

Neither Katyayana nor Patanjali knows that there is an Unadi
rule to account for these words. When there is an explanation in

the Unadi, Katyayana does not supplement Panini. For instance,

?^nw;3R*j (P. 3. 4. 24, Vartika 5).

Patanjali : ferf ir^rf WrarrfV^r: i rf^r-^^p: I I feR I

The author of the Unadi Sutras has, on the other hand, taken

these two Vartikas together to form his rule:

^i^srsirrot ^ i (2.57.)
o g>a

The plagiarism is clear. The identification of Katyayana with

Vararuci referred to by Vimalasarasvatl in lu‘s Rupamdld is as un-

reasonable as that with the author of the Prdkrtavydkarana . It is

deserving of notice that Katyayana, though he generally favours the

Avyutpattipaksa, has not even cared to comment upon P. 3. 3. 1.

In spite of Katyayana's various shortcomings, Panini has to

thank him for one great service which consists in having not tortured

Panini* s meaning. To him kahulam means what it exactly means
to Panini.

Some are not knozvn to Patanjali

It has been noticed above that Patanjali introduces a new affix

krukan (P. 3. 2. 174) to account for the word bhiruka. This word is

explained by Unadi 2. 31 by the same affix, and Patanjali, a staunch

adherent of the Avyutpattipaksa, would have never supplemented

P, 3. 2. 174 if he had this Unadi rule before him. In a supplemen-
tary Vartika (Isti) on P. 6. 4. 40 ( Patanjali

8. S.c Vasu, Tranbl. of the Siddhauta Koumudi, Vol. II, Part II, p. 146.
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derives the word bhrU with the affix tin, eliding the nasal. The
same word is derived in quite a different way by Unadi 2. 68 :

STi^T^ng: I

i

(
vrfrsar 5: ) which is an attempt to improve upon the Mahabha^ya.

Nage^a 9
refers to another instance of this kind. In order to

account for certain words in which r has changed to / Patnnjali

ays that the following may be added to P. 8. 2. 18. ( ^TT i\ *?::

)

N£ge&i points out that all these are words explained by the

Unadi 10 Sutras. In some cases the author of the Unadi work copies

exactly the Sutras of the Astadhyayl.
Cf. 6. 1. 21 w. €\ ( IJnadi K 73 ).

p. 3. 2. 75 ( Unadi 4. 105 etc etc.

)

Many more instances can he adduced ; but these will suffice to

show that the author of the present Unadi Sutra has freely drawn
upon the Astadhyayi, the Vartikas and the Mahabhasya.

Internal Divergence

This brief survey of the history of the Unadi Sutras would be

incomplete if we do not notice here the differences among our

grammarians in regard to the Vyutpattipaksa. Katyayana 11
in all his

allusions to the Unadi, definitely exhibits a leaning towards Sakata-

yana’s school ; but Patanjali in all those cases adheres staunchly to

Panini’s Avyutpattipaksa and refutes all those Vartikas saying ;

ir'nT^^Ts^^rr^ jrrfrnfV^Tft 1

Katyayana 12 himself points out that Panini is not in favour of

the Unadi ; and we can infer that most of these affixes are pre-

Paninian and that Katyayana does not allude to the present work
when he speaks of Unadis, On such occasions as noted above,

Katyayana says that Panini’ s rules do not hold good for the Unadis.

The Vartikakara, as has already been noted, is a great Vedic

Scholar. Steeped in the exegetical lore of his time, he cannot

but leave some traces of it in his work. He makes his allegiance

to Sakatayana quite clear when he says : tnT0FT:-

( 7. 1. 2, V. 5), i. e. the words referred to under this

9. See L. S . S. t
Vol. II, p. 808.

10. Vide Unadi 4.2 etc.

11. See P. 1. 1.61, V. 4; 3. 4. 77, 3 ; 4. 1. 1, 2 ; 6. 1. 162, 5 ; 7. 1. 2, 3.

12. See 7. 2. 8, 1 ; 7. 4. 13, 1 ; 8. 2. 78, 2 ; 8. 3. 59, 1. Vide the Mokabhdfya
on these.

K.V. 26 7
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Sutra are not Vyutpannas (do not admit of an etymological analysis)

according to Panini. This shows that he is not in agreement with
the Sutrakara. One thing must he said about this great grammatical
Katyayana. He never mixes up theories or their exponents ; nevei
tampers with the Sutras nor tortures their meanings

; there is no
cribbing, cabining and caging in his work. Whenever a point of

difference arises between himself and Panini, he clarifies his position

as well as that of Panini avoiding injustice and placing everything

beyond doubt. His Yartikas thus sometimes illumine the Indian

linguistic antiquity which is at times the despair of our grammatical

historians. Instances like the above prove conclusively that he

cannot be the author of the Sloka Vartika
;
yet scholars have not

heenlwanting to suggest that Katyayana is himself the author of the

IJnadi Sutras, it is a sorry sight that is afforded by theories appear-

ing in an uninterrupted procession, quite in the teeth ol the internal

evidence furnished by the texts. CjOLdstrOcker’s and Kielhorn’s
appeals have fallen on deaf ears. A proper study of the Yartikas

would certainly enlighten us on many such problems as the one

under discussion, which would otherwise remain knotty for ever.

This much has to be said of Katyayana in this connection.

When we come to the Sioka Vartika we see that the rule

is wrested from its context and interpreted in a quite

different way in order to obtain Panin i’s sanction. The filoka-

Vartikakara acted the role ol a liaison officer and made room for

convergence. What was the result? When the Unadis with all their

ramifications appeared later in the form of the present work, they

slowly came nearer and nearer until they came to be regarded as an

important appendage to the AstadhyiiyT. There is also another factor

which is not less responsible for this convergence. The author

of the IJnadi Sutras uses Paninian terms and Anubandhas which
make his work depend on Panini for its interpretation. What is

true of the Unadi Sutras is also true ot the other appendages like

the Phit Sutra, the Linganusasana, etc. K£sika has not commented
upon these. A comparison of the following Mahabhasya w'hich

enumerates the Upadesas with the Karika of the later com-
mentators quoted below it will indicate the truth. At the end of

Paspasa Patanjali says :

fcir i muiTg i arrow gw i firarig aft i

fairer: gw i i nrow gw I i >*rasnsfqr

gw i nrfaqfqfrg I srrfaqf^rroftr g^rftr i

i i^rmfq ^qr^fT: qsrro: i

8
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The Karika of the later commentators runs :

This includes the Unadi and the Linganu&isana also among the

Upade6as.

Patanjali s Position

Katyayana’s position with regard to the Unadi Sutras has been
made clear. VVe now turn to Patanjali. When the Slokavartikakara

justified the intrusion of etymologists, Patanjali refused to give

them a long tether. He instructed them to confine their busy
efforts to Samjnas and thus placed with them orders for ropes of

sand. According to Patanjali, the etymologists would have pro-

spered greatly among words like dittha etc. which do not have any
intelligible etymologies and which may be coined by any one. We
can now understand why Patanjaji, though in ail other instances he

«ays derives 1 * ssfay, etc. with the

Unadi affixes.

Says He :

14
*r^rq vjrg^qrrfar sroranrai ?ra: i

Vitthala also in his Prakriydprasdda says 1 *
: ^ HT%:

WTJf^Xrf I

As 1 " against this it may be noted that Katyayana regards even
such words as sankha , hantha , etc. as Unadis.

The Author of the Unadi Sutras .

Who is then the author of the Unadi Sutras ? Most probably a

grammarian called Vararuci who flourished some time after Patanjali

compiled these Unadi Sutras drawing fully well upon the Munitraya

texts as well as upon those of the etymologists to which he might

have had access.

Admitting that the author of the Unadi Sutras was called Katya-

yana, it may be pointed out that there is nothing to warrant his iden-

tification with the author of the Vartikas. Sanskrit literary tradition

knows several Katyayanas bearing the alias Vararuci. The two names
are seen mostly going together. Probably the true bearers of both

the names were only some old Katyayanas ; but with later commen-
tators almost every Vararuci comes to be called also Katyayana.

This adds perplexity to confusion and Vararuci thus becomes

13. See Patanjali on I

14. 3. 3. 1.

15. Part II, p. 600 ( Bomba y Sans. and Prakrit Series ed. ).

16. See 7. 1.2, 7* 3. 50, etc.

9
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a mysterious name in Sanskrit literature. The works coming under
this name are such as have to be assigned to widely varying dates.

We cannot but be cautious in all such cases. Svetavanavasin does
not attribute this work to any single author when he says .

That the present Unadi work is based on Sakatayana’s grammar
nobody doubts ; but what we cannot accept is his authorship of this.

GoldstrCcker’s view thus stands uncontroverted.

It may be noticed in passing that the Unadi Sutras have them
selves undergone some changes. Bhattoji17 Diksita in his commen-
tary on these often disagrees with Ujjvaladatta. There is also the

controversy regarding the real extent of the work ; according to

some it consists of only five Padas, ( Pancapddl ), and according to

others of ten Padas, ( Dasapddi). What is interesting above all is

that “ every 18 system of Sanskrit grammar has its Unadi Sutras
'

’

.

17, See Praudha-Manoramd, Part II, pp. 747-810 ; bee also Burnell, Cata~

logtte of Sattsk

.

Mss. in the Tanjore Library, p. 42.

18. See Dr. Chintamani’s introduction to the Uiiadi Sutras, Madras Uni-

versity Sanskrit Series.

10



Problems of Identity- ViSvarupa, the author of
Balakrldii and Visvarupacarya alias

SureSvaracarya

Hy

P. P. Suhrahmanya Sastri, Madras

In his learned Introduction to the Ydjnavalkyd Smrti with
YiSvarupa’s halakrida published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series

i No. 74 in 1922) the eminent Editor Mahamahopadhyaya T. Gana-
pali Sastri identified YisvarCipa, the author of Halakrida with

litresvara, the author ot the Hfhaddranyaka Yartika. 'The

identification has been steadily gaining currency since then.

Mr, P. V . Rank states in page 262 of his “ History of Dhanna
Siistra : it may therefore be held as fairly established that

\ isvarup a and Sure^vara are identical **.

To us, the identity seems to rest on rather unreliable and
insufficient data. Mahamahopadhyaya Ganapati Sastri relied foi

liis conclusion on the statement contained in a commentary on the

Halakrida (No. 63 A of Volume l of the Descriptive Catalogue of
Sanskrit MSS, in the Trivandrum Palace Library) which has the

following half-stanza.

There arc only two MSS. of this work, one in the Trivandrum
Palace Library and the other in the Trivandrum Curator’s Library.

The whole commentary is only on the first seven stanzas of the

Ydjiiavalkya Smrti and the work is a fragmentary one. But even

here, the half stanza has all the appearance of a later interpolation

as it forms the purvardha according to one MS. and the uttarardha

according to the other MS. (No. 1218 Vol. I. D. C. Tri . Cur.

Library). The learned Mahamahopadhyaya is himself put to a good
deal of trouble in interpreting it, as is evident when he asks us to

understand to mean ‘ presumably a title * and to

be the same as to press home his identification. If conjec-

tural interpretation has to be resorted to, it is much more easy to

understand to mean “ named Bhavabbilti, the best

Pandit ( gwi: Sabdakalpadruma ).

Indeed, the learned Editor Mahamahopadhyaya Ganpati SAstrj

relies for his own interpretation on the statements contained in

another commentary on the Halakrida called Vacanamald described

1
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as No. 122 in Vol. 1 of the Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS .

in the Trivandrum Curator’s Library. In this work, the author

of the Vacanamald begins stanzas 2 and 3 as follows :

—

trrerOTt 3^(7 %smr (srfarar.* 11 * 11

si*cr: II 3. 11

In stanza 2, the author pays homage to the well-known writers

on Dharma. Tl:e straight-forward meaning of the first half of the

stanza is “ Having paid obeisance to Manu, SureSvara (Brhaspati)

Yoglsvara (Yajnavalkya) and Tlvrakiranaguru” (Prabhakaraguru)—all

wfell-known writers on Dharma. But the learned Mahamahopa-
dhyaya wants us to understand by Suresvara the famous Vartti-

kakara to identify him with Visvarupa and take as

one word meaning Yajnavalkya. But, in understanding the line

thus, he has to face the difficulty of Suresvara the commentator on

Yajnavalkya being mentioned prior to Yajnavalkya and he explains

this away by stating that the author’s sense of reverence to Sures-

vara is thus accomplished by his mentioning him before Yajna-

valkya. This is indeed too laboured a method of explanation.

Particularly so when in the very next stanza, the author of Vacana-

mala refers to the author of Idlakrldd as Visvarupa in specific terms.

To strain that Suresvara in stanza 2 is identical with Visvarupa in

stanza 3 seems to us to be too far-fetched and illogical.

If we take Suresvara to mean Brhaspati, whose authority on

Dharma is next only to Manu and whom Yajnavalkya also follows,

and YogiSvara to mean Yajnavalkya, and Tivrakiranaguru to mean
Prabhakaraguru, whose authority on Dharma is accepted by Ananda-
nubhava and others, we will then have in stanza 2 a citation of the

standard writers on Dharma mentioned in their chronological order,

followed in stanza 3 by the mention of Visvarupa who comes after

Prabl.akara chronologically also.

The identification of Visvarupa, the author of Bdlakridd with

Suresvara of Varttika fame is thus far-fetched. Visvarupa, the

Smrti commentator must have been a grhastha throughout his life.

As Anandanubhava points out in his Nydyaratnadipdvali (see F.

N. 150 to the Introduction to the Brahmasiddhi) Visvarupa the

Smjrti writer could not have been a sannyasin at all.

jtsst: *T«rrfasTr fircfacr: etc. etc.

And if Visvarupa is different from Suresvara the Varttikakara,

there is no inherent incompatibility between the view's of Visvarupa,

2
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the Smrti writer, Mandana tlie Grhastha writer and Prabhakara ;

nor need there be any continuity in doctrine between Mandana
is a Grhastha writer and Suresvara cum Yisvarupa, the Sannyasin
author of the Yarttika.

We are of opinion that he who was known as Mandanamisra in

ids Grhastha stage was initiated as a Sannyasin with the name of

Visvarupa and came to be famous in the world as Suresvara. That
Visvariipa was the real SannyasI name of Suresvara is borne out by
many evidences.

It is interesting to note that the Sankaravi jayas do not give
generally the grhastha or brahmacarya names of each of the four

famous pupils of Sarikaraearya or even of Sankara himself. Sanun-

dana, Hastamalaka, Totaka and Yisvarupa are the Sannyasa names
l>v which the pupils of Sankara are referred to. Sanandnna got his

title Padmupada on his crossing the Ganges and Yisvarupa got his

title Suresvara on his writing the Yarttikas. The Varttikakara

is referred to as Visvarupacarya by such standard writers like

Vidyaranyn in his X iraranapranieyasavgraha , Kamatlrtha in his

ManasoUasa : Vrttdntavildsa and in Pardisaramddhaviya etc. (See

page 261 of Kane’s Dannasnstra ).

We are therefore driven to the conclusion that(l) the Visvarupa

of the Bdlakridd lived and died as a Grhastha and he was no other

than the famous Bhavabhuti—-a fact corroborated by the author of

the Vacanamdld when he states in stanza 13

referring to the Bdlakridd and (2) that the famous Varttikakara—
Suresvara was known also between the 8th and 14th centuries as

Visvarupacarya his Sannyasa name, his Grhastha name being

Mandanamisra. 1

1. For fuller discusbion of thib labt topic see the author’s article on

‘Problems of Identity* Mandanamisra-Suresvara in Part VI, Vol. IT of the

Sankara-gurukula-pattrikd published at Srirangam.
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Mariglanamisra’s Bhavana^Viveka- a Study
By

V. A. R. Sastri and K. A. S. Sastri, Annamalainagar

The Sanskrit-reading public owe a deep debt of gratitude to MM
Dr. Ganganath Jha for having left at their disposal the publication
oi Mandina M.Sra’s Bhdvanaviveka with Umveka’ s Commentary, in

two parts in the Prince of Wales Saraswathi Bhawana Texts Seres,
Benares. It must also be said that the commentary of Umveka docs
not help us to understand the difficult language of Mandana Mi£ra.
Now we have undertaken on the basis of manuscript and printed

materials to issue in instalments in the Annamalai University
Journal a revised, critical edition of the Bhdvanaviveka with a

more elaborate, clear and hitherto unpublished commentary, called

V'ifamagranthibhedika ( the breaker of uneven knots ) by one N£ra-
yana, the son of Visnu. This Visnu may be identified with Bhatta

Visnu, the author of the Naya~tattvasav.graha
,
a critical commentary

on the Tarkapada of tl:e Purva-MImamsa Sutras, according to

the Prabhakara School. If this identification is correct, the

commentator Narayana, a Kerallya brahmin, might have flourished
in the fourteenth or fifteenth century. This commentator has not
only availed himself of the materials in Umveka’s commentary on
the Bhdvanaviveka but also is in many instances an interpreter of
Umveka whose writings are very often obscure just like Mandana’s.
In certain cases Narayana differs from Umveka in interpreting

the text of the Bhdvanaviveka and in the readings he adopts.

The contents of the Bhdvanaviveka can be briefly noted in two
sections, the former a purvapaksa and the latter, the siddhdnta ,

regarding the nature and scope of bhdvand .

I

Purvapaksa
The purvapaksin, chiefly the Grammarian, contends that there

is no Bhdvand as expressed by the suffix ti in pacati and that if there
be any such thing, it is not different from dhatvartha—the meaning
of the root.

The answer
‘

’ for the question % spfrfa? explains that

the^root pac in Tsfcr conveys a particular kriyd and the root kr in

expresses a as in the example— So the
argument of the Siddhantin that the root

c

kr* in TOF epfrRT, the
explanatory passage of ^ref, means bhdvand does not hold good.
From statements also like ‘

fife ? vn-refo
»

f no bhdvand is known
except dhvanana

, the meaning of the root.

1
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If bhavana is accepted, tier) it must be said that dhdtvartha also

ip a kriya , so that two kriyds should have been known from * \
But only one kriya is evidently experienced.

If dhdtvartha is also related to bhavana as a kdraka , 3RTE (fire-

wood) in
‘ * cannot be related to the dhdtvartha pdka as

its instrument

—

karana - * as conveyed by the instrumental case.

If there is bhavana as dkhydldrtha , there could he no distortion
between

4

r^r%fir^r * and ‘ \ since both have pdka as dhdtvartha
and bhavana as dkhydtdrtha . If the personal suffix conveys bhavana ,

it should have in all instances a bhdvya
; but in examples like

* SltfrrT *, it cannot convey bhavana in the absence of a bhdvya .

If bhavana is held as the activity of agent-- -it must be
in the instance of and as such, becomes dhdtvartha in

Trrfcr. In the instance wvrsrsrfa it is evidently the dhdtvartha .

The nature of bhavana (l)as a power to produce the desired

fruit, (2) as parispanda, (3) prayatna and (-1) as apurva is discussed

and it is held that none of these assumptions is acceptable.

So there is no bhavana separate from dhdtvartha as the meaning
of dkhydtapratyaya. The passage— docs not there-

fore expressly convey the idea
4

but it explains

a niyoga with yaga as its object in relation to the

T%sfr*T: i Whether is necessarily produced by the per-

formance of yaga is not emphasized by this passage.

II

Siddhdnta

The Siddhantin first emphasizes that the root
4
kr ' in 'V$L '

does not mean kriydsdmdnya
,
since kriydsdmdnya cannot take ghata

as its bhdvya ; so it must mean bhavana . The root
4

kr ’ in
4 *11$

’ can therefore be said to convey bhavana and not dhdtvartha-

satndnya . So also in * 3E?rfrf ? T^UrT *
, the root

4

kr ’ means

bhavana. The personal suffix expresses bhavanasdmdny

a

only but

conveys bhdvanavisesa with the help of the root alter which th.e

suffix is operated, as th.e word in the compound Trai^nT;

expresses a rajavisesa (particular king). The distinction between
‘

’ and * <TnaT^nT: ’ lies in the fact that in the former th.e per-

sonal suffix cannot be used independent of th.e root, while in the

latter the word can be used independently. Even from state-

ment like
4

? vERffr * bhavana is known with some bhdvya—
pleasure or pain ;— or with dhdtvartha itself, since it is held that

such statements refer to dhdtvartha either as bhdvya if no other

bhdvya is known, or as karana if other bhdvya is experienced. The
term also conveys bhavana as the secondary sense of th.e root.

The distinction between and is therefore explained that

2
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the former refers to the dhatvartha as sddhya—to be accomplished

—

(since dhatvartha is influenced by the expressed hhdvana which is

always sddhya) and the latter, due to the lack of such influence,

presents it as siddha—accomplished. The relation of 35HJ to OT in
1

33f?T * is also to be explained only through hhdvana.

The distinction between ‘
’ and ‘

’ is to be ex-

plained by the distinction of the 35r[S3T3R—the activity of the agent
This Vydpdra is conveyed by the personal suffix, according to the

Siddhantin and by the root, according to the Purvapaksin. Of these

two, the Siddhantin* s view is more tenable. In expressions like
‘ TT35: * and ‘ *3333 ’ the root expresses only T3%fo,
since the action of the man, viz., 3TT3ST30T, is not known. * 3^Pi ’

since it is explained as ‘
*7T3> 35*1T3 ’ refers to a «P^R3T3T* as the mean-

ing ol the root ‘ kr ’
, which is distinct from 3135, the meaning of the

root
1 par *

; and so this Vydpdra , viz. hhdvana is conveyed by 4

ti
'

in pacati as the chief concept . Keen in instances like
c 3IR3 3£:

‘ '3R3 ’ refers to hhdvana with 32 (tlic agent) as hhdvya ; other-

wise no distinction between the experience derived from the

statement sjtR3 and those derived from the statements

and W3: can be maintained. Moreover, it cannot be held that

there is no hhdvana other than Kriydsdmdnya

,

since either the root

in 33fcT, etc. which is capable of conveying a hriydvisesa

,

or the suffix

which, according to the Purvapaksin, conveys the senses of sankhyd

(number), Kartr (agent), etc., cannot express f353RTT3R3. If dhdtvar -

tha is hhdvana, the usages-- 333, *3 35? 3STFT cannot be

justified in view of the fact that the ndmdrthas— 3T3333 and 35?

—

cannot stand in a kdraka relation to the respective dhdtvartkas .

'The Siddhantin adds that it is not argued by him that hhdvana

( the activity of the agent ) is always conveyed by the personal suffix

only. It is sometimes expressed by a root as in Strictly

speaking, it can be maintained that hhdvana is the meaning of the

personal suffix only and the results accruing from hhdvana are the

meanings of the root.

The nature ol hhdvana is described as—W3RfR3/3f^{3RT3R3-
^3—the total absence of inactivity. It can even be identified with
parispanda , in view of the fact that the activity of the inanimate

object results from their association with the volition of some
animate being as the T3%fo in rice results from the activity of

Devadatta, the agent.

Thus hhdvana is the primary meaning of the personal suffix in
33fcT and other verbal forms, so that the passage ‘ 3^3 *3^333: ’

expressly says that *3^ is the hhdvya of the hhdvana and it is to be
attained by one by the performance of the Yaga—3rit3 *33 313%?^ II

3



Logical System of Madhvacjjryn
fiy

S. SrIkaktha $XstrT, Mysore

If psychology is a science of mental phenomena, characterised

by the pursuance of future ends and of the choice of means for

their attainments, it is the special function of logic to concern itself

with the problems of truth and error. The realistic schools admit-
ting enduring objects and cognitions hold that all knowledge is

intrinsically right, except in the case of contradiction or deficiency.

The extremely idealistic schools however assert that all knowledge
is intrinsically unreliable and only subsequently by re-cognition

becomes reliable .

1 As perhaps the last great exponent of realism

and theism in India, Sri Madhvacarya’s system of logic as ex-

pounded in his Pramana laksana may be compared with other

systems.

Madhvacarya starts with a definition of Pramana as “corres-

ponding to the object*V This terse definition implies the reality

of the object, a cognition corresponding to the object and a valid

means of attaining such cognition. Thus it can be distinguished

from doubt and otherness. Asa contrast the Buddhist definition

of Pramana as efficacious knowledge' applies to the ultimate reality

which is momentary (svalaksana, ksana). The Buddhists stipulate

that uncontradicted experience is the source of right knowledge,

and this right knowledge depends on sensation, not conception. 4

The Mlrnamsaka definition of pramana* as a means ol right know-

ledge is from Madhva’s point of view also detective. 1 he Bhattas

urge that in the cognitions “this is a pot”, “the pot is known’ , and

“the pot is revealed” there is a sequence and hence the first leads

to the second. Since such cognition of the tiling is primary, there

are no defects of illusion. But Madhva urges that right cognition

is knowledge only and does not exclusvely depend upon the

object. In the statement “the pot is known*', the pot was mani-

fest, but, it is the knowledge alone that is revealed due to the

attribute of the object cognised. Therefore wc arrive at the

1. Prdmdnyam paratah,

2. Yathdrtham pramanam .

3. Prdpakam jildnam .

4. pramanatn-avisamvadi , arthakriyd-samarthyaAakfaniim-vastu-paramdrikj'

sat .

5 . Pramdkaran « tn .

1
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statement “ the pot is known* * and such a proposition is not valid

regarding the cognisability which is an attribute of the object.

Therefore knowledge alone becomes manifest as the object's

quality and hence is not different as another thing like right

knowledge.

Another Mlmamsaka view of right knowledge is that it is the

knowledge of the object hitherto undetermined and the means of

obtaining such right knowledge is pramana." This definition is

also defective because the right knowledge of the known is excluded
and there is no evidence for the assertion that valid knowledge of

the previously cognised object is invalid and its means also at>

invalid. Then if it is objected that all memory which depends
upon the previously cognised object should be accepted as valid, il

is not so, because of selectivity. The Prabkiikaras assert that

experience alone is \alid knowledge and do not accept the validity

of memory \ Knowledge is of two kinds: experience and memory,
the latter is born of the previous experience8 and since error is

possible, the view that experience alone constitutes right know-
ledge cannot stand.

If we accepted the Naiyayika view of pramana as the means
to the best experience (samyag anubhava) *

,
God’s knowledge will

be excluded as it does not depend on experience. To determine

the validity of knowledge, a valid means is necessary. This is the

witness {Sdksin) without which all knowledge would become false.

If however it is urged that all knowledge is not necessarily false,

because some other means might be accepted, it leads to infinite

regress. In this witness-revelation the nature of experience is as

“I know myself ”
. This witness-knowledge is knowledge only and

not its means. It memory is rejected as leading to error, then a

statement like “this was experienced by me” will be futile.

If it is further urged that the validity of memory depends upon
the mark {lingo) due to previous experience and becomes a means
for future experience and hence a statement “this was experienced

by me” does not become useless, there arises the fault of too

much assumption 1 Memory fs taken as the mark in experience

and experience is taken as the mark in previous experience.

Further, sense-perception will cease to he a separate means of valid

6 . Aj&dta parichhitti.

7 . Anubhuti , anudhigatdrthddhigantf.

8 . MdihiStipratyakfajd smftih.

9. Samyag anubhava sddhanam.

10

.

Lingatvena prdmdnye kalpattd-gauravatn,

2
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cognition. If the existence of the mark is indispensable for the
validity of memory, because of the same mark, validity should
he asserted of sense-perception also. But it memory is classed as
inference, sense-perception also should be classed as such.

To get rid of this absurdity Pramana should be defined as

“corresponding to the (defectless) object”. This implies two
aspects “ just as it exists “ and

44
as manifesting the object of

cognition ”.u Therefore knowledge is not of only two kinds
( memory and experience ), since there are also doubt, other-ness
etc. experienced by us. w

Sense-perception according to Madina is oi seven varieties

depending on the Saksin and the six senses. The witness-percep-
tion is of the nat ure of the self and of knowledge and has for its

objects the nature of the self, bliss, nescience, happiness and
misery, unmodified space, time etc. The witness-knowledge is

always valid and reveals only the specific and not the causal.

Whereas the Naivayikas divided sense-perception into nirrikalpaku
and savikalpaka and the Buddhists recognised nirvikalpaka as the

only valid perception, Madina rejects Xirvikalpaka. Me holds that

attributes are neither entirely separate nor devoid of particularity

from the substance. Therefore in all perception there is the cogni-

tion of the attribute. Since this is perceived by the witness, it

should be savikalpa only.

Mental perception is also indirect because memory arises horn
it . As that memory is due to previous experience it does not

directly depend upon the mind. The difference between memory
and recognition lies in the fact that the former can sometimes
function independently of the five senses and that the latter is

due to previous experience functioning through the five senses.

But both depend upon the mind allied with previous experience

and hence can be classed as sense- perceptions.

The validity of memory is proved by the witness experience.

The Prabhakaras deny the value of memory and subsequent state-

ment ( anuvada ), as means of knowledge. They assert that memory
merely manifests what was previously experienced and anuvada is a

statement of the meaning previously adduced by other means of

knowledge. But Madhva replies that both are corresponding to the

object .

13
If the object does not exist at the experienced time and

11. Yathdvasthita and jneya tisayikdri.

12. Smrti pramana dvaiztdhya halparte mithyd-j ndnadeh A' irdsdd« tiubha r </

viradhah .

13. Yuthdrthatvdnubhavdt.

3
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place, the cognition is n&t valid. But if at the time of cognising

there is no object, that knowledge is not necessarily invalid.

Memory however is related to a qualified object in its previous

condition as in the statement.
<c This object was thus at that time

and place .” 14 That previous condition being real, its remembrance
is valid. If it is asserted that memory cognises an object not

previously experienced, then all past and future experiences

would be futile. In the experience of the sage ( Yogi pratyaksa )

that peculiar quality born of mental discipline ( Yoga) forms the

connecting link.
1 * The mind uniting with past experience 1 '1

cognises the previous condition. Just as the knowledge of silver

arises from the eye associated with colour defect, so also memory
arises. Hence memory is proved by the witness experience.

Inference 11 may be defined as a process which makes known an

obiect not present, in the past or future
; or as that which reveals an

object only according to other means of knowledge ; or as that which

has the mark free from defects. Dinnaga defined inference as a cog-

nition of an object through its mark and Vasubandhu as the conse-

quence of a previously noticed inseparable connection between two
objects .

13 Therefore the mark (livga

)

implies concommitance (sdha-

carya ,
avinahhava , vydpti ).

w To the Buddhist inference is only of

the general, that is, it depends upon conception and not upon pure

sensation which cognises only the particular and momentary [sva-

laksana ksarta). Concommitance may be immediate or mediate. If

it is immediate, it has the hctii and sadhya (middle and ma jor terms);

if mediate, in its turn it implies the immediate. The Naiyayikas

divide vydpti into three, the purely affirmative (kevaldnvayi), the

purely negative (kcvala zyafireki) and concomitance (anvaya vyati-

reki). 'The Mimamsakas and Vcdnntins reject the purely negative

Ckcvala vyatireki) but accept implication (arthdpatti). Madhva also

accepts only the purely affirmative (kevaldnvayi livga) and concom-
mitance (anvaya vyatireki) since Kcvala vyatireki (purely negative)

is indirect and hence also arthdpatti (presumption) may be included

in sense-perception and inference.

14. Mdtiasam taddhi vijnanam tuccu Sdkshipriimanakam (Antwydkhydna).
Memory is proved by the witness experience.

15. Pratyd satti ; Sambandha .

16. Samskdra.

1 7. Amisanna-atlta-andgata-i'yavchita-aTtha-gdcaram ;pramdndtttard nu sarane

nail'd artha pramdpaktim ; nirdofdpapattih.

18. dnantariyahdrthii darsanam tadridu numdnam ( Vdda vidhi ).

19. Tririipallingallingini jnanam anumanam ( Dharmottara ) Anumdnatn
lingddartha darsanam.

4
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The validity of inference depends upon two factors
t:the concoin-

mitance between middle and major terms, and upon the minor term
delimiting the hetu ( paksadharmatd) according to the Naiyayikas. 10

Rut Madhva contends that whereas vyapli is indispensible, paksa-
dharmatd is not, as in the syllogism

4

4

the higher region is rainy be-
cause the rivers in the lower region are full Secondly, whereas
the older Naiyayikas employed the ten membered syllogism and the

later Naiyayikas only the five membered, Dihnaga retained only
two, the general rule including the example and the application

including the conclusion. In the inference for others (pararthanu-
tndna) the Buddhist says that only two, drstanta and upanaya are

enough. Madhva like the Vcdantins and Mlmamsakas recognises

the three, pratijudi, hetu and drstanta. But there is no invariable

rule that only so many should be employed. In fact as many as

are necessary to convince the other person mav be employed.

The logical fallacies can broadly be classed as contradictory

ivirddha) and irrelevant (asangatu) or as pramdna rirddha and sva-

racanavirddha (including chain or asangati). The Naiyayikas and the

Vaisesikas had five classes Savyahhicara or Anaikantika, Viruddha,

Satpratipaksa or prakaranasama, Asiddha and badhita or kaliltlta.

Madhva divides mdnavirddha into three varieties according to

pratijn3, hetu and dstanta. The counter-proposition (satpratipaksa

or prakarana sama) may be included in prati]ndvirddha . Dihnaga
according to the position oi the reason, worked out nine possible

positions, two being right and the seven being the fallacies of the

h^tu. Out of these seven two arc vtniddhas and live are sandigdha

or anaikantika . Apart from these, Dihnaga recognises satprati-

paksa.n Dharmakirti rejected it but. introduced two Buddhist

dogmas, that of the omniscience of the Buddha and of the soul,

which are beyond logic.

Sva-vdkya rirodha is divided by Madhva into unproved con-

clusion (apa-siddhdnta ) and futile rejoinder (jdti). The latter may
also be considered as mdnavirddha. The Naiyayikas recognise

twenty-three kinds of jati, and each jati has seven parts. But

Madhva classifies jatis as opposed to one's own word or action or

self. Casuistry (chain) as usually divided into vdk\ sdmdnya\ and

upaedret may also be included in svavacanavirodha. The twenty-

20. Pakfa dh irnuitvaui, sapuksc sativum t liposkecusuttr.am (Nyaya Fravcsa).

21. Atmdpratynyandrthorn tu prutyaksdnumdnam ca dveeva prumani. Hut the

Yogdcdrya Bhiinii Snstra and Abhidhorma Sargiti Jvabtra recognise three. Sthira

mati and Haribhadra also recognise three pramanas.

22. Tciibrbatsky : Buddhist Logic.
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four nigrahstkiinas of the Tarkikas are also included in virSdha and
asangata.

In kathd defeat is in curbing the pride of the opponent by
destroying the pratijiia , refuting the opponent’s argument and

establishing one’s own thesis ;( svasiddkisddhanam ,
para siddher

dusanam).** Further divisons of inference as purvavat, £esavat and
samanyato drsta have been reduced by Madhva to two, Drsta and
samanyato drsta.

The third pramana recognised by Madhva is the scripture. It

is defined as that which without depending on any other means
reveals things ; which is the best revealer of objects beyond the

senses, which is the word without defect. ** The defects of the

word are seven : (1) not revealing, (2) revealing a contrary, (3) re-

vealing the already known, (4) useless, (5) useless from one’s own
point of view, (6) including the impossible, (7) teaching a hard

way when there is an easier one. The import of the word is the

natural connection between the sound and its meaning,* 5 whereas
the Naiyyayikas hold that the import is due to the will of God.
Further Madhva thinks that between the universal and the parti-

cular, the particular alone is the meaning of the word. Similarity

is the instrumental cause, because in this view, though there is no

one universal in all particulars, a knowledge of the import is

possible in the innumerable particulars.

Madhvacarya does not recognise upamana, arthapatti and
anupalabdhi as separate means as these can be included in sense*

perception and inference. So also Sambhava and PariSesa can be

included in inference.

23. Cp. Siidhonam dusanam Caiva sdbhasam para samridi
Fratyaksam anumdnam ca sdbhdsamtvdtma samvide. (Nyaya Proviso)

24. Srdtantryina-asesdrtha-viftiya ; samyag-atindriyarfha-avagamaka ; nirddsa

iabda .

25. Svdbhdvika t deya vacaka riipa sambandha.

6



Survival of Some Asokan Forms in Seventeenth
Century Bengali

ny

Surenijra Nath Si x, New Delhi

Migration ol words forms a fascinating studv and no less

interesting is that of survival of peculiar verbal forms in widely

separated regions. Language may not provide a sufficiently con-

sncing evidence of racial origin or affinity but a common word
( ertainly indicates cultural contact in the past. Asoka, the Mauryan
king, lived and ruled in the third century n. e.; Dorn Antonio do

Kozario was captured and sold into slavery by the pirates ol Arakan

in 1663 A. n. Between the times of the Maurya king and those of

die Christian missionary there is an interval of two thousand years,

but they belonged to the same country and it may be argued that

ihc survival of certain Prdkrt words, used in Asoka* s inscriptions

in the Bengali prose work of Dom Antonio do Rozario need not

cause any surprise. We might have ignored the reappearance of

Asokan forms in seventeenth century Bengali but for the region of

their origin.

Doin Antonio was a Bengali prince and not a Portuguese noble-

man as his name may lead us to think. A son of the king of Bhusna,

he was carried away by the Magli pirates of Arakan and sold into

slavery. A Portuguese missionary took pity on him and rescued

him from a miserable fate and taught him the tenets of Christianity.

Converted into his benefactor’s faith, Antonio, for so he had been

named after his conversion, returned home and preached Christia-

nity among his country-men . Ultimately he compiled a dialogue

in Bengali, entitled
<c Arguments Disputoe sobre a Ley ”, which

proved very useful to his brother missionaries in their religious

controversy with the Brahmins. The dialogue was, thcrelore, care-

fully transcribed and a manuscript copy, the only one so tar known
to us, found its way to Evora in Portugal. 1 As a treatise on doctrinal

polemics or Hindu mythology it is ol little use. but it is the earliest

1, Published by the Calcutta Univerity Prebh and edited by me in 1937.

k.v. n 1
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prose work in Bengali, and as such, provides an interesting speci-

men of seventeenth century Bengali. Curiously enough, there are

remarkably few words of Persian and Arabic origin in this mission-

ary work, although Persian was the court language of the day and

a scion of an aristocratic family of Bengal, as Dorn Antonio was, was

expected to be quite familiar with the language and literature of

Persia. Dom Antonio’s prose is interesting from another point ol

view. The phrases, and the idioms, he used, are still current in

some parts of Eastern Bengal, and his vocabulary goes a long wav

to prove that the phonetics of the Eastern Bengal dialect except in

very few cases, has undergone but slight or no variation during the

last two centuries and a half.

One of the exceptions, however, is ol unusual interest arid

carries us back to the days ol Asoka Maury a. To-day the word

ptlrva> in polished Bengali and colloquial language, is used with

reference to the past. One would ordinarily expect the same tori'!

or puva in Dom Antonio’s prose. But he invariably writes “prok

(p. 6) “prube” (p. 41) and “ probbe ”
( p. 51 ) the sound in each-

case being the same, as Portuguese O has in some cases the same

sound as English U. Dom Antonio was not unfamiliar with the

Sanskrit form of the word , for in one place he writes opurbo ,
which,

is the Bengali phonetical rendering of Sanskrit Apurva . Curioush

enough we find the similar transformation of pftrva into pruva

in Asoka’s inscriptions. If this peculiar form occurred in the Dhauli

and Jaugad versions in the neighbouring province of Kalinga it

would have caused little surprise, but it is found at Girnar in far

off Surashtra or Kathiawad and at Shabazgarhi and Mansera in the

North-Western Frontier Province. E. g.

Girnar V.— 4.

Na bhutapruvam dhamma-mahdmata ndma .

Shabazgarhi IV—8 Na bhutapruve tadise

V

—

11 No bhutaprura dhranww-m(ha)ma(tra) nama

VI

—

14 Na bhutapruvam .

na {hu) ta pr(u)ve tadise

Mansera—IV—14

na (hu) ta pr{u)ve tadise

2
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V—21

na bhnta-pruva dhrama{tna)hamatra noma
VI—27

na huta prune.

At Jaugstd and Dhauli, nearer home, we find pruvam and prune

substituted by puluva and puluve (Reference is to Hv lt /sen’s Asoka

inscriptions). Not that Dom Antonio’s Bengali had no affinity with

Asokan Pvdkfta of Dhauli and Jaugad, for instance, the Prdhrt form

tnunisa and tnunise of Dhauli, Jaugad and Topra are not only found

in Dom Antonio’s dialogue but are still current in some of the

Eastern Bengal dialects.

It is well known that modern Bengali has a close affinity with

Western Prdkrt. Dom Antonio’s <f prub ” supplies but one link

in the chain of evidence. But one may naturally ask how this form

found its way to Bengal from Kathiawad and the North-West

Frontier Province although it is not found in the intermediate pro-

vinces at Kalsi, Kosam, Sarnath, Gaya and other find spots of

Asokan rock, pillar and cave-inscriptions.



An Obscure Passage in the Puraiias
lly

H. C. Seth, Ainraoti

The origin of Ciindraguptu, the illustrious founder of the

Maurya dynasty, is yet shrouded in obscurity. The later-day tradi-

tions of his being an illegitimate son of the Nanda king of Magadha
appears to be historically incorrect. The scholars now give more
credit to the Buddhist traditions that Candragupta belonged to the

Ksatriya clan of Mauryas. According to the Buddhist traditions

the Mauryas belonged to the same Ksatriya stock as Buddha him-
self. Now Buddha himself according to the Brahmanic and the

Buddhist traditions alike was in the line of Mandhata and Iksvaku

of the solar dynasty Candragupta and Maurya dynasty

will also thus appear to belong to the lamous line of Mandhata and

Iksvaku .

1 This fact is further borne out by a medieval Brahmanic

inscription at Yaghli in Khandcsh district ot the Bombay Presidency

according to which also Mauryas were the descendants of Mandhata
of the solar dynasty.*

Along with this we may also mention here our suggestion set

forth in detail elsewhere 3 that Parvataka ol the drama Mudr(l-

rflksasa
,
the ally of Candragupta in the overthrow of the Nanda

king of Magadha, is the great Porus of the Greek historians, and

that Porus, which is equivalent to Paurava, was not his persona!

name but a title denoting chief of the Purus.

In the light of these conclusions, \vc may examine the following

passage from the Puranas :

1. Wc have discussed these points* in detail in our paper, “North-West
origin of Candragupta Maurya **, /MORS. Vol. XVIIT, Pt. 2. The question is

re-examined by me in a paper “(iardhara Origin of Candragupta Maurya”
being published in the Journal of th ' l - . V . Historical Society .

2. The following is the relevant text of this inscription from Ep. Carnotica,

Vol. VIII, p. «fi.

1 TWTTR:

^5 11 1 11

II ^ ll

3.
‘

' Identification of Porus and Parvataka ” a paper read before the IX
Oriental Conference, which is being published in the Indian Historical
Quarterly .

1
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*tri fe# f^st i

^fo?T*R: ii v«. n

*Rr %% i^RTsrww i ?n?r

Ttfararfa it a*. u

<?rarf*r mfa fVs^rf?f ^ *r*ri | fa.-'iftVr

3?f: II v* l|

^rrfqr: fWr *rrrr i roranTOaftirt

^rqr-tfWW’tt ll y*A u

?r*ir srsjr^t ffe Kt i vrfiramt sRt#^

*t\3(*l&t n ** ii

I'isnu Parana ch. 24\

The passage under consideration suggests that alter the Kali

age, which began at the end of the Mahabharata, and the influence

of which greatly increased when Narnia began to reign, the king

Devapi of the Puru race and the king Marti of the Iksvaku race

restored the Ksatriyas and started a new Krta age.

It thus seems that in the older Indian historical traditions Kali

age itself seems to be a definite historical period, the climax of

which reached with the Nandas and after this Devapi, the Paurava,

and Maru, the Iksvaku, created a new Krta-Yuga. There cannot be

the least doubt that the Nandas in tin's Pauranic tradition refer to

the Nanda Kings of Magadha. The Pauranic traditions assign the

fall of the Nandas to about twelve hundred years after the battle of

the Mahabharata. According to most of the Puranas the duration

of Kali-age is also 1200 years after t he battle of the Mahabharata.

Moreover Pauranic traditions show a great hatred towards Nanda
kings of Magadha, chiefly Mahapadma Nanda who is regarded as

sudra, and like Parasuraina a great destroyer of Ksatriyas. In

Matsya Parana Mahapadma Nanda is even called as the incarna-

tion of Kali.

iTtrRfc^qTTarrfV st^rt i

wsrnni: n u n Ch. 272.

It may then be concluded that in the older Pauranic traditions

Kali-age seems to have ended with the destruction of the’.Nandas of

Magadha. Tn the later Pauranic traditions Kali-age was extended

indefinitely beyond the Mahabharata to include much later un-

popular and anti-Brahmanic dynasties.

4. See also Vdyu Ch. 32 Verses 38 If
; and Ch. 99

; Matsya Ch. 273 . Verses,

56 ff ; Brahmdnda, III, ( 74, 250 ),

2
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These older Pauranic traditions thus seem to indicate that

Devapi, the Paurava, and Maru, the Iksvaku, belong to the period

of the fall of the last Nanda king of Magadha, and they were perhaps
associated with the overthrow of this apparently anti-Brahmanic
dynasty. It is beyond any doubt that the Nandas wrere overthrown
by Candragupta Maurya, to which wre add our conclusion that

Porus or the Paurava, king of the Punjab, was Candragupta’ s ally in

the overthrow of the Nandas. In the light of this we may hazard the

opinion that in the Pauranic tradition under discussion the Paurava

king Devapi and Maru, of the Iksvaku dynasty, who as the Kali-age

ended with the destruction of the Nandas, brought about a new
Krta age, may be Porus and Candragupta Maurya. Maru is remini-
scent of Maurya and Devapi may have been the personal name of

the Paurava king referred to as Porus by the Greek historians.

Along w'ith the tradition concerning Devapi and Maru referred

to above the following old tradition is also quoted in the Puranas :

SjjEtfa FISH I

htt: u \* \\

Visnu Parana , Ch. 24.

According to this passage when the Sun, Moon, Tisya (i. e.

Pusya, a lunar asterism) and Brihaspati rJupiter) are in the same
mansion the Krta age wr ill begin again. This does not appear to

convey any important astronomical information indicating the date

of the commencement of the new7 Krita age, as the combination of

these four heavenly bodies would be re-occuring so often, as

Jupiter completes its revolution only in 12 years. May be that the

above passage is a figurative expression of the historical event which
ended the Kali age and ushered in the new Krta age, namely the

destruction of the Nandas by the combined efforts cf Candragupta,

Porus and Canakya. In the above passage, Candragupta, as he
belonged to the solar dynasty and being the central figure, is repre-

sented by the sun, Porus belonging to the lunar dynasty by the

moon, and Candragupta’ s Brahmin preceptor and minister Canakya,
another important figure in the drama of the time, as Brhaspati,

and Tisya as the Naksatra representing the country. 6 That Tisya
stands for the Naksatra of the country may be also borne out by
the importance given to it by ASoka in his inscriptions. On the

Tisya days his royal proclamations w7ere to be read out, and
slaughter of many animals on these was occasions also prohibited.

5. It is a common astrological practice to repretent the living beings includ-

ing the kings by planets while all inanimate things including countries are re-

presented by Rasis and Naksatra*.

3



The Original Places ot Some Indo-Muslim
Inscriptions of Ahmadnagar

Hy

C. H. Shaikh, Poona

A careful study ot the Indo-Muslim Inscriptions of Ahmad-
nagar reveals that some of them are to be found at places which are

not their original homes. In the following lines an attempt is

made to show where these should have properly been.

The earliest known lndo-Muslim inscription of Ahmadnagar is

ike one that records the construction of the fort “Panah-i-lslairi,

fiisar-i-Bhingar’V preserved on a stone fixed in a wall of the Mulla
Masjid of Bhingar, Ahmadnagar.

The fort was begun during the reign of Muhammad Sh all

I'alimanT, and completed, as the inscription evidently means, by

Maliku’sKSharq Badru’d-DTn Hilal in 778 a. h. 1376-77 n., two
years after Muhammad Shah’s death.

That the inscription does not belong to the Mulla Masjid

where it is now to be found is certain. It is, however, quite

possible that the old fort, of which even the traces have com-

pletely disappeared, had, within its boundaries, the present Mulla

Masjid, and that after the ruination of the old fort the inscriptional

uone was brought and preserved on the wall where it is to be

found now. This is, however, a mere conjecture.

Two further instances of misplaced inscriptions are the loose

slabs lying in the Kotla of Bara Imam, Ahmadnagar, of which the

text, readings, translations and notes were published” by Mr. G.

YazdanI in the Epigraphia fnrfo-Moslemica .

7
Let us take the first,

viz. Plate XXVI (a):

-6>c bv-fc hi 1 Hk? I

^ j

* If
j
0 6

^ ^
h *

3 f 11 *
IsJ ^ 3 J 1

1 cy ^

^,xi U 1 dt'if *
O'*** I lO/*

q r< # L*-~J m

1. Published with a reading translation and note by Dr. NA?im in the

Epigraphia Ittdo-Moslemica, 1933-34 (Supplement), pp. 4-5 (Plate To).

2. 1935-36, pp. 39-40 ( Plate XXVI (a) and (b) ).

1
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As is evident, the inscription records the construction o f a

mosque called Sunehri Masjid by Sayyid Asad Amir Ja‘far in 937 A.n

1531 A. d. This was evidently in the reign of Burhan Nizam Sliai s

1 (915-960 a. ii.—1509-1533 a. d.). But as far as 1 know there war

no mosqu of the name in the compound of what was then called

^U) Perish ta and Tabataba speak of the building oi

the present Kotla during tlie reign, and by the order, of Burhan

Nizam Shah 1, but there is no mention of Sunehri Mosque within

the precinets of the * I * o \ ) .0 t.£d

On the other hand, there is a mosque in Ahmadnagar of that

name, the description of which is given in the Bombay Gazetteer'

Its building, however, is wrongly attributed therein to Nizamu*!-

Mulk (1720-1748); and since it has been altered so often to suit the

requirements of its occupiers/ it is very difficult to point out where

the inscriptional stone-slab exactly fitted in. There is, however, no

doubt that the stone-slab bearing the above inscription does not

belong to the present Kotla of Bara Imam.

The other slab bearing an inscription, also lying in the Kotla o»

Bara Imam, is the next to be considered. The inserption is in a

very bad condition and records the construction of a mosque by

Sayyid Jalal. He records that he has built a tomb for himself in the

premises of the mosque.

In the A/fisr/tf-i-Ahmadnagar/ which primarily deals with the

historical buildings of Ahmadnagar, there is mention of a mosque
called the Chubi n- 11asj i

d

, build by one Sayyid Jalal Dakhani, who
was “an unrivalled Qari and Hafiz (reciter of Qur'an and one who lias

committed it to his memory)”. Further more, there is an account

3. Vol. XVII, p. 699.

4. Until 1884, according to the account of Camtheli. in the Bombay Gazetteer

( Vol. XVII, p. 699 ), this mosque was the residence of a Piir si gentleman ( with

whom it was mortagaged by its caretaker rmainkhan * Umarkhiin ) and was

altered and added to. Before 1939-40 it formed part of the Ripon Hospital, and
was used as residential quarters for one of the Senior Medical Officers. This
year (1940) the mosque was separated by a none wall and handed over by the

Government to the Ahmadnagar Waqf Committee. Originally, now what is

known as the Ripon Hospital, formed part of the land endowed for the main
tenance of this mosque.

5. (Ahmadnagar, 1305 a. ii. ) Ft. I, p. 76.

'Phis is a translation in Hindustani by Shaikh Isma'il La‘1 called I'Iflfi;,

oi the so far unpublished Persian book called Tarikh-i-Shihabl of Qflijf

Shihabu'd-DIn, the chief Qa<;U of Ahmadnagar. Two copies of this (in

manuscript ) are to be found in the ishlmiya Library of Ahmadnagar.

2
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ol this mosque in the Bombay Gazetteer' where St is also mentioned
that the said mosque was built by “Syed Jeial Dakhnl in the reign

of Burhan Nizam Shah (1 508- 1
553)’

'

.

That it is the Chubin Aiasjid the building of which the inscrip-

tion in question records, is further borne out by the fact that tire mos-

que has. in its compound, a tomb, in all probability that of Sayyid

Jalal DakhanI (Cf. o y ^ r
-
as mentioned in

i he inscription).

The old Chubin Mosque, situated in Shah Haider’s Mohalla,

has been recently repaired by one Bane Sfiheb Bhishti: since then it

has been known as Bhisht ivonkt Masjid.

Other instances of inscriptions lying in improper places are to

he found in the case of some loose slabs lying in tire Civil court ot

Ahmadnagar. Let us consider these one by one.

The first to be considered is the one that records

* hi o .~l Hadrat Sayyid Ibrahim Shah was originally

a native of Nagur and died, as the inscription records, in 967 a. ii.

1559-60 A. i). at Ahmadnagar. He was buried in the burial ground,
near the Dane Dabra ( Grain Market ), near the Takya of Kala Shah.
r

rhe AJisgar Community (who call themselves as the Nagur

T

Muslim Misgars ), who are the disciples oi this saint, have very

recently erected a fine garden round about his tomb (which is still

to be seen).

The stone-slab hearing the inscription in question was pro-

duced by the Misgars in a civil suit No. 2 of 1899 as evidence, and

since then it is lying in the court.

Another loose slab bearing inscription, and which also lies in

the civil ccurt, records the building of shops for the maintenance

of the Badshahl Masquer This mosque is situated in the Gunj
Bazar, and is recorded to have been built by the emperor Aurangzib

(1658-1707)/' The inscription,— it must be clearly pointed out,

—

merely records the building of shops ( and not of the mosque itself )

for the maintenance of the mosque, in 1258 A. H. 1868-69 a.ij., and

was also produced in the civil suit No. 2 ol 1899 by the Misgars who
have the zvahlzcat of this mosque.

6. Voi. xvii, p. (m.
7. Publishfed with a reading* translation -and note by l)i. N.V^.im iu the

Epigraphia lndo-Mosltmica ,
1933-34 ( supplement ), pp. 5-6 ( Plate lb ).

8. A full description of this, mosque is to be found in the Bombay Oa*etU*r t

Vo!. XVII, p. 699.

9. Ibid.
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The tliird inscription in the District Judge’s court is the one that

refers to the garden of Farah Bakhsh .

1H The foundation of this im-

memorial garden was laid by Changlz Khan, while it was built under
the supervision of Ni* mat Khan Samnani. But as it did not appeal

to the king Murtada Nizam Phah ( 1565-1588 )> he ordered it to be

demolished and another one erected in its place. The new garden.

Bag];- i-Farah BaWish, was completed by Salabat Khan. 11

The Farah Bakhsh Garden is situated about two miles south-easi

of the city and is known as Farah Bagh now. Tt is at present among
the ‘ protected monuments ’ of Ahmadnagar.

Be that as it may, there is no doubt whatsoever about the inscrip-

tion belonging to the Farah Bakhsh Garden ; and since its founda-
tion was laid by the famous wazlr and noble Changlz Khan, the slab

was probably left in his palace which is now used as the District

Judge’s court.

The last to be mentioned in this series is the inscription on a

wall inside Bastion No. 1 of the Ahmadnagar Fort. 1 * In his note on
the above inscription Dr. NAzim justly remarks :

“ This stone ap-

parently does not belong to this bastion as there are no traces of any
mosque on it.”

1 * The mosque to which the inscription refers was
built in 1083 A. H.-1672-73 a. d. by Mir Zainu’-l-

4 Abedln during the

government of Nawvvab Isma‘11 Khan. Dr. NAzim could not
“ trace any reference to this Nawvvab in the historical works of that

period.” 1 have, however, found a reference to this gentleman in

the ‘Alainglrnarna of Muhammad KAzim, u wherein the following

passage occurs in the 46th year of the life of AurangzTb :

j )
b r9 r*"* ^ ^ Uv* I

^

^ Uw < >, » U) .
J } .0- ;);f J J ] jt

3 j b— 1
3

•>* r~ 3 ) * cii
)
j3B.i

la. J

3
l

j J"e
-jr *)

[L
j

Jt-Uji

r\ Lb * kV
J
^OA,*

y J JyKH A txiij
J

c;

t_Sr^*

10. l or a full description see Epigraphia Indo-MosUmica

,

1933-34 ( Supple-
ment ), pp. 11-12 ; Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XVII, 703-704 ; Mugda-i-Ahmadnagar,
Pt. I, p. 36-37 ; MirIkak, Ahmadnagar Cha Prdchin Itihas, ( Ahmadnagar, 1919 ),

pp. 49-51 ; etc.

11. For details see 1 bid.

12* Published with a reading, translation and note by Dr. NA?im in the

Epi. Ind.-Mo>\ , 1933-34 ( Supplement ), p. 13 ( Plate Villa ).

13* Ibid.

14. Bib. Ind* series, p. 755.
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From this it is quite clear that in the 4(>th year of Aurangzib*s

,ii e (he was born in 1027 A.u.-lblS a. i>. ) that is to say, in 1073 a.h.

IMj3 a. i>., Isma‘il Khan, who was the (JiTadar of Ahrnadnagar,

received a certain promotion in his rank. After ten lunar years i. e.

m 1083 a. H. -1672-73 a. d. he is represented, in the inscription, to

he at the head of the government 1
' of Ahmad nagar.

I have not been so far able to get any information about iVHr

ZiiiruTl-
cAbedm who is said to have built the mosque; nor has it

hecn possible for me to find out to which mosque the inscription in

question refers.

15. This seems to be the meaning of the phrase

5
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Test of the Vedic Eclipse-cycle
liy

R. Siiamsastry, Mysore

The unaccountable conviction of Oriental scholars that tin

Vedic poets had no astronomical knowledge and that the Vedas aiv

their childish utterances describing the usual celestial phenomena
in such dim and unconnected terms as those of our own children
are when they attempt to give us their impression of similar pheno-
mena in our own days accounts for the utter failure in interpreting
the ancient texts as satisfsetorily as possible. My close study of

these scriptures has however revealed to me that eclipse-cult is the

main theine of the Vedas. Accordingly 1 published two books
entitled “ Drapsa : the Vedic Cycle of Eclipses**, and “ Eclipse-

cult in the Vedas, Bible, and Koran**. But the response of scholars

for or against my view has been quite meagre. Feeling however
no disappointment, 1 renewed my study of the texts and unearthed
their puzzling description of the nodal year or the period during
which the sun returns to the same node which he left about 34b

days before. It is as follows -

The Tait. Ar. (11) says that the luminaries have the Vayus or

winds for their horses (Vayvasva rasmipatayah ) . Rg. 1,164,3 says

that seven horses are yoked to the sun’s chariot. The Tait. S.

(3,4,2) says that the Vayus (same as the Maruts) are seven and a

thousand are their teams. According to the Tait. Ar, (1,4) there

are three eclipses in one thousand days. A. V. 9, 10, 26 says “Three
beings are there with their heads covered with hair (evidently

eclipses). Of them ( the sun and the moon) one (the moon)
lays his seed in due season (Rtii) in the year and another (the sun)

surveys the whole world with his bright rays untarnished, while the

former (the clcipsed moon) is not seen.** A. V. 13, 2, 38 and

13, 3, 14 says that the Ilamsa soars to heaven with wings spread
over a thousand days' continued journey. The seven Maruts
identified with the sun's horses evidently represent a half of a

Parva of 14 days. A Marudgana or troop of Maruts consists of

forty-nine Maruts. It follows therefore that in the course of about
a thousand days these fortynine half-parvas bring about three lunar

eclipses. In other words fortynine half parvas make one eclipse

-

year. Now fortynine half-parvas are equivalent to 49 x 7 *= 343

days—a period which is very near to our modern eclipse-year of

346 days. Three times 343 days make 1029 days. This excess of

1
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nearly 30 days is not lost sight of by the Vedic poets. Dividing
these days by three and adding ten days to each of the three eclipse-

years, evidently to arrive at a full-moon day in the case of lunar

eclipses and a new-moon day in the case of solar eclipses they say

in Rg. 6, 44, 24,
44 The moon has developed of its own will a well

with ten lifting machines”; in Rg. 9,1, 7-8,
44 Ten sisters (ten

days) press the Sonia on the skin (skin-like sky)”; and in Rg. 10, 4, 6,
“ As two robbers lurking in a forest seize with ten cords, so the

two hands seize upon the touchwood with ten fingers (to generate

rhe fire)/

'

It must be borne in mind that generating fire, Soma-pressing,

and other acts done in the sacrificial hall are all an imitation of the

natural phenomena observed in the sky during the season of solar

and lunar eclipses. In the case of lunar eclipses ten days arc

personified as ten sisters engaged in pressing the moon towards the

eclipse-point called the node or lifting up Soma from a well for ten

days by ten ropes. Likewise in the case of solar eclipses ten

robbers (of the calves of the sun-cow) are said to drag the sun by

ten ropes towards the node, The fire generated is the eclipse-fire

in the sky. The east and west points personified as two trees are

represented by the two pieces ol touch-wood in the sacrificial hall.

Eclipses are variously described : It is a fight between two bulls for

the possession of the sun-cow ; it is Sipivista or the sun covered

overby the private parts ol India or \rtra; it is a chase alter

thieves carrying off the calves (rays) oi the sun-cow ;
or it is \ rtra-

serpent keeping waters (rays of sun-light) pent up in its coils, and

so on.

It is now clear that the Vedic poets were familiar with three

kinds of years : the year of eclipse or Agni of 343 or 344 days, the

lunar year of 354 days, and the solar year of 365 or 366 days. It

may now be taken for granted that Vedic Agni is an eclipse per-

sonified as fire. The fortynine hone-like Maruts or Vavus passing

through camps of seven days carry the sun or the moon to the

dangerous point of Agni or node and cause them to fall a prey to

the eclipse demons. If in the 49th period of half-parva or week of

seven days (so to speak) there occurs a new moon, a solar eclipse is

sure to happen ; or if it is a full moon, a lunar eclipse is equally

certain. If the eclipse is in the morning, the Parva is called Krta ;

if on midday, it is Treta ; if in the evening, it is Dvapara ; and if

1. Dividing 1000 into three partb and adding 10 to each part, we can alto

arrive at 343. For division of 1000 into three part*, kc Flack Ya ju* \. 5, 7 •

and VII. 1
,

9
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It happens at night, it is termed Kaliyuga. The method of calculat-

ing these Parvayugas are explained in my “ Drapsa : the VediV
Cycle of Eclipses The race of the fortynine half-Parvas nearly

equal to three times 12 lunar months terminating in Krta, Treta,

Dvapara, or Kali Parvas, in the course of 1000 days is the source
of the Aksadyuta or dice play frequently referred to in the Vedas.
The word “ Ak$a ”, made by the combination of the first and last

letters of the Devanagari alphabet signifies fortynine, there being
16 Svaras, 25 Spar&i letters and eight Antastha letters in the

alphabet. The number of dice pieces formed of Vibhltaka nuts
taken for the play out of 1000 such pieces is fortynine or sometimes
fifty. The game is like the Chauka Bhara play or Koweri play of

our own days.

The Maruts, fortynine in number, are called Krldins, 1 players

or sportsmen in the Vedas. They are believed to be playing with

the seven horses of the sun and also of the moon. In the Rajasuya
sacrifice which represents a lunar eclipse, the seven Ratnins or

officers of the king represent the seven horses of the sun and the

fortynine or fifty dice-pieces the fortynine Maruts. As only two
players can play at dice at a time, the seven Ratnins seem to have

formed themselves into twenty-one sets of two players each, on the

principle of combination. As it is very important, it should be clearly

understood. It can be explained as follows :—Let us suppose there

are seven men called a, b , c, d , e, /, and g> Now a with the other

six fellows can form only six sets of two each, as ah
, ac , ad , ae , aft

and ag
; b with five others only five sets as be, bd , be , &/, and bg

;

c with four others only four sets as cd , ce , cf, and eg
;
d with three

others only three as de , df, and dg\ e with two others only two as eft

and ^ ; and /with the remaining one only one as fg , Thus the

total number of playing sets of two each comes to twentyone only

split into three groups of seven sets for the three eclipse years into

which 1000 days are equally split. First the seven sets play

successively one set after another with the fortynine or fifty dice-

pieces for Krta, Treta, Dvapara, or Kali Parvas and one or the

other of the two wins the stake of food-stuff representing the sun or

the moon eclipsed. The total number of plays of the first set

comes to 49 x 7 = 3+3 or 50 x 7 = 350. Likewise with the second
and third group of seven pairs of players it comes to 3+3 or 350.

The seven pairs here represent the seven days and nights of half of

a Parva of 1+ days, and +9 or 50 half-parvas 2+ or 25 full Parvas

2. The bim and the moon also are two children playing.—A. V. XIV. I, 23.

It ib thebe two that are represented by the Ratnins.

3
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equal to 12 or 12J months of 28 days each forming a nodal year or

Agni’s year of 343 or 350 days. When the sun is at the node, the

arrival of the moon at or exactly opposite the node causes a solar or

lunar eclipse. So it is a dangerous spot and the journey of the sun
and the moon, the two sportive children, may then prove fatal. In

Baudhayana Sr. 2, 8 the number of dice-pieces is said to be 49
( Ekonapancdsatah). In 12, 15 the seven Ritnins are said to take

three times fifty dice-pieces made of gold (Tisrah panedsatah
iauvarndksdn). In A. V. 19, 54, 2 and Rg. 10, 34, 3 thrice fifty

dice-pieccs (Tripancasa

)

are also mentioned. Following Baudhayana
the Vedic word “Tripancasa" should he translated as three-

times fifty and not as fiftythree as Griffith and others have done.

Division of the year into seven days seems to have been in

vogue in the Vedic and Sutra periods. The Nidanasutra of the

Samavcdins which is older than the astronomical Siddhanta works of

the first or second century a. n. divides the intercalary year of 378

days into two halves of 189 days each and says that ir is formed of

‘27 periods of seven each”. (Saptacirhsatimccuisa saptdhaneti

i!aksind \ tathoilang saptnvimiatiniiti"). See my Drapsa. 1\ 32.

From this it follows that Agni in the Vedas means not merely
the fire generated by attrition, but also the eclipse fire caused by the

attrition of the east and west points personified as two trees. The
puzzling statement made in the Aitareya Hr. (1,1) that Agni is the

lowest and Visnu is the highest among the gods finds satisfactory

explanation in the light of Eclipse-cult. It means that the nodal year

which is Agni’s year is shorter than the lunar year by ten days and

the solar year by 20 or 21 days. Accordingly Visnu or the sun is the

highest. The three eclipse-seasons in 1000 days are called Kitus or

seasons of rut or copulation and also the three wheels ol Agni’s car

(Agnestrivaruthah ) of unequal size and form, through which the

moon is said to pass and cast out Ids dark skins. They are also known
as Parnas of the Palana tree {Butea Frondnsa), of which two leaves

are semicircular and one fully circular. The Parnas are called Julius

or ladles to pour out clarrified butter likened to soma into the

fire. The reason why it is called Jiihu or crier is that it calls to or

warns by shouting the gods of the approach of the eclipse-demon or

Mrtyu. Hence Agni receives the name of Hotar or caller. These
eclipse-puzzles are found in the Rgvedic hymn devoted to the

description of Surya’s marriage to the moon.- They are also skilfully

woven in the story of Nala and Rtuparna, experts in the arts of

Asvahrdaya ( secret of horse-driving or riding) and Aksahfdaya

(secret of diceplay) respectively. The story is as follows :

—

^ ~
" 4
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Nala (king of Nisadha, a reed or a raft of reeds) marries Dama
yantT, daughter of the king of the Vidarbha country, like Soma
marrying Surya, the light of the sun on the morrow of the newmoon
day, and goes home (Asta), IS

0 from the sun’s house with her,

mounted on his Nala-chariot through the aerial lake called Puskara.

Puskara defeats him in dice-plav. Mis kinsmen conspire and hind
him. A witch takes the form of his wife and takes possession of

him. lie leaves the country with his wife and in the night cuts off

a part of his wife’s garment which was his only cover, and wanders
in the forest. Hearing a call for help from a snake in fire, he rescues

it and is bitten by it. Consequently he loses his form and colour.

Next he takes service as a charioteer under Rtuparna, a solar king.

Hearing that DamayantI is going to remarry, Rtuparna starts for

Vidarbha in a special chariot driven by Nala, and on the way asks

the charioteer to stop the chariot to pick up his handkerchief which

fell down. Nala says that in the interval of a minute between the

fall of the kerchief and its announcement the chariot ran more than a

hundred miles. When the chariot is, however, stopped, at the king’s

request Nala reveals himself and exchanges his knowledge of the

secret of horse-driving for the king’s knowledge of the secret of

diceplaying. On reaching Vidarbha Nala recovers his original form
and taking back DamayantT, his legitimate wife, and bidding goodbye
to Rtuparna and other kings assembled there for the pretended rc

marriage, goes to the Nisadhas, his own kingdom. He defeats

Puskara in dice-play and recovers his kingdom.

This is an eclipse-story and is unmistakably based on the eclipse-

myth of the marriage of Surya to Soma narrated in Rg. 10, 85, and
A. V. 14, 1, and 2. The A. V. hymns are too long to be quoted here.

Nor is the whole of the hymns necessary for our purpose. So
1 take Griffith’s translation of only those verses of the Atharvaveda
in which* solar and lunar eclipses are specified in terms of Surya’

s

marriage.

The bridal pomp of Surya which Savitar started moved along.

In Magha days are oxen slain, in Phalgunis they wed the bride.

13

When on your three-wheeled chariot, Q ye Asvins, ye came as

suiters unto Surya’ s bridal,

Where was one chariot-wheel of yours ? Where stood ye for the

sire’s command ? 14

Two wheels of thine the Bramans know, Surya, according to

their times.

5
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That which is hidden only those who know the highest truths
have learned

As from its stalk a cucumber, from here 1 loose thee, not from
< Here, 17

Hence and not thence I send her free. 1 make her softly fet-

tered there,

That, bounteous Indra, she mav live blest in her fortune and
her sons. IS

Now from the noose of Vanina i free thee, wherewith the

blessed Savitar hath bound thee.

May bliss be thine together with am wooer in Order’s dwelling,

in the world of virtue, 19

Give thou the wool robe : deal treasure to the Brahman priests.

This witchery hath got her feet : the wife attendeth on her

lord. 25

It turneth dusky-red : the witch who ciingeth close is driven

off (is suspected).

Well thrive the kinsmen of this bride : the husband is bound

fast in bonds. 26

Unlovely is his body when it glistens with that wicked fiend,

what time the husband wraps about his limbs the garment of his

wife. 27

The butchering, the cutting-up, the severing of limb and joint,

Behold the forms which Sfirya wears : yet these the Brahman

purifies. 28

Pungent is this, bitter is this, filled as it were with arrow barbs,

empoisoned and not fit for use.

The Brahman who knows Sfirya well deserves the garment of

the bride. 29

The Brahman takes away the robe as a fair thing that brings

good luck.

He knows the expiating rite whereby the wife is kept unharmed.
30

Come ye, O cows, with offspring dwell around him : he doth

not stint the god’s allotted portion. 33

Whatever lustre is in dice, whatever lnstre is in wine.

Whatever lustre is in cows, Asvins, endue this dame therewith.

35

He who in water shines unfed with fuel, whom :sages worship

in their sacrifices,

3. “ Is suspected ", my own translation.

K. V. 28 6
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May he, the Water’s Child, send us sweet waters, those that-

enhanced the power of mighty Indra. 37
I cast away a handful here, hurtful-injurious to health.

I lilt another handful up, sparkling and bringing happiness. 3.S

Hither let Brahmans bring her bathing water
; let them draw-

such as guards the lives of heroes. 39
Blest be the gold to thee, and blest the water, blest the yoke’s

opening, and blest the pillar.

Blest be the waters with their hundred cleansings : blest be
thy body’s union with thy husband. 4i)

Cleansing Apala, Indra, thrice thou gavest sun-bright skin to

her

Drawn, Satakratu, through the hole of car, of wagon and of

yoke. 41

They mourn the living, they arrange the sacred rite : the men
have set their thoughts upon a distant cast. 46

I free her : lie who secs, within my bosom, my heart’s nest
knows how her fair form hath struck me. 57

I taste no stolen food : myself untying Vanina’ s nooses I am
freed in spirit:. 5S

Lift up your weapons. Drive away the demons. Transport
this woman to the world of virtue. 59

Mount this, all-hucd, gold-tinted, strong-wheeled fashioned of

kinsuka, this chariot lightly rolling,

Bound for the world of life immortal, Surya, make for thy lord

a happy bride’s procession. 61

Hurt not the girl, yc Pillars twain lupon the path which gods
have made.

The portal of the heavenly home we make the bride’s auspi-

cious road. 63

A. V. 14
, 2 .

For thee with bridal train they first escorted Surya to her home.
Give to the husband in return, Agni, the wife with future sons.

1

She was the wile ol Soma first : next the Gandharva was thy
lord

.

Agni was thy third husband : now one born of woman is thy
fourth. 3

Soma to the Gandharva, and to Agni the Gandharva gave.

Now Agni has bestowed on me riches and sons and this my
bride.

7
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Over tlic ruddy-coloured skin strew thou the grass, (ho Balbnja.

T-ct her, the mother of good sons, sit there and serve this Agni
lie re.

Step on the skin and wait upon this Agni : he is the god who
drives away all demons. 23,24

Notes on the Verses

The sun is on the Magha constellation; the moon arrives there,

it being the newmoon day. Cows, the rays of sunlight, arc slain,

are concealed, owing to an eclipse which is referred to again in 17.

The three wheels are three lunar eclipses, of which two have
already been witnessed, and the third to come is only known to

brahmans, astronomers. The freeing of sunlight from eclipse like

a cucumber from its stalk is the same as freeing Sfirva from the

noose of Varuna in her father’s house. “Hence and thence” mean
father's house and husband’s house respectively. As a lunar eclipse

is expected in her husband’s house, 180° oil from the Maghas, Sfiry

a

is free here and not there. The moon was destitute of light on the

day of the Maghas; hence he is “Goghna, cow-killer,” a term now
applied to honoured guests and bride-grooms, lor whose entertain-

ment cows are slain. The marriage of Fury a, sunlight, with the

moon takes place on the next Phalguni-dny, it being the first day of

the bright half. The woollen robe is the same solar eclipse already

referred to in 17; the treasure to be distributed to Brahmans is the

sun-light after the eclipse clears off. The witch referred to in

verse 25 is the eclipse of the moon, her husband in his house, 180"

*1T from the Maghas. The binding of the husband by kinsmen, the

cutting-oil of the garment, the rays of light, the cutting of the

limbs, and the poisoned arrows— all this implies a lull lunar ec lipse.

The eclipse-garment is taken by the priest, the sun. 'The return ol

cows means the return of light to the moon after the clearance of

the eclipse. The dice refers to the occurrence of the Krta and

other Parva-yugas which are explained above and also in my
“Drapsa”. The water’s child mentioned in verse 37 is Agni, the

eclipse-firc at the node. Verses 38-40 refer to the slow clearance

of the lunar eclipse. Apala in verse 41 is moon-light and her three

skins are the three lunar eclipses, as fully explained in my “Eclipse-

cult in the Vedas etc. etc.”.

The mourning for the living mentioned in verse 46 is the

mourning made in the lunar eclipse on the supposition that he was

dead. His revival is accordingly referred to in verses 57-58.

Kimsuka mentioned in verse 61 means the three leaves ol Palasa

tree. Its Parnas are like the three lunar eclipses coining in their

8
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Rtus or seasons (A. V. 9, 10, 26) and may therefore be termed as
Rtu-Parnas. The road mentioned in verse 63 is the path from the
Maghas to Purva-Bhadrapada and from the latter to the former.
They are called the path from Pitrloka to Patiloka and from the
latter to the former.

Her home in verse 14, 2, 1 is what is 180' from the Maghas,
Surya’ s father’s home. Soma is the first husband of Surya, because
it is he who reflects the sunlight first after newmoon. Next come*
the Gandharva or a spirit causing a lunar eclipse as her second
husband, because the moon loses his light during the eclipse, when
Agni, the God of the node, also conies as her third husband,
driving the spirit. Alter her release from eclipse, one born of man,
that is, moon who is called Martya, man, on account of his frequent
births and deaths (A. V. 14, 1, 23) is her husband. Her future
sons are, of. course, the successive crescent moons. The ruddy-
coloured skin in ( A. V. 14, 2, 23 ) refers to a total lunar eclipse
when the moon appears Pinga, or Pingala, red. It is one of the
three skins of Apala mentioned in ( A. V . 14, 1, 41 ). In his note?
on this verse Griffith says: “Apala, it is said, was afflicted wit!;

some cutaneous disease and was consequently repudiated by her
husband. She sacrificed and prayed to India who restored her
to health by the procedure mentioned in the verse.” She was
dragged through the wide hole oi a chariot ; the narrower hole
of the cart, and the small hole of the yoke. She cast oil* three
skins. The Balbuja grass mentioned in verse 24 is what is called
Nala-plava or Nalaratha in Tait. Ar. 6, 7, IS. There and in

succeeding verses the wife of dead husband is addressed to mount
a raft or chariot made of Nala grass and cross the aerial lake on her
way to Patiloka or Pitrloka, without being hurt by the two pillars or
two trees (Tait. Ar. 6, 7, 16 and A.V. 14, 1, 63). (In Tait. Ar. 6, 1,

3 & 4) the wife of a dead husband is asked to leave her dead husband
and marry his living brother. This address can more appropriately
be used in connection with the light-wife of an eclipsed moon than
with the wife of a man just dead, and laid on funeral pile. The
words “Patilokam vrnana, desirous of going to the world of the dead
husband seems to have given rise to the custom ot burning a living
wife along with her dead husband. It is curious that the call made
to her to leave the dead husband and marry his brother or some one
desirous of marrying a widow did not give rise to the custom of
remarriage of widows.

The hymn on the marriage of Surya is full of references to re-
peated occurrences of solar and lunar eclipses on the Maghas on the

9
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occasion oi summer solstice and on the Bhadrapadas on the occasion

of winter solstice when Purusa’s or the gnomon’s shadow was short

:.md long respectively.

4

The loss of RtuparnaV Vastra or kerchief
means a solar eclipse of small size and Nala’s recovery of his ori-

ginal form which he lost from snake-bite means the clearance oi a

lunar eclipse. The presence of four oilier beings in the form of

Nala on the occasion oi Damayanti’s marriage seems to refer to the

conjunction of three more planets with the sun, the father of t lie

{ride, and the moon, the bridegroom/

The call for the bride, the sunlight, to sit on the skin and wait

upon Agni implies her voyage on the aerial lake to wait upon Agni,

the nodal fire or Badabanala or horse-fire hid in the waters of the

aerial ocean. Agni’s driving of demons in verse 24 means the

clearance of the lunar eclipse. Agni is thus both a good and cruel

1 iod
, as he is believed not only to cause eclipses, but also to clear

them off. As eclipses are Ktus or creative seasons, he is a Rtvik,

acrificer on Rtus; and he is a Ilotar, or caller of men’s attention to

the arrival of the eclipse-season.

4. See Black Yajus II. 1, 3 and 4.

5. Rtu and Rta in the Vedas mean Eclipses and Cannon of eclipses.

6. According to the Siiry \ siddhanta ( Whitney’s English Translation ) there

was a Conjunction of all the Planets on the Bhadrapadas ( Pisis ) at the com-

mencement of the Kaliyuga. There seems to be a reference to this Conjunction

in this hymn. The eclipses referred to in the hymn are other evidences of the

Kalyadi, or beginning of Kali Era in 3102 B. c.

10



Environment of a Sanskrit Poet
Tiy

Kaliciiaran Siiastri, Hooghly

By environment, we understand the influences which aiv

brought to bear upon the hereditary endowment. A man starts in

life as a uni-cellular organism which multiplies into a multi-cello l;.r

organism receiving environmental influences. The original cell

contains the individual capacities. But these capacities will wither

away for want of proper nurture or environment. Hence environ-

ment plays a very important part in the achievement of a man.

According to Galton what a person becomes is absolutely

determined by heredity. Environment makes no difference what-

soever. IlliRiSART again thinks that what a man becomes is complete

ly determined by environment. St. Bernard Homes shows what

good nurture and education can effect for children of unpromising
antecedents. The institutions for illegitimate children show that

nurture is all powerful. A third theory holds that both the ele-

ments of heredity and environment are powerful in the success of a

man, but a greater emphasis is to be laid on heredity.

The influence of environment is always necessary for the train-

ing and development of the original capacities. The original abili-

ties of ancient uncivilised people were probably very little different

from the abilities of modern civilised people. But the differences

are due to the transformation of environment. A Newton born in

the modern scientific age would have greater and better stimuli than

a Newton born in an ancient or uncivilised community. His ulti-

mate eminence would be determined by his environment. Rightly

does Gray lament for those who are ‘ unwept, unhonoured and

unsung * due only to the lack of proper nurture in life in the

following immortal lines :

‘ Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark unfathom’d caves of ocean bear,

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen
And waste its sweetness in the desert air.’

Here some reader may retort by quoting another familiar apho-

rism
—

‘ the true poet with innate genius cannot be silenced \ But

the trouble is, he can be silenced---* by starvation, song-deafness of

his generation, or other obstructions

Such is the importance of environment ; it is more so in the

case of a poet a fact dwelt upon at length by Rajasekhara in the

1
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tenth chapter of his Kdvya-mhndmsa. Apart from the question of
genius which has already been critically studied by the present
writer ,

1

a man to become a poet must equip himself with vidyd
( learning ) and upavidya ( auxiliaries ). Grammar, lexicography,
metrics and rhetorics constitute essentially vidyd , or more
precisely, kdvyavidyd, i. e. requisite learning for making poetry and
the sixty-four line arts, for instance, painting, music, sculpture
and so on, are upavidya or accessaries .

3

The poet should cultivate the association of the poets lit to be
patronised by good men, acquaint himself with the news of home
and abroad, discussions of the experts, ways and customs of the
world, meetings of the learned and works of the old poets .

8 4

Every
great poet ', says Shelley,

4

must innovate upon the example of his

predecessors' . These form the environment of a poet, or rather

iacilitatc the native vigour of poetic genius, and therefore help in

the growth of genuine poetry. Besides the three factors, genius,

application and learning, the most important requisites of a Sanskrit

poet
,

4 the poet must secondarily possess a sound mind in a sound
body. His mind should be free from cares and anxieties, should

have unflinching devotion to the Muses and a strong memory as well.

A poet should always remain pure. Purity implies purity of

speech, mind and body. The knowledge of the sdstras is the cause of

the first while pedigree is of the second. And the third, i.e. purity

of body refers to cleanliness of hands and feet with well-cut and

polished nails, of mouth perfumed with betels, of the person with

proper toilets on, of dress costly but not gaudy and of head decorat-

ed with flowers. People are of opinion that the culture of purity

adds a special charm to win the favour of the goddess ol learning.

Every poem reflects the poet. The picture also represents, gener-

ally speaking, the nature of its painter. With a smiling lace the

poet should address others, utter significant words on all subjects,

search for the secret everywhere, never find fault with others* coin-

1. Poetic Genius : A short study— in Calcutta Review , June 1938.

2. nama-dhatu-parayan;i abliidhana-kosah chandovicitib alainkfira-tantraftca

kfivya-vidyah I kaliistu catuhj?a*thir upavidyah I

—Kavya-mittuh/isd , Gackvvad’s Oriental Series, p. 49.

3. bujanopajivya-kavi tannidhih desa-varta vidagdha-vado loku-ysitril

vidvad-gosfhyasca kavya-matarah puratana-kavi-nibandhasca.
—Op, fit. p. 49.

4. For a detailed study the reader is referred to the writer's monograph

‘Requisites of a Sanskrit Poet'- -published in the Journal of the Department of

Letter5 t Vol. XXVI, 1934 by the Calcutta University.

2
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positions not uttered but fairly criticise others* poems alreau-

uttered .

6

Now we come to the poet’s residence and its environment. The
poet’s dwellings should always be well cleaned, provided with
various places suited to the six seasons and have groves with
canopies overhead formed by roots of various trees, pleasure-hills,

lakes and tanks, rivers, seas, eddies and flows of artificial canals.

There should be peacocks, deer and various kinds of birds, viz.,

harlta
, sdrasa

, cakravdka
, hamsa, cakora , krauiica y

kurara , suha,

sdrikd . These should remove fatigue of heat having subterranean
cells fitted with shower-baths and furnished with bowers and should
have swings too/

When the mind becomes too heavy with the excess of poetic

culture, the poet in order to dispel langour, should have resort to a

solitary retreat or a place where the attendants are adept in carrying

out orders in silence. The male attendants there are wont to the

use of colloquial language, while the female attendants of Magadhi
dialects. Those of the inner apartment should be conversant with

both Sanskrit and Prakrit. The poet’s literary friends should know
all the current languages. The poet to reform the assembly in all

respects, should engage a scribe efficient in all languages, ready

wuth prompt response and having decent intonation, knack to

discern internal and external gestures, capacity to decipher various

scripts, poetical acumen as well as knowledge of various sorts of

metres, poems and so on. In case of the paucity of a writer gifted

with all these qualifications at the late hours of night, one with

some of the qualifications may do.'

5. api ca nityaiji sucih byat I tridha ,:a Saucaip vak-saucarp nianab-6aucaip

kfiyu-£aucarp ca | prathame sastra-janmanl \ tartlyikarp tu&anakha-cchedati pfidau

satambiilarn inukhaip savilepana-matraip vapuh maharhum anulvaparp ca vfisah

sakubumaip sirah iti \ stici silanam hi burasvatyah baipvananam amananti I 6a

yat-6Vabhavah kavis tadanuiupatp knvyarn I yadfsakaras citrakaras tfklfsakaram

u*ya citram iti prayo-vadah 1 amita-purvam abhibha^anam sarvatrokti-garbham

abhidhanam aarvato raha t* y anve-^anam para-kavya-du$apa-vaiinukhyarn anabhi-

hitatya abhihitasya tu yathartbam abhidhanam I

—Kavya-mltnchfisd, GOS, p. 49.

6. tabya bhavanaip btu-arpmr^am jtu-§atkocita-vividha-bthanam ancka-taru-

mOla-kalpittipasrava-vrk^a-vat ikain sakr ;dfi-parvatakaip sadlrghika-pu^kariplkaip

KaRarit-bamudravartakain sakulya-pravahaip savarhina-harina-harltaip satarasa-

cakravoka-hainsaip sacakora-kraufica-kurara-suka-baiikaip gharma-klanti-cauraip
babhOmi-dhariigrha-yantra-lata-mandapakato sadola-prerikhaip ca 6yat \

— Op, cit. pp. 49-50.

V. kavyahhini ve£a-khinnat>ya manatas tadvinirveda-cchedayajna-rnuka-

parijanarp vijanain vsi tasya bthanam t apabhrarn$a-bha$ana-pravapah paricaraka-

vargab aamagadha-bha^abhinivesinyab paricarikah I prakrta-satpskfta-bha^avida

3
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The restriction of language of the house stands according to the

pleasure of its master, the poet." And examples more than one

have been cited by Raja£ekhura in support of his theory from which
it is manifest that certain restrictions were imposed in some
quarters regarding the use of cerebral, sibilant and hard letters and
conjuncts and of languages also.

Always near the poet there should remain a case containing a

black board and a piece of chalk, a box, a pen and an ink-pot, ladi-

patras or bhilrjapatras , a bundle of palm-leaves with steel needles

stitched as well as well-scoured plates. All these materials a;e

necessary to write down whatever verses may occur to his mind at

any time : so these constitute the paraphernalia of poetical

composition.*

Then the poet should turn his attention to himself, lie will

think first within his own self : What exactly is my original capa-

city, in which language am 1 expert, what is the taste of the people

at large or of my patron-king, in what environment has he been

brought up and what is the bend of his mind and so on ? After care-

fully considering all these points, he should take up a particular

language. The above is the view of the teachers in general. 10 But

Raja£ekhara is of opinion which is genuinely his own, that the above

considerations hold good in the case ol a poet who is not competent

enough to compose in more than one dialect (eka-deia-kavi)

,

but lor

a universal poet ( svatantra-kavi ),
n adept in all languages, he is tree

to write in any language. And to support his view he has quoted

a verse which says that poets of Gauda, Lata and other countries

knowing the taste and inclination of the local people lake recourse

respectively to Sanskrit, Prakrit and so on, but a poet who lives in

the heart of the country knows all the languages.

antah-purikiih m it rani cibya sarva-bhfi^avind i bbaveyuh \ badah-Lainbkura -

vi£uddhyarthaiii s>ar ca-bba^fi-kusalah ^Tglira-vak ciirvaksaral; ii.gitakara-vcdi nanii-

iipijnah kavih lak$anikascit lekhakah sy at | tad-asannidhfivatiriitr;id:$u j.urvok-

tSnSm anyatarah I
- Oop. cit. p. 50.

8. sva-bhavane hi bha$a-niy;)mam yathii prablmr vidadhati tatha bhavati I

— Op cit. p. 50.

9. tasya samputika sapha laka-khatika gamudgakah sa lekhaniyaka-ma^i-

bhajanani tadipatrani bburjatvaco va saloha-kantakani tuladalani susammrstA

bhittayah satata-sannihitfili syuh I taddbi kavyn-vidyaySl;i parikarab I

-Op. cit. p.
;
ft.

10. kav'ih pruthamum atmanam evu kalpaytl ; kiyan me samskarah kv*

bha§a-vi$ayc sakto’snii kini-iucir lokab parivfdlio va k id is i go^vbyaip vinitab

kyaaya v3 cetali samsajata iti buddhva bha^ii- vibc^tm :i
: ra .eta ityucuryab I

--Op. cit. pn.. ; 0-5 i.

.

11. cka-de&a-kuvei iyarp oiyama-taiitraiia ^atanuasva punar eku-bhas&vat

varvfi api bhu$ab ayul? iti yayavarlvab I -Op. cit

.

p. 51.
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It is instructive, in art as in politics, to watch the workings of

the public mind. The poet in order to be appreciated should first

of all be aware of people’s taste and inclination as regards the

subject-matter as well as his own. In other words, he should write

on popular subjects and themes and avoid what is unpopular .

12 So
Sir Philip Sydney, ‘in defence of sweet poetry’, claims that a
4

poet is indeed the right popular philosopher’. Moreover, the

poet must possess full confidence in himself. He must not be

perturbed by adverse criticisms. He should know himself fully,

because people are in the habit of making uncharitable remarks. 1
"

As ill luck would have it, such adverse remarks fell to the lot oi

Ilhavabhuti who in his Uttara-rama-caritam exclaimed in utter

disgust:: -People arc fault-finding as regards the purity of any
piece of composition just as they arc in reference to the chastity

of women .

14 Ilhavabhuti was not appreciated in his life-time, but

was rather ignored by the then people of his country. Neverthe-
less, he had ample self-confidence which is testified to by his own
utterance in the Malati-madhavam :—Those who indeed cast asper-

sions on us in this matter, do they know anything ? This attempt

is not for them. There will be born, or there is some one of

kindred tastes with me ; for, time is unlimited and the earth is

widc. lb In fact, the world knows nothing of its greatest men.
What generally happens in this world is that people do not appre-

ciate a poet living before their very eyes though he may be great.

Rather, they hold a dead poet or a poet living in a foreign land in

high esteem. 1 * So goes the saying that poetry of a living poet,

beauty of a lady living in a family and learning as well as treatment

of a family physician are hardly well spoken of .

11

12. janiyalloka-sammatyam kavih kutra mameti ca I

asammatam par iharenmate ’hhiniviseta ca II —Op. cit. p. 51.

13. jan iipav ilda -mat rena na jugupseta catmani I

jar iyat sVayam atmanatri yato loko nirankusah It —Op, cit. p. 51.

14. yatha viicsim tatha strinam sadhutvc durjano janah U
—UHara-rdma -caritam , I /5

.

15. ye nama kecid iha nah prathayantyavajnain

jananti to kim api tan prati naisa yatnah 1

utpatsyate’sti mama ko’pi samana-dharma
kalo hyayain niravadhir vipula ca prthvl II

—Mdlati-mCtdhavam, 1 /6

.

16. glta-suktir atikrantc stota desantara-sthite I

pratyaksc tu kavau tokuh siivajnah sumahatyapi II

—Kavya-mimthjisa , GOS. p. 51.

17. p raty aksa -kav i -kavyaiica rupanca kula-yositah |

gfha-vaidyaf ya vidya ca kasmaicid yadi rocate ||
—Op. cit

.

p. 51.
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Besides, a poet must not read a poem which is halt-done, for,

the result is indeed its incompletion. This is considered as the

secret of the poets. Nor should he read out a new composition
before a single person, because if the latter claims it to be his

own, there is no witness against him. lie shall not. think too

highly of his works : for, partiality is apt to overlook the distinction

between merits and demerits. Demerit; appears as merit and rice

icrsa to the partial. lie shall not brag : even a tinge of vanity can

mar all his faculties and impressions. He will, on his part, have

the poem thoroughly examined by other experts. What a neutral

person finds out is hardly detected by the writer himself— is a

statement generally accepted .

15

The poet should try to please one who poses to be a poet even
by acting according to the latter’s intentions. Good saying before

him is nothing but a cry in the wilderness, or sometimes turns

contrary-wise. Hence it is said that the poet should not read a good

saying before him who poses to be a poet. For such persons who
pose themselves as poets not only make it puplic but arc, in most
cases, plagiarists. This is a secret of good poems .

1
'
1

Next, we come to the discussion of another important point.

The poetic inspirations come into play with no fixity of time. The
poet should therefore divide the day and the night in four parts

according to a ydrna (a division of day and night into three hours).

In the first ydma or pratiara , rising in the morning he shall perforin

his daily rites and then recite the hymns addressed to SarasvatT.

Then taking his seat quite at case in the study, he shall peruse the

poetical sciences and their auxiliaries till the end ol the lirst;

prahara . The impressions received in the early hours ol the

morning in a pure state of mind last long and arc most eifective in

unfolding the poetic vision .

30 The most important in the growth

18. kinca nardha-krtam packed asarnaptis tasya phalam iti kavi-rahasyam I

na navinam ekakinah puratah | sa hi sviyani bruviinah katarena sak^ina jlycta
\

na ca sva-kftim baliu manycta I
paksa-pato hi guna-dosau viparyasayati l na ca

dfpyet | darpa-Iavo’pi sarva-sarnskaran ucchinatti
|

para is ca parik^ayet
| yad

udflsinah pasyati na tad anusthateti prayo-vadah |
- Op. cil. p. 52.

19. kuvi-maninain tu chando’nuvartancnu ranjayct I kavimmanyasya hi

puratah suktam aranya-ruditam syad viplavcta ca I tad aha

idam hi vaidagdhya-rahasyam uttarnain pathenna sQktirn ka vi-maninah purah I

na kevahim tain na vihhavayutyasau sva-kavya-bandhena viniisayatyapi It

—Op. cit. p. 52.

20. aniyata-kalah pravrttayo viplavante tasmad divasain ni&tiiu yama-kramuna
caturdha vihhajet I sa priitar utthaya krta sandhyfi-varivasyali sarasvatani sfiktum

adhiylta | tato vidyavasatVu* yathasukham asin ah kavyasya vidyii upavidyfis

canusilaycd fipraha rat I na hyevarn-vidham anyat pratihhfi-hctur yath.i prutyngra-

saipskarah |
- Op. cit. p. 52.

6
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of genuine poetry is the poet’s vision. So M. Arnold rightly says :

Science, religion, philosophy are ‘but the shadows and dreams
and false shows of knowledge*, for evei incomplete, without

the poet’s vision ‘to interpret life for us, to console us, to

sustain us*

.

In the second prahara, he should do poetical works and then

shall take his bath near about the midday and have balanced ami

regular diet .* 1

In the third prahara , alter his meal, he shall engage himself in

poetical discussions: c n occasions he will try to solve answers to

various questions, think on poetical riddles, practise writing poems
and compose variety of figures of speech. 3 *

And in the fourth prahara , either alone or with the help of an

expert: committee, he will examine the poetry made in the

fore-noon. As the poet has composed the poems under the

influence of over-whelming sentiment, so it is likely that at the time

of composition, his outlook cannot he as much critical as it should

be. Hence subsequent examination at a sober moment is essenti-

ally necessary. And during the scrutiny, there should be the

rejection of superfluity, the supply of the omissions, the change of

the wrong use and the search for the missing words. Thus the

poem would then be very sweet and complete.”
Then in the twilight the poet shall observe his evening rites and

worship the goddess of learning. Till the end of the night-fall he

will arrange properly his writings which received final shape at

day-time after proper reasoning and thorough scrutiny. As soon as

he feels tired, he should retire to his wife. Then in the second

and the third praharas he should try to have a good sleep. Sound
sleep is conducive to health. Then in the fourth prahara he

should rise from the bed quietly. In the early dawn, the mind, being

very much serene, is at work in assimilating those matters already

discussed and rewritten. This is the poet’s time-table for the whole
day and the night .* 4

21. d vitiyc kavya-kriyam I upamadhyahnarp snayad aviruddhaip bhunjita

ca 1 —Op, cit. p. 52.

22. bhojaniintc kavya-go^hlrn pravartayct l kadacic ca prasnottarani bhindlta I

kavya-samasya-dharanii matrkabhyasab citra yogii ityayama-trayam I

— Op. cit. p. 52.

23. caturtha ekakinah -parimiti-parisado va purvabi>a-bhaga-vihitasya
kavyasya parik?u | rasavesatah kavyam viracayato na ca viveki dr$tis tasmad anu -

parik$eta I adhikasya tyiigo nvunasya puranam anyatha-sthitasya pari-vartanarp

prasmrtasya-nusandhanam ca I ityalunam | —Op cit. p.52.
24. sSyarp sandhyam upaslta sarasvatinea I tato diva vihita-pariksitaayabhi-

lekhanam aprado$af
|

yavudarti striyam abhimanyeta | dvitiya-tjtiyaii sddhu

7
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Actually, however, even Aristotle, the lather of western poets,

did not attempt to draw up any complete abstract formula for, or

enforce iron discipline on, the poets.

Raja&ekhara next proceeds to make a fourfold classification of

poets whose hours for application to poetry vary according as the

temperament and position of the poets.

The poet who thus dividing day and night devotes himself

whole-heartedly to the art of composing poetry becomes surely

successful in his attempts: and his poetry shines with the grandeur
of a necklace of pearls.*’

To insure against the loss or theft of the work,** the poet

should prepare several copies of his composition when completed.
This is indeed a practical piece of advice.

Then some of the important impediments to genuine poetry are

enumerated. Rajasekhara quotes a stanza where it is mentioned
that the following five viz., poverty, attachment to sensual objects,

scepticism, ill luck and confidence in the wicked and the enemy—
are considered as great obstacles to the writing of poetry." Fickle-

ness or hesitation such as, T shall complete it later on, 1 shall

rewrite it or shall examine it along with mv literary friends’ on the

part of a poet stands in the wav of his completion ol work. So also

does anarchy destroy all poetical compositions.
"

The degree of the excellence of the poem depends upon the

genius and its proper application on the part ol the poet. 3
' Indeed

single-eyed devotion to verses wins the favour ol Sarasvatl who

becomes a never-failing companion ot the poet in all his endeavours,

even as the faithful wife is of the husband.*0

Thus we sec that the influence of environment on the cnloldment

of the poetic genius was recognised by the Indian authors even in

saylta l sainyak-sviipo vapusah paramarogyaya |
caturtlu; s ipray.itnam prati-

budhveta I hrahinc muhurtc manah prasidat tamstm sirthan adhvaksayati j

ityahoratrikain !
Op. cit. p. 52

25. ahar nisa-vibhagena ya itthani kavate krti" I

ekavaliva tat-kavyarn sitam kanthcsii tambate H
2f>. siddhanca prabandham anekadarsa-gatam kuryat I

27. daridryam vvasanasaktir avajna nianda-bhagyatii I

dusfe dvisfe ca visvasah panca kiivya-mahapadah II — Op. cit. p. 53

28. punah samapavisyami punah samskarisyami suhvdbhih saba vivocay

Syamiti kartur akulata rsistropaplavas ci prabandha-vinasa-karanani I

Op. cit. p. 53

Op. cit. p. 53

Op. cit. p. 53

29. yathsi yathobhiyogas ca sarpskaras ca bhavet kaveh I

tatha tatha nibandhanam taratamycna ramyata II - Op. cit. p. 54

30. ityananya-msmovrtttr nihsese*sya kriya-krame I

eka-patm-vratarp dhatte kaver devi sarasvatl II — Op . cit. p. 54,

8
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the middle ages. It is remarkable that Milton’s conception of the

vocation of a poet agrees in substance with what the Sanskrit rheto-

ricians define. lie writes : 'I was confirmed in this opinion that he
who would not be frustrated of his hope to write well hereafter in

laudable tilings ought himself to be a true poet * * * * not

presuming to sing high praises of heroic men or famous cities,

unless he have in himself the experience and practice of all that

which is praise-worthy! On this Mark Pattison comments : 'Of the

spontaneity, the abandon which arc supposed to be the characteri-

stic of the poetical nature, there is nothing here; all is moral
purpose, precision, self-dedication. So the poet acquires know-
ledge, wisdom, religion. To these must be added industrious and
select reading, steady observation and insight into all seemly and

generous acts and affairs.
sl

Of course, we admit that a poet is born and not made. But the

poetic inspirations and faculties cannot blossom without intense

application. The original seed given by nature must receive proper
nurture without which it will fade away. Similarly the genius of

the poet cannot bud forth without the co-operation of environment.

Environment with all its importance, surely cannot create genius,

but it is absolutely necessary for the expression of genius. Thus
the world has lost many of the best songs 'by silencing its poets

and crucifying its prophets’. ' A masterpiece of art is not a miracle

of individual genius so much as the expression of a reciprocal re-

lation between the artist and his public, lie who must butt his

head against: a stone wall of apathy, cannot long produce his

best work’. 'Put Shakespeare under the necessity of occupation

in an unkind environment, in other words, set him to pegging

Elizabethan shoes for a living: Hamlet is never written.

The little that we have said about the environment of a poet is

enough to show that this factor viz., environment plays a greater

part in moulding and putting into the right channel the out-bursts

of poetic genius. It is impossible, in the limited space at our

disposal, to speak in detail, of the many-sided functions and scope

of the environment of a Sanskrit poet.

31. Life oj Milton , pp. lf>-17.

32. 11. Monroe's Poets and Their Art$ p. 236.
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Is the Ajna-patra of Ramchandrapant
Amatya spurious?

By

T. S. Siiujwalkar, Poona

All argument in history depends upon the authenticity of the

documents brought forth in writing it. Where an autograph is not

forth-coming, a document can he tested by the subject-matter, the

language, the mode of expression, the tone and even the

ring of words and sentences occurring in the extant text of the

document, in addition to the references (it any) to the document

found elsewhere. For such a testing, the tester must be iully

conversant with the language of the document and other details

connected with it. Sir Jadunath Sarkar, the wellknown author

of Shivaji and His Times is supposed, from the nature ol the

role he has assumed, to he a competent man to do such testing.

He has pronounced a first-class Marathi document, viz. the A jna-

patra of Ramchandra Amatya, as “not a genuine ^document by

a contemporary of Shivaji,” throwing “ no real light . We intend

to reexamine the document and see whether that learned historian s

verdict is substantiated by its internal evidence in the light ot

further research on the same topic.

To judge from the few words ol this weighty pronouncement,
' Sir Jadunath does not seem to doubt the authorship ol the document

as some literary critics have done. II this, our interpretation, is

correct, Sir Jadunath’s criticism of the document reduces it so It to

two things only. First that its author is not a contemporary of

Shivaji and as such* the ideals, principles and rules lor guidance

propounded in this
4 book of good counsels together with the

historical interpretation of the careers of the first three Maratha

sovereigns prefixed to it, cannot be taken as the work ol a man
knowing these things first-hand and therefore, the book can throw

no real light on the politics of the nascent Maratha State.

Was not Ramchandra Amatya a contemporary of Shivaji ? Nilo

Sondeva, the father of Ramchandra was serving Shivaji from 1657

and was next in importance to the prime minister Moro Trimbak.

It means that he had joined Shivaji just after Afzalkhan’s death when

Shivaji had begun his career of expansion in right earnest. His

1. Saukak—Shivaji—Third edition—pa^e 414.

2. Bavda Dajtar , Vol. No. 3.

1
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younger son Ramchandra was appointed the Sabnis to fort Sindlut

durga (then newly built) near Malwari on the western seaboard in

1668,'3 because Nilo Sondeva had served Shivaji to his great satisfac-

tion in Ins maritime invasion of Basrur (Bareclore) in South Canara
in 1665. 4 In that, personally his only naval expedition, Shivaji had

started from Malvan, 5 which henceforth became his chief naval sta-

tion. So Ramchandrapant must be taken to be in his late teens in

1668. Already as a boy he must have made himself conversant with

all office routine working as a candidate in his father’s department

which included finance, audit-accounts and revenue administration

of Shivaji’ s tiny principality of early years. At Malvan he picked up
all information that was then available as to the navy and mercantile

marine, including the political propensities of the western nations

visiting that coast, viz : the English, French, Dutch, Portuguese. All

this firsthand information and observation is found succinctly culled

in the fifth and ninth sections of the Ajna-patra. Ramchandrapant’

s

father Nilo died*somc time in 1672. Naropant* the elder brother

succeeded to the father’s office blit as he was not fit to wield the

high office Ramchandra* conducted the departmental work in his

name. At the coronation in 1674 he was honoured as a minister9 with

his brother. So his experience at the court of Shivaji was firsthand

and he had opportunities to make himself fully acquainted with the

ideals, the principles and laws for the conduct of the State and its

machinery.

Later on in 1677 Raghunath Narayan Hanmante helped Shivaji

so much in his Madras coast campaign that Shivaji had to promote
him to a minister, in conformity to his status. Instead of creating

a new post, Shivaji removed the incompetent Naro Nilkanth from

the post he nominally occupied, and conferred the office of Amatya
on Raghunath Narayan. 10 Still Ramchandrapant continued to work
at Raygad and was present there at Shiva j’s death. He seems to

have taken part in the plot of setting aside Sambhaji and raising

Rajaram to the throne. 11 Rut after Anaji Dutto Sachiv had been

3. Ibid ,
No. ft.

4. Jbid t No. 95.

5. English Records rut Shivaji—Vol. I, No. 107.

ft. Sen— Siva Chhatrapati—p&ge 108.

7. Sun—Siva Chhairupati—p. 108.

8. Sen

—

Siva Chh itraPati—p. 108.

9. Ibid—page 116.

10. Satire- Il tak of Marathi History— Vol. I, page 40.

11. S\ kdi-sai Sambhaj

i

—page 22.

2
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murdered, Sambhaji made Ramachandrapant the Sachiv 1* or Secre-

tary of State in his place and so seems to have regained Sambhaji’s

favour. In this office he continued 13
till he was made the Amatya

by Rajaram in 1693. During the long drawn out struggle against

Aurangzib, Ramachandrapant practically wielded the whole burden
of the Maratha State in Maharastra proper, till he was eclipsed

after Shahu’s return.

It will be seen from this brief sketch that Ramachandra was a

a contemporary of Shivaji till he was thirty, with all the facilities of

knowing Shivaji’ s State system in theory and practice, its genesis

and growth, even if we ignore his later life-work. He is said to

have been a favourite 15 with Shivaji, if we are to believe Sabhasad,
the earliest writer on Shivaji. When such a person writes on
Shivaji and the Maratha State (including the Administrative system)
his opinion ought to be taken as the most authoritative. Yet to

Sir Jadunath ‘ it throws no real light ’
!

But the genuineness of the Ajna-patra can be proved by the

internal evidence of the document itself. Here some professors 1 *

of literature who do not seem to possess even cursory acquaintance
with the forms of Marathi historical documents audaciously enter
the field and try to till. They cannot say that Shambhu Chhatrapati

whose name appears as the promulgator of this royal edict has

composed this * book of good counsels’. Tf the boy king was not

the writer, the obvious surmise should have been that the man to

whom it is addressed would be the writer. But here stark ignorance
of historical matters blocks the intellect of these litterateurs.

They take the things literally. As Sambhaji issues the edict and
addresses it to Ramachandra, Ramachandra cannot be the writer,

such is the reasoning of these savants. Because he is addressed

with honorific titles like Samasta Rajakarya Dhurandhar and respect-

ful mention of his achievements is found interspersed throughout

the book, Ramachandra cannot be the composer. Because no copy
of this rare book is now to be found in the Bavda Duftar, the author

cannot belong to the Amatya family : As Sanskrt verses are found

quoted in the Ajna-patra and in an order of Rajaram Chhatrapati

bearing the seal of the Peshwa Nilkanth Moreshwar, the surmise is

that the said Peshwa is more likely to be the composer ! Because

12. Ibid—page 33.

13. Shiva-Charitra-Pradepp—Jedhc Shakavali --page 3(».

14. Ibid—Jedhe Shakavali, page 37.

15. Skn

—

&iva Chhatrapati—page 108.

16. Sardesai Smdraka-Grantha (Marathi) - pages 65-79.

K. V. 29 3
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an order of Shambhu Chhatrapati contains the seal impressions of

ministers who call themselves servants of Shiva Chhatrapati, Shiva
must have been styled Shambhu for the purposes of this order !

Can historical research run more mad than is to be found in these

arguments, surmises and hypotheses ?

Even an ordinary acquaintance with research in Maratha
history would point out that the only person who could write with

the knowledge, observation, experience, feeling and forceful

inimitable style of the Ajna-patra would be Ramachandrapant
Amatya and no one else, because there was none who had seen

the Maratha kingdom grow from the very beginning under Shivaji,

had passed through the stress and strain under Sambhaji and

Rajaram, had experienced the travails of a new order in the Maratha

State, had first-hand information of the working of the various

departments of the krieg-State during exceptionally turbulent times,

had both the heavy burden of the State with all the responsibilities

it entailed. Only such a person could have framed the Ajna-

patra, a unique document every line of which bears the impress ol

a master-hand, where nothing seems to he written which had not

been tested by personal experience, nothing expressed which had

not been sometime felt and had not moved the writer to inmost

recesses of the heart. There is no other piece of such concen-

trated merit in the whole range of Marathi historical documents,

from whatever point you look at it.

This is not an encomium. Everything in this statement can be

proved by references to the original document. It has convinced

scholars of such different types of mind as Rao Bahadur G. 8.

Serdesai, Prof. D. V. Potdar and the late Rao Bahadur K. N. Sane,

who have contributed forewords to the new edition ol the Ajna-

patra. The history of the various editions of this Ajna-patra is

also an independent proof ol the gradual conviction of scholars as

to its authenticity. It was first published in the now defunct

scholarly magazine Vividha-Jnana-Vistar in 1875-6. It does not

seem to have been pointedly noticed by the students of Maratha

History, because at that time no other Marathi original material had

seen the light of publication. But after the Kdvyetihdsa magazine

had published many Marathi Chronicles, lives and original letters

during the period of 1878- 88, people remembered tho old document
and so it was again published serially in the issues of the same

Vividha-Jnana-Vistar during 1890- 91 . Though the importance of

the document was thus acknowledged, scholars had still no inkling

as to its authorship, because the place of Ramachandra Amatya and

4
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bis life-work had not been understood. So in 1898 Rajwade
mentions it as the work of king Sambhaji in the critical introduction

to his first volume. But when in 1903 original letters of both
Shivaji and the Amatyas were published in the eighth volume of

Raj wade, scholars began to understand the importance of the work
of the Amatya family in the early life of the iVlaratha State. Deeper
scholars also began to notice the striking resemblance between the

tone of the language, close attention to the smallest details of ad-

ministration and the general principles enunciated in both the

Aina-patra and the few almost orally dictated letters of Shivaji.

\s these copies of the personal orders 51 of Shivaji are found only
in the papers of the Amatya family, it is a proof positive of the fact

of either these documents being originally written by the Amatya
himself or else of his being a particular student of Shivaji’ s orders,

hater on when other documents of Shivaji’ s time were published,

people found original material to compare and judge. Then only

the conviction dawned upon the scholars that the Ajna-patra

depicted the ideals, the principles, the rules for guidance conceiv-

ed, enunciated and issued by Shivaji, tested under Sambhaji and

Rajaram, brought to perfection and put down on paper by the old

veteran statesman Rnmachandrapant Amatya, for the edification of

Shivaji’s direct descendents and the education of future Maratha

politicians. A general demand for its publication in the book-

form led to its being brought out with critical forewords and a

vocabulary of Persian, Arabic and Turkish words lound in it.

Since then it has been prescribed as a text-book in the various

universities for its beautiful forceful stylish Marathi, not to say of

its weighty subject-matter. This is what has led the prolessors

of the language to write upon it and to discuss its genuineness, with

woeful results narrated above.

For the information of these professors it can be pointed out

that all the references to Ramachandrapant in the Ajna-patra are

correctly descriptive of that statesman ; the honorific titles like

Samasta-Rajakarya-Dhurandliar Viswasanidhi are appended not only

to exceptionally high politicians like Ramachandrapant Amatya but

arc found prefixed to the names of ordinary, even incompetent,

ministers like Bahiropant 18 Pingle or the Commandant of a tort

like Vithoji Ghatgc, 19 a man otherwise unknown to history ;

mention of one’s merits and achievements is common in certain

17. Rajwade—Marathyanchya hihdsachin Sadhatnn Vol. VIII, Letters 28, 31.

18. Bavda Da}tar

>

Nos. 66- 67.

19. Ibid, No. 95.
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types of documents ; no copy of the Ajna-patra is found in the
Bavda Daftar because probably the copy in the said Daftar wa*.

placed in the hands of Vividha-Jnana-Vistar by some one interested
in historical matters ; Sanskrt verses ( but not Subhasitas ) of the

type quoted at the end of No. 24 of the Bavda Daftar are found
inscribed at the end of copper-plate 20 land grants and title-deeds
in many cases ( e. g. in No. 100 of the same Daftar) and there-
fore no argument as to the composer of the Ajna-patra or any
analogy can be deduced from such a fact ; deviation in practice

from a principle enunciated by oneself can prove that the person
was morally weak, but it cannot disprove the authorship of the

person enunciating the said principle ;
and lastly that no correct

statement as to the reigning monarch or the date of a document
can validly or invariably be made from the descriptive legends on

the seals affixed to a document, at least not in Marathi documents.

Though this unique document was put down on a paper by

the veteran statesman in his ripe old age, it does not seem—from
the dearth of copies of the same—to have left the house of Amaty a

or the Kolhapur Darbar at the most. It lay smouldering in some
bundle, nobody caring for it in particular, except Bhagvantrao

Amatya, son and successor to the writer. It seems that the old

statesman had tutored his son well in this princely lore. But the

son, though well-versed in the theory of politics, was incap-

able of following it in practice. In his letters he repeats the word
rdjaniti31 so often that he seems to be obsessed with it. He
wails over the fact of none caring lor the science of politics or

trying to follow the old” paths and principles formulated by

Shivaji and handed down in his family. He is well-nigh mad to

see Ramaraja not utilizing his store-house of political lore, though

the said king had been saved from infantile death, and afterwards

secretly brought up by his family. 33 lie definitely mentions that

original notes on various political matters, containing the ancient

wisdom followed from Shivaji onwards, to be still in his possession.

All this is ample proof for the fact of the Ajna-patra, together with

other rough notes on various topics, to bring an heirloom in the

Amatya family.

Leaving aside this outer circumstantial evidence, if we look in

for internal proof, there is more than enough to convince any

20. History of the Athalye’ Family, Vol. I—pages 9-10-13-17.

21. E. g. Peshtca Daftar, Vol. XXVI—Nos. 83, 124, 127, 129, 131, 132, 135,

136, 138, 147.

22. Ibid, 124, 129, 131, 135.

23. Ibid, 132, 140, 141, 148. Also Rajwade, VI II, 184.
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fair-minded critic of historical matters. The full pen-portrait: of

Shivaji drawn on pages 3-4 of the Ajna-patra is unique in Marathi
literature. Every sentence in that portraiture describes some
event in Shivaji’s life in the manner of a man who could not but

have been a contemporary and intimate observer of Shivaji at close

quarters. Following it the succinct opinion on Sambhaji is equally
remarkable. Further on when we come to the period of the War
of Independence in the reign of Rajaram,*4 we get a still graphic

picture of the ideals, methods, principles and hopes of the Marathas
during that glorious epoch of Maratha History, though outwardly
ir was a dark period. Certain unintelligible passages in this vivid

description have now been made intelligible by the publication of

a most important original letter issued by Rajaram from J inji on
4th June 1691. This letter,

S '
J sent to Vazaratmaba Ilanamantrao

Chorpade, contains a systematic plan for the conquest of the whole
Indian continent. It reiterates the ideal of the Maratha State viz.

the Defence of Maharastra-Dharma. The steps leading to the

consummation of this desired goal have been enumerated. They
are the conquest of the Rajgad province (i. e. Shivaji’s Swaraj),

Bijapur, Golconda, Aurangabad, one after the other. This is half

the piece of intended work. The full work is supposed to be

complete only after the conquest of Delhi, i. e. the whole north.

Now Rajaram, a fugitive king away from his native kingdom, barely

defending himself against overwhelming imperial forces, coolly

writing such a letter, would be taken as simply imbecile by most
historians. But this work of the conquest of the peninsular India

south of the Narmada is taken as well nigh accomplished in the

description of the same in the Ajna-patra. It had been thought as

a gross exaggeration by most critics of the Ajna-patra, merely a

figment of the brain. But wait. Sir Jadunath Sarkar can be pro-

duced as a witness in this case. The fifth volume of his History of

Aurangzib describes the State of the Deccan during the period of

King Rajaram and after. He cannot be using ‘forged royal letters’

or * worthless laudatory poems ’ or ‘ utterly modern concoction
’

as the sources of his history. In the particular passages which we
are citing from his work, he is translating verbatim from two men
on the spot, eye-witnesses ol many of the events they narrate. Say

they, ‘ The Marathas have made a distribution of the whole empire

among their generals . The local zamindars, the peasants, have joined

the Marathas. Many of the Mughal mansabdars went into shares

24. Aj?.d-pa(ra f ( 1926 edition), pages 5-8.

25. Shiva-Charitra-Sdhilya , Vol. V, No. 6.

7
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with the Maiatha raiders. Thoughtful people of Northern India

serving in the Deccan began to send away their wives and children

for safety to their homes in Hindustan/ (Page 240). * They even
attacked walled cities like Hayderabad, Bijapur, Aurangabad and
Burhanpur. (P. 239)/ ‘After 1703, the Marathas were masters of tho

situation all over the Deccan and even in parts of Northern India.

Maratha leaders and their troops move with much confidence

because they have cowed the Mughal commanders... .They possess

artillery, musketry, bow and arrows, with elephants and camels for

all their baggage and tents,—just like the armies of the Mughal.
Only a few years ago they did not march in this fashion.—At
present they move like conquerors, showing no fear of any Mughal
troops/ (Pp. 242-43). ‘ Wherever they arrived they engaged in a

regular revenue collection of the place and passed months and years

there with wife and children in peace of mind. They divided the

parganas among themselves, and in imitation of the imperial Govern-

ment they appointed their own subahdars, 26 kamavish-dars and

rahdars.—In each subah the Marathas built one or two forts.

(P. 241). So on and on.

What do these passages show ? They tell the same tale as the

graphically described pages of the Ajna-patra (5-8). The order of

conquest thought out in the Royal Order of 1691 from Jinji seems
to have been meticulously followed later on under and by Rama-
chandra Amatya. This cannot be taken now as a flamboyant

description of the events of his times, after independent corrobora-

tion of the same through different channels. The statement in the

Ajna-patra that the king’s dominion stretching from the Narmada to

Rameswar become free from thorns (enemies) becomes intelligible

in the light of the Persion sources quoted above. The policy ol

going to the north after and for securing the south was then for-

mulated and it is clearly argued out in the Ajna-patra. That the

ideal of establishing Maharastra-Dharma is to be reached and can

only be reached by the complete subjugation of the whole of India,

was well understood by the ministers of Rajaram. With that aim

Rajaram had crossed the Narmada, so says the Ajna-patra.

The crown of the whole edifice of Maharastra-Dharma was the

re-establishment of the temple of ViSweswara at Benares destroyed

by Aurangzib. It is not mentioned in the Ajna-patra whether this

establishment was to take place on the original site, in which case

26. Balaji Viswanath the first Pc&hwtt Sar-Subahdar of Daulatabad from

1704-7 (Itihasa-Sangraha-Peshwe Daftaratil Mahiti, p. 124), similarly Avadhut

Tubaji was Sar Subahdar (in 1691) of Bhaganagar or Haidarabad (Rajwade VII1»

No. 42).
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the grand Masjid built by Aurangzib on the site would have had to

be pulled down. But looking to the temper of the Manukas during
those times, even after the sudden demise of Rajaram, they would
certainly not have desisted from such a step. At least the poets had
begun to talk of the break-up of Mosques and suppression of the

Koran. 27 Even Muslim astrologers had begun to predict the over-

throw of the Delhi Empire and the establishment of Hindu Empe-
rors at Delhi 2S

as early as 16^7. All tin’s clearly proves that the

contents of the Ajna-patra are genuine reproductions of the times

with first-hand information of the working of the Maratha State

with its ideals, principles and methods.

We have seen above that Ramachandrapant was a contemporary
of four successive sovereigns, Shivaji, Sarnbhaji, Rajaram and his

son Shivaji II. He was the only person who could have the ripe

experience expressed in the Ajna-patra. His language seems to have

been copied after the manner of Sivaji. Some phrases in the Ajna-

patra are identical with those in the royal orders. The contents

thereof are also historically true. The two chapters in the Ajna-

patra, viz. those on the navy and the capitalist merchants including

those of the European nations, could not have been written by any

other Maratha Statesman, as none else had direct touch with the

coastal affairs. None else had also the close contact with the

administration of the forts to write a chapter on the same in the

manner of the Ajna-patra. The constant remembrance of Shivaji’

s

mode is also possible in no one clse’s case. The lines on the here-

ditary Vatandars seems beyond the power of others to write with

such deep insight. The prince for whose benefit the Ajna-patra

is written can be none else but Shambhu Chhatrapati . of Kolhapur

who was in fact the only prince free to be taught by Ramachandra-

pant Amatya. With all this evidence before us, can we say that

the work is not the work of a contemporary, that it is not genuine,

that it sheds no light on the affairs of the Maratha State, its ideals,

its basic principles, its working, its system, its guiding rules based

on direct experience ? Let the students of history decide lor

themselves.

27. Sardesai Smdrakci Grantha (Marathi) page 184.

28. RaJvvade, VIII, No. 49, page 66.
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The Maratha Occupation of Gingee and the

Early Years of Their Rule therein

By

C. S. Srinivasaciiari, Annamalainagar

After his conquest of Gingee in the summer of 1677, 1 Maharaja

Shivaji improved its ramparts, constructed wells, raised towers,

built bastions and converted it into an impregnable fortress. 8 The
Maharaja applied all the energy of his mind, and all his resources to

the fortification of several strategic places in the Gingee country.

He constucted new ramparts around Gingee, dug ditches, erected

towers and executed all the works 4< with a perfection that Euro-

peans would be ashamed of ” . The Madras Council’s Consultations

of April 1678 contain a reference to the fortifications erected by

Shivaji Santaji with his army returned to Gingee castle, a great

part of which is very strongly built since Shivaji took it (in the pre-

vious year) and there is a great store of grain and all things neces-

sary for a long siege already laid in and he has a good stock of

money, besides the rent of the country he had taken. ” The Memoirs

of Francois Martin inform us that “ Shivaji after having examined

the site of Gingee which offered great protection, gave orders to

cut off a part and erected new fortifications By February 1678,

a large body of workmen had been vigorously “ labouring at

Gingee for demolishing a portion of the wall and to fortify the area

enclosed by it ” .*

An indigenous Tamil chronicler, Narayana Kone, who was a

native of Gingee and wrote from materials then available to him,

1. Ohm

K

dates the capture of Gingee in July 1677 : Fragments , p. 64 ;

Martin dates it as 31st May 1677: Skn : Foreign Biographies of Shivaji, p. 272.

The Jedhe Chronology puts it to have taken place between 24th March and 21st

April 1677 : (Patwardhan and Kawlinson : Sources of Maratha History, p. 39.)

2. K. Satyanatha Iyfr : The Nayaks of Madura , p. 282.

3. The Gingee fortress was in reality a cluster of three strongly fortified hills

(Rajagiri, Krishnagiri and Chandrayandrug) surrounded by a strong enclosing

casemated and battlcmented wall and by a deep ditch, while tier after tier of

battlements ran up to the steep height of Rajagiri, the principal fort, on the top of

which was the citadel, cut off from all approach by a deep chasm and capable of

being held by ten men against ten thousand.—For a plan of this great fortress,

see the illustration of the fortress, as it was at the commencement of the 18th

century ; in HU toire dc Givgi par C. S. Srinivasaciiari, traduite de l’anglais et

annotfc par Edmond Gaudart, Governour en retraite, Pondicherry, 1940.

1
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a comprehensive history of the lower Karnataka country with
particular reference to the kingdom of Gingee, about 1803, and
whose account so far as the annals of the Gingee region are con-
sidered, has been held to be fairly trustworthy, thus tells us of the
way in which Shivaji conquered the fortress and strengthened it.

4

** The Killedar of Gingee, Nazar Khan, and the Kaujdar, Siddi
Ambar Khan, defended the place and gave battle to the invader.
But the army of the Marathas showed itself to be much the stronger.

The battle was violent and the Chandrayandrug fort was first taken.
Both parties suffered considerable losses. Then Shivaji took by
assault the main fortress (of Rajagiri) whose bastions lie strengthen-
ed and entrusted the kingdom of Gingee to his brother.

“ All round the fortress of Gingee, there were then four encir-

cling walls built by the Kovalan or (shepherd) dynasty and (the suc-

ceeding) Naicker rulers. Shivaji preserved the inner fortress which
was at the foot of the Rajagiri hill and had the three outer walls,

called Adaya Valanjan, demolished. He raised a strong wall in the

form of a triangle, of which one side was to the right of the small

forts, Chandrayandrug and Krishnagiri, the second near those of

Krishnagiri and Rajagiri and the third towards Raiagiri, Chandrayan-
drug and the fort of Muthialu Naicker. King Shivaji established

thus his rule which enforced respect for justice

The real purpose of Shivaji in getting possession of the fortress

of Gingee and the surrounding region of the lower Carnatic seems
to have been previously discussed and defined by him with his

advisers as early as 1675, because we learn from a letter ol Baron

de laHayc, dated December 1675, that he met Annaji Pant, one of

4. It is an important item of the History section of the Mackenzie Manu-
scripts Collection and claims to be a general history of peninsular India, Hindu
and Muhammodan, down to A.n. 1798, with particular reference to the Carnatic

and the Tondamandalam country. The author was a descendant of one of the

former lines of rulers of Gingee and was, according to the standards of those

days, particularly well informed about the history of this place. T he eighth sec-

tion of his Chronicle, dealing.with the lower Karnataka country, is deserving of

particular attention, having been recognised in its value quite early in the history

of the accumulation and utilisation of the Mackenzie Collection by Mal'KILv/ie

himself and later by Wilson. An English translation of this portion is now

under preparation by the author of this paper, while a translation by M. Gnana

Diagou, Avocat, into the French, on the basis of a copy obtained from the

India Office Collection, was published under the title Tlistoire Dctaillee des Rois

du Carnatic’ was brought out in 1939 at Pondicherry. The account that Narayana

gives of the circumstances antecedent to and concerning the Maratha occupation of

Gingee is very interesting as a commentary that might really be authentic and an

improvement, in Very many places, on the version or versions now prevailing.

2
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the ministers of Shivaji, who admitted to him that if the Mughals
were engaged in the north, his master would carry his arms on to

the east coast and that he had already taken measures to minimise
the difficulties attendant on such an expedition.

Madanna Pant, the chief minister of Golkonda, had been revolving

in his mind, according to the account of Martin, very clever plans to

recover a part of the Carnatic at least for Hindu rule. It was in the

beginning of the sixties of the 17th century that Gingee had come
effectively under Bijapur occupation and Sriranga Raya IV (o

Chandragiri) had given up his last hopes of restoring his rule.

Madanna feared that it his master, the Kutb Shah, should personally

undertake the proposed expedition against Gingee, it would excite

the jealousy of the Mughal power
; and* he therefore cunningly sug-

gested that Shivaji should be induced to take up this plan of con-

quest, while outwardly appearances were to be maintained that the

TVIaratha king would ostensibly act in the interests of Golconda.

Martin’s Memoirs give us a clear indication of the motive which

prompted Madanna and Shivaji in preparing for this Carnatic expedi-

tion under the command of the latter. Madanna Pant had, even

within tw'o years of his accession to the wazirship of Golconda in

167+ (according to the testimony of Baron’s Letters and Martin’s

Memoirs), succeeded in getting the whole administration centred in

his hands and the revenues of the state farmed out to himself and

only allowing a monthly stipend for the expenses of the Sultan.

He had effectively changed the personnel of the administration to a

considerable extent and removed many Pathan, Persian and

Deccani grandees from their charges and put his own creatures into

the chief offices. One of the most important features of Madanna’

s

foreign policy was his co-operation with Shivaji in the conquest

of the Carnatic.

Shivaji’ s refusal to entrust the fort after its capture to the

officers of Golconda, as wras asked for by the Sultan, in the words

of Martin, “opened Abul Hasan’s eyes to the deception which had

been practised upon him and made him realise that Shivaji and

Madanna had come to a secret understanding with each other to

the prejudice of his own interest”. Martin further adds that

‘Madanna’ s view s wrere to place this part of the Carnatic once again

under the domination of the Hindus, and by facilitating its con-

quest for Shivaji, to make him a powerful protector

Madanna had, even from 1675, made up his mind to subsidize

Shivaji with Golconda help and money, in order to enable him to

conquer the Carnatic for himself. Only a pretext for letting the

3
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Maratha army loose into thelCarnatic waslwaoting and the pretext

had opportunely arrived in the request of Nazir Mahomed, the Bija-

puri governor of Gingee who was wholly animated by a hatred of

the party then triumphant at the Adil Shahi court and entirely obli-

vious of the consequences. * When Shivaji finally set out on his

mission as Golconda’ s accredited agent, and with the sinews of war
which Golconda had supplied, nobody knew better than Madanna
that Shivaji would never give Ahul Hasan the territories lie had

promised to give him. As Martin observed :
—“Madanna knew

Shivaji too well not to realize that he would never keep the

promise that he had made.” The whole was a carefully planned
conspiracy to hoodwink Ahul Hasan into pulling the chestnuts

out of the fire for the greater benefit of the Maratha chieftain.
1*'

The alliance with Shivaji was Madanna’s greatest diplomatic

achievement. Ahul Hasan had his eves fully awakened to the

deception practised on him by his minister only when the Maratha

officers bluntly refused to hand over the administration of Gingee
to his lieutenants.

1

5. “Nasirmamet who only sought the means of pi eventing Chircan (Slier

Khan Lodi, governor of Valiltondapuram and an adherent of the Afghan faction)

from rendering himself the master of Gingy, did not make any alteration to the

terms and got ready to receive Sivagy to whom he sent ambassadors as soon as he

learnt that he was in the Carnatic.” (Martin) (quoted by S. N. Si.n ; p. 2^4).

6. It will be interesting to infer whether hhivaji was motivated by the idea

of mere plunder or effective conquest and annexation. Sir Jadunatli Sahkau has

maintained that he was motivated to plunder alone. He says: “lie could not

have intended to annex permanently a territory on the Madras Coast, separated

by two powerful and potential States, Ilijapur and Golconda, and situated more

than 'vOO miles from his capital. His aim was merely to squeeze the country of its

wealth and that a partition of his father's jaghir was only u plea to give u show of

legality to the campaign of plunder.” Dr. S. N. Si n, in his “Studies in Indian

History”, maintains the contrary view that “there would be no difficulty in

maintaining an empire situated some hundred miles away from the capital, pro-

vided the communications were safe and good.”

7. “Madanna doubtless favoured the existence in Central and Southern

India of a community of Hindu and semi-Hindu states as a defensive bulwark

against the ever pressing encroachment of Moghul India from the North and West.

Nothing short of such a theory cun satisfy the facts of Madanna \s rule since his

accession to power in 16^4. He had imposed himself and a Brahman bureaucracy

on the Golconda state and one of the clauses of the Treaty of Kulburga stipulated

this his brother Akkanna should be wax it of the lhjapur state (Saiu<ah : History of

AurarigJtib, p. HO) he had helped to establish Hindu rule in Central India, and

use it as a defensive weapon against the constant mt nance of Mnhomcdan India

from the north. These, doubtless, were the “vast designs which Martin is always

hinting at in his comments on Madanna 's policy in the Memoirs.’* (Adriad

DUARTE—An Estimate of Madanna from the French Records—Journal of Indian

History ,
Volume XI, pp. 298-313).

4
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Santaji,

8

an illegitimate brother of Shivaji, was appointed to the
chief command of Gingee and its dependencies and was assisted by
Raghunath Narayan Hanumante who was nominated mazumdar and
by Ilambir Rao Mohite, both of whom were commissioned to assist

in the general management of the affairs of the Carnatic. Havildars
were appointed for the districts of Pondicherry, Kunimedu and
Porto Novo. Shivaji futher gave instructions for the destruction

of many small forts in the plains and for the construction of some
fortresses on the mountains and heights he had noticed. y

Martin’s Memoirs give ample testimony to the fortifications of

Shivaji. The Marathas were said to have built ramparts about
twenty feet thick behind the original enclosing walls and equipped
them with barracks and guard-rooms built into them as intervals.

Such ramparts were more probably the result of the work of the

lieutenants left behind by Shivaji rather than of his own effort,

as he was very busy during his short stay in the Carnatic.

The Sabhasad also says that Shivaji took several other forts beside

Vellore, built new ones and conquered a territory yielding 12 lakhs

of hons. It further goes into a very significant point. “Chandi
(Gingee) was a place well situated to be a capital like Bijapur and
Bhagmgar. The king might have stayed there. But there was a vast

kingdom on the other side also and it was necessary to protect it.

So he appointed Raghunath Narayan as mazumdar and stationed him
at Chandi with a force under Hambir Rao Sarnobat ; and himself

started from Chandi with two sardars, Anand Rao and Mannaji
Tore, together with their armies.” The Gingee country was to be

brought under the same regulations and discipline as Maharashtra

and to have the same revenue system.

Thus the occupation of the Gingee country by Shivaji and his

attempt to stabilise his authority were essentially based on the

ground plan, originally conceived by the master-mind of Madanna,
of effecting a restoration of Hindu power in the south and of help-

ing in the revival and restoration of the Hindu rule in the

Carnatic. This revival had been a dream, but, unfortunately, never

8. The Sabhasad says that "Santaji Raje a natural son of the late Maharaj
(Shahaji) and a brave valiant man” met Shivaji (in his camp on the Coleroon) and
was given a command of 1000 horse in the Carnatic and also allowances in land a

money and took his departure after presents of elephants, horses, clothes and
ornaments.

9. Shivaji is said to have entrusted the fort of Gingee to one of his most
loyal Mavle captains, Ramji Nalage who was assisted by Timaji KeshaV as sabnis

and Rudraji Salvi as kharkhannis (superintendent of stores).
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realised, though often attempted, by the last ruler of Chandragiri
Sriranga IV, of the Aravidu dynasty, and this was well brought out
by Narayanan in his Tamil Chronicle and by Maratha contemporary
writers. Witness Shivaji's letter to Vyankoji in which he urged
him to a mutual reconciliation of their claims, and in the course
of which he expressed himself thus :

—
“So I left Santaji Raje and Raghunath Pant and liambi Rao

there (in Gingi). I received news that, listening to the advice of

the Mussalmans and thinking of fighting with my men, you had
collected all your troops, and sent them against my men ; and they

came to Volgondapur (Valikandapuram). Secondly, you ought to

have thought : ‘He has won the full favour of the gods. He des-

troys the Mussalmans. When my army is full of Mussalmans what
hope can I have of victory, and the Mussalmans surviving?' Now
some places, I have alreadv taken ; others, which arc still in your
hands, ri:z. Bangalore, Kolar, Hoskot, Sirakot and other minor
places and Tanjore—should be handed over to all our men and of

the cash, jewellery, elephants and horses half should be given to

me as my share. You shall be wise to make such an arrangement

with me. If you do so with a clean mind, I shall give you a jaghir

of 3 lakhs of huns in the district of Panha la to be held under myself.

I shall make an application to the Kuthshah and procure a jaghir

of three lakhs under him. Both alternatives I have suggested to

you. One of them you should consider and accept. Do not leave

it to be decided by obstinacy. Family discord is not a good

thing.”

On the death of Raghunath Pant, Harji Mahadik, a son-in-law ot

Shivaji (having married his daughter, Ambika Bai), was made the

viceroy of the Gingee country with Shamji Nayak Punde as his

adviser. A letter from the subhadar of Porto Novo to William

Gyfford, the Madras Governor, speaks about the assumption of the

governorship of Gingee by Harji Raja and the direction given by

subhadar to all the subordinates to obey the viceroy. 10 The new

viceroy was no ordinary man; and his activities at a place tar removed

from the centre of the Maratha governmental machinery, amounted

to an attempt at establishing his own independence, wherein he

was helped by the disharmony existing between Sambhaji and his

nobles. Indeed, be was so successful in his attempt that he practi-

cally became the supreme master of Eastern Karnatak and was

effectively enabled to interfere in the affairs of the indigenous

chiefs of the country. So powerful was he that when the Nayak

10. Litters to Fort Si, George > 1681-82, pp. 24-25,

6
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of Trichinopoly sought his help against an attack from Mysore,
he went with his army and defeated the Mysore general from
whom he captured 2,000 horses. 11 Having thus secured his position
and effectively imposed his authority over the neighbourhood, he
had the audacity to assume the title of ‘Maharaj’ to which he
had no right. 12

Although the acquisition of Fort St. George by the English in

1639 40 had given them a trading settlement, yet it did not in any
way grant them perfect facilities and immunity from threats of
attack. The Irequent disturbances to their trade due to the
jealousy and intrigues of the Dutch and the French on the one
hand, and the threatening attitude assumed by Golconda on the

other, revealed to the English the hopeless position they endured
and impelled them to seek a safer place for their trade activities

lower down the coast.

It was not until 1673 that they fully realized the urgency of the
need, and the suggestion given by the then Bijapuri governor of
Gingee, Nasir Muhammad Khan, that a settlement might be
selected on the coast of that region was taken up by them. 1 *

But nothing came out of the negotiations; and the subsequent
invasion by Shivaji of the Carnatic in 1677 -78, prevented, for the
time, all possibilities for getting concessions in that part of the

coast. However, where the English failed, the French succeeded,
and the energetic and enterprising Francois Martin persuaded the
Bijapur Governor to grant him permission to settle at Pondicherry
in 1674, which he later on fortified.

The English at Madras felt their position increasingly irksome,
as Lingappa, the deputy of the Golconda government in charge of
the Poonamalle country, arbitrarily raised his exactions and imposi-
tions which greatly paralysed the trading activities of Madras.
Hence, in 1681, the English became very anxious to treat with the
Subhadar ol Gingee and obtain permission to build factories at

Cuddalore or Kunimedu and at Porto Novo. 14 They therefore

11. Sauk ah : Aurangzib, Vol. V, p. 53.

12. Ohm I* : Historical Fragments of the Mogul Empire (1805), pp. 300.

13. The Madras Diary and Consulation Book for aarnest 1 672— /8, p. 21 :
—

“The Governor of Gingi, Nazir Muhammad Khan, having by his letter of 10th

March and by his agent Hakim Ismail alias Manoel Do Olivera, offered to the

Agent and Council at Fort St. George to give them leave to settle at Va ludavur
near Pondicherry and to make forts for their own defence with promises of

great privileges and a very friendly invitation thereto and requested an Agent to

be sent to him along with a present sent by him.’*
14. “Upon consideration of Poddela Lingappa *s threat to stop trade and

besiege Madras, by order of the court, it is resolved to be for the Company’s

7
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befriended Gopal Dadaji Pandit, the Brahman Subhadar of Porto
Novo, and persuaded him to speak to Harji Raja on their behalf.

Harji Rajah seems to have been much impressed by the favourable
account given by Dadaji about the English and expressed his will-

ingness to grant to the English the privilege of constructing settle-

ment in his seaports. 15 On receiving a favourable reply in April
1681, Robert Freeman was sent to select suitable sites for factories

in the Gingee country. 1
' Robert Orme is of opinion that it was the

endeavours of Elihu Yale which succeeded in obtaining from Hariji

Mahadik permission to erect a factory at Cuddalore. They were
not successful at Porto Novo, for when the English sent a ship,

the Maratha officer of that place imposed such heavy duties that it

had to turn back with the factors undisembarked and the cargo

undischarged.
<c Even Harji Raja had imposed an additional duty

on all the cloth provided for the Company within his immediate

districts.—In consequence the Council ot Madras requested the

Presidency at Surat to procure a phirmaund from Sambhaji, for the

abolition of the import, with his permission to build a fort

somewhere near Cuddalore and his order for the punishment of the

Governor at Porto Novo.” Ji

At last the English succeeded in their attempts ; and Sambhaji

himself, being persuaded from the Bombay side, granted them per-

mission to build factories in the Gingee country. The destruction

of the English ship
4

President ’ by the Arabs who were hired by
Sambhaji, gave the English factors a decided advantage to press

their demand, in 1681 Captain Gary was sent to Sambhaji
9

s court

to carry on the negotiations,
k<

to require the completion of former

agreements as well as the redress of the late violation and to solicit

the phirmaunds which had been requested by the Government of

Madras for the freedom and increase of their trade in the Gingi

country.

”

18 Sambhaji was not prepared under the circumstances,

to continue to ignore the request of the English any more, and so

interest to be at the charge of obtaining a cowle to settle a factory in the Gingi

country—which is out of Golconda's dominions which is a matter of great security

to the Company’s investments. The settling of a factory in the Gingi country

will keep them in greater respect to this place and secure large investments that

being the best country for cloth. It is resolved that letters should be written to

the Maratha Subhedar of Gingi to grant the English a cowle for factories at

Cuddalore or Kunimedu and at Porto Novo. If we think fit a person may be sent

to obtain the said cowle as soon as possible.”

15. Letters to Fort St. George , 1081-82, pp 24-25.

16. Madras Diary and Consultation Hook, 1681.

17. Ormi: : Historical Fragments, p. 116.

18. Ibid , p. 136.

8
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he granted in the Gingee country “ a factory at Cuddalore and
Thevanampatam (later, Fort St. David), with the ancient immunities
allowed by Bijapur to the factory at Conimeed and allowed free

trade at Porto Novo. Kcigwin and his Council are named in the

Patents as the parties to whom the grants are made.” 10

Harji Raja asserted his independence of his brother-in-law and
would not send the surplus revenue to Raigarli. Added to the

turbulent attitude of the Gingee Viceroy, Vyankoji, Shivaji’s half-

brother, who had established his rule at Tanjore, conquered back

the regions that he had lost in his struggle with his brother 30 and

refused to abide by the peace terms which he had made with the

latter. To arrest the growing insubordination of his vassal,* 1

Sambhaji sent in 1687 to the south a strong force of 12,000 horses

under the command of Keshav Pingle and Santaji Ghorepade.* 3

Indeed the whole plan had been engineered by Kavi Kulesh who,
being greatly envious and apprehensive of Harji, advised Sambhaji

to take such a course';*5 and Keshav Pingle was directed to depose
Harji and declare himself viceroy.*4

The fall of Bijapur into Mughal hands in September 1686 and

the imminence of the coming siege of Golconda roused Sambhaji to

a lively sense of the danger to his Gingee province that would
ensue from the extension of Mughal dominion in that direction.

19. Ibid, p. 137.

20. Hambir Rao Sarnobat and Raghunath Narayan had to wage a bloody and
decisive struggle with Vyankoji who had collected forces from the poligars that

were four times as numerous as theirs ; but they secured a victory over him and
captured many of his horses and elephants and a great quantity of’jcwels and also

llhivji Raje, Pratapji Raje and many other men of note. Then they proceeded to

'Tanjore and concluded peace with Vyankoji, while Shivaji wrote to them:
Vyankoji Raje is my younger brother. He acted like a child. Still he is my
brother. Protect him. l)o not ruin his kingdom*.

Martin tells us that at this battle the troops of Vyankoji "'ere not so numerous
as those of the enemy, but his cavalry was much superior ; and Raghunath Pant
was depressed by the bad omen of the flight of a number of vultures over his

camp "without ceasing for several days'*. Vyankoji began the battle; "the mclc

was severe for the people of these parts, many were killed and wounded, among
those were some men of importance. The two parties retreated and the lost wss
almost equal/’ (November 1677).

21. Ohme says that Sambhaji feared the hostile attitude of Harji Raja who
wanted to overthrow his master and ally himself with the Mughals :—Vide
Fragments, p. 155.

22. Oh.mi; : Historical Fragments, p. 155.

23. Kinc/md and Pakasnis : A History of the Maratha People, p. 142.

24. The Madras Diary and Consultation Bookfor 1687 says that Harji Raia was
dismissed and that Keshav Pingle was to be the next Viceroy, pp. 50-51 ; see also

Letters to Port St. George, Vol. IV, 1686-87, p. 94, 22nd and 26th March 1687.

9
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According to Orme, we learn that, in October 1686, he sent Kesava
Pingle and Santanji Ghorcpade with 12,000 men. Orme further
tells us that at the same time Harji Raja was probably suspected of
an attempt to secure his own position by disowning Sambhaji’s
authority and declaring himself a tributary vassal of the Mughal.
Kulash had persuaded his master to believe that Har ji wished to

make himself independent. The latter had in reality harboured no
great disloyal feelings towards his brother-in-law

; but his agents in

the Maratha capital had clearly warned him of the suspicions enter-

tained of his loyalty and of the rumours as to his intended move
at independence and going over to the Mughals and he was
advised to be careful of how he should conduct himself towards
Kesava Pingle and Santa ji Ghorepade.

The despatch of the Maratha army to strengthen Gingec
alarmed the Mughal Emperor Au rangzib who detached a large body
of troops from the siege operations round Golconda to invest

Bangalore which was still in Maratha hands, before the latter could
concert measures for an attack on the besiegers of that place.

Kesava Pant, however, in his ecstasy of joy at the new appoint-
ment which he was given, revealed prematurely the object of his

march to Gingce, as we find from a letter from Kunimedu addressed
to Gyfford dated 26th March 1687, which says that

<c
Harji Raja

is out of employment and a new person has come down in his

place ;

*

’ and a subsequent letter of April 1687 from the same
factory says that

<c
all the Subhadars had been to Gingce to give

* Kesava Pant, the new man, a visit.”

Harji Raja, having learnt the real object of Kesava Pant’s

march to the south from his friends at the Maratha court, had

effectively strengthened his hold over the Gingee fortress. Keshava

Pant finding himself baffled in his object in his first talks with

Harji Raja, cunningly contrived to show him outward respect and

pretended to recognise his superior authority to all appearances.

This removed from Harji Raja’s mind all apprehensions of any

direct attack on Gingee, and even induced him to lend his troops

to Keshava Pant in his further aim of retaking Bangalore and

marching into the Mysore country. The straits to which Bangalore

had^been reduced by the Mughals led Harji and Keshava to forget

their quarrels and combine their resources for its relief.

But before Keshava Pant could reach his objective, the Mughal

troops had already taken Bangalore and the Maratha army had to

return quietly to Gingee. Harji Raja is held to have accompanied

Keshava on the march to Bangalore. He returned to Gingec and sent

K. V. 30 10
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18,000 horse under his two new allies to invade the Mysore country

again. Shortly afterwards occurred the capture of Golconda by
Aurangzib who reorganised the administration of that state and the

control of its dependencies and systematically appointed Mughal
officers in the place of those of the deposed Sultan. Kasim Khan
was nominated to be the Faujdar of the Carnatic and directed to

march against the Marathas, while Asad Khan harried all the coast

from Masulipatam to the Palar river. The Madras Diary of 1687

refers to the unsettled condition of this region at this period in these

words :

—“ 10,000 horse having come into the Gingee country com-
manded by Kasim Khan to war against the Marathas.’ ’ Another
English letter from Kunimedu, dated 18th November, refers to the

Mughal danger threatening the Maratha hold over the Gingee
country which has “so much discouraged all trade that the merchants

ceased to invest”. These disturbances necessarily compelled the

English factors to fortify Kunimedu, Porto Novo and other local

factories in their possession. Harji Raja had hoped to reduce the

Mysore country before Aurangzib could seize Golconda; but the

Mughal advance had been too quick for him. Kasim Khan and Asad
Khan were already in the field in Northern Carnatic with large

armies; the Golconda governor of Cuddapah had even accepted
service under the Mughals; and the Hindu officials in charge of

Conjeevaram and Poonamalle were ready to follow' his example.
The latter held in justification of his volte face that “the world was
constantly turning on its axis and altering the side which it present-
ed to the sun” and that “it was not strange that an inhabitant of

the world should follow so excellent an example.” Harji Raja
recalled Keshav Pant from the Mysore country and ordered him to

attack and devastate the coast districts occupied by the Mughal
generals between the North Pennar and the Palar rivers; and when
Keshav refused to obey this order, Harji Raja detached a portion of

his own garrison troops from Gingee and managed, with their help
to reimpose his authority again on the governors of Poonamalle,
Arcot and Conjeevaram. Ashamed and humiliated at Harji’s

success, Keshav and Santaji displayed fresh energy and contrived

to occupy all this country with their own troops and thus enabled
Harji to recall his own men to Gingee.

On Kesava Pant’s return from the campaign to the head-quar-
ters at Gingee, fresh quarrels arose between him and Harji Raja
and thereupon he demanded the surrender of Gingee to himself in

obedience to his master’s orders. Harji Raja had, however, care-

fully secured in 1688 a shelter at Devanampatnam where he could
fly for shelter. Then he sent out a detachment of his own army

11
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to plunder and conquer on his account some districts, belonging to

Golconda and lying north of the Palar river, which had submitted
to the Mughals.

The Madras ‘Diary and Consultations* for December 1687 thus
describe the consequent activities of the Marathas in harrassing
these regions “Having advice that the Maratha forces in the
Gingee country under the command of Harji Maharaja were upon
their march with 2,000 horse and 5,000 foot with great number of
pioneers and scaling ladders, that they had plundered and taken
several towns belonging lately to the kingdom of Golconda and
committed various other atrocities that most of the inhabitants left

Conjeevaram and other places to secure their persons and estates.’*

Thus the Marathas contrived to keep the whole land in a per-

petual turmoil by their ravages ; and a year passed without any
definite victory for either party and with both sides watching each

other plundering the country. “No regular battle was fought.

Skirmishes and alarms were frequent. Trade was ruined, industry

ceased and men flocked to the European settlements of the coast.*’”

The year 1689 proved to be as troubled as 1688. The roads

were unsafe for travellers, for both the Mughals and the Maratha

troopers plundered the country impartially ; and the English had

to close down their factory at Porto Novo and move their goods

from that place to Kunimedu and Cuddalore, which were better

protected against the ravages of marauding troops.

Sambhaji who had obtained a great accession of troops after the

fall of Bijapur and had reduced all the country south of Pan ha la,

now began an intensive war against the Mughals. Keshav Pingle,

who was now ashamed of his recent behaviour, but continued to be

bitterly jealous of Harji Mahadik’s easy successes on the coast,

25. OuME thus remarks on Harji Raja’s behaviour during this crisis :

—"On
his ( Keshav’s ) return the grudge between him and Harji Raja broke out openly

;

the surrender of Gingee to the orders of Sambhaji was publicly demanded

ard refused; but Harji fearing that respect to his sovereign might at length

pmdominate amongst the troops of his own command, secured the fort of

Tncvanampatam, near Cuddalore, as a retreat on emergency ; but to keep up their

attachment to himself by an exertion of national loyalty and the hope of plunder,

lie summoned Keisswa Puntolox to march and reduce the countries to the north of

the Palar, which had just submitted to the Moghul. Keisswa Puntalo seems
to have refused any connection with him ; on which Harji sent forward a

detachment under the command of two officers, in whom he had special trust, who
met with no resistance of any consequence from the new' converts to the Moghul

vovernment, and in a fortnight were in quiet possession of Arcot, Conjeevaram,

and Poonamalle with their districts of which they set about collecting the

rc/en'ies, favoured by the season, for it was the end of December.

12
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began a policy of co-operation with the latter. Early in 1688, twelve

thousand Mughal cavalry and a large body of local levies entered

the east coast territory under Muhammad Sadik in order to drive

out the Marathas from that region. The latter immediately retired

to Conjeevaram behind the line of forts standing on both sides of

the Palar river and allowed the enemy to get hold of both Poona-

malle and Wandiwash ; but the latter did not venture to attack the

inner strong-holds, while on their own side the Marathas carefully

avoided any decisive encounter with the Mughal cavalry. “So both

armies avoided each other and contended themselves with ravaging

the country side and robbing and torturing the unfortunate pea-

santry .

5 *

In 1689 Sambhaji was captured by the Mughals.** Harji Raja

then seized the opportunity and managed to capture Kesava Pant

and his followers at Tiruvannamalai; he now made himself an openiy

independent ruler ; strengthened his army and improved the

defences of the Gingee against the expected attack by the Mughal*.

Some weeks later he released Kesava Pant (the 19th August) ; but

himself died a month afterwards. His wife Ambika Bai continued

for some months to rule the fort of Gingee and the province in

the name of her minor sons. Shortly, however, the situation at

Gingee was unexpectedly reversed by the arrival of Raja Ram who
began thus a new and glorious epoch of Maratha!defence.

26. For a discussion of the date of his execution, see appendix to Chapter
XXVIII of Kincaid and Parasnis—A History of the Maratha People, Vol. II.
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The Vahlikas of the Meharauli Pillar

Inscription

By

Dines Chandra Sircar, Calcutta

In a paper read before the Tenth All-India Oriental Con-
ference, Tirupati, 1940, I have tried to show that very often in

inscriptions and literary works we get, in connection with the
description of a powerful king’s digvijaya (conquest of the four
quarters, or conquest of “the whole earth”), the traditional

boundaries of the conventional cakravartti-ksetra

.

These boundaries
are generally : (1) The Himalaya, Vadarika&rama on the Gandhama-
d ma, the country near the Vamksu (Oxus), or the like, in the north ;

(2) Udaya mountain (mythical) the eastern sea (Bay of Bengal), the

Lauhitya, Vanga, or the like, in the east ; (3) the Malaya mountain,
the Mahendra mountain, the southern sea (Indian Ocean), Ceylon,
or the like, in the south ; and (4) the Asta mountain (mythical), the

Mandara mountain (mythical), the Western sea (Arabian sea), the

Parasika country, or the like, in the west. In that paper I have also

tried to prove that the Meharauli Pillar inscription describes the

digvijaya of a king named Candra ( = Candragupta II?) in the

verses :

—

STrfl<Tg**TT

sfafefaFTT ^ir^npr i

(iCorp . Ins . Ind Ill, p. 141, verse 1)

which gives the following boundaries of the Cakravartti-ksetra :

(1) Vahlika or Bahlika (near the Oxus) in the north ; (2) Vanga in the

east ; (3) Southern sea in the south and (4) The seven mouths of the

Indus (all falling in the western or Arabian sea) in the west.

My attention has recently been drawn to a paper by Dr. D. R,

Biiandarkar in Journ . Andhra Hist . Res. Soc.> X, p. 86 ff., where

the country of the Vahlikas mentioned in the Meharauli Pillar

inscription has been placed on the Beas (Vipasa) on the strength of

a verse quoted from the Ramdyana. The learned Doctor says :

—

“ yayur = madhyena Valhlkan Sudamanam ca parvatam I

Visnoh padam presamana Vipasam c =api Salmallm II

Rdmdyaria , II, 68, vv. 18-19.

1
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“ They went through the Valhlka country to Mount Sudaman,
viewing Visnupada and also the Vipasa and the Salmali.

“ It will be seen from this verse that Visnupada, Vipasa anu
Saimall, if not even Sudaman, were all in the Valhlka country and
close to one another. * * * these places were in the close proximity
of the Vipasa, which we know is the modern Beas, where it is

joined by another river, the Salmall. " (op. cit. t p. 87)

The suggestion that the country watered by the Beas was called

Vahlika or Balhika is however certainly wrong. Numerous passages

can be quoted from the epic, Puranic and classical Sanskrit litera-

ture to prove that the Punjab = Pancanada, ** the land of the Five

Rivers ” (one of the five being the Beas), was in ancient times

called the Vahlka country, and there is absolutely no doubt that

the reading Vdlhlkdn in the passage quoted from the Rdmayana is

a mistake for Vdhikdn. A flood of light on the ancient Vahlka

country and its people is thrown by several chapters of the Karna-

parvan of the Mahdbhdrata. We have there (Ch. 44) the following

verses regarding the geography of this country :

—

* * *

srrf&ET 5tnt ii 10
*.r. * *

*ragsr fsrTT^TT =ar n 31

fBTrT^rlT =5 I

3TRSf *TTO 3 ^SfTT JTB'=UTT ^r«T^ li 32

* * *

9TR5T 5fW writer II 40

The above verses and several others from the Karnaparvan

(Chs. 44-45) prove that the kingdom or the people over which Salya

ruled was generally referred to as Pancanada or Vahlka and

specifically as Madraka, Jarttika and Aratta. In other words, the

Madrakas, Jarttikas and the Arattas were generally designated

Pancanada and Vahlka. There is however one verse which suggests

that Vahika was orginally the name of a country or people on the

Beas (Vipasa).

2
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«r%«r item firTHirerr i

grr^ter Star ^fi?: srsrrafc u

Mahdbhdirata, Karnaparvan, Ch. 44. v* 10.

“In the Vipa£a, there were two Pisacas named Vahi and Illka;

their descendants are called the VahTkas who are not the creation

of Prajapati.”

The geography of this well-known Vahlka country has been
discussed by a number of scholars. Reference may be made to

Cunningham’s Geography of Ancient I?idia s Calcutta, 1924, pp. 247,

686-87, and V. S. Aurawala’s “Patahjali and the Vahika-grilmas’’ in

Indian Culture , October, 1939, p. 129 ff. In view of the numerous
evidences regarding the existence of a Vahlka country near the

Vipasa, no Valhika (which is no doubt a mistake for Vahlka) country
can be located in the same region on the strength of a solitary

passage of the Ramayana.

If the Vahlkas were originally a people living on the Beas, we
have to explain how7 the sense of the wrord Vahlka expanded so as to

indicate all the tribes living in the Pancanada (i.e., Punjab). It is

interesting in this connection to note that the Mahdbhdrata some-
times uses the terms Vahlka, Madra, Jartika, Aratta and Pancanada

synonymously. It therefore appears that the lands of the tribes

which lived close to one another in the Punjab became in course of

time moulded into a big kingdom under the powerful kings of

Sakala (Sialkot). As Vahlka was (Mbh. % VII, 44, 6) beyond the

Kuruksetra and therefore was outside the boundary of the Brahma-

vartta, its analogical connection with the word bahis may have been

another cause of the expansion of its geographical sense.

3



Epic Studies*

By

V. S. Sukthankar, Poona

VIII. The Rama Episode (Ramopakhyana) and the Ramayana

Sluszkiewicz’s elaborate dissertation 1 on the recensions of

the Ramayana has revived the interest in the question of the

relationship between the Ramayana and the Rama Episode
of the Mahabharata, a question which appears to have been
first mooted by Weber. 8 Weber had contented himself

with formulating the four logical alternatives : (1) the Ramopa-
khyana is the source of the Ramayana ; (2) the Ramopakhyana
constitutes an epitome of the Ramayana, but of a Ramayana more
primitive than the epic in its present form ; (3) the Ramopakhyana
represents an epitome of the Ramayana, but an epitome modified

somewhat by the compiler of the Episode himself ; and lastly ;

(4) the two poems are derived independently from a lost common
source. The alternatives worked out by Weber may be admitted ;

but then logical possibilities, unfortunately, do not carry us very

far in historical investigations.

Jacobi, who has dealt wT ith the question at great length in Das
Ramayana , Geschichtc und Inhalt (Bonn 1893), held firmly to the

opinion that the Ramopakhyana was based on the Ramayana, on
our Ramayana, on the Rama Epic as we have it,—the episode form-

ing a rather careless abridgment of Valmiki’s epic (op. cit. p. 70).

In discussing the question he has drawn attention to certain

passages in the Ramopakhyana which presuppose a knowledge of

the Ramayana, and which would be indeed unintelligible if the

reader did not know certain facts and circumstances which were
detailed in the Epic but omitted in the Episode. This argument

* For the firs>t instalment of the scries, cf. JBBRAS. {NS.) 4 . 157. ff. ; the
following six have appeared in the Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute, Vol. 11, pp. 165-191, 259-283 ; Vol. 16, pp. 90-113

; Vol. 17, pp. 185-202;
Vol. 18, pp. 1-76 ; Vol. 19, pp. 201-262.

1. Eugeniusz Slukzkiewicz, Przyczynki do badan nod dziejami Redakcyj
Rdrmiyany (Contributions d I histoire des recensions du Rdnulyarta) = Polska Akademia
Umiejetnosci Prace Komisji Oricntalistyczncj Nr. 30 (Krakdw 1938), pp. 1-86.

2. “Ueber das Ramayana ”, Abhatidltiiigcn der Berliner Akad. der Wiss ., Phil-
hist. Klasse, 1870, 1-88 (see especially, p. 36 f). Referred to by Jacobi, Das
Rdtndyana, Geschichtc und Inhalt, p. 71 f.—Cf. also E. W. Hopkins, The Great
Epic of India (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1920 2

), pp. 58 ff.

1
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seems to be not^quite as soundlas it appears at first sight ; because,
for the allusions in question, the compiler of the Episode might
have been indebted to any other source or sources which likewise
contained those explanatory allusions which happen to be omitted
in the Episode. The allusions do not point unequivocally to any
one single definite source.

But Jacobi did not of course base his case on this fact alone.
He strengthened it from another side. He pointed out (op. cit.

pp. 72 ff.) about a dozen passages which the Episode had in

common with the Epic. These parallelisms carry naturally far

greater weight than the allusions mentioned above. Exact verbal

agreement between the works of two poets, even though they may
be working on the same theme, are alw7ays suspicious. The human
mind is not easily duplicated. Similar ideas may arise inde-

pendently : but the words in which they become clothed are still

something personal and characteristic, varying with each individual.

Jacobi attached special importance to one particular stanza in

the Episode,—a veritable doggerel which, (according to Jacobi)

was evidently a copy of the perfect Ramayana stanza—once heard

never forgotten :*

mm mm\mm \

The Mbh. caricature of this stanza, according to Jacobi, was :

Jacobi was of opinion that this stanza of inferior form proves

borrowing because it is inferior. This unquestionably proved

also, Jacobi argued, that the Episode is merely an epitome of our

Ramayana. The argument is again not quite conclusive, and the

point has been contended by Hopkins.
<£A great poet,” says

Hopkins, “is more apt to take a weak verse and make it strong than

is a copyist to ruin a verse already excellent” (Great Epic, p. 63).

Whatever the merits of this latter contention, Jacobi’s conclusion

appears to be correct in the main, though his argument is certainly

fallacious. Jacobi should have stopped short with the stanza. The
Mahabharata stanza appears to be—and very probably is— a weak

3. Op. cit. p. 74 : “Sollte aber noch Jernand davon Zweifeln, so verweisen

wir auf den schon oben p. 14 citierten Vers : $3garam ca 'mbaraprakhyarn . . .

Dieser wirklich grossartige Vers, der tinmal gehort nicht wieder vergessen wird,

wird in MBh folgendermassen wiedergegebtn : Dasakandhara-rajasunvos . . .

Nach Inhalt und Form einc klaglichc Umschreibung, die sich auf den ersten Blick

ala Nachahmung verrat.”

2
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imitation of the Ramayana stanza. The fallacy lies in the extension

that the Ramopakhyana is therefore a weak imitation of the Rama-
yana. The relation between the two stanzas does not necessarily

prove anything about the relationship between the Ramayana and
the Ramopakhyana as wholes

.

Winternitz4 has already warned us that each stanza of the Mbh.
must be judged on its own merits,—it may be added, when we want
to use the stanza for historical and comparative purposes . We could

not find a better example of this dictum than the stanza on which
Jacobi has relied for establishing the posteriority of the Ramo-
pakhyana. The stanza has an intricate history. Though found in

all our old printed editions, the MS. support for it is surprisingly

meagre. Of the two lines comprising the stanza, the second was
found only in Bengali MSS. in addition to some stray Nagari MSS.;
but the first line is itself known in two variant versions ! The form
known to and cited by Jacobi, namely,

alternates with another :

which appears to be an attempt at remedying the awkwardness of

the former, which was the subject of Jacobi’s strictures .
1 Both

lines are however completely missing in Kasmiri and Southern MSS.
( 1besides many old Nagari MSS.*) ! This fact leaves no room now for

doubting that the stanza in question is but a very late addition to

the Great Epic. It can therefore naturally prove nothing whatso-

ever about the age or the character of the original Episode to which
it has been secondarily appended by a recent interpolator. All

disquisitions based on this stanza from the Ramopakhyana have

consequently become futile. We must look for other criteria.

This only shows how very precarious are the conclusions that

are based on the Vulgate text of the Mbh. And it is very remark-
able that many of those very passages that have been used in the

past for literary-historical purposes have turned out to be unhappily
but also unquestionably spurious .

7

4. History 0} Indian Literature (Calcutta 192'/), p. 469: "the date of each
section, nay sometimes of each single verse, must be determined separately, ..."

5. Op. cit. p. 74. Cf. footnote on p. 473 above.

6. For instance, in the fragmentary Devanagarl MS. of the Aranyakaparvan
belonging to the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Bhau Daji

Collection, No. 245.

7. I cannot give a better instance than that of a passage which was cited by
H. Oldenbero to illustrate his Akhyana theory. It is well known that Oldenberg
always maintained that the oldest form of epic poetry in India was a mixture of

3
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However the fact that one particular stanza cited by Jacobi has

turned out to be unauthentic does not affect his general conclusion

about the relationship between the Ramopakhyana and the Rama-

yana which, in my opinion, is quite well-founded and can be

supported on other grounds.

As far as I can judge, the minute differences in the details of

the story, which have been pointed out and exaggerated by some

critics of Jacobi’s theory, tell us nothing whatsoever about the

matter which is the subject of discussion. The verbal agreements

have, on the other hand, an unusually great probative force, lo

strengthen the case of Jacobi, we need therefore a large number of

agreements . I had this fact in mind when I was studying the

Ramopakhyana for my edition ol Vanaparvan or -to give it its

correct name—Aranyakaparvan

.

Jacobi had found just twelve concordances. They are

obviously too few. But their actual number should be very much

greater, even if we exclude the epic tterata and standing phrases,

which are the common heritage of the epic bards and which have

been listed separately by Hopkins in an Appendix to his Great

Epic . It would be premature, it seems to me, to discuss the

question which of the existing versions of the Ramayana our Episode

stands closest to. That question can be taken up only when we have

a really critical edition of the Ramayana, which is promised by my

friend and colleague Professor Ragiiu Vira of Lahore from his

International Academy of Indian Culture. In the meantime, I shall

just register the concordances which I have been able to find,

irrespective of the versions of the Ramayana to which they may

belong. 8 A scholar who knows his Ramayana better than I do

would naturally be able to handle the question with more com-

prose and verse, the speeches being in verses, while the events were narrated in

prose. In this connection he drew attention to the story of Sibi in the Vanaparvan

(adhy. 199 of the Bombay ed.). This adhyaya which Oldenuebo (Das Maha-

kharata, p. 23) regarded as a survival from the oldest form of our great epic can

now on manuscript authority be proved to be one of the latest interpolations in

the epic. We are not concerned with the date of this passage. The passage may

be of hoary antiquity—though I doubt it personally—, but it certainly never

formed a part of the oldest strata of the Mahabharata : that much wc can now say

with confidence. One sees how even a scholar like OedENBERG can make abysmal

blunders in the estimation of the age and character of passages of the Maha-

bharata. - ..

8. I must acknowledge here the help I have received from Mr. M. V.

Vaidya, M.A., and Pandit Krishnamurti Sastri, two of my assistants in the

Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, in tiacing out and identifying the parallel

passages listed below.

4
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petence and find more concordances. But in the absence of such
an exhaustive study by a savant who has mastered both the poems,
the following table which I have prepared may be found useful.

I have consulted only the Bombay edition (published in 1888 by the

Nirnaya Sagar Press) and Gorresio’s edition (1843-1867). Of the

latter edition, moreover, the last volume (Uttarakanda) was not

available to me and therefore could not be utilized.

Concordance of Parallel Passages in the Mbh. (Ramopakhyana)
and the Ramayana**

Mbh. Aranyakaparvan

( RamopakhySna ), Crit Ed.

( B. as Bombay Ed. )

(1) 258. 2d

(B. 274. 2d)

(2) 258. 4b

(B. 274. 4b)

(3) 258. 5d

(B. 274. 5d)

(4) 258. 9d

(B. 274. 9d)

wrer irfirfr fsmm,

(5) 259. 13«6

(B. 275. 13«6)

Ramayana, Bombay Ed. ( = B.)

(G. = Gorresio’s Ed.)

B. 1. 1. 53*

(G. 1. 1.58-0

1G, like Mbh., W 5»°.)

B. 3. 34. 2b

(G. 3. 38.2*)

(G, like Mbh., f%°.)

B. 5. 42. 34* : 4J. 9i
;

6. 41 . /76
; etc.

(G. 5. 38. 316; 6. 16.

796; etc., etc.)

B. 3. 50. 26d

(G. 4. 49. 244)

faain.

B. 1. 18. 25cd

^ 5IJT:

*1^ VitT: I

9. Stanzas identified by Jacobi have been marked in the list with “J” : thus

[ J ]. A few of the other passages have been noted by Sluszkifvvicz also, and
have been marked with “S’* in the list. Sluszkifavicz’s arrangement seemed to

me rather complicated and confusing. From his various lists it is difficult to

estimate the actual range and extent of the similarities.

5
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(6) 259. 30
(B. 275. 30)

srraif Jr i

wfirfsirer *9

swt# sifirntg !r ii [J]

(7) 259. 31 !

(B. 275. 31)
|

3TRT^TfTra^5TiT I

srroft f%-
^?rfft ft n [JS]

(B for and ^TUT
for ^TW.)

(8) 259. 36«6

(B. 275. 36«*)

Onflwrcg vmtwrr

?mf vnfsrgw^ i

(B JTT^rg
0
for 5WJT3°.)

(9) 260. 7<*

(B. 276. 7<0

(10) 261. 6b
!

(B. 277. 6*)
j

**TOmrcT % narn [S]
j

(11) 261. 96

(B. 277. 96)

wwriaiRrfiRq(

(12) 261. 15*

(B. 277. 15*)

ttam: ft

|

I

(13) 261. 17**

(B. 277. 17**)
j

srurftfV^Rrt

w#l gftft
|
[S]

|

(B ^513 for ^5lfcT.)
!

6

B. 7. 10. 30**-31«6

(G. 7. 10. 30)

«T?wrqr3C?rc«Ttfft

Vlft IW JTfftftft^

1

3T%f^m =9 STST#

wnp'aOwrg ft ii

G, like Mbh., transp. STfST# and
*m»r.)

B. 7. 10. 34**-35«6

(G. 7. 10. 34)

wrnnvwftsft ft

*rroft srraft gfft;-

tu?# ^rfft ft ii

(G, like Mbh , for "STRUT,

and for STpfftO

B. 7. 10. 6"6

vrorwt

G. 1. 20. 146

^ro^qr ^rferar:

G. 1. 19. 286

T^mrer % iren:

B. 2. 3. 286

(G. 2. 2. 13**)

fwyrmymfturat

. 1. 8. 14* [cf . 1 . 8.11<; 12.3*]

(G. 1. 11. 15*)

ftraros tffopp'nt ft

(G ^ for ft.)

G. 2.7. 3*6

3U5f)fftw#

jt% JTfp^TwrfftOr 1
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(14) 261. 18 ab

(B. 277. 18"&)

*TTOf: I

(15) 261.22cd

(B. 277. 22“*)

aroaft 35ts?r

to aftssr i [JS]

(16) 1245* (line 1)

(B. 277. 24")

-2f«r«ri TT3r?nfls%r [S]

(17) 261. 25«*

(B. 277. 26«t)

(18) 261.254
(B. 277. 274)

(19) 261.33"6

(13. 277. 34«*)

'TrafitfETt &
Jjf& W I [S]

(20) 261. 394

(B. 277. 40<*)

TOWJFrsr* ufir

(21) 261.40"

(B. 277. 41")

nt^rafr *«rrg

(22) 261. 42"4

(B. 277. 43"4)

^rsTOTfoi

(B *T\TOT^ for W°).

B. 2. 8. 9ab

(G. 2. 7. 4ob)

g*mr alUmr
*TTOT: I

(G g*Rt *1^1 and
for

0
^FT<U

B. 2. 10. 33"*

(G. 2.9. 11 "<*)

arq'vafj ?r*mi aft sir

^ fag^nm, i

(G 31^T ^v
-=ETrTt ^TSST and ***:

for ^:.)

G. 2. 9. 13"

jfa^r rrarnrlsfaR

G. 2. 12. 3"4

3TTf*lW5N;

i

B. 5. 33. 214

(G. 5. 31. 154)

»T^sg TOT^T:

G. 2. 76. 7"4

*TO sirsrsrcft gf¥r

<nf?ra ^pror «ptt i

B. 3. 5. 204

(G.3. 9. 154)

*rwjr«w aft

B. 3. 64. 3«

(G. 3. 68. 30")

snflr n)?mf

B. 5. 37. 16

(G. 5. 35. 17"*)

*iwmf 3tro «r: i

7
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(23) 262. 3*

( B. 278. 3*)

S* [JS]

(24) 262. 12*

(B. 278. 13")

«rms%

(25) 262. 22ed

(B. 278. 23"*)

Ft gssfqot?^

f i [JS]

(26) 262. 27*

(B. 278. 286)

(27) 262. 30*

(B. 278. 32")

STOKf) WBHffl oi [JS]

(28) 262. 33*<*

(B. 278. 35 *d)

wfr gfl trmr

*WT! ii> *rgta(3t: t [J]

(29) 263 . 8«6

(B. 279. 9«6)

*rr

<151 msW3*T5Tr( I

(30) 263. 11*

(B. 279. 14*)

(31) 263. 22*

(B. 279. 25*)

(b °»rh:.)
8

B. 3. 35. 41 «6
|

I

B. 3. 40. 20", 22«

|

(G. 3. 44. 18")

|

STOiT*% <51

I
B. 3. 44. 24"*

I (G. 3. 50. 22 cJ

i

5T asfn9i?*t5r

*ri3f?*T 3 *«ri*aR**, l

|
(G5T^sr%

i

G. 3. 51. 41*

!
f*RR

I B. 3. 46. 9*

j
(G. 3. 52. 14*)

(G '^if eft for
c
<fVt.)

i B. 3. 47. 29"6
; 48. 10 "*

(G. 3. 53. 35 "* ; 54. 14"*)

|

55*r hut ?T?Jjr*H

(B and G both second time

j

HIT IK *rfl3.F-f.)

JTV^ jut JTPigfl I

I (B second time &W HUT 'j<T 3HT
;

|

G second time 3?.T HR B^tgi'l.)

;

B. 3. 54. 1*<*

I (G. 3. 60. 5*-*)

^51 fufajfWrHt

<ra srRTjn^Pi: i

I B. 3. 57. 16*

(G. 3. 64. 18**; 66. 2d)

Traircwfrfa?)

B. 3. 60. 7*
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263. 39"

(B. 279. 43")

s?rr tftar

V. S. SUKTHANKAR

(32)

(33) 263. 40b

(B. 279. 44*)

B. 3. 71. 21«

(G. 3. 75. 37«)

?ra9»?T rw)
(G. like Mbh., tfrdT for Wr.)

G. 3 . 79. 40<*

(34) 263. 41"*

(B. 279. 45"*)

sjgPfr: ?r?r i [J]

(B g*ra m for

B. 3. 72. 12**

(G. 3 . 76 . 36*0

sjgfa; ^ 1

(G mw^fricr
*1? 1)

(35) 264. 2d

(B. 280. 2d)

smw JT^Tfrr fsmrjf.

B. 4. 30.6rf

(G. 4. 29. 5 fl
)

STHW JT^mr

(36) 264. 23«*

(B. 280. 23"*)

fgrfa^sHr

^rrarf^RJTjT: 1

(B fg^^t.)

B. 4. 50. 6"*

j
(G. 4. 50. 6"*)

(G and ^W:.)
(37) 264. 27<*

(B. 280. 27'0

HTO W?3» 3H: [S]

G. 4. 15. 21*

spr wft g^:

(38) 264. 32<*

(B. 280. 32<0

B. 6. 90. 37<*

(G. 6. 70. lid)

gfararfor

(39) 264. 34«*

(B. 280. 34"*)

*r mssm sfa:

i

B. 4. 12. 41"*

i (G. 4. 12. 47"*)

h ?rcr gg$ sfarra;

55H*n i

(G, like Mbh., *fa: for «tUR,
! and BT^fT for SKT^TT.)
i

(40) 264. 37*

(B. 280. 37*)

sr^rsslfSragsrJTri;

B. 4. 48. 20d

(G. 4. 48. 229)

spRrr^stfoFrigsflTi;

9
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(41) 264. 42*

(B. 280. 42<*)

(42) 264. 55"*

(B. 280. 56"*)

arfawajt StviTsfi

fsrt TOjrogna': i [S]

(43) 264. 64*- 65*. 65<*

(B. 280. 65*-66", 66'0

^ ajwrfoa f^’ur: i

raswsarg&qaT: [S]

(44) 264. 66‘d

(B. 280. 67<d)

WPT^FWI^
iTcp IT^ fsrif^crc

|
[S]

(45) 265. Ad-Sd

(B. 281 .
Ad 5 d)

sa rjfaura;

*T

«rai^fqr finjfaa: I

5JJTOTa% ;*TJP?g'-

Sffaftsfa II [S]

(46) 265. 8"*

(B. 281. 8"*)

$at *jg*g*n?: I

K.V. 31 10

(G "gfjr^.)

G. 5.,18. 21*

B. 5. 37.12"*

(G. 5. 35. 13 "ft)

arfawai) ram ifvrra)

i

(G % :3TFTT for W-n)

B. 5. 27. 2W, 33"

(G. 5.27. 16"fr, 22")

?»)a

i

G. 5. 27. 23"6

rr^ tn% fsr*ft’
T
0i: |

B. 5. 22. 29

(G. 5. 20. 24*<0

a*Ra ^ar i

Hjaalsfq vww- ii

(G which has only the latter

half, ' 3[JPT^ for
c
HTHaT, like Mbh.)

B. 5.24. 21"ft

(G. 5. 25. 20*9

*rg: ^r: 1

(G for the

posterior half.)
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(47) 265. 17cd

(B. 281. 17*<*j

frg^T'g [JS]

(48) 265 . 21 «

(B. 281. 21*0

®» HsnRfotf) *rraf

(49) 266. 1*

(B. 282. 1*)

(50) 266 . 49*

(B. 282. 51")

<rf?R) [S]

(51) 266. 58«*

(B. 282. 60«*)

?t?t ?ftar fnrr ser

fTrft I

(52) 266. 67*

(B. 282. 70°)

fiiWlfiretei 9>ni;s9 [S]

(B liivm far

(53) 266. 67<*

(B. 282. 70*)

JTfrfrTTi

(54) 267. 2"*

(B. 283. 2"*)

ftT:

wwmr

i

i

11

B. 3. 56. 1*<* : 5. 21. 3"*

(G. 3. 62. \ed)

!J>hirrr: ?wt
?rqr>i srKwriTf i

(B second time

G for °9<9.)

B. 5. 21. 6*

(G. 5. 23. 4")

*TfRJTRTfire>\ vrprf

B. 4. 28. 1*

(G. 4. 27. 1*)

g*r?j?rw*ET7T: T&

B. 4. 58. 7"

(G. 4. 58. 8")

(G, like Mbh., °95T: for 9*:)

B. 5. 65. 11*<*

(G. 5. 66. 10"*)

?rer *fl?ir r ret

i

B. 5. 40. 4*

(G. 5. 37. 4*)

G. 1 . 4. 35*

wRrfrrr)

B. 4. 39. 19*<*; 40. 18*<*

(G. 4. 39. 27td- 40. 17*0

fcT:

(B second time 5M ,H£# U
I for

spTfl
0

,
and fR%9TB(for 3*m<T. G,

first time 9?l3ft
0

, and *ITST9iJ3*

for 9T;T?J'inJT,; G second time

%\t\° and like Mbh. rUf^TTBl

for 3^9tT.)
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(55) 267. 4** B. 4. 39. 19"* : 6. 42. 28"*

(B. 283. 4 **) ( G. 4. 39. 27«* : 6. 17.20"*)

iTfei^f) Jrarreni lite!^5CTTSt*T3it

trawl tfta^fsi: i

:

trawl i

(B second time ’T)?5T®3T

*rawT G first time
JTT5!Tg?5

0
, and *TPR ^TIW: for *fm°;

i 5
G second time *?1«4TEF3t lT?.TT.rat

traT*?t

(56) 267. 44** B. 6. 22. 72«*

(B. 283. 44**) (G. 5. 95. \2ab)

*F?T*r)3rafepTH- ^spitnsraf^rfrft

»rr«m sfnwlsisrai. i [S]
i (G, like Mbh

. , 3IPPT sifrarara

for 5IfT°.)

(57) 267. 46<* B. 6. 16. 17**; 17. 7*

(B. 283 . 46-*) (G. 5. 88. 14<*; 89. 3*)

’sgBBt: *r? [S] ggptr.- ?ra ?w#:
(G first time : IT? [like

Mbh.), and second time

tThl for H? TT°.)

(58) 267. 49* B. 6. 19. 26*

(B. 283. 49*0 (G. 5. 92. 3d)

3iwrf’TBfgr*fw<,ra.

(59) 267. 52* B. 6. 25. 9*. 26*

(B. 283. 52*)

(B for USWt.)

(G. 6. 1. 12<*, 36<*)

irafnft

(60) 268. 10" B. 6. 41. 78"

(B. 284. 10") (G. 6. 16. 80")

«nt isrt *ra*l ?T3F* wrf ??rf *t*ral ?m:

(61) 268. 11. B. 5. 21. 11

(B. 284. 11.) (G. 5. 23.9)

3T$mwi*roraro «rgmwntwrenn

TTSTRUSP) TrTH. 1 TrarPTTR^ iri^ i

^TTW snuifoi ^ || snwfbi g n

(G for Ipapnj. ; and ’JlT’fST

^sn«r 5T*i°.

)

12
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(62) 268. 15"
!

B. 6. 41. 79°

(B. 284. 15°) (G. 6. 16. 819
e*t Rfnrrwr fparftjT ?*i

( B W5UTW? .)
! ( G 3if ?rrn W?T°. )

(63) 268. 16*4 B. 6. 41. 67«*

(B. 284. 16*9 (G. 6. 16. 68«*)

arsrircrfinT

t [JS]

(G for 'fcITftJT.)

(64) 268. 174
|

B. 6. 26. 6*

(B. 284. 179 (G. 5. 47. 369
5B)vpjjR§KT: ?rtm: ’BlvnjPSgm:

(65) 268. 18* B. 6. 41.844
(B. 284. 18*)

! (G. 6. 16. 869
=^k) rjppfl'an:

(66) 268. 36* |

(B. 284. 379
! G. 6. 65. 22*

H<^^ar tfkrot
! srlrf ^t?r<ni

(67) 270. 13d
!

B. 6. 52. 30d

(B. 286. 139 (G. 6. 28. 329
*TT$W=Tfoziftg&

S3

(68) 270. 144
1 B. 6. 52. 30*. 32*

(B. 286. 149 (G. 6. 28. 32*. 34*)

5^Rtwrr^?TRW3i:

(69) 270. 17* B. 6. 52. 374
(B. 286. 17*) (G. 6. 28.40*)

f?T*nr fsrerniTT: *?Rpn fsrsfimr:

(70) 271. 4* B. 6. 67. 964
(B. 287. 59 (G. 6. 46. 794)

vr^rtrwra *T$romr*r ^rsrcra;

(71) 271. 21 a* B. 3. 25. 34*4

(B. 287. 23°*) (G. 3. 31. 44*4
; 6. 18. 23**)

**'• 333** 3^-
i [J] g?ps i

(G first time «5kT°. G second time

13
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(72) 272. 1«* B. 6. 68. 6«*

(B. 288. 1«*) (G. 6. 47. 2 «*)

firfcrsn

hsihhjj. 1

(G H for fafa
0
).

(73) 272. 26* B. 6. 44. 364; 45, 136; 4(>. \d etc.

(B. 288. 264) (G. 6. 19. 54*; 20. 13*; 21. 14,

29* etc.)

«t?wi ^w^sfwni TTOHSfHoft

(74) 273. 5*

(B. 289. 5*) G. 6. 24. 424

$<13371

(75) 273. 20*

(B. 289 . 20*) G. 6. 70. 19*

?Tg-foi: Trwfin: 9£ta7£f%<f:

(76) 273. 20d B. 6. 88. 41*

(B. 289. 2()4) (G. 6. 68. 5*)

HHHreftfinfiTHin; wrrsTRflf^'Tiiwni

(77) 274. 5‘i B. 6. 95. 324
; 97. 24 ; 100. 10*;

(B. 290. 54) 102. 24, 27*; etc. (G. 6. 80. 10*)

Tteertm: ?nr<m

(B HSJHTpW) (B tp.-wifat: in 97. 2d and ff.)

(78) 274. 124 B. 6. 112. 54

(B. 290. 124) (G. 6. 97. 6*)

ura%: wswrcfti: *rmfe: «P6HRfW:

(79) 1298*, 1299*
j

B. 6. 107. 51 e -52*

(B. 290. 19c-20*) i

Hint XITHTWH-

;

H*3t Hmtl'ran, 1

|

?Tn?wora)^

nmmru 11 [J]
1

*m*nroi*fifHT 11

(MSS. v. 1. for the first line

(80) 274. 2U
(B. 290. 23*)

HWfa fkfkvrfk *

14

B. 6. 103. 29*

(G. 6. 88. 35*)

*rerrfai *
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(81) 275. 25*

(B. 291. 26*)

.

(82) 275. 33

(B. 291. 31)

STeP-JF^ «R5St*

?fts^3?T ti [S]

(B Jf-TT for ^?.)

(83) 275. 48<*

(B. 291. 506)

(84) 275 . 52«6

(B. 291. 53**)

3«q%or %trr%sf

%t^oi f^nr?iT i [S]

(85) 275 . 65'

(B. 291. 66')

srfang) srra^rar

(86) 275. 69 “i

(B. 291. 70*0

srr^trns^
|

This cannot be considered

G. 1. 4. 72»

srra?mt *r*iwRt

B. 7. 26. 55«-56*

fnemt wrraf

wetf 3 *rcror aw
srwrftafsrar a^r n

B. 6. 100. 56^

(G. 6. 81.22**; 112. 102**)

*rraa[

B. 6. 122. 26«6

(G. 6. 107. 25«6)

finriaa

e»rg%a *rtwrai

I

(G f^RI^ST f^TSlrTT.)

B. 1.7. 4'

(G. 1. 7. 1' : 2. 69. 2")

afro) «rm^ar

(G afsi^T)

B. 6. 128. 95**

(G. 6. 113. 10"6)

3*rra^rrani£

(G [like Mbb.] for

^-tTFI,)

as an exhaustive list.
10 In fact I

must frankly confess that my study of the Ramayana has been rather

10. In the above list Nos. S, 8, 21, 31, 79 and 82 were traceable to the Bombay
ed. only ; Nos. 9, 10, 13, 16, 17, 19, 26 , 33, 37, 41, 44, 53, 66, 74, 75 and 81 were
traceable to Gorresio’s edition only ; while the remaining 64 are common to the
two editions of the Ramayana.

—

En passant I may add that even from these figures
one can see that text of Gorresio’s edition is nearer to the Critical Edition of the
RSmopSkhyina than that of the Bombay Edition of the R3mayana, a conclusion
which is confirmed by the numerous agreements in individual readings between
Gorrbsio and our text as against the tradition represented by the Bombay text.

15
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perfunctory, and moreover it is difficult to identify passages in a

work like the RSmayana in the absence of a verse-index. A closer

study of the Epic and Episode, I am confident, would result in the

tracing of many more parallelisms in diction and phraseology. I

must here add that I have intentionally excluded such passages as

show merely parallelisms in ideas , and I have strictly confined

myself to exact verbal similarities. 7'he greater the number of such
verbal similarities the weaker becomes the case for Hopkins. He,
relying on the many minor differences in detail, argues that the fact

that the subject-matter of the Epic and the Episode is treated

differently in several particulars “points to different workings-

over of older matter rather than to copying or condensing”
(Hopkins, op. cit . p. 63). Hopkins loses sight of the fact that

differences like those pointed out by him do not prove anything in

such cases. Differences are natural and may be expected ; nay,

they could scarcely be avoided—as far as I can judge—when one is

condensing a work of about 25,000 stanzas. But agreements in the

bulk can never be casual or accidental ; they show invariably

identity of source. And the source, as already pointed out by

Jacobi, 15 was not a manuscript of the Ramayana, but a memorized

version of it, current in the time of the adapter and in his

locality. Then, 1 expect, the compilers of such works could hardly

avoid the influence from oral tradition which existed then. In this

restricted sense we must understand the statement that the Ramo-
pakhyana is an enitome ot our Ramayana, a fact which wre may
regard as established on account of the numerous verbal agreements

which have been shown to*exist between the tw'o poems. 13*

11. Op. cit. p. 72.

12. For my views on the relationship between the MahfibhiSrata and the

R§m3yaQa, see my paper entitled ‘‘The Nala Episode and the Kanidyana " in

A Volume of Eastern and Indian Studies in honour of F. W. Thomas , pp. 300 0.
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Abhinisthana or Abhinistana ?

By

Surya KAnta, Lahore

The Paraskara-Grhyasutra (17. 2.) lays down in the name-
bestowing ceremony :

—

“ pita nama karoti dvyaksaram caturaksaram vd
ghosavadddy antarantastham dirghdbhinisthdnam

krtam kurydn na tadd'hitam.' 9

“ dirghdbhinisthdnam
99

is explained by Karka as “ nisthanam

samdptir ucyate sd dirghd kartavyd
99
and by Jayarania as “ dirgham

dvimdtram abhinisthanam nisthd samdptir yasya tat” With this

explanation agree the other three commentators i. e. Ilasihasa,

Gadadhara and Visvanatha.

The author of Samskara-Ganapati, while commenting on the

above-quoted sutra (p. 554) says :

—

“dirgham ahrasvam gurv ity arthah I abhinisthdnam avasdnam
samdptir yasya tad dirghdbhinisthdnam I dirghdbhinisthdnam

visorgah I yathd Devah I

9 9

He quotes thereupon the following karika :

—

tac ca ghosavadddy antarantastham caturaksaram I

dvyaksaram krtpratyaydntam visargdntam ataddhitam II

The point is clear. All agree in the reading “
abhinisthana

But, while the five commentators 1 on the Paraskara explain “dtrghd-

bhinisthana “by *

‘

dirghdvaddna the author of Samskara-Ganapati
explains it by tc Visargdnta

99 and “ visarga
99

alone is mentioned in

the karika quoted hy him.

On this point the Karika agrees with :

—

(a) A3valayana-Grhya (I. 13.5).

“ ghosavadddy antarantastham abhinisthdndntam dvyaksaram 99

The sutra has dropped “dlrgha 99
retaining only “

abhinisthdndntam
99

which is glossed by Gargya-Narayana as :

—

“ abhinisthdno visarjaniyah I sah ante yasya tat
99

Haradatta, another commentator on the same work, agrees with it

and confirms it by quoting “ abhinisah stanah sabdasamjnaydm 99

(Panini 8.3.86).

1. It may be noted that none of the five commentators cites an example*
while Samskara-Ganapati cites '‘Devah

l
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(b) Kau£Itaki-Grhya :

—

“ ghosavadddy antarantastham abhinisthdndntam
”

This is explained by Bhavatrata7
as :

—

‘
*abhinisthdno visarjonlyah I ahhinisah stanah sabdasamjnaydm" /7/H

It may be noted that, while the Paraskara-Grhya has “ dirghdbhi-

nisthdna
”

(explained by the commentators as “ dirghdntam” or
“ visargdntam ”) the Asvalayana and Kausltaki-Grhyas have only
“abhinisthdndntam” , and if

“
abhinisthdndntam

”

means “ risar-

gdntam ”
,

c
‘ dirghdbhinisthdnam

”
should mean something more than

that.

Yet another reading is found in the following Grhya-sutras :
—

(a) Gobhila-Grhya (II. 8.14) :

“ ghosavadddy antarantastham dirghdbhinisthdndntam krtam ndtna

dadhyat

This is glossed by Bhatta-Narayana as :

—

“ abhinisthdnam visarjaniyam aksaram I Randyaniydndm* Rk-
tantre—prasiddhd visarjamyasydbhinisthdndhhyd iti I arthad

dvayor asambhavc vikalpah i dlrgham aksaram ante yasya tad

dirghdntam l yatfid Govindasarmd iti t abhinisthdnam visarjant-

yam ante yasya tad abhinisthdndntam t yathd Govindah iti l

’ 1

“ anye tv cram pathanli \ dirghdbhinisthdnam krtam ndtna

dadhydd iti l tesdm artha/i i dlrghendksarendbhinitisihate parisamd-

pyate yan ndtna tad dirghdbhinisthdnam I yathd Govindasarmd iti l

Bhatta-Narayana knows both the traditions, lie explains both
“
dirghdbhinisthdndntam

”

as well as “dirghdbhinisthdnam” the

reading found in the Paraskara. But, while the commentators on
Paraskara explain it as “visargdntam” and cite “Derail" as an

instance, Bhatta-Narayana explains it as “dirghdntam” and quotes

“Govindasarmd” as an example. The conflict between the two
is clear.

( b ) Iliranyakesi-Grhya (II. 4. 10):

—

‘
‘ghosavadddy antarantastham dirghdbhinisthdndntam .

’ *

On this Matrdatta says:-

—

“abhinisthdndntah pramddapdtha ity eke I visarjaniya ityarthah \

dirghas cdbhinisthdnas ca dirghabhinisthanau tav ante yasya tat I

yaugapadyendimndtatvdd dirghdntam visarjaniydntam vety arthah”

2. Bhavatrata, based on a single manuscript will be shortly available.

3. The available Rk—Tantra does not mention “abhinisthana" or—

;

cp. my note on “Mixture of Pratisakhyn A and B in the light of the Sama-
Parisi§ta in Woolner Commemoration Volume

,

p. 319.

2
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( c ) Apastamba-Grhya (VI. 15. 9) :

—

. . . dirghdbhinistdnantam ....
This is explained by Haradatta as :

—

“dirghat pan) bhinistdnah visarjaniyo* nto yasya tat tathd I

Godhih , Goptrih ity ddi

’

Sudarsanacarya, another commentator on the same work
writes :

-
“abhinisthdna iti visargasya purvacdryandm samjnd I

nddharandni : Varddh, Girddh
,
Dravinoddh , Varivoddh iti”

With this interpretation seems to agree the author of Gobhila-
Grhya-Karma-prakasika (p. 226):

—

“madhydksaram yaralavdnyatamam (read—antarani) visargo-

ttaradirghdntam ndtna kurydt
* ’

Both the Gobhila-Grhya and Apastamba-Grhya read “dirghd-

bhinisthanantam
,,

. But, while Bhatta-Narayana, the commentator
on Gobhila explains it as

“
dirghdntam” and

“
visargdntam

”

citing

Govindasarma” and “ Govindah

”

as examples, Haradatta and
Sudarsanacarya, the commentators on Apaatamba mean “

dirghdt

paro visarjaniyo yasya” and cite
“ Godhih

”

and
“ Girddh

”

as

examples. The conflict between the two is patent.

The Varaha-Grhya (III. 7,), Bharadvaja-Grhya (I. 26) and
Baudhayana-Grhya (II. 1. 25. 26) all have

“
dirghdbhinisthdndntam”

or
“—stdntam” , but there being no comment available on them the

issue remains obscure.

Baffled by the diversity of views regarding the end of a name
the compiler or compilers of the Manava-Grhya have dropped the

expression altogether and while they prescribe that a name should

begin with a sonant letter and should have in the middle a

semi-vowel they are silent about its end, the sutra in question

being:—
“ghosavadddy antarantastham dvyaksaram caturaksaram vd”

(1 . 18 . 1 )

The same omission may be noted in Jaiminiya-Grhya (1. 9).

The Grhyasutra of Khadira (II. 3. 10) and Kauthumas* omit all

references to the beginning, middle and end of a name, implying
thereby a free choice in the matter.

The confusion of “ abhinisthana” and “abhinistdna” and the

diversity of interpretations offered by the commentators on various

4. Cp. also Garga :
-

adau gho$avad afe$aran yaralavfin madhye punah athdpayet \

ante dirghaviaarjaniyasuhitaip narra prayatnat kftam II

5. The edition, based on a single corrupt manuscript will be shortly

available.

3
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Grhyasutras may be attributed to the confusion of st and sth , so fre-

quently met with both in the Sanskrit manuscripts as well as printed

works. That the correct reading is “ abhinistana ” (and not

—

stha)-

and this we should have in all the Grhyasutras- -is insured by
abhinisah stanah sabdasamjndydni * (Panini 8. 3. 86), which definitely

prescribes “ abhinistana * from s/suni as a name of a Varna
;
and the

fact that it means visarjaniya and not a varna* in general (as is impli-

ed by Vamana*1 and others) is testified by abhinisthdno visarjaniyah

(so all the mss. of Caturadhyayika 1. 2. 1 ) which clearly describes

visarjaniya varna as abhinistana"

.

General usage allows a name to have at its end either Visar janiya

(cp. Devah) or a long letter (cp. —sarmd), and this lends support to

the explanation
“
dirghantam' or Visarjaniydntain * offered for

dirghdbhinistandntam" by Bhatta-Naravana on GobhiJa (II. 8. 14)

and Matrdatta on Hiranyakesi-Grhya (II. 4. 10) and it is just possible

that the original reading of the Paraskara also was dirghdbhiniftdnd

-

ntam\ and not

—

sthdnam , where the word "abhinisthdno" if correct

is not quotable from Sanskrit literature in the sense of “ end.**

The confusion of -st- and - sth - is so strong that even under

Panini (8. 3. 86), which unmistakably prescribes abhinistana from

s/7ton the manuscripts and some of the printed works also rei\d-sthd

—-besides

—

std— ; and so sticking is the impression of-nisthdna, due

perhaps to
“nisthd\ of Panini (I. 1. 26) that even in those cases

where the commentators on Grhyasutras cite
“
abhinisah stanah

sabdasamjndydni (Panini VIII. 3.86) for explaining abhinistana, the

scribes of the manuscripts and editors of the printed works umvit-

ingly give - nisthana ; and this tendency has reached extremes int

Caturadhyayika abhinistdno visarjonlyah **
(1. 2.1) where almost all

the manuscripts, which I consulted at Oxford (and also Whitney in

his edition) read -nisthana instead of the correct nistdna .

Abhinisthdno or stdna is the type of perplexities with which the

Grhyasutras’, the latest production of the Vedic period abound ;

their solution requires years of discretion and mature judgment : it

requires a comparative study to which only a few of the Vedic
works have been subjected as yet. And although there is a great

and pressing need of a new Sanskrit Thesaurus on the scale of the

Oxford English Dictionary or the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, the

time for its compilation has not, as yet, come.

6. Cp. also Kramadisvara "abhinisah stano visarge” (Suipdhi 273) with

Goyicandra "visarge vacye iti Bhagavrttikrto m atarn | virarge van.te ca vac ye it i

Vamanasya matam | abhinisihano varna iti Candramatam |
tatha ca Mftghsih

"vacah spa$tanabhi$tanam idam adaya madhavah’’.

7. Cp. KaSika on its "abhini$tano varnah. abhinistano visarjaniyah.”

8. The confusion of — and —$fh— is not infrequent even in Asokun
inscription ; cp. Thomas, Festschrift Wiitdisch, p. 363.
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Some Observations on Kautiiya’s

Measures of Time
By

G. D. Tamaskar, Jubbulpore

All societies, primitive or civilized, require measures to guage
time and space. The measures of space which obtain in various

countries today, are different; so is the case with the measures of

time. This much can however be said that there is more uniformity

in the measures of time in the world than in the measures of space.

And the reason is plain enough. People do not need measures of

space as much as they need measures of time. These days most of

the societies have some uniform measures of time such as ‘week’,

‘hour’, ‘minute’, ‘second’, ‘day’, etc. The meaning of a ‘year’ and

a ‘month’ varies in different countries. The Hindus generally

observe a lunar month. Therefore, the number of days in a month
varies and is not uniform in all the months. The Hindus’ year also

is lunar, but by the addition of a leap month from time to time, it

is adjusted with the solar year. Even amongst the Hindus there is

no perfect uniformity. In Bengal they observe the solar month
and the solar year. Even the new year’s day is not the same

# Note—The reference to pages, are to those of Dr. Sham Shastiu’s trans-

lation of Kautiliya Artha Shastra.

1
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amongst the Hindus. Somewhere it coincides with the 1st of the
bright fortnight of Caitra of each year, while in other parts or com-
munities it occurs on the 1st of the bright fortnight of Kdrttika . The
month begins somewhere with the day following the new-moon
day, while in some parts it commences with the day following the

full-moon day. In short, there is today a great variety in the

measures of time in the different parts and communities of India.

It will therefore not be uninteresting to see what measures of
time obtained in the time of Kautilya, i. c. about 2250 years ago.

Kuatilya says in the second book of his famous Arthasdstra :

—

Truti
y lava , nttnesa , kdsthd , kdla y ndlikd ,

muhurta
, forenoon,

afternoon, day, night, fortnight, month, season, solstice, ayana %

Samvatsara and yuga are the measures of time.

2 trutis make one lava

2 lavas nimesa

5 nimesas kdsthd

30 kdsthds kdla

40 kalas tidlika (now generally called

ghatikd)

2 ndlikas muhurta

15 mukurtas day or night

Such a day and such a night happen in the months of Caitra and

Aivayuj. Then after the period of six months it increases or

diminishes by three muhurtas 1
.

In ch. VI of Book II, Kautilya says:

—

“The royal year, the dawn (Vyustas), the third and seventh

paksas of (the seasons such as) the rainy season, the winter season,

and the summer short* of their days, the rest complete, and a

separate intercalary month are (divisions of time).”

1. Ch. XX, Book II.

2. Dr. Shamshastri interprets this, as shown below :
—

1. The bright fortnight of Srfivana 15 days

2. The dark 14 days

3. The bright fortnight of Bhadrapada 14 days

4. The dark 15 days

5. The bright fortnight of Margasir§a 15 days
6.* The dark 14 days

7. The bright 14 days

8. The dark 15 days

9. The bright fortnight of Jyestha 14 days

10. The dark 15 days

11. The bright 14 days

12. The dark 14 days

2

174 days
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For the sake of comparison, we shall cite the description of
the measures as given in the Atharvajyotisa and as cited in Mr.
Shankar Balkrishna Dikshit’s History of Indian Astronomy . He
says that the measures of time, namely, tnuhurta , kala and kdffhd,
obtain in the Vedas also. The muhtirta there has exactly the

same measure as is mentioned by Kautilya, but the kola and the

kdftha of the Vedas do not agree exactly with those of Kautilya.

In the Rgveda-Jyotisa , the muhurta is mentioned as equal to two
NddikdSy but the other measures mentioned in that work do not

obtain in Kautilya’ s work. The names of measures of time in the

Atharva Jyotisa agree with those of Kautilya, but their durations do
not agree. In some cases the discrepancy is rather appreciably
great. The measures of time as mentioned in the Atharva-Jyoti$a
are these :

—

12 nimesas 1 lava

30 lavas 1 kdla

30 kdlas 1 truti

30 trutis 1 tnuhurta

30 muhiirtas 1 day-night

In those days the modern instruments to measure time did not

obtain. The question therefore arises ‘How was time measured
then ?’ There were two methods: one was the shadow method, and

the other the ghatikd method . The passage of the day can be to

some extent measured in terms of the shadow of an object. In

those days also, this method was used. The measures of shadows
in relation to the passage of the day, according to Kautilya, are

as follows :

8 Purusa 1/18

6 Purusa 1/14

2 Purusa 1/ 5

1 Purusa 1/ 4

8 Fingers 3/10

4 Fingers 3/ 8

0 ? 1/2

The dark fortnight of i^ravapa is made to consist of 14 days, as it is the

second seventh of the bright fortnight of Pu§ya, the first seventh. This with the

180 days of the other three seasons makes the lunar year consist of 354 days.

The solar year consists of twelve months, each of 301 days, i.e f ,
of 366 days

in all. In the 20th chapter of Book II it has been mentioned that five years make
one yuga, and that at the end of each thirty months there is one Adhimdsa (leap

month) i.e., one at the end of the first thirty months and the other at the end of

the next thirty months. Thus the lunar year gets adjusted with the solar year,

for a yuga thus comes to consist of 1830 days. Thus Dr. Shamshastui’s inter-

pertation seems to be correct.

3
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The afternoon has to be calculated similarly, but in the reverse
order.

The measures of time in terms of the lengths of shadows, as
mentioned in the Atharva-Jyotisa, are given below:

—

Muhurta

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

Shadow in fingers

96

60
12

6

5

4

3

0

Neither Mr. Djkshit, while describing the measures of time as

mentioned in Atharva-Jyotisa
,
nor Kautilya has mentioned on what

day the above-mentioned measures are true. But Kautilya has

mentioned this much that in Asadha the shadow is zero at the time
of noon. While describing the daily routine life of the king, Kautilya

has mentioned the measures quoted above with this difference that

instead of mentioning the time-equivalents for 96 and 72 fingers,

he has mentioned 36 fingers of shadow as equivalent to 1/8 of day-

time. In the reverse order, the afternoon time can be known. We
may therefore surmise that the above measures relate to some day

of Asadha. They cannot therefore be compared with those of the

Atharva-Jyotisa , and we cannot say with certainty if they are

correct or not. Probably, they might be applicable to the days

following the summer solstice. This is however clear that they arc

not very useful for all on account of two reasons. Firstly, the

relation of shadow to the passage of the day depends upon latitude.

Secondly, it depends upon the seasons, for the altitude of the

sun varies according to the seasons. Even Kautilya knew this. lie

says : “At the time of the noon in Asadha the shadow is zero.

After Asadha, with effect from Sravana the shadow increases two

fingers for six months and with effect from Magha it decreases

two fingers.”®

I am inclined to think that Kautilya did not calculate the

lengths of shadows in relation to the passage of the day in

accordance with latitude. All the places do not have zero shadow

at the time of noon. This is true of the tropics only and not of

other latitudes. It is not clearly given by Kautilya how we are to

3. Kautilya Arthasaitra, Book II, ch. 20 ; sutra 50.
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interpret his measures on other days. His suggestions, if followed
literally, will create several difficulties, but all these need not be
considered here. To illustrate them, 1 shall mention only one
here. Shall we deduct the length of two fingers even from the

shadow of the noon-time ? This will give us a strange result :

some time the shadow will be to the north and sometime to the

south. It must, however, be remembered that all the places to the

north of 23g° N. will have the shadows always to the north as the

sun will always be passing by the south. Moreover, the length of

the gnomon is not mentioned anywhere in the Arthasdstra . From
the Veddnga-Jyotisa it seems, however, that it used to be twelve
fingers in length. In short, the measures of time in terms of

shadow are not very useful practically.

The other method of measuring time was the Ghatikd . Those
who perform thread and marriage ceremonies strictly in accordance

with the old methods, use the Ghatikd even now on those occasions.

It is called Ndlikd in Kautilya’s book. In order to know time in

terms of Ndlikd, Kautilya suggests the following : take four mdsas

of gold and turn it in a wire four fingers in length. The hole in the

Ndlikd vessel should be as thick as this wire. The time in which one
Adhaka of water will flow out of that kind of vessel will be one

Ndlikd. Tt is, therefore, necessary to describe the measure of

Adhaka . From Kautilya’s statement in ch. XIX, it follows that,

one Adhaka is equal to 50 palas . This very relationship is

mentioned in the Veddnga-Jyotisa

.

But Mr. Dikshit maintains that

there is some discrepancy about it and further shows that one

Nddikd is equal to the time taken by 190 i palas of water to flow

out of a vessel. He has there stated that one pala is equal to four

karsa or four tolas. It thus follows that one Nddikd is a little more
than the time taken by nine and a half seers of water to flow out of

a vessel. In the Veddriga-Jyotisa , the dimension of the hole of the

Nddikd vessel has not been mentioned, but it is clear that it must
have been larger than that mentioned by Kautilya. Later on,

Nadika came to be equal to the time taken by 60 palas of water to

flow7 out of a vessel. So it follows that the dimension of the hole

in the vessel must have again varied. That the pala denoting time

wTas measured in terms of 60 palas of wTater in weight is quite certain

from the various references to
‘

pdnlya (wrater) Pala ’ in the astro-

nomical books.

Later on, the Nadika came to be called Ghatikd or Ghatl which

corrupted into Gltadl , which now means a time-piece or clock or

watch, an instrument of denoting time.

5
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Here some digression is necessary. The reference to Ndlikd
is to be found in the Arthasdstra in three different contexts. And,
we think, in each place it has been used in the sense of a device to

measure time, and denotes exactly the same measure. Dr. Shama-
siiastri has, however, mentioned this opinion of Dr. Fleet that at

p. 107 of the text Ndlikd has been used in the sense of measure of

time, but at p. 37 just like that at p. 13 Nalikd has been used in the

sense of chhdyd-ndlikd. We humbly beg to say that Dr. Fleet has

grossly erred in interpreting Nalikd. At p. 107 it has been clearly

mentioned that time taken by a certain measure of water is a nalikd

of Nddika and this has been silently accepted by the said learned
scholar; but, where this meaning has not been mentioned so clearly,

the Doctor has tried to read into it a meaning of his own. And we
think that Dr. Shamshastri is also responsible for lending his help
in this interpretation. At p. 13, the words arc :~

^rr i

”

Dr. Shamsastri has translated this thus :
—“Those teachers and

ministers who keep him from following a prey to dangers, and who
by striking the hours of the day determined by measuring shadow's

(chdydndlikd pratodena

)

warn him of his careless proceedings even in

secret shall invariably be respected.” The sentence at p. 37 runs

thus:—“ ^ i m i

m

Dr. Shamshastri has translated this thus : “ lie shall divide

both the day and the night in eight ndlikds (l l hours), or according

to the length of the shadow (cast by a gnomon standing in the sun).”

By accepting the interpretation of Dr. Shamshastri and the opinion

of Dr. Fleet, we ascribe inconsistency to Kautilya. The first is

that he has used the word, Nalikd or Nddika , in two different senses

in three contexts. At one place it comes to denote 2+ minutes,

while at other places it stands for 90 minutes. At one place it is a

measure of time by means of water, while at other places it is a

measure of time by means of shadow. We think that a learned man
as Kautilya was, is not likely to be guilty of this inconsistency.

Can he forget that, having used it at one place in one sense, he

cannot consistently use it at other places in a different sense ? Dr.

Fleet and Dr. Shamshastri ought to have found out if there is any

historical evidence to support their interpretation. The History of

Hindu Astonomy now’here shows that a Nalikd used to be equal to

90 minutes of this day or that it was a measure by means of shadow';

there also, a nalikd always denoted 24 minutes and is definitely a

K. V. 32 6
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measure of time by means of water. Secondly, they ought to have
paid attention to backward and forward references while interpret-

ing the sentences of p. 107 and p. 37. A measure by means of

shadow can be useful during the day, but not at night. There must
have, howTever, been some device for the night too and in those

ancient times this was clearly the Nalikd. How can it be then a

measure by means of shadow ? It is apparent that it must be a

water measure. At p. 37, the routine of the king’s life of the day
and the night has been described. Therefore, the day-time was
divided into eight parts which we have already mentioned above.
But how was his life at night to be guided ? By the Nalikd of course.

In short the Nalikd was a time measure by means of water and not

by means of shadow. How did then these learned men come to

commit such mistakes in their interpretation of the above-quoted
sentences ? There seem to be two answers to this. The pratoda

of the phrase chaydndlikd-pratodena has, it seems, confused them.

The dictionary meaning of the word is ‘goad*, ‘long whip’ , ‘pricking

instrument etc. ; but we think that it has been used here in a

figurative sense. If we accept the literal sense of the word, we shall

have to say that the priest and the ministers used to prick the king

with chdyd-ndlikd-pratoda. It is clear, however, that such a statement
would be awkward and vulgar. Kautilya cannot be expected to give

such instruction to the priest and the ministers. It can have here

only a figurative sense and we should interpret the above-quoted
sentence of p. 13 to mean that the priests and ministers should from
time to time remind the king of his duties by the time goad of

chdyd-ndlikd^ i. e., they should tell him from time to time, ‘ now is

the time to do this work, next, this other work wdll have to be

done,’ etc. Probably, the singular form pratodena might have con-

fused them. They might have thought that in case chdyd-ndlikd

were two things, pratoda ought to have been used in the dual

number ; but as it is used in the singular, chdyd-ndlikd ought to

mean only one thing and not twfo. But we think that it is not

necessary that pratoda must be in the dual instrumental in order

that chdyd-ndlikd may carry the sense of twro things. Two singular

words can be quite correctly joined with a third singular wrord in

order to make a sasthi-tatpurusa compound. There can, therefore,

be no objection in interpreting chdyd-ndlikd to mean two things. But
Dr. Shamshastri interpreted chdyd-ndlikd to mean only one thing,

and thought of it to have been quite a new7 thing. This very inter-

pretation was accepted by Dr. Fleet, wrho got further confused by

the wrords of p. 37 and thought of Nalikd to have been equal to

90 minutes. After the sentence “ ^
7
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four shadow measures of the forenoon have been given. Therefore,
it should be possible to divide the day or the nighi into eight
divisions by the Ndlikd also : And, as Kautilva has supposed the
day and the night to be equal, the Ndlikd must necessarily be equal
to V hours, i. e., 1£ hours. But as the ndlikd of p. 107 is equal to

24 minutes, the nddika of p. 37 must be some other measure and must
be the same (according to Dr Shamsastri), as that of p. 13. Therefore,
* * must mean “should divide into nadikas

,

\ There-
fore, a nddika must be equal to 1A hours. Dr. Fleet has one serious

objection to interpreting these words to mean 44
should be divided

by means of Nddikds" . This difficulty of his may be described in

his own words here :

—

4

4

The passage on text p. 37 is an interesting

one. The king is directed to divide the day-time and the night into

eight (equal) parts by the Ndlikds or by the measure of the shadow
(of a gnomon). The text then states the shadow-lengths which give

the eight divisions. That is all right for the day time. But what

about the night, when the gnomon gives no shadow ? Are the divi-

sions to be reckoned at night by the Ndlikd of 24 minutes, which is

referred to at the bottom of p. 107 ? That would be rather difficult

because one-eighth of the day-time of the night = 90 minutes,

3J Ndlikds : and how are :} ths of a ndlikd to be marked by the water

bowl ? I am inclined to think that the Ndlikd of p. 37 has nothing to

do with the ndlikd of p. 107 and that its full name is chhdiydndlikd
,

which occurs on p. 13, line 2. This period of 90 minutes is, as far

as I know, quite an exceptional Indian division of time, and the

more remarkable because it is not commensurable without fractions,

•with cither ndlikd as usually known or the Mnhnrta
51

. The learned

doctor accepted Dr. Shamshastri’k translation of the sentence of

p. 13 to be correct, and used it to interpret the sentence ol p. 37.

So the mistake in one case was repeated in another. While inter-

preting the Ndlikd of p. 37 the doctor had to face the difficulty

that as the eighth part of the day-time or the night-time cannot be

measured by an integer number of Ndlikds ,
each part being equal to

3J ndlikds
, the fraction J cannot be measured by any measure of

time, by means of water. So he thought that the eighth part of the

day-time or the night-time must denote an integer number of

Ndlikds and it must be equal to hours. May we however question

him : On what basis should Kautilva have given the standards of

** truti, lava, nimesa, kdsthd and KdlaV 1 Can we not mention f

nadikd i. e. 30 kalas in the same way ? Are not the different degrees

of measures shown on the sides of the measuring vessels :by means

of marks ? In fact a learned man of the scientific age should not

8
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think it to be difficult. But we think that the nalika or nddikd of

pp. 13, 37 and 107 are all the same—they denote a bowl to measure
time by means of water, which was to contain one Adhaka of water

which was to issue out of it through a hole of a dimension given by
Kautilya and, thus, to indicate a certain measure of time. Now
this digression must be brought to an end here.

Having given the various shadows ( to indicate different parts

of a day) according to seasons, Kautilya says :
“ fifteen days and

nights make a paksa (fortnight). The fortnight, in which the phases

of the moon wax, is called bright, and that, in which it wanes, is

called dark. Two fortnights make one month. Thirty days and
nights make one work month prakarmamdsa . 30J days make one
solar month. 27 days make one lunar month. There is one
siderial month. There is one malamdsa (profane month, i. e., leap

month) in thirty-two months. There is one malamdsa in thirty-five

months for the Asvavdhas and there is one malamdsa in forty

months for the IIastivalias
**

. Now let us see how far these facts

agree with the facts of those ancient times or of these times.

These days also, excepting the requiremests of religio-scientific

occasions, the fortnight usually consists of 15 days and the month
of thirty days. The Christian months, however, reckoned for official

purposes, "consist sometimes of 31 days and sometimes of 28

or 29 days. These days, a siderial month is thought to consist of

27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes, 11.461 seconds, i. e., roughly of 27

days, 7f hours, or, more roughly, 27-\ days. We can say that the length

of the siderial days given by Kautilya does not substantially differ

from the modern one. His measure of the lunar month more close-

ly agrees with the modern measure of it. According to him it

consists of 29J days while its modern length is 12 hours, 44 minutes
and 2*87 seconds. It is clear that the difference between the two is

very small. This small difference can be reasonably expected when
we remember that the modern fine scientific instruments of measure-
ments did not obtain in those days. Moreover, it has to be remem-
bered that the Arthasdstra is not a book of astronomy. As his

statements are meant for practical purposes of official work, it was
not necessary for him to give in it the minute details. The solar

month, according to Kautilya, consists of 30 i days, and the solar

year of 366:days. The Veddnga-Jyotisa also mentions these very
measures. Even the yuga measure of Kautilya agrees with that of

the Veddnga Jyotisa. According to both it is said to consist of 1830

days. The lunar month was and is the current measure of a month
in the calendar. A lunar month consists of 29£ days and the lunar

9
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year of 354 days. The Vedanga Jyotisa says that in one yuga (i. e.

five years) two additional months (each of thirty days) have to be
added. Thus five lunar years (354 x 5 + 60 = 1830 days) were made
to agree with five solar years (366 x 5 days). The solar and lunar
years were thus adjusted. This very calculation has been men-
tioned by Kautilya. This fact has been thus described by him :

^ ^jnrr: ii

“ The sun carries off of a whole every day, and thus
takes away one complete day in every two months. Likewise, the
moon (falls behind by Vuth of a whole day every day and falls

behind one day in every two months)”.

This gives a clear difference of two days between the lunar and
solar calculations every two months, i. e., of one day every month,
or of 12 days every year, i. e., of 60 days in five years. So if two
months (i. e., 60 days) are added to the lunar calculation of five

years (1770 days), they become adjusted to five solar years (1830

days). This very fact has been said by Kautilya in the following

verse :

—

matron*fwraw* i

“ lhus in the middle of every third year, they (the sun and the

moon ) make one Adhimdsa , additional month, the first in the

.summer season and the second at the end of five years/'

This statement becomes inconsistent with one previous state-

ment where a malamasa is said to occur at the end of 32 months. It

may however be pointed that the just-quoted statement of Kautilya

agrees with the following statement of the Vedanga Jyotisa :

—

sni fgrqffesuitar £4 i i

From this it seems that Kautilya lias borrowed his facts from

the Vedaiiga Jyotisa, Mr. Dikshit has however to say that this

arrangement of a malamasa after 30 months soon got changed into

one of a malamasa after 32 months, i. e., people soon alter the

Vedanga Jyotisa began to observe a malamasa after thirty-two

months. Some might say that we do not now have a solar year of

366 days—it at present consists of 365 days 5 1 hours. To this Mr.

Dikshit has to say that the year has been gradually becoming shorter

and shorter. It was very probable that in those days the year was

as long as 366 days.

10
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We have now to offer an explanation for the three arrangements

of malamasa . Dr. Fleet says about them :
—“ I retain my opinion

that malamasa is a corrupt reading for Mallamdsa y and that the passage

means wrestlers were hired by a month of 32 days, horse carriages

by a month of 35 days and elephant-carriages by a month of 40

days.
,,

It seems that Dr. Fleet has been very fond of appearing
original, and wants to put forward something new. It is however,
apparent that his interpretation is palpably wrong. It is not neces-

sary for us to place a forced interpretation upon this word. It is

clearly composed of mala (impure) mdsa (month) and this meaning
has been current all over India from very early times. Probably,

the statements *' 'T^rf^RT^^rr^r: ” and " ^grTfir^T%qT^mt: ” might

have led him to interpret the word “ Malamasa ’ in the above way.
It is, however, clear that he has misinterpreted these statements
also. Months of 35 days or 40 days have never been heard of in

India and Mr. Dikshit has not been able to see such a statement

anywhere. He says, however, that the malamasa used to be in some
parts after 28 months and in some others after 35 months. It is

therefore most probable that during Kautilya’ s time in some parts

the malamasa was observed alter 32 months, in some others after 35

months and in some others still after 40 months. It is probable

that Hastivahas and Asvavahas should have been the names of classes

of people or tribes, and that the malamasa used to be variously

observed amongst them. Horse-carriages there were and there are,

but hackney elephant-carriages do not seem to have existed during

Kautilya’s time even. So, the learned Doctor’s interpretation is

clearly unacceptable. He did not pay attention to existing facts,

the context and history and, therefore, misread the above statement

of Kautilya.

Having described the malamdsas , Kautilya says that each season
consists of two months. Sravana and Prausthapada (Bhadrapada) are

the months of the rainy season, Asvayuj (Asvin) and Kartika are

the months of the Sarad (Autumn), MargasirSa and Pausa are the

months of the Hemanta, Magha and Phalguna are the months of

Si£ir, Caitra and Vaisakha are the months of the spring and Jyestha-

muliya (Jyesth) and Asadha are the months of the summer. The
north-ward movement of the sun begins with the §i£ir and the south-

ward movement with the rainy-season. These two movements
(Ayand) make a samvatsara (year).

On comparison with the Veddnga-jyotisa y it will be found
that the above facts agree with it very much. There also, the

names of the seasons are the same and their months are the same.

11
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There also, it lias been said that the sun moves north-ward and
south-ward in Magha and Sravana :

—

^nTT^ wresnsroTOt: 11

This means that Ayanas (solstices) of Kautilya and the Vedanga

-

Jyotisa agree fully. It will not be, therefore, wrong to infer that

the above statements of Kautilya were based on and borrowed from
the Vedanga-Jyotisa and do not necessarily indicate the actual facts

of his time. It will be clear to any one that the solstices have come
very much backward since Kautilya’s times. And there should
have been a similar difference between the solstices of the

1
r
edanga-Jyotisa and Kautilya’s times. These actual facts are to

be found not in his formal statements of seasons, which he
borrowed from the Vedanga-Jyotisa, but in his casual statements of

other facts connected with or dependent on seasons. In the

seventh chapter of the second book he says-* ‘
: ‘ *

(the accounts should be submitted about the full-moon of Asadha),

The reason for this was that by this time the rainy season was
already in progress and, therefore, the persons submitting accounts

should come to the capital and go away before the rivers were
flooded. From a statement, that we shall soon quote hereafter, it

is clear that after about a week the rivers were expected to be in

floods as the boats were expected to be plied after this. A little

further he says— “nrera ^ I

(A work-year consists of 354 days ; payment
short of the full or in full (in proportion to the work done) shall

be made about the full moon of Asadha.) It is clear that for yearly

accounts the year was lunar and consisted of 354 days, and was in

due course adjusted with the solar year by the addition of

Malamdsa as described above. Work was, however, separately

paid for this month. The new year began with &ravan. It has

not been said anywhere il the months began after the new moon
or after the full-moon. But, as most of Kautilya’s statements

agree with those of the Vedanga-Jyotisa and as this treatise mentions

the commencement of the months after the new moon, it can be

safely presumed that in Kautilya’s times also the months began

after the new-moon. ‘‘
ftSTUgf

” is a

positive proof of the fact that the months began after the new
moon. AsadhI ( srrwft) means the full-moon day of Asadha and

Kartiki fairer) means the full-moon day of Kartika. I lad the months

begun after the full moon, Kautilya should have referred to the

week after the Asadha and Kartika full-moon as the first week ol

12
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Sravana and JVIrgaglrsa respectively and should not have said “one
week after the full moon of Asadha and Kartika.” Another fact

that has to be remembered in this connection is that, though the

rainy season was said to coincide with Sravana and Bhadrapada, it

cannot be said that there were no rains at all before Sravana or

after Bhadrapada. Rains generally last in India for three months.
Therefore it can be safely inferred that rains began at least 15 days

before Sravana and lasted for 15 days after Bhadrapada. That rains

began at least 15 days before Sravana can be inferred also from the

statement “^r^frrr^rmT'ff which has been already

quoted above and of which this interpretation we have pointed out

also. Somebody might draw our attention to the state

3Tr ijofi and say that as the payments were to be made just

after the full moon of the Asadha for the past year, the year began
alter that day. At this we have to say that men are engaged
generally 15 days before the commencement of the new agricultural

year even now. If the old men are engaged again for the new year,

no deduction is made from their dues. If the men refuse to serve

the next year or are not again engaged by the master, their accounts

can be settled for their work done till the day of the settlement of

accounts and payment of their dues. We believe this has been an

old practice of the Indian village life. Nobody waits to engage

servants till the new agricultural year lias begun—generally it is

done a fortnight before that. Therefore arises the question ol

payment in full or less than that according to work. Fourthly,

whenever the two fortnights have been mentioned by Kautilya, he

has mentioned the bright first and the dark afterwards. This shows
that the bright was the first part of a month and the dark fortnight

the second part.

Now it will have to be conceded, as we have said above, that

the solstices must have travelled backward since the times of the

Veddnga-Jyotisa to the times of Kautilya. This is well-shown in

one statement while describing the duties of the superintendent
of the boats. Kautilya says l

‘‘(after the lapse of a week, after

the full-moon of Asadha till a week after the full-moon of Kartika,

daily work should be reported and the daily taxes should be
remitted.) This means that by the end of the first week after the

full-moon of Asadha the rivers were generally full on account of the

commencement of rains before that. In other words, the rainy

season actually began in the time of Kautilya about the middle of

Asadha and not about the beginning of SrSvana, as we might be led to

13
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think by his formal statements based on the Veddnga-Jyotisa.

These days the rainy season certainly begins about the middle of

June, which month generally coincides with Jycstha of the Hindu
year. There is a similar statement in another place. He says—

srrarc mm I” (In the month of Asadha the

shadow becomes zero at the time of moon.) It means only

this much that there was no cast-west shadow ; to the north of the

tropic of cancer or to the south of the tropic of capricorn there

will certainly he a north-south shadow any day even at the time of

noon. This shows that the summer solstice occurred in the time of

Kautilya in Asadha and not in Sravana as he has formally stated on

the basis of the Veddnga-Jyotisa. So it seems there was a difference

of about a month in the time of Kautilya since the times of the

Veddnga-Jyotisa. This will mean that solstice had gone backward by
obout 30

J

. As the backward march of the solstices is said to occur

at the rate of 48 vikalas, 2250 years will be necessary to bring about

a difference of 30'. In any case this difference does not seem to be
less than half of this and the distance of time between the Veddnga-

Jyotisa and Kautilya does not seem to be less than 1225 years (see

the accompanying diagram). Since the time of Kautilya the solstices

have travelled back-wards by at least one month. So, about 2250

years seem to have passed till now from the time of Kautilya. It

is, therefore, clear that Kautilya did live in the time oi Chandra-

gupta IVIaurya, as the tradition says.

Some people have made systematic attempts to drag the time

-of Kautilya backward by about six centuries. Hut they forget

certain points. There are no references to zodiacs (*rfa) in

Kautilya’ s book anywhere. All the astronomical references agree

with the Veddnga-Jyotisa or, at the latest, with the Atharva Jyolisa.

There is no reference to show that Kautilya meant to write his

manual for a big state as an empire. Had the book been written in

the third century A.D., the manual should have been meant for a

large Kingdom and not for a small one. The description of the

coins, given by Kautilya, agrees with those that have been described

and that were made by Chandragupta IVIaurya. This fact has

already been shown by the late Dr. K. P. Jaiswal.

It is thus clear that the attempts to draw backward the time of

Kautilya are in vain.
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Parsis in India 75

Iiy

Ikach J. S. Taraporewala, Poona

The Parsis of India are by no means the only Zoroastrians who
srrived in this land from Iran and made this country their home.
So far no specific historical evidence of such emigrations other

than that of the Parsis has been known, but still there is a lot of

what might be called
4

indirect evidence * of the presence in India

of large colonies of Iranians from the very earliest period through-

out the history of both these lands.

It would be, indeed, a very fruitful and fascinating task to in-

vestigate and follow up all such evidences that imply a contact

between these two peoples. There are ample references of this

sort in literature, history, archaeology and religious thought.

Indeed a clearly defined and well-recognised common substratum

of Indo-Iranian culture has always been recognised by all. A great

part of this has been common knowledge among all well-educated

people, but a great deal more yet remains unexplored. A careful

and critical comparison of the proper names found in both lands

—

such as those of human and divine heroes, of tribes, cities, lands

etc. has yet to be undertaken and worked out systematically.

The Mahdbharata and the epic and Parana, literature of India is a

very important field for such research. As obvious names we
may mention : Gandharl and probably Madri also .

1 Husravah*

( Kay-Khusrav ) the great Iranian epic hero, is Susravas of India,

and when we find that this is an epithet of Sri Krsna, we are also

struck with the phonetic resemblance between Gu^nasp and Vrsni,

also. The late G. K. Nariman had worked out many years ago an

extremely interesting parallel between the usages of certain Saka-

dvlpl Brahmana clans mentioned in the Bhavisyat Purdna and
those of the ancient Iranians and he proved more or less satis-

# The subject of this paper constituted part of a lecture delivered by me
before the Gujarat Vernacular Society on the 27th of July, 1936. The lecture was
subsequently published in the Buddhiprakaia .

1. See Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal , Vol. xxi (New series),

pp. 205 ff.

2. See Paul Horn, Grundriss der neupersichen Etymologie No. 925 (p. 206) ;

also Juan, Jranisches Namenbuch , s. v. Waresmi.
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factorily, that these Brahmanas were Iranians by race and culture.®

The Arthaidstra too contains a good number of Iranian words
and names, like, for instance, seraka and Jidrahuraka* There are

excellent reasons for asserting that a considerable Iranian popula-
tion had settled down in northern India at various periods of history

and that in the course of generations they were ultimately absorbed
in the indigenous population and had virtually become Hindus
themselves.

All this has been mentioned here to indicate that the Parsis

chose India as their land of refuge not by mere hazard, but that

they did so deliberately ; for they knew quite well that Ilind was
the land of their brother Aryans, and that they would be

welcome there. 'This band of Iranians have survived even today

as a distinct community and have managed to preserve their

Iranian heritage so long because of two main reasons. In the

first place the region where they finally settled down in India

was mainly inhabited by the aboriginal tribes of India, who
had necessarily a much lower standard of life than that of th 3

Iranian emigrants. Even while the latter adopted a great many
of the superstitious practices of these semi-civiliscd tribes, still

they always regarded themselves as their superiors. The second
reason why these emigrants were not absorbed was that though

they had arrived in Gujarat before the Moslems, the latter had

certainly been in Sindh by the. time the Parsis had arrived. The
encroachments of Islam had practically closed the doors of Hindu
society against all foreigners, and this practice of keeping out

strangers had already commenced when the Parsis first arrived

and by the time they spread far and wide over Gujarat the country

was already in the hands of the Moslems. 5

There is a Persian poem, composed by Bahman Kaykobad
SanjanA about the year 1600 a. d., which recounts the tale

3. This part of Nariman’s writings is to be found scattered in various

newspapers and magazines. These ought to be collected together in a handy

volume. Reference to the Sakidvipi Hrahmanas, and to the work of the late

Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad SAstkI in this connection, may be found in a

paper by Dr. D. B. Spooner entitled ''The Zoroastrian Period of Indian History”

in JRAS., 1915, pp. 63-89 and 405-455. Although one need not agree with all

that Spooner says in that paper, it is very interesting and suggestive in regard to

the innumeralde contacts between Iran and India in the past.

4. Iranian Sher originally means “lion”, but in India the word is used fo

‘'tiger” or "panther”; hdrahurnka in the Arthasustra refers to a sort of wine

—

sdrasurd.

5. The Parsis themselves must have helped to spread this distrust and fear

of the Moslems.
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of the wandering of this band of Iranians and their arrival at

Sanjan on the western coast of India.
6 The work is known as the

Oissa-i-Sanj&n. Many Parsi scholars of repute have refused to

accept this work as anything but a pure figment of the writer's

fancy, and they deny to it all value as a document of history.

But Professor S. H. IIodivala has very skilfully proved its true

worth as a valuable historical document preserving more or less

accurately the sequence of events as regards the coming of the

Parsis to India.

As literature the Qissa is not a grand work; as an accurate chro-

nicle it has not much value, because it does not give a single de-

finite date, nor, except in a lew cases, does it mention any fixed

period of years between any two events. Generally it says “ after

about 100 years more or less ", and so forth, in round numbers.
But in spite of these defects the Oissa gives us more or less the

correct sequence of events, which is the chief merit of this narrative.

When we come to the question of actual dates we get a table

of events given in a collection of manuscripts. This table was
apparently drawn up about 1750 a.d. and is based, as pointed out

by IIodivala, on the sequence of events described in the Qissa.

This table gives the following number of years, beginning with the

Arab conquest of Iran :

50 years of “ living in a scattered condition
"

7

100 years in Kohistan

15 years in Hormazd*
10 years in Dlv ( Kathiawar).

This makes 184 years in all. Calculating from 641 A. d., when
the Sasanian empire was shattered at Nehavand, we get the date

825 A. D. as the approximate date of the arrival at Sanjan. 9

In this table the first 150 years are practically of no value,

they are mere “round numbers' \ Professor S. H. Hodiwala in

his Studies in Parsi History has critically analysed this table 10 and

6. The town of Sanjan is situated some 90 miles to the north of Bombay.
The name seems to have been given to the place by the Parsi emigrants.

7. The word used in the table (which is in Gujarati) is the Arabic mutqfarritq

which is a translation of the word pardgandeh (scattered) used in the Qissa .

8. This is a city on the northern shores of the Iranian Gulf about 30 miles

to the east of Bandar 'Abbas ( IIodivala, Studies in Parsi History

,

p. 100,

footnote 19 ).

9. The table given here has been taken from Hodivala’s book (p. 5). I am
deeply indebted to this excellent work for a great deal of the information contain-

ed in this essay.

10. Pp. 8 ff.
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concludes that it is “ delightfully vague ” and that from the words
we might understand “ a period of almost any length or brevity
He also notes : “What more natural than to suppose that a certain

period intervened between the loss of the monarchy and the begin-
ning of the concealment in Kohistan and then to take this initial

period to have been about half as long as the Kohistan century ?
* Ml

The last two entries, however, are quite definite and hence might
be accepted.

There exists another very definite record giving the exact date

of the arrival of the Parsis at Sanjan. It is a statement by Dastur
Aspandiarjl KAmdinjI in his small book, Kadhn Tarlkh Pdrstoni

Kasar ( published 1826 a. d.), where he states that the Parsis landed

on the shores of Sanjan on Friday, Roz Bahman, Mali Tlr ; Sravana

&ud 9, Vikrama Samvat 111. 12 IIodivala has discovered an earlier

entry of this same date in a manuscript which he thinks
<l

is at least

150 years old.” 13 This latter has, besides, the year 85 of the Anno
Yazdagardi added . Hodivala thinks that this addition has been
made by the person who copied the original record.

If this record is accepted the 100 years in Kohistan should

entirely disappear, for the Anno Yazdagardi began with the acces-

sion of Yazdagard HI of Iran in 631 a. n. But tradition is unani-

mous about some stay, fairly long, in Kohistan. A very ingenious

explanation has been given by Dastur Aspandiarjl about this dis-

crepancy. He says that the Zoroastrian priests, being very profi-

cient in astrology, had long been aware of the approaching down-
fall of the Sasanian empire, and they prepared for all eventuali-

ties, collected all their sacred books and started for Kohistan

during the reign of Khusrav Parvez, quite filty years belorc the

accession of Yazdazard III.
14

Of course this exact record in Gujarati, giving the Hindu date

as well, must have been preserved a long time as tradition before

being actually written down. It is also quite certain that at the

11. The century passed in Kohistan is specifically mentioned in the Qissa.

12. Roz Bahman is the second day of the Parsi month and Mah Tir is the

fourth month of the year. It is very noteworthy that the Vikrama Saryivat has

been given. 'The Parsi era is the Yazdagardi era commencing with the accession

of Yazdagard in 631 a.d. But all the earlier Parsi documents give the Vikrama

(or the &aka) era of the Hindus even when the Parsi Roz-Mah (day and month) are

given. The Anno Yazdagardi came into general use comparatively recently.

13. Op. cit., p. 12.

14. Khusrav Parvez (Khusrav II) reigned from 590 to 628 a.d. IIodivala

has quoted the whole passage from Dastur Aspandiarjl and has discussed it (op.

cit., pp. 20 ff).
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period when this record was put into writing, it did not contain

any mention of the Yazdagardi year. 15 The great Parsi scholar,

K. R. Camaji was the first among us who set about trying to verify

this record and the truth of this date. He found, however, to his

surprise that in Vikrama Samvat772 there were two Sravanas and that

in neither did the sud 9 fall on Friday, nor did the Parsi Roz-Mah
correspond. Camaji thought that by some carelessness in the Parsi

dates the Roz and the Mali had got interchanged, 1*1 and that the

entry should have been Roz Tir ( 13th ) and Mah Bahman ( 11th ).

Even then the day did not correspond to the Hindu date mentioned
in either Sravana; there was still a difference of four days. 17 To
an accurate scholar like Camaji it was unthinkable to pass over even

this small difference ; so he started looking through all the ancient

tables of dates 1 * trying to find out the year in which the Parsi and

the Hindu dates did correspond. He was at last successful in

discovering that in the year V. R. 992 (936 a. d. ) the Hindu date,

the Parsi Roz-Mah, and the day of the week ( Friday ), all three

corresponded exactly as indicated in the traditional record. This

was indeed very astonishing, but in the V.S. year the difference was

220 years. Camaji merely published the result of his investigation

and left it at that.
151

Hodivala pointed out that if we accept the year V. S. 772 (716

A. d.) as the year of the arrival at Sanjan, the details of the tradition

and a great many other points become entirely inexplicable. The
date is far too close to the Arab conquest. Besides, the “perfect

agreement’ ’ of both the Parsi and the Hindu dates as also of

the day of the week in V. S. 992 is a point of immense significance ’

to Hodivala. So the only legitimate conclusion to arrive at is

that the year given, viz., V. S. 772, is wrong, and Camaji ’s

investigations tend to show that the date V. S. 992 is very

probably correct. It was since the days of Camaji* s labours

that Parsi scholars began to take an interest in Indian epigraphy

and kindred subjects. Hodivala being himself a keen student

15. The very mention of the Yazdagardi year (85) in this manuscript is a

proof of its being comparatively recent.

16. The Parsi days of the month (roz) are named after 30 of the divine

beings, and for the Mahs (months) twelve out of these 30 have been chosen.

17. The Hindu date corresponding was £ravana sud 13.

18. In 1866 a.d. Cawasjce Sorabjec Pateli. published his Chronology giving

tables of dates for all the various eras used in Oriental countries, together with

simple rules for converting the dates of one era into another. These Tables cover

a period of several thousand years. Camaji had used this book.
19. B. B, Patel, Parsi Prakdsa, Vol. I, p. 1 footnote 2 ; also Hodivai-a, op*

cit.> pp. 67 ff.
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of Indian antiquities and inscriptions knew that the figure for
“nine” would be written in ancient inscriptions in two ways—some-
times as &*and sometimes as 3. In other words, the lower curve of
the figure might be twisted to the right as in the modern devanagari
“nine”, or to the left as in the modern devanagari “ seven ”.*° So
he concludes that the true date of the arrival at Sanjan was Friday,

Sravana sud 9, Vikrama Samvat 992 ; Parsi Roz Bahman (2nd), Mali
Tir (4th), Anno Yazdagardi 305 ; the 1st of July, 936 a.d.

So far the arguments advanced by Hodivala seem quite reason-

able. But the true test of the correctness of the date would be to

find out if it fits in with well established facts of history both in

India and in Iran.

In the first place our Parsi tradition mentions that the ruler

who gave them permission to settle down in Sanjan was named
“ Jadi Rani5 This name is also found in the Oissa. There was a

great deal of speculation as to who this Jadi Rana was. Wilson
thought that he was Vanaraja Cavda of Gujarat, who was also known
as Jayadeva. He reigned from 746 to 806 a. d., and the traditional

date V. S. 772 (716 a. n.) would not fit this. Others not quite sure

took refuge in supposing that he was “ some Yadava chief of South
Gujarat Here too Hodivala has given us the correct solution.

The Oissa describing Jadi Rana speaks of him as

za nasl-i Shdhrdydn i riik-kdr ast

“ He is of the race of the Shdhrdyas of virtuous conduct.”

Here the word Shdhrdydn (in the plural) is a puzzle. Apparently
* it is a hybrid made up of Iranian shah and Indian raya and both the

words mean the same thing
—“king”. The first translator of the

Qissa into English, Kastwick, had rendered it “the kingly Rayas”.

Hodivala points out that the word as it stands makes no clear

sense and so he suggests that the original word was Shilhdrdydn (the

Shilaharas). He points out that in the Persian script the word

Shilhardydti might very well be read as Shdhrdydn , especially if

written in the cursive style.
22 This suggestion at once gives us

20. Hodivala {op. eit., pp. 70 ff) discusses the point in detail and Rives an

instance of an inscription in which the date has been given both in figures and in

words, and where the words indicate
* rninc’* while the figure looks like the

modern devanagari " seven**.

21. My lecture on “ The Farsis in India'
1 before the Gujarat Vernacular

Society in Ahmedabad was delivered on Sravana, sud 0, V. S. 1992, the day of the

millionary of the landing at Sanjan.

22. The whole of this question is treated by Hodivai.a in a masterly fashion

in his book (pp. 74 ff). I have merely given a summary of the more salient points

here.
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a clue to the identity of Jadi Rana. The Shilaharas were the ruling

family in that region at the period we are considering, i. e., 936 A.r>.

In that year specially the Shilahara ruler was very probably the

prince “famed for outstanding and enchanting deeds; the illusri-

ous...Vajjadadeva, a chief of Kings”.* 3 The name Vijjadadeva can,

as Hodivala points out, easily become Jadda and then Jadi ; and

of course the Iranian refugees, especially those fresh from Iran,

would never have addressed their benefactor as deva , and hence the

Rand.

Three other bits of archaeological evidence might be adduced

here in support of this date. Each may be slight in itself but the

cumulative effect of all three is certainly worth considering. In the

Kanheri caves are found two inscriptions in Pahlavi . These merely

record the names of two parties of Iranian tourists who had visited

the caves and had, like all tourists, sought to leave behind them a

record of their visit. They did so in a manner that has made them
verily “ immortal ”—they have chiselled their names on the rock.

And what is more, they have left the exact dates also. The inscrip-

tions have been described and translated in the Zarathoshtl Ahhydsa.**

The first inscription is dated 368 a. y. (999 d.) and gives the

names of seventeen men who had visited the caves. The second is

dated 390 a. y. (1021 A. i>.) and gives the names of ten men, of

whom four are also found in the first.
Jr

’ The main point about both

these is that the script as well as the language of both is Pahlavi and
that the names are, without exception, purely Iranian. Parsis in

India, as is well known, have freely adopted Hindu names both for

men as well as for women. But this adoption of foreign names
must necessarily have been a slow process for the emigrants,

because names are always associated with hallowed memories of the

mother country. The finding of pure Iranian names only indicates

that the arrival in India could not have been very ancient

at that date. The date of the first inscription is within three

generations of the date Hodivala has fixed, and therefore these

inscriptions are further proof in support of his contention.

A third bit of archaeological evidence is found in a Shilahara

grant, inscribed on a stone. This grant was made by King Ananta-

23. It is also quite possible that some later copyist of the Qissa might have
stumbled over the name Shilhnraydn and might have in his ignorance “corrected * *

it according to his own lights.

24. III. 160 and IV. 212. This was a very scholarly journal edited by K. R.

Camaji and it contained very learned contributions by Camaji and his brilliant

band of pupils.

25. See also Pdrsi Prakdsa , Vol. I, p. 2, footnotes 2 and 3.
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deva in Saka 1003 (1081 A. d.) to the “ Kharasan Mandall Pandit
Bhagvanlal Indraji and other older scholars were puzzled about
this “Mandall”. Hodivala rightly considers this to have reference
to the Parsl settlement at Sanian.™ The Parsi records have always
spoken of the first emigrants as having “come from Khorasan* \
It is but natural that for some time after their arrival they were
known as the “Khorasan Mandall”.

Turning now to Iranian history we may consider the period
when the conditions in that country made residence there intolerable

to the Zoroastrains. The prevalent belief amongst Parsis has

always been that the Arabs arrived in Iran “with the sword in one
hand and the Our an in the other”. But facts of history do not bear

out this popular view. In spite of the burning zeal for their

own faith, the early leaders of Islam were men of wide tolerance.

We know for a fact that non-Moslems were quite free to follow their

own faith provided that they paid the poll-tax. Also it has been
recorded that when some over-zealous leaders requested the Khalil

for permission to convert forcibly all unbelievers, the answer was that

there would then be none to pay the taxes and so the conduct of all

government would be made impossible. Of course the advantages

accruing to a convert were sufficient to induce many Zoroastrians to

become Moslems, but by far the greater number willingly paid .the

poll-tax and remained true to the faith of their fathers. The main

thing to remember is that there was no mass persecution of the

Zoroastrians as such throughout the whole period of the early

Khalit’s.*
7 The rescue of the daughter of Yazdagard III and her

subsequent marriage to Ilusayn the son of ‘All did much to recon-

cile Iran to one section at least of the conquerors. The later

tragedy of Kerbala rivetted more firmly the bonds which united

Iran to the house of ‘All. The ‘Umayyads were almost universally

hated in Iran and on the whole it was the good fortune of Iran that

they shifted their capital to Damascus. The ‘Abbasids got into

power by the whole-hearted support of Iran and their rise to power

marks the beginning of the renaissance of Iranian culture. This

renaissance represented the triumph of the spirit of Iran over the

Semitic Arab. A wide tolerance in religious matters marked this

26. Op . cit, p. 80. Mr. S. K. Hudivai.a—another fine student of Parsi history

and a Rood Sanskritist—has also mentioned this inscription in his Parsis in Ancient

India (p. 53).

27. This matter has been very fully and very ably dealt with by E. G.

Browne in his Literary History of Persia , Vol. I, pp. 200 ff, and also in his magni-

ficent section on fcThe Golden Age 1
* (op. cit., pp. 251-336) ; see also R. Levy,

The Sociology of Islam , Vol. I, pp. 334 ff.

K. V. 33 8
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period of early
c
Abbasids. The “golden age of Harun ar-Rashld”

marks the climax of this splendid period. Al-Ma’mGn, the son of

this great ruler, who reigned from 813 to 833 A. d., was a confirmed

Iranophil, because both his mother and his wife were full-blooded

Iranis. What is most important from our point of view is that it

was at the request of al-Ma’mun that the greatest work of Zoroas-

trian Pahlavi literature, the Dlnkart , was written. The author of this

work was Atur Farnbag, a highly respected Dastur at the court of

the Khalif. The contents of this work clearly show7 that the author

had the full texts of the Zoroastrian scriptures before him. 38 Not
merely the Dlnkart but several of the more important Zoroastrian

works in Pahlavi were written in Iran long after the Arab conquest.

Belonging to the same group as the Dlnkart might be mentioned the

Bundahisn
, the Datistart, and the writings of Manuscihr and of

Zatsparam. All these form important texts of Zoroastrian

theology 39
, and Pahlavi literature continued to be produced in

Iran certainly up to the latter half of the tenth century a.d.

After the death of al-Ma’mun (833 a.d.) the tolerance that had

so long marked the court of Baghdad gradually began to disappear

and with the accession of al-Mutawakkil ( 847-861 a.d. ) religious

fanaticism in its wTorst form broke out all over Iran. Not merely

non-Moslems but even Moslems suspected of heretical thinking

were subject to terrible persecutions. The central authority at

Baghdad was greatly weakened and independent Sultans set up
their authority in various parts of Iran. And what the intolerant

and fanatical Ivhalifs did at Baghdad wras copied with even greater

vehemence at these provincial courts. The worst feature of all

these persecutions was that the Zoroastrians of Iran had to suffer

most from Iranians who had been quite recent converts to Islam.

The age of persecutions really began from the accession of al-

Mutawakkil (847 a. d.). This w7ould give about one century for the

wanderings of the Parsi Pilgrim Fathers before they found security

at Sanjan under that prince of illustrious memory, Jadi Rana.

28* This at once gives a lie to the myth of the burning of all Zoroastrian

books by Khalif Omar.
29. Haug, Essays on the Parsis, pp. 93 ff ; also West in the Grundriss det

rianischen Philologie , II, pp. 80 ff.
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Five Thousand Years ago—the Mahabharata
War*

By

D. S. Triveda, Patna

Sri P. V. Kane belongs to the noble rank of JnaneSvara,
Tilak, Bhandarkar and Ranade. Ilis contributions in the held
of Indology in general and Dharmasastra in particular have rightly

given him his due place. The Dharmasastra forms an important
part of the Mahabharata, hence this article on the date of the

Great War.

1. Indian traditions and their historical value .—Much water

has flown down the Ganges during the last 60 yeas when scholars

began first to discuss the probable date of the Bharata War. Some
of them even tried to prove that the war was not fought at all and

that the great epic going by that name developed out of a local war
between the Kurus and the Plincalas, which could not have attained

the dimensions of the Great War as described in the pages of the

Epic known as the Mahabharata. Principal N. V. Tiiadani is one

of those who declare that the war was never fought. In his book
he tries to show that the epic is of the nature of an allegory repre-

senting the disputations of the six systems of Indian philosophy

ending with the final triumph of Vedanta. But the strong belief of

the whole Indian people throughout the countless centuries could

not have risen out of a mere local scuffle of which there might have

been hundreds, and the very existence and persistence of the belief

in the reality of this war goes to prove that it could not have been

a baseless tradition. Some of the characters who arc said to have

fought in this epic struggle have been mentioned in the Brahmanas, 3

• N. B.— I am very highly indebted to MAI. Pandit CJopi Nath KavihAj—
the wellknown scholar and ex-Principal, Sanskrit College, Benares, under whose

learned guidance this article was written.

1. The Mystery of the Mahabharata, by N. V. Thadani, I-IV volumes,

Karachi, 1931-34.

2. ii ^ ii n?is'Ter i

s ref s s ^ 35 s s

TTftl‘%frWTOT^T? nrwfim'tfT TlftfijrT 3?5-W^: TO 3 TO
*rWi|: 3TO: 3°%^ 35»fIJir II \ II Satapatha Brailmana 13. 5. 4.
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Upanisads, 51 and such later literature as the sutras of Panini,4
the

Vartikas* of Katyayana, and the Mahabhasyd6 of Patanjali. Kings
referred to it in their inscriptions,'1 and there is a vast literature*

built upon its occurrence and if the works of Homer, Sophocles,

Acschyllus, Euripides etc, go to establish the authenticity of the

Trojan war there is no reason why the reality of the war should be
questioned. Even occidental scholars have had to bend their heads
down before the Indian tradition and forced to remark as follows :

—

‘The Hindu statements have almost universally been regarded as

very different from the fiction of an improved and credulous people
and entitled to a very serious and profound investigation !

’ 9

2. Traditional date of the Bhdrata War .—According to the

Indian tradition the Bharata War was fought before the advent of

the Kaliyuga, the initial year of which is known to be 3101 B. c.

I shall try to show in the following pages on the basis of data the

historical value of which can on no account be questioned that this

represents the most correct view, although several scholars of

the West as well as of India have held diverse opinions all in

3. srrflrw: |
Chandogya,

III. 17. 6.

sITSFIR^T^T: Bfhadaranyak, III, 9. 19.

mSPTT swg: Ibid III. 1. 1. 5T TTTO%fTT 3RT-

*n%Tcr IK 'TlfafafTT ft ITRf^TffT awfafa
Ibid III. 3.1.

4. S Panini, III. 4. 74.

f^TO^T^cfT^WJ** ,,
IV. 1.176.

9*T: ,,
IV. 1.172.

3T#«n%HTWR ,,
IV. 3. 98.

gfavqf ,,
VIII. 3. 95.

5. VSrtika on Panini, IV. 1. 97 ;

qin^T VSrtika on P3iiini, V. 1. 168.

6- Bha$ya on Panini, III, 1.26;

on p. II. 3. 36; apsifef W ajfWftRs on p. III. 2. 118.

7. Corpus Inseriptionum Indienrum, Vol. Ill, by J. F. Fleet, Calcutta, 1888.

() No. 26, L. 13 ; No. 27, L. 15 ; No. 28, L. 22 ; No. 30, L. 3.

3^i =* JTfPTTRT HWT 5^51. .

.

() No. 31. L. 19. ^=31 fr^TUT#

«rtcr#5T o^iftsf. .

.

8. &akuntala, Balacarita, Balabharata, Pancaratra, tjrubhanga, Nai$adha,

etc.

9. Historian's History of the World

,

Vol. II, p. 495.
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opposition to one another and to the Indian tradition on this
vexed problem. 10

3. The divergent views of scholars and authorities on the subject .

'(a) Modern scholars .—According to Parcitkr 11 the reign of the nine
Nandas began approximately at 402 b. c. (322 + 80). Take 20 years
after the accession for the destruction of the contemporary kings
and so fix the year 382 b. c. (402 20) for their mean termination.
The duration of the ten temporary kingdoms then would be 468
(26 x 18) years. So 850 b. c. (382 + 468) is the beginning of the reign
of Adhislmakrsna, Divakara and Senajit. To get the time of the
Bharata battle, we must add the kings who preceded these kings,

namely the five Pauravas (for Yudhisthira’s reign must be included).

Hence we must add 100 years (5 x 20), and the date of the battle

may be fixed approximately at 950 b. c. (850 + 100).

Dr. Pradiian places the accession of RipuiYjaya to the throne in

563 b. c. lie takes 28 years for each reigning king. Hence
according to him 1151 b. c. [563 + 588 (28 x 21)] is the date of the

Maliabharata War.

According to Sir Ramesh Chandra Durr1* 35 kings reigned

between the Kuru-Pancala war and the time of Buddha who lived in

the sixth century li. c. Allowing 20 years to each reign, this would
place the war in the 13th century B. c.

Shama^SASTRY says, 1 * Bharata the son of Dusyanta is stated to

have performed Atiratra ( A^valayana Grhya sutra X. 5. 8). This

gives-1488 (372 x 4) Kali Era or 1613 b.c. (3101 1488) as the date of

Bharata. According to the list of kings given in the Visnu Purana,

Yudhisthira, the hero of the Mahabharata and contemporary of

Krsna is the 25th descendant from Bharata and died in 1260 B. c.

Accordingly the interval between Bharata and Yudhisthira is 248

years which, if the list is correct gives about 10 years on the average

to each of the 25 reigns. Pariksita is the grandson of Yudhisthira.

The interval between him and Nanda is according to the Matsya

Purana one thousand years less by one hundred and fifty (850).

Nanda lived in the 4th century B.c. (1260-850) i. e. he ascended the

throne in 410 b.c.

10. Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, by F. B. Pargiter, London, 1922,

p. 179.

11. Chronology of Ancient India , by SItanath PradhAna, Calcutta, 1927, p.248.

12. Ciiilisation in Ancient India, by R. C. Dutt, Calcutta, Vol. I, p. 10.

13. R. Shama Shastry’s Gavdm Ayana, The Vedic Era , p. 155^ quoted by

M. Kriahnamachaiya in his Classical Sanskrit Liturattire, Madras, 1937,

3
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H. H. Wilson writes, 14 ‘According to Col. Wilford’s computa-
tions ( Asiatic Researches Vol IX, Chronological Tables p. 116 ) the

conclusion of the great war took place in 1370 B.c. Buchanan
conjectures it to have occurred in the 13th century b.c. Colbrooke
infers from astronomical data that the arrangement of the Vedas
attributed to Vyasa took place in the 14th century B.c.; M. Bentley
brings the date of Yudhisthira, the chief of the Pandavas to 575

B. c., but the weight of authority is in favour of the 13th or the

14th century B. c. for the date of the Mahabharata war and the

reputed commencement of the Kali Age.
According to Dr. Raiciioudiiari, 15 Parlksita’s birth must be

dated about 1412 b.c. (322 + 40 + 1050); but Dr. Jaiswal1* con-

cludes that the accession of Mahananda—the father of Mahapadma
falls in 409 b.c. The birth of Pariksita or the end of the Malta

bharata War will be thus dated in 1424 b.c. (409 + 1015). But on the

other hand MM. Dr. S. C. Vidyabhusiiana and Sjt. L. M. I<ARn

place the war in 1922 B. c. (322 + 100 + 1500) as the date of the

great war fought on the field of the Kuru '.

Cb) Rdjatara?iginl Pandit S. S. Biiattacharya18* and P. C.

Sengupta 18* would place the war in b. c. 2400 and 2448 respectively

on the authority of Kalhana >vho says ly 4
the Kauravas and the

Pandavas flourished 653 years after the Kali in 2448 b. c. (3101- 653)/

4 . The war not a myth—It would appear from the above that

conflicting opinions have been entertained by scholars regarding this

landmark in the annals of Indian History and it is clear that the

question of the Mahabharata wrar can no longer be dismissed as an
#

exploded myth. And even a myth is not
44
without its background

of fact”.’0 “There is no smoke without some fire is a maxim
which the historians should never overlook” .

21 Mr. Michael

Temple also saya,** “But we are getting to understand now that

14. Visnu Purana , IV. 232.

15. The Political History of Ancient India, by H. C. Raichoudhapi, Calcutta,

1927. p. 15.

16. JBORS, Vol. I, part I, pp. 109 et scq.

17. Sacred Books of the Hindus, Matsya Purdna

,

Allahabad, 1916, introduc-
tion, p. XIV.

18. (a) Ntrukta, edited by pt. Satyuvrata, SamASrami Bhattacharya,
Calcutta, 1804 Saka era, Vol. IV, p. (ghi) the introduction.

( b) J.R.A.S .IS. Bharata Battle Traditions by P. C. Sencui'ta, Vol. IV,
(1938), pp. 393-413.

19 . *rrt:g =®r i

ll RajataranginI, I. 51.

20. Historian's History of the World, Vol. II, p. 368.

21. Ibid.

22. Englishman, Calcutta, 7th Feb. 1927.
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whenever we have an ancient legend, there is always some sort of
truth behind it. Legends do not grow from nothing any more than
anything else ; there must be a seed, though the plant, which has
sprung from it, may have taken a strange and almost unrecognisable
form

5. The divergent views criticised. It would appear from the

above that some scholars take a number of years at their fancy

for the average reign of each king ranging from 10 years to 28

years and thus they determine the date of the Mahabharata war.

Similarly the period of the Nandas would vary from 40 years to 100

years according to their pleasures, although the Puranas give

invariably 100 years for the reign of the Nandas. Mr. Pargiter

would count 31 generations from Yudhisthira to Nanda’s coronation

and at one time he would take an average ot 18 years and at

another that of 20 years without assigning any reason whatso-

ever. Dr. Pradhan counts 21 generations from the time of the

Bharata war to Ripunjaya’s accession the last of the Brihadrathas

whereas Sir Romeshchandra Dutt takes 35 kings between the Great

War and the time of Lord Buddha. Other scholars interpret a single

stanza*3
to mean 850, 1015, 1050, 1115, or 1500 years to be the period

that elapsed between Parlksita’s birth and Nanda’s coronation. It

will not be out of place to point out in this connection that Indian

chronology as it appears in modern historical works is based on the

synchronism of Alexander-Sandracottus and on the lalse identifica-

tion of the latter with Candragupta Maurya. The Indian hmperor

contemporary with Alexander the Great was in fact, Candragupta

of the Gupta dynasty and not of the Mauryan dynasty.
2 ' 1 have

discussed separately the chronology of Magadhan kings and the

Pauranika views on the length of the intervening age between

Pariksita’s birth and Nandas coronation for ascertaining the date

of the Mahabharata War. ai

Kalhana, the chronicler of Kastnira, commited a Himalayna

blunder when he stated expressed ly as a comment on a verse-* that

23 . \

g 3PT qStMiraW, M Srimadbhiigavata, XII, 2. 26.

24. Did Alexander invade India in the time of the Maurya*, Hindustan

Times , Delhi, 29th June 1936.

25. («) Magadha Kajaon ki Nayi Vamsavali, SAuitya, (Patna), Vol. Ill,

part II, pp. 37-52.

(,) The Intervening Age between I'aiik?ita and Narnia, J. I. //• Vol.

XIX. pp. 1-16.
^ t

26 . wsfa i

« Kajatarangini. I. 59.
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the Kurus and the Pandavas flourished 653 years after the Kali in

2448 b. c. He quotes a stanza literally from his predecessors
Gargacarya and Varahamihira who stated that to get the time of

Yudhisthira, we should add 2526 years to the £aka-kala. They used
the &aka-kala for astronomical calculation with an initial year dif-

ferent from that of the present known Salivahana Era. According
to Kalhana 35 kings were submerged in the ocean of forgetfulness

whom he could not restore. Moreover he was hardly aware of any
Saka Era except the Salivahana one and so to adjust his chronology
he wrongly concluded that the Kurus and the Pandavas flourished

653 years after Kali without assigning any definite reason for his

statement and was forced to remark, ‘ people considered this .time-

limit false thinking that the Bharata War happend at the end of

DvaparaV7 For a fuller discussion of the data of Rajatarangini

for the date of the Mahabharata War, the learned readers should

consult my papers.*8

But shall we depend on mere tradition ? No, we have got

convincing proofs 39 that the war was fought in the 32nd century B.c.

Having disposed off the arguments which seek to establish a date

for the Great War other than the one accepted by Indian tradition,

we proceed to discuss the various historical and literary evidences

available to us in support of the orthodox view.

6. Aihole Inscription . The Aihole inscription30 of Pulakesin II

is dated 556 Saka Era elasped corresponding to 634 a.d. ( 556 + 78 ).

It is also stated in the inscription that at that time 3735 years of Kali

(30 + 3000 + 700 + 5) had already passed away. Viewing the two
together it would appear that the first year of Kali would correspond

to 3179 (3735-634) before Saka or 3101 b.c.

27. gTqU^S^Tcftfer faflTT%<TT: I

|| Rajatarangini , 1. 49.

28. («) Kasmira ki Sarhsodhita Rajavamsavali, Vijnana

,

Allahabad, Kum-
bharka, 1993 V. S.

(b) The Revised Chronology of Kasmira Kings, J. 7. 77. Vol. XVIII,
pp. 46-63.

29. Journal oj Indian History, December, 1937.

30. Indian Antiquary, Vol. VIII, p. 241, et. seq.

^>3 qsjg u

(30 + 3000 + 700 + 5)= 3735.

qaraftg q?g q^eng ^ I

(Wig iwffcng spsrcmfa ijgsrrg. 11

6

(50 + 6 + 500)= 556.
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7. Astrofiomical Books . That this epigraphic statement is

correct is clear from a glance at the Siddhantasironiani
,

SI the Brdhma-
sphutasiddhdnta3* and the Jyotirmakaranda™ which hold similar

views regarding the initial year of the Kali Era. According to the

astronomical calculations of the Hindus, the present period of the

world, Kaliyuga, commenced 3101 years before the birth of Christ

on the 20th February at 2 hours 27 minutes 30 seconds. They say

that a conjunction of the planets then took place, and their tables

show this conjunction. Baily states that Jupiter and Mercury
were then in the same degree of the ecliptic, Mars at a distance of

only eight, and Saturn of seven degrees ; whence it follows that

at the point of time given by the Brahmins as the commencement
of the Kaliyuga, the four planets above mentioned must have been
succeessively concealed by the rays of the Sun (first Saturn,

then Mars, afterwards Jupiter and lastly Mercury ). These then

showed themselves in conjunction, and although Venus could not

then be seen, it was natural to say that a conjunction of the planets

then took place. The conclusion of the Brahmins is so exactly

confirmed by our own astronomical tables that nothing but an

actual observation could have given so corresponding a result.
34

8. Synchronous with the Transition of Kali and Dzdpara—The
general synchronism of the war with the beginning of the Kali is

also supported by internal and external evidences. The above

noted inscription also states that the Great War ( Bharatahava ) and

the beginning of the Kali Age (Kalikala) are richly synchronous.

The Mahabharata says that the war took place during the transition

period of Dvapara and Kali.*5 Elsewhere in the work the recent

advent of the Kaliyuga is clearly stated. ar*

0 7 1 3

Siddhantaiiromani, Benares, 1917, p.89.
U 7 1 3

32. nx 5 n^TT: S Brahmasphutasiddhdnta

.

9^7 1 3
r

33. [
Jyotirmakaranda l>y

calculating from the left side
(
for SfhRdt )

we haVe 3179

years passed at the beginning of the Saka era.

34. Theogony of the Hindus, by Count Bjoinstama, quoted by A. C. Das in

his ptgvedic India, Calcutta, 1920.

35. i

5:5 Mahabharata. I. V. 13.

36. (a) JUH Ijmsrr I
Mbh.

(b) fTUT ll Mbh.

7
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9. 36 years before the Kali—But a more precise determination
of the date of the war is possible. We learn from the Mahabharata
that ‘ Yudhisthira saw unfavourable circumstances in the 36th
year.' 31 The Mahabharata states that Krsna was to come to an end
in the 36th year, devoid of the neighbours, councillor, and sons,

while wandering in the forest through foul means. 38 The event is

described at length in the Srimadbhagavata as to how when Krsna,

wandering in a forest, sat under a tree for the practice of yoga,

a fowler considering the disc of light from his feet emanating in

all directions to be the eyes of a deer, shot an arrow which caused
the end of Lord Krsna. On the death of Krsna, 3U the Pandavas

started for pilgrimage. The Visnu Purana says that the very

moment the incarnation of Lord Visnu, born in the family of

Vasudeva, went to heaven, the Kali came down. 40 The Sritnad-

bhdgavata says that Kali could not show its prowess so long as

Krsna was touching the earth.
41 The above show that Krsna passed

away 36 years after the war, that the Pandavas left shortly after

and that when Krsna left the earth, Kali had already appeared, but

due to his influence could not show its prowess. The beginning

of the Kali Era is 3 lOl b. c. This I take to be the date when Kali

assumed power. Hence 3101 b. c. is the date of Krsna* s death

so that the date of the war is 3137 b. c. ( 3101 + 36 ).

10. Nidhanpur Plate . The above date is generally confirmed

by the Nidhanpur copper plate of Bhaskaravarman, a contemporary

of Harsavardhana of Kanauj. The plate was inscribed in 590 A. d.

and records the following genealogy.49

37. ^

I

ftrrttmR fafrmTR gfafg*: ll Mbh. Mu$ala I. 2.

38. (a) qq i

I! Mbh. Strl. XXV. 14.

(W s qr crt qq i

gq^# q fasfST: qT^TlfecIi: II Mbh* Mu^ala 1. 13.

39. Srlkpjna, Kharibata, Lahore, 13th Jan. 36.

40. ^ f$4 f^r i

^.feTmrT: I Vifnu Purdna, IV, XXIV. 14.

41. Cf. Srimadbhagavata, XII, 2. 29.

fawftwqeiT *rrg: i

s qiq swr: n

Epigraphia lndica, Vol. VII, p. 65, et. seq.

8
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Naraka
I

Bhagadatta—who tought with Arjuna

Vajradatta

Pusyavarman—3000 years after Vajradatta

Bhaskarvarman—12th king from Pusyavarman.

The copper plate says,43
c From that Naraka, by whom the hell

was not seen, was born Bhagadatta, the king and the friend of

Indra, who fought in battle with Arjuna of famous victory. 1 1 is-

The son of the destroyer of enemies whose gait is like that of a

thunderbolt, was called Vajradatta who, of great prowess always
pleased the hundred- sacrifice!* (Indra) in battle, in this family

of kings, when three thousand years had passed, was born
Pusyavarman/

According to the Mahdbhdrata
,

u Bhagadatta the King of

Pragjyotisa (Assam) was an ally of the Kauravas and was killed

on the battle-field. He had two sons—Krtaprajna and Vajradatta.

Bhagadatta and Krtaprajna were slain by Arjuna and Nakula
respectively. Hence it may be concluded that the Great Indian

War was fought in 3137 b.c.

11. Ain-i-Akbar . Besides the inscriptions quoted above, the

Ain-i-Akbari of Abul Fazal Alarm—the great scholar of Sanskrit

and Persian and one of the nine jewels of Akbar the Great— is not

less reliable. He says :

—

43. Cf. Ibid.

WIcRq IW gf il

^qfdg q^qr-q »

^3 TWrm: s wi w

44. qTWT I

qr^t Mbh * V1 * 9S * 25

cfcT: I
Mbh * VI * 95 • 46 •

45. Ain-i-Akbari

)

translated from the original Rasian by Col. H. S. Janf/it

Calcutta, 1891, Vol. III. p. 15.

^9.3 j
b - b

^ 0 j 0 1^,*.
t

^J ^ ^
b

/ j*** j
o

JU J j( jtei I)
ly

J j ]

-3
Jy

i
**

3
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'

In the beginning of the present yuga Raja Yudhisthira con-

quered the universe and being at the completion of an epoch con-

stituted his own reign an Era and since that time to the present

which is the fortieth of the Divine Era 4696 years have elapsed/

It appears from the above that 40th year of the Divine Era

( Din Elahi Era ) founded by Akbar, of which the first year was the

year of his accession commencing from 27-28 Rabi II 963 A. H. or

11th March 1556 A. d. ( 25 days from enthronement counted as part

of a year.) or 1595 A, d, ( 1555 + 40). for the Elahi year was
solar,46 corresponds to 4696 Yudhisthira Era corresponding to the

commencement of the Kaliyuga. This also proves the existence
of the Pandavas and therefore of the Kuru-Pandava war ( by the

beginning of the present yuga ). Hence the date of the war calcula-

ted on this evidence too, agrees with our own view ( viz. 3137 B.c.

)

12. Exact dote determined— We can also find out the exact

date on which the war commenced. Blnsma, the commander of the

Kauravas says :

—

47

‘ O Yudhisthira ! 58 nights of mine lying on the sharp ends of

arrows passed away like hundreds of years. This beautiful month
of Magha ( January ) has arrived. It should be the bright fortnight

whose three parts have passed away.*

Bhlsma retired from the battlefield on the tenth day. 48 Hence
68 days (58 + 10) from the begnning of war had passed away when
Blnsma uttered the above words. The word paksah should be

taken to mean ‘ the bright half whose three parts have passed away*.

According to the Hodacakra49
a fortnight is divided into five parts,

viz. Nanda, Bhadra, Jaya, Rikta and Purna. So nine days [(15-5) x 3]

in the bright half of Magha had passed away. Calculating backward

we may exactly find 68 days (9 + 15 + 30 + 14 ) if we take our start

on the first day of the bright half of MargaSirar. This date falls

on Tuesday.

13. Conclusion— Modern historians say that these inscriptions

and literary evidences prove nothing beyond the fact that according

to the traditions prevalent in those days the Great Bharata War was

46. Akbar the Great Mogul , by Vincent A. Smith, Oxford, 1919, pp. 448, 449.

47. *TrTT: I

3TK3 f$T%rTT$3 cT*TT II 27.

ITT^T S q *TTO: gfafs* I

M Mbh. XI. 273 . 28.

48. 35$ tfpar! i
Mbh - 2 - 30 -

49. II Hodacakra.
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supposed to have been fought about 5000 years from to-day, but
that due to the advancement of critical study these evidences can-
not be accepted as conclusive for .ascertaining the date of such
a remote event. As pointed out before the chronology of the

present Indian history rests only on Alexander-Sandracottus syn-
chronism which was first pointed out by Sir William Jones in 1793,

about 150 years ago, whereas the date of the Bharata War has been
discussed for so many centuries and yet it rests where it stands

traditionally unparalleled in the history of the world.

The evidences of the Rajataranginl and the Puranas have been
discussed elsewhere as they form the subject of lengthy articles in

themselves. It is often argued that the Aryan race as such did

not exist in India and hence the war could not have been fought

at so early a date. But it has been shown on definite evidences
that the Aryans are not the invaders of India but they are the

children of the soil/0 Hence it is finally concluded that the war
was fought in 3137 B. c. 3080 b.c. or 5078 years (3137 + 1941) ago.

I hope the learned readers would oblige me with their criticisms.

50. Annals, B. O. R. /., Vol. XX, pp. 48 -67. "The Original Home of the

Aryans.”

N. B.—The Kumbhakonam edition of the Nirnaya Sagara Press, Bombay, has

been cited throughout for the reference of the Mahabharata text.

11



Hastimalla and his Adipurana 1

By

A. N. UpAimye, Kolhapur

Aufrecht in his Catalogus Catalogorum ( Leipzig 1891 ), p. 764,

mentions an author Hastimallasena. He is described as a Jaina,

and the following works arc attributed to him : 1 Arjtinardjandtaka
(Oppert 11,316), 2 Udayanarajakdvya (Oppert II, 421), 3 Bha-
ratarajandtaka ( Oppert II, 325 ), 4 Meghesvaranataka (Oppert II,

326) and 5 Maithiliparinaya-ndtaka ( Oppert II, 327 ). Further we
are informed that other poems and plays of his are in existence.

He has drawn his information from Oppert’ s * Lists of Sanskrit Mss.
in Private Libraries of Southern India, Vols. I. II, Madras 1880-85/

Against Udayanarajakdvya Aufreciit mentions Mallascna, elsewhere
Hastimallasena. M. Krishnamaciiriar’ writes, not without some
hesitation, the name simply as Hastimalla, and attributes to him,
besides* the above works, some more compositions : 6 Adipurana

,

7 Purucarita ,
8 Suhhadrdharana , 9 Anjand-pavananjaya and

10 Vikrdntakaurava . R. Narasimuacharya3 has noted Adipurana
of Hastimalla, composed in a. d. 1290, on the authority of K. B.

Pathak, but no exact reference to his article is given. Another
work ( 11 ) Sripurana is also attributed to Hastimalla ; and the Mss.
of this, I learn, exist in the Jaina Mathas of Mudabidri and Varanga
in South Kanara.

Of these works Nos. 5 and 10 are already published, 1 and
I have examined three Mss. of No. 9 and two Mss. of No. 8.° No. 5

is known by the names Mdithilikalydnam and Sitanditaka ; No. 8 is

known as Subhadrandtaka ( -ndtikd ? ) ; and No. 10 as Sulocand-

ndtakam . From these four Sanskrit plays we get the following
details about Hastimalla.

Hastiinalla’s spiritual lineage is traced back to Samantabhadra,
the moon in the sky of Mulasamgha, a future Tfrthakara, the author
of Gandhahastiy a commentary on Tattvdrtha-sutra and of Devagama
and an unsurmountable disputant. He had two pupils, Sivakoti

1. This Paper is prepared during my tenure of the Springer Research
Scholarship, University of Bombay.

2. Classical Sanskrit Literature

,

Madras, 1937, pp. 641, 1114.

3. Kavicarite, Vol. I, Bangalore, 1924, p. 399.

4. Manikachandra D, Jaina Granthamala, Bombay, Nos. 3 and 5. There is

a short Introduction giving a few details about the author.

5. I am collating the Mss. of these two Sanskrit plays with a view to edit

them.

l
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and Sivayana, that had studied the entire scripture at his feet. In
that line was born Virasena, an outstanding personality free from
internal impurities, well-versed in scriptures and a foremost
logician. The great monk Jinascna received instructions from him
and became his prominent pupil; and his Ptirana is well-known in the
world. His beloved pupil was the monk Gunabhadra who glorified

the Salakapurusas. Three verses are found at the end of a Ms. of
Subhadra-natika in which one Prabhcndu or Prabhacandra is glori-

fied; but his exact relation with Hastimalla’ s line is not at all clear.

Turning to the domestic details, as time passed on, in this

succession of pupils of Gunabhadra there was one Govindabhatta
of Vatsa Gotra who came to be endowed with right faith [in Jainism]

by hearing Devdgamanasutra. He had six sons all staying in the

South ( ddksindtyali

)

and flourishing through the favour of Sva-
rnayaksl ( Jayanty aira Svarna-yaksi-prasddatah ) ; and their names
are : Sri Kumara-kavi, Satyavakya, Dcvaravallabha, IJdayabhusana,

Hastimalla and Vardhamana. All these were poets. The last

verse of the Prasasti, as 1 understand it, is a prayer offered to

Vrsabhanatha, consecrated at Dvlpamgudi, profusely respected

by Hastimalla and saluted by some Pandya king. Thus Hastimalla

( -Bhatta ) was the. son of Govinda (with the suffix -bhatta or with

the prefix Bhattara- ) and he had six brothers, himself being the

fifth in order. His father appears to have been a convert to Jainism

after hearing Devdgama-stotra of Samantabhadra. His brother

Satyavakya is the author of various compositions, but only one

work is mentioned by Hastimalla, namely, Sriuiatl-huilyana .**

From the verse found in Anjand.pavatnifijaya wc learn that Hasti-

malla lived under the patronage of some Pandya king who had

subdued Karnataka.

Brahmasuri, 7 the author of Praththa-tilaka ,
belonged to the

family of Hastimalla. Besides giving the above details lie adds

some more facts. Par^vapandita* was the son of Hastimalla, and

he was well-known for his learning and piety. Por some reason

or other, he migrated to the town of Chatra-traya-puri in the

Hoysala territory, and there he lived with all his relatives. He had

three sons: Candrapa, Candranatha and Vaijayya. Candranatha and

his family stayed at Hemacala, while his other brothers migrated

elsewhere. Brahmasuri wras the grandson of Candrapa.

All that we can say about the chronology of his works is that

Hastimalla wrote Anjandpavananjaya earlier than Mciithill-halydnam .

6. Sec the Prastavana of M,—kalydncitn.

7. Jaina Siddhdnta Bhaskara, VII, i, Prasasti Sarftgraha, p. 161.

2
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As to Hastimalla’s age, he is later than Gunabhadra who finished

his Uttarapurana in A. d. 897. Jinendra-kalyanabhyudaya of Ayya-
parya refers to the fact that our author got the name Hastimalla after

he controlled the mad elephant let loose on him by the Pandya
king at Saranyapura; and to a certain extent this is confirmed by
verse No. 40, Act I, of Vikrdnta-kaurava. Ayyaparya wrote his

work in Vikrama Samvat 1376( —57 = 1319). So Hastimalla flouri-

shed between a. d. 897 and 1319. This is still a wide range indeed.

Pathak and Narasimhacharya have assigned a. d. 1290 to Hasti-

malla, but their conclusion is not accompanied by the necessary

evidence. M. Krishnamaciiariar opines that Hastimalla probably
lived in the 9th century a.d., but he too has not given any evidence.

The identification of Dvlparhgudi, Saranyapura and the Pandya
king is an urgent desideratum, and I draw the attention of South

Indian scholars to these points which, when cleared, will help us

to settle the date of Hastimalla definitely.

R. Narasimhacharya has noted that the Ms. of Adipurana did

not reach his hands. Lately I have come across a paper Ms. of

it from which 1 would give some details about it here. It is a bulky

volume of country paper stitched at the left end and measures about

9.5 by 8 inches. The first 41 leaves are devoted to Adipurana ;

and the remaining portion covers some cantos of Bharatesavaibhava

(Kannada) written in disorder, Dasalaksanapuja (Sanskrit),

Manikasvdmicarite (Kannada) and some ritualistic treatises.

The first leaf is torn, so we cannot know how the text began.

Adipurana is divided into ten Parvans and written throughout in

Kannada prose. Beginning with the divisions of time, with Kalpa-

vrksas and Manus etc. and passing through the previous births

of the first Tirthankara, the details of the life of Vrsabha are given

in a traditional manner up to his liberation.

In the various colophons the name of the work is mentioned as

Purva-purdna-kathd , but at the end it is called Adipurdtia Kannada

Grantha. The Kannada verse at the beginning of the second Parvan

suggests that Purudevacarita also might have been its name. So we
may take that Nos. 6 and 7 stand for one and the same work. The
name of the author is mentioned as Hastimallisenacarya in two

colophons and as Hastimalli-suri8 in eight colophons; and there can

be no doubt that both the forms of the name refer to the same
individual. No date of the author is given in this Ms. The title

of the author ubhaya-bhdsa-cakravarti is present in every colophon.

The colophon at the end of the tenth Parvan runs thus :

8. Malli for Malta might have been a scribal error.
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n^r^T 11

Every Parvan begins with a Sanskrit verse which is the same as
the opening Mangala of the Adipurana (Sanskrit) of Jinasena.
There is an additional Kannada verse at the beginning of the Canto
Two :

The work closes with the follwing verse :

^fl?f ^r^^rT5ft^f?To5?f

V** gw fsri ii
9

This Ms. is written at Ainapur ( in the Belgaum Dt.) by Padma
nna Upadhyaya in Saka 1625 ( + 78 = 1703 a. p. ), Svabhanu
Sariivatsara, Margaslrsa Suklapaksa, Da3ami, Somavara etc. It has
not been well-preserved. At present it is in the possession of
Mr. Gundappa Tavanappa Aravade, Sangli, who kindly allowed
me to make use of it for this paper.

In view of the facts that Adipurana qualifies its author with the

title ubhaya-bhdsd-c.akravarti which possibly refers to his proficiency

in Sanskrit and Kannada, that one verse from Aiijand
-
pavananjaya

associates him with Karnataka, and that Devacandra took both of

them to be identical, I am inclined to believe that: the author of

Kannada Adipurdria and author of the four Sanskrit plays are

identical.

In conclusion, I wish that some Kannada scholar would edit

this Adipurdria) and it is likely to prove a valuable addition to the

early Kannada prose literature. It is equally necessary that other

works of Hastimalla should be brought to light so that his date and
other details might be finally settled.

9. I have made one or two minor corrections in these verses,

K. V. 34 4



Tlrtha-yatra in the Aranyakaparvan

and the Padma^Purana
1

By

M. V. Vaidya, Poona

The interrelation of the Great Epic and the Puranas is a fruitful

source of controversy and speculation. That the Epic as it stands

to-day may not be free from Puranic influence, is a fact that

becomes patent even on a cursory perusal of the Mbh. Not only

does the Mbh. refer to the eighteen Puranas in numerous places,

but also has aspects and contents that are distinctly Puranic. Nor
is this surprising. The authorship of both the Puranas and the Mbh.
is traditionally attributed to the same source, viz., the indefatigable

industry of Krsna Dvaipayana Vyasa. The Puranas as we find them
to-day are scarcely what we should expect them to be from their

definition.* The matter which can be said to represent the five-fold

character of the Puranas, is usually compressed in a few chapters

and the rest is taken up wholly by heterogeneous elements such as

the Mdhdtmyds of holy places and months, and manifold rites of

charity to Brahmins. Some Puranas even furnish us with outline

treatises of ancient sciences such as medicine, prosody and drama-

turgy, astronomy and astrology, not to speak of minor arts and

crafts. Tantric worship also has a conspicuous amount of space

allotted to it, and hymns and psalms addressed to gods, major and

minor, bristle in every part of the Puranas. Thus the Puranas have ,

come to be a strange medley of religious odds and ends, strangely

juxtaposed to the consternation of a scrutinizing reader. The
Mbh. too, in many places, treats of such unepical matters exten-

sively and its contents arc so richly diverse, that Dr. Sukthankar

calls it the 1Encyclopaedia Brahmanica ,

3 Both the Epic and the

Puranas represent the same genre of literary activity, though the

Epic may be said to be on a slightly higher level of dignity.

The corpus of the varied topics treated of in the Epic is only

remotely connected with its war-saga. The enormous mass of

material contained in it got into its text when the original Bharata

1. I am indebted to Dr. Sukthankar for his kind help and suggestions in

preparing this paper.—References to Mbh. arc to the Critical Edition, unless

otherwise stated.

2. JTfcRPT** JFFcTCTf&T ^ 1

n Vayu-Puraiia iv. 10 .

3. “Epic Studies (VI)”, ABORI, Vol. XVIII, p. 68.

1
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of twenty-four thousand slokas was transformed into the Maha-
bharata, in other words, the Maha-Bharata. The text of the Great
Epic is more or less fixed since that time, with only occasional
local and sporadic variations. Its authority as a Smrti lent it a
special importance and it became a vehicle of mass education par
excellence . The Puranas cannot be claimed to be equally rigid, but
their textual history must be considered parallel to the Mbh. The
whole of the religious poetry was the preserve of the selfsame
priestly class and it explains the parity that exists betwreeri the two
literatures viz. the Epic and the Puranic. It is, therefore, natural

to expect contamination of the Epic literature by the Puranic and
vice versa .

The historical basis of the development of the Puranic litera-

ture and the evolution of the Mahabharata, wrhich are probably
co-eval, is as yet a matter for speculation. It is quite possible that

the heterodox religious movements of Buddhism and Jainism
tended to undermine the influence of Brahmins on the masses ; and
the Brahmin priesthood in order to stem the onrush of these

subversive forces made use of this powerful literary heritage and
sought to feed the popular mind with the supreme importance of

Brahmins who, with their piety and might, were the very gods on
earth. They tried to rehabilitate their position by bringing into

currency the old tales and traditions about miracles performed by

Brahmin sages and the magical powers they possessed. The Bhrgus

especially seem to have played the leading role in this organization

of the Brahmin effort. Dr. Suktiiankar has ably shown the vital

connection of the Bhrgus with the history of the Epic text ;

4 and

in the Puranas also the Bhargava element seems to preponderate to

a significant extent. If this be so, it is easy to see w hy a consider-

able amount of textual matter overlaps in the above-mentioned

literatures. When we come across any such passage that is common
to both the Epic and a Purana, it is therefore very difficult to decide

with certainty which has borrowed from which. I here is no

extraneous evidence in every case to determine that a particular

passage is germane to a particular context only. I his circumstance

allows scholars to give a freehand to their imagination in settling

the respective claims of the Epic and a Purana in one way or the

other ; and merely subjective judgments are notoriously incon-

clusive.

The Padma-Purana in particular has many points of contact

with the Mahabharata. The cosmological episode occurring in the

4. Ibid, Vol. XVIII, PP. 1-78.
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beginning of the Bhlsma-parvan and its correspondence with the

same in the Padma-Purana has already attracted notice ; and the

contention of Dr. Luise Hilgenberg about the priority of the

Padma-Purana account has been effectively answered by Rao
Bahadur Dr. S. K. Belvalkar/ In the course of that article

Dr. Belvalkar has referred to the circumstance that the Purana
tells us that its Tlrthaydtrd account is derived from the Mbh.
This is not quite accurate. The Purana only purports to report an

ancient conversation between Narada and Yudhisthira. Dr. Bel-

valkar has discerned the textual correspondence of the Mbh. and
the Purana in a couple of stanzas. Had he pursued this clue

further, he would have found that this correspondence goes much
further, running over several chapters. Here it is my aim to

demonstrate why we should consider the Padma-Purana to have

definitely borrowed the narration of Tirthas occurring in it from
the Mbh. Before proceeding to do so, I must mention one or two

points which make the question a little intriguing.

The portion of the Tlrthaydtrd episode which is common to the

Epic and the Padma-Purana occurs as a subsection of the Tlrtha-

ydtrd sub-parvan in the Aranyaka-parvan and covers chapters 80-83

of the Critical Edition [C. 3.4021—8275; B. 3. 81 85 ;
K. 79-83:

Padma-P. (Anandasrama Ed.) Adikhanda Ch. 10-39]. Now, there

are considerations which show that it belongs to the latest strata of

the Epic and could not have formed part of its original scheme.

This is apparent even prima facie as it is very loosely knit in the

texture of the Epic. It is called by MSS. in the colophons to.

adhydyas by the name Pulastya-Tlrtha-ydtrd . This Pulastya-Tirtha-

ydtrd is not known to the composer of the Anukramani-parvan in

the Adi and even in the Parva-samgraha-parvan ,
where the contents

of different sub-parvans are summarized, it is mentioned in a

passage (Adi, 125*) which is clearly spurious. The narration of

tirthas is occasioned by the advisability for the four Pandava

brothers to go on a tour of pilgrimages to different tirthas after

the departure of Arjuna to the Indra-loka for acquiring the lore of

astras . There was a great need of recreation for them to overcome
the despondency caused by the separation of their dear brother.

The Epic reads (3.80.1 ; cf. B. 3.81. 1 «*)

;

5. Vide A Volume oj Eastern and Indian Studies in honour of F. H*. Thomas,

C. I. E., pp. 19-28.
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After this comes our Pnlastya-Tirtha-yatra and the thread of
narration is again taken up in ( after a lapse of five chapters ) :

wronreTO 1

sftwft || ( 3*851; B 3-87-1
)

After this, Dhaumya goes on narrating the various tirthas that

are situated in the four quarters. It might naturally be asked
where was the necessity of again instructing Yudhisthira on the

topic which is already fully treated in the preceding chapters ? The
natural syntactical connection in the above stanzas and the super-
fluity of the material intervening, point towards its being a very
late and unskilful addition in the Epic. Its suspicious character is

enhanced by the circumstance that it quite unnecessarily involves

a double set of interlocutors. The whole episode is narrated to

Yudhisthira by Narada as having been formerly reported by Pulastya

to Bhisma, which is tantamount to saying that it was borrowed
from elsewhere. That its matter is wholly Puranic is apparent from
its own testimony. The phrase recurs there in 3-8T135d ;

82-8d
;
82-51 d

;
82*137d . Its independent character is also indicated

by a special phalasruti attached to it ( 3-83-101 )

:

Hi srdpTTcr: II

It is true as has been pointed out by Dr. Belvalkar, that the

Padma-Purana version of this episode has an Epic setting, having

been reported to Yudhisthira by Narada. But this in itself is

not sufficient to prove that it originally belonged to the Epic.

It is quite usual with the Puranas to introduce Epic personalities

in order to create an impression of authenticity. A part of the

Markandeya-Purana is devoted to explaining some inconsistencies

in the Great Epic, which were rather hard to chew for a later age.

The Prayaga-muhatmya , which is a common feature ol many
Puranas, is also introduced in a similar setting. After the Epic

war, Yudhisthira is greatly perturbed and is in great sorrow lor

having destroyed his kith and kin. Then Markandeya advises him,

according to the Padma-Purana, to make a pilgrimage to Prayaga

in order to wash off his sins. No trace of any such happening,

however, is to be detected in the Epic. 'Phis tact might on the

other hand give us a clue to understand how such a Purana passage

can easily creep into the corpus ol the Epic text.

There is still another ground to suspect that this Tirthayatra

episode was originally of a floating character and was diflerently

utilized in different places. In the Agni Parana some lines from

4
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it occur sporadically but without any shuffling in the sequence ( cf

.

AnandaSrama ed. ch. 109). Some of the matter occurring in the

Aranyaka- parvan Adhy. 83, is also repeated in the Vamana-Purana
Adhy. 34-42) ; many stanzas and parts of stanzas correspond exactly

with those in the Mbh. Thus it will be seen that there are diffi-

culties in the way of pinning down this episode to the Mbh.

But in spite of all this, we can say that the Padma-Purana
version is directly copied from the Aranyaka-parvan. The Epic

situation in which it is introduced and the circumstance that it thus

involves a three-fold set of interlocutors viz. Rsis and Suta, Dillpa

and Vasistha, and finally Narada and Yudhisthira point towards

this. But the method of textual criticism elaborated in the Critical

Edition of the Mbh. supplies us with a sure norm to arrive at this

conclusion.

To proceed : the Padma-Purana version of the Tirthayatra

entirely follows the Northern recension of the Mbh. There is not

a single passage where it has any point of contact with the purely
Southern MSS. If the Padma version were the original, it is

surprising why the S MSS. should have remained absolutely

untouched by its influence. The Purana version is totally uncon-
scious of such S additions in the Aranyaka as : 376,* 377,* 378,*

379,* 380,* 383,* 386,* 392,* 396,* 407,* 408,* 414,* 420,* 421,*

422,* 425,* 427,* 434,* 438,* etc. On the other hand it contains the

following insertions which belong mostly to N (marking out the

Padma version as distinctly Northern): 381,*® 387,* 391,* 394,*

397 * 398,* 399,* 403,* 404,* 405,* 406,* 409,* 415 * 417,* 428,*'

430,* 439,* 446,* 448,* 450,* 451,* 453.* In some of these insertions,

viz. 446,* 448,* and 450,* the Padma-Purana agrees with the sub-

group of N represented by the MSS. B Dc Dn D4-6. In two
cases, viz. 406* and 4l5,* the Padma Purana agrees with the

Bengali version exclusively. This^ agreement narrows down the

correspondence of the Padma version to that sub-version of the

Mbh. current in Mid-Eastern India represented by the Bengali

version and the Vulgate, its correspondence with the Bengali being

especially closer. The individual readings of the Padma-Purana,

too, usually follow the group of MSS. B Dc Dn D4*6, only very

6. Aranyakaparvan 381* is ^tforr yj%lf«jf I

This stanza is noticed by Nil. with the comm.

:

It is obviously taken from some Puriiija source, where Pufkara is eulogized (cf.

Padma-Purana 5. 18. 239 ; 28. 36).

5
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rarely aberrating from this group, thus amply corroborating the
above conclusion. 7

Now it might be asked, can the Padma-Purana text be assumed
to be the basis of the Mbh. version of the Tirthayatnl episode ?

To suggest that it can, would be absurd, as anyone even superfici-
ally acquainted with the Mbh. MSS. tradition will tell. The
version of the Epic represented in the Purana is not the best nor the
purest version. It is greatly contaminated and mixed and has only
a relative value like the!other versions of the Mbh. It would be
preposterous to say that only the above-mentioned group of MSS.
and no other version of Mbh. preserves the original text, if it

is borrowed from the Padma-Purana. It must have been,
contrariwise, the editor of the Padma-Purana who is the plagiarist

and it appears that he copied his text from some Bengali MS.a

Like ‘.any particular Mbh. MS. the Padma text has its own
vagaries :and offers us a sheaf of unique and corrupt readings. It is

interesting to note that it has not missed to make some haplo-

graphical omissions' even ! Thus it omits, Mbh. 3. 80. 50-52 ; 81.

168*d ( hapl.) ; 81. \l\ cd (hapl.) ; 82. 31 (lost in a confusion of

sequence); 82. 126“M33«* (hapl.) ; 83. 53* (hapl.); 83. 106« 107*

(hapl.); 83. 109‘-119<* (hapl.).

The Padma-Purana account shows a considerable fluctuation in

sequence caused mainly by insertions which are long and cover

several chapters.V Besides additions mentioned above, it has few

small insertions of its own. After Mbh. 3. 80. 59ab it inserts an

inconsequential! line, and after 3. 83. 82, it inserts a passage of

nineteen lines expatiating on the greatness of the Ganges. The
longer insertions referred to above, are the special mdhdtmyas of

the rivers^Narmada and Yamuna and the holy city of Benares. They
are altogether incongruent in the context as they violently interrupt

the smooth course of narration and are partly redundant also. After

7. I refrain from mentioning the list of variants where Padina. is in agree-

ment with the Mbh. version made up by B Dc Do D 4*f>, as it is too bulky for the

compass of this article and any one interested can easily check my statements

from the printed texts.

8. According to Dr. Wilson, the Kriya-yoga-sara (an appendage of Padma-

Purana) is a modern and a Bengali composition (Vide his Introduction to Vishnu-

Furaiaa). The Padma-Purana seems to have enjoyed great popularity in Bengal as

it is extant in a special Bengali recension also. Dr. Heinrich I.vdeks in his * Die

Sage von Bsyasrhga’ ’/tries to antedate the Padma-Purana version of that episode

to the Epic. His argument is based on the occurrence of that episode in an

Oxford MS. of the Purana, but no trace of it is found in the edition of the Purai.ia

published in the Anandasrama Series. It is remarkable that Dr. Lumps’ MS. is

again a Bengali MS.

6
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Mbh. 3. 80. 71, 3. 82. 30, and 3. 82. 70 the Padma-Purana inserts

matter covering ten, three and five adhydyas respectively. Had
the Mbh. copied from the Padma-Purana it could not have missed
this imposing bulk of 18 adhydyas and lost an excellent opportunity
of quenching the insatiable thirst of Yudhisthira for instruction.

The individual readings which are unique to the Padma-Purana
text are quite revealing and clinch the argument. 1 have discussed
only a few of them below. In order to cover the theft committed
by it the Padma-Purana has tried a dodge in changing the names of

interlocutors in its text. Thus it replaces Bhlsma by Dillpa and
substitutes Vasistha for Pulastya. This change in the dramatis
personae becomes interesting when we see that the pair of Bhlsma
and Pulastya in a similar setting occurs elsewhere in the Purana.*

This has caused the following changes in its text:

Mahabharata Padma-Purana
80. 15d

80. 17* vftcRt
j

sr %
80. 20* tffarr m-.

80. 24° wrfcn?#
I

sftfrTtr ?tssr

80. 25

a

80. 42d

83 . 95* wnN irrsFT f^efnr

These, it will be seen, are obvious manipulations of the Epic

text, betrayed by their forced diction. The following instances,

clearly show the inferiority of the Padma-Purana text

:

Mbh. 3. 80. 15* argrTOST* : Padma. has ( l )

Mbh. 3. 80. 23* Padma.
Bhlsma was keeping a vow ( vrata ) to propitiate the Manes
(
pitryam ). This significance of the reading is lost in the Padma.

as it reads dharmyain in 80. 12* for pitryam.

Mbh. 3. 80. 32"* : For ftrRMTir Padma. has

which is meaningless in the context and is obviously

corrupt.

Mbh. 3. 80. 39"* : For =3, Padma.
has ai3«fte*TTfireTistrf»r tftcfhSpm^si ^ !

Mbh. 3. 80. 65* : arret ^ of the Epic is changed by Padma.
to arret ^ ( faulty Cadence ! )

Mbh. 3. 81. 7* : For Padma. has *f % !

Mbh. 3. 81. 34" : Padma
^
is #8*5* Wirara instead of

8TOrer ; but in 34«* it has ^51*J** 1

Mbh. 3. 81. 49* : For Padma. has ( 1

)

9. Cf. 5 Sf^tikhanda (Vol. Ill) 2. 47 ff.
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Mbh. 3. 81. 506 : of the Crit Ed. is too difficult and
so is emended by Padma. as FlTa^rmt ! ; The same name is

again a stumbling-block in 51* and is turned into ( cf.

other v. 1. in the Crit Ed. )

Mbh. 3. 81. 83* j Padma. for An obvious emenda-
tion suggested by in the second line of the stanza.

Mbh. 3. 81. 126<* : riq«H of the Crit. Ed. is rather

difficult. It means ‘ He will not be again distressed by a future

death Padma. has ^ which is a weak paraphrase.

Mbh. 3. 81. 156* : For Padma. has

Rather thorny to swallow !

Mbh. 3. 81. 167* : tfrsnWrgq*^ : Padma. has ^T*l$mqtgq*q^
( hypermetric ! )

Mbh. 3. <81. 169* : 3r*qr5U«r mtw : Padma. has iksma for wra,
which is absolutely meaningless !

Mbh. 3. 81. 175*6 : *T?**mr \ For
,

Padma. has again leading us nowhere !

Mbh. 3. 81. 178* : In Padma. ^ is added after to make
twrelve syllables in the Pdda !

Mbh. 3. 82. 7* : For qsg Padma. has <T|*T*

qrm qrag f

Mbh. 3. 82. 47^ : qr?*fr : Padma. has q**fr for qT**TT

which is meaningless.

Mbh. 3. 83. 7* : srvr%^^ : Padma. has JWi% ^ !

Mbh. 3. 83. 11* : fq^r^iq^: Padma. has °*pi !

Mbh. 3. 83. 196 : For qr»^, Padma. has ]

Mbh. 3.83. 34* : For Padma. reads sqTicwfa0
but

in 83. 36*, the same name is given as in the Crit. Ed. !

Mbh. 3. 83. 69*6 ; a* ^ I For it,

Padma. reads ?T3r ^fmfq ( sic )
f

Mbh. 3. 83. 75* : For Padma. has

which is an awrkward “ emendation
99

!

The above unique readings of the Padma. are typical of

hundreds of such other variants it has. It will be seen from them
that they are generally corrupt, inferior, meaningless, self-contra-

dictory and unintelligent readings. Some of the names of tirthas

have suffered great damage in being twisted and distorted in the

Padma-Purana. In every case the Mbh. readings are superior to

those of the Padma-Purana. It can be shown also that many variants

in the Padma. have originated through ignorant and careless copying
from the Mbh. This seems to me to prove that the Mbh. version

of the Pulastyatirthaydtrd is the basis of and therefore prior to the

Padma-Purana section of tirthaydtrd .
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Ilavasyopanisad—a Study according to

§rl Vedanta DeSika
By

K. C. Varadachari, Tirupati

In paying tribute to the genius of one who has by his stu-

pendous labours done more than any other single thinker to the
cause of Dharma-sastra study in India, I wish to present a few
salient points in the Upanisadic thought as expounded by one of
the finest flowers of Sri Vaisnava thought in India. I mean Sri

Venkatanatha, otherwise popularly known as Sri Vedanta DeSika.
Sri Venkatanatha commented on only one Upanisad, the Isavasyopa-
nisad. He considered that this Upanisad was sufficient for all

purposes and difficulties on the path of Realization, which he con-
sidered is the proper dharma of every man. This Upanisad is the

friend of the Universe, visvamitram. That this claim has stood the

test of age, even as the Gita has, is proved by its enormous influence

on the minds of men of all ages in India. The Indian Renaisance
thinker has to study the implications of this profoundest of

Upanisads. Gandhi, 1 Aurobindo and Tagore, who in the words of

Sir Sarvepalli Radiiakrishnan, show great “promises of a great

Dawn, ,> owe their finest inspirations and syntheses to this Upa-
nisad. Not that other Upanisads do not contain valuable instruc-

tion, but this Upanisad gathers within it syntheses of great worth
and moment to Humanity.

The I^avasyopanisad shows a synthetic way of realization, of

works, of unity, of synthetic conquest and triumph and synthetic

Ananda. Later literature appears as it were to be comments on
this wonderful Upanisad.

That some Mantras are taken from other Upanisads, especially

Brhadaranyaka, and others, does not in the least affect the Integral

nature of the syntheses presented in this piece.

The Analysis of the Upanisad shows that it tries at the very

start to synthesise the knowledge of the Omnipervasive Divine Being
with the doing of individual duties. The duties immediately take

the form of self-lessness or fruit-renouncing nature. The Upanisad
itself is the concluding portion of the Vajasaney! Samhita, and

that means that all works, sacrifices, nitya and naimittika , should be

appropriated to the growth of knowledge of Brahman:

Cf. Gandhi Sutras 3 : Prof. D. S. Sarma, Madras.

1
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Samhitoddhrtam sarvarn viniyogaprthaktvatah \

Vidydrtham sydd iti vyanhtum nibandho i

sya tadantalt .

The unitary practice of knowledge of God and works devoted
to the enlargement or increase of one’s consciousness culminates
in the Vision of Unity which is the aim ot all Upanisadic
instruction.

The first three mantras form the preliminary instruction of the
Guru to his disciple, and these form the introduction to the entire
thought of the Upanisad. Whatsoever is changing and transient is

pervaded by the Lord, knowing this one should, giving up all

sense of possession and avarice, enjoy the world of Mis. Man
should not surrender his works based on the knowledge of the all-

pervasive Brahman, since such action does not cleavd to man.
Failure to know or do works with the sense of renounced-enjoyment
makes one a self-killer, and the destiny ol such a person after death
is not the solar orb or supreme status but the unending gloom of

interminable darkness.

The fourth mantra takes up the threads of the first half of the

first mantra which intimates the indwelling all-prcvading nature of

God. In a few vigorous choice phrases His Omnipervasiveness
and Omnipresence are described in apparently contradictory terms
so as to indicate the wonderful luminous presence everywhere.
The height of this wonder is reached when the Seer describes that
€

Air upbears the Waters
’ “tasminnapo ‘matarisva dadhati ’ \ The

next verse repeats the same idea in order to emphasize the

excellent transcendent nature of Sarvesa.

The sixth mantra points out the fruits of the knowledge of

Lord’s omnipervasion. One does not recoil irom any thing.

The seventh proceeds forward and points out that ‘He who
perceives the Oneness of the Lord does not sulfer irom delusion

or sorrow’.

The eighth mantra is all important. No commentator, ancient

or modern, other than Sri Venkatanatha has explained it properly.

Sri Venkatanatha displays loyalty to the grammatical construction

of the mantra which contains two groups of words, one in the

nominative case and the other in the accusative case. The two
groups accordingly should refer to two different persons, God and

the soul, the soul in this case being the muhta ,
freed soul, which

has attained the highest state. This also shows that the two

groups may interchangeably refer to God and the Ireed soul.

This identity in quality it is that makes it possible for the individual

2
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to meditate and realize the Supreme as the Self

—

So*ham asmi
(16th mantra) ‘He am 1/

HE ATTAINS THE RADIANT, BODILESS, SCAR-
LESS, SINEWLESS, PURE BEING, WITHOUT SIN :

(HE) SEER, SELF-CONTROLLED, CONQUEROR INDE-
PENDENT, BEARS THE REAL NATURE OF THINGS
FOR INNUMERABLE YEARS.

Or
He (the supreme Brahman) Omniscient, Intelligence, Lord,
Independent, who from eternal years determines the real

nature of all things, pervades the pure (self), without (karmic)

body, scarless, sinewless, freed from evil (and good).

The above is the two-way translation according to Sri Venkata-

natha. This interpretation does not militate against the doctrine

of Unity. It shows that creation is not a fiction but a real creation.

The individual soul achieves real height and peace and glory of

equality in all aspects except the creation of the w7orld ( jaga-

dvydpdravarjam )

.

Then come the two triads of the most intriguing verses,

referring to the synthesis of Avidyd and Vidyd , and Asatnbhuli and
Sambhuti .

There are several views and no one is agreed as to the exact

meaning. One view holds that Avidya is ignorance, and this

ignorance produces action. This action thus is Avidya. This
action is further identified with vedic ritualistic performance,

kdmya-karma y which produces blindness. When practised along

with Vidya it helps the surmounting of the death and attainment

of Immortality.

Another interpretation makes ignorance the consciousness of

many alone, whereas vidyd or knowledge means consciousness of

unity alone. The integral truth is the unity in multiplicity and
multiplicity in unity. 2

According to Sr! Venkatanatha, avidyd means vidyetard- -other

than vidyd , that is that which is also next and nearest to it, and
that is action, karma . This is the karma prescribed in the second

verse; kurvanneveha karmdni This is right action, consecrated

action which does not touch man, action done in the conscious-

ness of the omnipervasive Brahman, action suffused with renuncia-

tion of fruits and self-possession. Such is avidyd .

2. Jsd Vpartishad : £ri Aukobindo, 2nd Edition. In the Life Divine I £rl

Aurowndo identifies! Avidya with the Inconscient, veiled consciousness.

3
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I shall not dilate on the controversies about these two terms as

I shall be doing so elsewhere at length. 3

The next group is equally interesting, and the interpretation

of Sri Vedanta Desika is remarkable. Sri Sankara identifies these

two terms with destruction and birth and pleads for their transcen-

dence. The dialectical movement, it is assured, is overcome by
the realization of the height. What is throughout forgotten in the

analysis of both the groups is that the terms avidyayd mrtyum llrtvd

and vinasend mrtyum tlrtvd are not properly explained. How can

ignorance lead to conquest over death ? llow can destruction lead

to conquest over death ? Certain further explanations are needed
to make them acceptable. It is this that made Sri Venkatanatha

undertake to explain these terms otherwise so as to be in tune with

the intergral meaning of the IJpanisad.

Sri Aurobindo, an integral thinker of great Vision, holds that

the ideal of the Upanisad is “to embrace simultaneously vidyd and

avidydy the one and the many : to exist in the world but to change

the terms of death into terms of immortality, to have freedom and
peace of non-bit th simultaneously with the activity of birth-

Death is the constant denial by the All of the ego’s false self-

limitation in the individual frame of mind, life and body.” Here
the meaning of non-birth is birthlessness, and this is the counter-

pole of birth. Birth is the quality of manyness, whereas non-birth

is the quality of self-identical existence, and their conciliation is

brought about through the pursuit of Divine Transcendence that

does not follow exclusively cither the birth-pursuit or the birth-

lessness-pursuit.

There is another interpretation which is also interesting. It

considers that asambhuti refers to the lord of destruction, Rudra-

Siva and sambhuti to the Lord of Creation, Brahma ; worship of any

one of the two gods exclusively leads to ignorance and darkness.

Both the functions belong to the Supreme Lord who is spoken of

as sarva-vydpin and is declared to be the Origin of all the three

processes of creation, sustenance and destruction
:
janmddyasya

yatah (I. i. 2. Vedanta Sutra). The one supreme Godhead should

be worshipped as the Lord of both, and this will lead one to the

two-fold realization.

Sri Venkatanatha interprets the two terms in a very luminous

manner quite distinct indeed from the rest. Asambhuti means the

destruction of all obstacles to sambhuti or divine birth or

3. Isavdsyopattisad-bhasya of Venkafandtha : Trans, and a Study : by me to

to be issued soon. Sri Venkatesvara Oriental Institute Publications.
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communion. Sambhuti is divine birth (jnana-sambhuti). It is the
brahmic experience (Samddhi) that is to be sought after and the
obstacles to it ought to be overcome. Hence destruction (vitidsa

)

means the destruction of obstacles to realization, and therefore
when this destruction happens there is also conquest or crossing
over death. The two are limbs of the knowledge of the Omniper-
vading God. They sustain and energize the growth of His con-
sciousness and make for the rending of the veil that covers the face

of the self mentioned and prayed for in the following mantra :

Hiranmayena pdtrena satyasydpihitam mukham I

Tat tvam pusann apdvrnu satyadharmdya drstaye (15 th Verse).

Thus according the Sri Verikatanatha, the first triad is not repeated

by the second ; on the other hand, the second triad belongs to

the realm of updsand
,
praxis, and the last group of mantras 15-18

are prayers to the Supreme of the form of Pusan the protector,

the Sun, Prajapati, and Yama, to reveal the form effulgent and

auspicious of the indwelling Lord in them and in Him, who is the

same as his own self, so
9ham astni , He I am.

The description of the darkness into which men are said to

enter through isolated or atomistic conduct (in verses 9, and 12) is

similar to the description given earlier in the third mantra. The
reality of the dark spheres or planes of consciousness of ignorance,

the reality of sin, and the sin of non-performance of action and
wrong performance of action, the sin of not fulfilling the dharma
of the self, which is to perceive its Self as the Supreme Lord
indwelling in all, are clearly enunciated. They result in the

entrance into darkness. All these are activities comparable to or

indeed are activities that lead to suicide of the self. To realize

the diunity of knowledge and selfless consecrated action, the unity

of religious consciousness of utter dependence on the Supreme
and the mystic consciousness of over-coming all restraints and

obstacles to that realization, is the real synthesis of the integral

consciousness. Religion and Mysticism are clearly represented

by the figures of sambhuti and asamhhuti .* Both lay claim to vision

and knowledge, and yet one-sided or unilateral action precipitates

them into darkness as much in the lower as in the higher states.

The occult secret is their diunity of dynamism.

The last four mantras are said to be prayers. The Lord is the

protector, is the Kratu , who remembers the Satvic sacrifice per-

4. Cf. my paper read at the 10th All India Oriental Conference, Tirupati,

1940, on "Relation between religious and mystical consciousness in the l£vasayo-

panisad-bhasya of Sri Vedanta Desika. 1 *
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formed by the individual as instructed in the first verse

—

tena
iyaktena bhunjithah . The most glorious vision thus becomes man’s
through the prasada of God and not otherwise. Surrender, prdpatti ,

is thus intimated with the words, nama ukiim vidhema , and it gets

its complementary prasada, grace. This last is one of the most
important features of the doctrine of Realization according to Sri

Vaisnava philosophy.

Isavasyopanisad

(Translation of text)

I. All this whatsoever is in the worlds changing is capable

of being dwelt in by the Lord. With that (world)

renounced enjoy. Covet not anyone’s wealth.

II. Thus should one desire to live a hundred years •perform-

ing works. Thus for thee it is not otherwise than this.

Works do not touch (such) a man.

III. Notoriously evil are those worlds of Asuras, enveloped
by utter blinding darkness whitherto all those slayers

of their souls resort on departing from their bodies.

IV. Unmoving, the One Existence, speedier than the mind,
that which has at the very beginning attained all the gods

have not yet attained ; standing, which overtakes that

run, by it air upbears the waters.

V. That which runs (and yet) that does not move.
That which is afar and that is also near,

That dwells within all this and outside all this.

VI. He who sees in the self all creatures and all creatures in

the self alone, docs not recoil from anything.

VII. When he who knows the Self only as that which has

become all things, for him who has seen Oneness, where

is there delusion or sorrow ?

VIII. He attains the Radiant, Bodiless, Scarless, Sinewless,

pure Being, without sin : (he) Seer, Self controlled,

Conqueror, Independent, bears the real nature of things

for innumerable years.

Or

He (the Supreme Brahman) Omniscient, Intelligence,

Lord, Independent, who from eternal years determines

the real nature of all things, pervades the pure (sell),

without (a karmic) body, scarless, sinewless and free

from evil (or good).
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IX. Into deep darkness enter those who are devoted to works.
Into still deeper darkness verily those who are devoted
to knowledge.

X. Different verily from the knowledge it has been said,

Different verily from works it has been said.

This is the instruction we have received from those
wise men who instructed that very clearly to us.

XI. He who knows that the knowledge and the works as

together,

By the works crosses over death, and by the knowledge
attains the Immortal.

XII. Into deep darkness enter those who follow asambhuti
• (exclusively)

; they into still deeper darkness who are

devoted to sambhuti alone.

XIII. Different verily from sambhuti it is said :

Different verily from asambhuti .

This is the instruction we have received from those
wise men who instructed that (means) very clearly to us.

XIV. He who knows sambhuti and asambhuti together
By vindia crosses over death, and by the sambhuti attains

the Immortal

The face of truth is covered with a brilliant golden lid.

Do thou remove that, O Nourisher ! for the sake of per-
ceiving the true nature.

0 Nourisher ! O sole Seer ! O inner Ruler ! O Prompter !
*

Lord of all creatures !

Abolish thy burning rays, gather up thy rays of light,

so that

1 (may) see thy most auspicious form. Who this MAN
this He am I.

XVII. Moving about, abodeless, immortal, after giving up
this body which goes to ashes, OM. (O Lord of)
Sacrifice ! Remember that which was done. (O Lord)
Sacrifice ! Remember that which was done.

XVIII. O Agni. Lead us by the auspicious path to (spiritual)

wealth. Thou God who art knower of all knowledge,
remove the crooked sin from us. To thee we sincerely
(and repeatedly) utter the word ‘Namah

\

XV.

XVI.

7



Sanskrit Ardhatn as a Preposition in the
Language of the Brahmarias

By

Siddheshwar Varma, Jammu

No work of reference on Sanskrit has noted the use of ardhatn
as a preposition in Sanskrit. Thus, while ardha- as an adjective,
meaning “half,” is noted by all Lexicons, the only additional use
noted is that of a noun. Thus the St . Petersburg Lexicon enters
ardha - as a noun, with the meaning “locality, place, country, part,

side” (“Ort, Platz, Gegend, Theil, Seite”); Monier Williams
enters “Ved. side, part, place, region, country”. The Vacaspatyam
enters a meaning “house etc.” (grhadau). Apte similarly notes the
Vedic meaning as “a place, region, country, house, habitation”

—

all give this additional entry as a noun only.
Sayana, however, has interpreted ardham in the sense of

“near” in a number of occurrences in Brahmana literature. In the

following passages the word is clearly used in the sense of a

preposition :

—

Taittirlya Brahmana (Anand Ashram Edition) II. 3.10. 3 :

—

atha ha sita sdvilri somam rdjdnarn cakarne ... d (a ) syardham vavrdja .

tdm hodtksyovdca , upa mdvartasveti . “Then, indeed, Sita Savitri fell

in love with Soma. She came near him. He, having seen her,

said, “Come to me.” The following is Sayana’ s interpretation of

the last two sentences :

—

sltd tasya somasya saniipe pratydjagdma sa

ca somas tarn drstvd paravaso mam prati samipe samagacchetyuvdca.

Clearly in this passage ardham , as Sayana interprets it, means
“near”—being connected with a person. Again, in the same

Brahmana, II. 3.10.40, the following lines occur :

—

tasmai . .Mam . . .alankdram kalpayitvd . .

.

d (a) syardham vrajet
,
priyo haiva bliavati

“Having prepared this. ..decoration for (meeting) him, he should

come near him. He then becomes his favourite”. “Him” here

refers to the king, who is to be approached by the person who has

decorated himself well. Commenting on these lines, Sayana

says :

—

tasya rdjnah samipe gacchann ayam tilaka-

dhdri tasya rdjnah priyo bhavati .

There is no possibility here of construing any “place” or “house’

as the meaning of ardham : the king is to be approached by the

person decorating himself. Any other meaning would be absurd.

K. V. 35 1
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Again, in the Satapatha Brahmana XI. 4.1.2 there occur the

following lines :

—

yad vat no (a) yamardham na paryddadlta hantai-

nam brahmodyam ahvayamahe

“If he does not hand in to (lit. near) us (the money), we shall

invite this theological competition/ * Here ardham governs the

pronoun ncdi “us”. Though Sayana rather loosely interprets this

phrase as
“dtmsamlpadesam prdpya niskam na paryddadita"

,
yet

the fundamental meaning of “near” is present in his mind. If

money is to be given, it is to be given to a person or persons with
whom the word ardham is here concerned.

That the germ of this meaning of ardham is possibly also

present in'the Yajurveda will be apparent from the following line in

the Vajasaneyi Samhita XXXIII, 65, a tii na indra vrtrahann

asmakam ardham agahi “O Indra, Destroyer of Vrtra, come to

(lit. near) us”. Though Mahldhara interprets ardham as
“
nivdsa-

desam"

,

it is not necessary to construe it as “habitation” and
give it so narrow a sense. Is it necessary to suppose that the

supplicant wishes the Deity to be only in his habitation ?

In the above occurrences ardham is connected with persons.

Sometimes ardham , as a preposition is connected with things, as in

the following passages :

—

Satapatha Brahmana, III. 6.1.28:

—

tan apyardham dgnidhrasya
jigyuh. “(The Gods) conquered them (the demons) (by coming)
near the Agmdhra.” Sayana’s interpretation runs thus:

—

te devd
dgmdhradhisnya-gatasydgnerardham samipam prdpya tan asurdn

jigyuh'' Sayana’ s interpretation of ardham here seems to be
quite acceptable, for ardham , though formally in the Accusative
case, cannot be construed here as a noun : the verb jigyuh governs
tdn t and if ardham be construed as a noun, it will give no sense.

If the prepositional use of ardham here is the only possible use,

in the following passage in the same Brahmana (VII. 3.1.6) it is

quite possible :

—

ayam dhavaniyasyardham aiti “he goes near the

Ahavaniya”. Though Sayana, like the St. Petersburg Lexicon ,

interprets the ardham here as "deiavaci"
,
yet in view of the above

occurrences the prepositional use of ardham even here is quite

possible.

I hope the above lines have brought to light another Sanskrit

preposition from the obscure corners of Brahmana literature.
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The Story of Saptavadhri and Vadhrimatl
( Rgveda, V. 7S )

By

II. D. Velankar, Bombay

The Rgvedic hymn namely V. 78, is generally regarded as being
made up of three different parts. Thus Baunack, ZDMG ., 50. p.
285 ff., thinks that the hymn consists of three parts, which respec-
tively contain an invitation to Soma, the Story of Saptavadhri, and
the prayer lor an easy delivery of some woman. The story of

Saptavadhri is introduced, according to him, partly to .praise the

Asvina by the narration of one of their wonderful deeds in

connection with the poet’s ancestor, and partly because of the

similarity existing between the two events, i.e., the rescue of Atri

and the safe delivery of a woman. He also conjectures that the

middle part of the hymn, i. e. vv. 4-6, wss borrowed from some
older Atri hymn, from which also x. 143. 1-3 seem to have been
borrowed. This is wholly (exeept perhaps the conjecture) adopted
by Geldner at Kommentar

, p. 87. On the other hand, Oldknberg,
Noten I.p. 335. assumes the unity of the hymn from the beginning.

He considers it to be a charm for safe delivery (vv. 5-9), which
is introduced by a Soma-hymn consisting of the first four stanzas.

This view of his is probably based on the following statement in

the Rgvidhana :

—

Oldenberg confirms his conclusion by a comparison of our

hymn with RV. V. 40 where a similar charm of 5 stanzas is similarly

introduced by a similarly constructed Soma-hymn of lour stanzas.

It is, however, difficult to see how he establishes a connection

between the Delivery-Charm ( vv. 7 9 ) and the two earlier stanzas.

He obviously cannot resort to the explanation based on the

similarity of events offered by Baunack, as he would not be able to

separate v. 4 from vv. 5 and 6 in that case. Even Sayana recognizes

that though the traditional author of the hymn as a whole is

Saptavadhri, still the different parts of it were composed by him
on different occasions and for different purposes. Thus vv. 4-5

were composed for his own release from a wooden box ( cf.

petanivasasamaye drstavan rgdvayam tada ), while the next three

stanzas which Sayana describes as a Garbhasravini Upanisad, were

1
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composed by the author for securing the safe delivery of his own
wife ( svayositah prasavaya asau). V. 4 refers to Atri, who, accord-
ing to him, was the father of the Poet.

I am indeed inclined to grant the unity of the hymn, but not
for the reasons given above by the different scholars. In my
opinion, the unifying purpose which lies behind the different parts

of the hymn is supplied by the two similes occurring in vv. 4 and
5. In v. 4, the poet compares himself with a beseeching woman
( nddhatndneva yosd), and in v. 5 the wooden trap in which he was
imprisoned is compared with the Yoni of a woman who is about to

be delivered ( yonih susyantyaiva ). There can be little doubt that

the same woman is intended in both the passages. The word
ajohavit arid nddhamdnd further show us who this woman was. The
first word reminds us of RV. I. 116. 13 and naturally of the woman
Vadhrimati, who invoked the help of the Asvina for the sake of her

safe delivery, and for whom we may also compare RV. I. 117. 24,

VI. 62. 7, and X. 39. 7. The second word unmistakably suggests

that the Yosd was a singer-devotee of the Alvina, since the adjective

is almost exclusively used of a singer-priest in the Rgveda.
Compare e. g., I. 118. 10; 178. 3; 181. 7; II. 12. 6; 29. 4; IV.’ 16; 29.

4; V. 78. 6; VIII. 7. 30 etc. Also compare X. 183. 2, where a

woman is called nddhamdnd
,

probably when she was in similar cir-

cumstances. It is to be remembered that the Asvina responded to

the call ( havam ) of the woman Vadhrimati and not of her husband
or of any other relative. Further the common part vadhri occurring

in the names of Saptavadhri and Vadhrimati clearly suggests that

the two were husband and wife. If we carry these suggestions in

mind, we can easily see a convincingly natural purpose behind the

different parts of our hymn. In vv. 1-3 the poet Saptavadhri

invites the Asvina to the Soma-offering at his sacrifice. In vv. 4-6,

he recounts the help which he derived from them comparing
himself in this respect with his wife Vadhrimati, who had received

similar help from them at the time of her difficult delivery. This

brings him to the latter incident and the poet tries to reconstruct

the words of command which the deities must have actually

employed on that occasion. I construe vv. 7-9 as the words of

command of the ASvina to the Mudha Garbha of Vadhrimati. They
are neither an dsis as Geldner thinks, nor a prayer as Baunack
would construe. The Imperative form in v. 8 shows that the

stanzas are an appeal to the Garbha alone and not to the ASvina or

any other deity. Thus in short, the hymn is an invitation to the

Alvina to a Soma sacrifice by Saptavadhri who, on that occasion,

2
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gratefully remembers the help which he and his wife got from them,
when they were in need of it. It would seem also from our hymn
that Vadhrimatl was the first to receive the help of the ASvina and
probably, encouraged by her example, her husband Saptavadhri
Atri also invoked it for himself and the same was extended to him
as we know. At any rate, the words nddhamdneva yosd in v. 4 and
yonih susyantyah iva in v. 5 as also the command to the Garbha in

vv. 7-9 show unmistakably, in my opinion, the line of thought in

the mind of the poet as detailed by me above. All these refer to

the same occasion namely the difficult delivery of the poet’s wife

and the aid which she received from the Asvina at that time, by
means of her own call.

I entirely agree with Baunack and Geldner (cf. ZDMG. % 50. p.

266 and Korn p. 87 ) that Saptavadhri himself was the famous Atri,

who was saved by the Asvina from the Rbisa, where he was
tormented by heat and enveloped in darkness. The two passages

in particular i. e. VIII. 73. 7-9 and X. 39. 9 ought to leave no doubt

about it. Our passage mentions also a tree in connection with the

incident. Baunack understands this tree to be a
1 wooden

coffin ’ in which the Asuras put Saptavadhri, and let it down into a

deep ash-pit. This seems to me doubtful. The manner of torturing

implied in this appears to be too civilized for the Asuras. Besides,

there seem to be no clear grounds for supposing the tree to be

different from the Rbisa, in the Rgveda itself. Our passage would

seem to imply that they were identical. Even the passage from the

Brhad Devata ( vv. 83-85 ) clearly identifies the two, namely the

Vrksa-droiu and the Rbisa, by putting them in a grammatical

coordination and by using one word ‘tasmat’ to reler to them in v.

85. On the other hand, the quotation given by Sayana on v. 5

mentions a wooden box, but this is no way connected with the

Rbisa. For, according to this quotation, and Sayana, Atri and

Saptavadhri are two different persons, who are respectively asso-

ciated with the Rbisa and the wooden box. It is true that the meaning

of Rbisa is not certain so far as the Rgveda is concerned. Sayana

wavers between plddyantragrha y
prthvl-dravya , and lusdgni . But

the later meaning of the word is pretty clear. It means ‘ a pit or a

cleft in the earth as is seen from Nirukta \ 1. 36 and Durga s

quotation on it in support of this sense. Durga s quotation

seems to be a free paraphrase of Katyayana Srauta Sutra, IV

.

10, 15. And now the question arises as to what the Rbisa of Atri

was like. My answer is that it was a big hollow in a very old tree,

reaching down very deep in the interior of the bowels of the earth.

3
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Thus it was both a tree and an earth-cleft. This is why there were
both heat and darkness in it. Of course, we have to assume that

the Asuras put Atri in this natural prison, which is quite in keeping
witht their crude methods of torture, and then set fire to it. This
would explain the presence of heat inside the Rblsa and also the

flames of fire outside it as mentioned at RV. VIII. 73. 9, the tradi-

tional author of which hymn is Saptavadhri himself. Thus also the
words avanitam , avarohan , unninnyathuh and the like occurring in

this context are explained in a natural manner.
As regards the meaning of the word Saptavadhri, it is equally

impossible to agree with Baunack ( ibid, p. 278, last para:), who
thinks that it means ‘one who is bound by seven straps’. In his

opinion, Saptavadhri Atri was bound with seven strings before he
was thrown into the coffin and the Rbisa. He bases this assumption
on a single passage namely, X. 143. 2, where he construes the word
visyatam with Atrim occurring in the same stanza: thus ‘unbind Atri

as one unbinds a fast knot’. But very probably here and at IX. 97.

18, the expression has to be construed as an Utpreksa rather than an
Upama and seems to be a sort of proverbial expression, thus meaning
‘you have unfastened a fast knot as it were*, i. e., you have done an
equally difficult deed, thus resembling the expression ‘cutting the

Gordian Knot’ . Besides, vadhri in the Rgveda always means ‘a

castrated animal’ as against vrsa which means ‘a showerer, or an

animal capable of procreation’. Nor can the use of the root \/muc

suggest that Atri was bound with ropes ; for the root is clearly

used in the sense of ‘release or free’ as at RV. 1. 117. 3 and VI. 50.

10. On the other hand, the meaning ‘seven times impotent’, which
seems to be implied in the fanciful story narrated at Brhad Devata,

82-83, is clearly an after-thought suggested by the name. It is

significant that in spite of her name suggesting an impotent hus-

band, it is nowhere indicated in the Rgveda that Vadhrimatl’s

husband was an impotent man or that she invoked the help of the

Asvina for getting a son, like KuntI, the mother of the Pandavas, in

the Mahabharata, for example. The Alvina helped her only at the

time of her difficult delivery. So, it is possible that in both the

names Saptavadhri and Vadhrinvati, vadhri is not used in its literal

sense but only in a figurative one, as in words like vadhryaivah
(one whose horses are useless), or vadhrivacah (whose words are

forceless). Our poet may have met with repeated reverses of fortune

in his life and, therefore, may have been nicknamed ‘Saptavadhri’.

I now give below a translation of the hymn :—
(1) Come here, Alvina; do not love us waveringly, oh Nasatyas.

Fly towards the pressed out juices like two swans. (2) Like two
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